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Executive Summary
The New Jersey State Perkins V Plan is a blueprint for a statewide career education and workforce
effort. It identifies two foundational elements and four strategic goals that will lay the foundation for
the next generation of career education and talent development at the secondary and postsecondary
levels in New Jersey public institutions. This state framework will govern policy direction, guide new
initiatives and drive investment strategies for both federal programs and state projects. This Perkins
V Plan will serve as the cornerstone for programmatic investments and capacity-building efforts that
will enhance service delivery at state and local levels. New Jersey celebrates a long history in creating
a highly educated workforce and must now focus on building a stronger and fairer future for the
residents of our state, where innovation and diversity are the foundation of our growing economy.
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Introduction
In October of 2018, Governor Phillip D. Murphy unveiled his visionary economic development
strategic plan entitled “The State of Innovation: Building a Stronger and Fairer New Jersey” in order to
set New Jersey on the path to a stronger and fairer future where innovation and diversity are at the
forefront of the State’s economy:
“Today we say that New Jersey will once again be a visionary leader in our national
and global economy. We have all the ingredients – and now we have the plan.
It was a plan created not in a dark corner but through hundreds of meetings with
hundreds of people across our state who have a stake in our future success: business
leaders, labor leaders, educators at all levels, community and faith leaders, state,
county, and local officials, our tremendous Cabinet team. We will make New Jersey a
true State of Innovation, and no community will be left behind.”
New Jersey has long been considered an innovation-driven state with a substantial footprint from the
pharmaceutical and life sciences sectors. The spirit of innovation drove the creation of jobs with
family-sustaining wages, established a strong middle class and stimulated far-reaching economic
growth. Despite this celebrated past and ideal geographical placement between two major cities,
New Jersey added virtually no net new private sector jobs between 2007 and 2017, despite other
states posting increases in jobs during that time. At the same time, more than one-third of residents
cannot afford everyday household needs and New Jersey has experienced the fourth fastest growth in
its poverty rate compared to all other states.

Before developing his economic development plan, Governor Murphy considered the root cause of
this economic slide. In his speech, the Governor attributed the state’s recently lagging economic
growth to a pattern of underinvestment in its people. He noted that this underinvestment resulted
from of a lack of focus on education and workforce development, as well as an overall failure to
support communities, which ultimately hindered New Jersey’s ability to attract and retain new talent
and to fully develop the state’s homegrown workforce.
Governor Murphy emphasized that the success of the plan will hinge on inclusivity and a renewal of
the state’s leadership in innovation. He spoke directly to the need for increased opportunities for
women, people of color and immigrants, and provided specific metrics to quantify progress. The plan
advances five key goals, to be met by 2025, with the following measurable objectives:
I.

II.

III.

IV.

Drive faster job growth than other Northeast peer states by fostering a better, more
supportive business climate to add approximately 300,000 jobs
Achieve faster median wage growth than all Northeast peer states by achieving
approximately four percent wage growth or a $1,500 increase in median wages
Create the most diverse innovation ecosystem in the nation and double venture capital
investment in the state by bringing approximately 40,000 more women and minorities into
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM) fields and attracting $625 million in new
venture capital investment
Close the racial and gender wage and employment gaps by employing approximately
42,000 more women and minorities and increasing wages for those groups by $15,000 to
$23,000
5

V.

Encourage thriving and inclusive New Jersey urban centers and downtowns by reducing city
poverty rates to today’s statewide average

The plan includes the following four strategic priorities, with targeted initiatives designed to support
those priorities:
•
•
•
•

Invest in people to help all New Jersey residents find work that supports and sustains
families;
Invest in communities to build world-class cities, towns and infrastructure statewide;
Make New Jersey the State of Innovation to create more and better jobs; and
Improve government efficiency and advance New Jersey’s competitiveness and business
climate

These goals, objectives and priorities have guided the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE)
in the development of several robust career-focused education initiatives over the past few years.
These initiatives began shortly after Governor Murphy’s unveiling of the economic development plan
and have served as a foundation to springboard the NJDOE into a new era of innovative policy and
practice. The renewed focus on workforce development, vocational training and apprenticeship
programs serve to support this vision of a “stronger and fairer economy,” including:
•

Provide local communities with a stronger voice in education policy decisions;

•

Expand access to community colleges for high school students.

•

•

Increase access to STEM and Computer Science curricula;

Expand career readiness through New Jersey Apprenticeship Network and career pathways;

The next phase of Governor Murphy’s comprehensive economic and higher education plan was
introduced during the 2020 State of the State address. On January 15, 2020, Governor Murphy proudly
introduced Jobs NJ, a bold initiative that ensures career-seeking New Jerseyans have the education
and training necessary to access high-quality employment. The Jobs NJ initiative also presents
strategies to ensure businesses and employers can quickly fill their talent needs.
The plan includes three strategic priorities, with targeted initiatives in order to support the following:
•

•

•

Expand Access to Opportunity by increasing educational attainment among
underrepresented minorities and other targeted populations and ensuring equal access to
opportunities in all regions of the state.

Train Individuals for In-Demand Jobs by connecting educational and training programs to
industry needs and leading the region in programs that prepare adults for high-quality jobs
throughout their entire careers.

Match Talent to Jobs by ensuring access to up-to-date job information, celebrating employers
that provide high-quality jobs, and creating a dedicated team to craft individualized solutions
to complex access-to-labor problems.

Jobs NJ represents a highly collaborative approach among several government agencies towards
achieving these goals. The initiative was crafted by the Governor’s Jobs and Economic Opportunity
Council, and implementation will be led in partnership through the Office of the Secretary of Higher
Education, New Jersey Economic Development Authority, the New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development, and the New Jersey Department of Education. The New Jersey Department
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of Education is well-poised to create new pathways for student success after high school and has
quickly integrated this bold initiative into the daily work of the Department.

The mission of the NJDOE supports the Governor’s education initiatives by ensuring all New Jersey’s
1.4 million students have equitable access to high-quality education and achieve academic excellence.
The NJDOE believes a strong foundation of high-quality career and technical education (CTE) lays the
groundwork for students to have equitable access to career pathways and programs that prepare
them with the skills and knowledge necessary for postsecondary success, whether they choose to
enter college or join the workforce directly from high school. Over the past year, more and more New
Jersey schools and districts are offering pre-apprenticeship programs, career and technical education,
and other career-focused initiatives through which students earn industry-valued credentials or
college credits while still in high school.

New Jersey welcomes the opportunity to develop a state plan for the Strengthening Career and
Technical Education for the 21st Century (Perkins V) Act. The legislation’s increased focus on
stakeholder engagement echoes the Governor’s call for the inclusion of communities in shaping public
policy. The Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Process as well as the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessments (CLNA) will give local communities a voice in designing a system of career pathways
programs that will support a stronger state economy. This system will be designed with a focus on
serving special populations to ensure equitable access to these pathways. Providing all students
equitable access to high-quality career and technical education will help New Jersey realize the vision
of a stronger, fairer economy supported by a diverse and well-qualified workforce.
Mission: The Office of Career Readiness supports districts to ensure all New Jersey
students have equitable access to high-quality career and technical
education in order to achieve academic and career success aligned to
economic opportunities.
Vision: All students are college and career ready and become productive members
in a global society.
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A Focus on Innovation
Over the 2019-2020 transition year, inspired by the Governor’s vision and prompted by the
legislation, the Office of Career Readiness began conversations around the state with entirely new
audiences and continued to engage the most trusted partners in career and technical education (CTE).
During these forums, focus groups, phone calls and in-person conversations, the office pursued
expanded definitions of student success, considered the range of more personalized approaches that
could better meet the needs of underserved students and explored new models of career and
technical education in settings. For many, the very real challenges of change management within their
communities and schools and discovering new ways to promote scale with quality dominated our
discussions around the state.

But for a state with counties as diverse as New Jersey, no one new measure, model or opportunity
would provide a plausible solution statewide. As the input and feedback from our communities was
shared, it became clear if the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) was to design a plan
capable of meeting the unique needs of our students and their communities, it must be developed to
promote customization and support innovation at the county level. The Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment county level process will identify the key CTE priorities for each county and provide a
focus for larger systemic efforts. To fund these customized innovative solutions, New Jersey is
reserving up to 15% of the local funds for alternative distribution to local programs. A portion of this
reserve (up to 7.5%) will be allocated through competitive grants that will increase access and
opportunity to CTE for all New Jersey students. Details of the competitive innovation reserve fund are
included in Appendix C.

Throughout the transition year, best practices in career preparation in New Jersey schools were
identified and considered as possible replicable models of innovation. These programs and practices
were analyzed extensively to determine the parameters that supported success, the environment and
culture that generated the creative solutions, as well as the contextual and policy barriers that may
have inhibited them. These case studies of best practices appear throughout the New Jersey Perkins V
State Plan as “Innovation Inspirations” that highlight the carefully crafted advances in CTE made by
our district and college partners over the past few years. It is the hope of the NJDOE that these models
serve not as a blueprint for a uniform solution for each county, but rather a springboard for
conversations to begin around innovation and opportunity at the local levels.
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New Jersey’s Perkins V Plan: Key Features
Findings from Stakeholder Engagement
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) spent the transition year in a deep process of
consulting with stakeholders to the Perkins V four-year plan. This included a regional focus, where
workforce development boards, county colleges, comprehensive school districts and county
vocational school districts met in a forum to share their insights on the opportunities, strengths and
areas in need of improvement for their region. The second phase of outreach included a series of
online surveys that were each targeted to a specific audience: student, parent/family, community and
businesses.
The response was overwhelming; over 10,000 unique individuals completed the surveys and offered
their perspectives on the future of career and technical education (CTE). Any stakeholder groups that
were not engaged in adequate numbers by the forums and electronic surveys were contacted directly
for follow-up. Focus groups and phone interviews were conducted specifically for underrepresented
audiences to ensure that an effort was made to capture every perspective in the development of the
state plan. The NJDOE cleaned and coded both the qualitative and quantitative data and prepared a
series of reports. Several decision points were almost universally recommended; others required
further consultation with expert partners. The following is a synopsis of those key decisions that
emerged from input from our stakeholders.

An Assurance of Postsecondary Preparation

A stronger, fairer New Jersey can be achieved if a New Jersey high school diploma is a statement of
assurance that a public-school student is on a path to postsecondary success.

“On a path” is defined as the student having a viable postsecondary plan to earn and/or learn. Key
indicators of a student’s viable plan include, but are not limited to:
•
•

•
•

at least six college credits related to the student’s plan;
an industry-valued credential related to the student’s plan;

work-based experience related to the student’s plan; and
a score predicting success on an assessment related to the student’s plan.

To this end, the NJDOE Office of Career Readiness proposes some fundamental shifts in the nature of
CTE programs in the state. The revisions were made in alignment to the Perkins V legislation, as well
as in response to the thoughtful contributions of our diverse stakeholders.
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Changes in Career and Technical Education (CTE) Programing
A new, formal definition for CTE programs of study is introduced in Section 3 of the Act and is
emphasized throughout the Perkins V legislation.

New Perkins V Definition of Program of Study

A coordinated, non-duplicative sequence of academic and technical content at the secondary and
postsecondary level that-

a) incorporates challenging state academic standards, including those adopted by a state under
section 1111(b)1 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965;
b) addresses both academic and technical knowledge and skills, including employability skills;
c) is aligned with the needs of industries in the economy of the state, region, Tribal community
or local area;
d) progresses in specificity (beginning with all aspects of an industry or career cluster and
leading to more occupation-specific instruction);
e) has multiple entry and exit points that incorporate credentialing; and
f) culminates in the attainment of a recognized postsecondary credential 1.

1 Per Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential
“means a credential consisting of an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of
completion of an apprenticeship, a license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or
an associate or baccalaureate degree”
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Career and Technical Education (CTE) Program Definitions:
Secondary
Size (Numerical Value)

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of not
fewer than three CTE courses;
or two years of CTE sharedtime programs for a County
Vocational-Technical School
District

Fundable programs will
transition over time to become
programs of study, where
students are prepared to
obtain a recognized
postsecondary credential 1

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations

Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of
the program. Minimum
enrollment in the first course is
10 students, or a waiver must
be requested with justification
provided.

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are
making progress toward each of
the indicators

Schools must offer a minimum
of one approved program of
study to receive funding, but
must transition all programs
over the next three years 2

Links or pathways must exist
between the secondary and
postsecondary CTE programs
of study

The program has certified
teachers providing instruction
on industry and academic
standards

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of
an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree.”
2 All funded CTE programs must develop a plan over the next three years to include attainment of a
recognized postsecondary credential in the transition towards Programs of Study
1
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Secondary CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and/or may
have credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 1 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to
access multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean
annual wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and
provided to the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of
Labor and Workforce Development.

In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by eligible recipients in the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided
as a reference to LEAs annually.

1
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Career and Technical Education (CTE) Program Definitions:
Postsecondary College Programs
Size (Numerical Value)

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of no fewer
than 12 credits or the
equivalent in a career and
technical field, leading to a
certificate or degree

Fundable programs must lead
to a recognized postsecondary
credential 1

Programs must retain 40% of
concentrators enrolled
through the completion of
their degree. (incrementally
increase retention over the next
three years from 30%-40%)

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations

Establish a minimum of one
early college CTE program
with secondary school
districts with a concentration
of ESSA-Perkins V-identified
student groups

Establish articulation
agreements with, at a
minimum, 50% of the
secondary schools with CTE
programs

The program has appropriately
trained faculty providing
instruction on industry and
academic standards

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are
making progress toward each of
the indicators

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of
an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree.”
1
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Postsecondary College CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following
three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and/or may
have credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 1 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to
access multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean
annual wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and
provided to the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of
Labor and Workforce Development.

In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by eligible recipients in the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided
as a reference to LEAs annually.

1
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Career and Technical Education (CTE) Program Definitions:
Postsecondary Adult Programs
Size (Numerical Value)

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable Results)

Programs must set aside a
designated percentage of their
total allocations to directly
serve special populations

Fundable programs must lead
to a recognized postsecondary
credential 1

Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of
the program

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are
making progress toward each of
the indicators
The program has appropriately
trained faculty providing
instruction on industry and
academic standards

Postsecondary Adult CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three
criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and/or may
have credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 2 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to
access multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean
annual wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and
provided to the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of
Labor and Workforce Development.

In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment.

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of
an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree.”
2 The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided
as a reference to eligible recipients annually.
1
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Split of Funds
New Jersey will use 15% of the total allocation for state funds, with 10% for state leadership
activities, (see “Administration and Leadership Funds” section) including professional development,
technical assistance, career and technical education (CTE) in correctional institutions and services
that prepare individuals for non-traditional fields. Another five percent are used for state
administrative expenses.

The other 85% of local funds is allocated by formula, with the state reserving up to 15% of the local
funds for alternative distribution to local programs (reserve fund). This increase in reserve funds will
be used to support innovation in closing equity gaps and increasing access and opportunity to CTE for
all New Jersey students. Almost unanimously, stakeholders called attention to the need to expand CTE
offerings, focusing on the fact that not all students in New Jersey possess equal opportunities to access
CTE programming. Competitive grants will be offered through the reserve funds to allow
collaboration in the development of an innovative strategy to increase access to CTE for underserved
populations, with the design uniquely crafted to the needs of their own students.
The remaining local funds will be split between secondary (55%) and postsecondary (45%)
education.

Performance Indicators

The selected quality performance indicator will be Percentage of Students Participating in WorkBased Learning; however, data will be collected by districts and reported to the NJDOE in both
Attainment of Postsecondary Credential and Attainment of Postsecondary Credits as well.

Middle Grades

The NJDOE will encourage and support the development of career awareness and exploration in
middle grades through both leadership and innovation funds. Through close collaboration within the
Division of Academics and Performance, the Office of Academic Standards and the Office of Career
Readiness will work together to encourage innovation in developing stronger career pathways
beginning at earlier grade levels. The partnership will result in products that provide clearer
guidance, higher-quality curricular resources and will also provide financial support towards those
ends at the state and local levels.

The NJDOE is also focused on increasing academic preparation for middle school students in advance
of entry into rigorous CTE programs at the high school level. Pathway in Technology Early College
High School (P-TECH) districts across the state (see p. 68) feature summer bridge opportunities that
offer middle school students targeted support in math, language arts and science. This model can be
modified or replicated to prepare underserved populations of students to enter rigorous CTE
programs of interest prior to high school. In another noteworthy practice, partnerships between K
through 8 school districts and county vocational schools have been established during the transition
year to explore new methods to give underserved students the academic preparation required to
succeed in CTE. The reserve funds will support innovation in promising practices and models such as
these that ramp up academic preparation for middle school students.

Through local funds, middle grade career awareness activities may be conducted that serve students
in grades five through eight based on the district configuration of schools and the needs of the district
as documented within the CLNA and the local application. Career preparation, awareness and
16

outreach activities may be developed to support students transitioning from elementary grades into
middle grades, as well as for students between grades eight or nine, and/or transitioning into high
schools. These activities and programs may also focus on students entering high school and might
include structural support for academic and technical coursework that aligns to continuing education
and in-demand careers.

Research suggests that middle school students may be best served by activities with a focus on social
and emotional learning, which may include counseling and social supports, strength identification and
development, as well as targeted partnerships between the school/district, community college,
and/or informal education and training providers (Gestsdottir et al. 2010; Zins et al. 2007; Symonds
et al., 2011). These services may expand beyond the typical school day or school year to provide youth
with year-round education and training as well as expand access to career and technical education for
special populations.
New Jersey has underscored the importance of career awareness and exploration activities starting in
elementary school through regulations as well as guidance. New Jersey Administrative Code (N.J.A.C.
6A:8-3.2) describes the comprehensive and developmental system for the delivery of guidance and
academic counseling for all students to facilitate career awareness, exploration, and preparation.

6A:8-3.2 Career education and counseling

(a) The Department shall conduct a pilot project and evaluation of Personalized Student Learning
Plans beginning in the 2009-2010 school year.

(b) In fulfillment of the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS), district boards of
education shall develop and implement a comprehensive and developmental system for the
delivery of guidance and academic counseling for all students to facilitate career awareness,
exploration, and preparation.
The system shall:
1. Be linked to the NJSLS;
2. Take into consideration the American School Counselor Association’s National
Standards for School Counseling Programs;
3. Be infused throughout the K-12 curriculum as appropriate for all students;

4. Be supported by professional development programs;

5. Provide developmental career guidance and academic counseling, linked to the NJSLS,
designed to:
i. Assist students in making and implementing informed educational and career
choices, including opportunities to change career focus;

ii. Support students’ academic attainment, career development, and personal/social
development;

iii. Develop students’ understanding of the relationships among academic attainment,
career development, and personal/social development; and
iv. Encourage students to create and maintain portfolios consisting of student
accomplishments including academic and career-oriented work samples that
reflect achievement of the NJSLS.
17

6. Allow district boards of education to select the delivery format, which may include:
i. An integrated curriculum that is based on NJSLS 9.1 through 9.4 and provides
students the opportunity to acquire information about their career interests
and/or take advanced courses linked to their career interests; and/or

ii. Specialized programs that reflect the needs of students and the community.

(c) For students with disabilities beginning at age 14, or younger if determined appropriate by
the IEP team, district boards of education shall ensure that career guidance and academic
counseling are coordinated with transition services provided in accordance with N.J.A.C.
6A:14-3.7.

(d) District boards of education, in fulfillment of the NJSLS, shall develop and implement
curriculum and instructional methods that:
1. Include the integration of technological literacy, consistent with the NJSLS;

2. Provide all students with an understanding of the career applications of knowledge and
skills learned in the classroom; and
3. Provide all students with opportunities to apply knowledge and skills learned in the
classroom to real or simulated career challenges.

(e) District boards of education, in fulfillment of the NJSLS, shall develop and implement for all
students a system of career development activities that:

1. Offers all students the opportunity to more fully explore career interests within one or
more of the Career Clusters identified in the Career and Technical Education Programs
and Standards rules at N.J.A.C. 6A:19, that are linked to NJSLS and measured by the
Statewide assessment system according to N.J.A.C. 6A:8-4;

2. Allows district boards of education to select the appropriate format for offering careerdevelopment activities based on district resources, community needs, and student
interest;
3. Allows district boards of education to select the delivery format that may include:
i. An integrated curriculum, based on the NJSLS, that provides students the
opportunity to acquire information about their career interests and/or take
advanced courses linked to their career interests; or

ii. Specialized programs that reflect the needs of students and the community; and 4.
Instills the concept of the need for continuous learning throughout one’s life.

(f) District boards of education shall offer all high school students opportunities to more actively
explore career interests by participating in structured learning experiences linked to the
NJSLS.
1. Structured learning experiences should give students opportunities to demonstrate
and apply a high level of academic attainment and to develop career and
personal/social goals.
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2. Interested students may voluntarily select structured learning experiences that are:
i. Co-curricular or extra-curricular activities; and

ii. Taking place within the school district, at a work site, or in the community in
accordance with N.J.A.C. 6A:19-6.4.

3. District boards of education shall ensure students participating in school-sponsored,
paid, or unpaid external structured learning experiences: i. Are supervised by school
personnel in accordance with N.J.A.C. 6A:9B11.19 through 11.22; and 21 ii. Conform to
Federal and State law.

Specific guidance and support of these and other middle school career awareness activities will be
developed in partnership with key stakeholders such as New Jersey School Counselors Association.
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Foundational Elements and Goals
Two foundational elements and four goals were developed from the findings that emerged from
engagement with stakeholders:

Foundational Elements
I.

II.

Goals
I.

Equity of Opportunity and Access
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) will support the creation of expanded
opportunities for each student to access quality career and technical education (CTE)
programs, ensuring the equitable distribution of CTE programs throughout the state and the
ability of all students to actively participate in those programs. Underserved populations are a
critical focus and every effort must be made to reach, engage and serve these students more
equitably. These strategic activities and supports will begin as early as middle school.

Partnerships

The NJDOE will support and incentivize the creation of transformational partnerships at the
county-level that prepare New Jersey’s future workforce. These partnerships will be
developed organically through the findings from the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
conducted at countywide meetings and include diverse education partners, industry and
community-based organizations.

Quality Programs

II.

The NJDOE will work to improve the quality of CTE preparation in an effort to support each
student’s skill development and more directly meet industry needs. The Comprehensive Local
Needs Assessment (CLNA) process (and a reimagined definition of Programs of Study) will
encourage LEAs to focus their funding efforts on only those programs that prepare students
for the highest wage, in-demand occupations accessible at each educational attainment level.

III.

The NJDOE will ensure access to meaningful work-based learning opportunities for each CTE
student. The selected quality performance indicator will be % of Students Participating in
Work-based Learning and additional structures and supports must be developed to increase
the number of students engaged in these experiences. This includes including elements of
WBL coordinator training in teacher preparation programs. Data collection processes are
currently being modified to improve data quality, including a tiered system of reporting the
types of WBL experiences and student participation rates.

Work-Based Learning

Career Advisement and Development

NJDOE will work closely with the New Jersey School Counselors Association to ensure each
New Jersey counselor is better prepared to support students through ongoing career
advisement and development. Support, guidance and resources will be crafted through
collaboration.
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IV.

CTE Teacher Recruitment & Retention
NJDOE will continue to remove unnecessary regulatory barriers and develop innovative,
research-based strategies for strengthening the pipeline of CTE instructors to fill the educator
positions, including those overseeing work-based learning. CTE Teacher Preparation
Programs funded by the NJDOE will integrate curricular units or tracks on three areas of
specialization for additional CTE endorsements: Special Education, English Language Learners
and Work Based Learning.

The goals outlined by New Jersey’s stakeholder engagement have illuminated a path to position CTE
as the first and most critical educational component in meeting Governor Murphy’s “stronger, fairer”
vision for all New Jersey students.
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Narrative Descriptions
Plan Development and Consultation
1.

Describe how the State plan was developed in consultation with the stakeholders and
in accordance with the procedures in section 122(c)(2) of Perkins V and as provided in
Text Box 1 on the following page.

Building on the state’s current education and workforce successes, the New Jersey Department of
Education (NJDOE) gained critical state leadership support and engaged diverse stakeholders in the
development of this plan. The integration of these factors resulted in the identification of key
opportunities for transformational change. The expertise of representatives from state agencies and
organizations was critical to this effort, as were the development of workgroups comprised of local
representatives with direct knowledge of the current system structure and state leadership, including
those responsible for state policy and program management. The creation of an extensive stakeholder
engagement plan and the provision of online surveys and targeted marketing campaigns enabled the
work to be shared with a wider audience and provided enhanced opportunity for public feedback and
comment. Six Strategic Goals were crafted as a result of this process.
The strategic and state planning process for the development of the state plan:
•
•

•

Engaged a wide variety of internal and external stakeholder groups;
Helped build consensus toward the statewide vision for career and technical education (CTE);
and
Identified goals, key strategies and indicators for tracking progress towards the vision for CTE
in New Jersey.

Stages of Work in the Development of the Perkins V State Plan for New Jersey

• NJDOE CTE Program
Landscape Analysis
• NJDOL/LWD Labor
Market Analysis by
Region

Discovery

Dialogue
• Regional Stakeholder
Engagement Sessions
• NJDOE Perkins V Online
Survey
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• Identification of CTE
Goals for NJ
• Develop Strategies
and Indicators to
Support Identified
Goals

Decisions

Discovery
The first part of our process included a landscape analysis of the current state of career and technical
education (CTE) in New Jersey schools. During this Discovery phase, the Office of Career Readiness
evaluated the current status of CTE programs throughout the state. The analysis identified trends in
the types and numbers of programs in every region and county. In addition, the analysis considered
the types of programs that have the highest numbers of student enrollment and determined if
subpopulations of students are represented more or less frequently in certain programs. A final step
of the landscape analysis was completed with the support and data provided by labor market analyst
partners at the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL). This analysis
identified potential gaps or misalignments between labor market needs and CTE program offerings
throughout the state and, more specifically, within each region.

Dialogue

All of the key findings from the landscape analysis were compiled and shared in series of regional
presentations to our stakeholders during the next phase of the planning process. This second stage of
our process, the Dialogue phase, included the presentation of our findings and careful gathering
reactions and documenting input from our stakeholders. During the dialogue phase, we held six
Stakeholder Engagement Symposia throughout New Jersey in May and June 2019. Over 280
stakeholders, including representatives from business and industry, community organizations,
workforce and economic development agencies and education (secondary and postsecondary)
attended. The meeting objectives included sharing information on the strategic planning process,
considering findings from our NJDOE/NJDOL landscape analysis, collecting feedback on how to
improve the state CTE system and establishing mutually beneficial relationships with stakeholders for
feedback on the strategic plan. The information gathered from these sessions was used to identify the
priorities of the state plan.

Regional Stakeholder Symposia
Date

5/31/2019

Rutgers University

6/4/2019

Kean University

6/3/2019

6/10/2019
6/11/2019
6/12/2019

Location

Stockton University

Number of Attendees
47
43
39

William Paterson University

39

Camden County College

56

County College of Morris

48
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The Dialogue phase continued in a series of events and processes to call attention to and raise
awareness of the need for stakeholder input. Various methods of outreach communication were
utilized to solicit ideas, input and information from stakeholders.
The NJDOE:
•
•
•

•

Provided an informational webinar;
Surveyed parents/families, students and business and industry professionals through an
online platform;
Held smaller, more personal focus group meetings with stakeholders such as, Department of
Children and Families, Juvenile Justice Commission and Regional McKinney-Vento
Coordinators and State Advisors of New Jersey Career and Technical Student Organizations;
and
Presented research findings and key decision points for feedback and guidance at several
State Employment and Training Commission meetings, CTE Advisory Council meetings, CTE
State Board Sub-Committee Meetings, New Jersey Council of County Vocational Technical
Schools, New Jersey Council of County Colleges, ESSA Directors Meeting, New Jersey
Association of Federal Program Administrators and Trenton Capital Partnership Meetings.

The NJDOE maintained attendance records and a spreadsheet of all participants at the meetings, focus
groups and webinars. If a population was not fully represented, the Office of Career Readiness
followed up through direct contact and scheduled a small group focus group session. The NJDOE took
comprehensive measures to ensure all stakeholders had the opportunity to provide their input into
the development of the Perkins V State Plan.

Students were a critical stakeholder group not represented in the initial series of forums. Therefore,
an online survey customized for student respondents was created to solicit the input, ideas and
perspectives from current middle, high school and community college students on key decision points
to shape New Jersey’s state plan. The online questions for the student survey were formulated to
gather valued feedback relating to awareness of CTE and career pathway programs, program delivery,
value of program outcomes, barriers that may exist for students in CTE programs, supports that
students would benefit from in CTE programs, career advisement, middle school career awareness
programs and work-based learning. The NJDOE received 8,833 online student survey submissions
and approximately 100 students were interviewed in focus groups. The online survey and focus
groups allowed us to reach students from all Perkins V special populations groups.

The in-person focus groups were held with diverse groups of career and technical education (CTE)
and pre-CTE students from comprehensive high schools to gather information regarding their
involvement and participation in CTE programs. The questions were slightly more targeted to address
this unique population of students who had awareness and understanding of CTE programs, as they
were currently enrolled in one or would be beginning a CTE program in the following months.

Parents and families were another group not well represented in the initial round of regional forums,
so an online survey was designed to solicit their input, ideas and perspectives on CTE in New Jersey.
The questions for the parent and family survey were formulated to gather valued feedback relating to
awareness of CTE and career pathway programs, program delivery, value of program outcomes,
barriers that may exist for students in CTE programs, supports that would benefit students in CTE
programs, career advisement, middle school career awareness programs and work-based learning.
The NJDOE received over 6,050 online parent and family responses. The variety of families that were
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reached through the online survey incorporated perspectives from all Perkins V special populations
groups.

Businesses also completed an online survey. The respondents were primarily representatives of small
businesses and the primary trend that emerged was the need for partnerships and connections to be
made with local area schools. The respondents overwhelmingly expressed interest in supporting
students in exploring careers, but mentioned barriers existing as to who they might contact within a
school to begin to collaborate, how to find time to build connections and coordinate schedules for
collaboration and, if the relationship was established, transportation for those students interested in
work-based learning experiences. All respondents agreed that work-based learning was the most
essential work-readiness experience for students, corroborating the parent, student and community
views on the use of work-based learning as the selected performance indicator.

The information gathered from stakeholders during the Dialogue phase was used to develop the
foundational elements and goals of New Jersey’s Perkins V State Plan. The findings were synthesized
into a series of clear and coherent goals to be addressed, with key strategies and indicators of
progress aligned to each goal. These findings from stakeholder outreach strongly guided the key
Decisions made by the NJDOE in the development of this state plan.

New Jersey is committed to engage a diverse group of stakeholders on a continuous basis through the
development of an Office of Career Readiness Communication Plan. This plan will outline our
outreach initiatives that will take place in-person, print, web-based and through social media. The use
of various methods of communication will ensure that all our New Jersey CTE stakeholders are
engaged and informed about our state initiatives and information.
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2.

Consistent with section 122(e)(1) of Perkins V, each eligible agency must develop the
portion of the State plan relating to the amount and uses of any funds proposed to be
reserved for adult career and technical education, postsecondary career and technical
education, and secondary career and technical education after consultation with the
State agencies identified in section 122(e)(1)(A)-(C) of the Act. If a State agency, other
than the eligible agency, finds a portion of the final State plan objectionable, the
eligible agency must provide a copy of such objections and a description of its
response in the final plan submitted to the Secretary. (Section 122(e)(2) of Perkins V)

In continuing current practice, New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) will distribute 85
percent of the state’s federal Perkins allocation to eligible recipients.

From this 85 percent of funds, up to 15 percent will be awarded to eligible recipients through reserve
funds through the provision in Section 112(c) of the Perkins Act as follows:
•

•
•
•

Five and a half percent to be used to support secondary programs in county vocational
school districts that serve high percentages and high numbers of career and technical
education (CTE) participants and CTE concentrators;
Two percent to be used to support secondary programs in areas designated as rural;
Up to two percent to be used to support postsecondary programs in areas designated as
rural;
Up to seven and a half percent will be used to fund competitive innovation grants supporting
partnerships that will increase access to CTE for underserved populations in each county
(Appendix C). This pool of funding will be accessible to both secondary and postsecondary
recipients.

During the 2019-2020 transition year and in collaboration with stakeholders, the NJDOE examined
the use of reserve funds and established that the reserve allocation should increase to include areas
with disparities or gaps in subpopulation participation and performance. NJDOE sought ideas from
stakeholders regarding the use of reserve funds to foster innovation through the identification and
promotion of promising and proven CTE programs, practices and strategies. The competitive
innovation reserve (up to 7.5%) will be open to all LEAs (including those whose minimum allocation
falls below the threshold but are willing to form a consortium) and requires all applicants to partner
and design unique solutions to increasing CTE access at the county level.

Regarding the other seven and a half percent, the rural reserve (2%) allows rural districts, whose
allocations would be too small to provide effective CTE programs, to provide high-quality CTE
programs to their students. The county vocational school district reserve (5.5%) allows those districts
that have a high percentage and high numbers of CTE concentrators to offer high-quality
opportunities to those students.

In order for CTE programs in these settings to continue to receive support through federal Perkins
reserve funds, in whole or part, they must meet or be working towards fulfilling New Jersey’s new
requirements for all programs offered to be transformed into Programs of Study (see “New Perkins V
Definition of Program of Study” section). Through the pursuit of meeting the new requirements,
programs will strengthen alignment between secondary and postsecondary CTE. This prioritization of
higher-quality CTE programming also aligns with NJDOL’s efforts to expand career pathway
opportunities by creating smooth transitions between our education and workforce systems. The
assurance of high-quality CTE programs and programs of study is later addressed in narrative
response to Section 122(d)(4)(A) of Perkins V regarding the standards for program approval.
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The remainder of the 85% will be divided, with 55% being allocated to secondary districts and 45%
allocated to postsecondary institutions. The split of funds between the secondary (55%) and
postsecondary (45%) levels includes a slightly higher percentage of funding to secondary schools,
particularly as it compares to enrollment. The reason for this is that the secondary schools are
forming the foundational base for postsecondary education and generating the interest in career
pathways that students will be able to carry forward whether they continue to a four-year degree, a
two-year degree, the military, apprenticeship or directly into the workforce. In addition, because each
stakeholder group strongly supported the use of Perkins funding for middle school projects and
programs, it was determined that secondary districts are better poised to support that population of
students.
The NJDOE did not receive objectionable public comment to any portion of the final State plan.
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Administration and Leadership Funds
NJDOE allots five percent for state administration and ten percent for state leadership activities. The
majority of the state administration fund is spent on staff salaries, fringe benefits, travel and direct
and indirect costs.
The state’s leadership allocation will be used primarily to support several of the foundational
elements and goals that shape this plan.
•

•

•

•

Equity of Opportunity and Access: Funds will be used to increase opportunities for
traditionally underserved students to access quality CTE programs, which includes, but is not
limited to, the following support:
o Nontraditional training activities will be funded;
o The set-aside for recruiting special populations will be funded at one percent of the
state leadership allocation; and
o New Jersey state agencies (Department of Corrections, Department of Children and
Families and the Juvenile Justice Commission) will be funded at one percent of the full
grant award as required in the legislation.
Partnerships, Quality Programs, Career Advisement and Development: Funds will be used for
state agency memberships to national organizations in support of CTE. Membership will
provide professional development for NJDOE Office of Career Readiness staff and will also
confer access to extensive networks of peers and respected research organizations within the
field that will increase professional capacity to support these goals.
Work-Based Learning: Funds will be used to develop structures that expand the number of
students engaged in these critical experiences, including supports for increasing preapprenticeships and other work-based learning opportunities.
CTE Teacher Recruitment & Retention: Funds will be used to support CTE Teacher
Preparation Programs that prepare individuals entering the secondary CTE teaching
profession through New Jersey's alternate route teacher program.

Consortia

To apply for Perkins funding, in accordance with Section 122(d)(8) of Perkins V, New Jersey will
ensure that eligible secondary institutions receive a minimum gross allocation of $15,000 and eligible
postsecondary institutions receive a minimum allocation of $50,000. If the recipient’s allocation
would be less than either of these amounts, depending on the type of institution, the NJDOE will notify
the recipient that it may:
•

•

Enter into a consortium with one or more recipients for the purpose of providing enhanced
services and to meet the minimum grant requirement; or

Form a consortium with a county vocational school district offering programs that meet the
requirements of the act and transfer such allocation to the county vocational school district.

Districts in New Jersey who do not meet the minimum threshold to receive an allocation but are
otherwise interested in offering CTE programs are still able to do so by forming a consortium. This
allows districts to make sure that students in their districts, who would not otherwise have access to
programs that prepare them with the skills needed in the workplace, can participate in high-quality
CTE programs where they might not otherwise be able to do so. The ability to form a consortium and
combine individual “gross” allocations allows districts the ability to exercise local control over the
configuration of CTE delivery in their region so that they can offer students the types of career
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pathways program that are important in that region. This partnership is strongly encouraged through
the competitive innovation opportunity offered through reserve funds.
Members of a consortium will combine their individual “gross” allocations to form the funding pool
for the consortium to meet the threshold allocation amount. The NJDOE will ensure, through direct
communication and technical assistance with local eligible recipients that funds allocated to a
consortium are used only for purposes and programs that are mutually beneficial to all members of
the consortium and that are authorized under this title.
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3.

Describe opportunities for the public to comment in person and in writing on the State
plan. (Section 122(d)(14) of Perkins V)

Public Notice was posted in advance of the November 6, 2019 state board meeting via the New Jersey
Register:

Take notice that pursuant to the Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century
Act, Section 122 (a)4, the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) will be presenting its
proposed Perkins V State Plan to the New Jersey State Board of Education (NJSBOE) at its November
6, 2019 monthly public business meeting at 10 a.m. in the First Floor Conference Room at the NJDOE
Building, 100 Riverview Plaza, Trenton, NJ 08625.

The Department made public and accepted public comment on the proposed Perkins V State Plan
beginning November 1, 2019 through December 31, 2019. Comments were submitted electronically
to the Perkins V email address, PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov or, members of the public registered to speak
before the NJSBOE following its monthly public business meeting on December 4, 2019 at the NJDOE
Building, 100 Riverview Plaza, Trenton, NJ 08625, at 2 p.m.
New Jersey’s proposed Perkins V State Plan was electronically published on the NJDOE, career and
technical education (CTE) webpage. In addition, this notice was published on the NJDOE webpage.

If members of the public had any questions regarding the Perkins V State Plan, they were directed to
call the Office of Career Readiness at 609-376-9067 or email PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov. If they had
questions regarding speaking before the State Board of Education on the draft Perkins V plan, they
were to contact the NJ State Board Office at 609-376-9071.

Schedule of Public Forums
Name of Venue

Location

Date

Southern Regional Institute and Educational
Technology Training Center

Galloway, NJ

December 2, 2019

Bergen County Community College,
Meadowlands

Trenton, NJ

Lyndhurst, NJ

December 4, 2019

New Jersey State Board of Education Meeting
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December 6, 2019

Program Administration and Implementation
State’s Vision for Education and Workforce Development
a.

Provide a summary of State-supported workforce development activities (including
education and training) in the State, including the degree to which the State's career
and technical education programs and programs of study are aligned with and address
the education and skill needs of the employers in the State identified by the State
workforce development board. (Section 122(d)(1) of Perkins V)

Over the past several years, New Jersey has celebrated major advancements in aligning workforce
development activities through partnership with several state agencies: New Jersey Department of
Education (NJDOE), New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL), Office of
the Secretary of Higher Education (OSHE), State Employment and Training Commission (SETC),
Department of Community Affairs (DCA), in conjunction with the Business Action Center, the
Economic Development Authority and the Office of the Governor. The synergy between these agencies
and groups is dynamic and collaborative and the substantive discussions have led to clear plans to
collectively support a transformed environment. The outcomes of this effort have been focused on
three core elements: developing high-quality, employer-valued partnerships, incorporating career
pathways into education and training programs; and increasing the number of adults with a
postsecondary, industry-valued degree or credential.

By focusing on these elements, NJDOL identified nine key industry clusters in New Jersey:
Construction and Energy; Finance; Health Care; Leisure and Hospitality; Life Sciences; Manufacturing;
Retail Trade; Technology; and Transportation, Logistics and Distribution. Corresponding sector
partnerships (Next Generation Sector Partnerships) were established to facilitate public-private
collaborations to meet workforce and economic challenges. They serve as strategic partnerships
among business leaders, public partners and community leaders, working together to develop
solutions tailored to the specific, expressed needs of the industry sector. They bring together industry
leaders to develop solutions to common workforce needs and other challenges and are engaged in
identifying skills gaps, networking with partners, assisting in designing curriculum/training to meet
the needs of the industry sector, cultivating skilled labor pools and building career awareness. The
NJDOE eagerly accepted the opportunity to partner, as the reauthorization of the Carl D. Perkins
Career and Technical Education Act was a strong catalyst for our active participation in firmly
connecting our state’s education and workforce development systems.

One of the smaller working groups that arose from these Industry Partnerships is a Credential Review
Board. This partnership product is both significant and timely in that it provides a process for
evaluating specific credentials based on employers’ recommendations. This will allow the NJDOE to
expand its current definition of a career and technical education (CTE) program of study to allow for
industry-valued credentials. The Credential Review Board is focusing their analysis on those
credentials that secondary-aged students would be eligible to obtain and has invited the Office of
Career Readiness to engage in the discussion.
This is relevant and emerges as a priority from the stakeholder feedback process, as many
respondents highlighted the need for the NJDOE to expand the list. Groups offered suggestions as to
the types of credentials secondary students might obtain on the path towards postsecondary success.
They also resoundingly recommended and prioritized the selection of industry-valued credentials
over the use of a technical skill assessment, which was the previous requirement and CTE program
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quality indicator. Stakeholders suggested that the NJDOE prioritize credentials over passing tests
(such as the NOCTI) that are costly and may not confer students any sort of industry recognition or
advantage after passing.

It is critical to note that several stakeholder groups also highlighted New Jersey’s State Seal of
Biliteracy, which recognizes those students who demonstrate that they are able to speak, read,
comprehend and write in two or more languages at a high level of proficiency. In 2016, New American
Economy and the New Jersey Business and Industry Association (NJBIA) worked closely with other
business and education groups to advocate for the passage of New Jersey’s Seal of Biliteracy
Legislation. Our business and industry partners have clearly voiced and demonstrated the growing
demand in New Jersey for bilingual talent from some of the state’s biggest industries and employers,
and this is one clear mechanism to encourage and highlight that talent development.

As mentioned above, NJDOL and NJDOE have had a long-standing partnership in working towards the
development of demand-driven quality CTE programs. Over the past decade NJDOL has identified key
industry sectors and provided NJDOE with the most current labor market data to inform secondary
and postsecondary program development and revision. Despite the fact that the data provided by the
NJDOL was comprehensive and timely, a disconnect remained for the NJDOE in translating the
industry sector data to the classification of instructional programs (CIP) Codes as defined by the
National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) and used in the Career Clusters® framework. While
the labor market information reflected New Jersey’s current workforce state, the NJDOE was not
always able to translate that information directly into specific CTE programs.

Fortunately, another strong partnership exists between NJDOE, NJDOL and the John J. Heldrich Center
for Workforce Development at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey. The Heldrich Center
conducts extensive research on career preparation program effectiveness and labor market outcomes.
In 2016, the NJDOE contracted with the Heldrich Center to align New Jersey’s framework for the
organization of CTE programs to the state’s key industry sectors through a novel methodology
developed by the Heldrich Center for this purpose. The results of this comprehensive analysis are now
informing the development of our Perkins V state plan to foster increased alignment between CTE
programs and the state’s key industry sectors.

Using this same methodology, the NJDOE will now be able to align the Industry-Valued Credential List
produced by NJDOL to the respective CTE programs by the Classification of Instructional Programs
(CIP) code. This provides the basis for NJDOE to expand the current program of study definition to
include the attainment of these industry-valued credentials as a qualifier for a rigorous program of
study. Broadening this definition would be a significant step in modifying the concept of quality CTE
programs of study in our state, which currently require articulation to a two-, or four- year college
program. This is a fundamental shift that will open the door for more CTE programs to be directly
aligned to a vetted list of valued credentials and provide viable and rigorous options for students in a
career pathway system. The goal is to ultimately include the attainment of industry-valued credentials
in the state’s accountability system, thereby giving prominence to these credentials as a measure of
readiness for college and the 21st century world of work.

Regarding the support and oversight of work-based learning experiences (previously referred to as
Structured Learning Experiences or SLEs), representatives from the Office of Career Readiness
participate in the New Jersey Interagency Alliance, which is a strong collaborative effort among state
and federal agencies. Partners of the Alliance include the U.S. Department of Labor, Wage and Hour
Division; the NJDOE; the NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development; the University of
Medicine and Dentistry of NJ (UMDNJ); and the Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences
Institute, a joint institute of the UMDNJ–Robert Wood Johnson Medical School and Rutgers University.
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This alliance was originally founded in 1992 and was based on jointly providing formal work-based
trainings to stakeholders around the state. This unique union of federal and state agencies provides a
streamlined and highly informed collaborative which reflects the complicated nature of ensuring
student safety in the workplace. The contributions of all partners reflect the most current
understandings of labor and workforce needs, public health policy and concerns around children in
hazardous and non-hazardous work settings and the educational supports and supervisory role in
ensuring a safe and productive experience for students.

Lastly, education and workforce collaboration were leveraged in the development of the Workforce
Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) State Plan. NJDOE and OSHE served on workgroups charged
with developing recommendations for WIOA statewide implementation including governance and
planning, One-Stop services, services to individuals with disabilities, career pathways, youth services
and performance. Members of NJDOL and SETC have been and will continue to be invited to
participate in the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment occurring at both county and local levels to
include their extensive knowledge of WIOA and how funding can be braided and services can be
leveraged and amplified through cooperation. These cross-sector partnerships are also evident in the
SETC Shared Youth Vision Council, charged with assisting the state’s neediest youth to successfully
transition into the labor market and obtain the skills necessary to become productive members of
their communities.
The mission of the Shared Youth Vision Council is to help New Jersey develop a comprehensive
strategy that will connect state agencies, secondary education, community organizations, workforce
development programs and other stakeholders to assist youth to successfully navigate the labor
market and to obtain the skills they need for employment. In order to carry out this work, the Council
develops policies and program strategies that focus on building capacity between youth stakeholders,
career awareness efforts and innovative programs that create pathways to employment. The Shared
Youth Vision Council served as an important stakeholder group and provided input into this state
plan.

New Jersey will continue to leverage these critical partnerships (a foundational element of this Plan)
to advance work-based learning experiences (a goal of this Plan) and improve the quality of CTE
programs (another goal of this Plan) statewide. These partnerships have been established throughout
the transition year, primarily through the countywide Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
process.
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b.

Describe the State's strategic vision and set of goals for preparing an educated and
skilled workforce (including special populations) and for meeting the skilled
workforce needs of employers, including in existing and emerging in-demand industry
sectors and occupations as identified by the State, and how the State's career and
technical education programs will help to meet these goals. (Section 122(d)(2) of
Perkins V)

New Jersey’s strategic talent development strategy was defined in the 2018 Modification of the
Combined State Plan for the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act.

The Mission of New Jersey’s Talent Development Strategy: New Jersey will increase the number of
residents with an industry-valued credential or degree through high-quality partnerships and
integrated investments.
The state’s talent development strategy is focused on two foundational goals:

1. Building an Innovative, Skilled Workforce to Power Economic Growth
Innovation has been a hallmark of New Jersey’s growth and prosperity. Maintaining that
competitive edge in the 21st Century requires a knowledge‐based economy supported by a
highly skilled workforce and a state‐of the art talent development strategy to guide its training
and education system. For more than 200 years, New Jersey’s skilled workforce has helped its
employers convert technological breakthroughs into world‐class industries such as life
sciences, health care and medical devices, communications, advanced manufacturing and
financial services.

Today New Jersey ranks among “Top 10” states for workforce education, patents, investment
in research and development and employment of scientists and engineers. Past performance,
however, is no guarantee of future economic success. As the economy continues to grow, New
Jersey must keep pace with global trends that are boosting demand for workers with
postsecondary degrees and other credentials valued by employers. Fast-changing technology
and rising international competition are challenges to educators, employers, government and
community groups alike; together all stakeholders must find ways to meet the essential skills,
needs of employers and ensure that members of the workforce are not left behind.

2. Building Economic Opportunity for all New Jersey Residents

In a rapidly changing global economy, every New Jersey resident will need to develop skills,
abilities and connections in order to obtain a job and to have a successful career. Given the
increasing skill needs of employers in all industries, New Jersey residents must have basic
skills, employability skills and basic computer abilities.

While a high school diploma is critical for labor market success, a postsecondary industryvalued credential or degree is necessary for the vast majority of jobs that pay a family‐
supporting wage. In an ever‐changing labor market, all New Jersey residents will need to be
able to plan and manage their careers. They will need to be able to upgrade their skills
throughout their career and to follow career pathways to new opportunities. Efforts to build
new career pathways and to help individuals obtain basic skills and industry‐valued
postsecondary credentials and degrees, are critical to the economic future of out‐of-school
youth, people with disabilities, those with low literacy skills, individuals receiving public
assistance and other social services, homeless individuals, veterans and dislocated workers.
These efforts must also ensure that women have equitable access to education and training
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opportunities, enabling the pursuit of careers in any and all occupations, including non‐
traditional ones. A well‐defined Talent Development Strategy is therefore essential in
sustaining New Jersey’s efforts to help all residents secure a sustainable career.

The NJDOE recognizes the critical role it can serve for all New Jersey students as an access point into
the talent pipeline. The mission of increasing the number of residents with an industry-valued
credential or degree begins with a K-12 education and the partnerships the agency builds and the
investments made to serve these goals are crucial to reaching the vision of talent development for our
state. As mentioned in B.1.a, the establishment of partnerships across state agencies is strategic and
streamlined and the NJDOE is highly responsive to the guidance and support it receives from partners.
The efforts described above in B.1.a have and will continue to shape career readiness in the K-12
educational system, culminating in high-quality secondary and postsecondary CTE programs as well
as work-based learning opportunities available to all students.

New Jersey’s WIOA Talent Development Strategy is focused on five critical themes, which dovetail the
plan’s foundational elements and goals (bolded in text below) that were crafted from Perkins V
stakeholder feedback.

WIOA Theme 1: Building Career Pathways with a focus on Industry Valued
Credentials

The NJDOE will work with industry partners to develop high-quality CTE programs, which
improve the quality of students’ career preparation and more directly meet industry needs.
The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) process (and a revised definition of
Programs of Study) will encourage LEAs to focus their funding efforts on only those programs
that prepare students for the highest wage, in-demand occupations accessible at each
educational attainment level that lead to a postsecondary credential. The NJDOE will also
ensure access to meaningful work-based learning opportunities for each CTE student.
NJDOE will develop innovative, research-based strategies for strengthening the pipeline of
CTE instructors to support high-quality CTE programs.

WIOA Theme 2: Expanding High‐Quality Employer Driven Partnerships
and WIOA Theme 4: Strengthening Governance through Effective
Workforce Development Boards and Regional Collaborations

The NJDOE will support and incentivize the creation of transformational partnerships at the
county-level that prepare New Jersey’s future workforce. These partnerships will be
developed organically through the findings from the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
conducted at countywide meetings and include diverse education partners, industry and
community-based organizations.

WIOA Theme 3: Providing Career Navigation Assistance through One Stop
Career Centers and Broad Partnerships and WIOA Theme 4:
Strengthening Governance through Effective Workforce Development
Boards and Regional Collaborations
NJDOE will work closely with the New Jersey School Counselors Association to ensure each
New Jersey counselor is better prepared to support students through ongoing career
advisement and development. Support, guidance and resources will be crafted through
collaboration with One Stop Career Centers, local Workforce Development Boards, and other
local business and industry partners.
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WIOA Theme 5: Ensuring System Integrity through Metrics and Greater
Transparency
The NJDOE will support the creation of expanded opportunities for each student to access
quality career and technical education (CTE) programs, ensuring the equitable distribution of
CTE programs throughout the state and the ability of all students to actively participate in
those programs. Underserved populations are a critical focus and every effort must be made
to reach, engage and serve these students more equitably.
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c.

Describe the State’s strategy for any joint planning, alignment, coordination, and
leveraging of funds between the State's career and technical education programs and
programs of study with the State's workforce development system, to achieve the
strategic vision and goals described in section 122(d)(2) of Perkins V, including the
core programs defined in section 3 of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(29 U.S.C. 3102) and the elements related to system alignment under section
102(b)(2)(B) of such Act (29 U.S.C. 3112(b)(2)(B)); and for programs carried out
under this title with other Federal programs, which may include programs funded
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 and the Higher Education
Act of 1965. (Section 122(d)(3) of Perkins V)

The New Jersey Department of Education has worked closely with sister state agencies to define
opportunities and strategies for joint planning, alignment, coordination, and leveraging of resources
to better support youth and adult learners on their path to postsecondary success. The
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) highlights synergistic elements (Appendix B), and
specifically calls to attention opportunities to braid federal funding streams in support of related
activities and efforts. The intersection of these services includes coordination to support:

WIOA Title I Adult, Dislocated Workers, and Youth

In-school youth services, supports, and the accountability model under WIOA are aligned with the
Perkins State Plan as the state will encourage the expansion of CTE programs and services for youth
from low-income communities, as well as to support at-risk students to graduate high school. Further,
in alignment with our Career Advisement and Development goal, the NJDOE and NJSCA will work
together to build in-school youth services. These efforts will be coordinated for youth who are at-risk
of dropping out of high school to encourage enrollment in and completion of CTE programs of study.
Out-of-school youth and adult services and supports under WIOA are also tightly aligned with Perkins
postsecondary adult programs to ensure learners have the opportunity to engage in education and
training programs that lead to the attainment of meaningful postsecondary credentials, direct
employment, or the continuation of their education through aligned postsecondary CTE programs.
This includes the coordination with the state one-stop career center system to deliver and coordinate
workforce development activities and job placement services.

WIOA Title I Employment and Training Activities

Adult services and supports under WIOA are aligned to the Perkins State Plan to ensure adult learners
have the opportunity to engage in education and training programs that lead to the attainment of
meaningful postsecondary credentials, direct employment, and students are able to continue their
education through aligned postsecondary CTE programs. This includes coordination with the state
one-stop career center system to deliver and coordinate workforce development activities and job
placement services. Workforce Development Board members are integral participants in the CLNA
process at the regional, county and local levels, and this collaboration supports related efforts.

WIOA Title II Adult Education and Literacy

Adult literacy services and supports under WIOA are aligned to the Perkins State Plan in assisting
adults on their path to literacy in English and developing other basic skills necessary for employment
and postsecondary education. Additional services include supports for parents to become full
partners in the education of their children. This includes coordination with the state one-stop system
to deliver and coordinate workforce development activities and job placement services. Workforce
Development Board members are integral participants in the CLNA process at the regional, county
and local levels, and this collaboration supports related efforts.
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WIOA Title IV Vocation Rehabilitation
Pre-employment and employment transition services under WIOA are coordinated with the Perkins
State Plan for youth and adults with disabilities to maximize employment, independence, and
integration into society. This includes specific programming for youth with disabilities enrolled in
secondary CTE programs in coordination with WIOA, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act
(IDEA), and other federal programs. Secondary CTE coordination supports the pursuit of competitive
integrated employment and emphasizes services to youth with disabilities to receive education and
training services and work-based learning supports while still in high school. A postsecondary model
program in New Jersey is featured on page 57, and the reserve innovation fund (Appendix C) will
support the development of similar programs.

Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)

The New Jersey ESSA State Plan requires that students be taught in a manner that prepares them for
success in college and careers. Further, the New Jersey ESSA State Plan puts in place new expectations
for state, district/charter, and school accountability that includes indicators under the school quality
and student success portion of the accountability model that align to those secondary core indicators
of performance under the Act.

ESSA Title I

The Office of Career Readiness at the NJDOE works closely with our companion offices, including the
Office of Academic Standards, the Office of Science, Technology, Engineering and Math, and the
Performance Division to ensure that all approved CTE programs are held to the highest standards of
academic quality. The course content of all approved CTE programs must demonstrate alignment to
the challenging academic content standards outlined in the New Jersey Student Learning Standards
(9.3 Career and Technical Education). In addition, many of the state activities funded through formula
grants offer exposure to career pathways and even CTE programs. This includes high-quality STEM
courses, computer science and information technology pathways, online/remote access to CTE
programs, and also opportunities for dual or concurrent enrollment and early college experiences.
Some of these models are featured throughout the plan narrative and are included in the case studies
(high-quality curriculum development p. 46 and early college model p. 67) The reserve innovation
funds may be used in tandem to support the expansion of these types of opportunities.

ESSA Title II

The Office of Career Readiness at the NJDOE works closely with our companion offices, the Office of
Teacher Recruitment, Preparation and Recognition as well as the Office of Certification and Induction
to support and strengthen the CTE teacher pipeline and talent pool. Several key cross-office projects
develop CTE educators with skills, credentials and certifications needed to teach career awareness
and CTE. This includes funding two CTE-specific teacher preparation programs in the state, as well as
offering professional development around the integration of CTE content into academic instructional
practices and vice versa. Additional opportunities for teacher professional development will include
extensive collaboration of academic area and CTE teachers. Math, Literacy and Science teachers will
assist in the integration of their academic content into CTE courses that have natural connections and
highest needs for student support.
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Higher Education Act (HEA)
The alignment of federal financial aid processes with state scholarship administration supports youth
and adult learners to pursue postsecondary CTE programs and to lower the cost of postsecondary
education. The Office of Career Readiness works closely with the Office of the Secretary of Higher
Education to ensure that secondary CTE programs have distinct pathways into postsecondary
opportunities, and that all students are supported in their pursuit of higher education within CTE
programs.
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d.

Describe how the eligible agency will use State leadership funds made available under
section 112(a)(2) of the Act for purposes under section 124 of the Act. (Section
122(d)(7) of Perkins V)

Per section 122(d)(7), the New Jersey Department of Education uses state leadership funds for those
purposes that are defined under section 124 of the Act. This includes conducting state leadership
activities that improve career and technical education and allow for the reporting on the effectiveness
of such funds in achieving the vision and goals described in this Perkins V State Plan (see section
B.1.b).

The use of state leadership funds will be based on the quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the
CTE ecosystem in New Jersey, and through on-going needs assessments, program approvals,
reapprovals and monitoring conducted by the Office of Career Readiness to improve CTE programs of
study. The state’s leadership allocation will be used primarily to support several of the foundational
elements and goals that shape this plan.

Equity of Opportunity and Access

Funds will be used to increase opportunities for traditionally underserved students to access quality
CTE programs, which includes, but is not limited to, the following support:
•

•
•

Nontraditional training activities are overseen by New Jersey Department of Education
(NJDOE) personnel. The NJDOE holds a Memorandum of Understanding with Rutgers
University to collaborate with our office to help provide professional development and
technical assistance to secondary and postsecondary schools to increase the recruitment,
participation and retention of special population students in high-quality CTE programs.
The set-aside for recruiting special populations will be funded at one percent of the state
leadership allocation; and
New Jersey state agencies are funded as required by the Perkins V legislation. One percent of
the state leadership funds are used to fund state institutions. In New Jersey these institutions
include the Department of Corrections, Department of Children and Families and the Juvenile
Justice Commission.

Partnerships and Quality Programs

Funds will be used to directly and indirectly support the development of high-quality CTE programs
statewide:
•

•

State agency memberships to national organizations in support of CTE (Advance CTE, Council
of Chief State School Officers, National Alliance for Partners in Equity). Membership will
provide professional development for NJDOE Office of Career Readiness staff and will also
confer access to extensive networks of peers and respected research organizations within the
field that will increase professional capacity to support these goals; and
Office of Career Readiness staff salaries, travel and miscellaneous expenditures for
professional learning and dissemination.

Career Advisement and Development

New Jersey Career Assistance Navigator (NJCAN). NJCAN is funded through this mechanism and is
used to assist school districts with complying with the New Jersey Student Learning Standards,
Standard 9, 21st Century Life and Careers.
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Work-Based Learning
Funds will be used to develop structures that expand the number of students engaged in these critical
experiences, including supports for increasing pre-apprenticeships and other work-based learning
opportunities.

CTE Teacher Recruitment & Retention

Funds will be used to support CTE Teacher Preparation Programs that prepare individuals entering
the secondary CTE teaching profession through New Jersey's alternate route teacher program.
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Implementing Career and Technical Education Programs and
Programs of Study
a.

Describe the career and technical education programs or programs of study that will
be supported, developed, or improved at the State level, including descriptions of the
programs of study to be developed at the State level and made available for adoption
by eligible recipients. (Section 122(d)(4)(A) of Perkins V)

In preparation for revising New Jersey’s definition of a high-quality career and technical education
(CTE) program, the Office of Career Readiness conducted a landscape research analysis of state and
national policies as well as peer-reviewed literature to determine the optimal indicators of quality.
Our office examined the limited body of quantitative research on the impact of CTE programs, the
extensive qualitative reports of CTE program impact, the assorted frameworks developed by national
education and workforce organizations, other state education agencies’ quality guidelines for CTE
programs, as well as national and state legislation focused on CTE.

A huge body of research exists to support that CTE engages and motivates students. CTE programs are
highly regarded as an important tool for engaging students and produce outcomes that include
preparation for the world of work. Irrespective of the specific CTE program under review, most
studies concur that an effective, high-quality program must be premised upon authentic industry
needs and the curriculum must satisfy the broader educational needs of workers, including specific
industry content components and the soft skills employers highlight (Field et al, 2010; Castellano et
al, 2014).

Beyond the obvious research-based recommendation that districts increase the number of CTE
programs offered to serve all students, two other significant recommendations emerged from the
New Jersey Department of Education’s (NJDOE) literature review. The first recommendation suggests
districts offer CTE primarily, if not exclusively, through program of study sequences, as the findings
indicate they are significantly more impactful on student outcomes than simply taking one or few CTE
courses alone and not terminating in either a certificate, credential or degree of value (Castellano et al,
2014; Castellano et al, 2005). Secondly, studies suggest that states should consider redesigning creditbased transfer programs around modularized, career-focused certification, credential and associate
degree programs for students interested in less than a baccalaureate degree (Walker and Farmer,
2018; Castellano et al, 2014). Both of these findings correlate with the vision for Perkins V established
through legislation and New Jersey has responded with a revised definition of program of study with
this research in mind.

Moving forward, all CTE program approvals and reapprovals will be tightly informed by the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) process conducted by districts and colleges in
partnership with key stakeholders. The CLNA process requires districts to engage stakeholders to
develop a common understanding and vision for the future of CTE within a community. The CLNA
requires grantees to engage in continual, programmatic self-evaluation in order to improve programs
and benefit students. This process, which must occur at least every two years, is meant to facilitate
alignment between CTE programs and labor market needs, ensuring that students are trained for
high-skill, high-wage, in-demand jobs. In addition, all CTE programs will transition over the next four
years into Programs of Study that terminate in a postsecondary credential.
As we redefine our vision of size, scope and quality of CTE programs/programs of study eligible for
funding, the findings from our literature review and the guidance of our partners (discussed in B.1.a)
was weighted heavily. The NJDOE is committed to developing and improving career pathways
programs at the state level that support the in-demand industry sectors identified by the New Jersey
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Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL) in the Combined State Plan for the
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity (WIOA) Act 2018 Modification and updated in the NJDOL list
of Industry Partnerships in 2019. Those areas include Construction & Energy; Finance; Health Care;
Leisure and Hospitality; Life Science; Manufacturing; Retail Trade; Technology; and Transportation,
Distribution & Logistics. These industry clusters make up 74% of all private sector employment in
New Jersey.

In response to the internal CTE landscape review and stakeholder feedback collected over the past
year, the Office of Career Readiness will commit to developing new model programs of study. These
model programs will be mapped to an in-demand occupation (or occupational pathway) and will
include a defined course sequence and instructional outline, as well as opportunities for students to
earn college credit and industry-recognized credentials and participate in work-based learning
experiences. Further, the defined course sequence will include learning competencies for each course
within the program that include academic and technical skills and the inclusion of employability skills.

NJDOE has a demonstrated history of commitment to engaging institutions of higher education in
creating career pathways programs in several of these in-demand industries and will continue to
engage partners to create additional model programming in these sectors. The benefit of working
with postsecondary partners is that the model pathways begin in high school and seamlessly connect
to a postsecondary program. The Office of Career Readiness will work closely with our labor and
postsecondary partners to develop model curricula for new programs of study in these in-demand
sectors. Support for school administrators and counselors will also be provided, along with course
specific professional learning opportunities for teachers through collaboration across offices within
the New Jersey Department of Education.

An example of the success celebrated by the NJDOE in partnership with higher education is the Health
Science Careers program. Over the past several decades, the number of Health Science programs of
study in New Jersey has expanded due to a robust partnership between the NJDOE and the School of
Health Professions at Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey (Rutgers University). Originating
with a pilot program launched in 1992 with three high schools and 12 students, this Health Science
Careers Program has grown to serve more than 4,700 students in 68 high schools during the 2018-19
school year. The goal of this program is to assist in achieving the workforce needs of the health care
industry in New Jersey by providing high school students with high-quality courses to prepare them
for health careers as well as an opportunity to earn college credit and clinical experience.

With funding from the NJDOE, the program has flourished and grown to include the development of
online courses to enhance accessibility for urban and rural districts. Ten courses, including Dynamics
of Health Care in Society, Anatomy and Physiology and Emergency and Clinical Care, are available.
More than 65 colleges in New Jersey and other states offer college credit to students who successfully
complete one or more of these courses and the corresponding end of program tests. The NJDOE will
continue to support and develop the Health Sciences Careers program in partnership with Rutgers
University. Through this partnership, NJDOE will fund curriculum updates and course expansions for
this program to make sure it remains timely and relevant to the ever-changing nature of health care.
Another successful partnership with Rutgers University resulted in the development of a four-year
curriculum to support career pathways programs in Supply Chain Management (SCM). This program
provides students with the opportunity to learn in-demand skills that can lead to multiple
opportunities after high school. The SCM programs debuted with three schools during the 2016
school year, and there are almost 30 implementing the program in the 2020-2021 school year.
Interest in the program is growing throughout New Jersey and the NJDOE is committed to partnering
with the School of Business at Rutgers University to expand the opportunities that are available to
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students through this program of study. A statewide articulation agreement for the curriculum has
already been established.

Through this curriculum and professional development project, intensive summer training is
provided each summer for teachers on the campus of Rutgers University in the following areas:
project-based learning; supply chain management; integrated literacy and math; and instructional
strategies for special populations. The training provides ongoing professional development for
teachers already using the curriculum and also provides initial training to teachers from districts that
are beginning to offer the curriculum.

NJDOE will expand this model of working with institutions of higher education to create career
pathways programs and support districts’ ability to offer high-quality programs of study that
seamlessly connect high school to postsecondary programs. The NJDOE will begin the development of
model programs of study in other in-demand industries, such as Computer Science and Information
Technology, to support the Governor’s initiative to increase access to STEM and Computer Science
curriculum and prepare students for in-demand industries. This work will support the Governor’s
“Computer Science for All” initiative. In 2019, Governor Murphy spoke about the state’s deep shortage
of computer science skills, citing a 2015 report by Code.org that found 23,000 open positions in
computer science jobs and just 1,100 new graduates in the field. NJDOE will begin the development of
model curricula for programs in Computer Science and Information Technology.

NJDOE has not limited the development of model curriculum exclusively to postsecondary
institutions. Great success was met working with districts in developing model curricula in the key
industry areas. In 2016, New Jersey introduced the Building Capacity for Career Pathways: A Pilot
Program for Comprehensive High Schools. It is a state-funded pilot program intended to expand the
number of Career Pathways for students in grades 9-12 in comprehensive school districts, regional
high school districts and charter schools. Districts are required to leverage the expertise of a talent
network (an earlier iteration of the Industry Sector Partnerships, established by the NJ Department of
Labor and Workforce Development); business and industry partners and postsecondary institutions.
The program focuses on preparing students for careers in high labor market demand occupations that
provide family sustaining wages. During the first year, the grantees concentrated on an intensive
capacity-building period of professional development utilizing a career pathway framework. In the
following four years of the pilot, grantees implement, support and evaluate the career pathways
realized through high-quality CTE programs of study. From 2016-2018 the program has enrolled
1,560 CTE students across 13 programs. The participating districts will serve as leaders supporting
the expansion of CTE offerings within comprehensive schools.
In addition to these programs of study that follow the standard three course sequence to be
completed over several years and leading to postsecondary schooling, the NJDOE will also support the
pilot of model programs for career-focused certification or credential programs for students
interested in directly entering careers within these key sectors. These programs may provide more
flexible options for underserved students, as the commitment to two or three-year programs left
certain special populations at higher risk of not completing the sequence of courses and/or obtaining
appropriate postsecondary credentials. The NJDOE is working with the New Jersey Juvenile Justice
Commission, the New Jersey Department of Children and Families and with internal NJDOE colleagues
in the Bureau of Bilingual Education to determine how to best serve students with higher mobility
rates, which include incarcerated, foster and migrant student populations. This need for programs
using a limited duration structure was illuminated exclusively through our stakeholder engagement
process and began the conversations as to how the NJDOE can best serve these students in their
career pathways.
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In a potential effort to braid funds and better leverage federal resources, some of these curricular
development projects may be braided with ESSA funding. This may include ESSA IV. 7114 State
Activities Under Formula Grants; IV.A. 4109 Activities to Support the Effective Use of Technology; and
II.A.2101 2101 Formula Grants to States. The Office of Career Readiness is working with our fiscal
coordinators and colleagues across offices to determine best opportunities to leverage these federal
funding streams and not duplicate efforts.

While the NJDOE has a long history of supporting curriculum development in CTE, the recent
activities have been less coordinated and not as tightly aligned with a larger Office strategy for the
work. During the transition year, the NJODE Office of Career Readiness began to craft a strategic plan
to guide initiatives related to the development of statewide curriculum development to better inform
the allocation of resources in this area. It became clear that in order to meet the goals of developing
higher-quality CTE programs and increased career awareness set forth by this State Plan, a
coordinated strategy must be implemented. In addition, the curriculum development work will be
paired tightly with professional development experiences for teachers.

During the transition year, stakeholders identified a strong need for state-level curriculum planning
and/or development. They highlighted that this must also be a continual process to ensure CTE
programs are to remain responsive to changes in industry, the characteristics of the changing
learners, and to the most recent industry knowledge. Stakeholders also called for a focus on
developing curricula that lead to students obtaining recognized postsecondary credentials.
Additionally, stakeholders representing secondary school district partners requested the
development of curricula in key areas to be recognized by all New Jersey community colleges through
a common articulation agreement. This strategic curriculum development plan will involve leveraging
new and established partnerships with industry, while ensuring that both secondary and
postsecondary educators are engaged from the onset to obtain widespread support for
implementation. Both state leadership and reserve funds will support these curricular efforts.
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Innovation Inspiration:
Heavy Duty Equipment Technology Case Study
A serendipitous phone call from Greg Blaszka, the Chief Financial Officer of JESCO, sparked the
inspiration to create a new program of study in New Jersey. He wasn’t sure whom at the New Jersey
Department of Education (NJDOE) he wanted to speak to, but he had an idea to partner with the
NJDOE and somehow build the pipeline of heavy-duty equipment technologists in New Jersey straight
from high school. In anticipation of the passing of a federal two trillion-dollar bipartisan
infrastructure bill, Mr. Blaszka expressed deep concern that our state would not have the capacity to
leverage the funds. Some estimates suggest that a $1 trillion injection of federal funding could spur 11
million U.S. jobs, and New Jersey is currently experiencing a shortage of operators and technicians,
who would comprise a large portion of this needed workforce. This stark realization highlights the
fact that our supply of qualified professionals could significantly limit our ability to leverage this
incredible opportunity and transform the state’s infrastructure system beyond the status quo.

The Office of Career Readiness responded with urgency. The opportunity to develop programs in
Heavy Duty Equipment Technology, Diesel Mechanics and Welding have existed for some time as
eligible CIP codes; however, the expansion of each of these programs are limited greatly by shop
space, equipment costs, and teacher certification limitations. To complicate matters, the content
required for a novel, high-quality Heavy Duty Equipment Technology program intersects multiple
Career Clusters (Transportation, Logistics and Distribution, Agriculture and Architecture and
Construction) and at least three separate CIP codes within. This new hybrid program requires the
equipment, space and qualifications of teachers across all three of these programs.

An advisory board for the new, in-demand program is being convened, and other industry partners
are becoming engaged in conversations. Representatives from JESCO and Bobcat serve on the
committee, as well as other industry partners through our Next Gen Industry Partnership with the
NJDOL and our sister agency, the Office of the Secretary of Higher Education. It has been determined
by the core group that a new model curriculum must be created through consultation with industry
and higher education. Rutgers University is invited to the conversation, and a plan to develop
problem-based curricula for three courses in a sequence for a new program of study will be created
this fall by subject matter experts.

This partnership and vision for a new CTE program of study was entirely industry-driven. The
development of the model curriculum is guided by representatives from industry and crafted in
consultation with secondary curriculum experts. Rather than developing this program exclusively
from an education perspective, it originates from industry expertise and is designed in tight alignment
with a high-need, in-demand, high-wage occupational opportunity for students.
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b.

Describe the process and criteria to be used for approving locally-developed programs
of study or career pathways including how such programs address State workforce
development and education needs and the criteria to assess the extent to which the
local application under section 132 will—
i.

ii.
iii.

promote continuous improvement in academic achievement and technical skill
attainment;
expand access to career and technical education for special populations; and
support the inclusion of employability skills in programs of study and career
pathways. (Section 122(d)(4)(B) of Perkins V)

New Jersey Administrative Code addresses the process and criteria for development and approval of
career and technical education (CTE) programs in Chapter 19: Career and Technical Education
Program and Standards. 6A:19-3.1 addresses Program requirements and 6A:19-3.2 addresses
Program approval and re-approval of secondary CTE programs. It is as follows:

6A:19-3.1 Program requirements:

A district board of education that seeks to operate a career and technical education program or
program of study and that seeks to place or supervise students in apprenticeship training or
cooperative education experiences must meet all the CTE program requirements listed below and
must apply to the NJDOE for initial program approval. In addition, to continue operating a CTE
program, the district must seek re-approval every five years.
A district board of education intending to offer a career and technical education program or program
of study shall meet the following requirements:

1. Document a need for the program in a high-skill, high-wage, or high-demand current or
emerging occupation;
2. Establish a career and technical education program advisory committee that includes
parents, students, career and technical education teachers licensed in the program area,
school counseling staff, representatives of business and industry with content expertise in
the program area, labor organizations, school district representatives of special
populations, postsecondary institutions and other interested individuals representing the
appropriate programs;
3. Establish admission requirements that include equity and access for all populations,
including special populations and special education students;
4. Hire instructional staff holding the appropriate certificates;
5. Develop enrollment projections of the program for the first three years of the program’s
operation;
6. Develop a program curriculum, which shall include:
i.
A coherent sequence of courses of not fewer than three identifiable courses;
ii.
Classroom instruction combined and coordinated with field, shop, or laboratory
experiences, structured learning experiences, or other experiences which are
appropriate to the competencies of the Career Clusters;
iii.
Academic content that is aligned to the New Jersey Student Learning Standards
for secondary programs, including employability skills through the Career Ready
Practices;
iv.
Content that meets industry-approved or nationally-recognized skill standards;
v.
Industry-recognized credentials and skill certificates, when available;
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vi.
vii.

A valid third-party technical skills assessment, when available;
Opportunities to participate in work-based learning (structured learning
experiences);
viii.
Opportunities to participate in career and technical student organizations; and
ix.
A career and technical education safety and health program and plan if the
program is in a hazardous occupation;
7. Provide adequate resources required to operate the program, including sufficient and
appropriate instructional and support staff, facilities and equipment;
8. Establish relevant postsecondary education and training linkages; and
9. Establish procedures for the evaluation of student and program performance and methods
to improve programs based upon evaluation results.

While the administrative code has included these elements for many years, the New Jersey
Department of Education (NJDOE) is currently reviewing New Jersey Administrative Code Chapter 19
in 2019-2020. This review is due to Executive Order No. 66 (1978), which stipulates that all
regulations adopted after May 15, 1978 will have an expiration date no later than five years from the
effective date. The regulations must be reviewed for either re-adoption without change, re-adoption
with amendments or repeal of all or part of the chapter prior to the expiration date. The Perkins V
reauthorization and the timing of the Chapter 19 sunset coincide fortuitously to allow for revisions to
the administrative code to reflect the modifications to the state’s plan for CTE.

Per section 122(d)(4)(A), the Office of Career Readiness has implemented a model of career
preparation that includes the development of both state- and locally- developed CTE programs and
programs of study for high-skill, high-wage and in-demand occupational groupings. All CTE programs
are required to align to the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (Standard 9), which are academic
and technical standards, and engage industry-specific employers to ensure authenticity and reflect the
current state of the industry. At the secondary level, CTE programs of study are planned and approved
according to the New Jersey Administrative Code (N.J.A.C. 6A:19) governing career and technical
education (see Chapter 19, Career and Technical Education Programs).
The Office of Career Readiness oversees CTE program approval process, evaluates the relevancy of all
eligible Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) codes, considers ongoing viability of CTE
programs, reviews academic and technical skill competencies and related standards alignment across
secondary and postsecondary coursework, and works to ensure alignment of program instruction,
evaluation, and teacher certification criteria.

Program evaluation is conducted through a continuous improvement cycle at the state and local
levels. This includes the biannual CLNA process, as well as local and state performance management
routines which drive annual Perkins budgetary spending. This includes the design and administration
of an evaluation plan to collect and review relevant data and student outcomes. Data are
disaggregated and analyzed at the program level, which are further disaggregated into the specific
campus or high school and at the specific program level for all student subgroups such as gender,
race/ethnicity, and special population status to inform programmatic decisions. Eligible recipients are
monitored annually to ensure continuous program improvement and student access to high-quality
CTE programs of study.

CTE program transformation and closure is not directly addressed in state code; the past annual
program data reporting and subsequent budgeting cycle ensures that any significant issues be
addressed through that mechanism. Moving forward, the local application and annual budgeting cycle
informed by the biennial CLNA process will continue to ensure that programs are remediated and
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transformed prior to any threat of closure. The Office of Career Readiness provides strong guidance
through direct technical assistance if, through the CLNA process, a district determines that program
transformation or ultimately closure is the best decision. New Jersey Administrative Code currently
reads:
N.J.A.C. 6A:19-3.2 Program approval and re-approval

A district board of education that seeks to operate or continue operating a career and
technical education program or program of study and that seeks to place or supervise
students in apprenticeship training or cooperative education experiences, and/or apply for or
receive Carl D. Perkins funds or its successor to support the program or programs shall meet
all of the requirements under N.J.A.C. 6A:19-3.1, and shall apply to the Department for initial
program approval and re-approval every five years.

Districts seeking approval for a CTE program of study submit applications using the process outlined
in the NJDOE Career & Technical Education Data Management System Guide. The list of all currently
approved CTE programs of study for secondary recipients and postsecondary institutions is available
online. A timeline for program of study adoption or transition, implementation, and continuous
improvement is outlined by the Office of Career Readiness, and is supported by all
Career Cluster® leads.

In the past, postsecondary CTE program approval was conducted outside of the Office of Career
Readiness by the New Jersey Council of County Community Colleges (NJCCCC). After programs were
approved by their governing body, the corresponding budgets for each program would be approved
by the Office of Career Readiness. After the landscape CTE program review conducted by the Office
during the transition year, it was determined that the approval process may need to be carefully
integrated into the K-12 system to ensure pathways and pipelines for in-demand careers. The analysis
showed that there was less continuity than anticipated among CTE programs between secondary and
postsecondary programs. Students might complete a CTE program in their secondary setting, but not
have the possibility to continue their course of study at the local community college and may only
have the options of either a private career school or a four-year university to continue on their
pathway within the field. It is important to note that this crucial partnership with NJCCCC will be
maintained; collaboration with the Council will occur, and a mutually agreeable approval process for
college programs will be developed. This approval process will include a focus on the alignment to
secondary and postsecondary programs, as identified as a need through the stakeholder engagement
process during the transition year.
Moving forward, postsecondary CTE programs will be developed and funded based on the labor
market data, guidance from local workforce development boards, business and industry partners, and
more carefully align with pathways that begin in secondary programs within the county. The Office of
Career Readiness has strongly encouraged countywide CLNAs to be conducted, with community
college partners in attendance. This specific CLNA structure encourages postsecondary partners to
carefully consider mostly those CTE programs that are tightly aligned with labor market needs, and
provide students with opportunities to participate in work-based learning experiences. Over the
transition year, many community colleges took the lead in welcoming K-12 districts into a CLNA
process and discussion hosted at their campuses. They welcomed their partners and engaged in many
rich discussions regarding programmatic alignment and need. In New Jersey, postsecondary CTE
programs span credential programs, two-year degree programs, and will now feature strong
connections to the registered apprenticeship system.
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This reimagined postsecondary partnership will also expand access to career and technical education
for special populations and will reflect New Jersey’s shared education and workforce goal to increase
the number of youth and adult learners with industry-valued credentials and degrees. A strong focus
on academic proficiency will be integrated, to better support student success in postsecondary
settings without academic remediation. As they are in the process of development, CTE programs will
be required to meet the shared expectations of the college, the NJCCC, the NJDOE and the local
Workforce Development Board. This new process will better align administrative processes for
education and training providers operating postsecondary CTE programs under the Act and adult
programs operating under WIOA.

During the one-year transition to Perkins V, districts and colleges are completing a Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) to better determine how well existing programs align to the local,
regional and state in-demand industry sectors and to evaluate the performance of the students served
by the districts and colleges. An important element of each district’s CLNA will be how the district and
colleges will improve recruitment, retention and training of career and technical education teachers,
specialized instructional support personnel, paraprofessionals and career guidance and academic
counselors, including individuals in groups underrepresented in such professions. Another essential
element of the CLNA is a description of progress toward implementation of equitable access to highquality career and technical education courses and programs of study for all students. The NJDOE has
provided disaggregated performance data to districts and labor market information from our
partners at New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL) for both the
regional and state levels to inform the local needs assessment.

NJDOL has committed to making performance data on workforce development programs available to
a variety of decision‐makers, including the NJDOE, program staff and the public. The Labor Market
Information created by NJDOL for the purpose of the CLNA will be a critical tool for assisting LEAs to
make informed decisions about their CTE program offerings. Each of these regional and county labor
market information cards are developed using recent labor market data from the NJDOL and USDOL.
The strategic decisions regarding the in-demand, high-skill and high-wage occupations available to
students after graduation will set the vital framework for the LEAs CTE program planning and
ultimately direct the transformation of New Jersey’s workforce.

Regarding the focus on improving academic attainment, the Office of Career Readiness at the NJDOE
develops and distributes annual performance reports for each Perkins grantee’s CTE programs.
Performance reports for secondary districts are developed using data collected through the
New Jersey Standards Measurement and Resource for Teaching (NJ SMART) CTE data collection
system. Postsecondary performance data are collected through the Vocational Education Data System
(VEDS). Performance data are provided to each recipient through both county-level and local-level
data cards, which facilitates comparison with the established state targets. Through the CLNA process
at both county and local levels, grantees will develop priorities and strategies in response to the
performance data.

The CLNA process forms the backbone of a continuous improvement process that grantees follow
each year. The results of the CLNA will form the foundation of the local application and drive spending
decisions. There will be a clear connection between the strengths and challenges identified in the
CLNA and the strategies and activities outlined in the local application. The CLNA is a fact-finding
mission to discover strengths and opportunities in the six identified areas, and these findings are
validated by data and evidence, and informed by stakeholder input. The local application is crafted to
include strategies and solutions to address the needs to drive the budget towards highest impact on
student achievement in CTE. Throughout this process, Perkins Program Officers at the NJDOE provide
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technical assistance to grantees related to interpreting performance data and identifying appropriate
strategies to improve program performance.

The NJDOE sees the CLNA as an opportunity to provide an additional layer of depth and analysis to
this continuous improvement process. The NJDOE recognizes a potential barrier to improving CTE
program quality requires districts to hold a clear understanding of the core components in a
high-quality program of study, refined from past conceptions and featured in this plan. This will
require extensive support and technical assistance, which will be offered as we support counties in
their CLNA process. Partnership with industry will facilitate the difficult discussions around which
career-focused learning opportunities are needed most in the region and the state.
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Innovation Inspiration:
Morris County Vocational Partnerships Case Study
U.S. News and World Report regularly ranks Morris County’s Academy for Science and Engineering
among the top high schools in the nation. The administration of Morris County Vocational School
District (MCVSD) recognizes that with such high honor comes incredibly high demand for entry. To
begin to accommodate this clear need, MCVSD has developed unique strategies and solutions to
expand access to career and technical education for many more students in Morris County. However,
they have not done it alone; district leadership at MCVSD developed strong relationships between
administration, staff and boards of education across the county for a common good.

An Academy Program Partnership was established between Morris County Vo-Tech, Morris Hills
Regional, Roxbury and Mountain Lakes school districts and the County College of Morris.
Partnerships, collaborations, host sites and satellite academies were the mechanisms for expansion,
opening new CTE programs that tie to New Jersey’s key industry sectors. These agreements provided
for a range of different CTE offerings for new CTE students, including engineering design and
manufacturing; cybersecurity and information protection; horticulture and landscaping design;
culinary arts and hospitality; athletic training and physical therapy, and biotechnology at different
sites across Morris County. These programs provide for dual enrollment in high school and the
community college.

There were myriad partnership advantages for each partner. For example, one district highlighted the
fact that they were able to utilize existing infrastructure and underutilized space (i.e. theater, music
room). Another partner upgraded their high school facilities, while others engaged under-scheduled
faculty and resources. Some partners spoke to the fact that declining enrollment encouraged them to
reconsider their programmatic offerings, and CTE was an excellent addition to their curricular
portfolio to draw students to their programs. Others created space at a new campus to increase the
number of students into popular programs. All partners collaborated with other districts for
professional development opportunities on a new digital platform. Every partner leveraged the
relationship to meet their own needs with the goal of serving more students in CTE across
Morris County. This model is one to consider and replicate with the right strategic partnerships.
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c.

Describe how the eligible agency will—
i.
Make information on approved programs of study and career pathways
(including career exploration, work-based learning opportunities, early college
high schools, and dual or concurrent enrollment program opportunities) and
guidance and advisement resources, available to students (and parents, as
appropriate), representatives of secondary and postsecondary education, and
special populations, and to the extent practicable, provide that information and
those resources in a language students, parents, and educators can understand;

Per section 122(d)(4)(C)(i), the New Jersey Department of Education makes information available to
the public on approved CTE programs and programs of study. These resources are also made
available to the public through secondary recipients and postsecondary institutions via websites,
course catalogs, school counseling and advisement materials, credential and degree publications, and
other community-facing engagement tools.

Outreach to these partners is established at the secondary and postsecondary levels through CTE
advisory councils, which engage students, parents, educators, employers, and other interested parties
in the development or improvement of CTE programs. Information is also made available through
various websites and online resources supported by community partners. This includes the state
One-Stop Career Centers system, online directories, marketing materials, and public facing data tools.
All CTE documentation is made accessible to teachers, guidance counselors, advisory committee
members, parents, students, and other interested parties in either online or in print format.

Over the past several years the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) has expanded career
pathway awareness efforts to community members in a focused and strategic fashion. In 2017, the
NJDOE was awarded a grant from Advance CTE and the Siemens Foundation to attract and recruit
students into high-quality career and technical education (CTE) programs of study. With a strong
focus on raising awareness of career pathways to students, parents, teachers and guidance
counselors, the NJDOE developed an outreach campaign pilot for middle school with a corresponding
evaluation designed for research purposes.

In May of 2017, the NJDOE held the first ever Many Paths, One Future Career Awareness Day. Thirteen
middle and junior high schools from four school districts across Union County participated in event at
Kean University. Participating school districts were selected with a focus on ethnically diverse student
populations, higher numbers of Limited English Proficient (LEP) students and students with
disabilities as well as a higher percentage of students eligible for free and reduced lunch. The
attendance was exceptional; 279 students participated in the event.

The goals of the event included increasing awareness and recruiting a diverse student population,
including a representative number of nontraditional students, into the career pathways of Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), Information Technology (IT), Advanced
Manufacturing and Transportation, Distribution and Logistics. In addition, the event was crafted to
conduct targeted outreach and engagement efforts to secondary and postsecondary school educators
and parents to inform them of the multitude of career opportunities available in the aforementioned
industry sectors and the career pathways to support entry into these fields.
While parents were invited to attend the event during the day with their children, the event was
extended into the evening to accommodate a wider range of schedules with parents in mind. The
evening session focused on increasing parental awareness of career pathways available to secondary
students and the corresponding postsecondary opportunities offered in the region. The outreach
materials were made available in multiple languages. The program provided information from
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business and industry and higher education on various college degree and certificate programs and
the related career opportunities in these programs as well as other industry-valued credentials. In
addition, current college students and recent graduates shared how their choices in high school
helped to guide their career paths.

Based on the findings from the event evaluation, the event was expanded in scope and regional
distribution. In 2018, the NJDOE partnered with the New Jersey Chamber of Commerce Foundation to
create a series of Career Awareness Days modeled after the successful Many Paths, One Future Career
Awareness Day. With a similar goal in mind, this series of Career Awareness Days aimed to increase
understanding of CTE programs among middle grade students from a variety of socioeconomic
backgrounds. Business representatives from in-demand industries and current high school and
college CTE students combined to share knowledge and experience and provide hands-on activities to
increase interest in CTE and career pathways. 596 middle grade students from throughout New Jersey
participated in this series of Career Awareness Days, held in on partnering college campuses the
Northern, Central and Southern regions of the state.

The series of carefully evaluated Career Awareness activities provided the Office of Career Readiness
with enough data to demonstrate the impact of specific strategies on a targeted population. The
findings from this outreach will support the development of a larger plan to increase career
awareness in middle school. The NJDOE is planning to revisit the event and expand the impact by
reaching more students. Several of the workshops and activities planned during each day
demonstrated high positive impact on student attitudes around careers. Those specific high-impact
experiences will be leveraged and packaged in new ways to offer increased opportunities for more
students, possibly as the basis for model lessons or additional resources for teachers and students
who could not attend the events in person.

In addition to the series of Career Awareness events planned and implemented by the Office of Career
Readiness and partners, the NJDOE offers a variety of resources for students, families and schools to
access at no cost. There are career exploration tools made available on our NJDOE webpage Career
Exploration Tools and Materials to Assist Educators, Counselors and Students.

The New Jersey Career Assistance Navigator (NJCAN) is the state’s free career information system and
is available to all New Jersey residents. Professional development on NJCAN is provided at no cost to
teachers, counselors and administrators at secondary schools, intermediaries and state agencies such
as the New Jersey Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services, Department of Children and Families
and the Marie H. Katzenbach School for the Deaf. Training sessions are available as pre-recorded
webinars or face-to-face sessions. This training is provided through an agreement between the Office
of Career Readiness and the John J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development at Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey.

NJCAN is designed to support lifelong career readiness through user-friendly, straightforward search
and sorting utilities and an online portfolio feature that enables users to compile and save information
from all system components. Self-assessment tools are available to assist students, working with their
guidance office and parents, to identify career interests and employability knowledge and skills. Links
to information regarding required education and training opportunities are also available. Additional
resources, such as lesson plans, practical learning activities and information about the Career Ready
Practices (CRP) are provided for teachers and guidance counselors.

NJCAN also provides information on preparing for job interviews, creating resumes and cover letters,
exploring self-employment, military occupations and apprenticeships, keeping a job and advancing in
a career. This is combined with accurate, comprehensive, current and relevant information on
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postsecondary opportunities, college degree-granting programs, financial aid to help inform
individual decision making and long-term student success. This platform also contains the latest
national, New Jersey and local labor market data and projections for labor market demand and
salaries.

Despite the NJDOE’s strong efforts to provide community awareness and high-quality resources to the
field, the Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement process exposed some significant weaknesses across the
state in the area of CTE awareness and the pathways into CTE programs. Resoundingly, when asked
about awareness of CTE, students and families were not familiar with their schools’ offerings and
wanted to learn more. The need for a broader marketing campaign, beginning as early as upper
elementary school, was made abundantly clear through the survey analysis.

Confirming and amplifying the extent of this issue, during the series of student focus groups, current
CTE students offered several suggestions to improve their programs. One of the main suggestions that
emerged in all groups was to increase CTE program exposure; some students found it difficult to
describe their program to their peers and thought that increased awareness would make this easier.
In several student focus groups, students reported feeling their guidance counselors were not
supportive in helping them to make post-high school decisions and they noted having to frequently
interact with colleges themselves during their application process. They suggested hiring more
counselors and making CTE, college deadlines and offering options outside of college pathways more
of a priority to them.
After noting the frequency of comments related to school counselor awareness, the Office of Career
Readiness reviewed the literature base to determine potential root causes of the perceived lack of
support for and awareness of CTE by counselors. In 2018, The National Association for College
Admission Counseling (NACAC) and the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) compiled a
national landscape report to examine the 10-year trends in student-to-counselor ratios from 2004-05
to 2014-15, the latest school years for which data are available. The data was collected through the
National Center for Education Statistics’ (NCES) Common Core of Data (CCD).

A number of studies suggest access to a school counselor can make a significant difference in student
persistence/retention, students’ postsecondary aspirations and students’ likelihood of enrolling in
postsecondary education (CITE). However, in order to realize such results, school counselors must
operate in schools without overwhelmingly large student caseloads. Unfortunately, the 2018
NACAC/ASCA research study shows a situation that may lead to potentially unmanageable caseloads
for public school counselors in New Jersey. New Jersey holds a high student-to-counselor ratio
(364:1), when ASCA recommends schools strive to maintain a 250:1 student-to-counselor ratio
(NACAC and ASCA, 2018). The NJDOE must also take note of any widely varying ratios within the
state, as inequitable access to school counselors across districts, may limit students in the career
resources they need to succeed. The NJDOE acknowledges it must increase attention and investment
to ensure the full benefit of school counseling programs with a focus on career readiness.

Despite their best efforts, it is clear New Jersey school counselors may be spread so thin they do not
have the time or capacity to support and nurture students’ career development in the ways in which
they would like. Alternative tools such as NJCAN and Naviance, may have served as support or even a
proxy for this work for some time. However, there is a clear need for new, additional, low-cost, highyield interventions, strategies and techniques, tools and resources that can provide school counselors
and their students the services they desperately need. A brief review of the existing literature
provides some viable possibilities to better meet the needs of our changing student population which
may be considered as a possible piloting tool for New Jersey schools (Hartung & Santilli, 2018;
Cardoso et al., 2017).
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NJDOE has a strong partnership with New Jersey School Counselor Association (NJSCA), who has
collaborated with the Office of Career Readiness on a number of CTE initiatives. The NJSCA is an active
member of New Jersey’s CTE Advisory Council and has supported many CTE initiatives in the past,
including the state’s participation in the New Skills for Youth initiative in 2016. Most recently, the
NJSCA co-sponsored a workshop with NJDOE highlighting CTE and career pathways in August 2019. A
recent state Assembly bill featuring apprenticeship opportunities for students (P.L.1993, c.268,
discussed in Section 1.c.) requires extensive discussion and collaboration in order to develop a plan
and associated resources for school counselors to support student apprenticeships in Building and
Construction Trades. The NJDOE and NJSCA have been engaged in early planning activities to ensure
the needs of the legislation as well as all affected stakeholders are addressed from the onset.

In a broader context, the majority of parents that responded to the stakeholder survey focused on the
critical relationship building that occurred with their child’s guidance team. Because school
counselors serve as facilitators of information to and from students and parents, the NJDOE will
co-design with NJSCA the state-level strategies and resources counselors need to address the gap in
CTE and career awareness in their schools. The innovation focus on countywide collaboration
presents an opportunity to better coordinate advising and guidance supports for students at the
county level. The NJDOE recognizes that this work cannot rest solely on the efforts of school
counselors. As referenced in the Shared Vision for the Future of CTE, a broader array of stakeholders
and mentors, including industry and community partners need to be leveraged to provide adequate
advising that is responsive to students’ interests and span the full continuum of career development.

New Jersey is proud to have a constituent base that values, prioritizes and supports public education.
In November 2018, New Jersey voters approved the Securing Our Children’s Future Bond Act
authorizing $500 million in state bonds to expand CTE programs, enhance K-12 school security and
repair contaminated school drinking water systems. $275 million has been allocated for use by county
vocational school districts to fund school facilities construction projects that support CTE program
expansion in accordance with labor market demands and economic development goals. Proposed
projects must increase the number of students in CTE programs and academic opportunity by
expanding or offering new career and technical programs. The new student seats are in CTE programs
that prepare students for high demand, technically skilled careers in accordance with demonstrated
county needs, aligned with labor market demands or economic development goals, in key industry
clusters: Bio/pharmaceuticals and life sciences; Transportation, distribution and logistics; Finance
and insurance; Advanced manufacturing; Health care; Leisure and hospitality; Retail; Technology; and
Construction, utilities and energy. Projects will receive priority for CTE grant funding if they offer
stackable credentials, partner across secondary and postsecondary systems or partner with
employers to train current or potential employees.
Moving forward, in alignment with the State Plan goal of Career Advisement and Development, the
Office of Career Readiness plans to engage school counselors more strategically and more
meaningfully through our new and expanded professional development offerings. The Office will
continue to work closely with NJSCA to develop toolkits, resources and craft professional
development offerings specific to this key audience. New Jersey students will have equal access of
opportunity to enter CTE programs around the state, and Perkins V has highlighted this critical need.
It begins with awareness, and our school counselors need increased support to better communicate
the possibilities to students, families and communities.
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Innovation Inspiration
“Paws R Us” Career Awareness Case Study
Fourth grade students at Joseph C. Caruso School in Keansburg have a “paw up” on their peers
regarding career awareness and preparation. Inside this special classroom is a group of students and
a teacher with a passion for helping animals in need and showing gratitude for law enforcement
officers. Students open a store in their classroom where the proceeds are donated to the Monmouth
County Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) and the Monmouth County Sheriff's
K-9 unit.

Unlike a more traditional school fundraising effort, the students drive the entire process instead of the
parent community. The fourth graders begin the project with extensive planning, including project
management and budget calculations. Their Language Arts Literacy and Mathematics content is
woven into the Paws-R-Us planning. Their first steps include determining roles, responsibilities and
timelines for the work ahead. They are responsible for creating their own resumes and must apply for
the positions that are best suited for their interests and skill sets. They interview for the positions
with their teacher using their job applications, resume, and communication skills.

The roles vary from store accountants, marketing team members, as well as product purchasing
buyers who select the store’s inventory. The philanthropic team determines where the profits are
donated and the best mechanism to ensure the funding is distributed according to the class’ wants.
Last year, the class chose to donate to the MCSPCA and Monmouth County Sherriff Shaun Golden’s K9
unit. The class has established a partnership with both organizations, learning about their functions
and contributions to the community. The partnership was not only established to raise money for
bulletproof vests and to help care and provide for the animals, but also to spread awareness of why
and how these efforts benefit a community.
To raise funds for their work, students sell items donated from businesses. The students write letters
and mail them to local businesses to request donations for the store. The class also holds fundraising
events throughout the school year, including pet drives for animal-related donations, gift wrapping
stations at local department stores during the holiday season, and bake sales.

The operation of the store is an anchoring aspect of the teacher’s lesson plans that build
entrepreneurial skills, as the students learn the value of running a business and other invaluable life
and career skills. The students gained exposure to the world of work, including careers in business
and marketing, philanthropy, animal health and care, police science, as well as human health when the
students participated in therapy dog testing at the Monmouth County SPCA. What began as a
service-learning project blossomed into an exemplar of excellence in preparing young students for the
world of work.
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ii.

facilitate collaboration among eligible recipients in the development and coordination
of career and technical education programs and programs of study and career
pathways that include multiple entry and exit points;

Successful coalition-building among secondary career and technical education (CTE) educators,
community college administrators, workforce and industry partners require leaders with strong
political skills and the abilities to draw disparate groups together and to present clear, direct benefits
of the collaboration (Hyslop, 2009). These leaders must be successful in establishing trusting,
productive relationships and stress the importance of making these cross-sector connections
transformational, not transactional. They also need to be able to assist the group in defining an
inclusive vision for the region and identifying achievable objectives and assignments for all
stakeholders.

An informal review of the limited body of research suggests that collaborative arrangements among
these types of partners tend to fail because organizers focus more on transactional mode, addressing
immediate needs and how to meet them, rather than considering the goals of each of the stakeholders
and where the opportunities interface (Holle 2012; Manley 2012; Shulte et al. 2017). Building
significant cross-sector support requires leaders’ active attention to cultivating reciprocally beneficial
relationships among partners. The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment provides a platform for
these discussions to begin and the focus of the process will be on the region’s need being met through
the partnership.

Building relationships among partners within a New Jersey county, including districts that may have
competitive relationships, will not be an easy task. It is well documented that coalition-building of this
nature requires careful consideration of relationship-building (Shulte et al. 2017). For example, every
stakeholder group in the region must be at the table and have the opportunity to contribute to the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment discussion in order to build consensus around the directions
to take and pathways to build. This also will ensure a consistent message about regional goals and
opportunities be collaboratively developed and shared by the group. Effective consortia leaders (key
district, industry and college partners) will need to operate under the assumption that designing,
supporting and sustaining successful pipelines to local industries present an ongoing, evolving
problem of adaptation and learning within and across partner districts, institutions and community
leaders. It should be understood that no single partner or stakeholder, no matter how innovative or
powerful, possesses the potential to close gaps identified by the group by Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment.
Coordination of the partnerships anticipated to emerge from the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment (CLNA) require time and resources to develop and most participating organizations have
little of both to spare. The Office of Career Readiness recognizes the need for additional support
designed in the state plan to accomplish this outreach and negotiation work; it is also clear that
fostering the necessary depth of interaction will not occur in one CLNA meeting. As noted above,
research shows that achieving collective, meaningful commitment among partners requires dedicated
people and infrastructure. Lack of an effective intermediary is one of the most frequent reasons why
cross-sector initiatives like those New Jersey has attempted in the past may not succeed. Unlike
collaborations that involve one-time or intra-sector relationships, initiatives such as the ones we hope
will emerge from the CLNA process require intentional structure. These also require staff from the
NJDOE and leaders from each of the stakeholder partners committed to enabling continuous
communication. This will help to secure the commitment of important actors from all of the different
sectors represented at the CLNA meetings and ultimately support the talent pipeline unique to each
region.
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New Jersey referenced this significant body of research to carefully craft the CLNA Guide and
Template specifically to support the facilitation of collaboration across CTE partners (see Appendix
C). In order to intentionally develop pathways and programs with multiple entry and exit points
across multiple grantees, New Jersey strongly recommended every grantee to participate in a county
and/or regional-level CLNA. The county/regional CLNA identifies representatives from each required
stakeholder group in the area be invited to participate in the discussion. This includes entry point
stakeholders such as middle/intermediate school representatives and their school counselors, but
also engages secondary CTE representatives as well as postsecondary partners at the same time to
offer perspectives of exit opportunities along each career pathway of interest. Labor and workforce
development partners also participate in county-level discussions to ensure alignment with the
local/regional workforce needs at all points on the continuum of programmatic access, so all partners
supporting career pathways are in the same room at the same time responding to prompts and
developing solutions. These groups will collectively design an entire CTE ecosystem of programs that
allow students to enter programs through awareness and exploration of multiple career clusters in
middle school, increase career exploration and development in specific pathways at the secondary
level, and culminate in career preparation at exit points in both upper secondary and post-secondary
levels. With all partners involved in the conversation at the onset, these systems will be designed and
funded with pathways and pipelines in mind with multiple entry and exit points.

The NJ CLNA Guide is divided into two discrete guidance sections; the first section entitled Part One:
Conducting the CLNA at the County Level, which provides support and suggestions for framing the
analysis of each element at the county level. This section of the guide provides protocols and
questions to be discussed at the regional level, supporting conversations that consider the landscape
of CTE for a given area and how it meets the needs of both the student population and the labor
market. It provides a platform and encourages all workforce and education partners in a given region
to see how the local CTE ecosystem can support all learners to access the most immediate, high-wage,
high-skill, in-demand opportunities and occupations available to them as early as possible. This will
allow students to enter career pathways of interest as early as possible in their educational journey.
Through the county CLNA process, partners make observations together, with a strong focus on
access, opportunity and inclusion. They then consider how best to leverage partnerships, resources
and tools to meet the needs of all students in their counties and districts through their local
applications. This county-level portion of the CLNA review brings a number of different independent
groups together in the same space to analyze and interpret the same shared data and landscape. As a
result of the process, county goals will be developed and will guide CTE program reform and
transformation through each LEAs local application.

To further encourage the discussion and analysis among partners around a common set of data, the
Office of Career Readiness generated a series of twenty-one county-level CTE Data Cards (Appendix
D). Each data card provides information about the current state of CTE in the county, including
enrollment information in CTE programs at both the secondary and postsecondary levels by student
group, enrollment by Career Cluster (as a comparison point for county-level Key Industry Sectors
provided by partners at the New Jersey Department of Labor), and an analysis of the most popularly
enrolled CTE programs at secondary and postsecondary levels. Even the most superficial review of
the data can reveal discrepancies in access to programs, leaky pathways and pipelines for programs
across the levels, as well as overrepresentation of students in programs that do not meet labor market
demand or do not have correlates at another level (secondary to postsecondary or the reverse). In the
past, students might leave a program without portable or industry-valued credentials after investing
significant time. The county-level CLNA process requires a county to develop multiple strategic exit
points, which allow students to exit programs with portable or industry-valued credentials at
common exit points. Identifying areas for county-level improvement within key career pathways will
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lead to significant reform in programs through a strategic and coordinated fashion, ensuring students
have early access to entry and options in exiting with a postsecondary credential in hand.

A coordinated partnership requires supportive leadership at all levels, state, regional and local, as
well as a long-term commitment of time and brokering resources. It is critical for the CLNA to identify
issues that may affect sustainability of the partnerships from the onset. While the state plan requires
Perkins Leadership and Reserve Funds to support the development of partnerships that arise from
the CLNA process, the NJDOE recognizes each consortium may vary substantially from the next
regarding their needs and plans for sustainability.
The NJDOE has met with great success in supporting the development of many innovative
partnerships among schools. These innovative partnerships are explored in the Innovation
Inspiration vignettes as well as throughout the State Plan narrative. Models for reference are
provided as exemplars and will serve as a point of discussions that arise from county CLNA meetings.
A few examples are offered, but are not limited to, the projects described below.

In 2015, the legislature appropriated a total of $10 million to offer a competitive grant program to
expand CTE programs through county vocational schools. The County Vocational School District
Partnership Grant was a state-funded partnership program between county vocational school
districts and other school districts, business and industry groups, county colleges and other entities to
expand access and student opportunities in CTE for secondary students. County Vocational Schools
used their expertise to create new programs or replicate existing, successful CTE programs in new
partner schools. Partners engaged by the schools included employers, businesses, industry groups
and in some cases, included one or more comprehensive school districts and/or a postsecondary
partner. The inclusion of postsecondary partner (the most common partnership) ensured the
development of a career pathway from a secondary CTE program directly into a CTE postsecondary
program. These examples have been presented for consideration at county CLNA meetings.

At the postsecondary level, funded in 2009 by Perkins leadership funds, Career and Technical
Education Partnership (CTEP) grants were launched as a statewide mechanism to develop CTE
programs of study in specific Career Clusters. Six institutions of higher education, including county
colleges and four-year colleges, were granted awards to develop partnerships and linkages among
secondary, postsecondary, business, industry and labor and workforce development entities. The
purpose of the CTEP partnerships were to provide resources and tools aligned to these clusters and
ultimately develop a model program of study that included dual credit options for high school
students. Over the course of four years of collaboration, model programs of study were developed and
piloted, resulting in more quality CTE programs of study available for students. The Rutgers Health
Science program and the Global Supply Chain Management programs mentioned above are strong
examples of successes with postsecondary partners in the development of model programs. The
NJDOE plans to identify additional pathways in the key industry sectors defined by NJDOL and
develop more model programs for implementation.

Because of these combined efforts, the number of programs of study in which a New Jersey student
has the opportunity to earn college credit while in high school has grown significantly from 78
programs in 2011 to 328 in 2016 to 369 approved programs of study as of June 2019. This affirms
New Jersey’s capacity and tenacity to implement significant systemic changes in order to have
positive impacts on students. These efforts have spanned many years, but through constancy of
leadership and commitment to a vision, the NJDOE has clear evidence of progress. In a statement of
continued support, the Perkins V reserve innovation fund (Appendix C) prioritizes projects that
feature either/both early college experiences and articulation agreements.
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Perkins V encourages and supports broad, cross-sector action and regional collaboration. This call for
collaborative problem-solving and action differs significantly from the past narrower frame of the
NJDOE funding discrete programs or specific transactions. Stakeholder engagement drew attention to
the need for transformational partnerships to serve as a foundational element of the State Plan, and
the CLNA process at the county-level requires a deep analysis of data that presents opportunities and
facilitates partnerships growing. To truly build a strong system of college and career readiness, the
NJDOE and our partners must think in terms of system change and new relationships.
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Innovation Inspiration:
Gloucester County Institute of Technology
Collegiate High School Case Study
The Gloucester County Institute of Technology (GCIT) and Rowan College of South Jersey (RCSJ) have
a long history of close partnership, being located within a few miles of each other. This strong
partnership has generated a new model for career pathways, capable of customization to the unique
needs of each member of the diverse student population. The GCIT Collegiate High School Program is
a cost-saving, fully customizable option, which allows students to tailor their career and educational
pathway. Through the GCIT Collegiate High School Program, GCIT seniors can design their ideal high
school education while earning college credit.

This dual enrollment advantage agreement offers college-level courses exclusively through RCSJ
throughout an underclassmen’s schedule as well as in the senior year of high school. All senior
students at GCIT are eligible to participate in the Collegiate High School experience, providing them an
alternative pathway to a quality education at significant cost savings. Students who elect to
participate in the Collegiate High School option will individually select their courses via RCSJ’s High
School Option Program (HSOP). Course selection will be based on individual and career goals, choice
institution of higher learning, and major/degree in which they intend to pursue. Coursework
completed may be applied to an RCSJ degree program or be transferred to another institution of
higher education.

There are two options for students: 1) senior elects to attend RCSJ and take college-level English and
physical education courses. Students may choose to return to GCIT to take CP and Honors electives,
participate in School to Work and/or continue on their career path; 2) senior elects to attend RCSJ and
take college-level English and physical education courses. Students may pursue additional
coursework through HSOP. Students are fully immersed in RCGSJ courses on campus. For the second
option students will be registered for HSOP courses with 65% discounted tuition rates. RCSJ’s HSOP
offers the opportunity for students to save money while earning college credit, and an associate
degree, all before high school graduation. In 2017-18, GCIT had five seniors who earned associate
degrees in May, prior to graduating high school in June. That number increased to 16 in 2018-19. This
was also the first year of Collegiate High School, and 146 senior students earned a total of 4,239
credits by participating in this program. Currently, in 2019-2020, approximately 190 students are
enrolled in GCIT’s Collegiate High School and have the potential to earn a total of 5,163 credits this
school year. These articulations between the two institutions include academic courses as well as CTE
courses, and some include career industry credentials that students earn while in high school.
The pathway to a four-year institution and a baccalaureate degree for students continues seamlessly
with the Rowan Choice program. The program offers incoming freshmen to Rowan University the
opportunity to earn 24-30 college credits through RCSJ, while taking classes at and living on Rowan
University’s campus, saving a significant amount. Upon successful completion, students enter Rowan
University as fully matriculated sophomores and may declare their majors upon completing 24-30
credits. This program may significantly increase access to higher education for special population
students.
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iii.

use State, regional, or local labor market data to determine alignment of eligible
recipients' programs of study to the needs of the State, regional, or local economy,
including in-demand industry sectors and occupations identified by the State board,
and to align career and technical education with such needs, as appropriate

New Jersey celebrates a very high standard of quality across career and technical education (CTE)
program offerings at both the secondary and postsecondary levels. While New Jersey has worked
hard to improve the quality of CTE programs through a much more rigorous Perkins funding
application and CTE program approval process, tight alignment to labor market information as a
justification for funding has previously not been required. This will be the focus, as reflected in the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA).

Despite best efforts and intentions, not all CTE programs provide students with the same value in the
labor market. Perkins V legislation calls attention to a tighter alignment of labor market needs and
New Jersey recognizes that this has not been a strong element of our quality program review in the
past. This new focus aligns with Governor Murphy’s call for a “stronger, fairer New Jersey” as he
supports high-quality CTE programs that lead students to high-skill, high-wage and in-demand career
opportunities in our state and beyond. These elements are reflected in our new definition of program
of study and how programs will be approved and funded in the future.

Phasing out or transforming programs of study that do not meet current labor market demands may
be straightforward on paper, but there are immediate consequences for CTE students and staff. This
process will involve robust communication with districts and schools outlining the timeline for
elimination and make clear assurances that students currently completing these pathways will not be
cut off. This process will also require strong collaboration with districts as they plan for the impact on
affected staff. This may include support and options to bridge teaching staff into other prioritized
programs of study. These significant considerations will be addressed and managed throughout the
transition to Perkins V. Career Cluster® leads have identified those Classification of Instructional
Program (CIP) codes that may require transformation, and are crafting specific guidance on this
process for dissemination over the next year.

The CLNA is a vehicle for the transition of districts towards better alignment of programs to labor
market information. It is a process that drives the local funding application development and future
spending decisions. The process is an opportunity for stakeholders to collectively take an in-depth
look at the county or region’s entire local CTE system and identify areas where targeted
improvements can lead to increased student success. To implement the CLNA, a wide range of
stakeholders must gather to evaluate how CTE programs collectively measure up against labor
market demands.

As mentioned above, New Jersey Department of Labor (NJDOL), the Heldrich Center and New Jersey
Department of Education (NJDOE) have had a long-standing partnership in working towards the
development of demand-driven quality CTE programs. Over the past decade, NJDOL has identified key
industry sectors and provided NJDOE with the most current labor market data to inform secondary
and postsecondary program development and revision. The study and the novel research
methodology designed and conducted by the Heldrich Center in 2016 assisted NJDOE in increasing
alignment between CTE programs and the state’s key industry sections.

In the most recent act of partnership, NJDOL crafted labor market information cards for the NJDOE
and LEAs, which distills local and state labor market information into a format to support the CLNA
process. These Labor Market Information cards are created for each county in New Jersey, as well as
an additional separate card for the northern, central and southern regions of the state. Labor market
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information cards include information such as average wage, number of establishments within the
key industries in the region, annual average employment and wages within each key industry for the
region and commuter data for worker residents. The NJDOE created a guidance document to assist in
the facilitation of the discussion (see CLNA, Appendix B). These resources, developed through
collaboration with critical partners, will support New Jersey on a path toward the highest-quality
CTE programs possible.
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iv.

ensure equal access to approved career and technical education programs of study and
activities assisted under this Act for special populations;

The mission and vision of the Office of Career Readiness at the New Jersey Department of Education
(NJDOE) supports Governor Murphy’s initiatives by ensuring New Jersey’s 1.4 million students have
equitable access to high-quality education and achieve academic excellence. The NJDOE believes a
strong foundation of high-quality Career and Technical Education lays the groundwork for students to
have equitable access to career pathways programs preparing them with the skills and knowledge
necessary to be prepared for postsecondary success, regardless of whether they choose to enter
college or join the workforce directly from high school.

To this end, the NJDOE is reinforcing the equity-focus within our statewide processes associated with
career and technical education (CTE). The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment will highlight gaps
across engagement and performance. A root cause analysis will be conducted and a plan to address
those gaps at county and local levels will be developed. The NJDOE will continue to support and
expand the resources provided to our LEAs in service to this critical need.

Addressing equity in CTE is not a novel idea for New Jersey. At the most basic level, NJDOE regulations
strongly enforce the requirement to attend to equity. New Jersey Administrative Code N.J.A.C. 6A:7
Managing for Equity and Equality in Educational Programs applies broadly to all programs and
initiatives administered and supported by the NJDOE. This code outlines specific responsibilities LEAs
must follow to ensure compliance with state and federal laws governing equity in educational
programs. Managing for Equality and Education in Equity, or its predecessor -- Equality in Educational
Programs, has been in effect in New Jersey since 1975. The 2016 re-adoption reaffirmed the NJDOE’s
longstanding policy that equity must start at the local level.

These rules require each district board of education, including county vocational school districts and
comprehensive high schools, to develop a comprehensive equity plan once every three years to
identify and correct all discriminatory practices and inequitable educational and hiring policies,
patterns, programs and practices affecting its facilities, programs, students and staff. The regulations
also require LEAs, prior to developing their comprehensive equity plans, to assess their needs for
achieving equity and equality in educational programs both in terms of content and course access. A
discriminatory practice is defined in the rules as:
“a policy, action, or failure to act that limits or denies equal access to or benefits
from the educational activities or programs of a school, or that generates or permits
injustice or unfair or otherwise inequitable treatment of students or staff on the
basis of race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry, age, marital status, affectional
or sexual orientation, gender, religion, disability, or socioeconomic status.”

To facilitate the needs assessments and plan development, NJDOE continues to improve its ability to
provide useful, actionable data to LEAs and communities. NJDOE also provides guidance on how
educators can use data to identify root causes and to implement high impact activities, strategies and
programs to address student and educator needs.

To ensure broader compliance with this crucial policy, New Jersey maintains responsibility for
conducting targeted reviews of selected secondary and postsecondary schools providing career and
technical education through the Methods of Administration (MOA) civil rights compliance program,
securing corrective action when civil rights violations are found; and periodically reporting civil rights
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findings to the United States Department of Education, Office for Civil Rights (OCR). The Office of
Career Readiness works with schools at the secondary and postsecondary level to provide statewide
leadership, advocacy, oversight and technical assistance to ensure CTE programs meet state and
federal civil rights requirements through this process. The NJDOE monitors select CTE districts and
county colleges each year through the MOA program, ensuring that all students, regardless of race,
color, national origin, sex, or disability have equal access to high-quality career and technical
education programs. If a district or college is found to be out of compliance, a Voluntary Compliance
Plan (VCP) is negotiated with the subrecipient and developed with specific deliverables, critical
actions, and an implementation timeline. The Office of Career Readiness has established an intra and
external divisional team with expertise from the Office of Special Education and the Office of
Supplemental Education Services to ensure services for students with disabilities and English
Learners are met.

The joint guidance outlined in 2020 by the United States Department of Education and the Office of
Civil Rights through the Memorandum of Procedures (MOP) states that through these revisions to the
Perkins program, equity and civil rights have become key elements of Perkins administration. New
Jersey will better coordinate efforts to use data from the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
(CLNA) to analyze gaps in over and under -represented subpopulations to make coordinated
decisions. A system of technical assistance will be coordinated and expanded to all subrecipients that
offer career and technical education programs, and not only to those subrecipients selected for a
review. This will ensure a continuous approach to the implementation of civil rights oversight and
technical assistance. The time is appropriate with the New Jersey’s administrative code rule for Career
and Technical Education Programs and Standards N.J.A.C. 6A:19 currently being revised. The revised
N.J.A.C. 6A:19 administrative code will reference the MOA program and civil rights laws to ensure all
subrecipients are aware of their continuing obligation to ensure students are served without regards,
to race, color, national origin, sex or disability status.
Beyond regulations, the Office of Career Readiness also provides direct oversight of all of the
approved CTE programs, ensuring that they meet all state and federal requirements regarding access
and meet performance expectations for all student subgroups, including preparation for careers in
industries requiring technical expertise. This policy is mandated in N.J.A.C. and all recipients of
Perkins funding agree to ensure non-discrimination and access in the assurances statement for each
program they implement.

In addition to code and statutes, New Jersey has proudly signaled the importance of equity in CTE by
creating an equity-focused research and outreach group, the Career Equity Resource Center (CERC).
The program was forged through an agreement with the School of Management and Labor Relations
at Rutgers University, but was brought into the Office of Career Readiness in 2015 to better align CTE
programming, approval and oversight processes. CERC is focused exclusively on promoting equity
and diversity in CTE. CERC provides trainings to NJDOE staff, government agencies, school and
university-based staff/leadership and assorted CTE administrators to promote equity as a priority
through both the secondary and postsecondary systems. The research-based technical assistance is a
data-driven process where local school districts and colleges are asked to analyze disaggregated data
and begin to examine root causes of gaps that exist within their programs. Most importantly, the
trainings raise awareness of and address issues pertaining to implicit bias, cultural awareness and
diversity; they are interactive and sensitively uncover the effects of stereotypes and bias on everyday
experiences.

Since the inception of CERC in 2010, CERC has acquired a 96% approval rating of content delivery and
relevance, has program participation averages of more than 500 participants annually, has specialized
in more than 10 targeted professional development programs and services to districts statewide and
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most recently, has served more than 2000 teachers, staff and school administrators between
2016-2018. Trainings are provided at no cost to the requesting group and are customized to the
unique needs of the recipients. The trainings are evaluated to ensure that the needs of the participants
are being met and to garner recommendations for continuous improvement. Because participants
receive timely and responsive customized training, they often request follow-up support within the
year or across years. The trainings are voluntary; the services are marketed via NJDOE
communications and our state website. CERC also relies heavily on our internal Perkins program
officers to connect their grantees to the service, especially when gaps in performance have been
identified. In the past, Perkins program officers highlighted the need for training from a compliance
perspective. The Office looks forward to the need to better attend to equity becoming clear through
the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment, as it will likely create a grassroots effort to shift
mindsets in local CTE offerings. The goal is to leverage the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
(CLNA) process to bring this program and process to scale, transforming not only the world of CTE
but more broadly the mindset and practices within the education community.
During the 2019-2020 transition year, the NJDOE reengaged the Center for Women and Work at the
School of Management and Labor Relations at Rutgers University to expand the outreach of CERC
services. This complements the services and augments the reach of the NJDOE’s internal team and
includes additional technical assistance to secondary schools and county colleges to assist in building
their own internal capacity to increase access and opportunity for special population students to
pursue high skill, high wage, in-demand CTE careers.

In addition, the NJDOE has engaged with the National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity (NAPE) to
support the strategic initiatives laid out in the plan and developing capacity within the Office of Career
Readiness to better support LEAs. A New Jersey CTE teacher preparation program provider has
expressed interest in partnering with NAPE and including a course on Equity in CTE within the
training sequence. The NJDOE is also collaborating internally with the Office of Certification and
Induction and externally with the CTE teacher preparation programs it supports to explore the
possibility of including three specialization opportunities for additional licensure endorsements for
teachers of students with disabilities and English language learners.
Another trusted partner for the NJDOE is the Boggs Center of Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Medical
School, Department of Pediatrics. The Boggs Center is New Jersey’s federally designated University
Center for Excellence in Developmental Disabilities. The Center provides community and student
training and technical assistance, conducts research and disseminates information and educational
materials. The NJDOE Office of Special Education has a steadfast partnership with the Boggs Center
and the Office of Career Readiness has recently engaged the Center directly to increase the capacity of
the Office and better support LEAs.

The Office of Career Readiness has embraced the philosophy that all decisions and efforts must be
viewed through an equity lens. In addition, by having staff focused exclusively on addressing issues
related to equity and diversity, the NJDOE is supporting internal office staff with the knowledge to
think and talk about issues through an equity and diversity lens. All office staff participate in training
and professional development on equity matters in order to be equipped to provide strategies and
tools to assist local programs in identifying and addressing equity and access issues as a process of
continuous improvement. This has been significantly helpful in fostering a state agency culture that
values equity.
On a department-wide level, the NJDOE has recognized the unique needs of the families of English
learners and the communities from which they come. Recently, the NJDOE has dedicated staff to
support LEAs in implementing programs and strategies for families and communities comprised of
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limited English proficient individuals. NJDOE’s website has a new Spanish language parent portal and
NJDOE has established partnerships with community agencies to sponsor technical assistance and
workshops on issues affecting the academic achievement of specialized populations of English
learners (e.g., students with interrupted or limited formal education, newcomers and refugees). Our
NJDOE colleagues from this team have been engaged throughout the transition year and have guided
the development of this state plan, ensuring that it continues to have a focus on access for these
individuals.

For its annual newcomer summit, NJDOE partners with faith-based organizations, higher education
institutions, federal agencies, and even parents who entered New Jersey’s schools as newcomers to
the United States. The annual summit provides an opportunity for educators to engage with
community entities that serve English learners and their families, and to ultimately better serve
English learners in the classroom. The Office of Career Readiness will attend these events moving
forward, disseminating information about career readiness and opportunities for CTE in the state.
Additionally, the NJDOE is planning a statewide parent fair to further empower parents and families
of English learners in New Jersey. The event will include representatives from various NJDOE
program offices, community-based organizations and LEAs recognized for implementing model
programs in bilingual/English as a second language education, as well as mental health workers,
social services personnel, health care professionals and legal rights advocates. Attendance is open to
parents, advocates and supporters of English learners, LEA parent liaisons, bilingual parent advisory
groups and parent teacher association members. The Office of Career Readiness will develop a session
about what CTE can offer students.
In addition, the NJDOE will partner with the State Parent Advisory Network (SPAN) to facilitate the
implementation and sustaining of groups in LEAs specifically for parents of students with
individualized educational plans. SPAN has developed a guidebook for parents to conduct effective
parent group activities with a goal of promoting parents’ active participation in their children’s
education. The Office of Career Readiness hopes to work closely with SPAN to develop a coordinated
outreach session to explain to parents the importance of their children participating in CTE, and
include this information in their outreach and support toolkit.

During the transition year, the Office of Career Readiness engaged in a rigorous analysis of data to
identify any gaps that exist in serving all students in quality CTE programs. This included a thorough
analysis of the gaps by sub-groups of participants and completers in current CTE programs in highskill, in-demand occupations in the seven key industries. This analysis will guide efforts to scale up
the work of the Career Equity Resource Center and establish baseline data for improvement. Targets
will be set to address gaps incrementally through the state plan. Implementation of the plan will
fundamentally reshape the landscape of CTE in the state by truly addressing an underlying,
longstanding access issue.

The findings from the landscape analysis, amplified by the reports and feedback from our stakeholder
groups, solidified the foundational goal of this state plan: Equity of Opportunity and Access. The
NJODE has committed to supporting the creation of expanded opportunities for each student to access
quality CTE programs, ensuring the equitable distribution of CTE programs throughout the state and
the ability of all students to actively participate in those programs. The increase in reserve funds will
support innovation at the county-level to increase participation by underserved populations. This
signals the gravity of the issue and underscores the critical nature of designing more effective
solutions to narrowing equity, access and expectation gaps that exist.

Though equity is a core principle of the agency’s work, NJDOE recognizes that the single most
significant educational challenge remains providing equity in opportunities for achievement for all
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New Jersey students. This Perkins State Plan amplifies New Jersey’s commitment to creating
conditions across the state to allow for each child to acquire the skills and knowledge to be successful
in their postsecondary pursuits.
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Innovation Inspiration:
Pathway in Technology Early College High School Case Study
New Jersey proudly joined several other states in adopting the Pathway in Technology Early College
High School (P-TECH) educational model in three high schools for the 2019-2020 school year. The
P-TECH model, co-developed by IBM, spans grades 9 through 14 and brings together public high
schools, community colleges, and businesses to create a clear pathway from high school to college to
career. Participating students at the three P-TECH schools, located in Burlington City, New Brunswick
and Paterson, will graduate with a high school diploma, Associate degrees in competitive STEM fields,
and workplace experiences, within six years. Supporting STEM-focused high school programs and
increasing degree attainment for all residents are key to New Jersey’s Economic Plan.

Governor Murphy shared how the P-TECH model supports the burgeoning New Jersey economy:
“Through this innovative partnership, students will receive a high-quality education
and gain in-demand skills that employers need in the 21st century, while employers
will gain a diverse pipeline of skilled employees,” said Governor Murphy. “I am
thrilled that we are bringing this model to New Jersey. It will enable New Jersey’s
bright young minds to flourish and help prepare the next generation of leaders. By
providing students with the skills needed for these high-wage, high-skill jobs, New
Jersey is strengthening its talent base to remain economically competitive for years to
come.”

P-TECH is a sustainable and scalable model of partnership among public education, the private sector,
and policymakers serving as champions for a new kind of high school. The model will demonstrate
how New Jersey high schools can transform how we teach students for the world of today and the
future. The model features one solution to help create seamless pathways for students to gain
competitive STEM careers. It is also designed to support students in traditionally underserved
communities, as the lottery system for admission offers all interested students an opportunity to
embark on new pathways to success in in-demand STEM fields.

A key hallmark of the program is the close partnership forged among the comprehensive high school,
local community college, and industry partners to ensure students master academic, technical, and
professional skills such as problem solving and collaboration, which together put them on a clear
pathway to in-demand career skill mastery and overall educational success. The industry partners
work closely with their high school and community college partners to ensure alignment with indemand industry skills and provide mentoring, workplace visits, speaker presentations, and paid
internships. Graduates are first in line for jobs with industry partners.
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v.

coordinate with the State board to support the local development of career pathways
and articulate processes by which career pathways will be developed by local
workforce development boards, as appropriate;

Per section 122(d)(4)(C)(v), the Office of Career Readiness coordinates with the New Jersey State
Employment and Training Commission (SETC) and local Workforce Development Boards (WDB) to
support and develop priority career pathways. Further, the New Jersey Department of Education
publishes regulations as well as policy and procedures that guide the development of CTE programs
and programs of study. Coordination is also provided by the SETC to assist in mapping future
programmatic growth, strategic direction, and alignment. Members of the SETC and local WDBs serve
on the NJDOE CTE Advisory Council and Perkins V Steering Committee to ensure alignment with state
workforce goals.

Opportunities to leverage and coordinate WIOA funding is discussed more fully in response to Section
122(d)(3) of Perkins V). Conversations among the SETC, NJODE and local WDBs has begun over the
transition year to ensure tight alignment between the two state plans.

The New Jersey SETC partners with business, employees and job seekers, organized labor, and state
and county agencies to set policy, develop plans and evaluate the performance of the workforce
system to improve the workforce for the economic viability of New Jersey. The SETC identifies and
analyzes critical issues relating to workforce readiness and provides policy guidance to many state
agencies, including the NJDOE, in the fields of employment, training and education; supports
innovative programs that advance collaboration among governmental agencies; and, reports to the
Governor on the progress that has been made and the issues that must be addressed in the area of
employment, training and education. New Jersey has worked closely with SETC, NJDOL, the
Governor’s Office and additional partners in the development of several exciting workforce initiatives,
which support the Perkins V and state workforce vision.

For example, in March 2018, to support the vision of a stronger, fairer economy, Governor Murphy
announced plans to create the New Jersey Apprenticeship Network (NJNAN). This initiative
synthesizing New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL), New Jersey
Department of Education (NJDOE) and Office of the Secretary of Higher Education (OSHE), supports
increasing opportunities for both youth and adults in New Jersey to enter high-skilled careers through
paid apprenticeships that often include college credit. In partnership with the U.S. Department of
Labor, the NJDOL’s new Office of Apprenticeship is focused on creating apprenticeship opportunities
in high-growth sectors such as advanced manufacturing, renewable energy, information technology,
health care, life sciences and more. The NJDOE works collaboratively with NJDOL through NJNAN in
the development of grant opportunities and new programs.

In the fall of 2018, NJDOL announced the release of the $4.5 million Growing Apprenticeship in
Nontraditional Sectors (GAINS) grant. The goals of the grant are to: increase the number of Registered
Apprenticeship Programs in New Jersey; increase the number of apprentices; assist small businesses
in developing effective apprenticeship programs; provide trainings that lead to credentials, licenses
and/or college credits; increase worker productivity and retention; and develop a workforce with the
skills and qualifications demanded by the state’s high-growth industries. This grant will provide the
on-ramps to registered apprenticeship programs for students.
In addition to the GAINS grant, which will create apprenticeship opportunities primarily for adults,
NJDOL announced a $3 million Pre-Apprenticeship in Career Education (PACE) Grant. The purpose of
the PACE Program is to prepare individuals to enter and succeed in Registered Apprenticeship
programs. These pre-apprenticeship programs have a documented partnership with at least one
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Registered Apprenticeship program sponsor and together they expand the participant’s career
pathway opportunities with industry-based training coupled with classroom instruction. The
program will drive economic development through skills and educational attainment and create
pathways to advanced credentials and better-paying careers.

In August of 2019, The Expanding Pre-Apprenticeship in a New Direction (ExPAND) grant was
announced to all LEAs. The $600,000 grant is intended to increase the number of high school students
(at least 16 years old) participating in and completing pre-apprenticeship programs that are aligned
to a Registered Apprenticeship occupation recognized by the U.S. Department of Labor as well as a NJ
industry of focus as identified by the NJDOL. This grant program is open to all LEAs that are currently
operating an approved career and technical education (CTE) program or partnership of study.
Funding for this grant program is provided from federal Perkins Leadership funds. Six awards will be
regionally distributed; they will be made to the top scoring comprehensive high school or charter
school and county vocational school applicants in each of the three regions (north, central and south).
The first project period begins February 1, 2020 and runs through June 30, 2021.
The NJDOL Office of Apprenticeship and the United States Department of Labor’s New Jersey Office of
Apprenticeship have partnered to offer two grants to support apprenticeship programs for students.
One grant is being offered in allied health certificate programs and the other is available to those in
advanced manufacturing programs. These Scaling Apprenticeship Through Sector-Based Strategies
grants, totaling $16 million, are currently providing apprenticeships for more than 6,600 individuals
and will serve to expand New Jersey community colleges’ efforts to build career pathways that are
driven by the needs of the state’s key industries. Apprenticeship programs combine classroom
education and training with work experience and are developed and implemented in close
partnership with employers.

The first grant, totaling $12 million, was awarded to a consortium of 15 community colleges in New
Jersey that will receive funding to support students in Allied Health certificate programs offering
apprenticeship opportunities and pathways to academic credit. The programs offered include Medical
Assistant, Medical Billing and Coding, Pharmacy Technician, Certified Nursing Assistant, Community
Health Worker, Phlebotomy, EKG and Patient Care Technician. Partners include CVS Health; RWJ
Barnabas Health System and five other healthcare entities; the NJ Health Care Industry Association,
representing long-term care facilities; District Council Local 1199J health care union; NJ Department
of Labor and Workforce Development; New Jersey Workforce Development Boards; Garden State
Employment and Training Association; and the New Jersey Council of County Colleges.
This health grant will allow new students to attend for free (or minimal cost), depending on their
income; transportation and childcare costs may also be covered. A grant-funded success coach will
work directly with participants. Participants will also receive a stipend for their apprenticeships and
earn college credit.

The second grant, the Advanced Manufacturing Apprenticeship Grant was awarded to a consortium of
eight New Jersey community colleges. Partners include the German American Chamber of Commerce,
Siemens, UPS and five advanced manufacturing firms. In addition to support for apprenticeship
opportunities in credit programs, there is funding made available for the development of certificate
programs leading to apprenticeship opportunities including Electro-Mechanical Technician, Certified
Production Technician and Supply Chain Management/Logistics.

These grants serve as a cornerstone for broader efforts in New Jersey’s community colleges to build
Career and Credential Pathway Collaboratives in the health care and advanced manufacturing
industries. These collaboratives will bring community colleges, employers, high schools, colleges and
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universities, labor unions, workforce agencies and other partners together to identify the common
needs of employers, map existing programs and pathways and build new pathways in response to
industry needs. Each collaborative will coordinate closely with state government agencies and work
closely with the New Jersey Apprenticeship Network, ensuring that work and learn models are
incorporated into pathways.

To align processes and better support students in apprenticeship opportunities, the NJDOE and the
Employment and Training Agency (ETA) of the United States Department of Labor are in the process
of establishing a management agreement to gain access to specific data sets from the Registered
Apprenticeship Partners Information Data System (RAPIDS 2.0). The NJDOE will use the information
to match high school graduates’ student record data maintained at the NJDOE to registered
apprenticeships so that apprenticeship can be reported on the annual New Jersey School Performance
Report as a positive outcome. In addition, NJDOE intends to use the information to measure outcomes
of apprenticeship-focused projects such as the pre-apprenticeship grant that aims to increase the
number of high school students, who are at least 16 years old, participating in and completing preapprenticeship programs that are aligned to a registered apprenticeship occupation recognized by the
USDOL. Aligning and comparing data sets will allow the NJDOE to conduct analyses and demonstrate
impact of participation for students engaged in apprenticeship opportunities.

Lastly, the SETC has provided the NJDOE with extensive guidance and tools to better support the
development and growth of new CTE programming. To more fully understand the needs of New
Jersey residents, in 2017, the SETC in partnership with NJDOL and the John J. Heldrich Center for
Workforce Development, implemented a dashboard to display high‐level performance data in order to
support evidence‐based policy decisions. The dashboard enables Commission members to better
understand the scope of state programs and their related populations. The dashboard helps the
Commission explore data trends, highlight potential program issues and coordinate with other state
agencies like the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) to advance the workforce needs of
New Jersey. The dashboard is publicly available on the SETC website and is a reference tool suggested
for use by districts and colleges during the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA).

Through these collaborative efforts, it is clear New Jersey is committed to supporting the creation of
work-based learning experiences, with a new and strong focus on pre- and apprenticeship
programs, that align directly to New Jersey’s in-demand industries. Through these opportunities,
NJDOE and our partners will be able to research promising practices in the expansion of work-based
learning in New Jersey. These opportunities will lay the foundation for a multi-year effort to support
workforce development in collaboration with partners at NJDOL. The NJDOE believes that all students
in New Jersey should have access to engage in work outside of the classroom related to their field of
study, and apprenticeships and similar experiences give students meaningful exposure to build skills
that prepare them for success after graduation. Students, employers and the state economy will
benefit from this suite of innovative collaborations.
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vi.

support effective and meaningful collaboration between secondary schools,
postsecondary institutions, and employers to provide students with
experience in, and understanding of, all aspects of an industry, which may
include work-based learning such as internships, mentorships, simulated work
environments, and other hands-on or inquiry-based learning activities; and

At the secondary and postsecondary levels, New Jersey recognizes the value of the entire spectrum of
Work-Based Learning (WBL), referred to as Structured Learning Experiences (SLE) in New Jersey.
These career readiness experiences provide a suite of instructional strategies to better prepare
students for college and the workforce, and thus has required it of all approved career and technical
education (CTE) programs and programs of study. To help districts consider the diversity of WBL, the
Office of Career Readiness has considered and shared models of 4 broad categories on an WBL
continuum: career awareness, career exploration, career preparation and career training.

These four categories are defined as follows:
•

•

•

•

Career Awareness - Initial experiences that build and increase awareness of the variety of
career opportunities available in any given industry needed to pursue a career interest or
goal. (Career Fairs or Guest Speakers)

Career Exploration - Recurring experiences that encourage the development and
understanding of the skills necessary for career planning and decision-making. (Job
Shadowing, Volunteering, Community Service, Service Learning, & School-based Enterprise)

Career Preparation - Sustained interactive experiences with professionals from business and
industry that are designed to deepen student knowledge and develop essential skills related to
a chosen career pathway. (Paid or Unpaid Internships and Cooperative Education
Experiences/Hazardous and Non-hazardous)

Career Training - Paid experiences that prepare individuals through specific training by
teaching the skills, knowledge, and competencies needed for employees to perform a specific
job or occupation within the workplace in which individuals may obtain a credential,
certificate or degree upon completion of the training. (Pre-apprenticeships and Youth
Apprenticeships registered with the USDOL-OA)

The types of SLEs are explicitly addressed in the current New Jersey Administrative Code (N.J.A.C.
6A:19) that include: apprenticeship training, cooperative education experience, internship, job
shadowing, national/community service projects, school-based enterprises, service learning,
supervised agriculture experience and volunteerism. The change in regulatory language to WBL is
currently being addressed.

As the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) transitions towards a new conception of WBL in
place of our model of SLEs, only those experiences characterized as career exploration, career
preparation and career training would be considered quality WBL indicators of acceptable
experiences for students in approved CTE programs and programs of study. SLEs are supervised, indepth learning experiences aligned to the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) that are
designed to assist students to more fully: clarify career goals and interests; explore career
possibilities; develop and use employability skills; demonstrate and apply high level academic and
technical skills; ease the transition between high school and employment; prompt consideration for
further education and training; with the overall goal to enhance career readiness. While all WBL
opportunities may valuable to students, the NJDOE is focused on the provision of higher-quality workbased learning experiences that will allow students better access to authentic work experiences.
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The NJDOE begins its definition of an SLE as an experiential, supervised, comprehensive, in-depth
learning experience integrated into the curriculum. A SLE consists of rigorous classroom and
workplace components designed to offer each student the opportunity to authentically explore their
career interests. These interests may be within one or more of the N.J.A.C.-defined Career Cluster®.
The Career Clusters and associated CIP codes are classified as hazardous or nonhazardous (N.J.A.C.
6A:8-3.2 Career education and counseling).

As mentioned above, the Alliance supports SLEs of all categories in our state. The Alliance is
comprised of representatives from the United States Department of Labor, Wage and Hour Division,
Northern and Southern New Jersey District Offices, The New Jersey Department of Education, Office of
Career Readiness, The New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development, Division of
Wage and Hour Compliance and Division of Public Safety and Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA),
and the New Jersey Safe Schools Program at Rutgers University.
Relevant laws and regulations are monitored and enforced nationally primarily by USDOL OSHA,
while state level laws, codes and regulations pertaining to occupational safety and health are
monitored and enforced by the multiple state agencies, including the NJDOE; NJDOL Division of Wage
and Hour Compliance; and NJDOL Division of Public Safety and Occupational Safety and Health. These
agencies’ perspectives are represented in the Alliance, ensuring aspects of federal and state laws that
pertain to SLEs are upheld. Any SLE implemented through an approved CTE program or program of
study in New Jersey must comply with federal laws and regulations (e.g., 29 C.F.R. 1910). Federal and
state laws address both paid and unpaid SLEs; however, paid SLEs are tightly regulated because they
may occur in hazardous (allowable only through a cooperative education experience for students
enrolled in an approved CTE program or program of study in a hazardous occupation and under the
supervision of an endorsed cooperative education coordinator that meets the requirements set forth
by NJDOE) and nonhazardous occupations. Unpaid SLEs may be referred to as internships or
volunteer (only allowable at non-profits) activities within the public or private sector.
Because SLEs occur primarily during school hours with supervision and placement by trained school
personnel, well-trained teachers could enhance the knowledge, skills and awareness of students
about their health and safety in the workplace. New Jersey is a proud leader in offering extensive
guidance and providing strong support for teachers who oversee SLEs in schools. The Alliance was
instrumental in crafting an early national model for promoting safe work-based learning experiences
for students. The New Jersey Safe Schools Program (NJSSP) is a project that is supported by the
NJDOE, Office of Career Readiness that provides required supervisory training. The NJSSP comprises
training courses and resources for teachers who supervise secondary school students (aged 16 to 18
years and special needs students up to age 21) enrolled in various school programs (not just
restricted to CTE programs). One goal of the NJSSP is to enhance knowledge and awareness of legal
and scientific occupational safety and health principles to ensure safe, rewarding work experiences
inside and outside classrooms.

The SLE supervisory training program is for individuals who hold a standard instructional certificate
and is comprised of four training courses for 42 contact hours over seven training days. Participating
teachers receive access to resources and the extensive training that is required to become certified to
oversee SLEs. Teachers are selected and supported by school districts to attend or, in some cases,
choose to receive the training at their own expense.

As WBL is expanded throughout the state and the level of quality experiences for students is
increased, these trainings will need to accommodate more participants on a larger scale. To this end,
and in recognition of the selection of Work-based Learning as New Jersey’s CTE Program Quality
Indicator, the trainings have been increased to accommodate greater numbers of teachers obtaining
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this certification. Seven rounds of training have been scheduled for 2020, and the in-person trainings
are offered in all regions of the state. Additionally, one of the courses (Federal Wage and Hour and
Child Labor Laws, Regulations, and Hazardous Orders) is now offered online as a result of a study that
NJSSP conducted to determine the efficacy of online versus in-person trainings.

Overall goals of the SLE supervisory training program included the enhancement of knowledge and
awareness of legal and scientific occupational safety and health principles to ensure safe, rewarding
experiences for students in the workplace. Some of the concepts addressed in the training include
potential hazards; exposure assessment, control, mitigation and prevention methods; techniques from
industrial hygiene; quantitative risk-assessment process; adolescents’ vulnerability factors; and
potential acute adverse health outcome.

New Jersey has created a number of progressive expansion initiatives that direct resources to support
the growth of work-based learning and experiences for residents. New Jersey is focused on increasing
the number of apprenticeships in key industries and, in some cases, for populations with barriers to
employment. The state has leveraged the support of other organizations and structures that broker
relationships between employers, providers (including schools, colleges and career centers) and
individuals. Additionally, New Jersey signals the importance of work-based learning as the NJDOE is
adding registered apprenticeship as a positive outcome on the school performance report.

While work-based learning has significant potential to improve competitiveness and career
opportunities, there are barriers to taking these strategies to scale. For example, while
apprenticeships have long been recognized as effective models in the trades and employers who
utilize the model are strongly supportive, it has not expanded efficiently to other industries, in part
because of businesses’ lack of familiarity with apprenticeship and concerns about the complexity of
the registration process. For small- and medium-sized businesses, the costs of developing,
implementing and running work-based learning models can be or seem prohibitive. Many firms lack
the expertise or capacity to ensure that training is structured appropriately.

Another challenge for employers is an interest in offering work-based learning opportunities to
students and out-of-school youth, but they express difficulty in getting started. During the transition
year, the Office of Career Readiness worked closely with partners at the New Jersey School Boards
Association and the New Jersey Business and Industry Association to develop a survey to determine
barriers to participation in work-based learning, with instruments specific to both schools and
business/industry. For example, low-income individuals may want to take part in work-based
learning but lack the resources to pay for tuition, childcare or transportation. A number of new state
policies, including the GAINS and PACE opportunities, support apprenticeships and work-based
learning, all of which were designed to address these and other barriers with the intent to benefit
diverse populations across industries.

Demonstrating the state’s early commitment to WBL is The Youth Transitions to Work Partnership
Program established in 1993 by the New Jersey State Legislature (c.268 C.34:15E-1 et seq.) to support
youth apprenticeship and pre-apprenticeship programs for secondary students. Local consortia of
business, business organizations, labor organizations and educational institutions can apply for
funding to implement YTTW programs. Grants are funded at a maximum amount of $8,500 per
participant. The amount of total funding available for FY20 is approximately $1,500,000.
The Registered Apprenticeship Incentive Program is another state-supported strategy to offset
employer apprenticeship training related costs for small and midsize manufacturers, such as
on-the-job training, related classroom instruction, supervision by a journey person, or remediation of
basic skills. The program provides employers with $5,000 for each registered apprentice. The first
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payment of $2,500 is paid after the apprentice completes 26 weeks of employment as an apprentice
and the second payment of $2,500 is issued after the apprentice completes 52 weeks of employment
as an apprentice.

As mentioned above, the NJDOE announced the Expanding Pre-Apprenticeship in a New Direction
(ExPAND) grant in August 2019 to increase the number of high school students (at least 16 years old)
participating in and completing pre-apprenticeship programs that are aligned to a Registered
Apprenticeship occupation recognized by the U.S. Department of Labor, as well as a New Jersey
industry of focus as identified by the NJDOL. The NJDOE has awarded the first round to school
districts in each geographic region of New Jersey. This funding will provide financial and technical
support to districts to grow pre-apprenticeship programs that provide high school students career
focused competencies and skills in priority sectors. The NJDOL Office of Apprenticeship and the
United States Department of Labor’s New Jersey Office of Apprenticeship are offering Scaling
Apprenticeship Through Sector-Based Strategies grants to expand New Jersey community colleges’
efforts to build career pathways also driven by the needs of the state’s key industries. Through these
efforts, it is clear New Jersey is committed to supporting work experiences for students that align to
New Jersey’s in-demand industries. Through these grants, NJDOE and our partners will have the
ability to research promising practices in the development of apprenticeships in New Jersey.
In 2018, the Senate and General Assembly of the State of New Jersey passed an act concerning
apprenticeship training information and supplementing P.L.1993, c.268 (C.34:15E-1 et seq.). This act
was signed into law on May 10, 2019 and requires the Commissioner of Education to develop
guidelines to encourage high school students to participate in apprenticeship training. The
Commissioner of Education must consult with the Commissioner of Labor and Workforce
Development and develop guidelines for use by high school counselors to coordinate services with
representatives of the New Jersey State Building and Construction Trades Council. The goal of the
collaboration is to encourage and increase student participation in apprenticeships and to raise
awareness of apprenticeship opportunities. The guidelines are currently in development in and will
be shared with the New Jersey School Counselor Association for consideration, feedback and the
development of a strategy for supporting those school counselors responsible for disseminating the
apprenticeship information.

In the spring of 2019, the NJDOE partnered with the US Department of Labor to create a registered
Youth Apprenticeship: Greenskeeper and Sports Turf Management Apprenticeship program. This
apprenticeship is the first of its kind within the State of New Jersey and may have the potential to
serve as a national model. The opportunity is offered through the Horticulture Landscaping program
at the Monmouth County Vocational School District Career Center in Freehold, New Jersey. Students
will have the opportunity to engage in and complete this two-year program, completing various
curriculum components and training at the Career Center. They will apply the skills during the
summer at one of the Monmouth County Parks golf courses, working in roles such as landscape
management technicians.
The NJDOE believes that all students in New Jersey should have access to engage in work outside of
the classroom related to their field of study, providing meaningful exposure to build skills that
prepare them for success after graduation. Resoundingly, stakeholders announced that New Jersey
should select work-based learning experiences as the reported indicator of CTE program quality
and also a larger goal of this State Plan.
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vii.

improve outcomes and reduce performance gaps for CTE concentrators,
including those who are members of special populations. (Section
122(d)(4)(C) of Perkins V)

During the 2019-2020 transition year, the Office of Career Readiness conducted a significant
landscape analysis of statewide student performance in career and technical education (CTE)
programs including a critical analysis by subpopulations by Career Clusters and classification of
instructional program (CIP) codes. Significant trends emerged from this specific study, and a plan to
address some of the most significant gaps was crafted for pilot. At the onset of the study, each cluster
was analyzed by the composition of participating students and also the performance of those
subpopulations.
NJDOE plans to revisit the classic “Math-in-CTE” and “Literacy-in-CTE” models that other states have
shown to be effective in increasing student performance. However, the New Jersey Department of
Education (NJDOE) will use student data from state assessments and analysis from the landscape
review to inform directly and better tailor the curricular products for the highest need areas and
students. Stakeholder feedback offered strong support of these models, and this will be one of the
opportunities for reserve funding support (Appendix C).

In one proposed project under consideration, academic area teachers will craft a basic frame for
several model curricular units with a focus on the core academic math and language arts literacy
(LAL) content that students in CTE demonstrate disproportionately lower scores on the New Jersey
Student Learning Assessments (NJSLA). The cluster areas and Classification of Instructional Program
(CIP) codes that students show lower academic attainment will be the focus of the CTE content
overlay. The NJSLA data is disaggregated and reported at the standards level, so analysis of CTE
students can be determined for each standard within a tested academic area (math, English language
arts, and science). For example, high school geometry teachers will create a bare unit based around
the specific geometry content that CTE students are shown to struggle with mastery. Teams of CTE
teachers in the highest-need clusters will work with geometry teachers to build respective CTE
content units around the targeted ideas. Carpentry teachers may build their unit into a framing or
roofing focus, while nursing teachers may transform the same geometry content into a unit on burn
victim surface area and course of treatment. In both cases, the focus is equally on the geometry
content and the unique content of CTE; however, the career overlay increases engagement and access
to the math content.
A similar project will produce additional model units for use in specific programs that serve
subgroups of interest and special populations. The model units would be crafted with the guidance
and support of specialists for the academic content area, as well as through support of teachers of
students with disabilities and/or teachers of students of other languages. The units developed will
focus both on supporting learning of core academic content as well as the specific career content of
the program.

The analysis also revealed that certain CIP codes serve special populations and critical subgroups, and
the development of a model curriculum through postsecondary partnership. This must include
contributions by NJDOE specialists outside of CTE, including the Office of Special Education, Bilingual
Education and increased advisement by New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce
Development (NJDOL) and industry partners for authenticity. An example would be the development
of a Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) model program, that includes a strong focus on math and
science New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) to support students’ academic performance
in those areas. While the current Rutgers Health Science curriculum exists for this cluster, it serves a
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different population of students and the courses are not used for one of the cluster’s most highly
enrolled CIP codes because of the postsecondary rigor of the program.

An opportunity exits to braid federal funding streams in support of curriculum work, such as ESSA I.A.
1003 Direct Student Services, WIOA I.B. 129 Youth Activities, and IDEA Part F. Sec 704 State-Level
Activities. During the transition year, the Office of Career Readiness was able to identify disparities in
student performance and determine potential root causes. As a result, opportunities have been
identified to develop strategic supports to increase performance of student groups. These curricular
projects, among other initiatives, will be tailored to address and eliminate academic barriers to CTE
for many students.
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d.

Describe how the eligible agency, if it chooses to do so, will include the opportunity for
secondary school students to participate in dual or concurrent enrollment programs,
early college high school, or competency-based education. (Section 122(d)(4)(D) of
Perkins V)

New Jersey has proudly supported secondary students in dual enrollment and early college
experiences for decades. Administrative code was adopted to explicitly encourage these partnerships
to form between secondary and postsecondary:
N.J.A.C. 6A:8-3.3 Enrollment in college courses

(a) District boards of education, pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:61C-1, shall make reasonable
efforts to increase the availability of college-level instruction for high school students
through courses offered by institutions of higher education at their campuses and in
high schools. The credits shall be accepted at all public New Jersey higher education
institutions pursuant to N.J.S.A. 18A:61C-8.

(b) District boards of education shall determine the eligibility of students to participate in
college courses.

(c) District boards of education and partner colleges shall ensure that college courses
offered to high school students are:
1. Equivalent to those offered to regularly admitted college students; and
2. Accepted toward both college degree and high school graduation
requirements.
(d) District boards of education and partner colleges shall ensure that college courses for
high school students are taught by college faculty with academic rank. Adjunct faculty
and members of the district staff who have a minimum of a master’s degree may also
be included.

One of the first early college programs supported directly by the New Jersey Department of Education
(NJDOE) was Rutgers University’s School of Health Professions’ Careers in Health Sciences program.
Since its launch in 1993, more than 65 high schools in New Jersey have adopted the Rutgers SHP
Careers in Health Sciences Program, and the program has graduated more than 15,000 students. The
program is part of the regular high school day, where students take college‐level, interdisciplinary,
general health care, communication and science courses generally during the junior and senior year of
high school. Students in the program gain a solid foundation in the health sciences, and their
experience with college level course work enhances academic skill development. In addition to
coursework, students perform 10 hours of clinical shadowing during each of their two years in the
program. The program continues to grow over the past few decades with new schools.
While the Careers in Health Sciences program has met with great success, new models are being
created to serve new industries and different students. In 2018, the NJDOE designed a grant
opportunity that would address the need to develop a highly skilled workforce in an in-demand STEM
pathway through forming strong partnerships between education, business, industry and Institutions
of Higher Education (IHE). The vision of the program is to “provide access and opportunity for
underrepresented students in New Jersey’s comprehensive high schools to an education in an indemand STEM career pathway by participating in grades 9–14 industry driven, high-quality dual
enrollment and early college program where they earn a high school diploma, a postsecondary degree
and gain valuable employability skills.”

The FY 2019 STEM Dual Enrollment and Early College High School (P-TECH) grant was funded by
$400,000 from the FY2019 State Budget and $500,000 from Federal Perkins Leadership funds. This
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funding is being used for a pilot program, intended to provide access and opportunity for
underrepresented students. It is offered to underserved students from three comprehensive high
schools and provides access to an education in an in-demand STEM career pathway. Students
participate in a career and technical education (CTE) program where they earn a high school diploma,
a postsecondary degree and gain valuable employability skills. The following comprehensive school
districts (one for each region of New Jersey) were selected to participate: Paterson, New Brunswick
and Burlington City.

The P-TECH grant was open only to districts with high school student enrollment with a minimum of
400 students. A minimum of 50 percent of students enrolled must have been considered economically
disadvantaged, defined by receiving free and reduced lunch on the most recent School Performance
Report. The eligible high school must have also been located within 20 miles from an industry partner
and postsecondary/institution of higher education (IHE) partner. Each district is required to partner
with the community college in their county and with at least one business partner.

During the preparation period, districts worked with their steering committees made up of district
personnel, industry professionals and IHE’s to develop a program Scope and Sequence, Recruitment
Plan, Staffing Plan, Stakeholder Communication Plan, Curriculum, Structured Learning Experience
(SLE) Plan, Transportation Plan, CTE program application. Districts completed Recruitment,
Application (open access to all students) and Student Selection (through lottery process). Each district
held a signing night event for students, parents and district personnel to celebrate and sign the PTECH commitment form. Summer Bridge programs were held during the summer of 2019 at all
districts for academic, technical and employability skill-building and program preparation.
During the implementation phase beginning September 2019, the districts formally initiated the
program with the first cohort of students and created a culture of learning by forming student
learning communities. They created a professional development plan and implemented a student
support plan. They leverage and provide opportunity for student leadership through career and
technical student organizations (CTSOs). Lastly, districts have developed a plan to ensure the
sustainability of the program after the grant period has ended. They must also engage in ongoing
conversations to determine the source of funding for college credits for students who participate in
the early college high school model.

The NJDOE’s early college high school model is the core of the P-TECH grant but can be replicated in
future grant opportunities focused on developing talent to serve other key industries in New Jersey.

The components of the NJDOE’s early college model are as follows:
•
•

•
•

•

The program must be approved as a CTE program of study
Industry Partnerships: Programs should have at least one IHE and one business partner with
required, signed Partnership Agreement Forms
Open Access for Enrollment: All students are welcome to participate in the program based on
their interest with a focus on historically underserved students

Integrated High School and College Coursework, Linked to Industry Skills: With support from
business and IHE partners, using experiential learning and individualized career planning,
students will complete the program with a high school diploma, no-cost postsecondary degree
and industry certifications in less than six years
Enhanced Student Support: Utilize counseling and intervention techniques to ensure that
students graduate high school and receive a college degree without need for remediation
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•

•

Culture of Learning: Initiate Student learning communities that include an emphasis on social
emotional development, transformative learning, student engagement, creativity and
innovation, valued mentorships, leadership development and perpetual learning
Workplace Learning: Integrated into the curriculum will be frequent workplace learning
experiences such as, mentors, guest speakers, job shadowing, paid internships and first in line
for jobs

While the NJDOE recognizes that early college models are not an appropriate fit for every student in
New Jersey, nor are they necessary for entry into every key industry in New Jersey, the Office of
Career Readiness and associated stakeholders are keeping a close eye on the P-TECH model. The
Office maintains the intent to identify best practices and leverage those critical aspects to improve the
quality of CTE programs across the state in all key industries. One of the most critical aspects of the
program is its strong focus on access and equity; there are no admissions tests for the programs
permitted and all applicants are placed in a lottery for acceptance. The New Jersey Department of
Education intends to carefully evaluate the data and anecdotal evidence that is generated by this
specific early college model, and the findings will be reviewed to serve as basis to revisit and
potentially amend administrative code with intent to better support the replication of these
programs.
The reserve innovation fund (Appendix C) prioritizes the development of early college programs to
increase equity of opportunity and access to CTE statewide, and competitive funds will be offered
to support this work.
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e.

Describe how the eligible agency will involve parents, academic and career and
technical education teachers, administrators, faculty, career guidance and academic
counselors, local business (including small businesses), labor organizations, and
representatives of Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations, as appropriate, in the
planning, development, implementation, and evaluation of its career and technical
education programs. (Section 122(d)(12) of Perkins V)

At the core of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) process is a diverse body of
stakeholders that must be represented in the process. In the case of the district or college developing
or revising a program of study, all members of the community are considered stakeholders and may
have important and relevant input to the planning, development, implementation and evaluation.
Perkins V legislation identifies these required groups and the New Jersey Department of Education
(NJDOE) Office of Career Readiness will ensure counties engage these partners in the CLNA process
through attendance at the countywide meetings and documentation of attendees.

Guidance in planning the CLNA process at the county level and subsequent meetings is offered by the
NJDOE (Appendix B). This document provides links to various organizations, contacts and directories
that can help LEAs locate the stakeholders needed to support their outreach efforts. One of the most
critical groups to engage represents students from special populations, which includes homeless
youth, foster youth and English learners. Historically underrepresented and marginalized, special
populations may take LEAs extra effort to engage, and the CLNA guidance offers resources and
examples of ways to reach out. Bringing these groups into the process should not only be seen as a
requirement, but it offers LEAs an opportunity to proactively address practices that may have
unintentionally excluded these groups from career and technical education (CTE) programs or led to
lower participation in the past.

Recommended participants for the CLNA process appear in the guidance document. This includes the
obvious district administration partners and those business and industry representatives already
engaged in CTE through the Advisory Boards for a school or a program, but there are many other
organizations that have not been invited to participate. The limited scope of engagement of certain
groups were uncovered by the Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Process; an invitation to the CLNA
process has been built into the NJDOE guidance. Some of these organizations include the division of
vocational rehabilitation, child welfare agencies, migrant support agencies, one-stop employment
centers and disability resource centers. Local college and career programs are invaluable resources
and may not have had a seat at local tables in the past when discussing CTE.

The NJDOE recognizes that having the full spectrum of stakeholders at the table during the CLNA
process is not only a requirement but serves primarily as an opportunity. LEAs will learn about the
impact of their CTE programs from partners who have been outside of the decision process in the
past. They will offer diverse perspectives and can only improve the quality and relevance of the state’s
CTE program offerings. The NJDOE has always prioritized the role of an Advisory Committee,
requiring a minimum of two meetings a year with required members. Guidance was crafted for their
involvement in a NJDOE-crafted Advisory Committee Handbook. The CLNA process expands the
breadth of this group of stakeholders and is slightly more prescriptive regarding their roles and
contributions, which will only improve the quality of CTE programs available to New Jersey students.
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f.
g.

Include a copy of the local application template that the eligible agency will require
eligible recipients to submit pursuant to section 134(b) of Perkins V.

See Appendix A

Include a copy of the local needs assessment template that the eligible agency will
require eligible recipients to submit pursuant to section 134(c) of Perkins V.

See Appendix B Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
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h.

Provide the definition for “size, scope, and quality” that the eligible agency will use to
make funds available to eligible recipients pursuant to section 135(B) of Perkins V.

Secondary Size
(Numerical Value)

Secondary Scope
(Curricular Considerations)

Secondary Quality
(Measurable Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of not fewer
than three CTE courses; or two
years of CTE shared-time
programs for a County
Vocational-Technical School
District

Fundable programs will
transition over time to become
programs of study, where
students are prepared to obtain
a recognized postsecondary
credential

Fundable programs are limited to
programs that prepare students
for occupations that meet at least
two of the three criteria: highskill, high-wage and in-demand
occupations

Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of the
program. Minimum enrollment in
the first course is 10 students, or a
waiver must be requested with
justification provided.

The curriculum offers academic,
technical and employability
skills verified by an advisory
board specific to the program

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are making
progress toward each of the
indicators

Schools must offer a minimum of
one approved program of study
to receive funding, but must
transition all programs over the
next three years

Links or pathways must exist
between the secondary and
postsecondary CTE programs of
study

The program has certified
teachers providing instruction on
industry and academic standards

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion.

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program
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CTE Programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and/or may
have credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 1 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have access and
pathways at multiple points with opportunities for advancement.
High-wage occupations3 pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean
annual wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and
provided to the NJDOE by NJDOL.

In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided
as a reference to eligible recipients annually.
1
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Postsecondary Size
(Numerical Value)

Postsecondary Scope
(Curricular Considerations)

Postsecondary Quality
(Measurable Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of no
fewer than 12 credits or the
equivalent in a career and
technical field, leading to a
certificate or degree

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are making
progress toward each of the
indicators

Programs must retain 40% of
concentrators enrolled
through the completion of
their degree. (incrementally
increase retention over the
next three years from 30%40%)

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

The program has appropriately
trained faculty providing
instruction on industry and
academic standards

Establish a minimum of one
early college CTE program
with secondary school
districts with a concentration
of ESSA-Perkins V-identified
student groups

Fundable programs must lead
to a recognized postsecondary
credential1

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion

Establish a minimum of one
early college CTE program with
secondary school districts with
a concentration of ESSAPerkins V-identified student
groups

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of
an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree.”
1
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CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and/or may
have credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 1 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways at
access at multiple points and leading to advancement.

High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean
annual wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and
provided to the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of
Labor and Workforce Development.

In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by eligible recipients in the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for
the identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be
provided as a reference to LEAs annually.
1
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Meeting the Needs of Special Populations
a.

Describe its program strategies for special populations, including a description of
how individuals who are members of special populations—
i.
will be provided with equal access to activities assisted under this Act;
ii.
will not be discriminated against on the basis of status as a member of a special
population;
iii. will be provided with programs designed to enable individuals who are
members of special populations to meet or exceed State determined levels of
performance described in section 113, and prepare special populations for
further learning and for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors
or occupations;
iv. will be provided with appropriate accommodations; and
v.
will be provided instruction and work-based learning opportunities in
integrated settings that support competitive, integrated employment. (Section
122(d)(9) of Perkins V)

New Jersey is fully prepared to prioritize advancing equity in career and technical education (CTE). In
the past we have acknowledged the equity gaps and created policies and practices that address the
student tracking that occurred in CTE programming. Through the customization of New Jersey’s
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) process, including addressing root causes of
significant equity and access issues, districts will be challenged to explain the history of the problem
in their district, be confronted with the scope and extent of the current problem and develop explicit
plans to solve the problem. Beyond that, policies and strategies to address the gaps in access,
engagement and performance by special populations are explicitly integrated throughout this state
plan.
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE), Office of Career Readiness commits to:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Gathering data that shows the degree of inequity in CTE programs across the state
through the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment;
Developing a CTE Communication Plan targeted for special populations to increase
awareness of district staff and students;

Coordinating the Methods of Administration (MOA) program with Perkins V to ensure all
students are served without regards to race, color, national origin, sex, and disability
status.

Focusing on the counseling of middle-school special population students, helping them
become more “CTE-ready” and better able to access CTE opportunities;

Committing to transparency by advancing and funding only high-quality CTE programs of
study for special populations in inclusive learning environments;
Implementing strategies and projects that garner support for and increase access to and
meaningful participation in CTE programs for special populations; and
Celebrating, analyzing, supporting and replicating programs of study and practices that
successfully support students identified in special populations.

The NJDOE has strong relationships with a number of state government agencies and strongly
supports CTE programming in each setting and will continue to partner and support these agencies.
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The Marie H. Katzenbach School for the Deaf (Katzenbach) uses Perkins funds to provide
opportunities for deaf and hard of hearing high school-aged students to participate in CTE programs
in Culinary Arts and Automotive Technology. Katzenbach’s Automotive Technology program was
reevaluated by the National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) in May 2018, leading to
the renewal of NATEF/ASE certification for the automotive program. Katzenbach students participate
in work-based learning experiences that allow students to successfully transition from a classroom
setting where everyone uses American Sign Language to communicate into a hearing work
environment.

The New Jersey Department of Children and Families Office of Education (NJDCF-OOE) currently
provide career and technical education programs at a total of fifteen school sites, four contracted
programs and four psychiatric hospital sites, serving a total of over 1,000 students. Through the
implementation of the Edmentum on-line CTE curriculum system, NJDCF-OOE will continue to
provide 64 industry-specific course options, including entrepreneurship.

In addition, NJDCF-OOE intends to offer the following types of opportunities:
•

•

The expansion of Structured Learning Experiences (SLE) and community-based instruction at
most sites throughout the DCF-OOE system, including the continued successful partnership
with Habitat for Humanities in North Jersey, where multiple SLEs were conducted; and
The Pregnant and Parenting Teen Program (TEACH) has expanded to multiple campuses. The
Dual Enrollment Programs at these schools have proven to be successful for the participating
students. As part of TEACH, an Introduction to Nursing Class will continue to be offered at
multiple campuses.

As mentioned, the NJDOE will also support the pilot of model programs for career-focused
certification or credential programs. These programs may provide more flexible options for
underserved students, as the commitment to two or three-year programs left certain special
populations at higher risk of not completing the sequence of courses and/or obtaining appropriate
postsecondary credentials. The NJDOE is working with the New Jersey Juvenile Justice Commission,
the New Jersey Department of Children and Families and with internal NJDOE colleagues in the
Bureau of Bilingual Education to determine how to best serve students with higher mobility rates,
which include incarcerated, foster and migrant student populations. This need for programs using a
limited duration structure was illuminated exclusively through our stakeholder engagement process
and began the conversations as to how the NJDOE can best serve these students in their career
pathways.

The New Jersey Department of Corrections Office of Educational Services use Perkins funds to provide
the statewide inmate population access to a total of 38 different CTE programs within the thirteen
correctional facilities as follows:
• Support the enrollment of approximately 9,800 student inmates (statewide monthly CTE
enrollment averaged 1,100 students);
•

•
•
•

The completion of 7,512 industry-recognized certificates and CTE credentials by NJDOC
students during FY19;
The continued expansion of National Center for Construction Education and Research
Technology (NCCER) accredited curriculum and certification programs;

The update of College and Career Readiness labs with technology, curriculum and software;
The expansion of student access to computer-based testing to provide critical metrics for
enrolling students into Vocational and Academic Programming; and
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•

The expansion of non-traditional occupational training to the female population at Edna
Mahan Correctional Facility for Women.

The New Jersey Juvenile Justice Commission Office of Education (OOE) uses Perkins funds to involve
juvenile residents access to a total of 12 different CTE programs among twelve secure, residential, and
community programs as follows:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Supports the enrollment of approximately 460 student residents statewide;

NJJJC Students completed over 100 industry-recognized certificates and CTE credentials
during FY19;
The expansion and student access to C-TECH audio/video, copper, and ITT insulation and
repair certification and training;
The provision of OSHA10 Certification and training;

The provision of Red Cross Certification and Training;
The provision of the SERVSafe Food Handler Certification and training;
The provision of student access to 21st century curriculum, training, and certification to the
NCRC, National Career Readiness Certification; and
The provision and coordination of student assemblies to provide information pertaining to reentry employment.

The Office of Career Readiness’ internal analysis, as well as in partnership with districts through the
CLNA process, will use data as a mechanism to draw attention to the significant gaps in enrollment
and completion by population. We will work collaboratively towards the goal of making CTE
programs accessible to all students in New Jersey.
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Innovation Inspiration:
Turning Point Program Case Study
A 2017 study conducted by the National Center for Education Statistics found that 19.4 percent of
college undergraduates reported having an intellectual disability, which was a significant jump from 6
percent in 1995-96. While some of this increase can be attributed to more sophisticated diagnostic
practices, there has been significantly more interest, attention and research conducted on the
accessibility of higher education for students with disabilities. Several exciting models have been
developed over the past decade that increase access to higher education and should be considered as
New Jersey reimagines CTE programming for all students.

One example of a nationally recognized model program invested in offering access to postsecondary
programs is Bergen County Community College’s Turning Point Program. The program is a two-year
postsecondary experience for young adults with intellectual disability interested in academic,
vocational and social enrichment. Students participate in a career pathway credentialing course and
have the opportunity to graduate with professional industry recognized credentials, as well as a
Certificate of Achievement through the Division of Continuing Education. When Turning Point was
launched in 2012, it was among the few college programs of its kind in the country. Now, similar
opportunities are being offered at other New Jersey colleges, and many others are developing
nationwide that support students with intellectual and emotional impairment.

Both Bergen Community College and Camden College have built a pathway to transition students with
intellectual disabilities into higher education. These projects offer comprehensive transition and
postsecondary programs for students and provide academic, social skills and vocational training
options leading to gainful employment. The colleges have leveraged pre-existing relationships with
community local education agencies, corporate partners and existing college services to provide
appropriate guidance and support students in the program. Services are seamlessly incorporated into
the existing college community and provide integrated learning experiences for students with
intellectual disabilities leading towards certificate options. Key components of these programs
include close ongoing relationships with local education agencies (Bergen County Special Services,
Teaneck, Paramus, Y.A.L.E. Schools, Inc.) as well as corporations and community services providers.

Programs also provide students with extra mentoring, coaching, academic and non-academic support.
Students enrolled in these programs gain vocational, social and life skills. Many of them graduate and
are hired for jobs that they may not have been prepared for otherwise. To date, hundreds of students
have participated in the Bergen and Camden programs, and the hope is to expand them further and
offer new opportunities elsewhere. The Turing Point Program proudly celebrates the highest
employment outcomes of any transition and postsecondary program in the nation.
“Colleges around the country are seeing that these young people deserve a college
education with the right support and course of study, and we are seeing great results
(in our programs). There's a relationship between this college experience and better
employment outcomes. We see them getting a wide array of positions."
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Preparing Teachers and Faculty
a.

Describe how the eligible agency will support the recruitment and preparation
of teachers, including special education teachers, faculty, school principals,
administrators, specialized instructional support personnel, and
paraprofessionals to provide career and technical education instruction,
leadership, and support, including professional development that provides the
knowledge and skills needed to work with and improve instruction for special
populations. (Section 122(d)(6) of Perkins V)

For the past several years, the state of New Jersey has listed Career and Technical Education
Endorsements on the United States Department of Education’s Teacher Shortage Area list. According
to a 2016 analysis of career and technical education (CTE) teacher certification data completed by the
New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) and the Heldrich Center at Rutgers University the
existing undersupply of CTE teachers was quantified in several of the Career Clusters that align to
New Jersey’s key industries. The data show that the state is experiencing a shortage in the supply of
teachers certified to teach CTE programs, particularly in in-demand industries. The shortage is most
severe in the following Career Clusters that align to the state’s in-demand industries: Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM); Health Science; Agriculture, Food and Natural
Resources; and Architecture and Construction. In these clusters, the number of CTE programs
approaches or exceeds the number of teachers who possess the CTE endorsement required to teach
the course. Amplifying the issues on the supply side, the NJDOE has set aggressive goals to increase
the number of CTE programs, particularly in these identified in-demand industries.

A rigorous, fully developed CTE program that includes elements such as work-based learning and an
articulation agreement with a postsecondary institution requires more than one certified CTE teacher
to support it. Therefore, Career Clusters where the ratio of CTE teachers to approved CTE programs is
less than two to one are concerning and demanded an immediate intervention strategy. The result of
an increased demand on the already tight supply of CTE teachers in New Jersey will be a CTE program
crisis as districts are forced to close CTE programs due to a severe lack of certified teachers.
Compounding this demand is the fact that the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce
Development (NJDOL) is also working on several key initiatives that will result in a dramatic increase
in the demand for CTE teachers over the next five years (list).

The NJDOE conducted a follow-up analysis in late 2017 to better understand the composition of the
current CTE teacher population in the state. The shortage in the state’s CTE teacher supply will
worsen in the upcoming decade as a significant number of CTE teachers approach retirement age.
According to the NJDOE’s analysis of the 2015-2016 school year data, half of all CTE teachers in the
state are 52 years or older and a quarter are 59 years old or older. The pending shortage will be
particularly acute among teachers in in-demand Career Clusters including Health Sciences, where half
of all teachers are 58 or older and a quarter are 62 or older.
Confirmation of these alarming findings was conducted through a series of focus groups in the spring
of 2016, which confirmed the severity of a shortage in the supply of teachers certified to teach CTE
programs in New Jersey. These qualitative reports also confirmed that the crisis in New Jersey’s CTE
teacher supply will worsen without intervention in the upcoming decade, as our district partners
confirmed that a significant number of teachers of their programs will reach retirement age. The
stakeholders, including superintendents, human resources directors and other administrators in
school districts offering CTE programs, were each able to provide a clear example of how the CTE
teacher shortage has affected his or her school district’s CTE program offerings. The stakeholders
indicated the most common consequence of not being able to find suitable CTE teacher candidates
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was the inability to offer a certain CTE program or the closure of existing CTE programs. School
districts also reported cases where they were forced to hire or retain teachers that would not be
considered for ongoing employment if there were an adequate supply of high-quality candidates.

During the focus groups, the NJDOE also received consistent feedback from stakeholders that the
current rules are overly restrictive and unnecessarily limit school districts’ access to qualified, diverse
pools of candidates. For example, the rules limited work experience to employment that occurred
within 10 years of the endorsement application. However, a candidate relying on educational
attainment to qualify for the CTE endorsement can earn a bachelor’s degree at any time prior to
application without regard to how long ago the candidate obtained the degree. The rules also did not
allow candidates to use teaching experience in the specific occupation to count toward work
experience. Teaching experience in the occupation acquired in a postsecondary institution or private
school is indicative of a candidate’s knowledge of the occupation and ability to teach the content area.

As a result of this comprehensive CTE certification analysis, the state Board of Education adopted
changes to the administrative code in November 2019. Among these changes were the elimination of
most of the unnecessary barriers to CTE teacher certification identified by stakeholders and focus
groups. The existing code was limiting access into an already decreasing pool of qualified CTE
teachers and the regulatory changes not only remediated the problematic code but also introduced a
new mechanism for general education teachers to “bridge” into CTE endorsements.
The amendments appear in New Jersey Administrative Code N.J.A.C. 6A:9, Professional Standards and
N.J.A.C. 6A:9B, State Board of Examiners and Certification, and they provide flexibility for individuals
seeking to obtain a CTE endorsement to an instructional certificate and to increase the pool of CTE
teacher candidates. The amendments are intended to address CTE teacher shortages in in-demand
industries and occupations, which affect approved CTE programs of study in comprehensive high
schools, charter high schools and county vocational school districts. New rules at N.J.A.C. 6A:9B-11.3
also establish the CTE Teacher Bridge process, through which teachers already certified in another
subject area will be able to obtain a CTE endorsement within an in-demand industry sector or
occupation that is experiencing a shortage of CTE teachers.

Compounding the teacher supply issue prior to the last decade was a significant concern regarding
teacher preparation programs that were less relevant to CTE teachers and may have let candidates
less prepared for the CTE classroom. Until 2010, there was only one type of alternate route teacher
preparation program available to teaching candidates in the state of New Jersey. Based on concern
from the field on the limited value of this program for CTE teachers, the State Board adopted
regulations to develop a specific program for CTE teachers. In the 2010-2011 school year, the NJDOE
issued a limited competitive Notice of Grant Opportunity to establish an alternate route teacher
preparation program, the Career and Technical Education Provisional Teacher Preparation pilot
program, to meet the unique needs of CTE educators transitioning to the classroom from industry.
Brookdale Community College was the successful applicant and since the 2010 pilot has been offering
this program through a combination of on-line coursework and in-person meetings that occur
regionally throughout the state. This program continues to be partially funded through the NJDOE’s
Perkins State Leadership funds, and Brookdale Community College and the NJDOE continue to work
collaboratively as partners to successfully prepare industry experts to become CTE teachers. The
program has prepared over 1000 new CTE teachers thus far and has the capacity to prepare
additional educators each year.
While the alternate route CTE preparation program at Brookdale Community College was universally
lauded for its potential and obvious utility, recent research with statewide focus groups in 2016
uncovered that districts and teacher candidates are looking for an alternative. The most frequently
voiced request was to offer the program exclusively online or to duplicate it at multiple locations in
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different regions around New Jersey. Some districts in the northern, western and southern regions
have voiced concerns for the fact that their candidates are not able or willing to drive more than an
hour every month (some individuals would have to travel over two hours each way) to attend the
required in-person trainings, and this is greatly limiting the capacity of some districts to expand or to
offer new CTE programs to their students. The NJDOE has heard this request and has guided and
supported Brookdale Community College in the expansion to two satellite locations which began
accepting new candidates in Spring 2019. Despite these new sites opening up, stakeholders continue
to voice concerns about geographic and time barriers for potentially qualified candidates.

In an attempt to build the pipeline and serve more teachers, the NJDOE holds a new Memorandum of
Understanding with the College of Education at William Paterson University to create a three-tiered
Career and Technical Education Teacher Preparation Program (WP CTETPP) framework that meets
the needs of candidates as well as the state’s rigorous expectations for teacher preparation programs.
This framework is based on the interest and needs of new CTE teachers coupled with the expertise
and experience of the COE’s years of preparing exceptional teachers and strong guidance and input
from the CTE professions.
In 2016, New Jersey was a proud recipient of the U.S. Department of Education’s High School Career
and Technical Education Teacher Pathway Initiative (CTE-TPI) grant. This initiative, funded out of
Perkins National Programs dollars, was launched in response to numerous states reporting to OCTAE
that they were experiencing a shortage of teachers in key CTE areas. The opportunity was offered in
order to help increase the supply of high school CTE teachers available to teach students in CTE
programs that align to in-demand industry sectors or occupations in states and communities where
shortages of such teachers exist. The New Jersey Department of Education's High School CTE Teacher
Pathway Initiative project was developed to increase the supply of high school CTE teachers in
program areas aligned with the state’s In-Demand industry sectors of Advanced Manufacturing; Life
Sciences; Healthcare; Technology; Transportation, Distribution and Logistics; Food Manufacturing;
and Construction & Utilities.

The NJDOE is still in the process of welcoming districts with approved CTE programs to participate in
the CTE Teacher Pathway Initiative, through one or both of two separate programs: Teacher Bridge
and Industry Fellows. The CTE Teacher Bridge program helps current general education teachers in
subjects such as math or science transition to the role of a CTE teacher. Beginning in summer 2019,
businesses provided opportunities for teachers to participate in summer industry externships for 160
hours. Teachers who participate in industry externships are mentored by an experienced CTE teacher
during the school year as well. These teachers will submit a portfolio assessment to obtain the CTE
endorsement. Through the Industry Fellows program, industry experts are invited to co-teach on a
part-time basis with experienced CTE teachers. Over the course of a school year, the industry expert
will co-teach for 100 hours to determine if it is a viable career transition. During the provisional
teaching time of two years, industry fellows participate in the alternate route 400 hours of teacher
training offered by Brookdale. The costs of pre-service training, externships, co-mentoring and
certificate attainment are covered though the grant. The most effective aspects of the grant will
continue to be funded in some capacity after the Teacher Pathway Initiative grant period has ended.
Despite the thorough outreach conducted for the purpose of the certification analysis, the Perkins V
stakeholder engagement process uncovered some additional unrecognized nuances of the challenges
in teacher certification, including how to best serve the needs of special populations. Critical additions
to the CTE teacher preparation programs regarding specialization are currently under discussion;
they include separate tracks for the possibility of new endorsements for teachers of students with
disabilities, English language learners, as well as those teachers who oversee work-based learning.
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During the summer of 2019, the Division of Academics and Performance at the NJDOE began a
comprehensive landscape analysis of certification code. Through this analysis, it was demonstrated
that CTE teachers that are licensed through work experience alone or through obtaining an associate
degree and work experience are not eligible to apply for a Teach of Students with Disabilities or
Bilingual endorsements. The Offices of Certification and Induction, Teacher Recruitment, Preparation
and Retention and the Career Readiness is amid discussions to create new endorsements to better
meet the needs of New Jersey’s students.

The limited availability of CTE teachers, previously only one CTE teacher preparation program
available to train teachers, and the previously restrictive eligibility requirements for the endorsement
in the previous rules impacted NJDOE CTE initiatives significantly. Through this plan, the NJDOE has
set aggressive goals to increase the number of CTE programs, particularly in identified in-demand
industries. New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL) is working on
initiatives that will result in a significant increase in the demand for CTE teachers during the next five
years. An increased demand on the already limited supply of CTE teachers in the state poses a CTE
program crisis which could force school districts to close more CTE programs due to a lack of certified
teachers.

The adopted amendment package and the addition of a new CTE teacher preparation program offers
more flexibility for candidates for the CTE endorsement, which will result in an increased pool of
candidates while maintaining the high-quality professional standards for educators and ensuring that
educators are well prepared to teach and lead in the classroom. The NJDOE anticipates that the
amendments will increase equity of access to CTE programs and educational programs and
opportunities for students interested in vocational-technical career paths and contribute to expansion
of the state’s economy.
Perhaps most critically, during the transition year, the Office of Career Readiness uncovered a lack of
a coherent professional development strategy. While the Office was a partner to many agencies in
support of professional trainings, and the Office conducted technical assistance regarding Perkins
applications and CTE program approval, there was no clear strategy for our office to conduct
sustained, high-quality, relevant and timely professional learning experiences. The Office understands
that professional development is both integral to the educator life cycle and necessary for continued
professional growth. Educators engage in sustained professional learning to refine and expand their
practice in order to help students perform at higher levels. The Office of Career Readiness will work
closely with our partners in the Office of Professional Development to develop and support highquality CTE professional development moving forward.

The stakeholder engagement process emphasized this need. It is clear that CTE teachers need support
through high-quality professional learning opportunities in order to have an effective impact on
students’ college and career readiness. Because most CTE teachers in New Jersey go through the
alternative certification processes, they often need more support in common areas such as the use of
assessments, classroom management, and differentiating instruction. Ongoing professional learning
opportunities are the key lever in an aligned professional development system. These opportunities
can ensure that all certified teachers, regardless of their background, remain in the profession, are
effective at promoting student learning and outcomes, and continuously improve their practice.

The field requested more professional development offerings from the Office of Career Readiness.
These offerings will include the establishment of professional learning communities specific to Career
Cluster®, as CTE teachers are often the only one in their field in a district or college. They are
expected to attend professional development sessions and experiences that do not fit their work and
cannot meet their needs. Content-based professional development is especially important for some
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CTE teachers to ensure that they keep their technical skills and knowledge up to date, especially in
rapidly advancing fields. Professional development, however, must help to improve CTE teachers’
overall instruction. This type of ongoing, job-embedded professional learning is critically important in
ensuring that CTE teachers are able to integrate academic content and meet the expectations of new,
more rigorous standards.

To further address the need for support in integrating academic content in CTE instruction,
partnerships between CTE teachers and relevant core academic teachers (i.e., mathematics, science,
and literacy) have become more common and will be supported by the NJDOE. There are clear
benefits to partnerships between CTE teachers and core academic teachers. CTE and core academic
teachers can work together in helping students develop academic, technical, and cross-cutting skills
such as digital literacy and critical thinking through a combination of academic and CTE content
instruction. This collaborative approach also can help core content teachers meet New Jersey Student
Learning Standards by connecting academic content to the real-world application in CTE courses and
ultimately improve student academic achievement in those areas. Although many CTE teachers and
core academic teachers have forged partnerships on their own, schools and districts that have
encouraged these partnerships have often coordinated professional development on similar topics for
CTE and core academic teachers to attend together or recommended that CTE and core academic
teachers attend professional development of their own choice together.
As New Jersey focuses on the countywide CLNA, CTE teachers may collaborate through online
communities of practice at the county level. Relevant, high-quality professional learning experiences
can be crafted from the needs identified through countywide CLNA processes. The Office of Career
Readiness will expand professional development offerings to include cluster-specific support,
academic content integration, customized offerings to serve the school counselor population (in
partnership with New Jersey School Counselors Association), child study team members, as well as
coordinate offerings with community colleges and local workforce development boards, whenever
possible.
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Fiscal Responsibility
1.

Describe the criteria and process for how the eligible agency will approve eligible
recipients for funds under this Act, including how—

a.
b.

c.

each eligible recipient will promote academic achievement;
each eligible recipient will promote skill attainment, including skill attainment that
leads to a recognized postsecondary credential; and
each eligible recipient will ensure the local needs assessment under section 134
takes into consideration local economic and education needs, including, where
appropriate, in-demand industry sectors and occupations. (Section 122(d)(5) of
Perkins V)

Per section 122(d)(5), the New Jersey Department of Education will award funds to eligible recipients
under the Act. The policies and procedures for award can be found in the grant guidelines on the
Perkins Grant Information page. Eligible recipients submit annual applications for funding under the
Act through the New Jersey Electronic Web-Enabled Grant (EWEG) platform. Required uses of funds
include continuous program improvement, academic achievement of CTE students, and increased
levels of technical skill proficiency, including the attainment of industry recognized credentials that
are of value at the postsecondary level and to employers.

At the local level, the allocation of funds is tied to data captured during the Comprehensive Local
Needs Assessment and strategic planning process used to develop the local application. All eligible
recipients follow a similar process in terms of resource allocation, to ensure human and fiscal
resources reflect student and system needs, as well as strategic priorities. Both the local needs
assessment and local application include the use of labor market information for program
implementation, evaluation, and continuous improvement of the local system of CTE. Labor market
information is also used when developing or implementing CTE programs for current and emerging
occupations that are high-skill, high-wage, and are in-demand occupations. Definitions of these terms
are included in CLNA and State Plan. Further, the New Jersey Department of Education partners with
the New Jersey Department of Labor to provide Labor Market Information Cards which provide labor
market projections aligned to the state’s instructional model for CTE programs. These data will help
eligible recipients, community members, families and students understand New Jersey’s labor market
and the alignment of education and training programs to in-demand industry sectors and occupations.

The local budget allocation process derived from the CLNA provides an additional opportunity for all
parties to closely examine how effectively funds are being used from year to year. Districts and
colleges must allocate local funds to specific budget account codes and program codes, which allows
both the Perkins recipient and the NJDOE Perkins Officer to draw correlations between funded
activities and related system outcomes.
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To be eligible for Perkins funds at the secondary level in New Jersey, a district must meet the
following criteria:
•

•
•
•
•

Conduct a comprehensive local needs assessment related to career and technical education
(CTE) and include the results of the needs assessment in the local application

Update the comprehensive local needs assessment not less than once every two (2) years;
Must have at least one currently approved CTE program of study (POS) 1;
Must have run a CTE program for at least a year and submitted at least one year of enrollment
data; and
Must have a minimum federal gross allocation of $15,000 or be part of a consortium.

Data will be collected about math, language arts and science academic achievement through student
performance on the New Jersey Student Learning Assessments. For each approved program, the
eligible recipient will be required to select an New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) approved
technical skill assessment or other teacher-developed end-of-program assessment to measure how
well students perform on technical skill attainment. As has been the past practice, performance will
be compared to target performance levels. Eligible recipients who do not meet the performance target
for an indicator must use Perkins funds on a strategy targeted at improving performance related to
that indicator. Eligible recipients will not be allowed to spend Perkins funds on other items or
strategies until all not met indicators have been addressed.
The local needs assessment will rely on labor market information and data provided by the New
Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development and the regional workforce development
boards. This information will be compared regionally to available career and technical education
programs to identify gaps and misalignments.
1

All funded CTE programs must develop a plan over the next three years to include attainment of a
recognized postsecondary credential in the transition towards programs of study.
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2.

Describe how funds received by the eligible agency through the allotment made under
section 111 of the Act will be distributed—

a.

b.

among career and technical education at the secondary level, or career and technical
education at the postsecondary and adult level, or both, including how such
distribution will most effectively provide students with the skills needed to succeed
in the workplace; and
among any consortia that may be formed among secondary schools and eligible
institutions, and how funds will be distributed among the members of the consortia,
including the rationale for such distribution and how it will most effectively provide
students with the skills needed to succeed in the workplace. (Section 122(d)(8) of
Perkins V)

After significant consideration, the New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) will continue the
current practice of distributing 85 percent of the state’s federal Perkins allocation to eligible
recipients through local funds.

Of this 85 percent of local funds, up to 15 percent will be alternatively distributed to eligible
recipients through reserve funds through the provision in Section 112(c) of the Perkins Act as
follows:

•
•
•
•

Five and a half percent to be used to support secondary programs in county vocational
school districts that serve high percentages and high numbers of career and technical
education (CTE) participants and CTE concentrators;
Two percent to be used to support secondary programs in areas designated as rural;

Up to two and a half percent to be used to support postsecondary programs in areas
designated as rural;
Up to five and a half percent will be used to foster innovation.

The remainder of local funds will be divided, with 55% being allocated to secondary districts and
45% allocated to postsecondary institutions.

The rural reserve allows rural districts, whose allocations would be too small to provide effective CTE
programs, to provide high-quality CTE programs to their students. The county vocational school
district reserve allows those districts that have a high percentage and high numbers of CTE
participants and CTE concentrators to offer high-quality opportunities to those students.

NJDOE will be using of reserve funds to foster innovation through the identification and promotion of
promising and proven career and technical education programs, practices and strategies, which may
include programs, practices and strategies that prepare individuals for nontraditional fields.

NJDOE has also reexamined the split of funds between secondary and postsecondary and determined
that the distribution will remain the same. The split of funds between the secondary (55%) and
postsecondary (45%) levels includes a slightly higher percentage of funding to secondary schools,
particularly as it compares to enrollment. The reason for this is that the secondary schools are
forming the foundational base for postsecondary education and generating the interest in career
pathways that students will be able to carry forward whether they continue to a four-year degree, a
two-year degree, the military, apprenticeship, or directly into the workforce.
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To apply for Perkins funding, in accordance with Section 122(d)(8) of Perkins V, New Jersey will
ensure that eligible secondary institutions receive a minimum gross allocation of $15,000 and eligible
postsecondary institutions receive a minimum allocation of $50,000.

If the recipient’s allocation would be less than either of these amounts, depending on the type of
institution, the NJDOE will notify the recipient that it may:
•

•

Enter into a consortium with one or more recipients for the purpose of providing enhanced
services and to meet the minimum grant requirement; or

Form a consortium with a county vocational school district offering programs that meet the
requirements of the act and transfer such allocation to the county vocational school district.

Members of a consortium will combine their individual gross allocations to form the funding pool for
the consortium to meet the threshold allocation amount. The NJDOE will ensure, through direct
communication and technical assistance with local eligible recipients, funds allocated to a consortium
are to be used only for purposes and programs that are mutually beneficial to all members of the
consortium and authorized under this title.

The ability to form a consortium gives districts the opportunity to prepare students with the skills
needed in the workplace by being able to participate in high-quality CTE programs, otherwise not
available. The districts can also exercise local control over the configuration of CTE delivery in their
region so that they can offer students the types of career pathways program that are important in that
region.
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3.

Provide the specific dollar allocations made available by the eligible agency for career and
technical education programs and programs of study under section 131(a)-(e) of the Act
and describe how these allocations are distributed to local educational agencies, areas
career and technical education schools and educational service agencies within the State.
(Section 131(g) of Perkins V)

New Jersey’s allocation list for the current year for secondary institutions is attached in Appendix J
and is also provided as an attachment upload in the portal.
4.

The anticipated allocation for secondary districts is $12,772,082. This amount includes
$1,729,444 of carryover funding. The total amount of secondary funding will be allocated
for approved career and technical education (CTE) programs in comprehensive high
school districts, county vocational school districts and charter schools.

Distribution to local secondary education agencies has been, and will continue to be, based on a
two-step formula. As required by Section 131(a), the first step uses federal census data from the
preceding fiscal year to determine the gross allocation and is calculated as follows:

•

•

Thirty (30) percent of the allocation is allocated to local education agencies in proportion
to the number of individuals aged 5 through 17, inclusive, who reside in the school district
served by the local education agency in comparison to the total number of such individuals
who reside in the school districts served by all local education agencies in the state.
Seventy (70) percent of the allocation is based on the number of individuals aged five
through 17, inclusive, who reside in the school district served by the local education
agency and are from families below the poverty level, as determined by census data,
compared to the total number of such individuals who reside in the school districts
served by all the local educational agencies in the state.

The sum of these two segments determines the gross allocation that may be used to serve the
CTE students residing in the district. Each district’s gross allocation of funds may be divided
among other secondary institutions that provide CTE instruction to its students.

The second step of the formula determines the amount of funds that the district may keep based
upon the proportion of CTE students that are served by the district, rather than served by other
secondary institutions (e.g. charter schools or county vocational school districts). If all CTE students
are served by the local district, the local district keeps the entire gross allocation.

However, if any students are enrolled in another secondary institution, the gross allocation is
divided by the number of CTE students to establish a per pupil amount. For those students
attending CTE programs outside the district, the per pupil amount is allocated to the district
where the student receives CTE services. In essence, the per pupil funds follow the students. The
amount of funds kept by the local district is the net allocation.

New Jersey’s rural definition is based on the district’s designation by the National Center for
Education Statistics (NCES). Annually, the Office of Career Readiness examines the list of districts that
receive a gross allocation. If any of these districts are identified as rural on the NCES list, they can
receive a rural allocation if all eligibility requirements are met. The calculation of rural reserve is
based on the CTE enrollment data of each district, as a percentage of the total CTE enrollment of all
rural districts. Each district’s rural percentage is multiplied by the total amount allocated to rural
reserve. The secondary and postsecondary allocations are split 2 percent and 2.5 percent,
respectively (4.5 percent of the 15 percent reserve).
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The formula for districts that serve high percentages and numbers of CTE participants and
concentrators, such as vocational districts, is based solely on CTE enrollment. The CTE enrollment
data of each district is calculated as a percentage of the total CTE enrollment of all vocational school
districts. Each district’s vocational reserve percentage is multiplied by the total amount allocated to
vocational reserve (5.5 percent of the 15 percent reserve).
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5.

Provide the specific dollar allocations made available by the eligible agency for career and
technical education programs and programs of study under section 132(a) of the Act and describe
how these allocations are distributed to eligible institutions and consortia of eligible institutions
within the State.

New Jersey’s allocation list for the current year for postsecondary institutions is attached in Appendix J and
is also provided as an attachment upload in the portal.

The anticipated allocation for postsecondary institutions is $9,988,574. This amount includes $994,598 of
carryover funding. The Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) will be used to gather enrollment data for
economically disadvantaged postsecondary students who receive Pell Grants. Each postsecondary
institution’s number of students with economic need is compared to the state’s total number of students with
economic need in order to arrive at a percentage. This percentage is then multiplied by the total allotted
postsecondary funding to arrive at the institution’s allocation.
No postsecondary consortia currently exist in NJ.
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6.

Describe how the eligible agency will adjust the data used to make the allocations to reflect any
changes in school district boundaries that may have occurred since the population and/or
enrollment data was collected, and include local education agencies without geographical
boundaries, such as charter schools and secondary schools funded by the Bureau of Indian
Education. (Section 131(a)(3) of Perkins V)

New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) submits district boundary data annually every September to
the United States Census Bureau. As a result, there are usually no changes to the boundaries after the
population and/or enrollment data are submitted. In 2016, NJDOE created a pseudo-district, Joint Base
McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, to accommodate an agreement between Pemberton Township, North Hanover and
Northern Burlington Regional school districts serving Burlington County, New Jersey. In order to allocate
secondary funding for these districts accurately every year, the NJDOE obtains enrollment figures from them
and moves students to the correct receiving district to allocate the grant funding.
7.

If the eligible agency will submit an application for a waiver to the secondary allocation formula
described in section 131(a)—

a.
b.

include a proposal for such an alternative formula; and
describe how the waiver demonstrates that a proposed alternative formula more effectively
targets funds on the basis of poverty (as defined by the Office of Management and Budget
and revised annually in accordance with section 673(2) of the Community Services Block
Grant Act (42 U.S.C. 9902(2)) to local educational agencies with the State. (Section 131(b) of
Perkins V)

Also indicate if this is a waiver request for which you received approval under the prior Carl D.
Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (Perkins IV).

The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) is not requesting a waiver to the secondary allocation
formula described in Section 131(a).
8.

If the eligible agency will submit an application for a waiver to the postsecondary allocation
formula described in section 132(a)—

a.
b.

include a proposal for such an alternative formula; and
describe how the formula does not result in a distribution of funds to the eligible institutions
or consortia with the State that have the highest numbers of economically disadvantaged
individuals and that an alternative formula will result in such a distribution. (Section 132(b)
of Perkins V)

Also indicate if this is a waiver request for which you received approval under the prior Carl D.
Perkins Career and Technical Education Act of 2006 (Perkins IV).

The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) is not requesting a waiver to the postsecondary allocation
formula described in section 132(a) of Perkins V. Postsecondary funds will be distributed according to the
following formula: Of the amount of funds designated for postsecondary programs, each postsecondary
institution will receive an amount in proportion to their enrollment of students shown to be economically
disadvantaged when compared to the total state enrollment of students shown to be economically
disadvantaged. For example, if a postsecondary institution has five percent of the total state enrollment of
students shown to be economically disadvantaged, that institution will receive five percent of the total
postsecondary allocation to expend in support of approved postsecondary programs. All allocations will be
determined using postsecondary enrollments in approved CTE programs from the most recent complete
fiscal year.
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9.

If the eligible agency will award reserve funds to eligible recipients under section 112(c) of Perkins V,
describe the process and criteria for awarding those funds.

During the 2019-2020 transition year and in collaboration with stakeholders, the NJDOE examined the use of
reserve funds and established that the reserve allocation should increase to include areas with disparities or
gaps in subpopulation participation and performance. NJDOE sought ideas from stakeholders regarding the
use of reserve funds to foster innovation through the identification and promotion of promising and proven
CTE programs, practices and strategies. The competitive innovation reserve (up to 7.5%) will be open to all
LEAs (including those whose minimum allocation falls below the threshold but are willing to form a
consortium) and requires all applicants to partner and design unique solutions to increasing CTE access at
the county level.
The competitive innovation reserve of up to 7.5% will be managed using the same regulatory guidelines and
methodology as all other discretionary grants in New Jersey. State and federal regulations are integrated into
guidelines that govern the specific programs at the subgrant level. Discretionary grants are awarded to
selected agencies to address specific education initiatives, and in this case, will be focused on addressing
disparities or gaps in CTE subpopulation participation and performance.
The NJDOE publishes the grant guidelines in the form of a Notice of Grant Opportunity (NGO). Each applicant
is provided a comprehensive package designed to guide them through the grant making process. With the
exception of grant programs that are designed to be implemented over a number of years, applicants usually
compete for award annually. An NGO specific to the innovation reserve fund will be crafted preceding the
announcement of the award.
Regarding the other seven and a half percent, the rural reserve (2%) allows rural districts, whose allocations
would be too small to provide effective CTE programs, to provide high-quality CTE programs to their
students. The county vocational school district reserve (5.5%) allows those districts that have a high
percentage and high numbers of CTE concentrators to offer high-quality opportunities to those students.

New Jersey’s rural definition is based on the district’s designation by the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES). Annually, the Office of Career Readiness examines the list of districts that receive a gross
allocation. If any of these districts are identified as rural on the NCES list, they can receive a rural allocation if
all eligibility requirements are met. The calculation of rural reserve is based on the CTE enrollment data of
each district, as a percentage of the total CTE enrollment of all rural districts. Each district’s rural percentage
is multiplied by the total amount allocated to rural reserve. The secondary and postsecondary allocations are
split 2 percent and 2.5 percent, respectively. (4.5 percent of the 15 percent reserve).
The formula for districts that serve high percentages and numbers of CTE participants and concentrators,
such as vocational districts, is based solely on CTE enrollment. The CTE enrollment data of each district is
calculated as a percentage of the total CTE enrollment of all vocational school districts. Each district’s
vocational reserve percentage is multiplied by the total amount allocated to vocational reserve. (5.5 percent
of the 15 percent reserve).

In order for CTE programs in these settings to continue to receive support through federal Perkins reserve
funds, in whole or part, they must meet or be working towards fulfilling New Jersey’s new requirements for
all programs offered to be transformed into Programs of Study (see “New Perkins V Definition of Program of
Study” section). Through the pursuit of meeting the new requirements, programs will strengthen alignment
between secondary and postsecondary CTE. This prioritization of higher-quality CTE programming also
aligns with NJDOL’s efforts to expand career pathway opportunities by creating smooth transitions between
our education and workforce systems. The assurance of high-quality CTE programs and programs of study
addressed in narrative response to Section 122(d)(4)(A) of Perkins V regarding the standards for program
approval.
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10.

Provide the State’s fiscal effort per student, or aggregate expenditures for the State, that will
establish the baseline for the Secretary’s annual determination on whether the State has maintained
its fiscal effort, and indicate whether the baseline is a continuing level or new level. If the baseline is
new, please provide the fiscal effort per student, or aggregate expenditures for the State, for the
preceding fiscal year. (Section 211(b)(1)(D) of Perkins V)

The state of New Jersey’s baseline fiscal effort in aggregate is $162,610,569. The state will continue to use
New Jersey’s fiscal effort for aggregate expenditures with respect to career and technical education, as was in
effect on the day before the date of enactment of the Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the
21st Century Act.
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Accountability for Results
1.

Identify and include at least one (1) of the following indicators of career and technical education
program quality—

a.

b.
c.

the percentage of CTE concentrators (see Text Box 2 on the following page) graduating from
high school having attained a recognized postsecondary credential;
the percentage of CTE concentrators graduating high school having attained postsecondary
credits in relevant career and technical education programs and programs of study earned
through a dual or concurrent enrollment program or another credit transfer agreement;
and/or
the percentage of CTE concentrators graduating from high school having participated in
work-based learning. (Section 113(b)(2)(A)(iv)(I) of Perkins V)

New Jersey has selected the percentage of CTE concentrators graduating from high school having participated
in work-based learning as the indicator of CTE program quality.
Include any other measure of student success in career and technical education that is statewide,
valid, and reliable, and comparable across the State. (Section 113(b)(2)(A)(iv)(II) of Perkins IV)

Data on the percentage of CTE concentrators graduating from high school having attained a recognized
postsecondary credential as well as the percentage of CTE concentrators graduating high school having
attained postsecondary credits in relevant CTE programs of study earned through a dual or concurrent
enrollment program or another credit transfer agreement will also be collected but not reported as a quality
indicator.

Provide the eligible agency’s measurement definition with a numerator and denominator for each of the
quality indicator(s) the eligible agency selects to use.

The definition for the Program Quality-Participated in Work-Based Learning* measure is:

The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators who graduated from high school having
participated in Work-Based Learning (WBL) as compared to the total number of CTE concentrators who
graduated from high school.

Work-based Learning (WBL) will be classified according to a tiered system, which includes four levels of
engagement: Career Awareness, Career Exploration, Career Preparation and Career Training. All four levels of
WBL will be reported by eligible recipients; however, only Exploration, Preparation and Training will qualify
as indicators of program quality.
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These four categories are defined as follows:
•

•

•

•

Career Awareness - Initial experiences that build and increase awareness of the variety of career
opportunities available in any given industry needed to pursue a career interest or goal. (Career Fairs
or Guest Speakers)
Career Exploration - Recurring experiences that encourage the development and understanding of
the skills necessary for career planning and decision-making. (Job Shadowing, Volunteering,
Community Service, Service Learning, & School-based Enterprise)

Career Preparation - Sustained interactive experiences with professionals from business and
industry that are designed to deepen student knowledge and develop essential skills related to a
chosen career pathway. (Paid or Unpaid Internships and Cooperative Education
Experiences/Hazardous and Non-hazardous)
Career Training - Paid experiences that prepare individuals through specific training by teaching the
skills, knowledge, and competencies needed for employees to perform a specific job or occupation
within the workplace in which individuals may obtain a credential, certificate or degree upon
completion of the training. (Pre-apprenticeships and Youth Apprenticeships registered with the
USDOL-OA)
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2. Provide on the form in Section V.B, for each year covered by the State plan beginning in FY 2020,
State determined levels of performance for each of the secondary and postsecondary core
indicators, with the levels of performance being the same for all CTE concentrators in the State.
(Section 113(b)(3)(A)(i)(I) of Perkins V)
Secondary State Determined Performance Levels (SDPL) Form
State Name: New Jersey

Indicator

1S1: Four-Year Adjusted
Cohort Graduation Rate (G)

2S1: Academic Proficiency in
Reading/Language Arts
(AALA)
2S2: Academic Proficiency
Math (AAMath)

2S3: Academic Proficiency in
Science (AASci)
3S1: Postsecondary
Placement (P)

4S1: Nontraditional Program
Enrollment (NC)

5S1: Program Quality Attained Recognized
Postsecondary Credential
(PCL)
5S2: Program Quality Attained Postsecondary
Credits (PCT)

5S3: Program Quality Participated in Work-Based
Learning (WLB)

Baseline
Level

FY2020
Performance
Level

FY 2021
Performance
Level

FY 2022
Performance
Level

FY2023
Performance
Level

96.40%

96.60%

96.80%

97.00%

65.50%

67.00%

68.50%

70.00%

33.04%
(FY 2019)

34.50%

36.00%

37.50%

39.00%

92.25%
(FY 2020
Target)

27.45%

27.65%

27.85%

28.00%

92.50%

92.75%

93.00%

93.25%

28.33%
(FY 2018)

28.35%

28.40%

28.45%

28.50%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

8.95%

9.00%

10.00%

11.00%

12.00%

96.20%
(FY 2018)

64.06%
(FY 2019)

27.42%
(FY 2019)
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Postsecondary State Determined Performance Levels (SDPL) Form
State Name: New Jersey
Indicator

1P1: Postsecondary
Retention and Placement

2P1: Earned Recognized
Postsecondary Credential
3P1: Nontraditional
Program Enrollment

Baseline
Level

FY2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY2023

Performance
Level

Performance
Level

Performance
Level

Performance
Level

82.45%
(Average)

83.25%

83.30%

83.35%

83.40%

23.42%
(FY 2018)

42.30%

42.80%

43.00%

43.25%

23.45%

23.47%

23.49%

23.51%

42.28%
(FY 2018)

3. Provide a written response to the comments provided during the public comment period
described in section 113(b)(3)(B) of the Act. (Section 113(b)(3)(B)(iii) of Perkins V)

Public comment was provided via a dedicated email account, PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov as well as at the following
venues using a formal registration process:
Name of Venue

Location

Date

Southern Regional Institute and Educational
Technology Training Center

Galloway, NJ

December 2, 2019

Bergen County Community College,
Meadowlands

Trenton, NJ

Lyndhurst, NJ

December 4, 2019

NJ State Board of Education Meeting

December 6, 2019

During the public comment period, NJDOE did not receive public comment on State-determined performance
levels.
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4. Describe the procedure the eligible agency adopted for determining State determined levels of
performance described in section 113 of the Act, which at a minimum shall include— a. a
description of the process for public comment under section 113(b)(3)(B) of Perkins V as part of
the development of the State determined levels of performance under that section as provided in
the text box on the following page; b. an explanation for the State determined levels of
performance; and c. a description of how the state determined levels of performance set by the
eligible agency align with the levels, goals and objectives other Federal and State laws, (Section
122(d)(10) of Perkins V); and d. As part of the procedures for determining State determined levels
of performance, describe the process that will be used to establish a baseline for those levels.
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) established the measurement definitions and approaches
for core indicators contained within this Perkins V State Plan in consultation with stakeholders. This process
began in roundtable discussions in the Spring of 2019, and the process and outcomes are described in Plan
Development and Consultation, Appendix E. After this consultation and review was completed, the Perkins V
State Plan was released for public comment.
The process for public comment under section 113 (b)(3)(B), the State Determined Levels of Performance
includes introduction at the state board meeting, posting for public comment, availability of members of the
public to comment electronically in email or through the web site, in person or by phone. Public Notice was
posted in advance of the November 4, 2019 state board meeting via the New Jersey Register (Appendix F).
New Jersey conducted a retrospective psychometric analysis of existing data sources, which included prior
years secondary and postsecondary core indicators of performance, disaggregated by special populations,
programs, enrollments, and various academic and technical program of study variables, to determine
objective and quantifiable measures to support continuous improvement. The data team in the Office of
Career Readiness, supported by colleagues in the Office of Performance Management, reviewed data trends
and gaps through data disaggregation which assisted in the development of state levels of performance.
Through the public comment period, diverse stakeholders had numerous opportunities to provide input
regarding proposed state levels of performance.

New Jersey state levels of performance include seven required performance indicators: Four-Year Adjusted
Cohort Graduation Rate, Academic Proficiency in Reading Language Arts, Academic Proficiency in Math,
Academic Proficiency in Science, Placement and Nontraditional Program Enrollment. It includes a Program
Quality Indicator of which New Jersey has selected Participation in Work-based Learning and one optional
performance indicator of Technical Skill Attainment. Data has been collected for Postsecondary Credit and
Postsecondary Credentials; however, the priority for the FY 2021 year is to concentrate on Work-based
Learning as the Program Quality Indicator that will be the primary focus. In the subsequent years, efforts will
be in place to revise definitions for the other two Program Quality Indicators and improve upon the current
data collection and data analysis process. The goal for the future is to collect all three Program Quality
Indicators to ensure a comprehensive picture of each program operating at each district statewide.
Under the new Perkins V legislation, New Jersey was required to revise its definition for seven of the eight
performance measurements to align with the new legislation. Determining State Levels of Performance is a
collaborative process between the Office of Career Readiness, the Office of Academics and Performance and
stakeholder groups such as the statewide Career and Technical Education Advisory Board.

The process for determining targets for Four Year Adjusted Cohort Graduation Rate, Academic Achievement
Language Arts and Reading, Math and Science are determined by evaluating the last three years of data and
applying targets as defined by the New Jersey ESEA Plan. NJDOE will use the New Jersey Student Learning
Assessment (NJSLA) tests in English language arts, mathematics and science implemented under ESSA to
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measure career and technical education students’ attainment of English language arts, mathematics and
science knowledge and skills. NJDOE will use the New Jersey student graduation rates implemented under
ESSA for core indicator 1S. NJDOE will align the secondary core indicators under Perkins V with the ESSA
outcomes. Placement will be determined by averaging the last three years of data and determining a
reasonable growth target that New Jersey would like to achieve.

NJDOE will align the postsecondary core indicators under Perkins V with the program outcomes implemented
by the New Jersey Council of Community Colleges and the Office of the Secretary of Higher Education to the
greatest extent possible by consulting with these key stakeholders.

No public comments were received regarding State-determined performance levels during the public
comment period held from November 1-December 31, 2019. Revisions to performance levels were not
necessary, as no public comments were received regarding State-determined performance levels.

The historical data and justification for each target setting is included with each indicator in the tables
presented below.
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New Jersey Perkins V Secondary Performance Definition Comparison
Secondary
Performance
Indicator
1S1
Graduation/
High School
Completion
(G)

2S1
Academic
Attainment
Language Arts
(AALA)

Perkins IV Definition

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

The number of Career and Technical
Education (CTE) concentrators and
completers who earned a high
school diploma and left secondary
education during the reporting year
as compared to the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who
earned a high school diploma and
left secondary education during the
reporting year.

The percentage of CTE concentrators
who graduated high school, as
measured by (I) the four-year
adjusted cohort graduation rate
(defined in section 8101 of the
Elementary and Secondary Education
Act (ESEA) of 1965); and (II) at the
State’s discretion, the extended-year
adjusted cohort graduation rate
defined in such section 8101.

The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who graduated
high school compared to the total number of
CTE concentrators and completers as
measured by the four-year adjusted cohort
graduation rate.

The number of CTE concentrators
and completers who met or
exceeded expectations of any state
acceptable assessment for English to
meet the graduation requirement,
and who left secondary education in
the reporting year.

CTE concentrator’s proficiency in
challenging State academic standards
adopted by the State under ESEA, as
measured by the academic
assessments described in ESEA.
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The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who scored
proficient on the State English Language Arts
and Literacy (ELA/L) ninth or tenth grade
assessments or the ELA/L Dynamic Learning
Map (DLM) alternative assessment as
compared to the total number of CTE
concentrators and completers who took the
state ELA/L ninth or tenth grade assessments
or the ELA/L DLM alternative assessment.

Secondary
Performance
Indicator
2S2
Academic
Attainment
Math
(AAMath)

2S3
Academic
Attainment
Science
(AASci)
3S1
Placement (P)

Perkins IV Definition

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

The number of CTE concentrators
and completers who met or
exceeded expectations of any state
acceptable assessment for math to
meet the graduation requirement,
and who left secondary education in
the reporting year.

CTE concentrator’s proficiency in
challenging State academic standards
adopted by the State under ESEA, as
measured by the academic
assessments described in ESEA.

Not included in Perkins IV.

CTE concentrator’s proficiency in
challenging State academic standards
adopted by the State under ESEA, as
measured by the academic
assessments described in the section
of the Act.

The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who scored
proficient on the State math end-of-course
assessments in ninth or tenth grade or the
math Dynamic Learning Map (DLM)
alternative assessment compared to the total
number of CTE concentrators and completers
who took the math end-of-course assessments
in ninth or tenth grade or the math DLM
alternative assessment.

The number of CTE completers who The percentage of CTE concentrators
left secondary education the
who, during the secondary quarter
previous year with a high school
after exiting from secondary
diploma and whose status could be
education, are in postsecondary
identified through the district
education or advanced training,
survey and were employed, in the
military service, or a service program
military, or postsecondary education that receives assistance under Title I
as compared to the total number of
of the National and Community
CTE completers who left secondary
Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12511
education the previous year with a
et seq.), are volunteers as described
high school diploma and were
in section 5(a) of the Peace Corps Act
identified through the district
(22 U.S.C 2504(a)), or are employed.
survey.
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The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who scored
proficient on the state science assessment
compared to the total number of CTE
concentrators and completers who took the
state science assessment.

The percentage represents the number of
exited CTE concentrators and completers who
are in postsecondary education or advanced
training, military service, or a service program
that receives assistance under Title I of the
National and Community Service Act of 1990
(42 U.S.C. 12511 et seq.), are volunteers as
described in section 5(a) of the Peace Corps
Act (22 U.S.C 2504(a)), or are employed as
compared to the total number of exited CTE
concentrators and completers, as measured by
responses to the placement survey for the
second quarter after exiting secondary
education.

Secondary
Performance
Indicator

Perkins IV Definition

4S1

Participation Nontraditional: The
percentage represents the number
Nontraditional of CTE participants from an
Concentration underrepresented gender group
(NC)
who participated in a nationally
recognized nontraditional program
in the reporting year as compared to
the total number of students who
participated in a nationally
recognized nontraditional program
in the reporting year.

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

The percentage of CTE concentrators
in CTE programs and programs of
study that lead to non-traditional
fields.

The percentage represents the number of
nontraditional CTE concentrators and
completers from an underrepresented gender
group compared to the total number of CTE
concentrators and completers in a nationally
recognized nontraditional program.

Completion Nontraditional: The
percentage represents the number
of CTE concentrators from an
underrepresented gender group
who completed a nationally
recognized nontraditional program
in the reporting year as compared to
the total number of CTE
concentrators who completed a
nationally recognized nontraditional
program in the reporting year.
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Secondary
Performance
Indicator
5S1
Postsecondary
Credential
(PCL)

5S2
Postsecondary
Credit (PCT)

Perkins IV Definition

Not previously a performance
indicator under Perkins IV.

Not previously a performance
indicator under Perkins IV.

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

The percentage of CTE concentrator’s
graduation from high school having
attained a recognized postsecondary
credential.

The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who have
graduated from high school having attained at
least one recognized postsecondary
credential, i.e., an industry recognized
certificate or certification, a certificate of
completion of an apprenticeship, a license
recognized by the state involved or federal
government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree as compared to the total number of
CTE concentrators and completers who have
graduated from high school.

The percentage of CTE concentrator’s
graduation from high school having
attained a recognized postsecondary
credential.

The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who graduated
from high school having attained
postsecondary credits in the relevant CTE
program or program of study earned through
dual or concurrent enrollment or another
credit transfer agreement as compared to the
total number of CTE concentrators and
completers who graduated high school.

Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act (WIOA) Definition:
Recognized Postsecondary Credential
means a credential consisting of an
industry-recognized certificate or
certification, a certificate of
completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the State
involved or Federal Government, or
an associate or baccalaureate degree.
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Secondary
Performance
Indicator
5S3
Work-based
Learning
(WBL)

Perkins IV Definition

Not previously a performance
indicator under Perkins IV.

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

The percentage of CTE concentrators
graduating from high school having
participated in work-based learning.

The percentage represents the number of CTE
concentrators and completers who graduated
from high school having participated in WorkBased Learning (WBL) as compared to the
total number of CTE concentrators and
completers who graduated from high school.

Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act (WIOA) Definition:
Work-based Learning means
sustained interactions with industry
or community professionals in real
workplace settings, to the extent
practicable, or simulated
environments at an educational
institution that fosters in-depth,
firsthand engagement with the tasks
required in a given career field, that
are aligned to curriculum and
instruction.
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New Jersey Perkins V Postsecondary Performance Definition Comparison
Postsecondary
Performance
Indicator
1P1
Retention/
Placement
(RP)

2P1
Credential (C)

Perkins IV Definition

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

Retention: The number of
postsecondary concentrators enrolled
in the previous year and did not earn
a degree or credential who remain
enrolled in postsecondary education
during the reporting year as
compared to the total number of
postsecondary concentrators enrolled
in the previous year who did not earn
a degree or credential.

The percentage of CTE concentrators
who, during the secondary quarter
after program completion, remain
enrolled in the postsecondary
education, are in advanced training,
military service, or a service
program that receives assistance
under Title I of the National and
Community Service Act of 1990 (42
U.S.C. 12511 et seq.), are volunteers
as described in section 5(a) of the
Peace Corps Act (22 U.S.C 2504(a)),
or are placed or retained in
employment.

The percentage of postsecondary
concentrators who, during the second
quarter after program completion, are in one
of the following categories: remain enrolled
in the postsecondary education, are in
advanced training, military service, or a
service program that receives assistance
under Title I of the National and Community
Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12511 et seq.),
are volunteers as described in section 5(a) of
the Peace Corps Act (22 U.S.C 2504(a)), or
are placed or retained in employment
compared to the total number of CTE
concentrators.

The number of CTE concentrators
who left postsecondary education and
who received an industry-recognized
credential, a certificate, or a degree
during the reporting year, as
compared to the number who left
postsecondary education during the
reporting year.

The percentage of CTE concentrators
who received a recognized
postsecondary credential during
participation in or within one year of
the program completion.

The percentage of CTE concentrators who
received an industry-recognized credential
or certificate of completion in a CTE program
during participation or within one year of
CTE program completion compared to the
total number of CTE concentrators who left
postsecondary education.

Placement: The number of
postsecondary students who
completed the Career and Technical
Education (CTE) program and in the
second quarter following the program
year in which they graduated, were
identified with their valid social
security numbers as placed or
retained employment.
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Postsecondary
Performance
Indicator
3P1
Nontraditional
Concentration
(NC)

Perkins IV Definition

Perkins V Legislation

Perkins V Definition

Participation Nontraditional:
The number of nontraditional CTE
students enrolled in the program as
compared to the total number of CTE
students enrolled in the program. A
program is considered nontraditional
if the underrepresented gender
comprises less than 25 percent of
individuals employed in the
occupation or field of work.
Nontraditional fields are determined
on a national level and not on the
local level.

The percentage of CTE concentrators
in CTE programs and programs of
study that lead to nontraditional
fields

The percentage represents the number of
nontraditional CTE concentrators from an
underrepresented gender group compared to
the total number of CTE concentrators in a
nationally recognized nontraditional
program.

Completion Nontraditional:
The number of nontraditional CTE
students who completed the program
as compared to the total number of
CTE students who completed the
program. A program is considered
nontraditional if the underrepresented gender comprises less
than 25 percent of individuals
employed in the occupation or field of
work. Nontraditional fields are
determined on a national level and
not on the local level.
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New Jersey Perkins V Secondary Core Performance Indicators
Performance Indicator 1S1: Graduation/ High School Completion (G)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of Career and Technical Education (CTE) concentrators and completers who graduated high school
compared to the total number of CTE concentrators and completers as measured by the four-year adjusted cohort graduation rate

Historical Data

Data reflecting new definition:
•
•
•

FY 2018 = 96.20%
FY 2017 = 95.39%
FY 2016 = 95.20%

Average of Recent Years: 95.80%

Target Justification

The revised definition has been aligned to incorporate the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) definition for graduation. The
four-year cohort was utilized to calculate the baseline and target. The new target has been determined by using FY 2018 as a baseline.
1S1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

96.20%
(FY 2018)

96.40%

96.60%

96.80%

97.00%
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2S1: Academic Attainment Language Arts (AALA)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who scored proficient on the state English Language Arts and Literacy
(ELA/L) in ninth or tenth grade assessments or the ELA/L Dynamic Learning Map (DLM) alternative assessment as compared to the total number
of CTE concentrators and completers who took the state ELA/L in the ninth or tenth grade assessments or the ELA/L DLM alternative assessment.

Historical Data

Data reflecting new definition:
•

•
•
•

•

FY 2019 = 64.06%

FY 2018 = 59.02%
FY 2017 = 53.80%
FY 2016 = 49.76%

Four-year average = 56.96%

Average of Recent Years: 56.96%

Target Justification

The revised definition has been aligned to incorporate the ESEA definition for English Language Arts and includes the New Jersey’s new regulations
for grade level assessment in ninth and tenth grade as well as the Dynamic Learning Map (DLM) alternative assessment. The new target has been
determined by using FY 2018 as a baseline.
2S1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

64.06%
(FY 2019)

65.50%

67.00%

68.50%

70.00%
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2S2: Academic Attainment Math (AAMath)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who scored proficient on the state math end-of-course assessments in
ninth or tenth grade or the math Dynamic Learning Map (DLM) alternative assessment as compared to the total number of CTE concentrators and
completers who took the math end-of-course assessments in ninth or tenth grade or the math DLM alternative assessment.

Historical Data

Data reflecting new definition:
•

•
•
•
•

•

FY 2019 = 33.04%

FY 2018 = 37.41%
FY 2017 = 33.79%
FY 2016 = 26.78%

3-year avg=34.72%

4-year avg=33.14%

Average of Recent Years: 35.79%

Target Justification

The definition has been revised to align with ESEA. The new definition includes the number of CTE concentrators who scored proficient on the state
math end-of-course assessments in ninth or tenth grade or the math Dynamic Learning Map (DLM) alternative assessment. The new target has been
determined by using FY 2019 as a baseline.
2S2 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

33.04%
(FY 2019)

34.50%

36.00%

37.50%

39.00%
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2S3: Academic Attainment Science (AASci)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who scored proficient on the state science assessment as compared to
the total number of CTE concentrators and completers who took the state science assessment.

Historical Data

This is a new assessment. Consequently, there is only one year of data:
•

FY 2018 = 27.42%

Average of Recent Years: 27.42%

Target Justification

This is a new performance for FY2021. One year of baseline data from school year 2018-2019 was used to create the target.
2S3 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

27.42%
(FY 2019)

27.45%

27.65%

27.85%

28.00%
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3S1: Placement (P)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of exited CTE concentrators and completers who are in postsecondary education or advanced training,
military service, or a service program that receives assistance under Title I of the National and Community Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12511 et
seq.), are volunteers as described in section 5(a) of the Peace Corps Act (22 U.S.C. 2504(a)), or are employed as compared to the total number of
exited CTE concentrators and completers, as measured by responses to the placement survey for the second quarter after exiting secondary
education.
Historical Data

Data collected previously:
•

•

•

FY 2018 = 98.71

FY 2017 = 99.35

FY 2016 = 99.21

Average of Recent Years: 99.09%

Target Justification

This data is currently self-reported by districts. Previous year calculation only included completers who graduated and did not include those who
did not graduate. It is anticipated that the percentage will decrease due to the number of students that did not graduate as well expanding the
denominator to include both concentrators and completers. Going forward, New Jersey will investigate the sue of the National Student
Clearinghouse and Wage Records to match student data records with college data records for future data collection.
3S1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

92.25
(FY 2020 Target)

92.50

92.75

93.00

93.25
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4S1: Nontraditional Concentration (NC)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of nontraditional CTE concentrators and completers from an underrepresented gender group compared to
the total number of CTE concentrators and completers in a nationally recognized nontraditional program.

Historical Data

Data reflecting new definition:
•

•

•

FY 2018 = 28.33%

FY 2017 = 28.49%

FY 2016 = 29.97%

Average of Recent Years: 28.41% (2 year)

Target Justification

The nontraditional concentration has shown a three-year decline. The new target was selected to show improvement based on the current FY18
data.
4S1 Targets

Baseline
28.33
(FY 2018)

FY 2020
28.35%

FY 2021

FY 2022

28.40%

28.45%

FY 2023
28.50%
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5S1: Postsecondary Credential (PCL)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who have graduated from high school having attained at least one
recognized postsecondary credential, i.e., an industry recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a
license recognized by the state involved or federal government, or an associate or baccalaureate degree as compared to the total number of CTE
concentrators and completers who have graduated from high school.

Historical Data

Collecting locally, but not utilizing as a target for federal reporting.

Average of Recent Years: Not Applicable (NA)

Target Justification

Data had previously been collected, however, the New Jersey Industry Valued Credentials List is in the process of being revised. A new target will be
determined after the new data is collected.
5S1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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5S2: Postsecondary Credit (PCT)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who graduated from high school having attained postsecondary
credits in the relevant CTE program or program of study earned through dual or concurrent enrollment or another credit transfer agreement as
compared to the total number of CTE concentrators and completers who graduated high school.

Historical Data

Collecting locally, but not utilizing as a target for federal reporting.

Average of Recent Years: NA

Target Justification

Data has previously been collected related to the opportunity each student has to obtain college credit. The new definition will include the number
of college credits the student successfully earned.
5S2 Targets:

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA
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5S3: Work-based Learning (WBL)
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators and completers who graduated from high school having participated in work-based
learning (WBL) as compared to the total number of CTE concentrators and completers who graduated from high school.

Historical Data

Data previously recorded via the School Courses for the Exchange of Data (SCED) code. Data collection revised for new definition.

Average of Recent Years: NA

Target Justification

Previous data only included ‘opportunity’ to participate in a work-based earning but was also inaccurately reported (2.66%). New targets have
been determined utilizing the James Strong Method.
5S3 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

8.95%

9.00%

10.00%

11.00%

12.00%
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New Jersey Perkins V Postsecondary Core Performance Indicators
1P1: Postsecondary Retention and Placement
Definition
The percentage represents the number of postsecondary Career and Technical Education (CTE) concentrators who, during the second quarter after
program completion, are in one of the following categories: remain enrolled in the postsecondary education, are in advanced training, military
service, or a service program that receives assistance under Title I of the National and Community Service Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12511 et seq.), are
volunteers as described in section 5(a) of the Peace Corps Act (22 U.S.C. 2504(a)), or are placed or retained in employment compared to the total
number of CTE concentrators.
Historical Data
•
•
•

FY 2017 = 83.25%
FY 2016 = 81.65%
FY 2015 = 84.69%

Average Most Recent Two Years: 82.45%
Target Justification

The target has been determined by applying the new definition to the previous three years of data and determining the median average for the
three years.
1P1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

82.45%
(Average)

83.25%

83.30%

83.35%

83.40%
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2P1: Earned Recognized Postsecondary Credential
Definition
The percentage represents the number of CTE concentrators who received an industry-recognized credential or certificate of completion in a CTE
program during participation or within one year of CTE program completion, compared to the total number of CTE concentrators who left
postsecondary education.

Historical Data
•
•
•

FY 2018 = 42.28%

FY 2017 = 45.45%
FY 2016 = 41.71%

Average Most Recent Two Years: 43.87%

Target Justification

FY 2020 target has been determined by applying the new definition to the previous three years of data collected and determining the median
average for the three years.
2P1 Targets

Baseline
42.28
(FY 2018)

FY 2020
42.30%

FY 2021

FY 2022

42.80%

43.00%

FY 2023
43.25%
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3P1: Nontraditional Program Enrollment
Definition
The percentage represents the number of nontraditional CTE concentrators from an underrepresented gender group compared to the total number
of CTE concentrators in a nationally recognized nontraditional program.

Historical Data

Historical data below is reflective of the new definition:
•
•
•

FY 2018 = 23.42%
FY 2017 = 23.47%
FY 2016 = 23.20%

Average of Most Recent Two Years: 23.45%

Target Justification

Previous reporting included participation and completion in the definition. New definition includes concentrators only. FY 2020 target has been
determined by applying the new definition to the previous three years of data and determining the median average for the three years.
3P1 Targets

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

23.42
(FY 2018)

23.45%

23.47%

23.49%

23.51%
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5. Describe how the eligible agency will address disparities or gaps in performance as described in
section 113(b)(3)(C)(ii)(II) of Perkins V in each of the plan years, and if no meaningful progress
has been achieved prior to the third program year, a description of the additional actions the
eligible agency will take to eliminate these disparities or gaps. (Section 122(d)(11) of Perkins V)
The NJDOE Office of Career Readiness will analyze data on the core indicators of performance to identify gaps
in performance at state, while the CLNA process will uncover county and local level performance gaps. During
this biennial CLNA analysis, eligible recipients are tasked with analyzing performance in all programmatic
areas with the support of their CLNA stakeholder groups, as well as their respective Office of Career
Readiness Perkins Program Officers. When eligible recipients have gaps or deficiencies, they develop
priorities and strategies to address the need and develop a plan through their local application and budget.
Program Officers and the larger CLNA stakeholder teams support recipients in determining research-based
interventions to support the targeted needs. The local application serves as an action plan to address the
gaps, which demonstrates consideration of action steps based on research, and designates funding allocations
required. The CLNA process will focus on examination of any previous or existing gaps in performance from
year to year, noting if or how they have been resolved and through what actions. The countywide CLNA
process provides a platform for collaboration and shared discussion of challenges and those noteworthy
strategies enacted to address specific gaps.
Perkins Program Officers at the NJDOE will meet with their colleagues to discuss gaps in each county and
conduct a trend analysis, sharing the priorities and strategies proposed in local applications throughout the
counties. They will craft and enact technical assistance and professional development offerings to support
common needs, leveraging partnerships and expertise from other internal NJDOE offices (The Office of
Special Education, Bilingual Education, etc.) as well as external partners based on their findings. The Methods
of Administration (MOA) program will also be utilized to provide technical assistance to subrecipients that
are not addressing gaps and disparities.

The NJDOE Office of Career Readiness will analyze data at the state level on the core indicators of
performance to identify gaps in performance at the state, county, and local levels through the NJ Homeroom
system. The NJ Homeroom system is a portal for recipients to upload the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment (CLNA) biennially. The eligible recipient will be required to analyze and compare each year of
their Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) with support from the Office of Career Readiness and
major stakeholders. If no meaningful progress has been made prior to the third program year, the Office of
Career Readiness will provide technical assistance with the eligible recipient to develop measurable action
steps to eliminate gaps or disparities. The action plan will include the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

A systemic process that incorporates a root-cause analysis to address factors contributing to the gaps
or disparities;

A systemic review of recruitment, admissions, and counseling practices that may contribute to gaps
and disparities in performance;

The development of SMART goals to determine how to reallocate funding based on performance gaps
and disparities;

The development of a process of ongoing collaboration with stakeholders in the field, advisory
committees, and other groups to determine best practices to close performance gaps;

The development of an on-going process to incorporate high-quality professional development for
administrators, teachers and counselors related to addressing gaps and disparities;

The development of a system to incorporate evidence-based practices and strategies to improve
program.
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Appendix A: Local Plan Template
(Narrative responses will be typed into text boxes in NJDOE’s Electronic Web-Enabled Grant (EWEG)
system)
Each eligible recipient must submit a local application to be eligible for funding. The following specific
requirements for the application are delineated in Perkins V:
•

•

Describe the results of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.

Provide information on the CTE course offerings and activities to be provided with Perkins funds,
which includes at least one state-approved program of study:
o

o
o
•

•

a description of any new programs of study the local recipient will develop and submit to the
state for approval

how students, including students who are members of special populations, will learn about
their school’s CTE course offerings and whether each course is part of a CTE program of study

Describe how the following activities will be provided in collaboration with local workforce
development boards and other local workforce agencies, one-stop delivery systems, and other
partners:
o

career exploration and career development coursework, activities or services

o

an organized system of career guidance and academic counseling to students before enrolling
and while participating in a CTE program

o

•

how the results of the CLNA informed the selection of the specific CTE programs and activities
selected to be funded

career information on employment opportunities that incorporate the most up-to-date
information on high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations, as
determined by the comprehensive needs assessment

Describe how the academic and technical skills of students participating in CTE programs will be
improved by strengthening the academic and CTE components of such programs through the
integration of coherent and rigorous content aligned with challenging academic standards and
relevant CTE programs to ensure learning in the subjects that constitute a well-rounded education (as
defined by ESEA).
Describe activities that will be provided to:
o

o

o
o

prepare special populations for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand occupations that will lead
to self-sufficiency;
prepare CTE participants for non-traditional fields;

provide equal access for special populations to CTE courses, programs, and programs of study;
and

ensure that members of special populations will not be discriminated against on the basis of
their status as members of special populations.
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•

•

•

•

•

Describe the work-based learning opportunities that will be provided to students participating in CTE
programs and how the recipient will work with representatives from employers to develop or expand
work-based learning opportunities, as applicable.

Describe how students participating in CTE will be provided with the opportunity to gain
postsecondary credit while still attending high school, such as through dual or concurrent enrollment
programs or early college high school, as practicable.

Describe coordination with the state and institutions of higher education to support the recruitment,
preparation, retention, and training, including professional development, of teachers, faculty,
administrators, and specialized appropriately-certified instructional support personnel, including
individuals from groups underrepresented in the teaching profession.

Describe the process for how disparities or gaps in student performance identified in the CLNA will be
addressed each year, and if no meaningful progress has been achieved prior to the third program
year, what additional actions that will be taken to eliminate those disparities or gaps.

Which of your priorities align with county or regional goals developed collaboratively?
(if applicable)
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CLNA Required Stakeholder Verification/Consultation Requirements
(To be typed into text boxes in NJDOE’s EWEG system)
Every eligible recipient must verify the engagement of each of the required stakeholders. In the EWEG
system, you will be asked to list representatives from each of the stakeholder categories engaged, the
organization or company represented, and how the stakeholder was engaged. This evidence of engagement
could be an activity such as completing a survey, attending a meeting, focus group, etc.
At a minimum, the following groups must be engaged:

1) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs in a local educational
agency or educational service agency, including educators, career guidance and academic
counselors, principals and other school leaders, administrators and specialized instructional
support personnel and paraprofessionals;
2) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs at postsecondary
educational institutions, including faculty and administrators;

3) representatives of the State board or local workforce development boards and a range of
local or regional businesses or industries;

4) parents and students;

5) representatives of student groups;

6) representatives of regional or local agencies serving out-of-school youth, homeless children
and youth and at-risk youth (as defined in section 1432 of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965);

7) representatives of Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations in the State, where applicable; and

8) any other stakeholders that the eligible agency may require the eligible recipient to consult.”
SEC134(b)The Local Plan Template appears in Part 3 of the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.
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Appendix B: Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment aims to translate the language of the law into concrete,
actionable steps for conducting a rigorous needs assessment that meets the Strengthening Career and
Technical Education for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V).
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Appendix C: Innovation Reserve Funds
Focus on Innovation – Strategy for Reserve Funds
In Governor Murphy’s strategic plan, “The State of Innovation: Building a Stronger and Fairer New Jersey”, he
emphasized that a stronger and fairer future is where innovation and diversity are at the forefront to the
State’s economy. In the Perkins V State Plan, innovation plays a large role to meet the needs of underserved
students and explore new models of CTE to drive student success. Therefore, New Jersey will use up to 7.5%
of local funds to support innovation.

Examples of innovation funding priorities will include:

1.
2.

Early College Model Programs that support community colleges and local districts as they partner
to provide curriculum and programs in New Jersey key industry sectors, where students can earn a
high school diploma, a postsecondary credential and an industry valued certification(s) with a focus
on access and opportunity for all students.

Middle School Career Exploration and Awareness to support all students, including students in
special populations, in grades five through eight by funding activities, strategies and programs such as
curricular materials, counselor professional development and programs that ramp up student
academic and career preparation, which will assist students make informed plans and decisions about
future education and career opportunities and programs of study.
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Introduction to the CLNA
This working guide provides New Jersey Perkins grantees context on how to conduct the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA). It aims to translate the language of the law into
concrete, actionable steps for conducting a rigorous CLNA that meets the Strengthening Career
and Technical Education (CTE) for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V) requirements to
collectively assist districts to meet the CTE needs of all New Jersey students.

CLNA Under Perkins V
The most notable change introduced in Perkins V is the requirement that each grantee
complete a CLNA related to career and technical education. Specifically, the law states:
“To be eligible to receive financial assistance under this part, an eligible recipient
shall—(A) conduct a CLNA related to career and technical education and include
the results of the CLNA in the local application submitted under subsection (a); and
(B) not less than once every 2 years, update such CLNA.” SEC134(c)
Perkins V intends to expand access to high-quality CTE programs for all students and to
remove existing barriers. When the CLNA is complete, stakeholders will have a set of
findings that paints an accurate picture of local CTE programs and the students currently
being served. This creates a powerful opportunity to:
•
•
•
•
•

Create a replicable pattern of engagement with key stakeholders that promotes
robust discussion around the quality and impact of CTE programs and systems.
Build on and align with, other process improvement efforts [Every Student Succeeds
Act (ESSA), Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA) planning and others].
Ensure CTE programs are aligned with state, regional and local workforce needs and
economic priorities. Support the redirection of resources towards CTE programs that lead to
high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations.
Establish priorities for the Perkins budget.
Ensure that CTE programs are serving all learners equitably.

Ultimately, the local CLNA process is about helping grantees make a formal shift from merely
collecting and reporting information to using information strategically to drive decisions about CTE
programs that build pathways to postsecondary success for all students and meet the needs of
employers and the community.
Please be aware that the needs assessment can be scaled to fit your particular context. In the
sections that follow, we discuss a wide array of action items and provide numerous questions to help
you think through the process. However, it is not likely that every single one of these questions or
activities will be appropriate for your local area. Use this tool to draw ideas, and within the
overarching state and federal requirements, select the components that work best for you. The needs
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assessment process may look very different in smaller or more resource-limited local areas than in
more populated areas with larger numbers of potential partners and employers.
You can also leverage many activities in which you are already engaged in order to build the needs
assessment. The information collection and consultation activities for the assessment do not have to
be new or different from what you are already doing. The data you collect, the relationships you have
formed with industry and community partners, and the processes you engage in for curriculum
development and revision and program approval will all be part of the foundation for the needs
assessment. The key difference in Perkins V is that all of these pieces are pulled together strategically
and intentionally to help you plan for the future.

The Six Key Elements of the CLNA
The collaborative nature of this data-driven CLNA offers an opportunity to engage stakeholders to
develop a common understanding and vision for the future of CTE within a community. The CLNA
requires grantees to engage in continual, programmatic self-evaluation in order to improve programs
and benefit students. The Perkins V law specifies the elements that each CLNA shall address (below)
but allows flexibility in design and implementation in each state.
1. Labor Market Alignment: An analysis of how CTE programs are meeting local, state and
regional workforce needs
2. CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality: A consideration of how CTE programs offered are
sufficient in size, scope and quality to meet the needs of all students served
3. Student Performance: An evaluation of CTE concentrators’ performance on the core
performance indicators, including an analysis of the student groups (as defined in ESSA) and
the expanded list of special populations
4. CTE Program Implementation: A retrospective review of the programs and programs of study
offered, as well as the development of current and future plans to support the
implementation of new and revised programs/programs of study
5. CTE Program Professionals, Recruitment, Retention and Development: A description of
activities related to the recruitment, retention and training of CTE teachers, support personnel
and counselors, including individuals in underrepresented groups
6. CTE Program Access and Equity: A focus on designing supports for special populations,
directing resources or supports to close performance gaps and remove barriers
Each of the six key elements must be reviewed independently, but all findings must ultimately be
synthesized in a cohesive CLNA. This working guide offers a sampling of tools and resources to
support the analysis of each area; these may be utilized or revised by the teams during the analysis
process.
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How Does the CLNA Differ from Other Programmatic Evaluation Processes?
Perhaps the most significant change to the Perkins V legislation is the addition of a
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) in section 134(c). This assessment, which
must be updated at least every two years, is meant to facilitate alignment between CTE
programs and labor market needs, ensuring that students are trained for high-skill,
high-wage, in-demand jobs.
The CLNA was modeled after a similar requirement in the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
and Workforce Investment Opportunity Act (WIOA). ESSA requires the NJDOE to collect a
consolidated local plan or application from each local education agency (LEA) in the state
receiving federal funds. The consolidated local plan contains descriptions, information,
assurances, and other materials that are considered by the NJDOE as absolutely necessary
to define how the LEA will support its students under the law. The plan is to be updated as
needed, and some components are updated annually throughout the duration of the plan.
Even though an LEA submits only the minimum required information in its consolidated local
plan or application, it must still meet all ESSA requirements for each program for which the
LEA accepts federal funds. ESSA, CLNA, Local Application and a District Improvement Plan
(if applicable) drive programming and impact local budget decisions.

How Often Do You Conduct a CLNA?
The law requires grantees to conduct a CLNA every two years to re-evaluate programmatic
decisions, with work plan updates in the interim. The CLNA must be completed prior to the
completion of the local application. In the diagram below, note that the CLNA spans a two-year
timeframe with annual budget requests and updates in the second year.
Begin New CLNA
Process Review Data
with Stakeholders
Reevaluate Program
Spending based on
Impact & Submit
Budget
Year 2

Review Priorities
Examine Early Impact
of Activities
Year 2

New Jersey Department of Education

Develop Priorities
Plan Activities &
Budget
Year 1

Submit Local
Application and Budget
Year 1
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The NJDOE recognizes the work-intensive nature of the CLNA process, and also
acknowledges that most interventions may not demonstrate impact within a two-year cycle.
The CLNA is a reflective process, so broader county goals may not change in each CLNA
cycle, but data must be considered to determine if changes made to CTE programs are
indicating progress toward the designated goals.

The CLNA and Its Connection to the Local Application
The law’s intended purpose for the CLNA is to foster data-driven decision-making and support more
aligned program planning, spending and accountability. The results of the CLNA must form the
foundation of the local application and drive spending decisions. There should be a clear connection
between the strengths and challenges identified in the CLNA and the strategies and activities outlined
in the local application. The CLNA is a fact-finding mission to discover strengths and opportunities in
the six identified areas, and these findings are validated by data and evidence, and informed by
stakeholder input. The local application includes strategies and solutions to address the needs to
drive the budget towards highest impact on student achievement in CTE.
The importance of the CLNA cannot be understated; it is the foundation of Perkins V
implementation at the local level and will drive development of each local application and all CTE
future spending decisions.

Braiding Federal Funding Streams
“Braiding” is a process for using multiple funding streams to support a common activity, initiative or
project. As states, colleges and districts work to maximize resources, it is crucial to consider how to
leverage multiple funding sources in a coordinated fashion to support the total cost of a service.
This financing strategy can be used by county, district and college leaders and program administrators
to integrate and align discrete categorical funding streams. This can help broaden the impact and
reach of services provided, especially with respect to school funding through ESSA (Every Student
Succeeds Act), IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act), WIOA (Workforce Innovation and
Opportunity Act), and HEA (Higher Education Act). Throughout the local worksheets provided in this
CLNA, possible opportunities to consider braiding funds are mentioned for consideration. While
certainly not mandated, it may be helpful to take note of the ways in which these federally-funded
programs can maximize opportunities.
Please keep in mind the “supplement, not supplant” provision which is in place to ensure that federal
funds are not used to replace state and local funding. Federal funding should supplement, rather than
supplant, state and local funds that are used to support the services and activities funded under the
program.
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Part One: Conducting the CLNA at the County Level
Collaboration with local, county and regional LEAs
The CLNA is a valuable tool that drives planning for program development and spending decisions.
This is a chance to take an in-depth look at local and regional CTE systems and identify areas where
targeted growth can lead to increased opportunities and access, especially for underserved
populations. The CLNA, if implemented thoughtfully, can also be a powerful opportunity to engage
stakeholders in a common understanding and vision for the future of CTE in your community.
Institutions should consider seeking county/regional input at the beginning of the CLNA
process. With county/regional support, CTE institutions can build countywide partnerships,
through a collaborative model, to strengthen and enhance CTE programming that will
provide equitable access to CTE. Collaborating with other local education agencies (LEAs)
within the county or region considers the entire landscape and how each institution’s
offerings can be improved to serve all students. Additionally, involving industry sectors or
occupations from the onset of the conversations will help incorporate the local labor market
information provided by New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development
(NJDOL).
A successful needs assessment leads to actionable priorities and meaningful, long-term
change. Achieving these results requires more than just one or two people from one district
or college completing a form in isolation. It requires active, meaningful engagement of
concerned stakeholders in a process to examine, identify, and diagnose the obstacles that
need to be addressed for improvement to occur. Keep in mind that the CLNA can be regional
in nature, combining efforts of more than one district, college or consortium. This may
prevent duplication of effort and impact the makeup of your CLNA team and what
stakeholders are consulted.
This meaningful, collaborative opportunity among secondary and postsecondary CTE
institution leaders (with representatives from industry sectors or occupations) is beneficial
to all stakeholders. Regional meetings can reduce the burden on employers who are often
approached by multiple institutions at the same time for support. These discussions will
help to leverage partnerships and gather information from people with limited time but high
interest in the work. It is anticipated that through these meetings, each stakeholder group
will develop a collaborative vision for CTE, build relationships among partners, conduct data
analysis and set actionable goals related to increasing CTE opportunities for students.
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Establishing the Stakeholder Team
Begin by performing a self-assessment of your own college or district’s current working
team. Who are the key leaders? This will vary from district to district and college to college.
In many cases, the initial work team will be your current governance team. You will need to
intentionally seek out key decision makers, especially those representing groups affected by
CTE programming but not often part of the decision-making process (including
representatives from special populations) as your work progresses. These groups can inform
broader discussions and should be included as participants in the regional meetings.
The existing relationships with individuals and organizations through industry advisory
boards, sector partnerships, community groups, parent/educator associations and other
structures are starting points. Add new partners to fill gaps in expertise and ensure
appropriate breadth and depth of representation. For example, the local Chamber of
Commerce or workforce development board are resources for industry sectors or
occupations with labor market demand. Build diverse partnerships for stronger career
pathways among education, workforce and community leaders. The Perkins V legislation
offers guidance on the diverse body of stakeholders needed to conduct the CLNA:
“In conducting the CLNA under subsection and developing the local application described in
subsection, an eligible recipient shall involve a diverse body of stakeholders, including, at a
minimum—
(1) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs in a local educational
agency or educational service agency, including educators, career guidance and
academic counselors, principals and other school leaders, administrators and
specialized instructional support personnel and paraprofessionals;
(2) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs at postsecondary
educational institutions, including faculty and administrators;
(3) representatives of the State board or local workforce development boards and a
range of local or regional businesses or industries;
(4) parents and students;
(5) representatives of student groups;
(6) representatives of regional or local agencies serving out-of-school youth, homeless
children and youth and at-risk youth (as defined in section 1432 of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965);
(7) representatives of Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations in the State, where
applicable; and
(8) any other stakeholders that the eligible agency may require the eligible recipient to
consult.” SEC134(b)
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Consultation with a diverse body of stakeholders is critical to ensuring a rigorous and
meaningful CLNA process. Please keep in mind that not all the required stakeholders are
familiar with CTE programs. However, diverse stakeholder involvement is critical to identify
CTE program priorities as well as gaps and barriers to participation and performance. This
approach leads to buy-in and support by giving a voice to each person.

Making the County/Regional Needs Assessment Work for You
While the needs assessment process may seem daunting at first, it is important to keep in
mind that you can leverage this process to work within your local context. Using your local
goals to guide the process, as described in the next section, will help to ensure the
outcomes will be valuable in driving CTE program improvement in your community, without
creating a tremendous new administrative burden.
One way to leverage partnerships to conduct the needs assessment is to consult other
federal program representatives in your community (such as those responsible for
implementation of ESEA and WIOA) to gain ideas and best practices related to how they
have approached their required needs assessments. You can also leverage many activities in
which you are already engaged in order to build the needs assessment. The information
collection and consultation activities for the assessment do not have to be new or different
from what you may already be doing. The data you collect, the relationships you have
formed with industry and community partners, and the processes you engage in for
curriculum development and program approval are all relevant for the needs assessment.
The key difference in Perkins V is that all of these pieces are pulled together strategically
and intentionally to help you plan for the future.
In addition, the needs assessment can be scaled to fit your particular context. In the sections
that follow, we discuss a wide array of action items and provide numerous questions to help
you think through the process. However, it is not likely that every single one of these
questions or activities will be appropriate for your local area. Use this tool to draw ideas,
and within the overarching state and federal requirements, pick the pieces that work best
for you.
Ultimately, the local needs assessment process is about helping you make a more formal shift from
merely collecting information to using information to ensure your local CTE programs help create
success for students and employers based on data-driven needs. The activities of the local needs
assessment should become a regular part of your overall district’s or institution’s datadriven decision making and program improvement cycles—not merely an additional activity
every two years. By fully integrating the CLNA into routine activities, you will be able to
realize the full value of the process.
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Sample Protocol for County/Regional Meeting
As highlighted in the New Jersey Perkins V State Plan, the NJDOE recognizes that every
county is unique. The plan, and the CLNA guidance, allow for customization and variations
in processes utilized by each group. With that acknowledgement, this document offers a
sample protocol on page 63 as one possible tool to be considered and modified to meet
county and regional needs.
Protocols like the one proposed in Appendix A can help the keep discussions focused, use
stakeholder time most efficiently, and ensure the actions of the group are purposeful and
impactful. These tools can keep discussions on track and ensure groups focus on the issues
at hand and within a structured, safe way that promotes depth and accuracy of discourse.
While this document proposes one specific protocol method, the Works Consulted section,
offers additional resources that may better suit your group’s needs.
For the purpose of the CLNA process, protocols are useful for looking at data and discussing
how best to respond to the data. In addition to providing structure and keeping the group
focused, protocols can lessen the discomfort associated with examining data. It is critical to
remember that you have assembled a diverse group of stakeholders, and not every
participant is knowledgeable or comfortable in working with school/CTE or labor market
data. The fact that the CLNA process requires groups to view data publicly, as a team, may
make some uncomfortable. This protocol, or others tailored to support data discussion, can
alleviate those concerns.
At the regional level, CLNA conversations should consider the landscape of CTE for a given
area and how it meets the needs of both the student population and the labor market. This
is a very broad, high-level review. This is an opportunity to see how the local CTE ecosystem
can support all learners to access the most immediate, high-wage, high-skill, in-demand
opportunities and occupations available to them. LEAs make observations together, with a
strong focus on access, opportunity and inclusion. They then consider how best to leverage
partnerships, resources and tools to meet the needs of all students in their counties and
districts through their local applications.
This CLNA review brings a number of different independent groups together in the same
space to analyze and interpret the same shared data and landscape. As a result of the
process, county goals will be developed and will guide CTE program reform and
transformation through each LEAs local application (see Part Three of this document).
A process for this countywide discussion is described on the next page.
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Review countywide CTE
enrollment trends and offerings;
consider whole landscape of CTE
in county

Determine trends and gaps in CTE
offerings and student enrollment

Pose exploratory questions
directly from the observations
posed by the group

Identify additional points of data to
collect further to better inform
inquiry

Develop county-wide goals for CTE
in the region and determine how to
leverage shared resources and
stakeholder support

Craft local application in direct
response to county goals and local
needs and after consideration of
district/college data
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Gathering Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
Each of the elements identified in Part one should be explored in a regional CLNA setting,
but at a slightly higher level than defined in the resources offered in Part Three to inform
the local application. The worksheets provided in Part Two are specifically for regional CLNA
discussions and should not be used to support local decision making alone.
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) has worked in close partnership with the
New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL) to prepare a series
of NJDOL Labor Market Information (LMI) data sets to assist with the CLNA process. These
LMI data sets are available for review on the NJDOE Homeroom. The sets include state,
regional and county-level snapshots of the labor market that the Perkins V legislation
requires alignment to justify program offerings and funding decisions. Local applications
(and the decisions made to support or transform each program) submitted by each LEA
must reference the LMI supplied by the NJDOL.
The NJDOE County Level Data Cards have also been provided for review through
NJDOE Homeroom. The data sets include state and county-level CTE program information to
inform CTE program development, expansion, and transformation as well as begin
discussions around sharing valuable resources within a county or region.

Questions to Consider
Clearly it is not incumbent on every LEA to craft new CTE programs for each identified
high- skill, high-wage in-demand occupation supported in the region. However, if completed
correctly, the CLNA process will encourage reflection on the part of LEAs who accept Perkins
funding. The most successful CLNA processes will also drive LEAs to consider how the collective of
their CTE offerings serve all students in their county or region. In the past, under Perkins IV, CTE
programmatic evaluation was completed independently, with each funding recipient
focusing on their own CTE offerings and the performance of the students they serve
exclusively. Consideration of an entire state, regional and county CTE landscape was not
widely promoted. In Perkins V, this has changed and the CLNA process offers this crucial
platform for analysis.
As mentioned above, this analysis is intended to be conducted to assess the landscape of
CTE in a region and consider how it meets the needs of both the student population and the
labor market. This is a very broad, high-level review, designed to highlight noteworthy
practices, identify gaps, and mobilize shared resources that support collaboration and
partnership.
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Most broadly, regional or county groups might ask:
• Are we serving our students equitably? Do all students have access to our CTE
programs, and if not, what barriers exist and how can we remediate?
• What countywide goals should be established and focused on through each local
application?
• What noteworthy practices can inform our work in each area?
• What resources can we leverage and share? Do opportunities to partner on different
projects exist at the county level?
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Regional CTE Program Alignment to Labor Market
In this section, the law requires careful consideration of the alignment between the CTE programs
offered by your district or college and the labor market needs of the area:
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(B)(ii)(ii)(I) aligned to State, regional, Tribal, or local in-demand industry
sectors or occupations identified by the State workforce development board described in
section 101 of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (29 U.S.C. 3111) (referred to in
this section as the ‘State board’) or local workforce development board, including career
pathways, where appropriate; or (II) designed to meet local education or economic needs not
identified by State boards or local workforce development boards.”
What does the law mean?
The law requires an analysis of how CTE programs are meeting workforce needs and provides
eligible recipients with multiple ways to demonstrate labor market demand, from a
combination of state and local sources.
These conversations should begin at the county-level meeting, and countywide goals may have been
formed to respond to a need in the county. As you know, Perkins-funded CTE programs must be
closely aligned to programs that prepare students for occupations the NJDOL has identified as highskill, high-wage and/or in-demand. The NJDOE, in consultation with the labor market analysts at
NJDOL, have created definitions or thresholds for “high-skill” industry sectors or occupations,
“high-wage” and “in-demand” industry sectors or occupations (see Appendix C).
CTE program funding must be aligned to these industries and occupations. Careful examination of the
information for in-demand sectors and occupations at the outset will ground your analysis, and this
may cause a significant shift or transformation in your local CTE program offerings.
While conducting the analysis, consider long-term projections in addition to immediate labor market
needs, particularly if the CTE programs have a continuum of occupational opportunities and multiple
entry and exit points. Consider the county landscape and goals, and work closely with the local
workforce development boards, chambers of commerce, and local unions/industry associations to
get a complete picture of how to transform or develop your CTE programs.
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Worksheet: County CTE Program Alignment to Labor Market
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
•
•

NJDOL Labor Market Information (LMI)
o Number of Establishments, Annual Average Employment, CLNA Appendix C
NJDOE County Data Card
o Enrollment by Career Cluster®, Top 10 Programs by Enrollment

Questions to Consider
• Refer to the NJDOE County Data Cards and evidence provided. What are the highest
growth industries in our area (refer to NJDOL LMI)? Do we offer opportunities in CTE
aligned to these industries (Refer to NJDOE County Data Card)?
o Is the collection of CTE programs in our county aligned to regional labor market
demand? Which programs show the highest student enrollment at secondary and
postsecondary?
o Which existing programs are not well-aligned to labor market needs? Can
adjustments be made to existing programs to transform and adjust them? How
high is enrollment in these lesser-aligned programs?
o How might we transform or sunset those programs across the county that are not
tightly aligned to these industries? How might we work together as a county to
achieve this?
• How many different programs exist for those programs with the tightest alignment to
the key industries? What new programs should we consider offering to students?
o How many different opportunities exist at different locations for students to enter
into CTE programs in the CIP codes associated with these top occupations?
o Can we duplicate these programs or increase enrollment opportunities in our
county?
o What opportunities for postsecondary transitions exist (dual credit, articulations,
certifications, pre-apprenticeships, apprenticeships) in the in-demand areas?
o How many programs beginning at the secondary level lead to opportunities at the
county college? What guidance and support structures exist at the county level?
What pathways are established?
• What resources (business/industry relationships, shared equipment/spaces, teacher
talent and expertise, professional development, quality curricula) do we have to access
to assist in the development of better aligned programs?
• Are there noteworthy practices or programs that can be replicated?
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Evaluation of County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Regional CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
The next component of the CLNA relates to the quality and implementation of CTE programs. In
contrast to the labor market alignment analysis, which considers needs that originate from the labor
market, this next focus area addresses the decisions made regarding the delivery and maintenance of
CTE programs.
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(B)(i) A description of how career and technical education CTE programs
offered by the eligible recipient are—
(i) sufficient in size, scope and quality to meet the needs of all students served by the eligible
recipient; and…”
What does the law mean?
The provision maintains the size, scope and quality requirements in Perkins IV, but instead
requires that this description be addressed through the CLNA (which is part of the local
application in Perkins V) instead of in the local plan in Perkins IV. The state has the
responsibility to establish the definition of these three requirements.
In this area of focus, the law requires you to assess whether you are offering a sufficient number of
courses and CTE programs to meet the diverse needs of all student groups; whether those CTE
programs are sufficiently broad as well as vertically aligned and linked to the next level of education;
and how the quality of CTE program delivery serves to develop student knowledge and skills and
prepare them for success.
The considerations to address include, but are not limited to:
o CTE programs to offer (and which to phase out, adapt or refocus)
o Opportunities for work-based learning, career and technical student organization (CTSO)
participation, certifications, credentials and articulated credit
o Strategies for ensuring equitable access for all CTE students
The rest of the CLNA must be considered holistically, through an evaluation process that
encompasses all the quality CTE program components. The key is to capture the full breadth of CTE
program quality and implementation at the larger regional scale, and this can be done through
several ways.
To meet the Perkins V CLNA Requirement (Section 134(c)(2)(B)(i)) NJDOE Office of Career Readiness
has defined size, scope and quality of CTE programs to assist institutions with completing their CLNA.
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Regional CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
Size (Numerical Value)
Programs must include a coherent
sequence of not fewer than three
CTE courses; or two years of CTE
shared-time programs for a
County Vocational-Technical
School District

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable Results)

Fundable programs will
transition over time to
become programs of study,
where students are prepared
to obtain a recognized
postsecondary credential 1

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations

Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of the
program. Minimum enrollment in
the first course is 10 students, or a
waiver must be requested with
justification provided

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program

Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are making
progress toward each of the
indicators

Schools must offer a minimum of
one approved program of study
to receive funding, but must
transition all programs over the
next three years 2

Links or pathways must exist
between the secondary and
postsecondary CTE programs
of study within a region

The program has certified
teachers, instructors and
professors providing instruction
on industry and academic
standards

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion

Per WIOA Training and Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL) 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential
“means a credential consisting of an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion
of an apprenticeship, a license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or
baccalaureate degree.”
2
All funded CTE programs must develop a plan over the next three years to include attainment of a recognized
postsecondary credential in the transition towards Programs of Study
1
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CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and may have
credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 3 These
occupations may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to
access at multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean annual
wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and provided to the
New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development.
In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus
replacement) openings statewide or in a particular region. This county level data will be
provided annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs
Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided as a
reference to LEAs annually.
3
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Worksheet: County CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
•
•
•

NJDOL Labor Market Information
NJDOE County Data Card
CTE program curricular materials from each LEA

Questions to Consider
Size
•
•
•
•

•

What CTE programs have the highest student enrollment? Are these CTE programs associated
with students entering high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations?
How is equity, access and inclusion for all student groups considered?
Are there opportunities for all student groups to access the high-skill, high-wage, in-demand CTE
programs? How many seats are available in these programs across the county?
If lower enrollment programs exist, are they more closely aligned with high-skill, high-wage, indemand CTE occupations than the higher-enrolled programs? If so, how might you attract more
students into these programs?
How do districts and colleges develop relationships with and recruit for CTE programs from
sending schools?

Scope
•

•

•
•
•

What percentage of students are categorized as participants, concentrators and completers
within each CTE program? Is student attrition high between the program levels? How can that be
addressed as a county?
Do opportunities to continue in a postsecondary track exist in our county for those high-skill,
high-wage, in-demand CTE programs? Do we have postsecondary offerings in the same, aligned
Classification of Instructional Program (CIP) codes?
Has an effort been made to transform these aligned programs into programs of study POS) with
the community college? What are the barriers, if any?
Is there communication and coordination among secondary, postsecondary and industry sectors
or occupations concerning the development and delivery of CTE POS? How could that improve?
Which CTE programs have the highest number of articulation agreements? Which programs are
lacking those agreements? How can we move these programs into POS? Has the district
connected with a postsecondary partner to discuss how each program might be transformed?
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Quality
•

•

•

Which CTE programs offered in the county prepare students for occupations that meet at least
two of the three criteria: high-skill, high-wage and in-demand occupations? Do your programs
lead to credentials of value in in-demand industries? What percentage of programs do not align?
Which programs do not align?
Do effective partnerships with employers and educational institutions exist to ensure that
programs are aligned with industry need and future academic opportunities? How can
partnerships be leveraged to improve CTE programs across the region?
What up to date, industry-standard equipment, facilities, curricula, methods of instruction, and
work-based learning opportunities exist around the county? Can these resources be shared in
some way? Can available learning spaces and limited-use equipment be utilized in creative ways?
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Evaluation of County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Regional CTE Student Performance
The Perkins V legislation requires the evaluation of student performance on federal accountability
measures both in the aggregate and disaggregate by all student groups as defined in Perkins V:
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(A) (A) An evaluation of the performance of the students served by the
eligible recipient with respect to State determined and local levels of performance established
pursuant to section 113, including an evaluation of performance for student groups and each
subgroup described in section 1111(h)(1)(C)(ii) of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965.”
What does the law mean?
The comprehensive local needs assessment must contain an evaluation of CTE concentrators’
performance on the core performance indicators. While eligible recipients already are
required to do this as part of their local plans under Perkins IV, the evaluation now must at a
minimum include a performance analysis of all student groups (as defined in ESSA).
Perkins V requires data for student groups that is defined as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender (secondary and postsecondary)
Race and Ethnicity (secondary and postsecondary)
Individuals from economically disadvantaged families, including low-income youth and adults
(secondary and postsecondary)
Individuals with disabilities (secondary and postsecondary)
English learners (secondary and postsecondary)
Homeless individuals (secondary)
Youth who are in, or who have aged out of the foster care system (secondary)
Youth with a parent who is on active duty in the military (secondary)
Migrant status (secondary)
Single parents, including single pregnant women (secondary and postsecondary)
In the existing student performance indicators for the transition year from school year (SY) 201516, SY 2016-17 and SY 2017-18 includes information on:
o ELA Proficiency (secondary)
o Math Proficiency (secondary)
o Science Proficiency (No data is available for the SY 2017-18) (secondary)
o Four-Year Graduation Rate (secondary)
o Retention/Placement (postsecondary)
o Technical Skill Attainment (TSA) (secondary)
o Postsecondary Credential (secondary and postsecondary)
o Postsecondary Credits (No data is available for the SY2017-18) (secondary)
o Work-Based Learning (secondary)
o Individuals preparing for nontraditional fields (secondary and postsecondary
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Worksheet: County CTE Student Performance
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
Districts and colleges will have their student performance data on a separate district data card. This
conversation will be an open discussion about trends across programs and may depend on what
participants are able to share.
Questions to Consider
• What are the performance indicators that the county struggles to meet across CTE
programs as a whole?
• What specific strategies can we explore and implement across partners to address
the need? Can we share or leverage any resources?
• Which aspects of highest performing CTE programs are the strongest? The weakest?
Why? Which of the weaker aspects, if addressed, would have the largest impact on
student performance across the county?
• Based on data, which specific student groups are not participating in CTE or are
struggling the most to be successful? Are there roadblocks that can be addressed
immediately? What strategies need a more comprehensive long-term plan?
• Are there disparities among various populations’ and/or student groups’ performance
in specific programs? Why? Has any LEA implemented a successful strategy that can
be replicated or leveraged across the county?
• What shared resources can be leveraged or created to better meet the needs of CTE
students, based on this discussion?
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Evaluation of County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Regional CTE Program Implementation
Section 134(c)(2)(C) An evaluation of progress toward the implementation of career and technical
education programs and Programs of Study. In this section, the legislation requires consideration as
to how well institutions are implementing the full scope of CTE programs and Programs of Study,
defined in Perkins V as:
What does the law say?
“a coordinated, nonduplicative sequence of academic and technical content at the secondary
and postsecondary level that—
(a) incorporates challenging State academic standards, including those adopted by a State
under section 1111(b)(1) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965;
(b) addresses both academic and technical knowledge and skills, including employability skills;
(c) is aligned with the needs of industries in the economy of the state, region, tribal
community or local area;
(d) progresses in specificity (beginning with all aspects of an industry or Career Cluster® and
leading to more occupation-specific instruction);
(e) has multiple entry and exit points that incorporate credentialing; and
(f) culminates in the attainment of a recognized postsecondary credential.”
What does the law mean?
This evaluation should be both a backward and forward-looking review of the CTE programs
and Programs of Study offered. In addition to meeting the definition for size, scope and
quality, this requirement addresses current and future plans to support the implementation of
CTE programs and Programs of Study.
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Worksheet: County CTE Program Implementation
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE CTE County Data Card
• % WBL participation
• Table W, #POS by CIP
• CTE course content information
• CTE curriculum
• Advisory Board meeting notes
• Student Training Plans for WBL
• Articulation Agreements
Questions to Consider
• What role do industry partners play in the development and delivery of CTE programs around
the county?
• How many programs in the county are Programs of Study, which feature courses aligned to
postsecondary credit? Or, how many of collegiate programs align with secondary offerings?
• How many students in the county earn a recognized certificate, industry-recognized credential
or postsecondary credit(s)?
• Are there noteworthy curricular examples of project-based learning, problem-solving
activities, experiential learning and differentiated instructional methods in any programs?
• How many county CTE students have access to work-based learning experiences? How is that
supported in the county?
• How do you communicate and coordinate the development and delivery of work-based
learning opportunities with business/industry? Is there a way to collaborate or combine
efforts and streamline communication?
• Are CTSOs an integral part of programs that provide opportunities for service learning,
occupational, employability and leadership development?
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Evaluation of County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Regional CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development
In this piece of the legislation, you are required to assess and develop plans to improve the quality of
your faculty and staff through recruitment, retention and professional development, with attention
paid to diversity in the profession.
What does the law say?
“Perkins V Section 134(c)(2)(D) A description of how the eligible recipient will improve
recruitment, retention and training of CTE educators, faculty, specialized instructional support
personnel, paraprofessionals and career guidance and academic counselors, including
individuals in groups underrepresented in such professions.”
What does the law mean?
Eligible recipients must evaluate their current and future recruitment, retention and
professional development needs. This may require root cause analysis of educators or other
staff shortages.
Focus your discussion on this section around the state CTE certification policies and the relevant
terms defined in Perkins V, particularly the definition of “professional development”, which
emphasizes sustainability, relevance and quality of these experiences. Take a comprehensive view as
you consider the educators, administrators, staff, and academic and career counselors that support
your CTE programs. Consider the ways they demonstrate their commitment to the profession
through the pursuit of advanced certification or extensive professional development. Look for gaps in
expertise within and across CTE programs, and opportunities to enhance their professional
development. In addition, consider how you recruit educators and staff, and prepare them for their
responsibilities, particularly new educators coming from a background in an industry sector or
occupation.
To take this analysis further, compare your current staff capacity to your future plans for CTE
programming. For example, based on your CLNA, you may intend to develop new CTE programs of
study or expand your career development services in the next four years. As you consider your
current staff, you will need to make projections about where you need to increase skills or hire new
people.
Finally, consider your methods for recruiting and retaining educators and staff traditionally
underrepresented in the profession. Compare the demographics of your educators and staff to the
makeup of your student body. To make this more robust, conduct a root causes analysis similar to
that outlined in the Student Performance and Progress Toward Improving Access and Equity sections
of this working guide, and consult colleagues who worked on educator shortage and diversity issues
for ESSA. The NJDOE’s Office of Educator Recruitment, Preparation and Recognition have developed a
set of resources to support diversifying New Jersey’s educator workforce.
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Worksheet: County CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE Certification and Induction, CTE Titles and Endorsements
• Data on teacher preparation; credentials; salaries and benefits; and demographics
• Description of recruitment and retention processes
• Descriptions of professional development, mentoring and externship opportunities
• Data on educator and staff retention
Questions to Consider
• What CTE Career Clusters®/CTE programs have educator vacancies across the county? High
turnover of staff? What noteworthy practices across the county are in place to recruit new CTE
staff? Can instructors and expertise be shared among partners?
• How diverse is the CTE staff in the county (i.e., Administrators, Educators and Counselors)? Does
the diversity of the staff reflect the demographic makeup of the county?
• What professional development activities are offered in the county around CTE academic,
technical, or equity instruction? Are instructors provided with professional development
opportunities to remain current in their fields?
• What types of professional development activities to improve CTE instructor expertise exist
within the county? Could these activities and events be open to others across the county?
• CTE teachers are often one of very few teachers of their kind in a school, district or college. How
might we collaborate and provide better customized professional learning experiences for these
industry-specific instructors by working together?
• How might we better leverage industry professionals to shape and support industry-specific
professional development for teachers and professors?
• Which professional development needs are most pressing? How can these needs be addressed
through collaboration and partnership?
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Evaluation of County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Regional CTE Program Access and Equity
Perkins V legislation requires evaluation of the progress in providing equal access to CTE programs,
particularly CTE programs that lead to strong positive outcomes for all students.
What does the law say?
“Perkins Section 134(c)(2)(E) A description of progress toward implementation of equal access
to high-quality career and technical education courses and CTE Programs of Study for all
students, including— (i) strategies to overcome barriers that result in lower rates of access to,
or performance gaps in, the courses and CTE programs for student groups; (ii) providing CTE
programs that are designed to enable student groups to meet the local levels of performance;
and (iii) providing activities to prepare student groups for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand
industry sectors or occupations in competitive, integrated settings that will lead to selfsufficiency.”
What does the law mean?
This requirement is focused on supports for student groups. The law challenges states to
assist locals in directing resources or supports to close performance gaps and remove barriers.
There may be different supports necessary to address different barriers and different student
groups.
Review participation data for students from student groups and consider how CTE programs are
promoted to prospective students. Strategies for inclusion of all students into CTE programs includes
the following:
•
•
•
•

Depicting students from student groups in promotional materials
Actively recruiting students from student groups
Providing career guidance that helps students from student groups choose a pathway that fits
their goals and strengths
Partnering with local schools to familiarize middle school and elementary school students with
CTE offerings and building relationships to leverage resources

Finally, consider CTE program delivery through an equity lens. Look at the accommodations,
modifications, and supportive services offered and identify ways to increase those opportunities to
support all students. Examine the curriculum, instruction, materials and assessments for content that
may marginalize students. The NJDOE’s Career Equity Resource Center webpage has resources to
assist in identifying unintentional bias. In addition, identify barriers to participation in work-based
learning, Career and Technical Student Organization’s (CTSOs), and articulated credit opportunities
and determine potential strategies to address those barriers.
Deepen this analysis by conducting focus groups, surveys, or interviews with students from student
groups, their family members, and community-based organizations that work with student groups.
These activities can uncover information about needs, preferences and perceptions that impact
progress on reaching institution goals.
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Worksheet: County CTE Program Access and Equity
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE CTE County Data Card
• Applications, entry requirements, pre-requisite courses, etc. in place for each CTE program
• Processes for providing accommodations, modifications and supportive services
• Promotional materials, recruitment activities
Questions to Consider
• Overall, what patterns and trends in student group enrollment and participation can you note
across CTE programs in the county?
o Does the CTE student group reflect the representative demographic of the county?
o Which specific student groups are under- and over-represented in each CTE program?
• Do all students in your county have access to all CTE programs? How can you better offer all
students the opportunity to access programs of study, including aligned pathways and recognized
postsecondary credentials in your county?
• Who offers which high-skill, high-wage, in-demand CTE programs? How might we increase
opportunities for more students to enroll in these programs?
• How are under-represented student groups actively recruited from sending districts and schools
into CTE programs that have enrollment discrepancies?
• Identify barriers related to equitable enrollment of under-represented groups in high-quality CTE
programs across your county. What strategies can be used to actively address these potential
barriers?
• What efforts are made to ensure students in middle schools have access to CTE opportunities?
o Is there communication and coordination between middle and high school
counseling/guidance departments regarding CTE opportunities?
o Do we collectively ensure that student groups at the middle school level have equitable
access to information about CTE programs?
• What accommodations, modifications, transitional programs and support are provided to CTE
students with special needs (e.g., access to local agencies, referral systems etc.)? What are
noteworthy practices, and how might we better leverage them?
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Evaluation: County-Level CTE Program Alignment
Current State:

Desired State:

Noteworthy Practices:

Resources to Leverage:

County Goal(s) Associated with Element, if applicable:
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Part Two:
Conducting the CLNA at
the Local Level
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Part Two: Conducting the CLNA at the Local Level
Three or more goals may have been developed through the countywide CLNA process. The
next step is to conduct a deep dive into your own district or college’s data and determine
how you will work to address the larger county goals through your CTE program offerings
and practices.
Your group may decide to review the data through the protocol featured in Appendix A. As
mentioned above, there are six key elements to attend to at the local level (p.3), and any
appropriate data analysis protocol can be applied to each section. The county goals crafted
through the CLNA process will serve as a wider lens for analysis. As you plan your local
application, programmatic investments and transformations, consider how each choice will
in some way contribute toward reaching the larger county goals. We are now working
together to serve the labor needs of our county, region and state, and each LEA can and will
contribute to that alignment.
Conversations to explore the six key elements at a greater depth will be held at the again at
the local level. This section includes questions that may prompt reflection and discussion.
The entire local LEA group can work on all six areas, or the questions can be considered by
separate groups looking at data specific to each element. After the separate key elements
are analyzed, all the findings must be compiled, and decisions and priorities will emerge.
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Local CTE Program Alignment to Labor Market
In this section, the law requires careful consideration of the alignment between the CTE programs
offered by your district or college and the labor market needs of the area:
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(B)(ii) (ii) (I) aligned to State, regional, Tribal, or local in-demand industry
sectors or occupations identified by the State workforce development board described in
section 101 of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (29 U.S.C. 3111) (referred to in
this section as the ‘State board’) or local workforce development board, including career
pathways, where appropriate; or (II) designed to meet local education or economic needs not
identified by State boards or local workforce development boards.”
What does the law mean?
The law requires an analysis of how CTE programs are meeting workforce needs and provides
eligible recipients with multiple ways to demonstrate labor market demand, from a
combination of state and local sources.
These conversations should begin at the county-level meeting, and it is likely that countywide goals
were formed to respond to a need in the county. As you know, Perkins-funded CTE programs must be
closely aligned to programs that prepare students for occupations the NJDOL as high-skill, high-wage
and/or in-demand. The NJDOE, in consultation with the labor market analysts at NJDOL, have created
definitions or thresholds for “high-skill” industry sectors or occupations, “high-wage” and “indemand” industry sectors or occupations (see p.10 of NJ State Perkins V Plan).
CTE program funding must be aligned to these industries and occupations. Careful examination of the
information for in-demand sectors and occupations at the outset will ground your analysis, and this
may cause a significant shift or transformation in your local CTE program offerings.
While conducting the analysis, consider long-term projections in addition to immediate labor market
needs, particularly if the CTE programs have a continuum of occupational opportunities and multiple
entry and exit points. Consider the county landscape and goals, and work closely with the local
workforce development boards, chambers of commerce, and local unions/industry associations to
get a complete picture of how to transform or develop your CTE programs.
Braided Funding Opportunities:
• ESSA I.A. 1112 LEA Plans
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA IV.A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV.F. 4624 Promise Neighborhoods
• IDEA Part D. Sec 300.320 Individualized Education Program
• WIOA I.B. 129 Program Design
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Worksheet: Local CTE Program Alignment to Labor Market
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE District CTE Data Card
• County Labor Market Information
• Input from industry sector or occupation representatives, with reference to opportunities for
student groups
Questions to Consider
• Do CTE programs offered in your district or college prepare students for the in-demand, high-skill,
high-wage occupations available in the region?
• What does enrollment in the tightly-aligned CTE programs look like? How might you increase
enrollment in the aligned programs?
• How many different programs are offered for each of the key industries, and how many students
do they serve?
• Are there any CTE programs that need to be developed, refined or transformed to better align
with labor market demand? How might you transform or sunset CTE programs that are not
aligned?*
• What career exploration and guidance strategies are in place to attract and support all students in
these aligned programs? What should be added?
• Do you offer CTE programs for pathways to occupations at all levels of educational attainment?
Do you offer pathways with multiple on- and off-ramps? Are all of your programs focused on the
subsequent attainment of advanced degrees, or are there programs that culminate immediately
in industry-valued credentials?
• What connections for the transition to postsecondary education have been made (dual credit,
articulation, certifications, pre-apprenticeship) in the in-demand areas?
• Do clear pathways and multiple entry/exit points exist for students to obtain postsecondary
credentials? If not, what connections need to be made?
• Are all students within the special population categories offered the same opportunities to
prepare for work in the local labor market as other students?
*The NJDOE recognizes that CTE program transformation may pose a challenge for districts and

colleges and will provide additional resources and guidance to support this process over time.
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Evaluation: Local CTE Alignment to Labor Market
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
response below will identify how CTE programs are aligned to state, regional, or local-in demand industry sectors, and are aligned to
meet economic and labor needs. The evidence or data source used to inform should be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source”
field below.
Narrative Prompt
How well are your CTE programs aligned to key industries identified in the NJDOL LMI? What are the biggest gaps and what
programs can be transformed?
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Programs, Local CTE Alignment to Labor Market Strategies in Priority Order:
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Local CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
The next component of the CLNA relates to the quality and implementation of CTE programs. In
contrast to the labor market alignment analysis, which considers needs that originate from the labor
market, this next focus area addresses the decisions made when delivering CTE programs.
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(B)(i) A description of how career and technical education CTE programs
offered by the eligible recipient are—
(i) sufficient in size, scope and quality to meet the needs of all students served by the eligible
recipient; and…”
What does the law mean?
The provision maintains the size, scope and quality requirements in Perkins IV, but instead
requires that this description be addressed through the CLNA (which is part of the local
application in Perkins V) instead of in the local plan in Perkins IV. The state has the
responsibility to establish the definition of these three requirements.
The considerations to address include, but are not limited to:
• CTE programs to offer (and which to phase out)
• Opportunities for work-based learning, career and technical student organization (CTSO)
participation, certifications, credentials and articulated credit
• Strategies for ensuring equitable access for all CTE students
The rest of the CLNA must be considered holistically, through an evaluation process that
encompasses all these quality CTE program components. The key is to capture the full breadth of CTE
program quality and implementation at the larger regional scale, and this can be done through
several ways. In this area of focus, the law requires you to assess whether you are offering a
sufficient number of courses and CTE programs to meet the diverse needs of all student groups;
whether those CTE programs are sufficiently broad as well as vertically aligned and linked to the next
level of education; and how the quality of CTE program delivery serves to develop student knowledge
and skills and prepare them for success.
To meet the Perkins V CLNA Requirement (Section 134(c)(2)(B)(i)) NJDOE Office of Career Readiness
has defined size, scope and quality of CTE programs in three different contexts (Secondary,
Postsecondary College, Postsecondary Adult) to assist institutions with completing their CLNA.
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Braided Funding Opportunities:
• ESSA I.A. 1112 LEA Plans
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA I.A. 1115 Targeted Assistance Programs
• ESSA IV.A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV. A.4109 Support the Effective Use of Technology
• ESSA IV. 4205 Local Activities
• ESSA IV.F. 4624 Promise Neighborhoods
• IDEA Part D. Sec 300.320 Individualized Education Program
• WIOA I.B. 129 Program Design
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Worksheet: Local CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE District CTE Data Card
• Total number of CTE programs in the and number of courses within each program area
• CTE course content information, applications for certain CTE programs, if applicable
• CTE course enrollment: student participation, attainment of credentials and articulated credit,
student retention and transition
Questions to Consider
Size
• What CTE programs have the highest student enrollment? Are these CTE programs associated
with students attaining high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations?
• Are there opportunities for all students to access the high-skill, high-wage, in-demand CTE
programs? How many seats are available in these programs?
• Is enrollment sufficient to support the program? If not, how do you recruit for it? Are students
choosing to enroll or requesting to be placed in these CTE programs? Have the reasons why
students who want to enroll and do not enroll been identified?
• If lower enrollment programs exist, are they more closely aligned with high-skill, high-wage, indemand CTE occupations than the higher-enrolled programs? If so, how might you attract more
students into these programs?
Scope
• Do opportunities to continue in a postsecondary track exist in those high-skill, high-wage, indemand CTE programs? Has an effort been made to transform them into Programs of Study?
• Which CTE programs have the highest number of articulation agreements? Which programs are
lacking those agreements?
• What percent of students are categorized as participants, concentrators and completers within
each CTE program? Is student attrition high between the program levels? Are we losing students
on the path to completion? How can that be addressed?
• Is there communication and coordination among secondary, postsecondary and industry sectors
or occupations concerning the development and delivery of CTE Programs of study in your district
or college? How could that improve?
Quality
• Do all CTE programs prepare students for occupations that meet at least two of the three criteria:
high-skill, high-wage and in-demand occupations? Do your programs lead to credentials of value
in in-demand industries? How will you transition programs into programs of study over time?
• What strategies are in place to recruit and retain employers participating in work-based learning?
• Do your programs feature up-to-date, industry-standard equipment, facilities, curricula, methods
of instruction, and work-based learning opportunities?
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•

Are you effectively partnering with employers and educational institutions to ensure that your
programs are aligned with industry need and future academic opportunities? How can
partnerships be leveraged to improve CTE programs across the region?
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CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality: Secondary Programs
Size (Numerical Value)

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable
Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of not
fewer than three CTE courses;
or two years of CTE courses for
a County Vocational-Technical
School District

Fundable programs will
transition over time to become
programs of study, where
students are prepared to obtain
a recognized postsecondary
credential 4

Fundable programs are
limited to programs that
prepare students for
occupations that meet at
least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, highwage and in-demand
occupations

Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of the
program. Minimum enrollment
in the first course is 10
students, or a waiver must be
requested with justification
provided

The curriculum offers academic,
technical and employability skills
verified by an advisory board
specific to the program

Students are achieving
program goals, objectives
and are making progress
toward each of the
indicators

Schools must offer a minimum
of one approved program of
study to receive funding, but
must transition all programs
over the next three years 5

Links or pathways must exist
between the secondary and
postsecondary CTE programs of
study

The program has certified
teachers providing
instruction on industry and
academic standards

Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged
in work-based experiences
in the related industry by
the end-of-program
completion.

Per WIOA Training and Employment Guidance Letter (TEGL) 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means
a credential consisting of an industry-recognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an
apprenticeship, a license recognized by the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate
degree.”
5 All funded CTE programs must develop a plan over the next three years to include attainment of a recognized
postsecondary credential in the transition towards Programs of Study
4
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CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and may have
credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 6 These occupations
may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to access at
multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean annual
wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and provided to the
New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development.
In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus replacement)
openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be provided
annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided as a
reference to LEAs annually.
6
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CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality: Postsecondary College Programs
Size (Numerical Value)

Scope (Curricular Concerns)

Quality (Measurable Results)

Programs must include a
coherent sequence of no
fewer than 12 credits or the
equivalent in a career and
technical field, leading to a
certificate or degree
Programs must retain 40% of
concentrators enrolled
through the completion of
their degree (incrementally
increase retention over the
next three years from 30%
to 40%)
Establish a minimum of one
early college CTE program
with secondary school
districts with a
concentration of ESSAPerkins V-identified student
groups
Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

Fundable programs must lead
to a recognized postsecondary
credential 7

Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations
Students are achieving program
goals, objectives and are
making progress toward each
of the indicators

The curriculum offers
academic, technical and
employability skills verified by
an advisory board specific to
the program
Establish articulation
agreements with, at a
minimum, 50% of the
secondary schools with CTE
programs

The program has appropriately
trained faculty providing
instruction on industry and
academic standards

The curriculum shows a
progression of instruction
towards an occupation or
profession and includes
pathways to advancement

All students have engaged in
work-based experiences in the
related industry by the end-ofprogram completion

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of an industryrecognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a license recognized by
the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate degree.”
7
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CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and may have
credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 8 These occupations
may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to access at
multiple points and lead to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean annual
wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and provided to the
New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development.
In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus replacement)
openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be provided
annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.

The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided as a
reference to LEAs annually.
8
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CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality: Postsecondary Adult Programs
Size (Numerical Value)
Programs must set aside a
designated percentage of
their total allocations to
directly serve special
populations
Programs must retain 40% of
participants initially enrolled
through their completion of
the program
Advisory boards must be
composed of at least 30% of
participants with industry
experience specific to the
program

Scope (Curricular Concerns)
Fundable programs must lead
to a recognized
postsecondary credential 9

Quality (Measurable Results)
Fundable programs are limited
to programs that prepare
students for occupations that
meet at least two of the three
criteria: high-skill, high-wage
and in-demand occupations
The curriculum offers
Students are achieving
academic, technical and
program goals, objectives and
employability skills verified by are making progress toward
an advisory board specific to
each of the indicators
the program
The curriculum shows a
The program has appropriately
progression of instruction
trained faculty providing
towards an occupation or
instruction on industry and
profession and includes
academic standards
pathways to advancement

CTE programs must support career pathways meeting two of the following three criteria:
•

•

•

High-skill occupations require a high level of knowledge in a technical domain and may have
credentials, certificates and degrees associated with advancement. Each level of typical
educational attainment will have a set of occupations classified as high skill. 10 These occupations
may not require a bachelor’s degree for entry into the field but have pathways to access at
multiple points and leading to advancement.
High-wage occupations pay at or above the median hourly wage ($20.96) or the mean annual
wage for New Jersey ($58,210). This calculation will be adjusted annually and provided to the
New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) by New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development.
In-demand occupations have more than the median number of total (growth plus replacement)
openings statewide or in a particular region. This data at the county level will be provided
annually by NJDOL to the NJDOE for use by LEAs in the Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment.

Per WIOA TEGL 10-16, a recognized postsecondary credential “means a credential consisting of an industryrecognized certificate or certification, a certificate of completion of an apprenticeship, a license recognized by
the State involved or Federal Government, or an associate or baccalaureate degree.”
10
The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has provided NJDOE with a formal methodology for the
identification of specific high-wage, in-demand occupations. The list of these occupations will be provided as a
reference to LEAs annually.
9
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Evaluation: Local CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
response below will identify how CTE programs are sufficient in size, scope, and quality; are aligned to state, regional, tribal, or localin demand industry sectors, and are aligned to meet economic and labor needs. The evidence or data source used to inform should
be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source” field below.
Narrative Prompt
Do you have adequate CTE program design? Adequate CTE design indicators include meeting the state approved secondary or postsecondary definitions of size, scope, and quality, growing and sustainable enrollment, labor-aligned programs of study, articulation
agreements, sequenced progression of courses within program area, industry-valued credentials, and thoughtful program evaluation
processes.
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Programs, Size, Scope and Quality Strategies in Priority Order:
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Local CTE Student Performance
The Perkins V legislation requires the evaluation of student performance on federal accountability
measures both in the aggregate and disaggregate by all student groups as defined in Perkins V:
What does the law say?
“Section 134(c)(2)(A) (A) An evaluation of the performance of the students served by the
eligible recipient with respect to State determined and local levels of performance established
pursuant to section 113, including an evaluation of performance for student groups and each
subgroup described in section 1111(h)(1)(C)(ii) of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965.”
What does the law mean?
The comprehensive local needs assessment must contain an evaluation of CTE concentrators’
performance on the core performance indicators. While eligible recipients already are
required to do this as part of their local plans under Perkins IV, the evaluation now must at a
minimum include a performance analysis of all student groups (as defined in ESSA).
Perkins V requires data for student groups that is defined as:
• Gender (secondary and postsecondary)
• Race and Ethnicity (secondary and postsecondary)
• Individuals from economically disadvantaged families, including low-income youth and adults
(secondary and postsecondary)
• Individuals with disabilities (secondary and postsecondary)
• English learners (secondary and postsecondary)
• Homeless individuals (secondary)
• Youth who are in, or who have aged out of the foster care system (secondary)
• Youth with a parent who is on active duty in the military (secondary)
• Migrant status (secondary)
• Single parents, including single pregnant women (secondary and postsecondary)
• In the existing student performance indicators for the transition year from school year (SY) 201516, SY 2016-17 and SY 2017-18 includes information on:
o ELA Proficiency (secondary)
o Math Proficiency (secondary)
o Science Proficiency (No data is available for the SY 2017-18) (secondary)
o 4-Year Graduation Rate (secondary)
o Retention/Placement (postsecondary)
o Technical Skill Attainment (TSA) (secondary)
o Postsecondary Credential (secondary and postsecondary)
o Postsecondary Credits (No data is available for the SY2017-18) (secondary)
o Work-Based Learning (secondary)
o Individuals preparing for nontraditional fields (secondary and postsecondary)
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Braided Funding Opportunities:
• ESSA I.A. 1112 LEA Plans
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA I.A. 1115 Targeted Assistance Programs
• ESSA I.C. 1431 Education of Migrant Children-Program Evaluations
• ESSA IV.A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV. 4205 Local Activities
• ESSA IV.F. 4624 Promise Neighborhoods
• IDEA Part D. Sec 300.320 Individualized Education Program
• WIOA I.B. 129 Program Design
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Worksheet: Local CTE Student Performance:
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE District CTE Data Card (Required)
Questions to Consider
• Overall, what student performance patterns can be identified across CTE indicators/CTE
programs/schools?
• Are there one or more performance indicators in which your district struggles to meet
across programs within CTE or throughout the district? What specific strategies can you
implement in CTE to address the need?
• Which elements of your CTE programs are the strongest? The weakest? Why? Which of
the weaker elements, if addressed, would have the largest impact on student
performance?
• Which specific student groups are not participating in CTE or are struggling the most to
be successful? Are there roadblocks that can be addressed immediately? What strategies
need a more comprehensive long-term plan?
• How are students from all student groups performing in my CTE programs in comparison
to students without identified special needs?
• Are there disparities in various populations’ and/or groups’ performance in specific
programs? Why? How long have there been discrepancies in performance and what, if
anything, has been attempted to remedy them?
• What specific strategies, supports and interventions might be considered to improve
performance in needed areas?
Please note: Performance data includes student data aggregated from both the concentrator and
completer designations
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Evaluation: Local CTE Student Performance
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
below questions will provide an evaluation of student performance served by your district or college, based on state and locally
determined levels of performance, including the evaluation of performance for special populations and student groups. The
evidence or data source used to inform should be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source” field below.
Narrative Prompt
Where are the biggest gaps in Perkins Performance Indicators among CTE programs? How might we improve academic and technical
skills across all programs, and what specific components need to be addressed?
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Program Student Performance Strategies in Priority Order:
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Local CTE Program Implementation
Section 134(c)(2)(C) An evaluation of progress toward the implementation of career and technical
education programs and Programs of Study. In this section, the legislation requires consideration as
to how well institutions are implementing the full scope of CTE programs and Programs of Study,
defined in Perkins V as:
What does the law say?
“a coordinated, nonduplicative sequence of academic and technical content at the secondary
and postsecondary level that—
(a) incorporates challenging State academic standards, including those adopted by a State
under section 1111(b)(1) of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965;
(b) addresses both academic and technical knowledge and skills, including employability skills;
(c) is aligned with the needs of industries in the economy of the state, region, tribal
community or local area;
(d) progresses in specificity (beginning with all aspects of an industry or Career Cluster® and
leading to more occupation-specific instruction);
(e) has multiple entry and exit points that incorporate credentialing; and
(f) culminates in the attainment of a recognized postsecondary credential.”
What does the law mean?
This evaluation should be both a backward and forward-looking review of the CTE programs
and Programs of Study offered. In addition to meeting the definition for size, scope and
quality, this requirement addresses current and future plans to support the implementation of
CTE programs and Programs of Study.
Braided Funding Opportunities:
• ESSA I.A. 1112 LEA Plans
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA I.A. 1115 Targeted Assistance Programs
• ESSA I.C. 1431 Education of Migrant Children-Program Evaluations
• ESSA IV. A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV. A.4109 Support the Effective Use of Technology
• ESSA IV. 4205 Local Activities
• ESSA IV.F. 4624 Promise Neighborhoods
• IDEA Part D. Sec 300.320 Individualized Education Program
• WIOA I.B. 129 Program Design
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Worksheet: Local CTE Program Implementation
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
• NJDOE District CTE Data Card (Required)
• CTE course content information
• CTE course enrollment: student participation, attainment of credentials and articulated credit,
student retention and transition
Questions to Consider
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

What role do industry partners play in the development and delivery of the CTE programs? How
do you ensure your programs of study are responsive to community employment needs, are
informed by labor market information, and allow for employer input?
How many of your programs are Programs of Study, which feature courses aligned to
postsecondary credit?
How does your district/college ensure that CTE faculty and teachers are involved in the design,
revision and approval of programs of study and articulation agreements?
Or, in the case of a college LEA, how many of your programs align with secondary offerings?
o How might you increase the number of Programs of Study you offer?
o How do your programs of study lead to credentials of workplace value that provide all
students opportunities for living wage employment, with an emphasis on the Perkins
special populations and student groups?
o How many students across your programs earn a recognized certificate, industryrecognized credential or postsecondary credit(s)?
Do the courses offered in each of the CTE programs feature opportunities for project-based
learning, problem-solving activities, experiential learning and differentiated instructional
methods?
Does the CTE program integrate and maintain current and/or state-of-the-art technology that
reflects industry norms; and students can both demonstrate and articulate technological trends
that affect the field?
Is the CTSO an integral part of the instructional program that provides opportunities for service
learning, occupational, employability and leadership development?
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•

What efforts are made to ensure student awareness of work-based learning opportunities in the
district or college?
o Do all of your programs offer all students opportunities for work-based learning
experiences?
o How many of your CTE students have access to work-based learning experiences? How
is that supported?
o Does the district or college have a work-based learning or cooperative education
coordinator to support student placement in a work setting?
o How do you communicate work-based learning opportunities to students and their
families?
o How do you communicate and coordinate the development and delivery of workbased learning opportunities with business/industry?
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Evaluation: Local CTE Program Implementation
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
responses should identify progress toward the implementation of career and technical education programs and programs of study.
The evidence or data source used to inform should be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source” field below.
Narrative Prompt
In what ways do programs partner with secondary, postsecondary, adult basic education, local workforce development boards, and
business/industry representatives to ensure programs are high-quality and offer direct access to a postsecondary pathway?
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Program Implementation Strategies in Priority Order:
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Local CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development
In this piece of the legislation, you are required to assess and develop plans to improve the quality of
your faculty and staff through recruitment, retention and professional development, with attention
paid to diversity in the profession.
What does the law say?
“Perkins V Section 134(c)(2)(D) A description of how the eligible recipient will improve
recruitment, retention and training of CTE educators, faculty, specialized instructional support
personnel, paraprofessionals and career guidance and academic counselors, including
individuals in groups underrepresented in such professions.”
What does the law mean?
Eligible recipients must evaluate their current and future recruitment, retention and
professional development needs. This may require root cause analysis of educators or other
staff shortages.
Focus your discussion on this section around the state CTE certification policies and the relevant
terms defined in Perkins V, particularly the definition of “professional development”, which
emphasizes sustainability, relevance and quality of these experiences. Take a comprehensive view as
you consider the educators, administrators, staff, and academic and career counselors that support
your CTE programs. Consider the ways they demonstrate their commitment to the profession
through the pursuit of advanced certification or extensive professional development. Look for gaps in
expertise within and across CTE programs, and opportunities to enhance their professional
development. In addition, consider how you recruit educators and staff, and prepare them for their
responsibilities, particularly new educators coming from a background in an industry sector or
occupation.
To take this analysis further, compare your current staff capacity to your future plans for CTE
programming. For example, based on your CLNA, you may intend to develop new CTE programs of
study or expand your career development services in the next four years. As you consider your
current staff, you will need to make projections about where you need to increase skills or hire new
people.
Finally, consider your methods for recruiting and retaining educators and staff from student groups
traditionally underrepresented in the profession. Compare the demographics of your educators and
staff to the makeup of your student body. To make this more robust, conduct a root causes analysis
similar to that outlined in the Student Performance and Progress Toward Improving Access and
Equity sections of this working guide, and consult colleagues who worked on educator shortage and
diversity issues for ESSA. The NJDOE’s Office of Educator Recruitment, Preparation and Recognition
have developed a set of resources to support diversifying New Jersey’s educator workforce.
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Braided Funding Opportunities:
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA IV. A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV. A.4109 Support the Effective Use of Technology
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Worksheet: Local CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NJDOE District CTE Data Card (Required)
NJDOE Certification and Induction, CTE Titles and Endorsements
Data on faculty, staff, administrator and counselor preparation; credentials; salaries and benefits;
and demographics
Description of recruitment and retention processes
Descriptions of professional development, mentoring and externship opportunities
Data on educator participation in professional development, mentoring and externship
Findings from educator evaluations
Findings from surveys/focus groups of educators’ needs and preferences
Data on educator and staff retention
Information about educator shortage areas and projections of future staffing needs

Questions to Consider
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

What CTE Career Clusters®/CTE programs have educator vacancies? High turnover of staff?
What processes are in place to recruit new CTE staff both internally and externally?
Are all CTE staff appropriately certified? Has an institution-wide survey of teacher certification
and college degree completion been conducted to determine if they hold more than one
certificate or, to determine if they can easily bridge into a CTE certification?
How diverse is the CTE staff (i.e., Administrators, Educators and Counselors)? Does the diversity of
the staff reflect the demographic makeup of the student body or service region?
In what ways have you considered under-represented students as staffing decisions are made?
How is the need for professional development identified?
What substantive and effective professional development activities are offered around CTE
academic, technical, or equity instruction? Are instructors provided with professional
development opportunities to remain current in their fields?
For secondary programs, is there a process to determine the possibility of bridge certification for
academic area teachers to become CTE educators in your district?
How does your secondary/postsecondary school provide, approve and fund professional
development activities to improve CTE staff?
Which professional development needs are most pressing? What strategies will you use to
support educators over the next four years to ensure your programmatic and performance goals
can be met?
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Evaluation: Local Recruitment, Retention and Training of CTE Educators
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
responses will describe how your district or college will improve recruitment, retention, and training of career and technical
education teachers, faculty, specialized instructional support personnel, paraprofessionals, and career guidance and academic
counselors, including individuals in groups underrepresented in such professions. The evidence or data source used to inform should
be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source” field below.
Narrative Prompt
What processes and strategies are in place to recruit, support and retain high-quality CTE educators? What industry- and programspecific professional development opportunities are available to your staff and faculty?
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development Strategies in Priority Order:
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Local CTE Program Access and Equity
Perkins V legislation requires evaluation of the progress in providing equal access to CTE programs,
particularly CTE programs that lead to strong positive outcomes for all students.
What does the law say?
“Perkins Section 134(c)(2)(E) A description of progress toward implementation of equal access
to high-quality career and technical education courses and CTE Programs of Study for all
students, including— (i) strategies to overcome barriers that result in lower rates of access to,
or performance gaps in, the courses and CTE programs for student groups; (ii) providing CTE
programs that are designed to enable student groups to meet the local levels of performance;
and (iii) providing activities to prepare student groups for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand
industry sectors or occupations in competitive, integrated settings that will lead to selfsufficiency.”
What does the law mean?
This requirement is focused on supports for student groups. The law challenges states to
assist locals in directing resources or supports to close performance gaps and remove barriers.
There may be different supports necessary to address different barriers and different student
groups.
Review participation data for students from student groups and consider how CTE programs are
promoted to prospective students. Strategies for inclusion of all students into CTE programs includes
the following:
•
•
•
•

Depicting students from student groups in promotional materials
Actively recruiting students from student groups
Providing career guidance that helps students from student groups choose a pathway that fits
their goals and strengths
Partnering with local schools to familiarize middle school and elementary school students with
CTE offerings and building relationships to leverage resources

Finally, consider CTE program delivery through an equity lens. Look at the accommodations,
modifications, and supportive services offered and identify ways to increase those opportunities to
support all students. Examine the curriculum, instruction, materials and assessments for content that
may marginalize students. The NJDOE’s Career Equity Resource Center webpage has resources to
assist in identifying unintentional bias. In addition, identify barriers to participation in work-based
learning, Career and Technical Student Organization’s (CTSOs), and articulated credit opportunities
and determine potential strategies to address those barriers.
Deepen this analysis by conducting focus groups, surveys, or interviews with students from student
groups, their family members, and community-based organizations that work with student groups.
These activities can uncover information about needs, preferences and perceptions that impact
progress on reaching institution goals.
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Worksheet: Local CTE Program Access and Equity
Data, Materials and Sources of Evidence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NJDOE District CTE Data Card (Required)
Data on participation and performance for students from all student groups
Applications, entry requirements, pre-requisite courses, etc. in place for each CTE program
Processes for providing accommodations, modifications and supportive services for student
groups in specific CTE programs
Promotional materials, recruitment activities and career guidance activities for student groups
Procedures for work-based learning for student groups
Findings from surveys/focus groups

Questions to Consider
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Can all students access all of your CTE programs?
Overall, does the CTE student group reflect the representative demographic of the district or
county?
o Which specific student groups are under- or over-represented in each CTE program?
Identify the barriers related to under-represented groups enrollment in high-quality CTE
programs. What strategies are used to actively address these barriers?
What is your approach to provide outreach to special and/or historically underserved
populations?
How are under-represented student groups actively recruited into CTE programs that have
enrollment discrepancies? How do you ensure that students from under-represented groups are
accepted and enrolled into CTE programs?
What efforts are made to ensure students in middle schools have access to CTE opportunities?
o Is there communication and coordination between middle and high school
guidance/counseling departments regarding CTE opportunities? Is this exclusively
delegated to school counselors?
o Does the CTE institution ensure that student groups at the middle school level have
equitable access to information about CTE programs?
What communication efforts are made to connect with families and the community?
What accommodations, modifications, transitional programs and support are provided to CTE
students with special needs (e.g., access to local agencies, referral systems etc.)?
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Resources to Better Support Equity and Access
After examining data to identify significant differences in performance between student groups and
across programs, the next step is to consider the root causes of these inequities so that you can later
identify corresponding practices that can combat inequity in your CTE programs.
The Career Equity Resource Center (CERC) resides in the New Jersey Department of Education's Office
of Career Readiness. The center provides data-driven, research-based professional development and
technical assistance to secondary schools and county colleges with career and technical education
(CTE) programs.
National Alliance for Partnerships in Equity (NAPE) resources, including data dashboards and other
tools, can support this process.
The Equity Gap Analysis: Local tool provides more information on conducting an equity gap analysis
to assist in meeting the provisions of Perkins V for supporting special population learners.
The NAPE Nontraditional Career Preparation: Root Causes and Strategies tool summarizes the
research into root causes of inequality and the strategies for addressing these root causes, in relation
to nontraditional career pathways. See more here: napequity.org/root
The PIPEline to Career Success for Students with Disabilities: Root Causes and Strategies Tables offer
a simplified review of root causes or barriers that students with disabilities face to accessing highquality education, including career and technical education experiences.
The Methods of Administration (MOA) program exists to ensure that all students, regardless of race,
color, national origin, sex, or disability, have equal access to high-quality career and technical
education programs. Through its Methods of Administration authority, the Office for Civil Rights of
the United State Department of Education oversees the civil rights compliance programs of state
agencies that administer career and technical education.
Braided Funding Opportunities
• ESSA I.A. 1112 LEA Plans
• ESSA I.A. 1114 School-Level Programs
• ESSA I.A. 1115 Targeted Assistance Programs
• ESSA I.C. 1431 Education of Migrant Children-Program Evaluations
• ESSA IV.A.4107 Activities to Support Well-Rounded Educational Opportunities
• ESSA IV. 4205 Local Activities
• ESSA IV.F. 4624 Promise Neighborhoods
• IDEA Part D. Sec 300.320 Individualized Education Program
• WIOA I.B. 129 Program Design
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Evaluation: Local CTE Program Access and Equity
Respond to the narrative prompt in consideration of the data collected from interviews, focus groups, or other methodologies. The
response should identify strategies to overcome barriers that result in lower rates of access to, or performance gaps for, special
populations and ways that programs are designed to enable special populations to meet the local levels of performance.
Additionally, the responses should identify that activities are designed to prepare special populations for high-skill, high-wage, or indemand industry sectors or occupations in competitive, integrated settings that will lead to self-sufficiency for CTE students. The
evidence or data source used to inform should be identified in the “Evidence/Data Source” field below.
Narrative Prompt
Describe your progress toward the implementation of equal access to high-quality career and technical education courses and
programs of study for all students. What is your equity-based approach for maximizing student potential to increase success in your
CTE programs?
Current State:

Desired State:

Evidence/Data Source:
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Element: Evaluation of CTE Programs
Rating (select one):
1: Significant gaps and/or multiple gaps exist
2: Some gaps exist, and/or we do not have a concrete plan to address them
3: Very few gaps exist, and we have processes in place to close the remaining gaps
4: No gaps exist
Action Plan for Improving CTE Program Access and Equity Strategies in Priority Order:
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Part Three:
Translating Your CLNA
Results into the
Local Application
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Part Three: Translating Your CLNA Results into the
Local Application
Translating the CLNA into action, in the form of the local application, is an invaluable opportunity to
focus on CTE program improvement and to implement plans that will have a long-term impact on
access to high-quality CTE for all students. It’s your chance to help improve the quality of CTE
education for all students, ultimately supporting Governor Murphy’s vision for a stronger, fairer New
Jersey.
Finishing the CLNA and beginning the local application for Perkins funds are the next steps in the
process and will require input from the required partners. Be creative and use your resources to get
valuable input. It does not have to happen in a large public forum but might be more effective
selecting the team leaders from each section.
It is time to review the findings and prioritize the action steps identified in each section. There are
likely more issues and actions than can be addressed at this time, however it is important to narrow
the list of needs to a key set of actions that will have the greatest impact on the following:
•
•
•
•

Improving CTE program size, scope and quality and ensuring labor-market alignment;
Closing performance gaps for student groups;
Removing barriers that reduce access and success.
Making sure the best and most diverse educators are on staff

Local Application (Sec. 134)
The local application is structured into three pieces: the actual application components, the
comprehensive needs assessment, and consultation requirements. The following forms are provided
to summarize the CLNA findings and bridge proposed strategies to the Uses of Funds selection. This
information will be uploaded into EWEG as the local application.
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Form A: Chief Institution Administrator Certification Form
(Upload required in NJDOE’s EWEG system)
Institution Information and Chief Institution Administrator Certification
County Name:
Institution Name:
Chief Institution Administrator Name:
Chief Institution Administrator Email:
The following certification must be made by the Chief Institution Administrator.
Note: Signatures must be kept on file at the Institution.
I certify that I have been included in consultations related to the priority needs of my career
and technical education (CTE) institution and participated in the completion of the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) related to the “Strengthening Career and
Technical Education for the 21st Century Act” (Perkins V). I have been an active member of the
CLNA stakeholder group and provided input to the CLNA and the selection of uses of funds. I
concur with the information presented herein, including the identification of student
performance indicators and CTE programs/Program of Study and activities that are funded by
Perkins V.

Signature
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Form B: Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment Summary (Upload required in NJDOE’s EWEG system)
Describe the results of the comprehensive needs assessment. Summarize the information from each required element, identifying
the priority work activity areas based upon the results of your CLNA. Once the priority areas are identified, please estimate the
amount of funding used through Perkins V. Please note: Elements 3,5 and 6 must be addressed through priorities and funding.
Note: This form is available as a Word document on the NJDOE website as: Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment Summary Form
(Word).
CTE Program Alignment to Labor Market (from local worksheet 1)
Rating
Priority Strategies

Estimated Funding Use ($)

Use of Funds Code

CTE Program Size, Scope and Quality (from local worksheet 2)
Rating
Priority Strategies

Estimated Funding Use ($)

Use of Funds Code

Student Performance (from local worksheet 3)
Rating
Priority Strategies

Estimated Funding Use ($)

Use of Funds Code

CTE Program Implementation (from local worksheet 4)
Rating
Priority Strategies

Estimated Funding Use ($)

Use of Funds Code

CTE Program Staff Recruitment, Retention and Development (from local worksheet 5)
Rating
Priority Strategies
Estimated Funding Use ($)

Use of Funds Code

CTE Program Access and Equity (from local worksheet 6)
Rating
Priority Strategies

Use of Funds Code
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Local Uses of Funds
Code

Local Uses of Funds

1

Provide career exploration and career development activities through an organized, systematic framework designed
to aid students, including in the middle grades, before enrolling and while participating in a CTE program, in making
informed plans and decisions about future education and career opportunities and programs of study.

2

Provide professional learning for teachers, faculty, school leaders, administrators, specialized instructional support
personnel, career guidance and academic counselors, or paraprofessionals.

3

Provide within CTE the skills necessary to pursue careers in high-skilled, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors
or occupations.

4

Support integration of academic skills into CTE programs and programs of study to support CTE participants at the
secondary level or at the postsecondary level.

5

Plan and carry out elements that support the implementation of CTE programs and programs of study that result in
increasing student achievement on performance indicators.

6

Develop and implement evaluations of the activities carried out with funds, including evaluations necessary to
complete the CLNA and the annual budget application.
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Form C: Local Application
(Narrative responses to be typed into text boxes in NJDOE’s EWEG system)
Each eligible recipient must submit a local application to be eligible for funding, and the local application should cover the same time
period as the state plan—four years. The following specific requirements for the application are delineated in Perkins V:
1. Which of your priorities align with county or regional goals developed collaboratively? (if applicable)
2. Provide information on the CTE course offerings and activities to be provided with Perkins funds, which includes at least one
state-approved program of study (refer to Local Worksheets 1 and 2):
o how the results of the CLNA informed the selection of the specific CTE programs and activities selected to be funded
o a description of any new programs of study the local recipient will develop and submit to the state for approval
o how students, including students who are members of special populations, will learn about their school’s CTE course
offerings and whether each course is part of a CTE program of study
3. Describe how the following activities will be provided in collaboration with local workforce development boards and other
local workforce agencies, one-stop delivery systems, and other partners (refer to Local Worksheets 2,4 and 6):
o career exploration and career development coursework, activities or services
o career information on employment opportunities that incorporate the most up-to-date information on high-skill,
high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations, as determined by the comprehensive needs assessment
o an organized system of career guidance and academic counseling to students before enrolling and while participating
in a CTE program
4. Describe how the academic and technical skills of students participating in CTE programs will be improved by strengthening
the academic and CTE components of such programs through the integration of coherent and rigorous content aligned with
challenging academic standards and relevant CTE programs to ensure learning in the subjects that constitute a well-rounded
education (as defined by ESEA)(refer to Local Worksheets 3, 4 and 6).
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5. Describe activities that will be provided to (refer to Local Worksheets 4 and 6):
o prepare special populations for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand occupations that will lead to self-sufficiency;
o prepare CTE participants for non-traditional fields;
o provide equal access for special populations to CTE courses, programs, and programs of study; and
o ensure that members of special populations will not be discriminated against on the basis of their status as members
of special populations.
6. Describe the work-based learning opportunities that will be provided to students participating in CTE programs and how the
recipient will work with representatives from employers to develop or expand work-based learning opportunities, as
applicable (refer to Local Worksheets 2 and 4).
7. Describe how students participating in CTE will be provided with the opportunity to gain postsecondary credit while still
attending high school, such as through dual or concurrent enrollment programs or early college high school, as practicable
(refer to Local Worksheets 2 and 4).
8. Describe coordination with the state and institutions of higher education to support the recruitment, preparation, retention,
and training, including professional development, of teachers, faculty, administrators, and specialized appropriately-certified
instructional support personnel, including individuals from groups underrepresented in the teaching profession (refer to
Local Worksheet 5).
9. Describe the process for how disparities or gaps in student performance identified in the CLNA will be addressed each year,
and if no meaningful progress has been achieved prior to the third program year, what additional actions that will be taken
to eliminate those disparities or gaps (refer to Local Worksheets 3 and 6).
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Form C: CLNA Required Stakeholder Verification/Consultation Requirements
(To be typed into text boxes in NJDOE’s EWEG system)
Every eligible recipient must verify the engagement of each of the required stakeholders. In the EWEG system, you will be asked to
list representatives from each of the stakeholder categories engaged, the organization or company represented, and how the
stakeholder was engaged. This evidence of engagement could be an activity such as completing a survey, attending a meeting, focus
group, etc.
At a minimum, the following groups must be engaged:
1) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs in a local educational agency or educational
service agency, including educators, career guidance and academic counselors, principals and other school
leaders, administrators and specialized instructional support personnel and paraprofessionals;
2) representatives of career and technical education CTE programs at postsecondary educational institutions,
including faculty and administrators;
3) representatives of the State board or local workforce development boards and a range of local or regional
businesses or industries;
4) parents and students;
5) representatives of student groups;
6) representatives of regional or local agencies serving out-of-school youth, homeless children and youth and at-risk
youth (as defined in section 1432 of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965);
7) representatives of Indian Tribes and Tribal organizations in the State, where applicable; and
8) any other stakeholders that the eligible agency may require the eligible recipient to consult.” SEC134(b)
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Appendix A: Notice and Wonder Protocol
The proposed protocol is called the Notice and Wonder Protocol, and it can help diverse
teams examine data together in three ways:
• It makes it easier for participants to internalize and make sense of the data;
• It forces the groups to have a conversation about what the data actually say;
and
• It assuages the temptation to rush to conclusions prematurely and misallocate
funds to solve a perceived problem.

Do First: Review Existing Regional Labor Market and CTE Data
Every group will have access to NJDOE Data Cards and NJDOL Labor Market
Information that include information about state, regional and county-level labor
market and CTE program information. This data will provide the platform for discussion
at these regional meetings. While it is tempting to dive into an analysis of each district
or college’s data at first, it is critical to view the larger CTE landscape in a region before
attempting to transform each district’s programs and offerings.
CLNA teams should inventory the entire landscape of CTE offerings through the lens of
a collective responsibility to prepare students for the high-wage, high-skill, in-demand
occupations available to them. The teams will be working with data provided by the
NJDOE and NJDOL, but will likely have additional district or college level information to
help explain the data points they are considering on the regional level. Regardless of
the data's specific source and composition, the information used for discussion at this
point will paint in broad brushstrokes the landscape of CTE in the area. As teams
continue through each step of the CLNA process, there will be sufficient time later to
paint in very fine brush lines in their local applications using their own specific findings.
The proposed protocol is designed so that CLNA teams engage thoroughly with their
regional and county-wide data before deciding how to address their own district or
college’s programmatic offerings. The first phase of this process does not include
districts and colleges attempting to elucidate problems of performance and student
learning that are present in their own LEA CTE data. This, of course, is an eventual goal
of CLNA process and the local application, but it will not be addressed in significant
detail until after the regional analysis is complete.
There is a good reason for this delay in identifying problem areas in specific districts
and colleges. In the past, through the local application, each LEA was using their own
data, working towards improving student achievement in their own specific programs,
so they were not able to see their specific role in the ecosystem of CTE offerings in the
region. By viewing LEA-specific data only through the lens of one college or district,
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only the numbers that support the continuation and improvement of each program,
cause us all to overlook other areas in need of attention, even dire attention. This
includes alignment of programs to a larger purpose (rather than just student interest
and perceived demand), and most importantly, considering equity and access of
opportunity to all CTE programs in a region.
This proposed protocol will encourage both a thorough look at the regional CTE and
labor market landscape and create a needed delay in concluding why gaps in
programming and opportunities exist, and how they could be solved through strategic,
coordinated actions at the local level.
One Possible Model for Analysis: Notice and Wonder Protocol
Teams are provided with the Labor Market Information and CTE Program Data Reports
and then asked to quietly and individually review them. In Round 1, on an index card,
post-its or in their notebooks, they record several factual things they notice in the
data. These observations are free of inference and shared without discussion; teams
will post their statements in a shared space (Google document, large poster or on a
wall). In Round 2, on the back of the index card, teams note "wonders": wonder whys,
wonder ifs, wonder whethers, and wonder hows. These observations may not be
outright inferences but usually contain a speculative implication. Participants share
these within the group while a volunteer scribes them on chart paper. No discussion
occurs at this time, except for follow-up questions the team facilitator may ask of the
team. These, too, are posted for the team to see.
For the initial county level data set, teams may offer the following types of Notice
Statements in Round 1:
• I notice that most of the CTE programs offered in secondary schools in our
county are in the Arts, AV and Communications Career Cluster®.
• I notice that TDL is a key industry Career Cluster® for our county, but no
corresponding CTE programs exist at the secondary or postsecondary level.
• I notice that most CTE students, on average, are white males.
• I notice that there are few articulation agreements between secondary and our
local community college, or the local community college and the local university.
The Notice Statements that are shared may be superficial in nature, or they may pivot
on some real and significant facts about the appearance of a specific CTE program or
even student groups. All of the statements made are factual, as the protocol instructs,
and it does not matter at this point that some of the Notice Statements are meatier
than others. What's more important at this juncture is that all members of the team
have offered Notice Statements.
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By having to make only factual observations, according to the protocol, the team is
freed up from the common, self-imposed responsibility to draw conclusions and rush
to try to fix problems related to their own district or colleges. Instead, the team can
look at simply what the data are saying. Their focus is entirely on the what and not on
the why or how to fix it. This step is liberating for people who are uncomfortable with
the notion of looking at data and expect that they must quickly determine solutions.
Because the protocol does not allow proposed solutions, or even mention of
underlying problems, and asks participants to discuss what is revealed by the data in a
factual, objective way, teachers who usually prefer to hang back during data
conversations tend to feel more comfortable contributing.
Afterward, in Round 2, teams are given the green light to make speculations and
deeper observations in the context of Wonder Statements. For the county-level data
sets shared, teams might offer the following Wonder Statements:
• I wonder why we have so many CTE programs in Arts, AV and Communications
Career Cluster®, but so few in the TDL Career Cluster®.
• I wonder why our Latina student enrollment in STEM programs is so low.
• I wonder what percentage of our special population students are represented in
the high-need, in-demand, high-skill CTE programs?
• I wonder if we, as a county, do not offer a complete pipeline for all middle
school students to access careers in the Health Care industry?
• I wonder why we have so few articulation agreements or programs of study in
the Finance Career Cluster®?
Without making a conscious effort to push the conversation to a deeper level, the
transition from Round 1 (notice) to Round 2 (wonder) naturally does just that. There is
good reason for this transition. Notice Statements focus on what happened, whereas
Wonder Statements congregate around why it happened, how it happened, and what
might be possible.
A couple of points are in order on Notice and Wonder Statements. First, the Notice
Statements shared in Round 1 often resurface in Round 2 as Wonder Statements. For
example, referring back to the Labor Market data, a participant might offer the Notice
Statement “I notice that TDL is a key industry in our county, but we do not offer any
TDL programs in the entire region.” In Round 2, a participant might share the Wonder
Statement “I wonder how we are preparing students adequately for the workforce if
we don’t offer at least one TDL program in the entire county.” Although Wonder
Statements might reflect earlier Notice Statements, it is important for teams to realize
that this isn't necessary; all Wonder Statements are fair game whether or not they are
connected to previous Notice Statements.
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Second, by the end of Round 2, the team has probably listed 15 or 20 Wonder
Statements. As the team keeps its focus on its eventual goal of improving access and
equity in the landscape of CTE as a county, members inevitably realize that not all
Wonder Statements are of equal value in terms of advancing that goal. Some of the
Wonder Statements may even seem relatively insignificant compared with others. For
example, “I wonder why student enrollment is so high in dance and not welding.” is
less valuable to the team than “I wonder if we are adequately preparing the 65% of the
students enrolled in Dance programs that are socioeconomically disadvantaged for the
world of work.” In other cases, some Wonder Statements on the list can be answered
with just a bit of checking, such as “I wonder how if the students with special needs
have limited access or barriers to a program.” Although these are all legitimate
Wonder Statements, they do not stand out to the team as areas that warrant further
pursuit and result in the crafting of a goal to be addressed in the Perkins Local
Application. During this step in the model, team members simply discuss the Wonder
Statements posted in the list. Are there areas that are mentioned several times? Do
several statements fall under one umbrella topic? Can the list be collapsed into a
handful of categories? Are there any "bleeding arteries"? Which statements stand to
lead to the most impactful action?
At the conclusion of the Notice and Wonder Protocol, teams will have explored the
data and internalized what the data have revealed, and they are well on their way to
thinking about what is going on in the landscape of CTE in the region and where the
problems may lie. Again, teams are not solving any of the problems just yet; they have
only begun to identify them. They are simply making sense of what is present in the
data. The team's conversation is informal but essential to what happens next: asking
Exploratory Questions that will define CLNA goals.

Do Second: Ask Exploratory Questions
Exploratory Questions are questions whose answers the team believes will reveal
useful information and point it in the direction of transforming CTE programs and
ultimately the county CTE landscape. They are questions that require additional
information to answer and that the team would like to investigate further within their
own district or college’s policies and data. They are born from the Wonder Statements
in the Notice and Wonder Protocol. In a large way, the Wonder Statements exist for
the sole purpose of generating a meaningful Exploratory Question that will drive the
remainder of the local work that will shape the Perkins Local Application. Needless to
say, the team's choice of an Exploratory Question is critical to the analysis of their
specific programmatic offerings. If the team generates several significant Exploratory
Questions at the same time, it can address them in turn, looping back to address each
one individually in a new cycle.
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While Exploratory Questions come from the Wonder Statements, they do not have to
be strictly reworded variations of the Wonder Statements. Sometimes this does
happen, but more often than not, either the Exploratory Question is a composite of
several Wonder Statements, or it was inspired by and derived from one or more of the
Wonder Statements. Most important, the Exploratory Question should be significant:
Will answering this question provide the kind of information that will lead to
identifying gaps in the CTE landscape for my county or region?
Typically, Exploratory Questions reflect the past, as the following examples show:
• How have we determined which CTE programs we offer students?
• How can we increase access to our CTE programs? How do we select students
for our programs, or how do we support students in selecting CTE programs?
How do we raise awareness of CTE in middle school?
• What resources can we leverage to build new or transform existing CTE
programs?
Most of these examples contain the kernel of an implied problem and a curiosity about
how to do better or how to fix the problem, which is to be expected. The particular
aspects of "the problem" are yet to be determined in any useful way and will be
identified through each district or college’s local analysis, but the "macroproblems" of
the county or region are emerging through the group's queries. For example, it's not
enough to know that our special population students are not well represented in CTE.
If we are to "fix the problem," we need to know more specifically what barriers might
exist for each student group on a larger level and systematically address them with
greater scrutiny.
Exploratory Questions require more information to answer on the local level, so each
LEA can determine the role and contribution they might offer. The questions point to
where each district or college can start looking for additional information in their own
unique data sets. They provide a screen for our search, filtering out irrelevant
information as we sift through masses of related and unrelated data and extract only
those data that address, at least in part, our Exploratory Question. This pursuit of
additional data happens after the generation of local or regional CLNA goals, but prior
to completing the Local Perkins Application.
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Do Third: Decide Who Will Bring What/Develop Goals for the County or
Region
Now that each district or college team has chosen an Exploratory Question, it's time to
gather more information to help the team members answer that question. At the end
of the initial CLNA meeting, each team brainstorms a list of all possible sources of
additional data and artifacts that, when analyzed together, will help the team
members answer their Exploratory Question.
Data sources tapped to answer the team's Exploratory Question are not limited to
numerical data in the way of tables and charts but must include artifacts of teacher
and student work. These artifacts may include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admissions tests and student group data
Documentation of course sequences and aligned curriculum
Number and type of credit transfer agreements
Curriculum standards that show depth and breadth of CTE programs
Opportunities for extended learning within and across CTE programs of study
Descriptions of professional development, mentoring and externship
opportunities
Data on educator participation in professional development, mentoring and
externship
Findings from educator evaluations, and educator and staff retention data
Findings from surveys/focus groups of students’ and educators’ needs and
preferences
Information about educator shortage areas and projections of future staffing
needs
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Appendix B: Forming a Consortium, FAQs
What is a consortium? Who is eligible to join a consortium?
Perkins V sets a minimum allocation requirement that secondary and postsecondary
career and technical education (CTE) subgrantees must achieve to receive federal
financing. An eligible recipient with an allocation below the funding threshold
($15,000) may enter into a consortium with other subgrantees to reach the minimum
threshold. A consortium’s funds must be used for purposes and programs that are
mutually beneficial to all of its members; Perkins V prohibits the reallocation of funds
for uses benefiting only one member.
In previous legislation, Congress authorized the consortia provision to enable small or
rural applicants to access federal funds sufficient to support quality CTE programming.
Across the United States, consortia are more prevalent at the secondary level than at
the postsecondary level and are not commonly established in New Jersey. Some states
have utilized these structures and required or encouraged both secondary and
postsecondary representation within the agreement, but many are limited to a
collection of only secondary or only postsecondary partners. One intended outcome of
consortia developed among secondary and postsecondary partners is to strengthen
the connections among recipients of federal CTE grants by breaking down funding silos
that could inhibit collaboration. With the increased focus on establishing partnerships
and the opportunities for collaboration created though the Comprehensive Local
Needs Assessment, consortia may become one possible solution to expanding
equitable access to CTE for all students.

How can a consortium promote equitable access?
Some states and federal policy proposals have explicitly encouraged or incentivized
collaboration through consortium. By highlighting this opportunity through an
appendix in the CLNA guidance, New Jersey would like to underscore one of the main
themes of the State Perkins V Plan, collaboration. Most importantly, this collaboration
will be leveraged to serve students more equitably.

How are Perkins funds allocated to a consortium?
Ultimately, the consortium members must review the career and technical education
needs of all the schools across the consortium and have input on the allocation of
funds. Joint planning by all consortium members should result in the most effective
use of funds for programs of study that are sufficient size, scope, and quality to be
effective. At a minimum, the use of consortium funds must be used only for purposes
and programs that are mutually beneficial to all members of the consortium, improve
equitable access to CTE, and enhance teaching and learning across programs.
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Each consortium member should use the findings from the CLNA process (both county
and local data) to guide decisions regarding strategies that will improve performance
across the consortium. Consortia may support, with the grant funds, only approved,
agreed-upon, CTE programs within the same program area. Funding decisions should
result in program improvements that are sufficient size, scope, and quality to be
effective.

If all individual consortium members agree, can the consortium “grant back” the
original amount of Perkins entitlement to a school or district?
No, a consortium is precluded from allocating resources to members in amounts equal
to their original allocations or for purposes and programs that are not mutually
beneficial. The consortium cannot “grant back” the money to the individual LEA.
Perkins legislation is clear that a grant back situation can cause the entire amount to
be reclaimed by the U.S. Department of Education. For example, If the formula funds
for a district is determined to be $12,357, they cannot receive $12,357 back from the
consortium to use in their CTE programs.

Can a single CIP be funded in a particular year?
Yes, this is allowable if joint planning of consortium members results in the
determination that a single program is the best use of Perkins funds for that year
through the CLNA process.
Example: If a consortium conducts the CLNA and determines that the funds should be
focused on opening a program in the high-wage, high-skill, in-demand TDL field of
Supply Chain Management, then all schools in the consortium must have the
opportunity to participate and other CTE program areas may not receive funding that
year. Those funded expenditures could include substitute teacher coverage for
curriculum training, advisor stipends, supplies and equipment for SCM programs. One
Work-based Learning Coordinator may be shared among the members as well,
overseeing student placements in the workplace.
Contact PerkinsNJ@doe.nj.gov with any questions regarding consortia.
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Appendix C: High-Skill, High-Wage, and
In-Demand Occupations in New Jersey
The NJDOE is committed to developing and improving career pathways programs at
the state level that support the high-skill, high-wage, in-demand industry sectors
identified by the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development
(NJDOL). Many eligible programs within each CTE Career Cluster® meet 2 of the
following criteria: high-skill, high-wage, in-demand occupations. A much more extensive
list of CIP codes eligible for Perkins V funding is maintained by each Career Cluster® lead who
should be consulted during the CLNA process to ensure alignment of new and transforming
programs.
The NJDOL’s Office of Research and Information has further provided NJDOE with a
formal methodology for the identification of New Jersey’s high-wage, high-skill, and indemand occupations. This list is generated using a methodology derived from the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, which identifies just those occupations that meet all three
criteria (not just two of the three). This list includes jobs at each major level of
educational attainment, which recognizes that skill is not always equivalent to level of
education.
Please note that the NJDOL Demand Occupations List is another very different list that is
found on the NJDOL website. This list heavily favors occupations that may not pay a
living wage in New Jersey but are in high demand. The following occupations listed
below differ from the NJDOL Demand Occupations List as they account for all three
criteria at once, ensuring that skill is considered at a variety of educational levels and
these occupations pay a living wage in New Jersey.
Please note that this is not an exhaustive list of eligible CIP codes, but rather a list of CIP
codes associated with occupations that meet all of the three criteria. There are a
number of CIP codes that do meet two of the three criteria and are not included on this list
but are eligible programs.
Questions to consider when evaluating current and potential CTE program offerings:
• Do students in our county/district have opportunities to enter these
occupations directly from the CTE programs we offer locally? If not, do they
allow students access to a pathway towards these occupations?
• Can the programs we currently offer be transformed to better support careers
in these occupations?
• How might we refocus our Perkins dollars towards the programs that
demonstrate better alignment with the New Jersey labor market?
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High-Skill, High-Wage, and In-Demand Occupations in New Jersey
Please note: This is not an exhaustive list of eligible CIP codes in each Career Cluster®. It is a list that includes CIPs associated
with occupations that meet all of the three criteria (high-skill, high-wage AND in-demand occupations) in New Jersey at
present. If beginning new CTE programs, or considering transitioning current programs, this list may be a helpful
resource in prioritizing opportunities.
High skill is viewed through different levels of educational attainment as follows:
• NFE=no formal education
• PNDA= postsecondary non-degree award
• HSE=high school diploma or equivalent
• BD= bachelor’s degree
• SC-A/AA= some college through associate’s degree
• M+ = master’s degree or higher)
CIP

Program Name

Career Cluster®

01.0204

Agricultural Power Machinery Operation

Agriculture, Food & NR

Industrial Tractor Operator (NFE)

01.1002

Food Technology and Processing

Agriculture, Food & NR

Food Machine Operators (NFE)

01.1001

Food Science

Agriculture, Food & NR

Ag Food Science Technicians (SC-A/AA)

14.3501

Industrial Engineering

Architecture/Construction

Industrial Engineering Technicians (SC-A/AA)

15.0701

Occupational Safety and Health
Technology/Technician

Architecture/Construction

Occupational Health Safety Technicians (HSE)

15.1301

Drafting and Design
Technology/Technician, General

Architecture/Construction

Architectural and Civil Drafters (SC-A/AA)

15.1303

Architectural Drafting & Architectural
CAD/CADD

Architecture/Construction

Architectural and Civil Drafters (SC-A/AA)

15.1304

Civil Drafting & Civil Engineering CAD/CADD

Architecture/Construction

Architectural and Civil Drafters (SC-A/AA)

46.0000

Construction Trades, General

Architecture/Construction

Construction Managers (BD)

46.0101

Mason/Masonry

Architecture/Construction

Cement Masons and Concrete Finishers
(NFE)

46.0301

Electrical and Power Transmission
Installation/Installer, General

Architecture/Construction

Telecommunications Line Installers/Repair
(HSE)
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CIP

Program Name

Career Cluster®

Associated Top Occupations (Education)

46.0302

Electrician

Architecture/Construction

Electricians (HSE)

46.0413

Carpet, Floor, and Tile Worker

Architecture/Construction

Masons/Tile Marble Setters (NFE)

46.0502

Pipefitting

Architecture/Construction

Plumbers, Pipefitters and Steamfitters (HSE)

46.0503

Plumbing Technology

Architecture/Construction

Plumbers, Pipefitters and Steamfitters (HSE)

49.0202

Construction/Heavy
Equipment/Earthmoving Equipment
Operation

Architecture/Construction

•
•
•

10.0203

Recording Arts Technology/Technician

Arts, A/V Tech, Comm

•

•

Operating Engineers and Other Construction
Equipment Operators (HSE)
Excavating and Loading Machine and
Dragline Operators (HSE)
Earth Drillers, Except Oil and Gas (HSE)
Motion Picture Projectionists (NFE)
Audio and Video Equipment Technicians
(PNDA)

50.0407

Fashion/Apparel Design

Arts, A/V Tech, Comm

Tailors, Dressmakers, and Custom Sewers
(NFE)

52.0201

Business Administration and Management,
General

Business Mgmt/Admin

Human Resources Managers (BD)

52.0205

Operations Management and Supervision

Business Mgmt/Admin

Operations Research Analysts (BD)

52.0301

Accounting

Finance

Financial Examiners (BD)

52.0401

Administrative Assistant and Secretarial
Science, General

Business Mgmt/Admin

52.0801

Finance, General

Finance

44.0401

Public Administration

Govt and Public Admin

31.0505

Kinesiology and Exercise Science

Health Science
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•
•

Executive Secretaries (HSE)
Administrative Services Managers (BD)
Financial Managers (BD)

•
•

Postal Service Mail Carriers (HSE)
Postmasters and Mail Superintendents (HSE)
Fitness Trainers and Aerobics Instructors
(HSE)
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CIP

Program Name

Career Cluster®

Associated Top Occupations (Education)

51.0000

Allied Health/Health Sciences

Health Science

Licensed Practical and Vocational Nurses
(PNDA)

51.0601

Dental Assisting

Health Science

Dentists (M+)

51.0806

Physical Therapist Assistant

Health Science

•
•

Physical Therapist Assistants (SC-A/AA)
Occupational Therapy Assistants (SC-A/AA)

51.0910

Diagnostic Medical
Sonography/Sonographer and Ultrasound
Technician

Health Science

•
•

Diagnostic Medical Sonographers (SC-A/AA)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Technologists
(SC-A/AA)

51.0918

Hearing Instrument Specialist

Health Science

51.1102

Pre-Medicine/Pre-Medical Studies

Health Science

Hearing Aid Specialists (HSE)
•
•

•

Physicians and Surgeons (M+)
Psychiatrists (M+)
Pediatricians, General (M+)

51.1108

Pre-Optometry Studies

Health Science

Opticians, General (M+)

51.2209

Maternal and Child Health

Health Science

Pediatricians, General (M+)

12.0500

Cooking & Related Culinary Arts, General

Hospitality & Tourism

Cooks, Restaurant (NFE)

12.0503

Culinary Arts/Chef Training

Hospitality & Tourism

Cooks, Restaurant (NFE)

52.0905

Restaurant/Food Services Management

Hospitality & Tourism

Food Service Managers (HSE)

11.0205

Computer Programmer, Specific Platforms

Information Technology

Software Developers, Applications (BD)

11.0801

Web Page, Digital/Multimedia and
Information Resources Design

Information Technology

Web Developers (SC-A/AA)

11.0802

Data Modeling/Warehousing and Database
Administration

Information Technology

Database Administrators (BD)

11.1003

Computer and Information Systems
Security

Information Technology

Information Security Analysts (BD)
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CIP

Program Name

Career Cluster®

Associated Top Occupations (Education)

11.1099

Computer/Information Technology Services
Administration and Management

Information Technology

Computer and Information Systems
Managers (BD)

15.1203

Computer Hardware
Technology/Technician

Information Technology

Computer Hardware Engineers (BD)

22.0302

Legal Assistant/Paralegal

Law & Public Safety

Paralegals and Legal Assistants (SC-A/AA)

43.0000

Law, Public Safety, and Security

Law & Public Safety

•
•

Supervisors of Police and Detectives (HSE)
Detectives and Criminal Investigators (HSE)

43.0103

Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement
Administration

Law & Public Safety

•
•

Supervisors of Police and Detectives (HSE)
Detectives and Criminal Investigators (HSE)

43.0104

Criminal Justice/Safety Studies

Law & Public Safety

•
•

Supervisors of Police and Detectives (HSE)
Detectives and Criminal Investigators (HSE)

43.0107

Criminal Justice/Police Science

Law & Public Safety

•
•

Supervisors of Police and Detectives (HSE)
Detectives and Criminal Investigators (HSE)

43.0111

Criminalistics and Criminal Science

Law & Public Safety

•

Supervisors of Police and Detectives (HSE)
Detectives and Criminal Investigators (HSE)

•
43.0202

Fire Services Administration

Law & Public Safety

Supervisors of Firefighters (PNDA)

43.0205

Fire/Arson Investigation and Prevention

Law & Public Safety

Fire Inspectors and Investigators (PNDA)

15.0613

Manufacturing Technology/Technician

Manufacturing

Industrial Production Managers (BD)

15.0903

Petroleum Technology/Technician

Manufacturing

Gas Plant Operators (HSE)

41.0303

Chemical Process Technology

Manufacturing

Chemical Plant and Systems Operators (HSE)

47.0105

Industrial Electronics
Technology/Technician

Manufacturing

Industrial Machinery Mechanics (HSE)
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CIP

Program Name

Career Cluster®

Associated Top Occupations (Education)

48.0703

Cabinetmaking and Millwork/Millwright

Manufacturing

52.1401

Marketing/Marketing Management,
General

Marketing

52.1501

Real Estate

Marketing

52.1801

Sales, Distribution, and Marketing
Operations, General

Marketing

15.0615

Chemical Engineering
Technology/Technician

STEM

Chemical Engineers (BD)

47.0605

Diesel Mechanics Technology/Technician

Transportation, D & L

Bus and Truck Mechanics and Diesel Engine
Specialists (HSE)

47.0609

Avionics Maintenance
Technology/Technician

Transportation, D & L

Avionics Technicians (SC-A/AA)

47.0616

Marine Maintenance/Fitter and Ship Repair
Technology/Technician

Transportation, D & L

Ship Engineers (PNDA)

49.0205

Truck and Bus Driver/Commercial Vehicle
Operation

Transportation, D & L

Heavy and Tractor-Trailer Truck Drivers (PNDA)

49.0206

Mobil Crane Operation/Operator

Transportation, D & L

Millwrights (HSE)
•
•

Marketing Managers (BD)
Advertising Sales Agents (HSE)
Real Estate Sales Agents (HSE)

•
•
•

•
•
•

Sales Representatives, Services (HSE)
Sales Managers (BD)
Advertising Sales Agents (HSE)

Mobile Heavy Equipment Mechanics, Except
Engines (HSE)
Crane and Tower Operators (HSE)
Tank, Car, and Ship Loaders (NFE)

49.0299

Ground Transportation, Other

Transportation, D & L

Industrial Truck and Tractor Operator (NFE)

52.0203

Logistics and Materials Management

Transportation, D & L

Transportation, Storage and Distribution
Managers (HSE)

52.0209

Transportation/Transportation
Management

Transportation, D & L

Transportation Inspectors (HSE)
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Appendix D: Methods of Administration
(MOA)
The Methods of Administration (MOA) program ensures that all students, regardless of race,
color, national origin, sex, or disability, have equal access to high-quality career and technical
education programs. Through its Methods of Administration authority, the Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) of the United State Department of Education (USDE) oversees the civil rights
compliance programs of state agencies that administer career and technical education.
The state agencies’ responsibilities under the MOA program are set out in the Guidelines for
Eliminating Discrimination and Denial of Services on the Basis of Race, Color, National Origin,
Sex, and Handicap in Vocational Education Programs (Guidelines) (Appendix B of the Title VI
regulation and the Section 504 regulation, and Appendix A of the Title IX regulation).
These responsibilities, carried out by the Office of Career Readiness, include: conducting
targeted compliance reviews of selected secondary and postsecondary schools that provide
career and technical education; securing corrective action when civil rights violations are found;
and periodically reporting civil rights activities and findings to USDE OCR.
Partnership and collaboration between OCR and the state agencies has been an important
underpinning of the MOA program. To guide and assist state agencies in their civil rights
compliance activities, OCR evaluates state agency compliance reports, provides individualized
recommendations for improvement of state agency compliance programs, conducts an annual
training conference, and provides case-specific technical assistance.
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Appendix E: References
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) Key Definitions
Below are a few definitions relevant to CTE programs
•

Career and Technical Education (CTE) means organized educational activities that: offer
a sequence of courses that provide individuals with the coherent and rigorous content
aligned with challenging academic standards and relevant technical knowledge and skills
needed to prepare for further education and careers in current or emerging professions;
provides technical skill proficiency, an industry-recognized credential, a certificate, or an
associate degree; may include prerequisite courses (other than a remedial course) that
meet the requirements of this definition; and include competency-based applied
learning that contributes to the academic knowledge, higher-order reasoning and
problem-solving skills, work attitudes, general employability skills, technical skills,
occupation-specific skills and knowledge of all aspects of an industry.

•

Course means an organization of subject matter and related learning experiences
designed to meet a career and technical education objective provided for the instruction
of students as part of an approved career and technical education program or Program
of Study.

•

Approved Program means career and technical education programs and Programs of
Study that are developed and implemented in accordance with N.J.A.C. 6A:19-3.1,
Program requirements and N.J.A.C. 6A:19-3.2, Program approval, and N.J.S.A. 18A:5424, Approval of courses of study.

•

Program of Study (POS) means career and technical content areas that: incorporate
secondary and postsecondary education elements; include coherent and rigorous
content aligned with challenging academic standards and relevant career and technical
content in a coordinated, nonduplicative progression of courses that align secondary
and postsecondary education to adequately prepare students to succeed in
postsecondary education; may include the opportunity for secondary students to
participate in dual or concurrent enrollment programs or acquire postsecondary credit
in other ways; and lead to an industry-recognized credential at the postsecondary level,
or an associate or baccalaureate degree.
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Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) Acronyms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACTE
CIP
CLNA
CTE
CTSO
DVR
EL
ELA
ESEA
ESL
ESSA
EWEG
FERPA
GPA
LMI
NJDOE
NJDOL
NJSLS
PBAP
POS
SLE
SPED
TSA
USDOL
WIOA

New Jersey Department of Education

Association for Career and Technical Education
Classification of Instructional Programs
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
Career and Technical Education
Career and Technical Student Organization
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation
English Learners
English Language Arts
Elementary and Secondary Education Act
English as a Second Language
Every Student Succeeds Act
Electronic Web-Enabled Grants
Family Education Rights Privacy Act
Grade Point Average
Labor Market Information
New Jersey Department of Education
New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development
New Jersey Student Learning Standards
Program Budget Activity Plan
Program of Study
Student Learning Experiences
Special Education
Technical Skill Attainment
United States Department of Labor
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
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Additional Guides and Resources
•

A Guide for Local Leaders: Maximizing Perkins V's CLNA & Local Application to Drive
Equality in CTE
This guide from ACTE provides an overview and guidance for the CLNA so that local
leaders can utilize it as a tool for CTE program improvement.

•

A Guide for Public Participation: Tools to Generate and Obtain Public Input
This toolkit from the United States Environmental Protection Agency provides several
methods of gathering and documenting stakeholder feedback.

•

Policy Benchmark Tool: CTE Program of Study Approval
This guide from Advance CTE provides a tool for policy evaluation. An effective process
for setting priorities is modeled in this guide.
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Guide to Appendix
Appendix A – Local Plan Template (Included in State Plan document)
Appendix B – Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) (Uploaded as a separate
document)
Appendix C – Innovation Reserve Funds (Included in State Plan document)
Appendix D – Sample County Data Card
Appendix E – Perkins V Regional Stakeholder Engagement Symposiums
• Collaboration, Innovation and Equity Presentation
• New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development (NJDOL) Labor
Market Information (LMI)
• Landscape of Career and Technical Education (CTE) Presentation
• Regional Stakeholder Engagement breakout questions and discussion notes
• Regional Stakeholder Engagement sign-in sheets
• Spring 2019 Symposia Stakeholder Summary Findings
• Student Engagement Summary of Findings
• Business and Industry Online Survey Summary of Findings
• Parent/Family Online Survey Summary of Findings
Appendix F – Public Comment
Appendix G – New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) Career and Technical Education
Data Management System (CTE-DMS) Guide
Appendix H – Structured Learning Experience Required Trainings
Appendix I – County Labor Market Data Cards
Appendix J: Perkins Secondary and Postsecondary Allocations

Appendix D (Sample)

This excel spread sheet, County CTE Dashboard, contains two tables. Table 1 spans columns B through C and rows 5 through 6, with no header row. To
select a specific county data card, users must identify the county from the dropdown options in Cells C5 and C6. Table 2 spans columns E through F and
rows 5 through 7, with no header row. Table 2 provides the selected county code and the number of postsecondary and secondary institutions within
the count. Information from these tables are in Rows 3 through 5 of all other worksheets.

Table 1

Table 2

Select County Tables: Atlantic
Select County Charts: Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7

end of worksheet

1

This excel spread sheet, County CTE Enrollment Data, contains two tables and two charts of overall county CTE demographics. Table 3 spans columns B through D and rows 12 through 15, with row 12 as the header row.
Table 4 spans columns A through R and rows 18 through 22, with row 18 as the header row.

Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7
When data is not displayed to protect student privacy or when the data is not available, the cell is displayed as: N/A
Overall County Career and Technical Education (CTE) Demographics
Table 3
Population Count
Percentage
Total
17,697
100%
Population:
46%
Total CTE: 8,071
Total Non-CTE:

9,626

46%
54%

54%

Total Non-CTE Population:

Table 4

Student Groups
SY2017-18
Postsecondary
CTE Count:
SY2018-19
Secondary CTE
Count:
Total CTE Count:
Total CTE
Percentages:

Total CTE Population:

Asian
American
Black or
Native
Other
Students
Single
Out of
Economically
English
Military
Indian or
White African Hispanic Hawaiian
Race /
with
Parent workforce Homeless Foster
Disadvantaged
Learners
Connected
Alaska
or Pacific
Ethnicity
Disabilities
Students Individuals
American
Native
Islander

Overall

Male

Female

3,149

1,337

1,812

1,339

470

427

301

24

588

1,935

23

82

1051

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

4,922

2,383

2,539

1,986

1,020

1,471

346

N/A

93

2,674

712

92

36

N/A

51

10

51

8,071

3,720

4,351

3,325

1,490

1,898

647

N/A

681

4,609

735

174

1087

N/A

51

10

51

N/A

46%

54%

41%

18%

24%

8%

N/A

8%

57%

9%

2%

13%

N/A

1%

0%

1%

2

100%

80%
57%
60%

54%
46%

41%

40%
18%
20%

24%

8%

13%

9%

8%

2%

0%
0%

end of worksheet

3

0%

1%

0%

1%

This excel spread sheet, Postsecondary CTE Data, contains two tables and two charts of SY2017-18 county postsecondary institution data. Table 5 spans columns E through G and rows 13 through 16,
with row 13 as the header row. Table 6 spans columns A through R and rows 19 through 23, with row 19 as the header row.

Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7
When data is not displayed to protect student privacy or when the data is not available, the cell is displayed as: N/A

SY2017-18 County Postsecondary Institution Data
29%

Atlantic Cape Community College
Table 5
Population
Total Postsecondary Population:
Total Postsecondary CTE:
Total Postsecondary Non-CTE:
Table 6

Student Groups

Overall

Count Percentage
4,461
100%
3,149
71%
1,312
29%

71%
Total Postsecondary Non-CTE Population:

Total Postsecondary CTE Population:

Asian
Native American
Other
Students
Single
Out of
Black or
Hawaiia Indian or
Economically
English
Military
Race /
with
Parent workforce Homeless Foster
Male Female White African Hispanic
n or
Alaska
Disadvantaged
Learners
Connected
Ethnicity
Disabilities
Students Individuals
American
Pacific
Native
Islander

Total Postsecondary
Population Count:

4,461

1,828

2,633

2,022

635

555

396

35

818

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Postsecondary
Population
Percentage:

N/A

41%

59%

45%

14%

12%

9%

1%

18%

n/A

n/A

n/A

n/A

n/A

n/A

n/A

n/A

3,149

1,337

1,812

1,339

470

427

301

24

588

1,935

23

82

1051

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

42%

58%

43%

15%

14%

10%

1%

19%

61%

1%

3%

33%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Postsecondary CTE
Count:
Postsecondary CTE
Percentage:

4

100%

45%

59%
80%
41%
60%

42%

61%

9%

58%
43%

14%

12%

33%
18%

40%
15%
20%

14%

19%

10%
1%

1%

1%

0%

Total Postsecondary Population Percentage:

end of worksheet
5

Postsecondary CTE Percentage:

3%

0%

This excel spread sheet, Secondary CTE Data, contains five tables and four charts of SY 2018-19 county secondary institution data. Table 7 spans columns F through H and rows 11 through 14, with row 11 as the header row. Table 8 spans columns F through H
and rows 17 through 20, with row 17 as the header row. Table 9 spans columns F through H and rows 23 through 25, with row 23 as the header row. Table 10 spans columns C through T and rows 28 through 32, with row 28 as the header row. Table 11
spans columns C through T and rows 37 through 47, with row 37 as the header row.

Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7
When data is not displayed to protect student privacy or when the data is not available, the cell is displayed as: N/A
SY 2018-19 County Secondary Institution Data

Table 7
Population
Total Secondary Population:

Count
13,236

Percentage
100%

Total Secondary CTE:

4,922

37%

Total Secondary Non-CTE:

8,314

63%

63%

37%

Total Secondary Non-CTE Population:

Total Secondary CTE Population:

Table 8
Population
CTE Participant Count:

Count
2,152

Percentage
44%

CTE Concentrator Count:

2,091

42%

679

14%

CTE Completer Count:

14%

44%

42%
CTE Participant Population:

CTE Concentrator Population:

CTE Completer Population:

Table 9
Category
Program of Study:
Non-program of Study:

Count
21

Percentage
40%

32

60%

40%

60%
Program of Study:

Non-program of Study:

Table 10

Student Groups

Overall

Male

Female

White

Black or
African
American

Total Secondary Population Count:
Total Secondary Population Percentage:
Secondary CTE Count:
Secondary CTE Percentage:

13,236
N/A
4,922
N/A

6,778
51%
2,383
48%

6,458
49%
2,539
52%

5,577
42%
1,986
40%

2,340
18%
1,020
21%

Asian
American
Students
Native
Other
Economically
Indian or
with
Race /
Hispanic Hawaiian
Disadvantaged
Alaska
Disabilities
Ethnicity
or Pacific
Native
Islander
3,761
28%
1,471
30%

1,289
10%
346
7%

13
0%
N/A
N/A

6

256
2%
93
2%

6,805
51%
2,674
54%

2,127
16%
712
14%

English
Learners

460
3%
92
2%

Out of
Single Parent
workforce Homeless
Students
Individuals
N/A
N/A
36
1%

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

151
1%
51
1%

Foster

Military
Connected

35
0%
10
0%

93
1%
51
1%

100%

80%

54%
51%

52%
48%

51%

42%

49%

40%

60%

18%

21%

16%

14%

28% 30%

40%

10%

2%

7%
0%

20%

3%

2%

0%

2%

0% 1%
1%

1%

0%

0%

1% 1%

0%

Total Secondary Population Percentage:

Secondary CTE Percentage:

Table 11
2018-19
2018-19
District
2018-19
District
District Secondary
Secondary Institutions Secondary
% CTE Male
CTE
Secondary
Population
CTE Count Percentag
Count
e
Atlantic City (0110)
Atlantic Co Vocational (0120)
Egg Harbor Twp (1310)
Greater Egg Harbor Reg (1790)
Hammonton Town (1960)
Pleasantville City (4180)
Charter Tech High School (7410)
N/A
N/A
N/A
end of worksheet

1,779
1,624
2,348
3,054
1,387
773
338
N/A
N/A
N/A

443
1,572
815
1,007
554
193
338
N/A
N/A
N/A

25%
97%
35%
33%
40%
25%
100%
N/A
N/A
N/A

58%
44%
48%
54%
49%
57%
37%
N/A
N/A
N/A

% CTE
Female

% CTE
White

42%
56%
52%
46%
51%
43%
63%
N/A
N/A
N/A

13%
32%
47%
51%
77%
N/A
30%
N/A
N/A
N/A

% CTE
Asian
% CTE
% CTE
Economical
% CTE
Students with
Native
Black or
American
ly
% CTE
Other Race
African Hispanic Hawaiian
Indian or
Disadvanta Disabilities
/ Ethnicity
ged
or Pacific Alaska Native
American
Islander
41%
20%
12%
22%
4%
32%
38%
N/A
N/A
N/A

30%
40%
27%
18%
16%
65%
28%
N/A
N/A
N/A

7

16%
6%
12%
7%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2%
N/A
3%
N/A
N/A
N/A

82%
61%
44%
47%
32%
73%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

22%
11%
10%
26%
15%
10%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

English
Learners

Homeless

Foster

Military
Connected

7%
N/A
2%
N/A
N/A
16%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

3%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
2%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

This excel spread sheet, CTE Enrollment by Cluster, contains one table and one chart of county CTE enrollment by cluster (SY2017-18 postsecondary -vs- SY 2018-19 secondary). Table 12 spans
columns A through C and rows 11 through 27, with row 11 as the header row.

Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7
When data is not displayed to protect student privacy or when the data is not available, the cell is displayed as: N/A
County CTE Enrollment by Cluster (SY2017-18 Postsecondary -vs- SY 2018-19 Secondary)

Table 12
Career Cluster
Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources
Architecture & Construction
Arts, Audio/Video Technology & Communications
Business, Management & Administration
Education & Training
Finance
Government & Public Administration
Health Science
Hospitality & Tourism
Human Services
Information Technology
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Manufacturing
Marketing, Sales & Service
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Transportation, Distribution & Logistics

Postsecondary
CTE Count
N/A
N/A
46
1033
N/A
N/A
N/A
1120
190
44
175
479
N/A
N/A
N/A
62

Secondary
CTE Count
N/A
323
1497
90
N/A
N/A
96
571
964
272
271
97
88
83
440
122

Agriculture, Food & Natural Resources
Architecture & Construction
Arts, Audio/Video Technology &…
Business, Management & Administration
Education & Training
Finance
Government & Public Administration
Health Science
Hospitality & Tourism
Human Services
Information Technology
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Manufacturing
Marketing, Sales & Service
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
0
Postsecondary Enrolled:

end of worksheet
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0
0
0

323

46

1033

90

0
0
0
0
0 96
190

1120

571

44

1497

964

272
175271
479
97
0 88
0 83
0
440
62122
200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600
Secondary Enrolled:

This excel spread sheet, Top 10 CTE CIPs, contains two tables of Top 10 Classification of Instructional Programs (CIPs) SY2017-18 postsecondary/ SY2018-19 secondary. Table 13 spans columns A
through C and rows 9 through 19, with row 9 as the header row. Table 14 spans columns A through C and rows 22 through 32, with row 22 as the header row.

Atlantic

County Code: 01
# Postsecondary Institutions: 1
# Secondary Institutions: 7

Top 10 Classification of Instructional Programs (CIPs) SY2017-18 Postsecondary/ SY2018-19 Secondary
Table 13

Career Cluster

Health Science
Business, Management and Administration
Law, Public Safety, Corrections and Security
Business, Management and Administration
Hospitality and Tourism
Information Technology
Information Technology
Hospitality and Tourism
Human Services
Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics
Table 14

Career Cluster

Arts, Audio-Video Technology & Communications
Hospitality & Tourism
Arts, Audio-Video Technology & Communications
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Hospitality & Tourism
Health Science
Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics
Hospitality & Tourism
Information Technology
Health Science
end of worksheet

Postsecondary Institution Top 10 CIPS

Enrollment

Secondary Institution Top 10 CIPS

Enrollment

513801 - Nursing
520201 - Business Administration AAS
430107 - Criminal Justice
521201 - Computer Information Systems
120503 - Culinary Arts
110201 - Computer Programming
111006 - Computer Systems Support
520904 - Hospitality Management
511501 - Psychosocial Rehabilitation and Addictions Counseling
490101 - Aeronautics/Aviation/Aerospace Science & Technology, General

500409 - Graphic Design
120505 - Food Preparation/Professional Cooking/Kitchen Assistant
090701 - Radio & Television
140101 - Engineering, General
120500 - Cooking & Related Culinary Arts, General
510000 - Health Services/Allied Health/Health Sciences, General
260102 - Biomedical Sciences, General
120503 - Culinary Arts/Chef Training
110103 - Information Technology
510801 - Medical/Clinical Assistant

9

1,120
826
459
190
133
124
50
47
44
37

655
551
275
264
230
179
176
171
169
165

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Appendix E

New Jersey
Department of Education
Perkins V: Collaboration, Innovation, Equity
Webinar
Office of Career Readiness
May 29, 2019
10

Webinar Topics
• Overview of Perkins V
• Landscape of CTE in New Jersey
• Opportunities to Innovate
• State Level Accountability: Perkins Performance Measures
• Key Decision Points
• Stakeholder Engagement Plan
11

Perkins V: Timeline
One Year
Transition
Plan Due
May 2019

Perkins V Act
Signed
July 31, 2018

Four Year
Plan Due
April 2020

Cross-sector
Stakeholder
Meeting
December,
2018

Ongoing
Stakeholder
Engagement
Throughout 2019

12

Strengthening Career and Technical Education
for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V)
Congress came together to
expand educational pathways
and opportunities and give
local communities greater
flexibility in how best to
prepare students for the jobs
of today and tomorrow.
Education Secretary Betsy DeVos

13

Perkins V: An Opportunity to “Rethink School”
• Why aren’t work-based learning and
“earn and learn” programs (like
apprenticeships) the rule and not the
exception?
• Why can’t employers play a larger role
in preparing students for their futures?
• Why is CTE for some and not all
students?
• How do we build the necessary
pipeline of qualified teachers?
Source: Perkins: An Opportunity to “ReThink CTE”, Presentation by OCTAE, 10/17/18
14

Purpose of Perkins V
• Remains mostly the same as Perkins IV

• New purpose added: “increasing the employment opportunities
for populations who are chronically unemployed or
underemployed, including individuals with disabilities,
individuals from economically disadvantaged families, out-ofworkforce individuals, youth who are in, or have aged out of, the
foster care system, and homeless individuals.”
(Perkins V Section 2(8))
•
15

Alignment to the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) and Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
ESSA

WIOA

Definitions and use of
terminology

✔

✔

Challenging state academic
standards

✔
✔

Opportunities for state plan
coordination
Secondary indicators of
performance

✔

Data disaggregation and
subgroup performance

✔
16

Perkins V: Levers of Opportunity
Aligning CTE Programs
Fostering Collaboration

Strengthening CTE Teacher and Faculty Pipeline
Expanding the Reach and Scope of Guidance and Counseling
Promoting Innovative Practices
State and Local –Driven Continuous Improvement
17

Landscape of CTE in New Jersey

18

Landscape of CTE in New Jersey
County
Vocational
School Districts
•

•
•

Twenty-one
(21) county
vocational
school districts
Sixty-six (66)
schools
Total
Enrollment:
32,214

Comprehensive High
Schools and Charter
School Districts
•

•
•
•

NJ State Agencies

•

Ninety-six (96)
comprehensive high
school districts
Two (2) charter school
districts
One hundred fortyeight schools (148)
Total enrollment::
40, 481

•

•
•

•
19

Department of
Corrections
Department of
Children and
Families
Juvenile Justice
Commission
Marie H.
Katzenbach School
for the Deaf
Total Enrollment:
3,770

County Colleges

Nineteen (19)
county colleges
Total enrollment:
106,510

National Career Clusters® Framework
16 Career Clusters

20

State Level Model Programs of Study
Existing
• Health Science programs in partnership with the School of Health
Professions at Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey.
• Global Logistics and Supply Chain Management programs in
partnership with the Rutgers Business School.
• Socially Responsible Engineering and Technology program in
partnership with the School of Engineering at the College of
New Jersey.
21

State Level Model Programs of Study
Expanding
• Computer Science/Information Technology
Supporting Governor Phil Murphy’s “Computer Science for All”
initiative to increase access to STEM and computer science
curriculum and prepare students for in-demand industries.

22

Access to Apprenticeship Opportunities
• New Jersey Apprenticeship Network
Created in 2018 by the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce
Development, this initiative is focused on creating apprenticeship opportunities
in high growth sectors such as advanced manufacturing, renewable energy, IT,
health care, life sciences and others.

• Growing Apprenticeship in Nontraditional Sectors (GAINS) - $4.5 Million
Focused on increasing the number of apprenticeship programs in New Jersey.
Provide trainings that lead to credentials, licenses, and/or college credits.
• Pre-Apprenticeship programs in Career Education (PACE) - $3 Million
Purpose is to prepare individuals to enter and succeed in Registered
Apprenticeship programs.

23

Access to Apprenticeship Opportunities
• Pre-Apprenticeships
NJDOE is committed to supporting districts and community
colleges in the creation of apprenticeship programs that align
to New Jersey’s in-demand industries and intends to offer a
grant opportunity in the transition year for secondary schools
with approved CTE programs.

24

Opportunities to Innovate

25

Incentivizing Innovation
• The use of reserve funds is expanded to foster innovation through the
identification and promotion of promising and proven career and
technical education programs, practices, and strategies, which may
include programs, practices, and strategies that prepare individuals for
nontraditional fields. (Perkins V Section 112(c)(2)(A))
• Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career
exploration and career development activities in the “middle grades”
(defined as grades 5 – 8). (Perkins V Section 135(b)(1))
26

Alignment of CTE Programs and the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment

27

Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
To be eligible to receive financial assistance under this part,
an eligible recipient must
A.Conduct a comprehensive local needs assessment related to
career and technical education
B.Update such comprehensive local needs assessment once
every two years (Perkins V Section 134(c)(1))

28

Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
Components of the Local Needs Assessment:
1. Evaluation of performance of students, including special
population subgroups
2. Description of how programs are sufficient in size, scope and
quality and aligned to in-demand industry sectors or occupations
3. Evaluation of progress toward implementation of CTE programs
and programs of study
29

Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
Components of the Local Needs Assessment (cont.):
4. Description of how the eligible recipient will improve recruitment,
retention, and training of CTE teachers and staff
5. Description of progress toward implementation of equal access to
high-quality CTE for all students

30

State Level Accountability
Perkins Performance Measures

31

Perkins Performance Measures
Transition Year:
• Keep performance measures for the transition year
Perkins V:
• Which required performance indicator do we choose?
• Do we use additional performance indicators? Which do we use?

32

Secondary Perkins Performance
Current Performance Measures

Perkins V

Required

Required

Academic Attainment Language Arts (AA-LA)

Academic Attainment Language Arts (AA-LA)

Academic Attainment Math (AA-Math)

Academic Attainment Math (AA-Math)

Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)

Academic Attainment Science (AA-Science)

Graduation/High School Completion (G)

Graduation/High School Completion (G)

Placement (P)

Placement (P)

Participation Nontraditional (PNT)

Concentration in Nontraditional (NT)

Completion Nontraditional (CNT)

Required – Pick ONE
Attainment of postsecondary credential
Attainment of postsecondary credits
% of Students participating in work-based
learning

Optional
Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)
33

Postsecondary Perkins Performance
Perkins V

Current Performance Measures
Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)

Retention/Placement

Credential, Certificate or Degree (C)

Credential

Retention

Concentration in Nontraditional (NT)

Placement (P)
Participation Nontraditional (PNT)
Completion Nontraditional (CNT)

1. The percentage of CTE concentrators who, during the second quarter after program

completion, remain enrolled in postsecondary education, are in advanced training, military
service, a service program, the Peace Corps or are placed or retained in employment.
2. The percentage of CTE concentrators who receive a recognized postsecondary credential
during participation in or within 1 year of program completion.
3. The percentage of CTE concentrators in CTE programs that lead to nontraditional fields.

34

Key Decision Points

35

Key Decision Points
• What is the right split of funds (secondary vs. postsecondary)?
• How should reserve funds be used?
• What additional quality indicator(s) should NJ use (must choose at least
one). Percentage of CTE concentrators having graduated from high
school:
• Having attained a recognized postsecondary credential;
• Having attained postsecondary credits in the relevant career and technical education
program earned through a dual or concurrent enrollment program or another credit
transfer agreement; or
• Having participated in work-based learning.

• What activities should State leadership funds support?
36

Stakeholder Engagement Plan

37

Stakeholder Engagement Symposia
• May 31 – Rutgers Busch Student Center, Piscataway
• June 3 – Stockton University, Galloway
• June 4 – Kean University STEM Building, Union
• June 10 – William Paterson University, Wayne
• June 11 – Camden County College, Blackwood
• June 12 – County College of Morris, Randolph
All events will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
38

Stakeholder Engagement Outreach
Online Surveys
• Students
• Business & Industry
• Community Members
• Educators
• Parents

Focus Groups
• Students
• Parents
39

Questions?
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Thank You!
New Jersey Department of Education Website
http://www.state.nj.us/education/
David McNair, CTE Program Specialist
Office of Career Readiness
New Jersey Department of Education

PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov
(609) 376-9067

Follow Us!

New Jersey Department of Education
(@njdeptofed)

@NewJerseyDOE
41

@NewJerseyDoe

Q&A Report:

Report Generated:

Perkins
V:
Collaboration,
Innovation, Equity

05/29/2019 02:06 PM EDT
Webinar ID
972-373-611

Actual Start Date/Time
05/29/2019 01:03 PM EDT

Q&A
Last Name

First Name

DePrince

Anthony

Doughty

Michele

Russo

Diane

Sifflet

Juanita

Sifflet

Juanita

Speight

Mark

Stella

Amy

WHEELER DRISCOLL

NANCY

WHEELER DRISCOLL

NANCY

WHEELER DRISCOLL

NANCY
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Duration
58 minutes

# Registered
150

# Attended
106

Email Address

Question # (Per Person)

Question Asked Date/Time

tdeprince@ccts.net

1

01:53:36 PM EDT

michele.doughty@doe.nj.gov 1

01:36:44 PM EDT

drusso@lakewoodpiners.org

1

01:56:29 PM EDT

jsifflet@jcboe.org

1

01:56:13 PM EDT

jsifflet@jcboe.org

2

01:56:45 PM EDT

mspeight@mptcs.org

1

01:38:09 PM EDT

astella@nburlington.com

1

01:36:01 PM EDT

nwheeler@capemaytech.com 1

01:31:59 PM EDT

nwheeler@capemaytech.com 2

01:55:09 PM EDT

nwheeler@capemaytech.com 3

01:56:41 PM EDT
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Questions Asked (#)
10

Questions Answered (#)
0

Question Asked
Answer Given
Has there any changes to the appropriate use / apporved
use for Perkins Funds for CTSO's
Can you explain more related to the alignment between
ESSA and CTE program funding
Thank you
how are Perkins allocated funded for district?
Thanks David!
Isn't this shortage also due to the Praxis tests/. Why would a
CTE teacher need to take an Algebra exam? Something
they haven't done in decades?
audio breaking up
Will we receive this PPT afterwards?
What is the discussion I am reading that CTE programs of
only two years are completers?
What is the discussion I am reading that CTE programs of
only two years are completers?
Thanks David!
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Answerer

Join Time - Leave Time (Time in Session)
05/29/2019 01:41 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (16 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT (1 minute),05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:44 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (13 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:44 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (13 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:33 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (24 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)

05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)
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Time in Session Registration Date/Time
16 minutes

05/23/2019 08:10 AM EDT

25 minutes

05/24/2019 11:47 AM EDT

26 minutes

05/20/2019 09:31 AM EDT

13 minutes

05/18/2019 10:13 AM EDT

13 minutes

05/18/2019 10:13 AM EDT

24 minutes

05/20/2019 10:13 AM EDT

25 minutes

05/18/2019 10:31 PM EDT

43 minutes

05/22/2019 06:27 PM EDT

43 minutes

05/22/2019 06:27 PM EDT

43 minutes

05/22/2019 06:27 PM EDT
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Perkins
V:
Collaboration,
Attendee Report: Innovation, Equity

Report Generated:

05/29/2019 02:04 PM EDT
Webinar ID
972-373-611

Actual Start Date/Time
05/29/2019 01:03 PM EDT

Duration
58 minutes

Attended
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Interest Rating
93
51
89
96
72
42
93
79
43
64
94
36
48
95
91
36
92
35
37
53
85
94
40
82
82

Last Name
A'Hearn
Abraham
Almeida
Anderson
Bacola
Bhalerao
Bing
Boakye
Brewer
Brown
Buffalino
Burkes
Burkholder
Cacace
Callahan
Cappello
Carbone
Carbonell
Carpenter
Caulfield
Chiang
Clark
Colacurcio
Cunache
DOLAN

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
85
80

DePrince
Dean
Del Buono

Yes
Yes
Yes

44
70
94

Doughty
Durkin
EKIMOGLOU

Attendee Details

47

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

77
54
81
95
72
91
39
35
73
92
36
66
95
37
40
70
52
52
94
50
94
54
98
42
47
35
62
66
37
40
95
49
91
89
49
74
40
36
58
79

Evangelista
Febo-Gomez
Fisher
Gage
Gainey
Galeotafiore
Giannetti
Gillespie
Gotay
Gowdy
Grobelny
Grzella
Guasconi
Harris
Hartman
Hipkins
Irovando
Jackson
James
Janosz
Jenkins
Kaplan
Karl-Agbee
Kasun
Kegelman
Kenney
Kerwick
Kleinschmidt
Lancaster
Leary
Lowery
Lyons
Mailly
Marx
McMillan
McQueeney
Mendenhall
Mulligan
Murray
Myers

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

71
85
37
80
62

Nasse
Neff
Newman
Paquette
Peake
48

Yes
Yes

87
71

Phommathep
Pickerell

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

66
73
84
91

Polynice
Rickards
Riley
Roach

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

73
47
79
44
92
47

Rodino
Russo
Russo
Shio
Sifflet
Simmonds

Yes
Yes

90
64

Smith
Sosnovik

Yes

92

Speight

Yes
Yes

69
86

Staas
Stella

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

87
52
47
41
41
43
56

Strickhart
Swiatkowski
Taylor
Teeney
Tyler
VILLANE
Varela

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

50
81
50
47
38

WHEELER
DRISCOLL
Warner
Williams
Wolverton
carter

Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No

68
0
0
0
0
0
0

space
Antoniou
Balletto
Carter
Daigle
Devine
Edwards
49

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Featherston
Ford
Fraraccio
Gara
Gillespie
Herman
Hice DePugh
Jefferies
Jones-Harris
Konowicz
Kroog
Lantelme
Long
MERRINGTON
Maisonet
Mantrana
McNair
Merriweather
Montesano
Okere
Pryblick
Ruane
Runfeldt
SMITH
Sandres Rapalo
Schneider
Shockley
Soliman
Stein
Sternbach
Taylor
Topoleski
Vassallo
Walker
Williams
Wood
corrado
gary
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# Registered
150

# Attended
106

Clicked Registration Link
212

First Name
Crystal
Alicia
Perle
Susan
Tom
Shubha
Jason
Augustine
Samantha
Edwin
Kamila
LaShona
Scot
Mark
Christopher
Marianne
Dominic
Nilda
MaryEllen
Dorothy
Samuel
Erik
JoAnne
Monica
JOHN

Email Address
ahearncr@epsnj.org
aabraham@hcstonline.org
palmeida@ucnj.org
susan.rakoci-anderson@dol.nj.gov
thomas.bacola@doe.nj.gov
shubha.bhalerao@doe.nj.gov
jbing@jcboe.org
aboakye@essex.edu
sbrewer@cccnj.edu
embrown@irvington.k12.nj.us
kbuffalino@srivernj.org
lashonaburkes@doe.nj.gov
sburkholder@wayneschools.com
mcacace@pcti.tec.nj.us
christopher.callahan@woodbridge.k12.nj.us
marianne.cappello@doe.nj.gov
DCarbone@sussex.edu
ncarbonell@passaicschools.org
mcarpen1@essex.edu
dcaulfield@kearnyschools.com
sachiang@bogotaboe.com
clark.erik@pps-nj.us
joanne.colacurcio@millville.org
cunache@ucc.edu
jdolan@essextech.org

Registration Date/Time
05/18/2019 08:37 AM EDT
05/19/2019 08:31 PM EDT
05/28/2019 12:38 PM EDT
05/22/2019 02:36 PM EDT
05/08/2019 01:42 PM EDT
05/20/2019 09:11 AM EDT
05/21/2019 03:59 PM EDT
05/20/2019 11:10 AM EDT
05/17/2019 02:25 PM EDT
05/20/2019 08:23 AM EDT
05/17/2019 05:49 PM EDT
05/21/2019 10:30 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:01 AM EDT
05/19/2019 06:08 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:54 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:28 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:25 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:42 AM EDT
05/21/2019 01:54 PM EDT
05/20/2019 11:27 AM EDT
05/17/2019 11:09 AM EDT
05/17/2019 09:05 AM EDT
05/18/2019 08:28 AM EDT
05/20/2019 10:22 AM EDT
05/20/2019 10:20 AM EDT

Anthony
Elaine
Gwen

tdeprince@ccts.net
edean1@rcgc.edu
delbuonogw@winslow-schools.com

05/23/2019 08:10 AM EDT
05/20/2019 10:34 AM EDT
05/29/2019 06:54 AM EDT

Michele
Karen
SUSAN

michele.doughty@doe.nj.gov
kdurkin@rcgc.edu
sekimoglou@gcsd.k12.nj.us

05/24/2019 11:47 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:59 AM EDT
05/28/2019 09:36 AM EDT
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Dinna
Yamillet
Stephanie
Gale
Karen
Loriann
Adelina
Tarah
Michele
Michael
Richard
Paul
Susana
Donald
Danielle
Priscilla
Christopher
Dinneen
Nydia
David
Mary
Jennifer
Ekem
Ross
Nancy
Lesley
Sean
Bob
Mary
Patrick
Rhonda
Andrew
Kenneth
Jason
Dayneesa
Patrick
Ron
Monica
Lizette
Vincent

devangelista@frhsd.com
Yfebo-gomez@middlesexcc.edu
sfisher@capemaytech.com
gage@essex.edu
kgainey@twpunionschools.org
ldekovics@pway.org
agiannetti@pemb.org
tagillespie@pennsauken.net
mgotay@pccc.edu
gowdym@mcvts.org
grobelr@ufrsd.net
grzella@co.somerset.nj.us
salonso@northbergen.k12.nj.us
dharris@acboe.org
dhartman@burlcoschools.org
priscilla.hipkins@lodi.k12.nj.us
cirovando@pway.org
djackson@brookdalecc.edu
njames@hccc.edu
janosz@nvnet.org
mjenkins6@essex.edu
jkaplan@chartertech.org
eagbee@essex.edu
rkasun@ltps.org
nkegelman@brookdalecc.edu
lkenney@manasquan.k12.nj.us
skerwick@hccc.edu
kleinscr@mccc.edu
mlancaster@ocean.edu
learyp@ufrsd.net
lowery_rhonda@aclink.org
lyonsan@winslow-schools.com
kmailly@essex.edu
jmarx@passaicschools.org
dnmcmillan@hccc.edu
patrick.mcqueeney@sparta.org
rmendenhall@salemcc.edu
mulliga@co.somerset.nj.us
lizette.murray@dcf.nj.gov
vmyers@woodburysch.com

05/18/2019 09:23 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:46 AM EDT
05/22/2019 06:27 PM EDT
05/21/2019 01:47 PM EDT
05/20/2019 01:42 PM EDT
05/20/2019 02:32 PM EDT
05/17/2019 12:03 PM EDT
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT
05/20/2019 09:30 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:23 AM EDT
05/29/2019 08:40 AM EDT
05/17/2019 04:10 PM EDT
05/20/2019 10:23 AM EDT
05/21/2019 10:35 AM EDT
05/17/2019 11:06 AM EDT
05/17/2019 08:19 AM EDT
05/20/2019 01:16 PM EDT
05/23/2019 06:45 PM EDT
05/21/2019 08:45 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:43 AM EDT
05/20/2019 01:12 PM EDT
05/18/2019 08:27 AM EDT
05/20/2019 11:16 AM EDT
05/16/2019 03:19 PM EDT
05/24/2019 09:56 AM EDT
05/28/2019 11:56 AM EDT
05/29/2019 12:11 PM EDT
05/23/2019 02:37 PM EDT
05/20/2019 09:25 AM EDT
05/23/2019 09:43 AM EDT
05/24/2019 10:21 AM EDT
05/29/2019 01:34 PM EDT
05/20/2019 11:04 AM EDT
05/21/2019 11:51 AM EDT
05/29/2019 01:21 PM EDT
05/17/2019 09:20 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:41 AM EDT
05/20/2019 10:50 AM EDT
05/20/2019 07:48 AM EDT
05/17/2019 08:44 AM EDT

Mary
Steven
Ronald
Kathleen
Chris

mnasse@ccm.edu
sneff@flboe.com
rnewman@passaicschools.org
kathleen.paquette@doe.nj.gov
peake@co.somerset.nj.us

05/17/2019 03:52 PM EDT
05/20/2019 09:19 AM EDT
05/17/2019 05:29 PM EDT
05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT
05/20/2019 10:52 AM EDT
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Lynda
Darlene

lphommat@atlantic.edu
Darlene.Pickerell@raritanval.edu

05/17/2019 02:49 PM EDT
05/20/2019 02:52 PM EDT

L
Brenden
James
Justin

lpolynice@wnyschools.net
brickar1@rcgc.edu
jriley@nutleyschools.org
jroach@manasquan.k12.nj.us

05/21/2019 07:54 AM EDT
05/20/2019 11:47 AM EDT
05/21/2019 11:53 AM EDT
05/28/2019 11:54 AM EDT

Farah
Diane
Terri
Erick
Juanita
Jonathan

frodino@northbergen.k12.nj.us
drusso@lakewoodpiners.org
russoter@orange.k12.nj.us
eshio@hamilton.k12.nj.us
jsifflet@jcboe.org
jsimmonds@pway.org

05/22/2019 08:56 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:31 AM EDT
05/17/2019 05:31 PM EDT
05/17/2019 08:11 PM EDT
05/18/2019 10:13 AM EDT
05/18/2019 09:04 AM EDT

Marian
Kyle

msmith@brookdalecc.edu
ksosnovik@hackettstown.org

05/24/2019 11:21 AM EDT
05/20/2019 03:29 PM EDT

Mark

mspeight@mptcs.org

05/20/2019 10:13 AM EDT

Diane
Amy

dstaas@camdencc.edu
astella@nburlington.com

05/20/2019 08:27 AM EDT
05/18/2019 10:31 PM EDT

James
Eileen
Kathleeen
Christine
Dawn
ANTHONY
Peter

jstrickhart@scvts.net
eswiatkowski@rcbc.edu
ktaylor@ocsdnj.org
teeney.christine@pps-nj.us
d.stokes@eastorange.k12.nj.us
VILLANE@CTEMC.ORG
peter.varela@sbschools.org

05/20/2019 08:37 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:41 AM EDT
05/17/2019 08:35 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:16 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:26 AM EDT
05/17/2019 09:10 AM EDT
05/17/2019 11:01 AM EDT

NANCY
Darlyn
Melissa
Thomas
linda

nwheeler@capemaytech.com
dwarner@essex.edu
mwilliams@delsearegional.us
twolverton@pway.org
carter@essex.edu

05/22/2019 06:27 PM EDT
05/20/2019 11:04 AM EDT
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT
05/20/2019 08:36 AM EDT
05/21/2019 03:54 PM EDT

kathleen
Joanna
Cheryl
Laurie
Lauren
Barbara
Mark

kathleen.space@dol.nj.gov
jantoniou@passaicschools.org
cballetto@epsd.org
Lcarter@acboe.org
lauren.daigle@millville.org
bdevine@brookdalecc.edu
mark.edwards@dol.nj.gov

05/20/2019 11:34 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:55 AM EDT
05/20/2019 09:42 AM EDT
05/20/2019 12:06 PM EDT
05/20/2019 08:41 AM EDT
05/28/2019 08:53 AM EDT
05/22/2019 09:09 AM EDT
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Kate
Charles
J
Ray
Tarah
David
Dana
Yvette
Mary L
Matt
Maureen
Klarisa
Joanne
MELISSA
Anthony
Chamiris
David
Celeste
Jennifer
Amanze
Kevin
Ellen
John
CATHLEEN
Lester
Kimberly
Christina
Phebe
Jill
Larry
Yolanda
Tina
Donna
Dana
Anthea
Joy
evanthia
cindy

kathryn.featherston@doc.nj.gov
cford@ctemc.org
jfraraccio@wnyschools.net
garar@wctech.org
tagillespie12@gmail.com
dherman@jcboe.org
dhicedepugh@mcts.edu
jefferies@essex.edu
Mary.Harris@dol.nj.gov
mkonowicz@nburlington.com
maureen.kroog@staff.harrisonschools.org
klantelme@camdencc.edu
jolong@hamilton.k12nj.us
mmerrington@jcboe.org
amaisonet@passaicschools.org
cmantrana@nps.k12.nj.us
david.mcnair@doe.nj.gov
cmerriweather@bridgeton.k12.nj.us
jmontesano@sboe.org
Amanze.okere@dol.nj.gov
kpryblick@kearnyschools.com
eruane@jcboe.org
runfeldt@essex.edu
csmith@essextech.org
lester.sandresrapalo@ucc.edu
kschneider@mcts.edu
cshockley@hcvsd.org
psoliman@ccm.edu
stein@essex.edu
lawrence.sternbach@dol.nj.gov
yolanda.taylor@dol.nj.gov
tetopoleski@jacksonsd.org
dvassall@atlantic.edu
dana.walker@eastorange.k12.nj.us
anthea.williams@dol.nj.gov
jwood@cumberland.tec.nj.us
evanthia.corrado@dol.nj.gov
garyci@winslow-schools.com
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05/20/2019 09:13 AM EDT
05/20/2019 02:09 PM EDT
05/21/2019 07:56 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:58 AM EDT
05/28/2019 02:17 PM EDT
05/18/2019 09:18 AM EDT
05/22/2019 01:55 PM EDT
05/17/2019 05:42 PM EDT
05/20/2019 01:10 PM EDT
05/19/2019 02:36 PM EDT
05/16/2019 03:50 PM EDT
05/20/2019 11:25 AM EDT
05/20/2019 04:09 PM EDT
05/21/2019 07:56 AM EDT
05/20/2019 08:02 AM EDT
05/18/2019 03:22 PM EDT
05/22/2019 11:34 AM EDT
05/17/2019 10:25 AM EDT
05/16/2019 04:51 PM EDT
05/20/2019 04:02 PM EDT
05/20/2019 09:39 AM EDT
05/18/2019 09:12 AM EDT
05/21/2019 01:29 PM EDT
05/16/2019 03:41 PM EDT
05/20/2019 10:19 AM EDT
05/24/2019 09:01 AM EDT
05/18/2019 09:07 AM EDT
05/17/2019 02:38 PM EDT
05/20/2019 10:56 AM EDT
05/17/2019 04:29 PM EDT
05/17/2019 02:31 PM EDT
05/20/2019 08:21 AM EDT
05/17/2019 02:14 PM EDT
05/16/2019 04:53 PM EDT
05/29/2019 01:37 PM EDT
05/17/2019 06:11 PM EDT
05/17/2019 02:14 PM EDT
05/29/2019 01:34 PM EDT

Opened Invitation
0

Join Time - Leave Time (Time in Session)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (47 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:26 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:53 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (4 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:23 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (34 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (47 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:40 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (17 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (5 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:55 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:26 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (42 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:16 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (42 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:28 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:58 PM EDT (33 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:19 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (39 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:41 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (16 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:39 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:00 PM EDT (22 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT (1 minute),05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:23 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (38 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (28 minutes)
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05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:21 PM EDT (8 minutes),05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:19 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (38 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (43 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (34 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:23 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (39 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (28 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:34 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:26 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (31 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:38 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (23 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (28 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:34 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:00 PM EDT (36 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:28 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (33 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (44 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:55 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (37 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:46 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (15 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:33 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:28 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:35 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:21 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:26 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:47 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (14 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:24 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:33 PM EDT (9 minutes),05/29/2019 01:34 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:58 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:28 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (29 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (39 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:28 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (33 minutes)
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05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (34 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (47 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:16 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:58 PM EDT (42 minutes),05/29/2019 01:53 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (4 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (32 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:29 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:20 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (37 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT (3 minutes),05/29/2019 01:40 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:58 PM EDT (19 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:16 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (41 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (31 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:44 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (13 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:19 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (38 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:21 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT (4 minutes),05/29/2019 01:25 PM EDT 05/29/2019 02:00 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:22 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (35 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:33 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (24 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:20 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:21 PM EDT (1 minute),05/29/2019 01:33 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:55 PM EDT (23 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:32 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (25 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:23 PM EDT (9 minutes),05/29/2019 01:23 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (34 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (31 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:54 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (7 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:15 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (41 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (31 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (27 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)

05/29/2019 01:14 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (43 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (26 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:27 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:57 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:31 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 02:01 PM EDT (30 minutes)
05/29/2019 01:20 PM EDT - 05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT (10 minutes),05/29/2019 01:30 PM EDT 05/29/2019 01:56 PM EDT (27 minutes)
------57

Time in Session
47 minutes
32 minutes
4 minutes
34 minutes
47 minutes
27 minutes
17 minutes
5 minutes
35 minutes
26 minutes
30 minutes
29 minutes
42 minutes
42 minutes
29 minutes
26 minutes
26 minutes
32 minutes
30 minutes
33 minutes
27 minutes
43 minutes
26 minutes
30 minutes
39 minutes
16 minutes
32 minutes
22 minutes
25 minutes
38 minutes
28 minutes

Unsubscribed Webinar Question 1
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Has there any changes to the appropriate use / apporved
No
use for Perkins Funds for CTSO's
No
No
Can you explain more related to the alignment between
No
ESSA and CTE program funding
No
No
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42 minutes
43 minutes
38 minutes
29 minutes
43 minutes
34 minutes
39 minutes
26 minutes
29 minutes
30 minutes
28 minutes
30 minutes
27 minutes
31 minutes
23 minutes
30 minutes
28 minutes
27 minutes
30 minutes
25 minutes
36 minutes
33 minutes
44 minutes
26 minutes
37 minutes
29 minutes
15 minutes
25 minutes
32 minutes
30 minutes
29 minutes
27 minutes
26 minutes
26 minutes
35 minutes
35 minutes
32 minutes
14 minutes
30 minutes
27 minutes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

34 minutes
27 minutes
29 minutes
39 minutes
33 minutes

No
No
No
No
No
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34 minutes
47 minutes

No
No

42 minutes
32 minutes
27 minutes
37 minutes

No
No
No
No

21 minutes
26 minutes
41 minutes
31 minutes
13 minutes
38 minutes

No
No
No
No
No
No

39 minutes
35 minutes

No
No

24 minutes

No

Isn't this shortage also due to the Praxis tests/. Why would a
CTE teacher need to take an Algebra exam? Something
they haven't done in decades?

23 minutes
25 minutes

No
No

audio breaking up

42 minutes
31 minutes
7 minutes
41 minutes
31 minutes
27 minutes
26 minutes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

43 minutes
30 minutes
26 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes

No
No
No
No
No

37 minutes
-------

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Thank you

how are Perkins allocated funded for district?

Will we receive this PPT afterwards?
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---------------------------------------

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Thanks David!

What is the discussion I am reading that CTE programs of
only two years are completers?
What is the discussion I am reading that CTE programs of
only two years are completers?
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Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Symposium
Rutgers University – Busch Student Center
604 Bartholomew Road, Piscataway, NJ
May 31, 2019
9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Agenda

Welcome
Opportunities to Innovate in Perkins V
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Presentation: Where the Jobs Are
Chet Chinsky, Director
Office of Research and Information

9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development

Presentation: The Landscape of CTE in the Region and the State
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Breakout Focus Groups

10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Focus Group

Location

Business & Industry

Multi-Purpose Room

School Administrators

Multi-Purpose Room

College

BSC – 174

Counselors/Community Leaders

BSC – 120

Teachers & Faculty

BSC – 122
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New Jersey
Department of Education
Perkins V: Collaboration, Innovation, Equity
Office of Career Readiness
May 31, 2019
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Objectives
• Understand key decision points and opportunities to
innovate in Perkins V;
• Compare information about the labor market needs in New
Jersey to the landscape of CTE programs; and
• Provide input that will guide New Jersey’s plan for Career
and Technical Education for the future
65

Strengthening Career and Technical Education
for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V)
Congress came together to
expand educational pathways
and opportunities and give
local communities greater
flexibility in how best to
prepare students for the jobs
of today and tomorrow.
Education Secretary Betsy DeVos
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Perkins V: An Opportunity to “Rethink School”
• Why aren’t work-based learning and
“earn and learn” programs (like
apprenticeships) the rule and not the
exception?
• Why can’t employers play a larger role
in preparing students for their futures?
• Why is CTE for some and not all
students?
• How do we build the necessary
pipeline of qualified teachers?
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Alignment to the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) and Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA)
ESSA

WIOA

Definitions and use of
terminology

✔

✔

Challenging state academic
standards

✔

✔

Opportunities for state plan
coordination
Secondary indicators of
performance

✔

Data disaggregation and
subgroup performance

✔
68

Perkins V: Levers of Opportunity
Aligning CTE Programs
Fostering Collaboration
Strengthening CTE Teacher and Faculty Pipeline
Expanding the Reach and Scope of Guidance and Counseling
Promoting Innovative Practices
State and Local –Driven Continuous Improvement
69

Fiscal Information
Total FY20 New Jersey Allocation: $25,420,176
With-in State Allocations (allocated to districts by formula)

•

Reserve (rural and county vocational)

•

Secondary Allocations

•

Postsecondary Allocations

$1,620,536
$10,992,638
$8,993,976

Leadership
•

State Agencies

$254,202

•

Leadership-Non-Trad

$127,500

•

Leadership

$2,157,774

Administrative

$1,271,008
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Incentivizing Innovation
• The use of reserve funds is expanded to foster innovation through the
identification and promotion of promising and proven career and
technical education programs, practices, and strategies, which may
include programs, practices, and strategies that prepare individuals for
nontraditional fields. (Perkins V Section 112(c)(2)(A))
• Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career
exploration and career development activities in the “middle grades”
(defined as grades 5 – 8). (Perkins V Section 135(b)(1))
71

Perkins V: Timeline
One Year
Transition
Plan Due
May 2019

Perkins V Act
Signed
July 31, 2018

Four Year
Plan Due
April 2020

Cross-sector
Stakeholder
Meeting
December,
2018

Ongoing
Stakeholder
Engagement
Throughout 2019
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Alignment of CTE Programs and the
Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment

73

Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
To be eligible to receive financial assistance under this part,
an eligible recipient must
A.Conduct a comprehensive local needs assessment related to
career and technical education
B.Update such comprehensive local needs assessment once
every two years (Perkins V Section 134(c)(1))
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Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
Components of the Local Needs Assessment:

1. Evaluation of performance of students, including special
population subgroups
2. Description of how programs are sufficient in size, scope and
quality and aligned to in-demand industry sectors or occupations
3. Evaluation of progress toward implementation of CTE programs
and programs of study
75

Alignment of CTE Programs and the Comprehensive
Local Needs Assessment
Components of the Local Needs Assessment (cont.):

4. Description of how the eligible recipient will improve recruitment,
retention, and training of CTE teachers and staff
5. Description of progress toward implementation of equal access to
high-quality CTE for all students
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Local Needs Assessment
(Meeting the Needs of Special Populations)
• Local needs assessment will guide gap analysis for meeting the needs
of special populations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students with disabilities
Socioeconomically disadvantaged students
Homeless individuals
Foster care youth
English learners
Gender nontraditional students
Students with a parent in the military and on active duty

77

State Level Accountability
Perkins Performance Measures
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Perkins Performance Measures
Transition Year:
• Keep existing performance measures for the transition year
Perkins V:
• Which required performance indicator do we choose?
• Do we use additional performance indicators? Which do we use?
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Secondary Perkins Performance
Current Performance Measures

Perkins V

Required

Required

Academic Attainment Language Arts (AA-LA)

Academic Attainment Language Arts (AA-LA)

Academic Attainment Math (AA-Math)

Academic Attainment Math (AA-Math)

Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)

Academic Attainment Science (AA-Science)

Graduation/High School Completion (G)

Graduation/High School Completion (G)

Placement (P)

Placement (P)

Participation Nontraditional (PNT)

Concentration in Nontraditional (NT)

Completion Nontraditional (CNT)

Required – Pick ONE
Attainment of postsecondary credential
Attainment of postsecondary credits
% of Students participating in work-based
learning

Optional
Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)
80

Poll Everywhere Question:
Which of the Three Indicators Should New Jersey Select?
Percentage of CTE concentrators having graduated from high
school:
Having attained a recognized postsecondary credential;
Having attained postsecondary credits in the relevant
career and technical education program earned through a
dual or concurrent enrollment program or another credit
transfer agreement; or
Having participated in work-based learning.
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Postsecondary Perkins Performance
Perkins V

Current Performance Measures
Technical Skill Attainment (TSA)

Retention/Placement

Credential, Certificate or Degree (C)

Credential

Retention

Concentration in Nontraditional (NT)

Placement (P)
Participation Nontraditional (PNT)
Completion Nontraditional (CNT)
1. The percentage of CTE concentrators who, during the second quarter after program

completion, remain enrolled in postsecondary education, are in advanced training, military
service, a service program, the Peace Corps or are placed or retained in employment.
2. The percentage of CTE concentrators who receive a recognized postsecondary credential
during participation in or within 1 year of program completion.
3. The percentage of CTE concentrators in CTE programs that lead to nontraditional fields.
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Key Decision Points
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Key Decision Points
• What is the right split of funds (secondary vs. postsecondary)?
• How should reserve funds be used?
• What additional quality indicator(s) should NJ use (must choose at
least one).
• Should we use Perkins funds for the middle grades and if so, for
what?
• What activities should State Leadership Funds support?
• How should NJ define Size, Scope, and Quality of programs?
• Hoe should NJ define high-skill, high-wage, in-demand?
84

Stakeholder Engagement Plan
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Stakeholder Engagement Symposia
• May 31 – Rutgers Busch Student Center, Piscataway
• June 3 – Stockton University, Galloway
• June 4 – Kean University STEM Building, Union
• June 10 – William Paterson University, Wayne
• June 11 – Camden County College, Blackwood
• June 12 – County College of Morris, Randolph
All events will be held from 9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
86

Stakeholder Engagement Outreach
Online Surveys
• Students
• Business & Industry
• Community Members
• Educators
• Parents
Focus Groups
• Students
• Parents
87

Thank You!
New Jersey Department of Education Website
http://www.state.nj.us/education/
Office of Career Readiness
New Jersey Department of Education

PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov
(609) 376-9067

Follow Us!

New Jersey Department of Education
(@njdeptofed)

@NewJerseyDOE
88

@NewJerseyDoe

Labor Market Information for
Perkins V Stakeholder Outreach
Central Region
(Mercer, Middlesex, Monmouth & Ocean)
Presented by:
Chet Chinsky
Director, Economic and Demographic Research
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The Office of Research and Information at the New
Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce
Development (ORI)
The Office of Research and Information at the New Jersey
Department of Labor is the premier source for reliable intelligence
on the labor market, population, and economy of New Jersey. Our
goal is to help people and organizations make informed labor market
choices by:
• Collecting, analyzing, and disseminating accessible and actionoriented research; and
• Helping our customers understand and apply our research to
meet their needs.
90

Statewide Landscape
Using all available datasets, it is possible to tell a
comprehensive story about the workforce of a given
geography, at one point in time or over many years,
that is comparable to other geographies
91

New Jersey has more than tripled its employment base
since data started being collected

4,500
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4,000
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3,500
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0
2,000
-50

1,500

-100

1,000
500

-150

0

-200
1940

1950
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1970

1980

Annual Employment Change
Gray area denotes U.S. economic recession as defined by
the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER)
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1990

2000

Employment

2010

2018

Annual Employment Change

Total Nonfarm Employment (000s)

Total Nonfarm Employment and Annual Change
New Jersey: 1939-2018

New Jersey’s Key Industry Clusters
Total private sector employment = 3.4MM

Health Care

476,893

Retail

459,441

Transportation, Distribution & Logistics

398,719

Leisure & Hospitality

372,887

Manufacturing

242,476

Finance & Insurance

220,381

Technology

179,635

Construction & Utilities

168,987

Life Sciences

71,486
0

100,000
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200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

Regional Landscape
Using similar data points, we can compare and
contrast geographies to identify strengths and
weaknesses in a given area
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Key Industry Clusters in Central Region (Mercer, Middlesex,
Monmouth and Ocean Counties)
Total private employment = 913,052
Health Care

131,392

Retail

128,845

Transportation, Distribution & Logistics

102,464

Leisure & Hospitality

100,163

Technology

63,077

Manufacturing

53,482

Finance & Insurance

49,918

Life Sciences

25,212
0

50,000
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100,000

150,000

Most of the top 15 occupations by employment in
the central region require no more than a high
Retail salespersons
school diploma
Laborers of freight and stock
Cashiers
Registered nurses
Office clerks, general
Janitors and cleaners
Stock clerks and order fillers
Secretaries and administrative
assistants Customer service
representatives Teacher assistants
Nursing assistants
Waiters and waitresses
Receptionists and information clerks
Elementary school teachers
Software applications developers

High School or Less

0

10,00
0

20,000

Employme
nt

Certificate Through Associate
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30,00
0

40,00
0

Bachelor’s or More

Of those occupations that require at least some postsecondary education,
many earn more than the statewide average salary of $57,000
Registered nurses
Teacher assistants
Nursing assistants
Elementary school teachers
Software applications developers
Bookkeeping and auditing clerks
Heavy truck drivers
Accountants and auditors
Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists
Secondary school teachers
Lawyers
Middle school teachers
Substitute teachers
Automotive service technicians and mechanics
Medical assistants

$82,010

$69,500
$107,040

$91,400
$76,430
$140,340
$71,460

0

10,000

20,000

Employment
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30,000

Regional Industry Composition Comparison to State
Your region is well-balanced across nearly all industry
sectors
• Educational services and the arts, entertainment and
recreation industry stand out with a stronger presence
compared to other regions of the state
• Manufacturing and financial services have a slightly weaker
presence in this region than in other parts of the state
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Long-Term Projections
Every two years, all states and the U. S. develop tenyear industry and occupational projection estimates
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Education and health services and professional and business
services are expected to account for the majority of projected
employment growth
Education and Health Services

35,820

Trade, Transportation, and Utilities

14,360

Professional and Business Services

21,220

Leisure and Hospitality
Government

12,750
-4,660

Financial Activities

1,990

Manufacturing

3,280

Other Services

6,730

Construction
Information

7,060
-440

-50,000
2016 Actual Employment

0

50,000

100,000 150,000 200,000 250,000 300,000 350,000

2016-2026 Projected Employment Growth
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These 15 occupations are projected to add the most jobs
in the region from 2016 to 2026
Home health aides

6,210

Laborers of freight and stock

4,650

Software applications developers

3,950
3,500

Registered nurses
Nursing assistants

2,100
1,980

Hairdressers, hairstylists, and cosmetologists

1,770

Heavy truck drivers

1,620

Landscaping and groundskeeping workers
Medical assistants

1,470

Personal care aides

1,290

Market research analysts and marketing specialists

1,250

Wholesale sales representatives

1,220

Social and human service assistants

1,170
1,150

Construction laborers

Light truck or delivery services drivers

960
0

2016 Actual Employment

10,000
20,000
2016-2026 Projected Employment Growth
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30,000

40,000

These 15 occupations are projected to grow at the fastest
rate in the region from 2016 to 2026
Occupatio
n
Solar photovoltaic installers

Employmen
t
2016 Actual
2026 Projected

16-'2
Growth Rate
Projected
6
Percent (%)
Change

250

540

290

8.0

Home health aides

11,390

17,600

6,210

4.4

Physician assistants

660

910

250

3.3

Personal care aides

3,750

5,040

1,290

3.0

Nurse practitioners

1,430

1,920

490

3.0

Software applications developers

13,500

17,450

3,950

2.6

Medical assistants

5,340

6,810

1,470

2.5

Information security analysts

890

1,120

230

2.3

Respiratory therapists

950

1,190

240

2.3

Physical therapists

2,360

2,940

580

2.2

Market research analysts and marketing specialists

5,380

6,630

1,250

2.1

Phlebotomists

1,330

1,630

300

2.1

Postsecondary health specialties teachers

1,540

1,870

330

2.0

Occupational therapists

1,690

2,050

360

1.9

Fitness trainers and aerobics instructors

4,310

5,190

880

1.9
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Both now and in the future, the majority of jobs in the region
require a high school diploma or less or a Bachelor’s degree or more
Doctoral or professional degree

3,620

Master's degree

2,500

Bachelor's degree

27,230

2,800

Associate's degree

Certificate

13,930

High school diploma or equivalent

23,090

No formal educational credential

32,680
0

2016 Actual Employment

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

2016-2026 Projected Employment Growth
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Source: Occupational Projection Estimates, 2016-2026

Real-Time Jobs in Demand
Data elements pulled from online job postings show
current demand for the top skills, credentials, and
occupations sought by employers
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There were nearly 90,000 online advertisements for
employment over the past 6 months
Registered Nurses
Software Applications Developers
Retail Salespersons
Wholesale Sales Representatives
Heavy Truck Drivers
Supervisors of Retail Sales Workers
Laborers and Freight and Stock
Secretaries and Administrative Assistants
Human Resources Specialists
Management Analysts
Licensed Practical and Licensed Vocational Nurses
Nursing Assistants
Stock Clerks and Order Fillers
Computer Systems Analysts
Computer User Support Specialists

* Green bars represent
occupations requiring at
least a Bachelor’s degree

0
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1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

Source: Labor Insight, Burning Glass Technologies

Online job postings in NJ over the past 6 months are
seeking candidates with varying degrees of postsecondary
experience.
7%

3%

High school or vocational training
Associate's degree

34%
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree

48%

Doctoral degree
8%
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Source: Labor Insight, Burning Glass Technologies

These are the top baseline skills advertised by employers
for all jobs over the past 6 months
Communication Skills
Teamwork / Collaboration
Organizational Skills
Physical Abilities
Problem Solving
Research
Detail-Oriented
Planning
Computer Literacy
Written Communication
0%

5%

10%
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15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

These are the top technical skills advertised by employers
for all jobs over the past 6 months
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Word
SQL
Microsoft Powerpoint
Java
Software Development
Oracle
JavaScript
SAP
Python
0

2,000

4,000
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6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

Graduates
Annual releases of IPEDS data show how many
completers graduate from institutions and
instructional programs to fill the pipeline for future
occupations
109

These are the top ten programs of study of graduates from
institutions in the region over the past five years
15,449

Liberal Arts and Sciences, General Studies and Humanities

10,756

Business Administration, Management and Operations

7,842

Registered Nursing, Nursing Research and Clinical Nursing

5,891

Allied Health and Medical Assisting Services

5,543

Psychology, General
Social Work

4,431

Criminal Justice and Corrections

4,389

Human Resources Management and Services

3,691

Biology, General

3,567
3,292

Social Sciences, General
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000
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Source: Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), 4-digit detail

Completions from public research universities (e.g., Rutgers-New
Brunswick) have increased since 2013. Completions from other
institutions have remained steady or decreased.
5-Year
Total

Instructional Program

Five Year Change

#

%

Public Research University

58,352

3,256

+34%

Independent Four-Year College

30,985

-27

-

Community College

30,730

199

+3%

State College/University

26,770

-503

-9%

Career & Technical School

4,625

-140

-13%

Proprietary Institutions

1,593

-109

-29%
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A preliminary look at examples of occupations comparing
projected demand for employment with reported supply of
completers
Over-Trained

Balanced

• Healthcare Social
Workers
• Marriage and
Family Therapists
• Training and
Development
Specialists
• Computer
Network Support
Specialists
• Loan Officers

• Diagnostic Medical
Sonographers
• Civil Engineers
• Massage
Therapists
• Human Resources
Specialists
• Chemists
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Under-Trained

• Software
Applications
Developers
• Automotive Service
Technicians
• Dental Assistants
• Pharmacy
Technicians
• Market Research
Analysts

Takeaways
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• New Jersey and the United States currently in a very tight
labor market
▫ Unemployment rate
▫ Labor Force participation
• Long-term employment projected to grow to 2026
▫ NJ to add 352,730 jobs (8%)
▫ Central region (Mercer, Monmouth, Middlesex and Ocean)
to add 105,770 jobs (9%)
• Majority of growth will be in service-providing industries
114

• Strong demand now for jobs in health care,
transportation and logistics, IT, and personal
services
• Employers are seeking communication skills,
collaboration abilities, and problem solving

Icons by Freepik
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• There may be some shortage of postsecondary completers
to meet current and future demand, but it’s getting better
▫ Liberal arts and business degrees by far the top two over the
past 5 years

▫ Strong upward trends in awards/degrees in health care and IT

• 5-year trends show a significant increase in more advanced
degrees (Master’s or higher), and a downward trend among
completers at the certificate level (down 27% since 2013)
Icon by Freepik
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• The central region hosts a very robust postsecondary
educational system with several four-year colleges and four
two-year county colleges
▫ Although most institutions have had a stable or slightly
increasing number of since 2013, Rutgers-New Brunswick is
growing quickly (+34%)
• Community colleges and career and technical schools may be
underutilized given the prevalence in the labor market for jobs
that require some postsecondary education but not a
Bachelor’s degree
Icon by Wanicon
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Chet Chinsky
Director, Economic and Demographic Research
New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development
chester.chinsky@dol.nj.gov
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New Jersey
Department of Education
The Landscape of
Career and Technical Education (CTE)
Jane Griesinger

Director, Office of Career Readiness
May 31, 2019
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Objectives
This presentation will help meet the following objectives:
• Understand where CTE is offered in New Jersey
• Understand where CTE is offered in the central region
• Know what types of CTE programs have high student enrollment
• Discuss where CTE programs are aligned to labor market needs and
areas where they are not
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Distribution of CTE students in New Jersey
County
Vocational
School Districts

Comprehensive High
Schools and Charter
School Districts

NJ State Agencies

County Colleges

• Twenty-one
(21) county
vocational
school districts
• Sixty-six (66)
schools
• Total
Enrollment:
32,214

• Ninety-six (96)
comprehensive high
school districts
• Two (2) charter school
districts
• One hundred fortyeight schools (148)
• Total enrollment::
40, 481

• Department of
Corrections
• Department of
Children and
Families
• Juvenile Justice
Commission
• Marie H.
Katzenbach School
for the Deaf
• Total Enrollment:
3,770

Nineteen (19)
county colleges
Total enrollment:
106,510
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Central Region
For the purposes of this symposium, we have defined the region
including the following counties as the central region:
• Mercer County
• Middlesex County
• Monmouth County
• Ocean County
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Where is CTE delivered in this region?
Mercer County
• Area Vocational Technical School of Mercer

County

Middlesex County (5331)
• Middlesex County Vocational Technical Schools

• North Brunswick Township Public Schools

• East Windsor Regional School District

• Old Bridge Township School District

• Ewing Township Public Schools

• Piscataway Township Schools

• Hamilton Township

• South River Public Schools

• Hopewell Valley Regional School District

• Woodbridge Township School District

• Lawrence Township Public Schools
• Marie Katzenbach School for the Deaf

• Robbinsville Public Schools
• Trenton Public Schools
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Where is CTE delivered in this region?
Monmouth County

Ocean County

• Asbury Park School District

• Jackson Township School District

• Freehold Regional

• Lakewood Township

• Long Branch Public Schools

• Ocean County Vocational Technical School

• Manasquan School District
• Monmouth County Vocational School District
• Red Bank Regional
• Upper Freehold
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How CTE Programs are Organized
16 Career Clusters
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Secondary CTE Student Enrollment
by Career Cluster (Top Ten - Statewide)
Career Cluster
Arts, Audio Visual Technology & Communications
Science, Technology, Engineering & Math
Hospitality & Tourism
Health Science
Information Technology
Architecture & Construction
Business Management & Administration
Manufacturing
Finance
Human Services

Total
21%
10%
9%
9%
7%
7%
6%
5%
5%
5%
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County Vocational
School Districts
17%
12%
9%
14%
6%
9%
3%
5%
2%
7%

Comprehensive School
District
24%
8%
10%
5%
8%
6%
8%
4%
7%
3%

Secondary CTE Programs
with the Highest Enrollment (Statewide)
1. Health Services/Allied Health/Health Sciences General
2. Business Administration and Management, General
3. Cosmetology/Cosmetologist, General
4. Cooking & Related Culinary Arts, General

5. Accounting Technology/Technician & Bookkeeping
6. Engineering Technology, General
7. Culinary Arts/Chef Training
8. Automobile/Automotive Mechanics Technology/Technician
9. Sales, Distribution & Marketing Operations, General
10. Radio and TV Broadcasting Technology/Technician
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Secondary CTE Student Enrollment
by Career Cluster (Central Region)
Career Cluster
Arts, Audio Visual Technology & Communications
Science, Technology, Engineering & Math
Business Management & Administration
Health Science
Marketing
Hospitality & Tourism
Finance
Manufacturing
Information Technology
Architecture & Construction
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Statewide
21%
10%
9%
9%
7%
7%
6%
5%
5%
5%

Central Region
16%
12%
10%
9%
8%
6%
6%
5%
5%
5%

Secondary CTE Programs with the Highest
Enrollment (Central Region Counties)
Mercer County

Middlesex County

1. Sales, Distribution, & Marketing Operations,

1. Business Administration and Management,

General

General

2. Accounting Technology/Technician

2. Sales, Distribution, & Marketing Operations,

3. Business Administration and Management,

General

General

3. Automobile/Automotive Mechanics

4. Cosmetology/Cosmetologist, General

Technology

5. Cooking & Related Culinary Arts, General

4. Health Services/Allied Health/Health
Sciences, General
5. Computer Graphics
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Secondary CTE Programs with the Highest
Enrollment (Central Region Counties)
Monmouth County

Ocean County

1. Engineering Technology, General

1. Broadcast Journalism

2. Finance, General

2. Marine Biology and Biological Oceanography

3. Design & Visual Communications, General

3. Graphic Design

4. Health Services/Allied Health/Health

4. Musical Theater

Sciences, General

5. CAD/CADD Drafting and/or Design

5. Biotechnology

Technology
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Turn and Talk
• What is missing?
• What is overrepresented?
• What is underrepresented?
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Postsecondary CTE Student Enrollment
by Career Cluster (Central Region)
Career Cluster
Health Science
Business Management & Administration
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Information Technology
Education & Training
Arts, Audio-Video Technology & Communications
Finance
Human Services
STEM
Manufacturing
Hospitality & Tourism

Statewide
20%
18%
13%
9%
8%
8%
6%
5%
4%
3%
3%
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Central
Region
14%
18%
13%
11%
9%
10%
6%
4%
3%
2%
3%

Postsecondary CTE Programs
with the Highest Enrollment (Statewide)
1. Business Administration & Management, General
2. Registered Nursing/Registered Nurse
3. Criminal Justice/Police Science

4. Accounting Technology/Technician & Bookkeeping
5. Computer and Information Sciences, General
6. Kinesiology & Exercise Science
7. Human Services, Social Work
8. Business/Commerce, General
9. Computer Programming/Programmer, General
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Turn and Talk
• What is missing?
• What is overrepresented?
• What is underrepresented?
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Thank You!
New Jersey Department of Education Website
http://www.state.nj.us/education/
Office of Career Readiness
New Jersey Department of Education

PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov
(609) 376-9067

Follow Us!

New Jersey Department of Education
(@njdeptofed)

@NewJerseyDOE
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@NewJerseyDoe

Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

May 31, 2019
10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Francine Wright, Ed.D – Administrators (3 of 3 note takers)
Kathleen Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Links with building firms & communities
to ensure a CTE program is meeting
industry needs;
90 % of CTE students are in Structured
Learning Experience programs;
Have shared programs & Cluster
Programs.

•
•

Staffing – limited CTE teachers;
Facility is too small/lack of space;
Funding for expansion
Mindset /Perception of Board members
of CTE programs and of CTE students
served. Need a mindset change to
positive;
Believe perception is a “State”
problem;
Perception. Some parents believe
vocational programs are for “bad kids.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
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Finding more qualified CTE teachers;

•

CTE teacher salary scale should be
competitive. Currently salary scales are
low and/or limited.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should not have a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding;
Should consider a percentage of students enrolled for each program to be eligible;’
Have small schools sign consortium agreements specifically to help fund CTE programs;
Core is funding because funding follows the student;
Need guidance on how to build a program;
Advisory committees need to more proactively involved.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•

Consider setback for students is entry level, post-secondary, when a student must
take remedial classes;
Need stronger linkage with acceptable collage credit taken at secondary level;
Alignment: Need to revisit 9.3 standards, and revise along with industries to codevelopment of standards that are more current;
Need to know where do industries send their respective employees for PD training?
Schools need to align with industries to send CTE teachers to same type of
PD/training;
Need to know what are the focus standards that are fixable to match industry needs.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•

First, we need to look at research in the industry, such as Labor & Workforce statistics to help
define high skill, high-wage, and/or what’s in demand;
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•
•
•
•

High-skill, high-wage need to be locally defined;
Good measure of CTE program quality is when you have evidence of high skill;
Recommend coming back to question of what is consider a good measure of CTE program
quality;
Potential earnings is a good measure of CTE program quality.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•

Need to have those districts that depend on the portion of Perkins funding held in reserve to
be part of the conversation;
Will change in formula impact number of CTE students currently receiving benefits of Perkins
funds? This is an equity problem;
Is access of opportunity a bigger problem?

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

Increase communication to parents about opportunities offered special populations in CTE
programs;
Need for increase involvement/activities of school social workers and guidance counselors’
engagement at both k-12 and community college (i.e. more proactive alignment).

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes. Start in grade 6 to begin exposing students;
More hands-on experiences;
More career workshops
Have more focus standards to drive the programs;
Increase exposure to students to what is offered;
More articulation between middle school and high school teachers.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•

Yes. i.e. professional development for school counselor;
Need for county and statewide cluster PD training;
PD training for administrators and teachers.
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Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•

Need assistance in securing certified CTE teachers;
Need assistance in how to reach out to seek help to build high-quality structure learning
experiences.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

Need more distribution to comprehensive schools;
High school program [offering offerings] drive the programs that students enroll in. High
school programs drive college programs. Therefore, more focus should be on high school to
drive the decision, and because equipment is so expensive.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•

Go back to collaborative schools inner sharing of schools’ districts within the same region.
Inside of direct competition;
SLE is comprehensive to having real life experiences – interaction with industry.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers University
5.31.2019
10:45 am – 12:45 pm
David Gehrke
Kathy Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Started 9th grade leadership career
academies
Exposure to the career or college that
meets their individual needs
Not a requirement but every freshman
takes it
Done as an English course
Additional 8th class allows for flexibility
5 career academis that are CTE based
Every senior does an SLE
Linked with industry
Advisory committees that meet at least
once a semester
Shared time side similar to career
academis
SLE with 2 coordinators

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Size of the building and facility
Staffing
Funding
Limited staff to provide CTE programs
or expand
Not sure where to find a space for the
CTE program
How to get the equipment
Small number of students that would
participate.
Would break up the entire school
population
Perceptions of the district BOE of what
is needed for their students and
community
Stigmatizim on vocational /CTE

•
•
•
•

Teach a soft skill class
Credit recovery programs
Career academies that are specifically for
IEP students
Concious of what the requirements of the
SLEs

•
•

Conversations with parents of what CTE
actually is
Old days versus modern times and
what CTE can actually offer.

•

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Will colleges support providing
courses/degrees that will provide CTE
teachers?
Teacher recruitment
Pay scale – how can it increase
Transition from the field to teaching is
difficult and not worth the $
Lucky if we are able to get the teachers
to teach these CTE programs
Finding CTE teacher cert and SLE is VERY
difficult
Pay cut from the career work to a
teaching career
Have to be careful with competition
from teacher to teacher (pay scale and
steps)

•

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

County vocs will always meet that requirement
If you have a good programs you should be funded
Smaller district that has a low number of students, would be difficulut
If you have to quantify use a %
Building a program start small, because you want to run it
Not fair for small HS to run a program if they don’t get funding
Competition between large and small districts
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing interlocal agreements with small districts
Developing small school consortiums
Introducing new programs must provide flexibility
Training for district BOEs, why they should go this route
Consortioum agreements with districts that run good programs (doesn’t have to be all small
districts
Money following the student to the county voc. (district loss)
Its all about the kids and how to increase the career pathways
Building programs to keep kids from ging to the vocational schools
Download district career report
What is a quality program
How do we make sure what a meaningful experience is
When you have the conversations with the advisory committee is KEY! Having one for each
program
Making the advisory committee members alumni to the school

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Would this imply preparations
Should be a relationship (what are the postsecondary expectations to be successful
Remedial class complaints (give this to the HS but hey wont because they get money for each
test given
Hard to work with the colleges because they want the money,
Omitting non-credit classes
Some colleges are willing and others aren’t
Better chance of going to college with credits in hand rather than non.
Finishing college is higher if the students can get credits in HS
Credentials may lead to non-college route
Aligned enough tha they have the prerequisite skills
What are the expectations? Business needs to tell us!
Industry partners understanding what Standards are in the DOE view
Need to revise the CTE standards with industry partners!
If the standards up to date it would be much better guidance
PD for teacher for instructional practices (specifically training CTE staff in the career field)
with the most up to date information
Graduate with certificate of employment above minimum wage or college credit
Goal with the end in mind
Crosswalk the curriculums
What are the focus standards that need to be highlighted
Standards to be flexible enough for the changing times
Meeting the needs of the time
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•
•
•
•
•

Every freshman to be prepared for college/career and if not what sould the district do
through out the 4 years they are there
Open enrollment to AP and honor clases
Accelerated track
Altered sequences of courses for students to take during the 4 years (Math example)
Affording the articulation agreememtnt credits is not easy for all students, can this be looked
at in the eyes of perkins V

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looking at the research (Lwd) and convicing the district BOE that this is the direction we
should go
That could potential hurting the start of a program
It should be based on the local definition of high wage, etc.
Easier for the funding of programs
If you are planning for quality that should be where the funding should come and then
reviewed based on the plan
NJBIA involvement with this
Amount of funding is getting less each year
Grants research for all district BOE
Formula change for Perkins
Clarity of what that definition should be and understood across the state
Does the career have the ability to become a high wage career?
You may start at a low wage but it may lead into a high wage
Full time vs part time, how many people are dually employed, where are you in the industry,
what level?
Potential earning vs starting salary needs to be understood
Educating the counselors

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Where are the rural funds going?
Choosing either b or c doesn’t sound fair
Overall there must be a competitive grant for both b and c
The districts that count on these funds need to be a part of this conversation
Concern of the 14,000 kids that didn’t make it to a CTE program being underserved
Application process should be reviewd
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•
•

Access and opportunity for the distribution of funds

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does JAG fit into the CTE program (this program targets these types of students)
Restricitng some of the barriers for students to enter these programs
Look at the application process
Communication and engagement of families
They don’t know that these opportunities exist
School counselor training

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are standards for that. Can they start there?
Exposure to college and career
Basic introduction for these students (focus on what college and career is)
What would it look like and how would you provide it
Jr achievement
NJCAN
QSAC component with the infusion of the curriculum
Career standsards vs focus standards for CTE
9. Standards are very extensive
Standards should be a little more broad to allow areas for planning and flexibility
Flexibility for the unpacking
Equity should be a focus
Exposure to what is being offered (inventory)
Articulations with the MS with counselors so they can talk and demonstrate the programs

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Yes
PD for counselors
Knowing what there role is
Interns are being trained and not know what is available
Training admin
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Getting admin more involved
Training for CTE teacher and supervisors
What does code say about this. Should we require that an individual at the school provide
this?
Statewide (regional) and/or county wide articulation days for CTE teachers. For each of the
Career Clusters (include business)
PLCs with other school districts
Conversations would create/share innovative ideas
Projects for county wide CTE programs

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We should
Some districts don’t have any
Funding for the program
Certification of a coordinator
Working and reaching out to business
How to guides for reaching out to business
What is a quality SLE program?
Employer resistance to participation
Student expectatinos
Logistacal issues for students attending the SLE
Comparing the experiences or placements with Large and Small companies (how it works with
both)
Making it a system.
Growing the program through in-school experiences
Levels of SLEs (continuum of experiences)
Availability of coordinator and staffing issues
Understanding of process/regulations by administration
Logistical concerns

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•

See data, more schools but less enrollment
More distribution towards secondary settings due to infrastructure issue
What the kids do in HS drives their college/career plans
Better focus in HS leads to a better understanding of college plan
Make the HS program drive the college program to they want to pursue the program in
College
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•
•
•
•

For expansion to happen in secondary CTE programs, funding need to follow.
College students pay tuition so how does the distribution works
If it wasn’t for the grant it wouldn’t happen

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academic teacher to teach a CTE program that can provide a quality SLE
SLE is really where the student learns as well as through the industry partner
Small schools to partner with each other for program development for CTE programs
Shared time across districts for increasing the capacity CTE
Incentivize employers to bring in students for SLEs (tax based)
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers University-Busch Campus
5/31/19
9am to 1pm
LaVar Young
Sharon Fleming

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•

District has a vision for CTE
implementation but currently does not
offer programming.
Nursing program is the shining star- 100%
Placement.
Industry partners are excited about the
energy from students and faculty

•
•
•

•

More messaging about bringing
industry into the classroom.
Exposure to industry is sometimes a
barrier for students to get excited
about opportunities.
Often times the industries does not
consider 2 year college students as a
viable option for opportunities
compared to 4 year college students.
Poverty and low-income households
prohibit some students from being
totally engaged. Home responsibilities
trump future ambitions.

Delta 2
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What could your school/district do
better to support students in career
pathways?
•
•

•
•

•

Plant the seed in students & parents as
early as 5th grade to introduce them to
industries at a much early stage in life.
Pathways need to be strengthened
more focus on career aspect to keep
students motivated about
opportunities post High School.
More financial investment on the
district side to strengthen the
programs.
Bringing more employers to the table.
Industry has to be exposed to the
programs being offered by
colleges/high school.
More agreement between state
institutions to accept credits to save
students money and time in college.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
No there should not be a limit on programming initially. If the program does not show
growth, expansion/placement then there should be a cap on the funding allocated for that
program.
Yes programming offered should show demand needed through enrollment.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

Every program is not a hand off to post-secondary opportunities. Examination for linkage is
a must. Industry and educators should work together to review linkages.
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•

Industry should have heavy involvement in the development of programming. Industry
knows the needs better than educators.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•

High-wage can differ depending on the community the student is from. Wage is not always
an indicator of quality. The 3 terms do not define quality.
Success can be a student graduated from the program and got a job. That student may
define their experience as quality.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•

Money should be invested in collaboration on shared services for districts and counties who
do not have ability to fund their program.
Competitive funding is a good idea for everyone.
Rural funding should be available specifically for rural areas.
Vocational schools should eliminate testing to get in. Ultimately to provide equity for
students.
Feels like we over invest in the 98% as oppose to the students who need real opportunities.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•

Developmental curriculum can help special populations engage students. The earlier we
begin the more likely they are to have chosen a career path by High school.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•

Sponsoring summer camps for low-income students would be a good time to utilize career
exploration /development opportunities at High Schools and Colleges.
Peer to peer exploration also assist with developing professional development.
More career influences/mentoring helps develop career aspirations.
Day 1 in a program students should begin completing college and job applications for
experience.
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Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•

Transportation is key
More technology that will be used on the job site. Not enough labs for students to have
hands on experiences.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

No, state county fund majority of programs.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

Not enough knowledge on number of students being served to answer

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

Move toward technology trends or focus on the trends that are new or we know that are
not going away. Construction, law enforcement, small business growth, plumbing, etc.

Work base learning within the program and work base program post program with placement and
internships for employer to determine if the student is eligible for working.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers
May 31, 2019
10:45
Francine Wright, Dave Gehrke, Kathy Paquette
Kathy Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•

•

•
•

Freshman Academy – unit is careers –
successful according to the students –
embedded as a course does not fulfill a
graduation requirement but required by
every freshman. Teacher is an English
course because of the writing course.
Eight class schedule. Naviance as
inventory likes/dislikes/salary. 8.1
standards are embedded. Pre k-12 district
Cte thematic based career academies SLE
experiences – linked with industry,
advisory committees. Meet with at least
once a semester, industry needs.
Apprenticeship opportunities
Two sle coordinators, career class on
resume writing and etc
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size, too small or too large student
population
Limited staff
Capacity
Budget
CTE teachers
Facilities – no room
Perceptions of the board vs. reality
Educate on CTE and courses
Stigma of CTE

•
•
•

Coordinate with industry
Credit recovery program
In house special education CTE programs
that filter into the apprenticeship and
share time programs

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•

Structured teacher recruitment out of
industry/postsecondary not by word of
mouth
Salary is hard to compete with
Support new alternate route teachers
through mentoring program
SLE endorsement/ Coop endorsement is
even harder

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you have a good program, it is about the kid, and you should be running it.
If you assign a number, a smaller district will be at a disadvantage
If it is a percentage, for a smaller district, that may be fairer
Whey you are starting a program, you usually start small until word catches on – not fair for
the students in a small high school who are interested
Limiting students and programs blocks students from participating
Can level the playing field by creating small-school consortiums or consortiums in general for
programs with programs with limited enrollment
Got to get the parents on board and stack certifications
Consortium agreements between schools who are running quality programs – how can this
agreement be made?
Not so much the consortium because its about whats good for the students but more about
the funding and what is fair for all parties involved
Guidance on the process on quality program to help deliver a meaningful experience and
advisory board

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
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➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There should be a relationship developed and secondary should know what the expectation
of postsecondary
Remedial classes – what is the remedial test? This is a money maker for the college.
Hard to develop articulation with the college bc that means they are losing money
County schools are more receptive to stackable credits to get the students there
Kids have a better opportunity in college if they already have 10-15 credits in high school
Statistically, the students who already have college credits in college will complete a four year
degree
Aligned enough that the students have the prerequisite skills to succeed beyond high school
Big component to close equity gap is to base curriculum on standards. Industry does not
know our standards. Must make the connection and make alignment between industry skills
and competencies and CTE standards. Possible revise 9.3 and 8.1-8.2 standards.
PD on instructional practices – need trainings in CTE fields for teachers. Teacher externships
in the industries.
Graduate with a certificate with employment beyond minimum wage or college. Must keep
the end in mind. Industry standard certificate
Standards have to be guiding for administrators but flexible enough for changing times.
Standards that are reflective of the industry
PSAT/SATs are important and build support systems – open enrollment and de-level classes
Work on funding to pay for college tuition – title II/I?

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Labor market data for in-demand,
Must be locally justified and defined. Different per each local area in the state.
Planning for quality and a rationale for implementation should be what matters. Should be a
system that encourages not one that punishes.
Contact the NJBIA for employer contacts
Perkins funding is less each year – hard to replace expensive equipment when have to split
among all programs and meet all performance targets
Every board has access to all grants available
Must have clear definitions to communicate to parents. Must be able to define high-skill,
high-wage and in-demand.
High-wage – subjective figure also depends on individual and if the job has the “potential” to
earn a high-wage over time.
Not in labor presentation – not disaggregated, full-time vs part time, underemployed, etc
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Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•

Districts rely on these funds the implications for changing this formula could be detrimental
for the students that benefit from this funding
Declining enrollment in rural
Votechs not enough seats - 14,000 students that are underserved
Equity and opportunity – application process – not everyone gets in to vocational schools.
Districts are open access – have expansion plan – distribution of funds – access and
opportunity should be a big component of this.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs for Americans Graduates involved in CTE programs
Removing barriers for entrance into CTE programs
Equity and access
Communication and engaging families
Most don’t know CTE exist - Title II families
Guidance training to families

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standards for this in the middle grades – start there
Basic – college week prek-12
Career fairs – visitors into the classroom
Hands-on in the middle school level
Social workers set up career fair, volunteers from the neighborhood, bring speakers in, Junior
Achievement
NJCAN
QSAC component – curriculum guides must include – to some degree, it becomes a checklist.
Focus standards to drive the program. Nine-point standards are comprehensive. Need to dive
deep. Crosswalk standards across content.
Need to give time for planning
Standard is teaching what to teach not how to teach
Exposure to what is offered at the high school, career inventories
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•
•

Articulations between the high schools and middle schools

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YES!
PD for guidance counselors
Clear expectations for school counselor roles
Mentor/trainings for school counselors on career pathways
Training administrators as well on career pathways/academies and the CTE process
CTE teacher as well should be trained on CTE career careers
Statewide and countywide articulation days for CTE teachers per cluster to increase
consistency among districts.
PLCs among schools for career pathways
Regionalize the cluster meetings for ease of transportation throughout the state

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No, funding is a concern
SLE Certification of the teacher, funding this
Need to reach out to industry
Guidelines on how to do this from the state
Mentor districts on how to set this up
Logistical issues/scheduling/number of students enrolled in the program is very large (need to
break up students into smaller groups)
Subs for the teacher when taking out of the school day
Can do SLE in-house through school-based enterprise
Different levels of SLE – most valuable is the job shadowing. Keep portfolio, writing, reading
and etc.

•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

More distribution to secondary specifically in comprehensive because of infrastructure
Programs in high school drive the college the college programs and the more exposure to CTE
in high school, the greater driver to success in college.
If we want to see the expansion of high-quality of CTE in NJ, this is a key component. The
focus has to be on secondary
Kids are not paying tuition in public high school.
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•

Paying for expensive equipment puts a hole not only in Perkins budget but also in local
budget

•

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

•
•

Problem with hiring teacher with the right certifications that could be fully competent to
teach the CTE pathway, could that be the pathway they can get the experience through the
SLE – getting the additional experience. Interaction with industry partners – out of the
classroom. High quality teachers can teach the content with the proper industry training.
Create programs across districts and share resources – build consortiums across boarders –
share time across districts
Roadblocks with apprenticeships – incentivize employers to bring in students. Find employers
who works well with students, take away from work duties. Tax incentivize, or guidance on
how to work collaboratively wit the DOL to make for attractively with industry for them to
take a risk in this area.

Carteret (3)
Oscar Diaz
Juan Torres
Joseph Trivisiano – South River
Charles Ford
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

5/31
10:45
LaShona
Shubha (5) [Rosanne (1), Veronica (2), Robert (3), Dineen (4)]

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 minutes)
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• 3 – Support dual enrollment and summer programs
• 1 – synergic connection from middle – high (vocational) – colleges partnerships – workforce
• 1 -- embedded classes
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• 3 – communication between colleges and schools
• 1 – transportation
• 2 – minorities exposure to stem
• 5 – changing career path after selecting track
• 4 – college opportunities and soft skills
• 1 – apprenticeship opportunities
• 3 – liberal art degree courses/degree
• 1 - collaboration, curriculum alignment
• 3 – pushing credential pushes students to take rigorous courses too early (9th graders in
calculus
• 1 – summer/winter enrichment boot camps (exposure to different career)
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• 4 – lack of what CTE is? Need for CTE knowledge
• 5 - lack of ability to advertise, options
• 1 – CTE vs career tech ed vs vocational vs college path
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• 3 - guidance counselor push 4-year colleges
• 3 – perception is CTE is home economics and woodshop
• 4 – article about need for soft skills and 21 century skills, career paths, earnings
• 1 – use your hands, put them to work, give them apprenticeship, Temple Grandian
• 4 – loves foster care added as category
• 1 – turf wars between secondary and postsecondary courses
• 3 – some high SES secondary don’t need community college support and vise-versa
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• 1 – better expose and branding
• 4 – follow Middlesex program, ex- Perkins Admin
• 3 – using only some pieces of Perkins (SLE, CTE Pathways)
• 1 – non-CTE students can’t use facilities (ex. Bloomberg lab, crime lab)
• 4 – restrictions on non-credited (ex 3rd party welding) lessen the holding on colleges
segregation
• 1- what is the definition if we want to go down to support middle school?
• 2 – remove the constraints – school admins interaction with colleges
• Screen so no two neighboring schools have the same program

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding? N/A
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 – increasing exposure at a younger age.
4 - phasing out timeframes for programs
1 – flag low enrollment programs and provide justifications
4 – low enrollment is handled by institutional research
1&2 – need to do more program re-evaluation
3 - five students min
4 - program by program basis
5 – 10 student min over three years
1- 5 student min over three years in certificate programs
5- HW – go back to IR and share feedback

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•

2&3 – yes
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•
•
•

4 apprenticeships need to fall into play
1 - rank-funding by alignment in case of changes (don’t want to eliminate other viable
programs)
4- industry stakeholders need to be included in the advisory boards

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ A. How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ B. Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ C. What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. 5 -state does monitor SLE and TSA
4 – high skill needs vs low wage jobs issues, then hire out-of-country workers, starter
positions, strength relationships with business
1 – balance
B. All – should have at least one.
C. 4- meets need, graduates, labor data, skills, tracking (other than transfer students)
3 – accurately interpreting data collection
4 – expanding gender for cross-gender
4 – On PBAP, focusing on not met areas
4- Input from industry1

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•

5 – N/A
5- leaving funds on the table until May (set aside money for innovation)
1 -upfront joining for secondary and postsecondary (across institution) and offer more
collaboration
4 – setup money to allow collaboration and innovation or apprenticeships. Setup employer
incentives (ex. Pay employers for apprenticeships). College encourage hiring coordinator to
help with placement (coordinator would go out to job-site)
1 – Grateful, because Perkins allows to keep up with technology and equipment.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

4 - Going out to foster care agency
1 - advertising campaign
4 – to succeed see other states efforts and remove non-competitiveness between college
5 - NJDOE comparison themselves with MN, OH, CA

1
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Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1- partner with industry
4 -take it from advisory level
1 – apprenticeship website, limited staffing, apprenticeship in addition to internships
1- use Perkins funds to hire website management
5 – how do you sift through internships verse apprenticeships
1 – there supposed to be site-visits
5 – OSHA supposed to follow, 3rd party, work force development, DOL, and chamber of
commerce. These are county-level relationships, but will mention it to DOE
1 – hiring college person to do these responsibilities
4 - work force development, DOL, and chamber of commence to meet with advisory boards
4- fiscal incentive (tax-breaks to employers)
5 – FISA has a great incentive, electrical construction companies and environmental science
partnerships Morris has a good partnership program
1&4 - newsletter with how to spend money and info about what other Community College
and vocational schools are doing (events and activities) more often than at Perkins training.
(ex. Crime lab opening ribbon cutting).
4 – Use to have Infinity Groups, Perkins take a lot of time, but would be great to
reincorporate these groups

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

1- no one would want less money
4 – set aside money for collaboration

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•

4 – going down to middle school, college visit, summer bridge
1 – offer badge/certificate for completion,
1 - innovative curriculum (middle/secondary/postsecondary sackable credentials) innovative
apprenticeships
4 - incorporating soft skills into curriculum (ex. Anxiety, study skills) with program/classes
1- continue to rewrite the curriculum, especially since now it has to be 60 credits, and now a
para-professional curriculum.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers University
05/31/19
10:45
Kari Wudarski
Maria Casale

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 minutes)
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• By developing hard and technical skills, apprenticeships.
• Have CTE students navigate college and be college ready by integrating with a college course;
• Have dual enrollment opportunities for CTE enrollment in junior and senior year of high
school;
• past eligibility limits things.
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• Equity – would like to use money for other groups of students such as the socioeconomically
disadvantaged.
• Would like to spend money on recruitment and credential tests after they graduate.
• Would like to pay for curriculum and pathway development for current programs.
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• Better opportunities elsewhere;
• Students come for career change and not right out of high school, therefore, they have
different resources;
• Not giving non CTE student access to Perkins equipment;
• Non-credit aren’t part of CTE and it’s hard to make them for credit courses;
• CTE programs are more time intensive and student lean towards something more flexible
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• Aligning stackable credentials;
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•
•

spending more on bridging CTE are non-credit programs; Most of these jobs don’t require a
degree;
Council of County Colleges approves the college courses. The state could may be able to
approve the non-credit courses in order to help spend funding

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•

No, minimum # of programs
No, there should not be a limit on the number of students; A performance plan is a good idea,
but Perkins can’t pay for general recruitment;
Small programs can be harmed by small class size.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•
•
•
•

Linking to business is difficult;
Should have programs in key industries; Workforce development needs to help make this
happen; Hiring internship and job placement coordinator to create internships would be key
(hard to get a full-time employees);
Aligning to key industry needs is difficult because industry doesn’t need many people; need
more labor partners; key industries are forming consortiums in one area in Mercer County;
Industry has reduced productivity because of training students;
paid student and employers for internships would be helpful;
need funding for program/curriculum development before the program is approved (program
development category); Currently program development take 2 years for approval at the
colleges;

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•

Conflict with high demand and low wage jobs at the college level;
Skills vary according to industry and circles back to industry credentials;
Technical skill are caught up in graduation rates (Middle States Accreditation);
Some industries don’t need certificates;
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•

•

To be in a CTE program do you need certain credential? Not necessarily; employability skills
are most important; Ask industry about what they need and answers will vary; The term high
skill is misleading and should more focused in employability skills depending on the job (no
real test for this); Updating measures since they change a lot is challenging; Variety of tests
are challenging.
Job placement is very important; Good employer feedback for students working in the job;
External accreditation; Credentials should be quality; Certification are good; Graduations rates
if they transfer to a four year school; AA programs are not approved programs and maybe
they should be;

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Competitive innovative grants are a good idea, but not sure of the impact on the rural and
vocational schools.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recruiting would help; Justify recruiting toward individuals with disabilities/special pops;
Let new students access CTE courses through remediation;
Gender and social economic to be college-wide or broad; Special pops replace non-traditional;
Have speakers come in to non-traditional (weakness is narrowly holding colleges to CTE only);
Clear idea of systemic awareness of inequity;
Create a new indicator for other areas or special pops or displaced homemakers.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

Incentivize industry to help engage with internships

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

Should using spending as a way to determine Perkins funding reductions or increases?-no.
There are too many reasons for not spending that are hard to control

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate CTE
programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
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•

Free bridge programs would be ideal
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers
5/31/19
11:45AM
Craig Morris
Tisha McKenzie

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•
•
•

HS Admin/counselors provide career
exploration & research with Naviance
Career awareness course for 9th graders
at school for deaf
County Colleges- career centers, provides
career assessment, counseling, working
with employers etc,
Board & Community supportive of
nontraditional career paths (i.e. trade &
career fairs)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Exposure to more options for students
advance manufacturing, Automotive,
etc
More work base learning
No easy handoff of students to handle
the connections
Students could use more
communication/ social skills and work
readiness skills
Options and information is not being
shared effectively
Starting earlier with students and
parents to show student options
Make it more of a priority career
exploration

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•
•
•

Lack of Transportation funds
Communications
Earlier intervention i.e parent education,
teachers and career counseling

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

schools should not be penalized for low numbers
Provide for the need more than the numbers
Maybe a time frame or a percentage for growth
No minimum for x amount of years to build the program (Grace period to start up)
Focus on size may hinder access to exposure for those special populations

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of information about linkages
How do we stream line pathways ie a common app for CTE or a flow chart
What teachers are teaching do not always match up with employers needs
A pipeline check list for students to follow perhaps based at the county level begin w/voc or
CTE program that aligns w/ certificate & or Associate programs at community & local colleges
Continue to check in with employers to stay up to date with their needs
Professionals at college level & teaching in secondary levels need greater links and
communication

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
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➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•

In demand piece is important should be a priority
Know what employers want
Guide students with NJ CAN to learn where and what the jobs are that are in demand
High skill parameters as a requirement may only apply to particular districts as per
demographic & socio-economic status
Allocation of materials & Communicating equipment needs are hindered by higher
administrators that don’t understand how CTE programs are being run

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•

Use as one pot and allow all schools to apply for it.
Reserves could be used to foster a greater collaboration w/ comprehensive schools

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market the programs and services to support them along the way
Disability & financial hardships may be present offer greater resources & shared accessible
spaces
Provide convenient locations for students to access programs
Improve opportunity for English learns to participate
Counseling (Careers) & mentor services need to be increased, collaborative effort with EOF
programs and CTE programs to reach special populations
Market programs along with the supportive services
Provide greater support in the classroom for special populations as well in K-12 levels

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Yes Start in middle school 6,7,8 grades
Start even younger elementary school 4th grade more exploratory
Developmentally to fit there needs where they are
Using a Montessori approach allows for broader exploration
Exploration will lead to greater growth for younger minds
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Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes it should be a part of the plan
To provide Mentoring and collaborations
Staffing line in Perkins is needed to support the various CTE programs
A more defined role for counselors to support the programs
Incorporation of guidance/support services in this role is helpful to address barriers faced &
increase in special populations
DOE should have regional CTE staff to support the best practices etc. for the specific region

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•

Regional /County staff assisting in this development is needed
Companies should have some responsibility in providing these opportunities in their towns

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•

All special populations need more of the money to get them to a place of more equity
There should be a way for the services and money to follow the need of the student
Special populations should receive more funding data should be used to focus on overall
district & institution vs. current program enrollment

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

Industry participation required by State
How we collaborate with LWD
State develops pipeline & sets up key components of CTE programs
Work with Bus and Indus as well as schools to ensure these opportunities (jobs) are met by
plugging students into SLE’s, & hands on training, etc.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers
5/31/2019
T. Bacola and M. Doughty
D. McNair

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•

Collaboration between district programs,
Community College.

•
•
•
•
•

Not enough military career pathways
presented to secondary students.
Can do better job preparing veterans
for employment in the private sector.
Can better develop career pipelines so
students can see not only where they
can start but where they can grow.
Comprehensive district didn’t know
what CTE was until recently. Need to
promote CTE to the public.
CTE needs better involvement of
guidance counselors. Counselors
overburdened with other
responsibilities.

Delta Question 2
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What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•
•
•

•

Homeless students may continually
change districts prohibiting them from
continuing in a CTE Program.
Shortage of teachers is limiting capacity.
Students and parents don’t evaluate the
reality of their choice of CTE program in
terms of where they can realistically
expect to be employed.
Silo’s of information
industry/schools/military/government
which isn’t presented in a single voice.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•

CTE Programs should be required to be connected with a pathway/credential/college credit.
Opposing view – CTE programs should be stand alone and not be required to be attached to
requirements which tax the school districts.
Consensus- no minimum size requirement.
A minimum student requirement will result in students being forced into programs to meet
enrollment requirements.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•

Linkage should be required to credential/ postsecondary credit.
CTE programs should not be funded if they do not align with an occupational demand.
NOT ONE INDUSTRY-EMPLOYED REPRESENTATIVE AT THE TABLE.
Advisory Committees should provide input into SLE’s and curriculum.
No quality industry connections. Schools don’t have a clue on how to connect with industry.
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Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•

Definition of high skill means different things to different participants. Some think high skill
means a bachelors degree, some define as Vocational skills( Welding).
High skill may not align with Special Need inclusion. Must be mindful in defining high skill for
Special needs.
No conclusion on high wage/high demand/ high skill. Possibly add soft skills.
Not enough defined industry valued credentials.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Rural grants should be open to all districts but should still be for innovation.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

Use funding to support basic needs of special populations.
Many students can’t afford dues for CTSO membership which prevents them from
participating.
Work closer with non-profits to support special needs.
Depends on district needs. Districts with ELL needs are different from districts with other
needs.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Consensus – career exploration at middle grades. 5th.
Industry tours for career exploration are effective but transportation cost sometimes
prohibits trips.
Missing opportunities by limiting travel to NJ. NYC and Phila have many great possibilities.
Skillup in Middlesex County provides funding for training.
Military aptitude test is free to all.
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Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•

PD for counselors.
PD for teachers, counselors, administrators combined.
Need designated CTE counselors.
External presentations from industry on careers.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

Inconsistent depending on program. Not all with industry. Some school based SLE’s.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

Everybody wants more funds.
Enrollment must be the driving factor for split.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•

Final course of three course sequence should be done on college campus.
Futuristic view of programs in addition to data driven decisions. Example how do we prepare
students for Autonomous vehicle technology?.
Work Ready internships. Internships should be followed by a class(s) to discuss the
experience.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Rutgers University Bush Campus Center
5/31/19
M .Doughty
D. McNair

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•
•

•

Shamira – Mercer Workforce Investment
Board WIB
Collaboration between college,
workforce to bring everyone at the table.
Marianne Smith – Brookdale Community
College – Lots of integration with WIB,
target employers for positions, we tried
to work with employers with the CNA,
Welding program we have a pool of
student that can interview with the
employer and move to that employers.
Kim -Ocean County PIC – We focus on we
have a small pilot for high school out of
school drops, Ocean County College,
Goodwill Homes Academy do job
shadowing, move on to HSE (High School
Equivalency) 16-24 for out of school
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•
•

Kim -Ocean County Private Industry
Council (PIC) – Multiple exposure to
careers in the secondary schools.
Jovanni – U.S. Army Jersey and
Philadelphia there is not enough
information put out and the military
career pathways are not presented,
and we would like it to be presented,
as just an option we try to partner and
expose kids to this as a possible track.
In June to help prepare kids is offering
bringing some high school students on
base to experience training, first-hand,
to enable them to experience with the
medical, also law enforcement, STEM
so students can realize that this could
enhance there skills and be more.

youth. Doing an in-school pilot with RISE,
seeds of service we are doing a 6-week
pilot, CPR, OSHA and then doing the
school year to transition them to work.
•
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•

Marianne Smith – Brookdale
Community College
• To get them to work with the college
for their GI Bill
Keesha – Trenton PS
• Development more pipeline for the
field of work, we don’t have direct
pipelines, there are differences that
there are differences with
postsecondary pipelines, if we could
create these pipelines it would be
better. If they choose not to go to
college is there a job for them, CTE is
extra time, extra assessment we are
missing
Eric – Hamilton PS
• There is no communication related to
CTE industry education a lot of the CIPS
are not at the top, being proactive.
Theo – Department of Labor
• I work directly with employers I hear
about deficiency in the system, the
talent networks have been changed,
and all of the meetings for advanced
manufacturing they have identified the
deficient, there is not a direct pipeline
and the communication is not
happening. For instances as a mother
of children in the guidance
departments are not aware they do not
know. The college representative could
not tell them these are the areas that
the state is lacking in. there needs to
be more information spread across the
state and the stakeholders. We can
utilize posters, programs, PWC they
have programs to get to know of
content and field however, there is a
fee how do we make it affordable and
accessible. What will it be in the future
if student don’t know what the high
wage occupations are, not all of these
sessions as today, but that the
guidance counselors should know and
have a directly relationship with
employers.

Jovanni U.S. Army
career exploration is not there, one
because they don’t know there is a lack of
training, I know the state is going to
• Kim – Ocean County
• Keesha – Trenton PS
• They might not have the most accurate
information because of one counselor
to 300 or 500 students.
Theo – Department of Labor
• We need to be thinking like Steve Jobs,
how does the department ensure that
everyone student gets information,
every school has a computer lab
•

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
Shamira
Homelessness is a huge barrier, a lot of youth
Keesha Trenton PS
The block scheduling and the district is having a
hard time figuring this out, the CTE teacher is
not seeing the student as needed, not enough
certified teachers, limited seat space or the CTE
teachers does not have enough CTE students, so
they are placing other students in that class
Donna – New Jersey Chamber of Commerce
Parents, I would throw parents in the equation,
how are you going to do, how are you going to
go to college, there are occupation that would
pay you a good page, but I don’t feel that
parents know and understand this information,
they have heard for college for so long they are
not aware of other alternatives, college should
not be for every student, I have a special needs
child he wants to be an automotive so we need
to change the paradigm.
Jovanni, U.S. Army
It is perception and the fact that is not relevant
Success in the New Economy, great video to
watch they still have to plan their career and the
two things are connected it is a new way of
approaching this and then we will see what is
needed.
Hamilton PS
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People are just getting bits and pieces so we all
get the message, military and trade and we have
particular industry trades.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
Brookdale Community College – I am from the college, so it is difference
Keesha – Trenton PS
What I have noticed that if they have one program then they are adding a litany of programs, if
would bring more value you need to have a CTE connected to a work-based or military
program. If should be connected to something else.
Hamilton – I disagree. If you have 14 different programs you can only have those particular
pathways it limits the schedule- I think Comprehensive highs school should try those different
fields beyond college.
Chamber of Commerce
The industry sector exposure is needed, giving them the exposure to get on that pathway to
form the pipeline rather it’s college or workforce, connect with an industry that heads in a
classroom.
Brookdale
There is a very large non-credit side we do that they type of training the CDL etc. and those are
not counted,
Chamber of Commerce – That is the stereotype and stigma issues then there are not counted
as success
Shimara
In Middlesex they go on tours such as Pepsi, the company will pay for training.
Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
Keesha –
Then schools need other options to place CTE programs
Hamilton – We have a feeder system it fluctuates district by district
Other requirements
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Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
Trenton P.S. Keesha – for my district it’s focuses on the demand for students however, such as
cosmetology not what is an industry demand.
Brookdale CC– In order for us to get funding we have to aren’t going to get student
Hamilton P.S. – Can I get more information in labor
Shamira – The project of the jobs is what needs to be as an in-demand occupation
Chamber – It has to be aligned to an in-demand
U.S. Army – based on the data in the local community, at the high school level it is difference.
What role should business and industries have in program development/programs?
Chamber of Commerce- Collectively they have to be involved, at a minimum it goes back to the
exposures to in-demand sectors, bring them in to talk about sectors, field trips, WIB boards because
they have the connections, input on curriculum itself, being able to talk to students about the working
environment, those practical experiences, salary ranges and it reiterates what the workforce is for the
student. Communication brings into the classroom.
Theor – Labor
Most of the companies have serious deficiencies and it speaks to whether the vocational school are
offering certain program, we need to find ways to reach more students, you don’t want to limit
student access, if you disseminated early enough student will have understanding, internships.
Eric and Keesha Question – Eric we operate in silo they don’t have a clue how CTE works, it’s in silo
and Keesha, the industry professional they are not industry professionals they depend on Perkins
funding having they don’t have a clue on how to connect with employers a Physical therapy is
different they connect.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
Chamber of Commerce -High Skill is a misnomer, vs a plumber and electrician they might be still
making a good wage. I want to mindful of the list Jane shared, SWD and EL, trying to put students in
high wage is not a good fit all the time. Time is not more important than the work that needs to be
done, I don’t know is more important. We need to be mindful when working with special needs
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students and they don’t have the ability to do high skills, it is more individuals I don’t want to discount
students with socioeconomic status, EL and SWD we don’t exclude those populations.
Brookdale – You need to bring into the ladder and build them up
Keesha- Are we talking about high academic skills and do well and make money, high skills are the
focus
U.S. Army - I think of level of training, versus academically. Whenever you can perform the job
successfully that is high skills.
Eric – Hamilton – multiple choice assessment every postsecondary none of this is accepted what
would be that measure?
• David -Should one or all three be required
• Chamber- We haven’t defined high skill, in demand is necessary what is high wage and high
skill is the problem
• Why does it have to be high wage?
• Eric, I think the high skill is more important and where they can go from there it’s a starting
point.
Brookdale, U.S. Army – High Skills is the key you are starting at the entry level, the skills
allows the student to move on
Eric – Soft Skills the collaboration between communications
Chamber – Soft Skills
Measure of CTE Quality
Measuring program quality Chamber of Commerce it should be done it is a measure related
to assessments of proficiency, Brookdale, at the non-credit level, Eric, Hamilton if they take
the high school they could move into postsecondary. NOCTI Assessment –
Linda Lam with NJ Council of College – We do not have enough assessments built into in our
community college, something that we are trying to change, instead of an Associate Degree,
that qualifies you to be a Nurse, so the licensure is what to start thinking about in the
community college. We have a lot of students that don’t get their Associated Level degree,
although you don’t want to certificate you want to give them some type of credential.
Eric – When you get to the postsecondary you should walk away with the licensure, such as
MOUS certification.
Brookdale – it should be more of non-credit to credit this should count as credit towards an
Engineering degree.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
Brookdale – it should be used to fund non-credit college programs for funding
Chamber of Commerce – Open up to others
Linda Lam – It should be used for innovative and more collaborative in nature
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Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

Chamber of Commerce – You have to have funding to support those populations, for socioeconomic status, we need to be mindful of connecting with social service within community
Eric – CTSO for participation of DECA and what is used to build those skills. CERC Center for
Equity Resource Center
Brookdale – More work with non-profits and community organizations. What about training
instructors who spoke Spanish it hard to find this because of the lack of those that are trained
in those jobs. There are lot of ESL program however, then what happens.
Keesha Trenton PS – Some funding for EL students to support them with the CTE portion,
districts are limited in staffing for EL supportive services

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•

Keesha – We need a designated person for both college and career readiness
Shimara WIB – Industry tour money for field trips we use Skill Up in the past we realized so of
the didn’t have the skills, 5000 programs you can meet, and the on-stop can use fund the
program.
• Brookdale – to see that math is not scary• U.S. Army – more awareness, the aptitude test ASBALT test and it’s free for 10th grades
• Eric – to allow districts to use the funding,
• Chamber of Commerce – If it is innovative
• The library and universal class
• Linda Lam – have the flexibility to go as low as the 5th grade however, not a requirement.
Yes, the lowest is 5th grade

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Jovanni U.S. Army – professional development to learn about resources, Keesha- for CTE
teachers for professional development related to career and academic counseling, ShimaraWIB - Enrichment Cluster people come for the college and do STEM, Jewelry out of Metal.

•

Donna Chamber of Commerce – Silos across the state JCPL, CDL drivers nobody is pushing kids
into this industry. There needs be more escalation of a leadership roles. Brookdale – Our
health care and hospitals work well together there could be so much more.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
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•
•
•

•

Keesha Trenton – It depends on the CTE program, so do a good job, not consistent. It has to
be people and real connections to industry, universities and colleges. They are not broad
enough. We need a connect with the college, a more real connection.
Eric – One that is business and industry one is great they all have internship the others are a
school-based enterprise.
Chamber of Commerce – There is an opportunity for BI and Chamber to connect together,
they know about the VOTECH but not about the school district, so there needs to be a
collaboration between Business and Industry and the Chamber of Commerce. Keesha – That
is for that College and Career Readiness Coordinator you don’t have the person that can
connect the students. CC- It goes back to the pipeline and they look for students that have
that connection. 90 percent gets jobs from the program. So that we are meeting the
demands of the industry. Eric – Is something being done in the district.
Shamira- WIB- Skill UP to do state wide.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

•
•
•

Linda Lam – More money for colleges we need to talk about how we count those students, so
they represent similar things, we should have this conversation. Enrollment we need to
review the definition of what the money can be spent for, it needs to be reviewed again. To
make sure that we are consistent with the funding.
Brookdale – More money for college for the non-credit component
Eric – More funding CTE funding for East Hamilton programs

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

•

•
•

Keesha Trenton PS – I would like to see that that last course be done on a university or
college setting, they are finishing up on that campus. Work Ready it takes high school
Philadelphia students internships and pay the students, they interview students, the students
they target is CTE students, and for 6-weeks they pay the students on Friday the have course
about the work-experiences throughout the state
Linda Lam Council of Community Colleges – So I think we need to start looking at how work
looks ten years from now, what does the future look like and making sure we are including
the future into the program. My son is 8 years old if you are not making things available on a
mobile app, we need to rethink of delivery of course, seat time, we need to start to look like
10 years from now, Self-Driving car, Self-Driving Bus think about what we don’t need a
person to do, what’s not going to be there in 10 years.
Eric – CTE seat period teachers can meet to incorporate business aspects and the regimen
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Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education
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Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Stockton University
June 3, 2019
Linda Carmona-Bell
Marianne Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•

• Getting someone to be the structured
learning coordinator training needs to
start sooner.
• In Bridgeton, a lot of turnover for the
guidance counselors who creates the
schedules . There was a challenge for
students in taking all three sequence
courses… Lots of participants and less
concentrators – where did they go? We
have a new hire, Mike whose role is focus
on staff.
• Some struggles are scheduling – issue is
9th graders are doubled in Math and
English and second year CTE experience –
one elective and double up for math and

One of the things that is going well is
looking at student needs and interests.
But, courses do not match where jobs
are – Yet, it is important to get them to
complete when they are interested in
the course. Students continue to grow
and change their minds.
• The advisory meetings are helpful
because we learn every year. It is a
positive way to help students increase
their skills.
Group question: What are strategies to build
interest for students?
• Jane hit on something…The middle
school should implement activities that
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•

•

introduce them to clusters at the high
school
We have an academy of law and
business – have 2500 kids. Students
interested in attending had to write an
essay. We found that they took an
interest survey and found what they
would be interested in.
We had an elective fair at the middle
school where students from the program
come in and talk about what they do for
each of the programs – like a CTE fair.
We found that seniors did not know
programs existed. We had to do
something.

•
•

•
•

Question to attendee – I have questions about
how to structure those entry programs. As a
regional district, when you designed those
introductory courses did they sign up for them
or did they place in a rotation? They started
entrepreneurship, coding and “?” courses. By
7th and 8th grade they were an elective and
first come first serve entry. Teachers felt the
cycle was not enough they need 45 days not
22 days.
•

•

•
Making ‘programs of study’
collaborations with local colleges is
helpful to both schools and colleges. It is
helpful that I am the high school person
at the college but also the Perkins
officer, so in my role I can see a smooth
transition to the dual credit
opportunities.
It is a huge positive in Atlantic county.
There is strong communication and
working relationships. I can put schools
in communication with the dean to get
what they want. The county college
person works with all the high schools in
the county.
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science. It is difficult for students to reach
their goals. Need different schedule
options – maybe 40 minutes. We Just
changed from block scheduling to a
typical schedule with mixed reviews.
When all staff are not on board, change is
not supported in the classroom.
District had to do a better job in
communicating to the students. They did
not want them to think that what they
chose their freshman year is it. They must
move through a program.
All year long courses, and then summer
semester-based electives.
From a college perspective, schools
encouraged students to get general
education in the first year. The college
quickly recognized that the disconnect is
that trade teachers were not seeing
students until the second year. They
were not building relationships. What
worked is integrating skills into the 100
and 101 classes in freshman year to build
relationships with the trade teacher so
they can start to integrate program
courses and learn skills in the beginning.
Expand the credential list – many art
courses that have a recognized credential
that should be added to the list.
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•

Increased enrollment in CTE programs
– some are oversubscribed. Whoever
the teacher is the key. They do not
take a course they take a teacher.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?

Question reworded: Are there other
obstacles that were not mentioned yet that
what we can do to close that gap?
• Certification for CTE teachers. There is a
disconnect for CTE pathways for
traditional certification but need more
specialized such as PLTW who are not
certified but can somehow back door it
into being approved versus having the
industry experience requirement.
Group question: Are there options to expand
the certification options and funds to
prepare those teachers?
• In the secondary arena, districts are very
careful with every penny and it does not
cover what it needs to cover. Budgets
are so tight at the secondary level.
pennies make a big different. Can we
look to expand opportunities for CTE
certification for teachers – broaden the
box that teachers have to fit in?
• Interested in different grants that may
be an opportunity to make a program
robust.
• Many of our programs are not on the list
for jobs. It would be wonderful if we
concentrate our efforts on this part, but
a grant would help us breathe life into
our program.
• One challenge is funding the right
teacher. The reason why many courses
are not sustained is the teacher. Our
dance course is packed – it may be the
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teacher. It may not be the content all
the time, but a grant may give an
opportunity to expand.
• In the high schools – one of the biggest
challenges is to find qualified CTE
teachers in the disciplines that you need
them. It requires the school to put out
their own money to send this person to
get an aviation certificate (for example)
because we can’t start this course until
we have a teacher to do it.
Group question: What does it look like to
start something grass roots and what are
the costs (training, field trips, supplies,
advisory mtg costs) all the costs in the
innovation areas?
•

•

•
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Always get the question at
administrative meetings, can we pay
for this for Perkins? It would be a
promising program. When Millville
teacher retired in healthcare the
program went away. It is hard to
find teachers.
It is difficult to find a teacher in
Health care science. In Bridgeton, a
former student now teaches the
course but other high schools in the
county cannot offer it any longer.
Being on the other end of evaluating
Perkins programs, are we calculating
correctly the number of students
who are taking a sequence. We
found that we are spending money
on programs that have five students
in them.
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements

Group question: Jane spoke to looking at more granular details – the first area is size…should
there be a minimum number of programs, minimum number of programs for students in a
program?
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

Districts that have a higher socioeconomic population you don’t get much funding. Is that
the best way to do it? They are trying to do innovative things – community demographics
are training – student still needs services, but their allocation is $12000 they don’t meet
the criteria. They can’t apply for a grant because they do not have a qualify CTE program.
Are there other factors to consider?
Maybe ratio or overall student enrollment. If you want to call it a roll number or
enrollment, is there a required number of students?
As a state agency, it would affect us – we have low numbers but want to move them on a
career path. Some of them are only with us for a year. Some are parenting teens. Some
can’t make it in high school with the number of students in the class. Moving some of
these kids on a career path is impacted differently.
CTE funding is miniscule when look at all the schools; it is almost not worth the work; we
have adopted that CTE structure because it is a good structure. We have five approved
programs and maybe 9 or 10 that look like CTE and smell like CTE but will never get
through approval UNLESS we recognize special populations because they will never get in.
When numbers no longer justify status, I do not add them. I have biomedical and can’t
fund other programs and therefore will (defund) the other programs and tell the State to
delete the programs.
Years ago, I wanted to elevate a program of study in Child Development but the teacher
did not have the proper certification. It was eliminated. We revamped business s to
entrepreneurship.
Millville has 1400 students and about 9-10 programs. We have experience how to move
them out and need to share that information with others. Some programs we still have
but no longer get funding.
The questions the Office of Career Readiness is asking the districts to ask themselves is
helpful. It is the conversation we need to hear to move forward. The district level has to
get on board as to where they need to move the programs. The state should help lead
the in the conversation in analyzing the programs.
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• There should be a conversation, if there are very small numbers, to ask how the money is
being spent. If they have startup costs, then what is ongoing.
• Some programs are equipment intensive –$25000 for a culinary oven is half the budget.
But should $25,000 be spent for five students?
• College level – I have to complete the program until all students enrolled complete the
program even though I may not have students who need those same programs. We are
obligated to spend funds to address the NOT MET especially in paralegal studies.
• We get NOT MET for the arts because there is not a state test. We will not be able to
phase out. It will say NR and we know there is not an assessment. If there is not a state
recognized assessment, we as program officers know and do not spend money on it.
Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

It may be difficult to track – answer is no.
It is difficult to get them to answer the survey during and after senior year. For a dual
program where students end up matriculating, the posts secondary director can work
with the school district if they are going to the college.
Speaking of placement survey – what about from an articulation agreement – should
there be postsecondary options?
It would limit what college students’ choices.
The problem is picking one…there are certain programs where the articulation
agreement works perfect and some where a credential works perfect. Districts are
asked to pick one for all programs. Some programs do not have a postsecondary
credential because have a business credential. If students have to pick, they will pick
higher education. If the definition is very broad then there are multiple ways to fulfill
that requirement.
The SLE is the way to go with that – I think.
Talking with Donna (from higher education), we all struggle with the industry valued
credential. Students can leave with a stackable credential, but the TSA does not give
them a credential i.e., serve safe is not for secondary but it is a credential that
postsecondary can use. Why aren’t they valued more for the program? TSA or industryvalued credential should be equal.
Industry does not understand what end of program assessments mean, and students
don ‘t understand. TSA helps postsecondary by help students value the quality for the
program.
Business would appreciate an industry-valued credential. I’m torn – after NJ learning
assessments we try to squeeze NOCTI with all the other assessments. It is difficult.
Key point – the quality of that end of course assessment differs. Some are great – but to
take a NOCTI to a business they don’t know what that is. Does not make sense.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Perkins V – if choose that option then it has to be given. It is not good for every student.
TSA is valuable, but some are more valuable than over others – i.e... automotive is
impressive and some have not connection to industry.
One person has pushed to change to the Precision assessment because it is a direct
correlation to business. Maybe we can come up with something else to get what we
want. Some credentials do not fit with the credentials. They would not be crying if we
get rid of TSA.
Think of the budget; lots of money goes to TSA – such as CTO this helps their skills.
Where do those funds go now? It would be under a local need assessment – which the
model has not been created yet.
Group question: What are the other methods to evaluate the program?
You can still give the test – or another form – the state does not require a test but
something has to be given.
Does it have to be an all or nothing? Could it be pathway-based, if a particular pathway
or cluster works well with an industry—valued credential then it will be used; or this
program will use TSA – by program, not required? Did the USDE give us the flexibility?
You are still defining it, but it should be a choice for each cluster.
It would be great but gathering all that data may be problematic.

Group question: Which one can we get one now and accurately?
• All schools are not there yet even though it is a requirement for years. There is a
potential to grow opportunities for young people to experience the workplace. It gives
them opportunities to go to the workforce students get the experience and skills.
Group question: How closely aligned are business and industry in the programs?
• We talk with this about our engineering program – not the same if we didn’t have
engineers onsite working with the kids directly from Lockheed Martin. They facilitate
making those partnerships. Are there things we can do regionally or countywide with
help from the State to facilitate those partnerships? The district has PLTW and work, but
can they do it on a grander scale so that they can expose kids to kids to things they
cannot do. i.e., education-partnership regional?
• Business give opportunities for job shadowing or their employees go out to schools to
and talk about their fields. What if they can go into a database clearinghouse and look
for speakers and industry leaders to go out and speak to schools? I can see the NJDOE
creating a database system to have a resource to reach out and make connections to
industry.
• A district did build that list. I went to the school boards conference and attended NJ
Techspo and saw a district where every child had to be placed (400 kids) and they built
their clientele. It is Northern Valley Regional – a grantee.
Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
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➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?

•

We have not talked about the CTE organizations-- whether they are in industry or CTOs –
which should be much broader than the list they have available to schools. A quality
program has broad experiences for students during their educational processes. It can
look different. It could be a SLE, or visiting an engineering plant for a couple of days. Also
have equipment and supplies that are used in industry. A strong advisory group that helps
understand that.

Group question: Hear phrases high-skill, high-wage and in-demand – how do we define those
terms?
• The data is there for in-demand (workforce data). However, high-wage is a problem. A
sustainable wage is put out there by government statistics. Most jobs were low-wage jobs
from the presentation. That is not necessarily what we would focus our programs
because they are not sustainable wages.
• High-skills- we talk about that all the time. Is it the technical skill or the soft skills?
• I look at the technical skills, a company came to them asking for help to do electrical work
on homes if they were 18 because they needed help. The students can go and work right
after their school – that is high-skill.
• It may depend on the pathway also – such as in the arts.
• The one question about the data that we’re wrapping our arms around in Atlantic county
is with aviation, STEM and tech part. Let’s go back to SPIRIT who wants to put a HUB in
the airport but did not see the potential employees who would have the skills needed to
staff the facility. The data was not captured and made available to them. Some regional
work around the needs assessment would be critical.
• A lot of those industries are looking a t postsecondary schools – who are training the
airline mechanics and should also look at secondary schools also.
• The high-demand question is critical to partner with industry and workforce development
people. The regional people who work with industry – there are hidden data points that
do not get reported that labor and workforce development are not sharing. There are
some nuances that might be missed.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?

•

County vocational and rural districts – do we want to continue that process as it is being
currently formulated – maintain and not calculated. NJ has 10 rural districts.
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• It is not a tremendous amount of money in the reserve, if statistics show there are ore
programs in comprehensive programs then what is the rationale? Maybe in the past, it
was taking a piece of the vocational schools but does the rationale for why the reserve
was created still exists?
• County vocational schools charge tuition which can change...so if a county vocational can
charge more in tuition and comprehensives don’t have that ability then creating more
funding for comprehensive schools will provide more equity. Keeping the reserves in
comprehensive is more equitable because they have a more set amount of money.
Group question: Should we be looking at those funds and use them to fund competitive
programs for innovation? If we are making a change to how it is calculated, then should it be
set aside for innovation programs?
• Yes, this is where some of us can build programs in our high school to build a cluster – get
the foundation to develop the program.
Group question: Should we use funding so that all the county vocational school funds go to
competitive grants for innovation – or use the reserved funds?
• County vocational would get the regular allocation if the student attends their site.
• Take it away from colleges but phase it out from vocational schools so that they are not
hit hard.
• County vocational school says the reserves is most of their money.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?

• I just had a paraprofessional approach me today. They struggle where they have to pass
safety examinations – some of them can’t and some teachers come up with creative
ways, but the workplace safety credentials and use of equipment options need to be
expanded. He approached me to see if he can travel with five kids. The program is not
inclusive and they needs more support. Including them in the class is challenging. They
need to pass safety tests to use the equipment.
• I think one of the things Perkins does is it creates structures so that you can’t have
students such as rigor and assessments have to be passed and where programs won’t
accept them because their completion will not be there. Some programs are exclusive
and these student s need those programs. We create similar programs, geared toward
those populations – horticulture, culinary – some go right to regular programs, have oneto-on aide and eventually pass programs but could never be completers. Could never get
to that level. The criteria would be to measure quality and acknowledge that there are
certain kids where standards are going to be different, program approval where these
criteria meet the needs of certain kids. Otherwise the criteria will never be possible for
each student.
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Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?

Group question: Should there be more comprehensive more career and academic
counseling? Is there a certain grade level or should it focus in high school? What does it
look like?
• Definitely by 8th grade, although not in 8th grade because that is when they have to make
a decision.
• Perkins allows to go to middle school, but NJ did not do it. Now they are looking for ways
to address middle school.
• Other states allow districts to create consortiums and divert a portion of funds to a feeder
program – the trick is to create the consortium and whatever funding you have may not
grow. It may not eat up a lot of that funding, but you need it .
• Split funding of postsecondary and secondary – the middle school piece now has to
change so that it 55 and 45 split change to support the program at the middle school –
not competitive. It is critical – I see it as a great opportunity.
• Teachers now do a program at the middle school. It can be expanded to afterschool or
something.
• All agree to go to the middle school.
• Summer programs – expose and build interest for a program starting in 2020.
• Can we move some of the funds for busing so that they can walk into the classroom and
see the program?
• It would be also a nice idea, you mentioned bridge programs, but create continuum from
postsecondary where teachers get a stipend to go there – create a whole loop to get a
taste or the program.
• For Bridgeton, we talked about how early to get the students into counseling. If we don’t
have the schedule for the students to take the courses, they don’t have the opportunity
to do so. We have to figure out if we can schedule those courses before we get them
excited about attending the programs. Are those students mature enough to wrap their
heads around the pathways and understand what it means for the four-5-6 years down
the road?
• I don’t think we want to have the student choose their pathway, but the preliminary
introduction so that they know. We are working on our end to make sure students have
enough time to attend all three sequences. But it would be difficult to get them ready to
roll and then nothing in two years. Am I the only one with scheduling problems?
• For us, our supt. Requires that electives are taken immediately – he made an intentional
decision.
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• You are always going to struggle with scheduling – it makes it more difficult if double up
students with reading, math, etc.
• Another roadblock for students with remedial issues is double up on courses that are
most beneficial for them and engaging them.
• SLEs with scheduling – rotating block scheduling. Our law program takes students to the
court house. But, they will miss content subjects and get to the court house when people
are on lunch break and miss the judges.
• We have the same rotating block scheduling – have to create a schedule just for their kids
so that they can come back from SLEs for lunch break in the afternoon.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?

•

•

Our education/training and child development students go to the intermediate school
and they shadow – they work with older student to see if it is what they want to do.
Some teachers do the lessons, etc. they have a child development program on course.
Scheduling is a challenge – limited how many days per week they can go out. Our one
level is a two-day course.
Transportation is a regular placement for biomedical and Atlantic Care. Rotating block
and transportation are required. We are trying now to lease vans. Post-secondary
students are helping.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?

Group question: Breakdown of funds – 45 postsecondary-55 secondary – it needs to be
revisited -what supports that? Think about your district and what you heard today.
•

•
•

The key is the supports for middle school and that it is based on something. Ultimately
those students will end up on postsecondary and have those CTE connections. Need to
start earlier to have those students begin to think about it. They will end up at the
postsecondary and pay tuition there.
Start at the elementary level is the more likely they will get in to it. STEM should start
early.
Fifth grade is elementary for four school district.
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Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

I hear about a lot of obstacles trying to make our program successful whether it is
scheduling or SLEs. If there are innovative ideas out there that did not stick to CTE
routines or structures. We have students in programs that are not going to place at Cape
May County. It is great if we can place the that student with Lockheed Martin. It is nice
to do a six-week internship – students go to Rutgers for the summer, have a dorm room
and they will pay for their room and board.
A lot of those programs already exists; It is just the funding.
Paid in the summer plus put this on the resume.
What is the line between a job and a camp – it is not a camp because it is more of an
internship. It is an innovation that would work for everyone.
Thinking outside of the box will allow us to give students opportunities that they would
not always have access. If we can sweeten the pot enough, we have an alternate during
the school year – the main ones would be that awesome experience. Word of mouth –
kids would have a great opportunity in the summer time.
One of the things we have in our area is culinary. We try to force them out 1.5 per day
when restaurants are not open. It is a wonderful summer opportunity.
Expand when we can provide the SLE opportunity.
You have to pay a salary for summer to supervise. (the SLE coordinator)
Like the idea of financial support for districts developing unique programming, near and
dear to them. That is what the aviation studies might look like. There are a lot of factors
that come into play where small funding would help. Developing curriculum, training –
creating innovative programming. From a state perspective – how do you judge that.
Tying the availability in the county to grant funds. It can really change the way we
educate programs.
We mentioned before about high-skilled have a great automotive program – three
sequence but the teacher is not certified. such as we have a challenge with automotive,
because could it be an all-female course (automotive) – it is an innovative idea.
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Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•

•

Carmelita – looking at students’ needs –
where are their interests are and try to get
them to complete programs
Advisory meetings are very impactful.
What to add to curriculum and what to
add as software
Strategies to gauge interest starts in
middle school. CTE elective fair traditional
and nontraditional students to see what
their options are in the high school.
Introductory courses, survey courses or
rotation? Sixth grade was a survey course
(entrepreneurship, coding and robotics)
7th and 8th grade was an elective sign up.
Took three years to plan each course was
45 days
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•
•
•

SLE – training courses don’t start until
start until January and districts need this
to start sooner.
Turnover with guidance and staff in
general to make sure the students take
all three courses in the sequence.
Scheduling is an obstacle – double
English and double math hard to get in
all the electives and CTE. Need to work
on creative scheduling. Block to
traditional scheduling. Trying different
ways to make it work. Getting the staff
on board and to understand the concept
of CTE and students. Find out why they
don’t want to follow the sequence of
curses.
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•
•
•

•

Making programs of study with
partnership of the local community
colleges.
Smooth transition and alignment between
secondary and postsecondary.
Strong communication and working
relationships between secondary and
postsecondary is a huge positive in
Atlantic County
Increased enrollment in CTE is a positive.
Some at capacity and some over
enrollment.

•

•

College finds a disconnect when the
districts are pushing the students to get
all the general eds done in the front and
leave the electives to the end. They
recommend to integrate the career
courses throughout the four years
Expand the career credential list

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•

•
•

•

•
•

Certification for CTE teachers – some
you can use traditional certification like
business, some like PLTW are
customized, can some supports or
funding help expand opportunities CTE
teacher certification?
Different grants that the office can
provide to make the programs more
robust.
Grant to specifically expand programs
related to the industry needs that
include teacher certification/outreach to
find a teacher.
Finding qualified teachers in the
disciplines they need them in is a huge
challenge – cant start a program such as
aviation without a teacher.
Innovation grant to start up a program
from the grass roots (ground up)
Health care program is difficult to start
because it is hard to find a teacher.
Often times, if you have a teacher and
the teacher leaves, the program ends
with it. Major concern of the districts.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
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Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

How will this be addressed during the first year of the program when enrollment is lower?
If you are a district that does not get very much Perkins funding, is this equitable?
Small schools, this may be an issue vs a district that has a larger student body?
Should it be a percentage rather number?
State agency side, it would severely affect them. Transient student body. Limiting students
would provide a disadvantage to the students that they serve
To vocational schools, Perkins funding is miniscule, adopted CTE structure, and have five
approved programs and have many more that will never have approved because they will not
meet the high-quality demands. Always keep some in the pipeline and take some off and add
new on as necessary based on data.
Rather see a district manage a few programs very well rather than many districts
inadequately
Challenge from college – have to take a look at sunsetting degrees that are low enrolled. If
CTE that sunsetting still have to provide money to that program until all those students are
completed with the program – this can be costly. Phasing out a program and have not met an
indicator, must still spend funds for this indicator.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Difficult to track linkages between secondary and postsecondary
Hard to track students once they graduate to find out where they went to college
Pick one slide for indicator, difficult to pick indicator for all students – there is not one for all.
By default, the only one is WBL. Therefore, you have to make sure you are aligned to industry
in your area so there are workplace opportunities available in your area linked to industry for
students to fulfill this criteria.
the districts are not concerned with the end of program assessment – the care more about
the industry valued credential for the students. TSA is more for the administrators to
determine if the students are learning what they should be from the program (are we doing
what we should be doing). Also comes at the end of all the other assessments.
What does the quality of the TSA look like? Value some over others, if it is a industry valued
TSA, like automotive, then, that is good, if just general NOCTI, then not so much.
Some TSAs can be detrimental if they are low quality – what is the substitute? No easy
answer.
A lot of the budget goes to TSA and if this indicator is omitted, how do they send funding for
items such as equipment and supplies etc.
Will it be all or nothing or, can it be pathway based? Can there be a choice or a combination?
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•
•

SLE the most critical – the best opportunity to grow opportunities and develop skills.
How closely aligned should business and industry be involved
o Need their input – they shape the program and their partnerships matter
o Need county wide or regional help to facilitate the relationships – regional/county
education-industry partnership
o Clearinghouse for business/education to interface through a database on SLE
opportunities

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•

CTSO – should be much broader that what is currently offered. A quality program should have
this component.
SLE – out of classroom experiences must be included
Equipment in the classroom that matches industry
High-skill, high-wage, in-demand
o Demand – labor data is very clear
o High wage – data was troubling from labor. Most in-demand were low wage jobs. Not
necessarily what where CTE efforts are focused.
o High-skill – that is where CTE is there. High-skill – technical skills. Communication in
some pathways is high skill as well.
o Regional work is really critical around the data when industries are thinking of
locating in an area. How can districts meet these needs and partner better with
workforce development and business partners. Need to partner better with county
when preparing the needs assessment. Hidden data that may be missed.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

If there are more programs in the comprehensive high schools, what is the rationale for the
reserve funding to go to county vocational schools
County vocational schools charge tuition which can change, they have the ability to charge
more to make up the difference. By keeping the money with the comprehensives, it would be
more equitable.
Reserve funds from rural - Yes, start grants for innovations for aviation for example. It would
be great to get support for this program.
Reserve funds from county voc –
How is innovation defined? Special pops students into the programs? Can all schools including
voc have access to these grants?
Phased out?
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Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

Individuals with disabilities – supported by paraprofessional – students have to pass safety
examination and they have difficulty doing this – would like to have a para work with the
students one-on-one to train the students on the equipment.
Perkins creates structures where it makes it difficult to have certain populations of students
such as rigor and etc. districts try to create CTE-like programs for some populations as feeder
programs. How to restructure the TSA or quality measurement for the students for whom the
standards would be different. Possibly another designation other than a CTE program or CTE
program of study

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•

Yes, more counseling in middle grades – before eight grade.
What would this look like – different for a regional high school than a k-12 district.
This could more of the conversation in the 45/55 split

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional high school to divert Perkins funds to middle schools through consortium.
High school teachers to middle school for exposure
After school programs
Summer programs
Middle school transportation for students to visit high school classrooms and use facilities
Vertical articulation middle – high school – college/career
High school schedule has to be sorted out first, so they are ready for the middle school
students to arrive
Are students mature enough in middle school to understand the pathways?
Introductory courses – survey courses in middle school would be beneficial so students have
an understanding of what they can take in high school.
Taking electives/CTE courses in ninth grade is very important to keep students interested in
CTE.
Scheduling is always a struggle. Doubling up on math and English is always going to be a
problem, it interrupts the flow of participants to completers.
Students with remedial issues doubling up is an issue
SLEs with scheduling is also an issue
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Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•

Job shadow is working is working for early childhood – lesson planning etc. students learn
whether they
Scheduling is an issue. Limited on how many days they can go out per week
Transportation is an issue. Biomedical at atlanticare – don’t have own transportation.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

Secondary would like more… revisit the breakdown
Key piece is adding the supports for middle school – additional cost for those students
Feeding into postsecondary and starting early and paying tuition there.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

•

Innovative programs that don’t always stick to the strict guidelines of CTE. (Cape May)
Summer program at Rutgers – overnight on campus – paid internship – innovative
partnership. Graded for credit
Must be a job and not a camp – not just rural but, for an industry that in not located in your
region. Isolated geographically. Meaningful experience (Cape May)
Financial supports for districts that are developing unique programming such the aviation
programming. Small funding would be very helpful. Innovative programming – curriculum,
needs assessment in county to available of programs and financial assistance to support can
change the way we educate students (Lin)
High skill – some programs that are not approved CTE – all female automotive – some
flexibility in this program and getting it approved (egg harbor)?
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitators:

Stockton University
June 3, 2019
11:00AM w/ School Administrators
Vanessa Lawson
Kathy Paquette and Marianne Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•

•
•
•
•

Looking at students needs. Figuring out
where the interests are-building interests
and continuing to grow. For example,
implemented introduction clusters for
the HS. Academy Law of Business.
Building the interest in middle school.
Advisory meetings are important.
Making programs available, dual credit
opportunities. -strong communications
with Deans and Schools.
Increase in enrollment- Bridgeton)
Collaborating more with the local
colleges
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•
•
•

•

Structured learning for SLE need to
start sooner.
Many staff turnovers in Bridgeton
Scheduling issues: 9th graders doubled
up in English cramming in all
graduation requirements -need a better
rotating wheel.
A grant to expand career credentialst:
And find the right qualified CTE
teachers. Schools putting out their own
money is an obstacle.
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Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•

There is a disconnect in CTE pathways.
look to expand opportunities for CTE .
Certification for teachers
Expand programs, but
getting grants would be helpful.
finding the right -qualified teachers.
Do innovative /leadership programs-get
the right grants for start- up costs.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Students still need particular services.
When the numbers start not justifying the funding, move stats.
Not sure if I would want a minimum number of students.
No magic number --Would like this coming from the district more so.
Not a number of programs at the district level
It should be a conversation if you are seeing very small numbers. How are the money being
spent??
From a college perspective, they have to take a look at sunsetting degrees that are low in
enrollment. If a CTE, they are sunsetting according to Perkins, still have to provide money in
that degree until everyone of those students are out of that degree. The challenge, you might
only have 4-5 left to take Gen-Ed studies(?) to finish their degree
What about paralegal studies students?

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
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➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements Question: It may be difficult to track-No
Depends on what degree they are getting- difficult to get those numbers.
Have postsecondary director work with you, with students.
Placement survey-After getting your degree, it’s difficult to get those numbers.
: Concern: certain programs view perfect and some credentials is viewed as perfect. They are
asking to pick one for all which is difficult to do. No one size fits all. No post-secondary
credentialing. – SLE is the way to go.
Technical skill assessment- doesn’t give a credential. why aren’t those credentials more
valued?
Credentials depends on a particular industry.
The quality -What does that look like at the end?
Business & Industries Q: TSA part won’t be missed.
Tech. Skills assessment helps them, the Administrators.
What would be the other method to assess their program?
Would there be an option for career cluster? Could it be pathway based?
By program, can it be clearly defined?
For certain programs, there should be a postsecondary.
Workplace learning is so critical.
Potential to grow opportunities for people, where business and industry is looking for.
Closely Aligned question: There must be strong partnerships and the School Admin helping to
facilitate those partnerships.
In other states, data base clearing house for businesses to add their opportunities for work
place visit or opportunities for their employees to discuss their programs. Can see creating a
grant and outreach through workforce development.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Words used: career and technical students’ organizations: opportunities for them to get out
of the class room. Student organization need to be broader. A quality program has broad
experiences
Vising an engineering plant for a day as an example.
High-wage terms: what’s sustainable
high demand terms: Data is there. Aviation stem and tech part-Where is the job for the
potential hub. How would you know. Regional work around the needs of assessment is
critical. Who is training the mechanics?
high skill: looking at it like a technical skill.
High Demand: Need to partner with Workforce Development and labor.
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Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

•

Maybe creating more support with Perkins funding may provide broader equity.
Because county voc. Schools has the right to change the money they charge, keeping the
reserve in the comprehensive would be more equitable.
Should there be a set aside for grant money: Yes
Some are looking to build programs.
should we use some or all of the county vocational schools for innovative funding?
should leave some funding for rural and county schools. Leaving some money for innovative
grants

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•

Safety Examination: Individuals with disabilities, supported by a paraprofessional but struggle
with them passing workplace safety credentials, and using the equipment.
Perkins creates structures where you can’t create these issues. Programs that can be
exclusive will be and usually it’s the special needs population that suffer.
There is a way to restructure to measure quality- by acknowledging this population.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•

Part one: yes
By 8th grade. Because they start to pick their courses around that time.
also prior to 8th grade.
Split funding may need to change.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•

Bridgeton’s barrier- not having the schedule early on. students may not be mature enough to
make that decision and understand the pathways.
Preliminary introduction should be available to them beforehand at that age.
Example: SLE and culinary scheduling is a challenge in some schools.
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•

Getting them ready for CTE opportunities in the HS.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Pre-school and work with older kids.
A lot of teacher participation.
Transportation

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

Yes
Data: adding supports to middle school. Those students will end up at the post secondary.(3x)

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate obstacles to make program successful.
If ideas are out there that didn’t stick to the normal routine or structure.
Example: find a partnership with places such as Lockheed that has a connection. With a
college
Engineering -provide students opportunity by limiting region.
Certify to the state all students can take the class-sweeten the pot enough
Expand when we can provide for SLE opportunities
Financial supports for districts that are developing unique programing-aviation study
Small funding would be helpful, creating innovative programing.
Tying the needs assessment in the county to be availability of the programs and financial
supports(grants funds) can move and change the way we educate the children.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Stockton
June 3, 2019
10:39 a.m.
Maria Casale
Sharon Fleming

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•

•
•

•

Culinary, TV media, Police, Engineering—
amazing programs. Restaurant setup,
great faculty. 4 courses plus SLEs for
culinary. Specific opportunities and
programs for SPED students.
Career awareness, NJCAN including for
middle school
CASE curriculum. Foundation course
together and then branch into pathways,
capstone together based on area of
interest. Follows national ag standards.
Culinary, Engineering, Automotive. Kids
are starting in Auto industry at $40/hour.
Adding kitchens, popup restaurant,
coordinated with play.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Finances, teachers retiring, increasing
class sizes.
Finding SLE placements.
Not having all the programs students
are interested in.
Declining enrollment.
State schools are limited with letting
the kids go out in the community.
Mental health issues. Curriculum.
Credential attainment.
Lack of understanding of the Ag cluster.
Breadth of occupations.
Graduation requirements. Choices
between AP academic courses and
higher level CTE courses.
Engineering because it’s not dual credit.
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•
•
•

Guidance counselors.
Not enough support for Agriculture
Students coming in lacking basic skills
(college)

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•

•
•
•
•

Need to strengthen health care and TDL,
in demand areas. Focusing on eds and
meds for Rowan Gloucester/Salem.
Need Credential for Retail within
Business. Need more credentials for
Business, Criminal Justice, Engineering.
Increase number of assessments.
Early college. Collaboration between
districts and colleges.
Giving information to middle schoolers
and their parents.
Being able to take the whole sequence
of courses in the right order.
Better guidance awareness, more
cooperation between teachers and
guidance.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

No student minimum—changes from year to year. Couldn’t do that without better guidance
training. Should be an exemption for new programs. Could be an average of several years.
What about small schools? Percentage of population?
Number of programs. Maybe 3. One strong program should be able to have funding.
Comprehensives may not be able to have more than one.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
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➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•

Secondary/Postsecondary should stay the same (one articulated program)
Shouldn’t be that controlled by DOL state data. Use other data (local)
Business and Industry need to have input in development (ongoing) for programs. Advisory
committees.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•

In demand might not be high skill or high wage. Should be any one of the 3. Because of the
diversity of the state.
High wage should be different for different regions.
Good measure: Starting in a career. Measure placement further out. SLE placement and
success. Placement and graduation. Districts are getting ag programs approved with no
advisory committee. Credentials.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

County vocs concentrate on higher end certifications, not trades, and they get extra money
(bond issue) Maybe they shouldn’t get money, or should get less.
Take away rural $$ because we don’t get any.
Innovation grants sound good. Should have all 3.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Offering CTE programs. Career awareness. Some use NJCAN starting in 5th grade.
More for students who are aging out of school.
Offer information and supports.
Provide all needed accommodations.
Out of school youth programs.
Work experience and credentials apart from credit courses.
Being able to use Perkins funds for non-credit courses.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
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➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, more career and academic counseling.
Needs to stay at the awareness level so they aren’t burned out by high school.
Should have programs for those who know what they want to do and are dedicated to a
career path.
Career development should be: Career fairs. SLEs. Field trips/job shadowing. Internships.
Kids discover new careers they didn’t even know existed.
Should start in 5th grade. 6th grade. Awareness in 5th grade. Exploration in 6th grade.
Development in 8th grade.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Shouldn’t be limited to just CTE students. Needs to be the right person with the right training
and background. Should be the high school staff going to middle school to tell them what is
offered. Maybe should be CTE teachers, not counselors. Support a CTE guidance counselor.
SLE coordinator and guidance counselor combo.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colleges need help setting up apprenticeships with B&I
Easy to get unpaid internships. Often lead to jobs. Need to persuade employers to pay
interns.
Allocate money for SLE coordinators to go out and visit industry during the summers.
Transportation
Connection to B&I
Scheduling

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•

Colleges: yes, let’s trade.
Keep it the same.
Consider: Enrollment (actual CTE enrollment)

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Academies concept improves awareness and makes it sound more prestigious.
Need to see more research happen at community colleges.
Bridges to the baccalaureate program: pays students to do research and get mentored by
professors at a 4 year college so they can go right from CC to junior year at the 4 year college.
Needs to be more.
Interested in knowing what other states are doing new. Like CTE endorsement idea.
Some kind of special endorsement for CTE teachers.
Competency based, so they can place out of some courses.
Don’t forget role of CTSOs.
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Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Symposium
Kean University – STEM Building
1000 Morris Avenue, Union, NJ
June 4, 2019
9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Agenda

Welcome
Opportunities to Innovate in Perkins V
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Presentation: Where the Jobs Are
Jason Timian, Labor Market Analyst
Office of Research and Information
NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development

9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

Presentation: The Landscape of CTE in the Region and the State
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Breakout Focus Groups

10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Focus Group

Location

Business & Industry

Atrium

School Administrators

Atrium

Counselors/Teachers & Faculty

Room 306

Community Leaders

Room 307
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Kean University, STEM Building- Room 306
6/4/2019
10:45am-1:15pm
Rebecca Wills
Shubha Bhalerao

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•
•

•

•

Structured scheduling
Work readiness piece, when available, was
helpful (no longer have)
Some flexible requirements for studentsmore emphasis on CTE
Participates with Gateway chamber of
commerce; thinks outside the box with
having students get exposed to other
careers
Networking of programs- planned
parenthood, YMCA- people come from
agencies to help brainstorm to ensure
students have more information on where
to go
Networking with local community

•
•
•
•
•
•

Failing academic classes
CTE is classified as electives, so students
get pulled out, need to drop classes to
graduate, etc.
Teachers aren’t making connections
between the academic classes and their
importance in CTE
Need CTE educators and academic
educators to work together
Need school buy-in for common
planning time
More collaboration with EL programs to
ensure EL students have access to these
opportunities

Delta 2
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What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Put us in one building for CTE
Counselors need to work on better
placement for students- counselors
don’t push for CTE. Especially in middle
schools
If CTE teachers are requested, and one is
busy, students may need to go to
another building
Need better marketing
Need something special just for
guidance
Middle school needs revamping, don’t
have a strong perspective on high school
preparation, including values, don’t
understand attendance and credit
system
NJDOE should send resources to
districts- not coming down from Supt.
and ECSs.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

•

Minimum number of programs- can be at 1- if there’s interest and investment, and it’s a
rigorous program, then should support that vs. more watered down programs
Program enrollment-some schools currently go by 15; when dealing with equipment, need to
consider funding. 15 sounds good. Or, maybe can start with 15, will lose some kids- don’t
make a big deal if students get pulled out or number goes down, for 3 years. Look at average
over 3 years.
Other requirements-

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
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➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements for linkage- partnerships with colleges for college credits, can skip the basic
class (dual enrollment.) Perhaps linking with other high schools or colleges, but need to
consider the bureaucracy; might be more nimble to do without. Database of businesses
would be nice (Shubha says we can’t really do that)
Would like to see guidance for mandated work-based learning
Role- job shadowing, role models, on committees
Role- considering partnering with professionals v. amateurs- becomes a book for each kids to
fill out; keep the paperwork light. Need to consider differentiation for age; might be a barrier
to getting everyone’s goals met
Leash is too tight on students in high school, still treating them like middle school.
Consider being flexible and reasonable with funding; some rules and paperwork make a lot
less sense.
Other barriers are age of students, and providing transportation.
All agreed that the B & I should be very involved.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•

Define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in demand- don’t want to make more, enhance what we
have
Required for funding- 1 or 2 should be adequate, lots of valuable programs may only meet 1
purpose. Should be at least 1, not all 3.
Good measure of program quality- When kids pass; look at end results. Success in
competitions; alumni engagement

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider giving the money to middle schools that meet some requirements like schools that
funnel a lot of students into CTE programs; should look at CTE teachers inside of middle
schools. There could be a designee to streamline the process
If can justify the use for additional money, don’t think it should be excluded
Should be notified if they lost money
Not getting people to bid on projects
Fund schools meeting expectations
Rural areas should still get the money
Competitive grants from rural funds- yes
Competitive grants for innovation from county vocational school funds- yes
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•

If the schools have met all expectations and spent the money regularly, they should be
awarded reserve funds.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

More bilingual access to better help students to get the information they need; dual language
concept needs to trickle into CTE programs
State has guidelines on ESL programs, maybe could add on
If teacher is certified in special ed., look for dual certified teachers
See special ed being addressed with partnerships

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive career and academic counseling- maybe not grades 5 or 6 but 7th grade and
up
Consider re-thinking home economics, etc.
What should career exploration/development look like- should have more exposure to things
offered in their district, so by the time they need to pick, have a better idea
Do rotations prior to making choices, or a fair, platform, etc.
Grade level- 7th and 8th

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Yes- should be trained better starting in middle school
Mindset for counselors need to be reframed; need trips, or some structures
Offer summer school for CTE programs as an introduction in the middle schools
Part of summer enrichment
Work-based learning in summer?

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Yes, those services are available, but some confusion around what SLEs actually are
More funds available to pay for SLE through Perkins, such as travel, stipend to teacher and
business
Supports needed- may be a union issue

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
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➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

Reconsider- too high for colleges. Should need to demonstrate their impact. (Opinion more
favorable on split after explaining it’s just for community colleges)
Now comfortable with those numbers
Need to consider middle school for extra reserve
What data should drive – enrollment, agenda, and demonstrating impact

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to incentivize students and parents to buy-in
Big orientation at beginning of school year with marketing
Should bring all Perkins program people together, like a CTE convention for educators
Should bring students and parents together for CTE also- convention- to generate buy-in
Regional conventions
Should have CTE fairs for students, teachers, parents
Need to collectively sell better that CTE is not second fiddle/worse choice than college
Kids can come, talk to different CTE programs- should be promoted and really festive
Bus in students from different areas
Want to get kids at the right age to attend- need to share as a career path- promoting
Need to have counselors sell it/buy in
Utilize bring your kid to work day- find ways to give students more CTE exposure

Question:
-

We have a lot of shops, where do you get the teachers to be certified in all of these areas?
o CTE office is creating pipeline for those working in the industry to get their teaching
certification faster. Available on the CTE website. There’s a certification course
established through Brookdale college.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Kean University
6/4/19
9am
LaVar Young
Kathleen Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

District created college credit
opportunities. Students can leave with
various post high school credits
Associate degree programs offered
Military experience offered through Jr
ROTC
FAA certification to fly drowns for
students
Intro to engineering, robotics study,
expanding STEM programming
Supply chain management logistics and
program management programming
classes offered

•
•
•

•

School needs to improve on
advertising/marketing programs
offered to students
Identifying teachers with certification
in various areas to hire
One track thinking. Educators are
limited in thinking outside of the box.
Getting people to think on giving
opportunity to students is sometimes
difficult. Business owners focus on
making money not giving opportunity.
Tracking method used by counselors do
not align with student credit portfolio
to maximize credits obtained.

Delta 2
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What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•

•

•

More professional development to
bring teachers forward.
Entire school staff should be trained in
basic skills to be able to jump in various
areas needed.
Scheduling doesn’t always align with
what students need.
Better recovery program so if a student
fails a core class they have the
opportunity to take another class that
covers the core class that was failed.
No time during the school day for
students to leave school during the day
to receive on site credits and SLE
experience.
Engaging parents helps them
understand the experience students
have in CTE.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•

General no to both.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•

Some towns don’t have major industry so it’s difficult to recruit and work with businesses.
Business partnership and involvement is fundamental to CTE training
Having an idea of what the industry is looking for is important.
State guidelines and training on how to connect with industry would be beneficial
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•
•
•

Sometimes it’s difficult to get colleges to sign articulation agreements the turnaround takes
entirely too long. Positions at colleges overturn often causing issues with creating new
relationships.
One program should be a project of study is effective but not over burdensome.
Better quality of teachers needed from colleges to teach CTE.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doesn’t seem to be linkage between professions. Home health Aid has no linkage to
eventually become a RN or Dr.
Placement of students in SLE programs
Students who graduate and are placed in industry
Programs leading students to next level of career and academic programming
Seals of approval: for example academics has blue ribbon recognition. Vocational doesn’t
offer that recognition to advertise this school has a strong CTE program.
Industry standard certification for schools that offer CTE training.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Merit for continuing the process the way currently operate.

How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate self-identifying
More flexibility from programs to assist students with special needs.
More training for teachers to identify students with special needs and be more aware of
situations.
Help teachers become more culturally aware across the board.
Language barriers are sometimes an issue. Offering multi-language instruction can be
helpful.
Universal design for curriculum

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
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➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Yes great idea.
Training middle school computer science teachers in areas of STEM and coding.
Cycle classes that could feed into high school classes.
Any kind of career counseling on the middle school level would be beneficial.
Concept of design thinking in Maker Space

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•

No career and academic should be separated from Perkins V
A separate component should oversee careers and academics. Perkins is a handful by itself.
Professional development funds should be used for career and academics.
Title 4 funds assist with career counseling.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Yes ACE afterschool program helps with mentors to teach construction and engineering
after school.
Health science partnerships is beneficial
Transportation, scheduling, businesses supporting are barriers.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

If numbers on middle school level increase funds on secondary/ vocational level should
increase.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

Innovative conversations about what is happening throughout the state from county to
county, town to town.
Aligning courses that actually are taught in an applied way.
More real life experiences for students hands on. Real life experience through course work.
Problem base learning.
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What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
Providing students with opportunities with post-secondary careers. Provide students with opportunities
in industry credits.
Offer a students with various opportunities
One of the challenges is with Company or business engagement. Working in the industry with
Partnership with post-secondary schools, cost is a barriers
Having district coming together
Articulation agreements – Memorandum of Agreements
Looking to best practices with other districts

Should there be changes for the minimum pf programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
ECST has a comprehensive model with career and technical programs.
ECST has eds and flows with their career and technical education programs One year allied health is
popular vs the next year law and public safety.
Rural Districts might have a program with minimum of student participation in those districts.

What requirements in any should be in place for linkage between secondary and postsecondary?
Districts with CTE programs have invested a lot of resources and any changes to the districts could have
a negative impact.
District get use to a model and the model works and program changes.
Funding isn’t the problem for CTE districts because of Perkins funding. One of the challenges for districts
is if a district has to abolish a science program teacher assignment and bumping rights could interrupt a
program.
Teachers have expressed that the end of the year assessment does not mirror what was taught in the
classroom. The materials should be more reflective of the program.
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Find the middle ground for academic attainment especially if a student is struggling with ELA or Math.
Get teachers together to teach content areas. The challenge would be a heavy lift for districts.
Students viewing the end of year assessments as an act of compliance.
Lessing the standards and the quality of the program because students are prepared for career.
There should be a closer alignment with the assessments and the actual industry standards
Clear guidance from the state of New Jersey for graduation requirements
There should be a point of contact for the DOE.
Course interchangeable
Taking away from the cross curriculum opportunities.

Challenges with proper teacher certification
Become super creative of time and teacher assignments

Vocational districts do want to support innovation however no district would advocate for loss of
funding by way of an innovation grant.
In Essex County there is discussion about doing other program in sending school districts.
One of the challenges is funding around sending district and braking down barriers
Funding for County Vocational Schools is different for sending districts. Administrator recommends the
DOE look at the funding component for Perkins V.

How can k-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
One of things that is helpful is self-contained special needs population and
Community Engagement and getting the word out about curtain programs
Sending districts are sending a majority of special needs students.
Changing the perception of CTE it’s not only about those students that are not going to colleges.
Changing the mindset of school staff. CTE districts are not just for non-college and special needs
students.
Training for counselors on CTE program college vs career.
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Most special needs students attend DVR at the Essex County Vocational programs.
Training includes counselor perpetration for the world of technical education.

ECST believes it is a good idea to expose students as early as possible.
From a CTE school district perspective believes the program should start no later than 5th grade. The
County Vocational school is in a better position to support district exploring those options.

Academic counselors should have an understanding of ONET and Labor Market Reports especially
information on areas of extreme importance for CTE.
Some type of knowledge for technical and career education. Comprehensive training across the board
for all district staff.
Including data from NJDOE and NJ Labor Dept. for presentations with staff and parents.
Support for County Vocational Schools
Easier for businesses and companies to cut the red tape for young people in the workplace.
CIE coordinators keeping up with the demand on site base programs attaching Perkins funding for CIE
programing.

One of the key factors is supporting district with student transportation.

Charter School Employee Believe that funding should support secondary education.
There should be shared funding between College and Secondary education for students enrolled dual
programs.
This will help to bright the cap between college and secondary.
The articulation agreements supporting the credits for dual enrolled students.
The group agrees that earmarking certain components funds after the reserve for colleges and
secondary and vocation schools.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Kean University, STEM Building- Room 306
6/4/2019
10:45am-1:15pm
Rebecca Wills
Shubha Bhalerao

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•
•

•

•

Structured scheduling
Work readiness piece, when available, was
helpful (no longer have)
Some flexible requirements for studentsmore emphasis on CTE
Participates with Gateway chamber of
commerce; thinks outside the box with
having students get exposed to other
careers
Networking of programs- planned
parenthood, YMCA- people come from
agencies to help brainstorm to ensure
students have more information on where
to go
Networking with local community

•
•
•
•
•
•

Failing academic classes
CTE is classified as electives, so students
get pulled out, need to drop classes to
graduate, etc.
Teachers aren’t making connections
between the academic classes and their
importance in CTE
Need CTE educators and academic
educators to work together
Need school buy-in for common
planning time
More collaboration with EL programs to
ensure EL students have access to these
opportunities

Delta 2
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What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Put us in one building for CTE
Counselors need to work on better
placement for students- counselors
don’t push for CTE. Especially in middle
schools
If CTE teachers are requested, and one is
busy, students may need to go to
another building
Need better marketing
Need something special just for
guidance
Middle school needs revamping, don’t
have a strong perspective on high school
preparation, including values, don’t
understand attendance and credit
system
NJDOE should send resources to
districts- not coming down from Supt.
and ECSs.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

•

Minimum number of programs- can be at 1- if there’s interest and investment, and it’s a
rigorous program, then should support that vs. more watered down programs
Program enrollment-some schools currently go by 15; when dealing with equipment, need to
consider funding. 15 sounds good. Or, maybe can start with 15, will lose some kids- don’t
make a big deal if students get pulled out or number goes down, for 3 years. Look at average
over 3 years.
Other requirements-

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
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➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requirements for linkage- partnerships with colleges for college credits, can skip the basic
class (dual enrollment.) Perhaps linking with other high schools or colleges, but need to
consider the bureaucracy; might be more nimble to do without. Database of businesses
would be nice (Shubha says we can’t really do that)
Would like to see guidance for mandated work-based learning
Role- job shadowing, role models, on committees
Role- considering partnering with professionals v. amateurs- becomes a book for each kids to
fill out; keep the paperwork light. Need to consider differentiation for age; might be a barrier
to getting everyone’s goals met
Leash is too tight on students in high school, still treating them like middle school.
Consider being flexible and reasonable with funding; some rules and paperwork make a lot
less sense.
Other barriers are age of students, and providing transportation.
All agreed that the B & I should be very involved.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•

Define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in demand- don’t want to make more, enhance what we
have
Required for funding- 1 or 2 should be adequate, lots of valuable programs may only meet 1
purpose. Should be at least 1, not all 3.
Good measure of program quality- When kids pass; look at end results. Success in
competitions; alumni engagement

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider giving the money to middle schools that meet some requirements like schools that
funnel a lot of students into CTE programs; should look at CTE teachers inside of middle
schools. There could be a designee to streamline the process
If can justify the use for additional money, don’t think it should be excluded
Should be notified if they lost money
Not getting people to bid on projects
Fund schools meeting expectations
Rural areas should still get the money
Competitive grants from rural funds- yes
Competitive grants for innovation from county vocational school funds- yes
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•

If the schools have met all expectations and spent the money regularly, they should be
awarded reserve funds.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

More bilingual access to better help students to get the information they need; dual language
concept needs to trickle into CTE programs
State has guidelines on ESL programs, maybe could add on
If teacher is certified in special ed., look for dual certified teachers
See special ed being addressed with partnerships

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive career and academic counseling- maybe not grades 5 or 6 but 7th grade and
up
Consider re-thinking home economics, etc.
What should career exploration/development look like- should have more exposure to things
offered in their district, so by the time they need to pick, have a better idea
Do rotations prior to making choices, or a fair, platform, etc.
Grade level- 7th and 8th

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Yes- should be trained better starting in middle school
Mindset for counselors need to be reframed; need trips, or some structures
Offer summer school for CTE programs as an introduction in the middle schools
Part of summer enrichment
Work-based learning in summer?

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Yes, those services are available, but some confusion around what SLEs actually are
More funds available to pay for SLE through Perkins, such as travel, stipend to teacher and
business
Supports needed- may be a union issue

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
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➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

Reconsider- too high for colleges. Should need to demonstrate their impact. (Opinion more
favorable on split after explaining it’s just for community colleges)
Now comfortable with those numbers
Need to consider middle school for extra reserve
What data should drive – enrollment, agenda, and demonstrating impact

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to incentivize students and parents to buy-in
Big orientation at beginning of school year with marketing
Should bring all Perkins program people together, like a CTE convention for educators
Should bring students and parents together for CTE also- convention- to generate buy-in
Regional conventions
Should have CTE fairs for students, teachers, parents
Need to collectively sell better that CTE is not second fiddle/worse choice than college
Kids can come, talk to different CTE programs- should be promoted and really festive
Bus in students from different areas
Want to get kids at the right age to attend- need to share as a career path- promoting
Need to have counselors sell it/buy in
Utilize bring your kid to work day- find ways to give students more CTE exposure

Question:
-

We have a lot of shops, where do you get the teachers to be certified in all of these areas?
o CTE office is creating pipeline for those working in the industry to get their teaching
certification faster. Available on the CTE website. There’s a certification course
established through Brookdale college.
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Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:
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Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•
•
•

•

2 Soft skills importance. Utilizes SLEs
3 Work with companies 90%, They reach
out to them
1 NJIT junior achievement (JA)
4 Support musicians and have summer
and vocational training

•
•

•
•

•
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3 In addition to soft skills, we can tailor
skills that make students employable
1 Feels technical skills can be developed,
but unsure how to teach soft skills.
3 Feels that they are spending millions
outsourcing and international
companies get it, but American
companies don’t.
5 Students can show practical skills, but
don’t have the hands-on experience
3 Companies have issues supporting
entry-level positions, since students are
jumping from a million of jobs positions
within the first few years.
2 Don’t see the potential of Community
colleges
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

5 There are three groups knocking on
the same door.
3 Parents make assumptions for their
children about what is best and promote
a college path. Teacher have 20+ years
and it is tough to sell to their core
content teachers they have changed
curriculum. NOFT driven
3 If large companies have the same
mindset as local unions then they would
be at a good place
2 Support and develop events. For
example, the Port Authority of NJ has a
Business Expo, which offers great
opportunities. These events are great,
but there also needs to be follow-up
5 There are misconceptions that
students have to go and pay for college.
3 Most of his kids don’t know the jobs
that are out there. They present soft
skills throughout their curriculum.
2 Bring your child to work days only
show the parent field.
3 Every student has to take a math
assessment

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•
•
•
•
•
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2 We have 21 school districts and their
big issue is transportation issues.
1 Counselors don’t know how to direct
students to the correct path, because
they weren’t trained
Parents also gear children to takeover
family business
3 They are 72% Title I funded
6 The whole school needs training, CTE
program needs the academics
embedded. When do students learn MS
Office skills like Excel training.
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

3 Not until the NJDOE consolidates the 600+ schools.
2 There should be a 5 programs requirement.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 Students don’t know why they are there (non-CTE courses), especially when they don’t ever
plan to go to college
3 Leave with an industry credential and MS certification. Community Colleges should
provide/allow flexible tuition. It is expensive to take core classes.
6 Leave with portfolio
5 Core classes not feeling aligned to career pathway
3 Inner city students don’t drive, so they are only open to local job
5 Technology is taking many entry-level jobs. On the other hand, some companies/school are
behind in technology and need to invest in newer technology
6 Need to work with the community.
3 Exploratory programs need to be brought back. Common core took them away
5 College/industry tours

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 Need to look at the demand. (ex. nursing & cosmetology) where do the skill lack. Should
high wage jobs start at entry level positions.
3 How do you determine high skill?... He’s all for it!
6 Regionally based, look at whether wages can support a family. We need to look at this on
macro and micro levels
3 Their school works with JP Morgan Chase to forms a CDL program.
6 CDL programs may be a thing of the past.
3 It is a son of a gun to sell their logistics program.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 You should have at least one (i.e., high skill, high wage, or high demand)
2 CNA maybe considered low demand, but it may be a great skill SPED student to acquire.
They have SPED/self-contained students that could benefit, but this would require funding
even though it is consider low demand.
6 Need all three (i.e., high skill, high wage, or high demand)
3 If we want our kids to get out of the city, then they need different skills and opportunities
6 Students should have real world experience within their CTE program (for auto - oil changes
and for cosmetology – hair styling)
2 How should these real world experiences be structed, measured, and rated?
3 Portfolio and rubric
2 A possible measure could be placement. How many students go into a certain field.
6 However, we would have to ensure admin would know about different the opportunities for
students to apply

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•

2 & 4 Yes
5 Look at the program and see if it is helping students get jobs
3 Larger city benefit from many grants, these funds should be available to help rural districts
5 On one hand it maintains a status qou, but on the other it helps kids that need it
6 Additional data is required

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

5 Coordinate with programs and research areas of need.
3 Community colleges are great with support. ELs population are exploded, so it is important

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 Yes, we offer face to face field trips
3 We offer virtual job shadowing
5 They should offer something like junior achievement (JA).
3 Their JA didn’t have the girth.
5 … But they do have the curriculum.
(6 asked a question and 3 suggested having their board vote on Option 2 requirements)
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Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Same as Question 4

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

2 More money for transportation
6 More supervision and more hands-on training for teachers as well as more equipment.
2&3 More parameters for the program (ex., electrical engineering student shouldn’t be
working at McDonalds unless they were responsible for fixing the machines).

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

2 More guidance from the state on post-secondary, (how many programs are required, what
kind of programs acceptable)
5 Need to look at community and student populations
3 … Wouldn’t secondary programs ultimately benefit post-secondary.
2 Utilize the same data for secondary and post-secondary.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•

3 Teacher externships and make CTE year-round.
6 Build business aspects into programs. Allow the community to come in the schools for
services. Building experience for students within the school. Students could be paid for
services (ex., cooking for housing authority)
3 We put ads on buses. Students go to senior citizen homes. Our school plan requires that
students have to cater at least (3) events.
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Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•
•
•
•

•
•

College credit opportunities by
partnering with college 3-17 credits upon
graduation.
JRotc program pipeline to military careers
and rotc scholarships
Do better at – associates degrees at high
schools growing programs. Get better at
branding and advertising.
Union – getting there too – excited about
new and innovative ideas from teachers
such as a drone class and certiport
certificate FAA license to fly drones
Allied health now has two rooms that
replicate hospital rooms and integrating
technology
Live stream board meetings by students,
JROTC programs
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•

•
•
•

•

30th year in education – had family
business flor a long time- Principal had
old way of thinking and
guidance/scheduling is an obstacle.
Changing mindsets and guiding
students encouraging more business
partnerships and building co-ops
Buy in and mindset – getting away from
the college for all mindset
Need to market differently
Orange – roadblock is understanding
course sequencing and pathways. Need
to educate and communicate with
guidance not electives
Try to get business buy in and
collaborate with business.
Entrepreneurship challenges, for
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•

•
•
•

Engineering and STEM programs,
Robotics and Robotics independent
study, CAD – trying to find new CAD
teachers with proper certification
Cosmetology long standing program and
have successful careers with that
program
Computer science is very successful –
shortage of teachers for that area
Supply chain class – amazon, wayfair,
ups, and etc as business partners. Project
management experience

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

example. Need more than one
company for quality collaboration and
partnerships.
Business is busy for-profit and their
time is limited – school needs them.
Difficulty getting CTE teachers certified
and to attract teachers. Disconnect
between the industry standard and the
last time a teacher was certified
Hard to attract teachers at a
competitive salary and need more PD
for current teachers in the CTE areas
Need also to have the literacy and
numeracy and soft skills as well not just
the technical skills. Model curriculums
or make sure the Math and LA are
required in CTE
Mindset of the high-school bell
schedule for internships. Needs to be
more flexible and creative. Cant live by
a bell. Also about all the requirements
every year when the students have a
limited abount of time to take such as
academic requirements.
Allocations for Title I was an obstacle
for CTE – no flexibility.
Programs don’t have more than one
way to complete and inflexibility –
need more flexibility for different
outcomes. Credit recovery and lack of
room in the schedule. – double period
of math and English.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•

•
•
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Requirements – lowered the required
graduation requirements to the state
minimum to fit CTE in the schedule.
Worried about test scores but if Math
and English is included in CTE, it could
be integrated into CTE courses.
No time for students to leave school for
SLE so how to fit that in? currently,
providing in-house SLE.
Chief of change – need to figure out a
way so students don’t have to choose
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•

between AP and CTE and do what’s best
for the students – a combination
Parents are a key player – they see the
jobs that are now being offered but
need more parents involved.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

No, in a distict with a lot os transient students such as sife and etc., remedial, and building the
basics, would be hard.
Self defining, going through the application process is a lot, and usually not going to do it if
not worth it for the district

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Hard to get business to come on board in Irvington, don’t have major industry. Very difficult.
Logistically hard to transport students outside the town
Most important but often the hardest. Not something the state should pull back on. The
partnerships are critical
Create a system of business-education partnerships in counties/cities that would be easier to
facilitate this process.
Survey business to find out what they are looking for – internships, mentorships, skills,
credentials and etc.
Business involvement is good and bad, manage the adult evening program. Create insight
program – business offers virtual meetings with the class. Need to sell the benefit of working
with high school students with business.
The state have a guideline on how to approach a business on how they can partner with
schools. Public relations – guideline
County wide industry-education partnership meetings
College – going well – Rutgers – dean does not want to sign articulation agreement every
year. Some universities will send curriculum in advance prior to the signed agreement which
is easier. Syracuse is easy to work with. Turnaround is difficult. Rutgers is tough. Articulation is
very.
Yearly articulation is very difficult
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•
•

One program as a program of study is effective but not overly burdensome
Talk to colleges to drive the teacher pipeline especially in STEM – no teacher training
programs in NJ for CTE. Alternate route program only or direct from industry and two year alt
route training requirement – difficult to get them up to speed and the two years is hard –
classes at night and on Saturdays.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A lot of high demand jobs but not all high wage
Health science – low end home health aid which is high demand
Surprised about retail - does it include supply chain such as amazon or strictly brick and
mortar? E-commerce
How strong a program is? – placement of students in sle – placement of students post
graduation – outcomes – tracking students
Direct connection of the program to career outcomes
Completing examination such as cosmetology and barbering
Analyzing programing data – ASE exams, certifications, blue ribbons, character awards, seals
etc
Technical skill assessments – skill attainment
Three single courses of 15 credits is low bar – they need more time in CTE. They should have
more intense education time
Industry standard certification testing – cisco certification – cisco academy (microcredentials)
Stackable credentials – A+, Mous, etc

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Vocational school funding – intent is for money to go to where there is a high concentration
of CTE students. There is merit to provide funding to this area – demonstrated success for this
formula and would advocate to continue this.

•

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

Different for vocational than local. Vocational does not know who these students are. Not
allowed to ask who the students are when they apply. The result is that sometimes contrary
to the desired effect.
Mobility rate. Sometimes the students of these subgroups move from place to place so
quickly hard to retain in CTE.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many of the members of these groups need more flexible schedule programming. If
programming can be more flexible can keep them in
Train teachers to help them better with strategies. Teacher awareness of the students that
are in their classroom.
Professional development
School-wide culturally responsive training/teaching
IEP – work with the child study team – internal training about how to read the IEP
ELL students – language is a barrier – CTE does not have in-class support bc not a content area
class
Tap into what CTE courses that can be applicable to their skill level
No accommodations on state license for cosmetology exam
Universal design for leaning can help with a diverse group of learners
More girls in STEM and Coding – girls who code. Bring in gender specific educational clubs to
build interest and include modeling in the class.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great idea.
Technology literacy to integrate into the middle level so they have a taste as to what they will
learn at the high school level.
Cycle classes at the middle school to feed into the high school level courses and build in more
STEM related courses
Career guidance – career awareness, inventories and add as a focus , curriculum and
someone at each school with training on workforce needs who can plan career awareness
guest speakers from industry and etc. Naviance has interest surveys
NJCAN has interest surveys at middle school level – who analyzes this data and speaks to the
students about the data
Career fair each December for middle school for CTE programs. Does not work.
Created a course for eight graders and offered it to middle schools.
Team of high school to middle schools to recruit and educate
Changing middle school library curriculum to bring in more design thinking to lead into CTE
courses
Learning.com for elementary school got rid of computer teachers
CTE fair and shadow day in each program

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•

Do not want Perkins to be a mile wide and an inch deep. Need to make sure the scope is vey
clear and not too broad.
Up to the school districts and not Perkins
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•
•
•
•

Guidance counselors have a great number of duties and they need a clearer understanding of
CTE and their role
Leverage CTE funds to influence the greater group to spread the word or promote career
awareness and the need for counseling
Training sessions or PD for counselors. If all local districts access Perkins for counselling, the
funding would get very diluted.
Title IV could be used in this area possibly

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

After school program working with business and mentors (ACE program)
St. Barnabas for health science
Cinema Ed for film sets – challenge is various locations. SLE coordinator has to approve the
site prior and can be challenging
Finding partnerships
Transportation
School scheduling
Employers have reluctance with insurance. Guidance by DOL and DOE to hand to employer.
Standard practice that can be given to the employer to smooth the placement

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

Middle school is eligible then the share for secondary should increase to reflect that

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•

More forums like this to get out of district and have best practice sessions to network with
colleagues
What’s happening across counties
integrating CTE courses with core courses – integrating the principles of other math and
science in CTE courses. Interdisciplinary instruction – Problem-based learning
intertwine core courses with CTE – get dual credit
How to make education flexible enough to keep up with the world’s quickly changing
technology and times
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Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•

•
•
•

College track - the district has been really
pushing this in the past; however, now
they are focused on CTE. Each HS in the
district has a CTE program, ranging from
culinary to barbering
Partnering with United Way to support
district’s CTE vision
Board members have been instrumental in
locating CTE partners
There is a grant funded through USDOE
for parent training and information;
another grant to provide workshops from
transitions from student to adult life.
Goals and objectives for special needs
students – IEP transition and the
importance of pre-vocational skills and
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•
•

•
•

Employers need to know the benefit of
having the students participate in the
mentorships and businesses
Distinguishable difference between
work and school life; work etiquette and
professionalism matter – students
participate in a professional etiquette
course
Community awareness about CTE; many
community members aren’t aware that
it exists
Community awareness increases
awareness of people at the table and
allows for more students to have
opportunities
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•

•

•
•
•

•

•

internships (SPAN Parent Advocacy
Network)
Partnership with NJPAC, Shop Rite, Whole
Foods – approx. 42 students were given
jobs; not quite SLE’s because there hasn’t
been a formal system to track but the
following year should be more supportive
and data oriented
4 structured learning coordinators that
will be dwindled down to 2.
Superintendent charged them to have
students placed in jobs outside of schools
resulted in a total of 66 students in
structured learning experiences, i.e,
students received a scholarship to take
the real estate examination upon
completion of internship
To ensure that students in SLC’s are
actually getting jobs that are aligned and
effective with the pathways
Partnership with Perishing financial;
students are paid above min. wage
Balancing Act: Ensuring that the pathways
are aligned to the jobs they are entering
and assisting the coordinators in pounding
the pavement
Hilton Hotel plans to visit the
district/schools once per month and
participate in a culminating activity for the
students to develop relationships.
Opportunities (above) are inclusive to
students with disabilities

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•

•
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Students usually don’t fail their CTE
courses but the academic courses. Since
CTE is only required to fill 5 credits in
the schedule, students forego the CTE
experience because they have to make
up academic courses
How do we marry CTE courses and
academic course to prevent the
aforementioned?
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Other classes prevent students from
taking CTE courses and pathways with
fidelity
Non-standard curriculum for CTE - There
are a few by Rutgers and for the
agricultural, but nothing standard for
other areas
How do we get out the terms and
acronyms to educate the community?
Boring and non-engaging courses are
obstacles
Not enough CTE teachers in the state of
NJ
Difficulty of praxis limits potential hires

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

May have to be specific to the size of classes – It is difficult to fund a program with a “handful
of students”
Safety issue for the number of students in a class, i.e., culinary (smaller classes) vs. graphic
arts (larger) – There is a cap in district A because of the equipment used, etc.
As districts get more wealthy, they lose money for funding. Hence, an explanation of funding
by Sharon ensues
Having 1 program allows people to build
Having a school specialty program makes it more appealing and manageable
Educators can go out of state to conferences w/ Perkins funding; students cannot go out of
state

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

Requirements can be different per program
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Top down approach – the program must be valued from the top down
Apprenticeships are nebulous concepts still in the US
There should be a board to address and serve as the liaison for the industry and business
needs
How is the need defined? (i.e., question #2, alignment with business needs)
Soft skills across the board are business needs – should be a teaching component
State advisory board approving programs
Examine the way board meetings are conducted; how convenient are they; how frequent are
they taking place

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clarification for Perkins IV by Sharon – high skill, high wage, or and/or in demand
There is a respect for the terms high skills, wage, or in demand – skills required should be
detailed
Pay attention to the job trend
Are the wages different in different counties? What constitutes high wage?
High wage as above the national number? (to form an operational definition)
Clarification - The Department says the three terms but doesn’t define them. If we define
them, then how? Do they have to be all 3 or at least 1?
Good measure – student engagement, success, completion
(Example of) Freehold School District program that enrolls students as early as grade 7
because its reputable and the word is out

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•

Rural school districts should still get the funding (consensus)
Continue to keep it the same for the districts
Innovative grant would be an incentive for schools to continue doing the great work
However, group is torn on the competitive grant only because it takes form rural and tech
schools

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•

Mentoring programs
Programs for K-8 to introduce CTE in young students
Outreach is important
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•
•
•

Parental information
Special Education Parental Advisory Group as mandated for each district – CTE information to
be provided there
Adult education classes

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absolutely (consensus)
Demonstrations
Mentoring of HS students to middle school students
Utilize NJCAN, a free tool for middle school students
Money for busing students
Parental outreach
High needs schools can benefit
5th grade is ideal; it is the age where kids begin to question their identity and career

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Yes, it is needed – however, it is important to build capacity in adults that lead that work

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always room for improvement
Transportation
Depending on the partners and organizations
Time constraints and ensuring that people are actually skilled (SLA coordinators, essential
personnel)
Exchange or database of employers would help
Board agreements, etc.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

A little bit more of the money should go to the HS - 60/40 split with high schools having more
funding.
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Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•

Diploma endorsement
Separate certificate for CTE courses
Honor cords at graduation
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

June 4, 2019
10:47p.m.
Linda Carmona-Bell
David McNair

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1
What does your community do well to support students to prepare for college and career?

•

•

•

•

Lisa Tauscher, Union County Vocational Tech -use community to help employ our
students and give SLE opportunities to use skills learned in class and use out to work
– some get part-time skills and some get full-time skills, they get the soft skills that
was seen in the slides. The teachers help get students ready for employment.
Jason Bigham, Jersey City Schools – work with Hudson county college to push
apprenticeships but would like it to be more reciprocal. Feel they are chasing them
more and when they do they hear that they need to get kids that meet their needs.
He says they need to reach out to him. He does a lot of work with Goldman Sachs, JP
Morgan Chase–and 90% of the time spent pursuing them rather than they pursue
them.
IFY, SHRM (The society for human resource management)– Morris county volunteer
with schools to prepare them with skills – work with junior achievement (JA), NJIT,
leadership skills and other skills to prepare them for employment. We do work with
NJIT and JA every year. we have other programs that are spread across the year.
Essex County Workforce Development Board—we do different things. We have
people apply for apprenticeships, and work with people out of school.
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Delta Question 1
What can your community do better to prepare students for college and career?

•

Soft skills are what we hear from industry all the time. We can design any curriculum
they want but other than soft skills are needed. What else do you they need, TDL(?),
health care? Employers don’t understand that we can tailor a program toward their
needs. Other than soft skills, what do you need these students to know?
• I can seek different employees. However, we have the technical skills sorted and
students can be trained but the soft skills are what will sustain the person on the job –
their attitude, leadership.
• My pitch to international companies, they fly in people to train that cost them
millions. Give me your training program and I can train them. Your training costs are
cut in half.
Group question: When you pitch what is the pushback?
• American companies do not understand apprenticeship model. The international
companies understand – 50% international companies have their CEOs go thru
apprenticeship programs. American companies look at you as if you have two heads,
and if they know they have to pay for their associates degree they leave the room.
Eastern Mill (?) is an American company, owner is carpenter by trade – responsible
for doing Madison square Garden all the wood, they say I hire people from Stevens,
NJIT but can’t build a bird cage. District students can do hands-on and work part time
at the company. Kids are understanding the culture and learning skills that normally
would cost the company a lot of money. The new hires from colleges know the theory
but do not know the hands on. Out of high school, students can go right in to the
company and understand the company culture. a lot of American companies are not
ready to take students. They throw out the idea of millennials being loyal and say why
should I start with this kid who will leave in a few years.
• On a simpler level, we need to share information about the working world with
students. They need to hear it from someone else. What does it take for B&I people
to spend 20 minutes to come and speak to students? Industry does not understand
the potential of the students with them. We have been training them for a few years.
• Look at data across the country. The community college model is not going to last in
this country in more than 10 years. Partnerships are necessary.
Group question: Is there a better way to coordinate the efforts between the the school, twoyear colleges and four-year colleges? Each are knocking on the same doors. Is there any way
to coordinate?
•

There is a group of parents who believe that students have to go to college no matter
what. Most of our teachers have been teaching 20 years plus and have not been in
the industry longer than that. I started teacher internships where we pay in the
summer for them to go to courses and learn from Fidelity (a company). Students are
not going to get information about industries from the teachers.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Seems like we have to train the teachers. Need to expose them to let them
understand what it is.
(Spoken sarcastically) You come in our district and tell our 20,000 teachers that they
need one more thing on their plate and see how it goes. We have teachers take three
weeks and work with Fidelity or some other company – they love it. We have changed
curriculums, especially business because Goldman Sachs said “why are you teaching
that”, and so they took it out.
Let’s look at your curriculum and see what works.
NOCTI looks at curriculums to see if what is being done.
(In regard to advisory committees) It is very different to have people come in and give
opinion about their assessments and give up their time.
Look for Work Force boards because they are always looking for people.
Give industry access to finding students in the district.
Who is the one who can collaborate with everyone and get people together – the
unions – carpenters, electrical unions? They can say “this is what we need.” For
example, the Seafarers union need chefs on the boats. They paid for all the training of
the students then hired them.
Also, look at events – construction event at the Edison expo. The Port Authority of NY
and NJ takes two apprentices each year from Jersey City (JC) Schools. They just
expanded to two because JC pushed them. Before they took only one from Newark.
The PORT event had a career expo and had great people there. Our kids did not know
that crane operators start at $120K. it was nice for kids to see the careers out there.
There needs to be a follow-up to that.

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from participating in career pathways that lead to college and
career?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The first one is the idea that the vision about college is everything it is supposed to
be. The misconception is where jobs can be. Also, students need to realize that they
can attend while working to pay for college debt.
Most students do not know the jobs out there.
How do you balance – we can’t change the curriculum, but the students don’t know
the jobs in front of them something has to move.
Soft skills are throughout the classes. We do that well, but what are the job skills? We
need to know.
With Perkins V, need to go to younger grades – career expos, bring your child to work
day…
Expo dates are very time consuming
Experimenting with aptitude test. Almost every industry requires an aptitude test.
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))

Question asked: What role does school counselors take?
• For us (JC) that is a group that really needs training.
• Vocational schools are very different, we don’t have t hose elementary students to
target. We have 21 different school districts – it is hard to figure it out how to get the
younger students to the school.
• I’ve been to junior achievement, they have various career stations they bring the kids
through
• If the counselors do not know how to direct the students to the right path, there is a
problem.
• But the counselors were not trained in industry information
• Socioeconomic obstacles and lack of education by parents. A lot of young parents just
want the students to go to college where they do not know the jobs, especially in
Essex county.
• If talking about breaking the cycle of poverty, exposure to courses at the schools is
necessary.
• Mona from Elizabeth Public Schools says, “I had to find out about the schools. The
community in the school has to change – academics should be geared toward the
courses. The school teachers have to be trained to understand more.”
• Our auto guy also teachers in the adult school so he knows the industry trends.
• It is up to the teacher, to know the industry standards.
• Teachers need support from administrators. Bring what they do and say how does
this work with what you do.
• Need the funds to train the staff, coverage costs so that teachers can be sent out to
trainings
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements

•
•
•

Has the state finished its consolidation plan? If not, once the state finishes that then
YES there should be a minimum number of programs, but until then no.
Are you moving families and students because of curriculum?
There should be a limited # of programs i.e., 5 = yes, but…(she says that she is trying
to be kind when answering the question.)
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•

Half my kids say “why am I here? Why can’t they teach me something I can use?” Like
a super market program that employs special education students. It is not a big job,
but it is still good.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Some CTE programs have an articulation agreement whereby students at secondary
levels obtain college credit and get a certificate after four years. Should all have
articulation agreements?
In case student changes their mind they still have the credit then yes the link should
be in place, and it should be mandatory
Students should be given options.
Students should be required to do some type of presentation or something, so that
they show what they can produce at the end of the course. For example, an auto
mechanic shows how to do an oil change at the end.
What about programs that do not have a direct accreditation at the end?
Then they leave with a portfolio.
For folks that study in an area where a credential exists then they should be required
to get the credential.
Even if open a dance studio, a student will need to know an excel spreadsheet.
Leave with something tangible to make them marketable.
If have college credits from a partnered program, then will the four year college say
that the degree you are pursuing has nothing to do with the credits you have?
Flexible with credits by coverages – jc students do not have to pay for county colleges
for the dual students. He pays $100 per credit. Their college is very generous.
Should CTE programs be aligned to those sectors ?
Business and industry know exactly what is going on and they need to share. For
instance, labor sectors have different basis. The north region may be different from
southern region. They give regional information, but it should align to the area in that
region.
In the last few years, I have not seen that big a difference – the industries are
comparable.
Build partnership with the community - build programs to meet the community
How do you make the courses support the industry, i.e., math classes?
We are not nimble…

➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?

•

(Group consensus) CTE programs and key industries should be aligned….
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•
•
•

CTE should support industries but what is the interaction between the programs and
the industries? Use to teach where the equipment was 20 years older than what was
used in industry.
We audited our fashion program to see if program is industry standard– the auditors
looked at it and laughed. The district had to make a $150K investment to change the
equipment because the kids did not need to know that old equipment.
We had to use our network of colleagues and friends to have someone come in and
tell us because teachers would not know what is being used in industry.

➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
• Take young people on tours of the business to let them see – go through hospital or
clinic
• Short-term internships
• Bring back exploratory classes that were squeezed out with common core
• Utilize groups like SHRM and have HR managers coming in and speaking to classes or
go to junior achievement where they have assignments – and it is not an expensive
thing to set up
• We should have partnerships to have those things done.
Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?

•

•
•

We need to look at the pathway to the employment. Look at nurses – handful of
licenses people who do not do the work anymore. There are a bunch of nurses who
no longer do the work. Cosmetologists also. Ten years down the line are you still a
nurse?
One of the top jobs is a nursing assistant but does not require a high-school diploma,
but it is a pathway that you can move your way up – it does not mean an end product.
Where does the pathway end – at the last day of the CTE program or on a continuous
path?

➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?

•
•
•
•
•

Does a family sustaining wage mean as a starting salary or along the line?
NY has regents to show your skilled i.e. English I. We need some type of model where
you determine something at the end. How do you determine high skill?
But can they make a presentation, a portfolio, to demonstrate a skill on our end.
In NJ, data that comes out by regions – what does it mean to sustain a family in that
region. That is data to look at.
In demand occupations or in-demand sectors, LWD translates to our world of CTE
and equats the two.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demand fluctuates
Macro demand and then the micro demand – you can see the fashion over the years,
may need more people in a few years.
Look at statewide or just that region?
A funded program looking where students worked (JP Morgan Chase funded it 2015)
found that it aligned with the state -healthcare and CDL.
But some slides did not have this.
We are stating a CDL program next year.
CDL requires warehouses and others the CDL may be a thing in the past.
Students do not understand what logistics mean.

➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should have one of the components.
If someone is going to come out making minimum wage then there is no benefit
because it is a dead end job. Like the man who is crushing garbage, but if they learn
how to drive the truck it goes to high wage.
But it may pay well.
Ex: CNA is in the healthcare pathway but it is a very low wage job. If you go through a
CNA program, then you can get a job but with a low wage.
If high demand, then a student will have a job. You do not need all three components.
Yes – need demand then wages are going to be higher. Should be all three.
But, teaches is not high-wage but it is in demand.
There are 100 students who will not fit that criteria
Any two of the three – try to get into agriculture – not an issue in JC (but it will be
when it is legal -urban agriculture.) But if go down south then have a million farmers.
One of our goals is for students not stay in the same place.
It is also an opportunity.

➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
• Offer internships and apprenticeships
• We have some programs that are more highlighted and use – I can drop my car off
and they will do my oil change and I pay for the parts. Our cosmetology work on hair.
It is seeing the real-world experience.
• It could be hours
• Students skills are tested everyday
• A group can critique real world activity and performance
• It should be measured by each building by each teacher in each CTE program.
Qualitative observation.
• Structured experiences provide the observation opportunities.
• what is a good measure of CTE quality?
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•
•
•
•

longitudinal studies of how many people went through a CTE program and are placed
in that field.
My kids do not see what they can use the skills for
Makes me nervous to see career and college as a measure for quality
If we are going to assess then we should all be aware of the opportunities for our
students.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?

•
•
•

Why did they get a separate allocation? What is rural?
Keep the same process (half group consensus, other half no comment)
Look at program – how is it helping the students – are they getting jobs – is it
improving opportunities?

➢Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?

Clarification was given on the question - do we want to keep things the way they are now or
keep the rural, county vocational schools receive the 1.6 million?
• We should use participatory budgeting.
• Maintain status quo or changing to new things can’t be determined because we do
not know how the students have benefited.
• But it becomes part of the status quo.
• Research needs to be done to find out more.
Could not pursue this question because more information is needed.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

I think they need to take the idea not the classroom, but what about those programs can
present to the community.
If you can do something in your school and feel that you cannot do anymore then coordinate
with those who work with that population already (schools, agencies, etc.)
Partnership to bring awareness to the programs – build existing partnerships do not redo
them.
Community college bending over backwards – Hudson County community college for example
with the school district.
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•

We are just starting to relook at programs because our EL population is exploding –
everywhere. The diversity issue is a huge issue in NJ. Get those students to participate rather
than going on an EL’s pathway is really important.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes – should begin at 5th grade – it helps with parents being exposed also.
Need to handle that at the NJDOE side to fit in the curriculum. Need to be
communication from CTE side of the house.
It should include field trips, technology – face-to-face without going out of the
building
Career awareness
Need to go deeper than NAVIANCE and NJCAN for middle school – just a grant for
virtual job shadow – all exploratory programs are gone in the district.
Look at JA
JA does not have the girth to handle their size (Jersey City Schools). Maybe in a few
schools.
But they do have the curriculum – maybe expand what already exists with them.
We offer 5, 10 and 15 credits - senior year – 30 credits of CTE. Can we make it a
graduation requirement? If at senior year, I have to be successful in ‘this’.
District already altered credit requirement for her building in Elizabeth. They want to
make CTE credits a requirement.
Seat time is the barrier to the above.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?

•
•
•

Money for transportation to help students
Supervision of the class and to ensure structured learning is taking place and updated
equipment.
Kids are working in an SLE that are not really SLE – working in central office,
McDonalds. (Note: It has been corrected. The state does not indicate the parameters
but it was caught on reapproval.)
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•
•

If leaving program and can’t work at ShopRite then it is not an SLE. They have to leave
school and work in that field – it is the only way it is an SLE.
State must define SLE.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?

•

I think it works but at meetings with others, some think there should be more
parameters about what constitutes a program that the money is spent on – more
clear criteria on what you can use the Perkins for –on the postsecondary side. Do you
have any full-time programs? Are there funds for apprenticeship programs (but don’t
use Perkins for it.)
(Had to define postsecondary for the group as when student has graduated)
• Any data available to make this decision?
• Look at community
• Wouldn’t more money going to secondary actually benefit postsecondary?
• What is the money used for? If postsecondary students are paying for courses and
secondary does not have that option then they will not lose the dollars.
• But postsecondary also has transportation
• Consensus: it should be looked at – population – if there are less students going to
community colleges as a whole then consider a change.
• Review VEDS data

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CTE programs yearlong
Summer teacher paid internships
Summer student paid internships
Opening school doors for clientele processes (creating what they need, helping with a task) to
make it safe to come into the school
have someone work on the business applications of the CTE program – the teacher should not
have to do the invoices and business side of it.
Get the word out on buses and in the community (Jersey City is doing this)
Parent education
Start in grammar school, orient teachers and students.
It is very hard to get parents into the school.
The student experience – will get the parents involved. When she goes home and discusses it
with the class. Build it to take home with them to discuss the experience.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More city involvement – construction program is when the city gives a brownstone every year
to the construction program, but it will stop because real estate is hot in JC and too
expensive. They will not give the key each year any longer.
Our kids teach our senior citizens how to use social media.
Come up with a community organization program where they go to a place in the community
and help them using their skills and show the community.
Example in Elizabeth where the culinary program does it already. The students do everything
for catering events in the city.
JC group is required to cater four events in the community each year
Testimonials – people successful in CTE programs come in to talk to the students and answer
questions from someone who has been in the program.
We find when the kids talk about the program it promotes the program the best.
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Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Symposium
William Paterson University
300 Pompton Road, Wayne NJ 07470
June 10, 2019
9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.
Agenda

Welcome
Opportunities to Innovate in Perkins V
Kathy Paquette, CTE Program Specialist
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Presentation: Where the Jobs Are
Chet Chinsky, Director
Office of Research and Information
NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development

9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

Presentation: The Landscape of CTE in the Region and the State
David McNair, CTE Program Specialist
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Breakout Focus Groups

10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Focus Group

Location

School Administrators

Ballroom C

Business & Industry/Community
Leaders
College

Ballroom C

Teachers & Faculty/Counselors

UC 168B

UC 168A
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education of the counselors with relevant info
Targeting at 6th grade
Introduction of pathways at t younger age
Placement into colleges
With multiple options for approaching after HS
Finding good career placements
Strong SLE program
Pathway certificates
Dual enrollment

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Lack of understanding what CTE is
• Disconnect of what vocational ed is
• Local perspective is not know by parents
• Facilities not available
• Some sending districts don’t know where to start
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•

Hiring qualified teachers

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
•

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allied health would be tough for minimum #
May exclude suburban areas to join CTE programs
Some districts don’t want to bother due to being small
Due to all mandates, restrictions for CTE programs
Local funds vs perkins funds
Be careful how much oversight. Market will decide
Maintaining cost.
POS ? Regional schools might have more opportunities

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consistency with how colleges articulate and for teaching.
Uniform code for adjunct teachers by all colleges in NJ. Each college has different rules for
this
Requirements for advisory boards are good
Level of consistency between reapproval process
Community on advisory boards
Industry leaders are vital!
Industry driving for their own purpose can be a bad thing
Targeted list of advisory board members

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
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➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High quality doesn’t mean high demand
What is the outcome of the program to be funded
Utiliaing what they have learned and done
Each county or region has differenct needs and resources
Demand is a very tricky area based on the economy
Connecting quality to dmand (might not be the same in 10 years)
WHAT ABOUT EDUCATION? Not a career path that may be of interest but there is a demand
Health care is insulated in the economy

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

Status quo
If money is left over can that be used to fund grants

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing middle school program
Allowing students to think about a career
Career awareness opportunities
Developing career pathways early
Counselors to be involved
Focus on the completers for funding?
Career awareness events
Dialogues with students early to showcase the opportunities
Using AVID
Experience in the pathways
Spiral curriculum
Build confidence in where to go and what to choose
Lower districts willing to take the hand? From perkins funded schools

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
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➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•

Focusing on career readinss skills at younger grades
Challenge based model for introducing careers

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

6.10.19
10:30AM
LaShona
Tisha (1), Priscilla (2), Nemeil (3), Michele (4), John (5)

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

•

3 – Our visual & performing arts
programs; Our health field programs have
a partnership with the local hospital; Our
stem program works with the TIM
engineering firm, who offers internships.

•

•

•

2 – They only have one CIP. They also
have a transiting community, so it is
hard to get backing and support from
the district admin/guidance.
4 – Same issue. Little by little, they are
trying to transition to have more
programs, but students prefer to take
AP classes. They also have to pay (not
much) to the local college.
3 – Some students take engineering,
then transfer to vocational school or
into another path.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
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•

•
•

2 – I’ve talked to the guidance
department until they are blue in the
face. Maybe NJDOE could come and
speak to the district. There is no parent
support. Seniors can leave early (10%
probably have jobs & 90% just want to
leave early), so they are not interested.
We have advertised our dual programs,
but only 12 participated in the 3 classes.
If they are low ED students, then they
only to pay $15.
4 – We only have one program, not very
knowledgeable about the process. This
is out first year.
3 – We have guidance speak to parents,
but Jr and Sr course options are limited,
because they have many prerequisite
courses. We need to address and think
about scheduling at the middle school.
Civil engineering program has presented
their student plans to the mayor and the
community. They also work with Habitat
for Humanity.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•

2 – I don’t know. I would hate to say that there should be a minimum number, because I only
have one program. Setting a cap would hurt smaller districts that need the money to support
the program.
4 – It would be nice to have more than one program, but this year we had 12 students and
next year it will probably be around 5 students.
3 – We have very few students who go to college, so that is why they offer so many programs.
5 -Have you thought about bringing in employers to your schools. It may not be the career
path that students are interested in, but may be informative to both the students and
employers. It is sometimes hard to visualize a career path. For example, my son learned
Calculus in middle school without even knowing it, because the teacher applied it to
Valentines cards.
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Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

5 If I were to inform students about wind turbine technician jobs, some would think that you
would need an electrical engineers background, but electricians are the best qualified. Some
schools have life science trailers that provide real world experiences, which present to
students different opportunities that are out there.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•

3- There needs to be someone who goes out and evaluates students, then we would have a
better gage on students’ strengths and the programs that they are enrolled.
4 – We are not there yet, but we do need someone to see if things are aligned.
2 – Anytime I place my students into work base situations, I try to make sure that they have
soft skills and especially MS Excel experience.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

2- I think that would be great, but would removing the funds hurt students in rural and county
vocational schools?
3 – I really don’t know how rural and voc schools are run, but I would offer more competitive
grants, because some comprehensive schools could use the money.
5 – Putting on my parent hat, my son goes to a blue ribbon, but there wasn’t a lot of hands on
opportunities. Schools and parents force students to either pursue a career or a college track.
It would be great to bridge some of the gaps within both paths, because employers want the
hands-on experiences, but also want students with reading and math skills.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

5 – In this area, there are work force based development boards that go out to the workforce
and discuss and educate them about hiring special populations and what kinds of
accommodations would be needed in the workplace.
3 - In our case, we have a large ED population who don’t go to college. We offer night school
for non-English speaking parents and offer daycare to single parents. Currently, I see that
students are being offered longer test time accommodations. We have issues with non-trad in
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•

engineering and other STEM fields. I try to provide program awareness, encourage my girls to
attend, and let parents see that girls should enter these fields.
2 – My class didn’t have any students who required any accommodations.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•

4 – I think that grade 5 would benefit from starting earlier.
2 – I think that it would be ideal to have career exploration in earlier grades. I think that you
should get career experience in middle school.
3 – We have Project Lead the Way, where our earlier grades gain experience and mostly stay
on the path. Our issue is students who come into the program in the middle of the year.
5 – I took my son to Take My Child to Work Day, but after the third year, my son wasn’t
interested. The more you take the money and trickle it down, the better students would have
a better sense of different fields. On the flip side, you could keep the money in the upper
grades and improve current programs and their partnerships. You should have flexibility and
not just one cookie cutter approach.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•

3 – I mentioned that we have a career day. We invite speakers. We coordinate with the
guidance department to allow other students to participate into these presentations.
2 – We also have speakers and we try to make presentation inclusive to the whole school.
4 – We don’t really have guest speakers, we more so have colleges come to our school for
college admissions presentations.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

3 – Could we have a list of companies, instead of schools researching companies and the
specific skills that are needed. This would be something that NJDOE would provide.
5 – The state is putting together roundtables and are putting together apprenticeships.
2 – I use NJ Junior Achievement and students went to Rutgers and FDU career fairs. However,
we had to charge our students for the bus, because our district doesn’t provide
transportation, which makes it difficult to encourage students to attend.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
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•

3 – I think the 45% needs to connect with the 55% and monitor cross-curricular
implementation… Earmarking results (by skill sets and determine the amount of
remediation). Every quarter, we have our stakeholders meeting, if we are receiving money,
then we need to make sure the data is backing the funds.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•

5 - Removing barriers between schools. Everyone says the career ladder, but it should be a
career lattice, because student become pigeonholed into a career.
4 – There needs to be more guidance, education, and career awareness.
3 – Provide a larger scope at the earlier grades.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

William Paterson University
June 10, 2019
9:00am-1:00pm
Reggie Bledsoe
Dave Gehrke

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•
•

Educating the counselors on different career pathways
Placement for students into higher education and career pathways.
Good Career Placements = Finding Employers that is going to pay for students education.
Actually Department running SLEs with Supervisor and Staff. Advisory Board feedback
Finding new credential for students to get employment while in school.

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Lack of understanding for CTE
• Disconnect between Vocational and CTE
• Lack of understanding for career opportunities
• Cost for operational needs for CTE programs = Facilities
• Hiring qualified CTE educators.
• Barriers to obtain the proper certification for teachers

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
•
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
Having a minimum number of students could present a problem because you may have to
hire more teachers
The various mandate for CTE program
Be careful with regulations
POS vs CTE data
Regionalize may have a better chance of providing a good CTE program vs smaller school
districts
➢ Other requirements
•

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
Consistency with programs
Looking at educators in two difference lens
Uniform Code for educators
Level of Consistency for approval of CTE programs for Colleges
Same rubric and level for approval
Unnecessary level of red tape
Having the right stakeholders on CTE district advisory board
Having the correct room for creativity.
Industry advisory board pushing own in
The DOE actually targeting industry advisory board members by county or regionalization
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
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Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?

➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
The outcome of the CTE program
What makes sense to the area
Demand in the industry
The trend in the field has had a major impact on the field
Healthcare is interlarded
Connecting all those area together to determine quality of CTE programs
•

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
Keeping the status quo (one particular district learns from county partners
There will be no incentives to attend rural district
If money is left on the table from rural there should be opportunities for county vocational
schools
Rural districts should have opportunity to those funds.
There shouldn’t be opportunities for grants.
Districts having hard opportunities dividing funding amongst several schools
If there is funding left over in CTE reserves where does those funds actually go?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
The programs have actually allowed students to make informed decisions about the career or school
they actually would like to attend.
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Actually educating
Translating between the benefit of the CTE program
Different opportunities for programs
Actually educating the public on vocational education
Educating the guidance counselors
Educating parents on educational opportunities
Exploring the different pathways
Exploring opportunities for the younger grades in CTE programs (keeping students in the programs)
Providing opportunities to create partnership between County Vocational Schools and K-8 districts
Affluence
Finding areas that are acceptable to parents

•

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
Yes
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
TV broadcasting= Bring in clubs to work with CTE level one students for job shadowing
The
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
Focus more on the skills
Transferable skills
How will the program apply to the standards for CTE in the earlier grades?
Purpose is the explore the different pathway
State coming up with a model for k-5 schools in CTE (framework)
Problem solving, transferable skills, etc.
➢
•

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
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Paying for counseling to come into schools to educating parents about the several pathways for CTE
Most students
Industry partners needs to understand the support to schools
Taking the counselor out of the mix

•

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
There is many SLE in the technical areas
Harder to pull together
Internship is inconsistent with going into the field
Biomedical or bio metro is difficult
Providing transportation support in difficult
Getting to and from SLEs (working stakeholder partners for these difficult areas0
Strong advisory board partnerships
NJ working with industry partners
Bring the partners into the dist. Goals and visions
Dist. Giving feedback to industry partners
Building strong outreach with industry partners
Not only for private industry but other charitable organization and work.
Labor and Workforce Development Department and EDA to get folks to become industry partners
Talent networks understanding their roles transiting this information to employers.
Communication online to understand what SLEs actually are.
•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
The balance should be tipped towards the secondary because college tuition
No the funding shouldn’t be split because most education in secondary in funded by local
tax base
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
Using data for dual enrollment tuition
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•

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
CTE programs bring recognized statewide
Transportation or business logistics
Rutgers agreement
Something real and transferable by
Limpet bill college credits being transferable (CTE)
Industry program being recognized and transferable
Giving students the opportunity for industry standard certification

•
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:
Henry Sanchez
Deborah Addas-Lillo
Chamiris Mantrana
Colleen Briggs
Jennifer Cusmano
David Janosz
Roberto Mendez
Will Gravcich

William Paterson University- Administrators Group
6/10/2019
10:30am
Rebecca Wills
Craig Morris
Table Participants
Union City
Union City
Newark Board of Education
Northern Valley
Northern Valley
Northern Valley
Palisades Park
Paterson Public Schools

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•

Transportation for seniors to get to jobs; provide luncheons
Offering good sampling of career clusters

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Master schedule can be prohibitive and requirements
• Requirements for teacher certification and endorsement
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•
•

District trimmed CTE programs because of requirements
8-3 school day is no longer valid; adding requirements; short on time

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Better communicating and outreach towards middle grades
• Develop whether it’s a course or program, better education about career pathways and CTE
programs, make it experiential

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

No for min. requirements
No for min. enrollment

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual articulated credit- those are hard to come by. Requiring anything more in that sense
could prevent access for more students
Requirement- students don’t have to pay for the credit/not required to get credits if they
want to take part in those courses
State should help pay/Perkins maybe could be allocated tuition for dual enrollment
Business needs- need a lot of overlap, very aligned.
Should consider breaking down by locality- should be opportunities to align at the local, state,
national level
Role- current in advisory boards; should keep that requirement. See them in co-op programs
as well, collaboration
Recruitment from business and industries is tough- any additional requirements may prevent
the ability to pricure more representation for each program
There should be incentives for more involvement at some level. Sometimes hard to get
partners on board
Reach now is all school to industry, need more balance.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
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➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What is needed is communications based on data
Should be amendments to term “high wage”- high wage vs. living wage.
Want to see a refresh of programs eligible for Perkins grants based on readjustment of “high
wage” definition
High need areas for CTE didn’t necessarily match “high wage” in DoL presentation
Only 1 should be required
o Living wage should be prioritized as requirement
Should be strong alignment between curriculum and standards
Applications for work-based learning
Growth within programs
Want to see more data on students who exit CTE programs- where they went, career path,
etc.
Participation is a key factor, a student who participates, decides it’s not for them and doesn’t
become a concentrator isn’t indicative of a bad program
When determining funds allocation, simple participation can be a good indicator
o This is especially true in high schools, as students mat switch programs in
consideration of their other academic requirements- this shouldn’t reflect the quality
of the program
Concentration as an indicator limits the ability to offer introductory programs to a larger
group of students
Want more flexibility with first year participator courses

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No
(Give it all to Union City)
? Why do county vocational schools get regular Perkins funding + reserve?
Reserve could be used as a bank to directly serve students, especially students in need, like
funding for dual enrollment program credits, workplace experience, etc.
Equity concern- students want to get into CTE programs and tracks, the need is there, but
comprehensive high schools are struggling
Earmarking funds for high-performing students is an equity concern
Innovation- this depends on the definition of innovation
Money asked to be reallocated, but where it is going is not clearly enough defined to provide
an answer.
Should be used to develop new programs based on innovative practices
Should look at the constraints within Perkins and direct funding to address those issues
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Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

Marketing important for nontraditional students- ensuring there is diversity in CTE program
representation
Child study teams and case managers should be able to observe and learn about programs
Promote program information through parent organizations
SLE training- some special populations won’t fit the requirements for Perkins, need to find
other ways to support that population (for instance, high-wage, high-skill careers)

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Absolutely
For middle school students, conducting interest surveys, more exposure, bringing people in,
having more meaningful field trips, more integration
Newark is starting at the 5th grade
Should be a regular, required part of the process
Tap into available resources
Should start in kindergarten
Need to be reflective of the standards, and standards need to be updated- haven’t been
updated since 2014, and before, 2007.
? Can schools form a consortia with Perkins grants?

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•

Provide more training for guidance counselors; using for business and SLE connectionsfunding should be used to provide training to counselors and teachers
Depending on the amount of students, maybe a dedicated CTE counselor.
Want to consider implementation and access before considering redirecting funds
Funding can be dedicated to middle school outreach, career counseling (some agree, some
disagree)

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•

We have this, but it’s rare (others in group do not)
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•
•
•

County vocational schools have dedicated staff for SLE, ability for high schools to offer highquality SLE is hindered because of lack of personnel and funding.
Staff and transportation are concerns
Need to find more opportunities for students to engage

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes
Don’t county vocational schools fund themselves?
CTE programs are academics-based or job skills-based; at a minimum, should consider what’s
purely vocational and fund that better
Especially consider aligned zip codes- wouldn’t want to prevent students from attending votech for a program that the other school doesn’t offer
Some programs are duplicated
Create partnerships with vo-tech and other schools to expand programming- incentivize
partnerships for shared services
On-the-job training; incentives to train students
Data-driven funding decisions
Need assessments on availability and offerings of programming
Consider market trend data

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual enrollment funds for students
Incentivize sharing resources and knowledge
Teacher certification- not so much pay, but adjusting requirements
Difficult for individual districts to recruit- effort may be more sustainable at regional or state
levels for STEM/CTE teachers
Look at bridge certificates to make it easier for current teachers to get into CTE
Look at externships
Look at other states’ best practices, like Ohio, for CTE programming
Teacher certifications- maybe workaround for high-need areas; maybe the program can be
approved by the state, and the districts can find the most qualified people and allow for
bridge certifications.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

06/10/19
10:45
Kari Wudarski
Kathleen Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 minutes)
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• More college readiness courses; Understand expectations of college; Add some remedial
courses for new students;
• Perkins dollars used form outreach to high school; more career exploration at the high school
level to prevent changing of major;
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• Equity – A lot of misunderstanding about traditional occupations;
• Expand to Continuing Ed; Dollars used for noncredit;
• A lot of this issues with purchasing technology (issues access for everyone in the college);
Library Resources – can’t be purchased because it’s questionable should talk to Kathryn &
Maria (feel that library needs to be worked on). Unable to keep up with technology because
computers are out dated.
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• Cannot afford the technology software. Don’t have access to the college outside of class;
Remedial courses started in secondary;
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• Need to be college ready, ACCUPLACER, counseling;
• internships; programs that give students the experience that can transfer; High school
initiative they come on campus and introduce them to the college campus life; Strong
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•

interest inventory which provides guidance in areas of interest and strength in terms of
careers; career exploration by using open houses in the in demand career fields or sectors;

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

No. Enrollment is unpredictable; Students can take really long to complete the programs
; it’s hard for the colleges to commit to student numbers; Needs flexibility and constantly;
Not mets are hard to meet with low enrollment;
the data may be outdated, but may have to address things that are not currently an issue;
allocating funds for one student is difficult;

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•
•

Should be more closely aligned to key industry and business needs;
The linkages are not currently existent;
Poor collaboration; It would benefit the colleges and secondary schools if there was a county
wide stakeholder collaboration to discuss the county wide programs during the need
assessment process and include the workforce development and key business industries;

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•

Hard to change noncredit course into credit course could take two years;
Many outcomes whether into trade or continuing ed;
Preparing for high wage in future; Quality and is based on outcomes such job placement or
continuing education and also rigor;
Can high skill be defined; What is considered high wage, the answer is dynamic; Some jobs
require less education but pay well; Balance between education, experience and
demonstrated experience;

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
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➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

Do not want to take money away from CTE;
Start small with innovation grant to see how it works out;
Can have a discussing at the local level to discuss innovation with stakeholders;

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•

K-12 should do more work with the transition plan process with school districts at age 14;
Start earlier for special needs kids with younger kids;
Problems with undeclared disability students;
IEPs are not transferrable; Some districts are hands on and the colleges can’t make the
changes;
No preparation for college or life skills; Offer services to students, but aren’t directed at
specific students; Students need to come to the Student Service office for services

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

Need staffing supports for people to reach out to industries (faculty does a lot); relationship
building is difficult for the small colleges due to competition; Haves someone reach out to
smaller business for opportunities

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

Higher Ed push - Reconsider because of adults and nontrad students;
No funding for apprenticeship experiences; C
Competing vocational school programs (noncredit);
A lot of paperwork and need a liaison; Someone to work with NJLDW work on process for
apprenticeships

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

Can get a student an apprenticeship or co-op; difficult to test information and digital
competencies;
Tech ed piece to cover more than just a program;
Soft skills – college success seminar about soft skills which are very basic; resume writing;
prevent barrier from success;
Need to prep students from Google environment to Microsoft;
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

William Paterson University
June 10, 2019
10:45
Kathy Paquette
Kathy Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 minutes)
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• More college readiness courses, organizational skills, expectations,
• High school initiative program. Dual enrollment. Remedial courses.
• Perkins doesn’t use money for high school initiative program
• Career exploration at high school level, get students without clear idea with what they want
to do and they need to switch and take courses that they don’t need to take
• Equity – men and women don’t understand occupations and what’s available to them
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• Allied health certificate programs
• Can only be used if program leads to AAS program
• Pharmacy tech as continuing education – would like to fund this since it leads to a credential
• If there is a pathway from non-credit to credit, can the funds be used for those programs?
• Some programs purchase technology when they can and cannot put in an open lab – this is
restrictive. Need to be in a closed lab and this is restrictive to students – access issues and
capacity issues on staffing issues on staff checking IDs to make sure they are
• Library resources – cannot purchase library resources because they are questionable. Can’t
put nursing software on library computer. Would like to include the library as resources for
CTE students
• Communication and media resources – cant keep up with the technology that is changing and
the space to put the new technology
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What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• Can’t afford to buy the technology software. Don’t have access in the college outside of class
time such as open lab. Such as photoshop etc
• Remediation of English/language arts – academic readiness. Start remediation at secondary
level
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• Ed ready – Accuplacer practice
• Internship opportunities – guiding them while they are still in school on career/job placement
(work place experience)
• High school experience programs – build upon this program – integrate students into campus
• Use STRONG interest inventory – provides good guidance in areas of interest and strength in
terms of careers
• Career exploration – open houses for each department and talk about different careers –
invite the schools to come in or even go to the schools themselves (aside from general
recruitment)

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•

Hard to predict one semester to another – aim for students to finish in three years but, it may
take longer. College students are more transient and must keep flexibility to meet their needs
Hard to allocate resources to not mets when have only small amount of students in that
program – not fair to the larger programs. Hard to think of strategies for one or two students
Using outdated data – couple years old. May have already have satisfied that performance
measure but may have to address it because of the age of the data.
Generally, no

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•
•

Should be aligned to key industries and business needs – yes direct linkage
Should be linked to secondary – no collaboration or college wide linking
County wide stakeholder collaboration is welcome to create linkages between secondary,
postsecondary, workforce and business and industry

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
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➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•

With college, it has to be a for-credit course – needs to have a cost analysis and takes at least
two years to approve within the college system by the individual school
Two outcomes – going to workforce or going to four-year schools – program quality is based
on outcome – prepare student for a career that will eventually place them in a high wage/skill
occupation.
High-wage is dynamic – can’t put a figure on it
High-skill – also different for each industry – some requires a degree, credential, license and
etc.
balance with formal education, experience, and demonstrated performance.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

Hard to answer without more data on how the districts are using the data
Could be another way to use funding for innovation without taking away from districts that
really need the funding for their students
Start with a very small amount and see how it works – possibly the stakeholders in each
county in each county can discuss how they can use innovation funding similar to a
consortium

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

•

Do more work with the transition planning process – in high schools, they have to start
transition process at age 14 and up. Possibly this is where the middle school funding can
reach students in special populations
Colleges – all self-declaring they do not know unless the students let them know. Often, they
don’t use resources because they don’t declare. IEPs are not transferrable to college. They
take their latest IEP with them. Some colleges done offer the quality of services at the public
schools.
Offer services to folks if they need them such as food pantry, child care, pregnant and
homeless services – human services will redirect to human resources

•

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•

Staffing to work with industry
Activities works with industry and alumni
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•
•

Individual relationships – hard to build institutional relationships with industry in the area. A
lot of competition with other higher education institutions.
Smaller companies usually are more receptive to CC students

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•

Yes, reconsider the split
NJ higher education is pushing apprenticeship experiences and they don’t have the funding to
start and sustain these programs in colleges. Need more funding to develop these programs
and to fund the apprenticeship coordinator.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

Technical competencies – difficult to determine/test and teach. Digital literacy and technical
education needs to cover more than just the program – need soft skills
Would love Perkins to fund college success seminar (all students need to take it) soft skills –
time management, note taking, good retention tool, resume writing, upload video, word
document
K-12 – no Google! Need more Microsoft suite
Need more digital literacy and soft skills development
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Camden County College – Otto R. Mauke Community Center
200 College Drive, Blackwood, NJ
June 11, 2019
9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Agenda

Welcome
Opportunities to Innovate in Perkins V
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Presentation: Where the Jobs Are
Jason Timian, Labor Market Analyst
Office of Research and Information
NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development

9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

Presentation: The Landscape of CTE in the Region and the State
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Breakout Focus Groups

10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Focus Group

Location

Business & Industry

TBD

School Administrators

TBD

Counselors/Teachers & Faculty

TBD

Community Leaders

TBD
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Camden County College
June 11, 2019
9:00AM-1:30PM
Vanessa Lawson
Kathleen Paquette and Sharon Flemings

Guidelines:
•

-00While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•

•

•
•

Gateway to careers: built programs to educate students from a career day to apprenticeshipgoal is to educate them to what’s available and expose them to the many careers and clusters
available start with career course in 7/8thgrade clusters and then to High school -Career.
Exposure to every cycle/clusters.
At Delsea: starting an instruction/structure learning clinic – work to get middle school kids
exposed to what’s available in the high school. High School CTE-teachers do presentations:
Enrichment time-kids can sign up to travel to high school and go into the classrooms and see
the kids at work. to help them make better decisions. Do a Brain break in the middle school
CTE students come over and play with pathways for a little bit. Before 9th grade, they get to
see what they will be looking forward to. Started classes outside CTE. Interior design elective,
etc. CAD teacher runs interior design elective which is separate from CTE pathway. Being
creative in what they offer is another way.
At Northern they have an Ag program, robust lab-what is appropriate for CTE vs. Elective?
Should they be looking to formalize more of their electives into CTE?
Teacher and students go visit and show what they do. In middle school NJ Camp- Look at
survey results to see what career clusters line up with their interests & strengths. Directors
come in a visit every 8th grade and science class. 4-year planning tool of 8th graders; students
share with their counselors to get them thinking about their choices.
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•

•

Pemberton: Middle School / Summer Camps are a month long. Students get involved in
incentive awards with 8 different programs running. CTE, 3 academies w/Stem. Once at the
high school, the career exploration program, and a step-up program and SLE for special
education, run 5 different types of SLEs have career interns in and out of the building. Career
internship outside the building. Run job shadowing, also linkage with trade union for
apprenticeship.
Business partnerships are important to make sure what you are teaching the students line up
with current demand and needs.

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Communicating to the students, sometimes there is a stigma attached to it. Counselor and
study team to foster conversation.
• Competition in academic classes.
• One Admin makes guidance counselor sit in on CTE, STEM classes. Making sure there are
clear pathways.
• Kids have to compete -do they want to take the AP history or computer programing class?
• Competition of classes and limited teachers teaching. Kids know about AP but not a lot on CTE
• There is a push on getting you 4-year college requirements in but not your career-oriented
requirements in.
• Academic requirement-not being able to substitute visual performing arts for CTE courses.
Eliminate some of the times students have to take the CTE courses. (2x)
• Scheduling: the way the master schedule is built only 180 days, 7 hours long, runs multiple
times pending on where the schedule fall, the students may not get into it.
• Teacher certifications: obstacles finding qualified teachers.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Educate and train guidance counselors on careers and technical education.
• Help kids who don’t want to go to college, but want more CTE programs, more hands-on
programs- Making business connection-help kids find jobs and gateway to careers.
• Subgroups have the hardest times, getting accepted into these programs. They are fighting
for AP classes. These groups are underserved.
• Teaching kids soft and transferable skills. (2x)
• Students are going out to work, continue connection with outside partners and how to better
help support education. Move into apprenticeships.
• Funding- can’t hire enough teachers, support staff CTE or other programs• Find a way to entice people with incentives.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
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Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•

Part 1. Yes- Start with a minimum-If you see the success of it, it will breed more.
There should be a point where you should get additional money, but not at cost of penalizing
another district.
Part 2: depends on the amount of work involved in the accountability piece of it. The
investment vs. the payoff for student participation.
Minimum, they usually want it to be 10 in a program. Maybe for the approval process and
apply for CTE program(?) Start with a low minimum but start to grow that program in so many
years. Is it a number decided over a number of years? (focus group question)

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part 1: when postsecondary options aren’t there, working with the postsecondary institutions
to work with their secondary colleagues to make sure you have those opportunities available.
Shouldn’t be limited to county.
Part 2: shouldn’t be companies based. Should be based on generic of what the program
would be.
North Jersey dictates a lot of decisions made. To put a requirement on this, concern that it
would be more specific to North vs South. -Industry needs are different.
Need more in the healthcare. More funding should go toward developing healthcare CTE
programs.
Part 3: Advisory boards, having those business(??) need to tell us what they are looking for.
Certification issues: frustrated with skill in areas of expertise, and the expertise should be an
active part of the program and not just an advisory part of the program.
Is there a better communication linkage in the advisory to let us know what we should be
working on and fundraise for it.
Motivation for industry need to be there. Motivation for them financially (grants, etc.) is
difficult for industries to apply for-not worth it. There should be a way for smaller grants.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part 1:data is constantly changing. You will be looking for a lot of data in a short period of
time, no matter what program you are looking at. It would be difficult to do. Shouldn’t put all
under one umbrella.
High skill: certification credential, college apprenticeship
High wage: regional, based on the medium income of that region.
In-Demand: It’s regional. Trust DOL data, it captures commuting data.
Depends on the program.
Part 2: ramp up the quality and the expectations.
Part 3: student walking out with some sort of certification and getting them a job & interview
they need.
Success opportunity
Program Quality: Showing their skill set, assessment of their skills in the program.
Program Quality: walking out with some kind of certification- Completing CTE program
Individual should take multiple courses, it put pressure on schools to create circumstances to
put more emphasis on CTE not just taking course to putting them on a pathway of
completion.
Graduation and scholarship measurement
High qualified teacher measurement
Admitting a number of special needs.
Work base learning (3 courses vs. 2 courses) working in the field should have counted as a
third years as a co-op.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part 1: No-because they are trying to build a CTE program and no funding to back it up
School reports- it doesn’t help us. No motivation for CTE not from Perkins either.
No- don’t see the benefit of applying for Perkins because they don’t see the benefit of it.
Because the won’t get much out of it
Part 2: NO
Perkins may be designed to not help public education but for vocational schools.
Lines blurred.
Part 3: one school stated they don’t have the manpower to apply for grants.
No -Not a fan of taking money from anyone. Kids benefit from voc. School. You take money
from district or rural, we are hurting kids either way.
If there were smaller, simpler grants. NJ sustainability example.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•

Have not been able to fund support in the classroom (aides, teachers)
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•
•
•
•
•

Don’t have the manpower to have a special needs CTE course.
Making sure guidance department and child study team is equally knowledge.
Making sure they are designing appropriate accommodations and making teachers aware
what those accommodations would be.
From an internship or apprenticeship perspective- Need means to get there.
He used Perkins funds to have someone train to meet the needs of a student
Create courses outside of study. For multiple disabled students, separate course for CTE
electives, she finds creative ways to engage students.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•

Part 1: Yes
Pushing out programs through the state that schools can use and implement it so that you are
introducing students to careers and more pathways. Accessibility resources for districts to
have access to.
• More career education, counseling must be afforded every student in all levels.
• Professional development for staff.
Part 2: 7th Grade,
lower grades
Lower grades need to be able to read. Foundational skills have to be the focus.
Begin to expose them and begin telling them about careers.
• 5th Grade
• 4th Grade

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•

Train counselors why these benefit children. Expose counselors on what children need.
The application of what kids learn in core curriculum may need to be voiced. Career guidance
can happen in the classroom. Put more career readiness in the classroom.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•

Transportation, money is needed for transportation.
In special ed. cooperative ed, apprenticeship, kids find a way to get there.
Need help in SLE accounting. You don’t always have access.
Don’t have a big enough CTEs or program to warrant a SLE person to help with stipends to
pull off SLE work. Need to redirect funding to help.
Advertise for Ag program. FAA/structured Ag experience more robust than the state’s SLE
requirements.
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Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should we reconsider the split of funds?
For the student who doesn’t know, track where they start the funding.
Not sure if they take money from secondary, it will hurt post-secondary
Do you need the split? Is there other data?
Yes, give more money to Secondary.
Change it to:
75% to secondary
25% to post-secondary
Phase in gradually
Figure away to partner even more
Increase partnerships with secondary schools- where both benefit

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Carpenter union- trade union, college credits, roll over, if you change course, you get credit
for that. In PA, skills certificates signed by the Gov. It would be good to get Diploma and
certificate from Doe with Gov. signature: Have a separate endorsement of diploma.
They weigh heavily on students who go to college on a scholarship or grant for a sport,
signing, and nice picture but they don’t do that for apprenticeship.
Changing graduation requirements.
Figuring out and showing they are ready for life, separate from the traditional students going
to county college.
Employability: re-think education (essential skills)
Innovate partnerships between comprehensive high schools and colleges, vocational HS.
Sample: Have class in a local high school and HS sets up a program and partner with them and
bring kids into that program. (Morris)
Middle school incentive: suggested-Get their CTE graduation elective credit in a middle school
CTE course, it opens up program of study.
Within the regions or counties, maybe there’s a way on collaboration on resources.
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Date:
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Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Camden County College
06/11/2019
8:30am – 1:15pm
Aida Epifanio
Sharon Fleming

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
• Gateway SD – Gateway and careers – built up from a Career Day to what now exists, which is an
internship program (within specific career clusters) and this upcoming year it will be expanded to
the MS, so MS students can learn about the available career clusters and pick a pathway when
they come into HS (students have exposure to every cluster, within cycle structure)
• Delsea – something similar to Gateway; worked diligently to get MS students exposed to what
exists at HS level; HS teachers present to MS students about what opportunities exist at HS level;
also MS students have opportunities to visit HS as part of their school day (during free type
period); also “Brain Breaks,” students can participate in career-related activities (such as Girls Who
Code); CAD Pathways – getting students exposed to the various offerings within the CAD program
• For MS/Elem Students: HS teachers & students visiting elementary and middle schools to expose
students to HS opportunities (x3);
• Everything in the frame of career clusters
• 4-year planning tool that 8th graders fill out, share with their counselors, getting the conversation
started towards choices available to them
• Pemberton: summer camps for MS (student explore CTE career programs through these 1-month
camps) – students can sign up for the program that they are interested in; HS – career exploration
program in 9th grade; step-up and SLE programs; have interns within the building and career
interns outside the building; work with co-ops and also job shadowing programs
• Business partnerships important – making sure that what students are being taught is aligned to
what job opportunities exist within community
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Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Biggest obstacle is communicating to the students; educating staff and counselors to foster those
conversations
• Competition with academic programs (i.e. counselors and teachers more focused on getting
students to complete academic programs / AP courses, as opposed to encouraging them to
continue / engage in CTE courses) (additionally, AP counts more towards class rank than a CTE
course) – one admin made all her counselors sit in on a CTE/STEM course, so they can understand
the value of these courses / better explain them / their importance to students
• Exposure is biggest issue – kids know all about AP, but don’t know about CTE tracks; bigger push
towards getting 4-year college requirements completed, but not your Career requirements
completed (it’s not typically something that is pushed) – if students can walk out of HS with
certifications to land a particular job, then students should be required to do so
• Scheduling – only 180 days, only 6-7 hours per day, so many courses / so few sections of certain
courses – creating a master schedule that allows for these opportunities is difficult
• Certifications for getting CTE teachers: folks who are masters in their field, but difficult to get
certification to teach those courses (people don’t want to apply for the certificate, even if it’s
easier to do so through alternate pathways)
• The myth that focusing on CTE means that students aren’t being encouraged to attend college; not
one or the other, can do both but parents don’t see it that way sometimes.
• Some misconceptions about how apprenticeship programs work – can still get college credits even
if you decide to change pathways.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Having co-op coordinators and/or career counselors as a position within HS (budget constraints
typically prohibit this)
• Training admins (guidance counselors, etc) on CTE (similar to training on SLE done in the past)
• Gateway to careers – getting dedicated staff to connect with local businesses, so students can get
paid/unpaid internships, learn soft skills
• Courses within schools on workplace readiness skills, so students understand what’s expected of
them in the workplace (partnering with local businesses to teach these courses)
• SpEd Director: Subgroups have the hardest time getting into these types of programs (due to
various factors) – need to find ways to specifically support subgroups so they can have equal
access to these opportunities (i.e. transportation, additional guidance, parental support, etc) –
having staff available for these subgroups (i.e. a tech ed teacher with a SpEd certification) –
funding limits the ability to support these subgroups the way they need
• Applying for Perkins funding is not always economical for smaller districts (might get a small
award; the manpower to complete the application is sometimes not worthwhile)

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
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Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
• (# of programs) Shouldn’t be a minimum number; you can start with one and see how it goes; if you
scale up the number of programs you should be able to receive additional funding (scaled funding)
• (# of programs) Shouldn’t penalize district from applying for funding by mandating a certain # of
programs – it may not be feasible for them and they would then be discouraged from applying
• (# of students) Districts might already mandate this (i.e. program won’t run if there isn’t already a
minimum # of students, based on District rules – i.e. 10 students needed to run the program
• (# of students) Could require a scaling up of the # of students per program (i.e. can start w/ 5
students in Year 1, 8 Year 2, 15 Year 3, etc) – (this should also consider cases where some teachers
will leave / will not be able to scale programs based on staffing)

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
• (linkages) Would be helpful if community colleges were more open to working with students /
schools outside their counties
• (linkages) Scope of articulation has to be beyond colleges, needs to include local communities and
unions
• (alignment) Shouldn’t be company based – programs should be more generic, with opportunities to
work with various companies in that field
• (program development role) Worry that role of businesses / industries in developing requirements
about the types of programs that exist will be predominantly dictated by North Jersey, which does
not relate to South Jersey’s needs and will hurt SJ’s opportunity to benefit from these programs
• Understand requirements, but if supports aren’t there to help districts meet the requirements of
the grant, then districts cannot benefit from these grant opportunities
• (program development role) Advisory boards (required as part of the program development process)
can incorporate businesses and industries, to help guide program development
• (program development role) Difficulty to get the “expertise” to support programs beyond an advisory
role (due to restrictions from State)
• (program development role) Good with their current involvement (i.e. Industries coming in and saying,
“you need to start this program,” but not understanding / able to support with salaries for staff
required for those programs)

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
• (definition) challenge with requiring all three is that the data is always changing, difficult to require
all three, regardless of programs – things are so fluid across the board (trends constantly changing)
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•

•
•
•

(definition) high-skill (certification credential, college degree, apprenticeships), high-wage (needs to

be regionally-based – either state regions or career regions; based on median income for that
region – at that income or higher), in-demand (# of jobs available in that region or state – i.e. SW
region also includes Philadelphia, depending on the program – using DoL data) – (clarifying
question: looking at how other states define these three requirements)
(In Demand) Huge area of need for middle skills (technical skills) – need something post-HS, but not
necessarily college
(required) absolutely ramp up the expectations, but if I can’t find the lab or staff for these programs,
then not able to put on the program
(measure of quality) future success opportunities (ability to get a job straight out of the program);
certification attainment (completing multiple courses towards specific programs); tracking beyond
HS to determine if students complete certificates, go into careers relevant to what CTE courses
they took in HS; highly qualified teacher for CTE; types of awards received towards completion of
career pathway beyond HS (i.e. receiving scholarships to a culinary school or other career
program); admitting a certain number of special needs / subgroup populations into your program

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive grants for
innovation?
• (continue current process) no – because the motivation to get funding for CTE is not there (within
School Report Card – no measurement of CTE; Perkins – not enough money received for the effort
being put in)
• (rural funds) no, because then rural districts are then losing the little funding that is set aside for
them
• (county voc funds) manpower to apply for the current grants does not exist for many districts, so
adding another grant would be useless for these districts; not a fan of taking money from anyone –
so should not take money from any of these districts
• Perkins mostly helps vocational schools, not really designed to help comprehensive schools; yet
vocational schools are becoming more academy-like and not easy for kids (who are interested in
vocational pathways) to be accepted into those schools
• Grant application process Qs:
o Any opportunity for NJDOE to simplify grant application process to make it easier for
smaller districts with less manpower to be able to apply for these opportunities?
o Grants Opening up Simultaneously – is there a way to ensure that Perkins V application
process does not overlap some of the other popular grants (ESSA, etc)?

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
• For the record – have not been able to fund support in CTE classrooms (aids, additional support
staff)
• Have not been able to staff CTE courses to support special need students
• Making sure Child Study Teams are intentional about scheduling students in these courses, not just
throwing them into a CTE class
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•

Making sure these courses are being designed to support special ed populations
Also – beyond students with IEPs, students that are coming from low-income / transient
backgrounds – need support to provide transportation to / from programs, etc
Finding ways to build in support for certain students who express interest in specific programs

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
• (counseling) Yes, more comprehensive career / academic counseling should be part of the state plan
• (what will this look like) pushing out programs that any teacher can implement (accessible resources),
that already exist (i.e. Google programs) to give younger students exposure to careers.
• More career counseling across every level of school, period.
• Combined efforts between counselors, SLE coordinators (PD is key here – State providing
counselors with specific career counseling / CTE PD)
• (grade level) 7th grade; need to be able to read – lower grades don’t have these foundational skills yet
– maybe 4th or 5th grade and up, once those skills are developed; can begin exploring at lower
grades; exposure can happen early on (preK +) – through imaginative play, activities such as career
days, etc

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
• Professional development for counselors
• Districts should have counselors be aware of all the CTE programs available to students before
working with them
• Using data to inform how students are accessing CTE
• Application of how core courses connect to careers (i.e. learning Math because you will need it to
create budgets, etc.) – career guidance can happen in academic classroom – build into these
classes
• Career Readiness built into every classroom, regardless of CTE or not (ex: English classes should
require curriculum on resume writing; Math for Trade Jobs curriculum)

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
• (supports needed) Funding for transportation
• (supports needed) Funding for CTE staff – to do it right / well
• (HQ learning experiences) Structured AG Experiences (Future Farmers of America) – more robust than
State’s SLE requirements

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
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•
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•

(Funding split) Problem with taking money away from postsecondary, students will be losing funding

for opportunities to continue career pathways beyond HS
(Funding split) More secondary schools (100+) than postsecondary schools (< 30) that benefit from
funding, so more money should then go to secondary schools (75% to secondary; 25% to
postsecondary)
(Funding split Data) Could also use # of students served within each to determine funding split
(Funding split Data) Track where students start / continue and use this data to determine split of
funding

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate CTE
programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and innovatively
to “rethink” CTE?
• Would be nice (perception-wise) to get a diploma AND a CTE completion certificate from NJDOE
(State) – to show the importance of completing both.
• When students get accepted to colleges on sports scholarships / military forces – special
celebration for these, but not when students are accepted into Career programs (need to celebrate
and acknowledge these students)
• Changing graduation requirements (ex: kids who can pass a Cisco certified, but not PARCC; should
value those CTE certifications as part of graduation requirements)
• Innovative partnerships between comprehensive HS, vocational schools, postsecondary schools to
have joint programs accessible to more students across several schools
• For MS: Offering CTE graduation elective credits in MS, to open up opportunity to continue /
complete their program of study within HS
• Adding Employability / Soft Skills / Workplace Readiness Skills / Essential Skills as requirements
within curriculum
• Organization efficiency & collaboration on resources by regions or counties to avoid fighting over
the same pot of funding
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Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
Plus 1

Delta 1

What does your school/district do well to support
students in career pathways?

What obstacles prevent students from taking
CTE courses in your district/community (or for
your district for offering)?

Gateway Regional has a Gateway Careers. Over
the past five years we built this program to teach
our students apprenticeships and to educate them
about the careers that are available and exposure
to careers and build a career pathway to align with
it. This year we are going to middle school and
have a career course that shows the pathways so
that they can later choose a pathway to grow into.

•

Group question? How did you design that program •
• We are in the midst of designing it. We have a
tech ed cycle to learn trades, family sciences
cooking sewing; and then one of those cycles is
just learning more about their careers and
•
learning more about themselves. We want to
expose them to all the clusters.
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The biggest obstacle is communicating to
students. There is a stigma when talk about
CTE- although enrollment is growing.
Educating counselors, team members,
teachers to be well-versed in understanding
CTE programs. They are very good at telling
students to take German language 3 and 4,
but not baking or other CTE program after
the 1st or 2nd course.
All of the teachers had to sit in on a STEM
class so that they know what they are talking
about. We are designing publications to go
out to kids.
I noticed in the data that seniors are put in a
level one course. She has a meeting to say
do a better job at scheduling with the
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•

•
•
•

•

•

In Delsea, we are starting a structured learning
program similar to Gateway Careers. We don’t
have middle school courses specifically
although we are restructuring tech courses.
We are working diligently to have middle
school kids exposed to what is in the high
school. High school students present to all of
the middle schoolers. Middle school students
sign up to visit the campus and see students at
work and speak to the instructors. We are
trying to help them make better decisions.
They have brain breaks and do fun games with
tech and music videos before they get into
ninth grade. It is low cost. Students are
building something with the tech teacher.
Started classes outside of CET pathways. Have
interior design held by CAD teacher who gets
them involved and can support pathways later.
Hard to get nontraditional in CAD courses.
Northern Burlington has a comprehensive
school and he struggles with the question
what is appropriate for CTE and what is
appropriate for an elective. Should I formulate
more of my electives into CTE programs? For
us, it is showing our showing districts, teachers
and students what we do. I like to learn more
from this group. Should I think more of
converting electives to CTE programs?
Harnessed the power of NJCANN. Students
and teachers spend more time in the 7th grade
to see what career clusters line up to their
interests and skills. We have a planning tool in
Google docs that they share with their
counselors. The directors are going into the
classroom to get the conversation going and
talk to parents to see where that can lead the
in the pathway.
Pemberton starts with middle school summer
camps – exploration days during the course of
the year. Introduction to CTE through cupcake
wars, and dfferent programs. Plus, three
academies including STEM. Once they get to
the high school, we run career exploration in
9th grade. We have a step up program
specifically for special ed and SLEs. We run five
different SLE’s – career internship in and out of
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•

•
•

•

•

principals and counselors do a better job.
Our high school scheduling are from 8th
grade. They have to decide if they want to
take AP, or CTE- competing academically. I
only have one CAD teacher and if it conflicts
with AP calculus then they choose AP
because it counts more in class rank.
That is similar in Gateway Regional because
we are a smaller school – competition in
classes. There are a lot of kids who know a
lot about AP but do not know much about
CTE. There is a huge push on getting college
requirements in but no CTE requirements for
graduation. For example, if a student wants
to get into carpentry, welding, or something
else then she should complete the program
with an CTE certificate. But it is not a
requirement. I students end the program
with a cert then it should be a requirement
for them not a third year of German. The
academic requirements limits the time they
can take the CTE courses.
I was at BCIT for a lot of years, but my
academic art course could not transfer to
the CTE Art program. It should change.
The master schedule – one main lunch or
multiple lunches – run many courses, but
few sections. Depending on where it falls
then students may not get into the CTE
program.
Teachers’ certification issues-- finding
teachers certified in the areas to teach. I
have a web design teacher that moved into
SLE. Web design position posted for three
weeks and have no applicants. They can get
more money outside of teaching.
The NJDOE made the requirements easier –
that it is frightening. But people do not want
to get certified. Finding people is hard unless
they want to work for the joy of children.

Group question: Anyone find parents a
obstacle?
• It is believed that CTE means not getting a
four-year degree. The perception is that we
are not encouraging them to go to college.
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the building, a hazardous and nonhazardous
program, and have linkages with trade unions
for apprenticeship.
•
Group question: Do they choose different summer
camps or exploration only?
• Not exploration, they sign up for what they
want. Also the teachers go to the middle
school during career day a few times per year.
They set up in the middle school in the
cafeteria. The high school students speak and
have projects prepared. It is the high school
students who do most of the presenting.
• Business partnerships is very important make
sure what you are teaching students align to
what you are teaching students.
• County boards are also important

•

•

•
•

No… we are encouraging them to be
successful. We are dealing with generations
of misunderstanding.
We work closely with carpenter unions. They
have an agreement with carpenter
articulation. Just because joining a union
they think they are not getting college
credit. But they are getting credits if they
decide to go to college that articulation is an
important piece of it.
25 years ago was in Pennsylvania, started PA
skills certificate – one side has competencies
achieved. It was like a separate diploma. It
would be so nice to get a diploma and a CTE
completers certificate. I just printed it out.
Even if it is a completers certificate with the
governor’s signature it will be a big plus.
Similar to the bilingual seal of biliteracy. You
go to a job and show them that they
completed a particular program.
There was a model a year ago – a skills
portfolio that would be given out for each
cluster. It would be in a portfolio and it is
recognized. It was a few years ago. Some of
the NJ schools were using it in district.
NOCTI has one also.
The problem with NOCTI is every time I
talked to an industry they say ‘what is a
NOCTI’. That’s why we do OSHA certification
it is recognized.

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to
support students in career pathways?
•
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Educate our counselors. About 10 years ago
the Aldridge (sp?)center had a seminar.Do
we need a career counselor in every district?
How much information do the counselors
get in their programs – one or two courses
only? Same as all counselors get. If you do
not get a career counselor then the
comprehensive schools need them to get
trained about CTE.
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Group question: What about taking guidance
consolers to various industries? Will that help?
•
•

•

•

•

•
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Once they can see what it is then they are
more than likely to suggest the industry.
I remember when all the administrators
trained on SLEs and that was a great thing
and all the administrators learned. If there is
something that can be done for guidance
and school counselors that would be great.
In Gloucester county there is a Gloucester
county counselors group. (Maybe) you can
get in and offer PD for one of their sessions
– start with middle school then high school.
It is an easy way to get to them.
I am in a very blue color community, they
want more hands on programs, more CTE
programs. We have students who have our
early release program, they go home and
hang out or work at WaWa. We have
something like the gateway to careers where
our counselor must find those businesses.
We are rural – our big industry is WAWA
that is all we have. We have someone whose
sole job is to teach students soft skills and
teacher students apprenticeship so that
when they leave they get the jobs.
As a director of special ed, these subgroups
have the harder time – transportation and
finances are an issue. These people are still
underserved. I’m here to find ways to make
that change.
We address the needs of industry besides
the specific cluster areas – the soft skills are
all embedded in the curriculum. (Soft skills)
is something we hear across the board. I
think more than we even know, industry
wants to support coming into the schools
and looking how that best fits. Sometimes it
is them not knowing that they can do for
you. Being on time, wearing a uniform,
etc…working with industry partners to tell us
the type of worker they need. They take
pride in what they can do to help support
education.
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Group question: With your subgroups – what
are the primary things why they are
underserved?
•

•

•

•

•

•
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In my world, the lower 25% of the kids in our
buildings are not able to get into those
classes. Parental support to get the in
programs to sign papers is minimal. How do I
make it equitable for all of them? I can give
you an example – can we have a single
course for the kids who need one on one but
we can’t supply because we do not have
enough teachers. I need to go after the
numbers of teachers. As six kids to a teacher
is hard to meet their needs versus 36 kids to
a classroom. Who do I have those classes
and you are working with power tools?
The reason why – what about placements?
Well, we get some placements – we have
job coaches that go with them. What we are
doing as we are moving forward, we are
funding transportation to get to places. We
are in a lower socioeconomic area. If we
don’t help them they won’t get there. Some
are in foster care; some don’t have parent
support to take them. Those are the kids
who need the jobs the most. They need
income.
So what can we do for that group – that has
come far in the last 15 years. The SLEs are
going to get better. We are in a rural, but
what do you foresee will help?
It goes back to having a staff available but
also – a tech ed teacher with a special ed
certificate. You don’t look at special ed as
important to CTE. I don’t now the
solution…but that is a big problem.
I think it is obvious. It is the funding. We
can’t hire enough teachers, admin to
support CTE programs. We would dlike to
put aides, but there is not enough of them. If
we can entice people to help us – we can do
this with help
The manpower and paperworkl is not worth
applying for Perkins’ $5,000. All the money
goes to the vocational school.
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
Size
• I don’t know if there should be a minimum number; if you start with one and you see the success
it will bring more. I’m up to 11 programs of study and 2 additional programs. There should be a
point that I should get more money but not to penalize another district.
• I have three programs not sure it is worth all the work to keep it going. To go less than that is a
balancing act. Once you have so many programs then it has an impact – (although) not directly.
We have a lot of programs that we can start but if we are not going to get approved it limits us
from moving forward.
Is there a minimum number of students to be eligible for Perkins funds?
• That may go back to the accountability piece. What do you want to see – as a district judging the
payoff for student participation.
• Is the minim based on students or a need for the program to run? For example if you don’t have
10 in the program the program will not run. The district will say if we don’t have 10 then the
program will not run. Sometimes it will run with 8 even though they want a minimum of 10
students. Don’t know if the state wants to make the rule. Can you put that in for the approval
process when you apply for CTE approval? I now have to give numbers projections, but if you are
starting something brand new how do you project enrollment?
• Have to have room to grow? But in year one it will be small and keep building. Don’t want to put
limitations on it to make it more difficult to get involved in Perkins?
• What if a teacher leaves and it takes years to fill the position?

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
Scope
Should there be any changes to the requirement in scope? What are the requirements between
secondary and postsecondary? Right now, there is a requirement for at least one program of study?
•
•

I think that is a good requirement to have at least one program of study.
It becomes tough when the postsecondary options are not there because the college does not
offer it. The students don’t come to Camden. It would not be worth the articulation agreement.
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We’re on the edge of Gloucester but articulate with Cumberland and the universities are starting
to grow – it is a bigger conversation. If Cumberland was connected to other industries (culinary)
then the kids (would enroll). Out of state college scholarships are given. They are not requiring us
to make the kids go just to have the articulation agreements.
There are CTE programs where there isn’t college classes. The carpenters’ union gave us an
articulation agreement immediately. Still waiting on the college. The scope of the articulation has
to be outside of the college – it has to include the unions and industry agencies.
The co-op kids would count toward credit in the carpenter’s union. I’m not sure of the tradeoffs.
It counts toward four years of apprenticeship to be a journeyman but now they can do it in three
years.

Group question: How closely aligned should approved programs be with key industries and business
leases?
• I have problems with that…if you are next door to Johnson and Johnson it should not be the target
company. Careers should not be company based but generic for many companies. Recruitment
not for one company.
• One district targeted the Ford Asset Program for automotive.
• BCIT had a program where Cayman (sp?) did a home grown progam but when the company left,
the program also. The curriculum has to be generic enough so that it is not for one company.
• South Jersey’s needs for industry is much different then north and central Jersey. My community
want people who are in the building trades because my whole community is industry based. We
get rural money because we are rural. They are looking for construction and agriculture and many
students won’t leave the community.
• Where can we find data for food, agriculture and those things? Department of labor has data.
• Food science is not a food industry that they measure – there may be some in manufacturing. Is
retail industry worth looking more into a data dive.
• Funding is linked to the need based on the dept. of labor. Arts is number one in CTE. So shouldn’t
more funding be for developing more programs in those areas of need.
• We started a program outside of Perkins in health sciences but I could not meet the Perkins
requirements.
• We also applied for that grant- it was great $100,000.
• The arts being #1 is misconstrued only because so many things fell underneath that area such as
tv production---three programs fell under one cluster. But, there are demands in those areas.
People are hiring. We have central staff digital communications, the hardest is music and dance.
They are not as easy as the other ones.
Group question: What role should business and industry have in CTE programs?
•
•

I think with our advisory boards and having those businesses guide us in what to look for as we
continue these programs. They don’t give us the answer they just help us make choices. One guy
is pushing to put back welding for five years. It may happen.
Re: certification…It is frustrating when someone does not have the credentials that the NJDOE
requires. The biggest question is the expertise to come in and be an active part of a program
rather than just an advisory part of the program.
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Teachers don’t know that I can’t afford to hire unless a teacher retires. If industry comes in and
say we should start this program. It can’t happen unless they give us funding. I like to put
ownership on my teachers to make sure we are meeting their needs.
Motivation from the industry needs to be there also. Other than they need the positions filled –
there are grants out there that are difficult to apply for that it is not worth it for them to help. We
do PLTW grants but many do not get them. There should be some way for industry to come
together to give small grants.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
Group question: Should there be programs that meet all three – high-quality, high-skilled and indemand?
• The data is always changing. To require all three you are looking for consistent data over a period
of time. It would be difficult to have and achieve it no matter what program you are looking at.
There could be a complete shift in data – things are so fluid right now. We should not think too
long on it – there are trends that I think will shift very quickly. There are adults that are going
back also to find work or get out of what they are doing now.
Should we have 1, 2 or all 3 of those?
• It’s a balance. I would say ramp up the quality and expectations, but if I can’t find a lab or teacher
it does not matter how high the quality.
• There is a need for high wage.
• High wage should not be required. There should be regional definition or even in a county, for
high-wage… Some high need are going to be low wage. For example, home health are in
demand.
• It has to be relevant and based on the medium income of that region.
Group question: Does the dept of labor define the term currently?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I do not believe we need definitions. The medium income in NJ is $57,000 and that was in the
North.
When you are working in a demographic area with a high poverty then that formula may not
work. Industry data can be gathered in any way, it can fluctuate. There is a hard time getting
municipal data, but it can get specific. Example – shore industries versus rural industries.
In demand how is defined?
I trust dept of labor data, and think it is accurate. Would look at the program to determine
demand. Some are local some can travel.
Not only looking here for agriculture but students can go over the bridge.
We do capture moving data and can share that information.
Do other states define it? Other states are starting to define it.
What are measures of CTE program quality?
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Back to certification, if kids are walking out with some certification that can get the a job or
the interview that they need it is one measure.
Again, that may depend on the program. It is an assessment of their skills in the program.
The local skills attainment are more accurately measured.
I was just thinking of certification attainment. If a student enters the program, then it puts
pressure on schools to create circumstances so that students have to complete the entire
pathway.
What if they start in our schools and the state helps us track them in their postsecondary
schools (college, trade, et.) and we get credit for that?
Like a tech prep-3+2 program. (The dept of labor is trying to merge systems to track people.)
There is data from only those who apply for financial aide.
Years ago, there was tracking of student who completed a degree but not what program they
completed.
What about the kid in a baking program who actually acquired a scholarship? Does he or she
get completer status? That should also be a qualifier. Not just graduation but getting a
scholarship to specialize in a particular areas.

Group question: Would you consider work-based learning a good indicator? YES (Group agreed)

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

When a student gets accepted to a college, they get a nice signing ceremony and picture, they
stand for military, we don’t do that for CTE. They don’t get any recognition.
1. From my perspective, no, because we are trying not to build a CTE program and there is no
funding to support it. The data also does not show on the school report card. There is no
motivation for CTE other than we want to see our students get good jobs. We don’t see the
benefit in applying for Perkins because we don’t get much out of it. We are now building a
pathway for healthcare with a minimum of a CNA. We are trying to meet the demand.
2. Some of us benefit for being rural.
No, if take away rural option we will not qualify for Perkins.
3. The more I get involved in Perkins, it seems it is designed well for the vocational schools.
Although I think there is a role for the vocational schools, the lines are blurred. Should the
money be spread where there is need or put in with the vocational schools to compete with
the vocational schools?
4. I would push back -there is misperception – the academies are more in the north where they
all have academies. In Cumberland county, they cannot get enough kids to make a program.
innovation – competitive grants

Group question – what does innovative competitive means? Would the NJDOE define the grant or will
the feds?
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Blanket statement, we do not have the manpower to apply for those grants-managing and
applying. (echoed agreement)
The only way to do competitive grants then must take away from districts – then vote not to take
it away. If it happens they need to know immediately.
They are rarely is sustainability to keep the program going.
There were smaller simpler grants i.e., nj sustainability from NJSBA.

Question-will the needs assessment start in the winter? When we have pockets of our time then we
start to do the work – we need time for intentional planning. There is a list of requirements – we will
be ready when you are as long as it is after June 30.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If students took two courses and then went out to work in that area then they should get credit
for that third year of working in the field as a co-op student or apprenticeship student.
Broken record -we have not been able to support in the classroom whether it is aides or special
education teachers.
No funds for a special needs course.
Making sure guidance and child study teams are equally knowledgeable. Where they have the
interest and aptitude. That intentional placement of children as you would all students.
Making sure you are designing appropriate accommodations for students and making sure
teachers understand what is needed. There are students who do not need a special ed teacher or
aide. We carry a large special ed population in our CTE programs.
What you are hearing is about a student who needs special support who have no means to get to
an internship.
That is where fiscal has a responsibility.
I would like to see Perkins have highly-qualified teachers trained as CTE teachers
For our multiple disabled students, we have a separate course that they take or their CTE
electives and if they have an aptitude for an area then get them in the full CTE program. Find
ways to engage students and engage them with intention.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•

Some schools in Gloucester county that would not be able to meet it. Pushing out programs
through the state like 6th grade students can take like Google did with their courses. Introduce
courses, exposing them to more pathways and opportunities.
Accessibility – what would it look like – accessibility of resources where any district will have
access to it.
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Not saying it has to be a counselor or child study person, more career education and counseling
have to be afforded to students at every level. You get to the point where students get to the
high school, it is all about a college application in the 11th grade. At various levels from k-12 you
have that education and awareness. I don’t know if it comes from a teacher, but everyone has an
SLE coordinator – maybe that is the one who does it with the teacher. It is a combined effort.
All students would benefit. If the state can provide the pd for the counselors.
7th grade…too late...we’re starting in the 2nd grade…lower grades...at least expose them…only
problem with lower grades they have to be able to read and cannot keep adding more to lower
grades. Foundational skills are still necessary.
I still think the exploration still has to be there. What are they going to do be professional
students?
You can still have exposure with the lower grades, pk and kindergarten with dramatic areas and
read to them to get the concepts in their minds.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Train counselors
Expose counselors to the programs of study and they benefit children. Early in the year, talk to
counselors and tell them all the different courses offered. One day rotate through each room so
that all are on the same page.
We do and use the performance report. Use the data – what is the disconnect and let them
explain the problem. How are you going to do better with this data?
The application of what kids learn in their core curriculum is talked about – you learn math
because it will help you in this area. The application of what I learned in my school years was
rarely talked about during my entire career. Guidance can happen in the classroom – there is
dedicated time to talk about why kids are learning. Use one day per month for example.
We’re trying to put more career readiness into every classroom and changing some of our classes.
Next year we are learning math for trades.
We had that 20 years ago.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation
Funding for transportation
Cooperative education, no transportation is required same for apprentice
In Gateway Regional, in senior year if doing an internship the first semester is soft skills, emailing
etiquette, cold calls, interview process are part of the qualification. Depends on connection with
industry. All students placed this year are students that are interested in that area.
Almost no English teacher teaches resume writing and it should be part of the curriculum. Social
studies for economics/financial literacy also.
An SLE for accounting with one accounting firm in the community. So that they will have in school
programs – work with yearbook or other activities
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Our challenge, we don’t have enough CTE programs that warrant a full-time SLE person, so they
use stipends. Funding for a full-time person to do it right and do it well. FFA has a very robust
online structure. They have nice tools to help students across the spectrum – for internships structured AG experiences. One teacher in the afternoons who is qualified does all the work. I’m
afraid of burnout.
It is a commitment, it is what you do. If you can get a guy like that or a part-time thing then it is a
perfect comb.
Other CTOs can learn from FFA.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
Question rephrased to: Do postsecondary like secondary where they start at the bottom and build to
a credential? YES, then wherever they start the funding helps them continue wherever they go.
• Where did the split originate?
• Since 90% are secondary in the room, do not take money from secondary. The work to do with
secondary sets them up to continue it in the program at postsecondary. Eventually kids will get
hurt– if money is taken away from postsecondary then tuition is raised. To take away from
secondary will hurt enrollment.
• Does the NJDOE need a split? Is there another basis of data to determine allocation of money?
• How many benefit from postsecondary – only community colleges? 19 over 106 get 55% of the
pot, then more money should go to secondary because a larger number of people take 55%.
• Where do colleges get their funding? Tuition and other methods. if colleges have other funding
sources if we lose that to them, we cannot make them up.
• Access to resources has increased
• Change to 75 to 25 or 80 to 20…
• Too huge – phase in the deduction
• Use data – good results yield success – greater funding
• Get a cut of the cap tuition they receive

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

•
•
•
•

Change graduation requirements students can pass with 17 other things other than PARCC. I have
a kid who has a CISCO cert who has to go through hoops and can have a job where they will make
more $ than me. If want CTE to matter, have to put some teeth into the program. Allowing them
to show that they are ready for life then should be meaningful.
Partnerships between colleges, comprehensive high school and vocational schools
But there is a competition
Morris county is a model where the high school will bring students into the college and vice versa
Need more examples of partnerships and innovative ways to continue these partnerships
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What is the definition of how to use this in middle school?
Use middle school introduction course i.e. algebra math and continue courses in high school
Issue a separate certificate – union recognized – endorsement on diploma – culinary certifications
such as serf safe as part of a graduation requirements – not for grad requirement but for
completion. Serf safe is the most recognized credential by a restaurant, but not to get a job. Retail
Bakers association has a prep cook credential.
Soft skills can be taught in 9th grade
Rethinking education – adding soft skills – workplace readiness skills—essential skills ..I don’t
know how it fits in but hear about it across the board.
An incentive is to put on the school report card the number of students with credentials.
Within regions, counties or parts of counties – some organization or efficiency to leverage
resources.
Expansion of structured-learning experiences. Our industry and skills gaps are evident. We’re
looking at getting better every day at SLEs.
Some students need secondary credentials but not a college degree – technical skills needed for
all jobs. Don’t have to get a college credential but can get credentials for different jobs. If want to
do construction management then only need three courses and Camden county college want to
build more of these programs.
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Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Camden County College
6-11-19
10:45 a.m.
M. Doughty
M. Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
Diane Stass – So we are taking about secondary students, what are the indicators, we what to know
where they are at prior to coming to us. So you know that a lot has a dual credit thing, this is
getting them getting kids involved at the college level prior to coming her, including math and
English, high school plus and dual credit, but are they dual credits at the secondary level.
More exposure and more involvement at the secondary level. So many times they same they want
to go to Florida, because they don’t know needs to outreach to the parents. Many have not taken
college credits in the school system. Is your college involved in the high school plus program, this is
the career ladder, getting students comfortable in college? More opportunities for dual credits for
high schools and encouraging outreach to parents.
David – A lot of what we do, is faculty driven sometimes the faculty are not the best at sales, how
can the institution disseminate the information to the parent, the best method of delivery.
Yvonne Kilson – Early college program, and more and more of the high school districts are
requesting information, the parents are not getting the information at the comprehensive high
school level. One of the question we had that the guidance counselors and the mindset to have
them attend 4-year colleges, not realizes that community colleges and taking credits in high school,
a perfect example is the senior option program. We are in year 5 and graduated with over 100
student, if there was some kind of credit of emphasize put on coming at a community college would
drive the guidance counselors and counselors because they want to get credit from the state.
Diane – this is a cost benefit analysis why a two-year college is good for you but taking that stigma
away and the other thing is being able to reach to those organizations without supplanting we need
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to do a lot of thing. Would like to spend Perkins funding on outreach but we have the supplanting
issue in Perkins

•
•
•
•

•
•

How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
Diane – We need to look at each performance measures, flexibility in spending in supplanting
rules and regulations.
David- Trying to understand new directions for a new standpoint, what is the driving factor
we obviously what to have something that is Perkins ready, it is a struggle in terms of
guidance should this be the guiding process or is there additional career trends.
RCGC D.Bend – Can’t we a job shadow we should start the conversation early because my
parents said be what you want to be, I am in an advisory capacity follow your dreams,
however information early on. We can’t do job shadowing, exposure to different thing this
specialist position is new at GCIT that the students will be accepted for the next four years,
we are focusing on what they what to be, is there some way to give college credits for those
that are not sure. We focus on the student that is already commitment to a choice of
selection.
Diane Stass – the number of student and amount of classes being taught they communicate
RCGC -St. Augustine Prep – as a parent ever had hear them say about take college credit, one
for us in the STEM department if math, they are coming into college and the math skills are a
big obstacle – the math skills

What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
•
•

RCGC -St. Augustine Prep – as a parent ever had hear them say about take college credit, one
for us in the STEM department if math, they are coming into college and the math skills are a
big obstacle – the math skills
RCGC- Communication skills, we are getting resume and we cannot help them they don’t have
good communication skills.

What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• David that is not address is vertical alignment at the secondary school level, it doesn’t match
up so there is unrealistic expectations and when they take the placement exam, both ways
the college needs to engage in those conversation to match what is happening at the college
instead of what we have been offering for the last 15-20 years.
• We had STAR student fail the Accuplacer,
• David- The college defines the cutoff score for the Accuplacer
• Diane – Imagine the first year at 4-year college
• Yvonne – you have a 4-year requirement and only 3 for math, because the majority of
students do not take math in that fourth year in the senior year. At one time you had to take
4-years of math to get through this in the fourth year.
• Personal Note - Diane – I didn’t know I was in a CTE programs, in Overbrook to a Cosmetology
License I didn’t know I was a special population, I fail math took her a long time to get
through the courses- getting through takes a lot of mentoring.
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Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•

Diane- if you have a very small number of students in that program this is a very good
question. 101 programs at the college Yes, you would want to disqualified a college from
receiving those funds, then you wouldn’t have equity across the state.
Yvonne – (Clarification) What should be the minimum number.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•

•

•

•
•

Diane – It’s important related to Placement
Yvonne – It’s a pipeline, what are doing after college, there should be a minimal alignment
with industry and business needs. The Eco system, the industries tells us they can’t replace
workers because there is not enough trained and skills students. Yes, the earlier you plant
the seed for a credential, so the industry standards and alignment are important. It can be
credits, it doesn’t have to be college. The trades are up and coming the new buzz word is the
workforce and the trades and again it is the stigma attached to it. This is just with 6 to 9
months of training.
RCGC- We use we created a new program for land surveyors we work with Rowan with 4-year
and 2-year, I came from industries I look at my job is educating and expose you want you
should do after college, it about self-sufficiency and get a job and not about education. Now
we have everyone with bachelor’s degree, we need technical skills for plumbers. What I want
is employees, hopefully they will give us what need in terms of employees. What are the
careers that are out there genetics, genome?
Yvonne – business industry and life skills is important, be driven by the industries there needs
to be a collaboration between industry and education so the two can meet on the plain field.
Industry does not speak the same language as education. The don’t have the time and money,
the language needs to become a common language, and that everyone understands vice
versa, industry and education understands.
Rowan – We are trying to line them up the first year, to learn skills it usually works well.
Yvonne – A perfect example – Drexel and the 5 year is getting a job and Drexel is the model
and get that template.
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•

Karissa – We are saying we need plumber, there are unions with the plumbers even though
he had to do an apprenticeship through the union, it is not until you are the member of game
that you start making the money. He had to leave because he wasn’t making enough money.
Yvonne- The workforce the trade the apprenticeship are steps that they are getting everyone
in, planning it early they.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•

Yvonne – Sometimes you can do all three, early childhood high demand, low wage it should
be either or.
Diane – Graduation rates, completion this is from our perspective in terms of quality? What is
the employers’ perspective, my husband will hire kids from this college and not this college
because they churn out better students?

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•

Diane – it goes back to equity if you discontinue money from those populations, is it up to the
college to be innovative.
Higher Ed – has this money be used to be set aside
Yvonne – maybe they do a needs assessment and that the need money, so they can use the
money and use it to subsidized of sustain money rather than turning it back. Yes, it should be
done a small amount.
Diane – Either or only a small amount and or rural or vocational SD. Are rural SD using the
money?

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

Diane – Outreach and mentoring- without the supplanting issues, come kids need childcare
day and evening, it we can partners with them. We discontinued vouchers because they were
personal for testing.
Yvonne – Program development and outreach – It could allow our students to do training in
early childcare programs. Do incentives
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Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•

Maria Casale – Online
Diane – They don’t have the on-line connections and the level for on-line learning.
David – there are restrictions because your EL cannot do hybrid or online learning violation of
homeland security regulations we had had online EL programs (international students on the
F!-Visa)
Diane – We are not fully accredited from certain programs.

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

Diane how many are going on to the two-year college some go from high school to work to
consider, the actual workplace results. The 50 and 50 and then figure it out
Yvonne – 50 to 50
Klarissa – 50 to 50
Diane – 60 -40, the colleges are bumping up their CTE students with the increase they need
funding, another way to look at this they are already funding students that are coming it’s out
of their pocket, as with K-12 it comes from the local property taxes because Perkins is
supplemental. We need to support them for job ready. We need to support and enhance the
programs through funding for more access and enhancement of the programs. Put the funds
in more CTE programs.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•

Diane – With Perkins you can do recruitment and they are pushing CTE for job ready why can
you use some of that money, to illustrate this.
Yvonne – How can we add the credibility through promoting CTE program. Student
ambassadors
RCGC and Diane- What can’t we do a CTE automotive support a commercial highlight each
county once a month to get this down to the parent and the students and tie to the wages.
RCGC- Toni Brookes she is in California, she gets clothing for those that get need for careers, it
was interesting the one thing you can, what I can do and what I can’t do is a mirror. How do
we tell in an educational way and not an advertising way? An app
The mentoring is key and they will do what it takes to get you to the front to the back door
approach.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Camden County College – room 103
June 11, 2019
10:45-1:05
Kathy Paquette
Sharon Fleming

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•

•

•
•

•

Gateway – gateway to careers program - career day to internships to apprenticeships,
exposure – build a career pathway to align. Seventh and eight grade middle school program
that will expose students to career program though a cycle of classes, tech ed cycle, family
and consumer sciences, career 1 (exposure on careers interests – all clusters etc.)
Delsea – starting a SLE program. Restructuring middle school tech program. Working to
expose middle school students to what is offered at the high school. Sign up to go to the high
school and see the CTE programs. Brain break in the middle school. CTE students come over
and work with the students in CTE areas. Girls who code and etc. low cost.
CaD – has trouble getting girls in CAD pathway so try to incorporate interior design into CAD
which helps. Being creative with what you offer helps
Northern Burlington- AG program – whats appropriate for CTE and whats appropriate for
elective. Should NB formalize more electives into CTE programs. This is the decision they are
going to make with Perkins V. Middle school uses NJCAN. Students use it in seventh and eight
grade. Keep common language focused on career clusters. Use google docs for four-year
career planner.
Pemberton – start with summer camps with middle schooler – project based. High school
students work with the middle schoolers. Introduction to CTE in eight different programs and
three different academies. In high school, run career exploration in ninth grade. SLE
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•

specifically for special education. Five different types of SLE. Hazardous/nonhazardous, trade
unions apprenticeships, internships, job shadowing and etc.
Business partnerships are very important

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Communicating to the students – stigma associated with CTE. Has seen the enrollment
increase, but all internal and external stakeholders must be well versed on CTE. Has seen
participators and concentrators but, not completers. They may take another CTE instead of
completing
• Competition with academic programs
• Have guidance counselors audit the CTE courses – helps with intentional scheduling.
• Also have middle school counselors audit CTE courses so they know what the classes are
about.
• AP or complete CTE program?? CTE students are go-getters, so hard when AP conflicts with
CTE conflicts with the completer course for CTE
• Similar at Gateway, need to pass the CTE knowledge to students and counselors. All students,
parents and counselors know about AP requirements but, they also need to be well versed on
CTE especially those with industry certifications.
• All academic requirements – not being able to make substitutions. Example can’t substitute a
CTE art for an academic art.
• Master schedule is built 180 days – not enough time
• Teacher certification – can’t find enough teachers for some areas also a salary issue.
• It is easier through Brookdale and alternate route but, not enough people want to become
teachers.
• Stigma that CTE equals no college – need to break this thought and perception. Some believe
if encouraged to take CTE then school is not encouraging students to go to college.
• Carpenter union has an agreement with college that they will get degree through articulation
and some don’t understand this.
• Pennsylvania skills certificate – one side diploma and one side CTE completer certificate. Big
plus for students in CTE – similar to Bilingual certificate - Collegeboard offers this now for AP
program – model skills portfolio for each cluster in NJ that some districts used. Nocti also has
this. Problem with Nocti is unions and other businesses do not recognize this assessment.
They do recognize OSHA 10 and 30
• Recognize students for apprenticeships upon graduation and etc

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Educate Counselors on careers and CTE – have a career counselor in every district. Counselors
need training in Career and technical education.
• Take counselors to industry on trips – job shadowing with students
• Meet with county counselors group and work with them that way
• Help the students who don’t necessarily want to go to college. Have enough credits and leave
school early – providing them with SLE.
• Director of spec. ed – sub groups have a difficult time getting to work sites. Very underserved
with transportation and with acceptance. Less parental support to sign documents, how to
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•
•
•

make it more equitable for all. Can have singleton courses for students of special
populations? District could not accommodate this because of scheduling conflicts. District
now funding transportation for special education students to get to their work placements.
Feel the only thing that could help is dual certificated staff with special ed.
Need help from industry with teaching of soft skills. Need them to come into the schools –
have to continue to build bonds with them so partnerships can feed the need.
Funding is an obstacle. Need to find a way to compensate human capital.
Gateway does not accept Perkins funding because they do not receive enough money to
support the district

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

If you start with one, and there is success, more will follow. Should additional money be
received for having a great number of programs
Where is the balance between the amount of work to maintain programs and the amount of
money that is actually received?
Number of students – as a district – must analyze the payoff – is it worth running the program
with a small number of students? The state may not need to have a voice in this, the district
may take care of it on its own.
When starting brand new, need room to grow.
What number is cost effective for the district? If a teacher that leaves, it may have an affect
on the program, and then it may build back up again. Something like this happens, should not
be penalized by state.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•

Good requirement to have at least one program of study.
Hard when postsecondary linkages are not there (not offered at the local community college)
Postsecondary needs to be encouraged to work with secondary
Linkages depend on the program – some are linked out of state four-year colleges – should
not be limited to in-state.
Tougher for CTE programs where there are no postsecondary linkages. Articulations should
include apprenticeships
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should be based on “generic” of what the program is based on. Linkages with companies are
great but, curriculum should be for more than one company
North jersey dictates what goes on in education and the landscape is different in south jersey.
There are different job opportunities in south jersey.
Food, agriculture and natural resources is big industry in south jersey and not measured in
DOL data.
Are there some industries that are in great need but not visible such as agriculture?
Mismatch between what is being offered and what is in-need – should more money be
offered to programs in these high-need areas?
Requirements are tough with health science!! Need a nurse and too restrictive
Arts is misconstrued – a lot of programs fall under this area. Are people hiring in this area for
these jobs? Graphic Arts, digital communications, FAIN, Music, Drama??
Advisory boards – guide and tell districts what they are looking for. They don’t give the
ultimate answer.
Need expertise from industry – need them to be more active as far as skill
Need better communication link – let doe know and in turn, let districts know what they are
looking for
Some ownership is on teachers to work with industry
Unless grant funded, sometimes not worth is for industry to work with districts with
apprenticeships and etc. smaller grants could help

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•

Data is constantly changing; how can you require all three when the data is not consistent?
Balance needs to made – program specific. Increase the quality of the program – yes
High-skill – certification of some sort? Credential? Degree? Apprenticeship?
High-wage – regional within the state and county also depends on the program. Based on
median income of the region and at that number or above would be high wage. Can also be
based on the industry not just region.
• In-demand – amount of jobs within a region – trust DOL data. Depends on the program. Some
are close to home some are more state-wide.
• DOL does capture commuting data and can get regional data to commuter areas
Quality
• Certification attainment
• completion rate
• Future success opportunities
• Depends on programs – assessment of skills in program TSA
• Tracking onto college – help by state to do this
• Highly-qualified teachers
• Recognize students who receive scholarships to continue postsecondary in CTE area
• Special needs accommodations as a measure - admitting a certain percentage – also
nontraditional
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Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gateway – no, they are trying to build a cte program and don’t have funding – it is spread too
thin
School report card –
Pemberton – leave as is and add Gateway
Delsea – need rural funding – there are benefits to receiving funding but also many
drawbacks to being rural. The money is needed to support the programs
Some or all from rural – no – seems like the legislation is designed to help vocational schools.
Need to be more equitable with funding and service all students
Some or all from county vocational – not a fan of taking funding from anyone. Students who
are currently in programs are relying on these funds. If this does happen, they would need to
know really early so they can build this into budgets and sustainability model.
Smaller simpler grants – green team, straightforward $10,000 etc.
Districts don’t have the manpower to apply for the grants that are out there already.
Simplify the process of applying for the Perkins grant?
Needs assessment – need this early – capacity at the districts is an issue.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not been able to fund support in the classrooms – aids, in-support staff
Don’t have the manpower to have special needs course. Try to integrate as much as possible
but don’t have the capacity
Need to educate guidance on intentional placement of children and placement of them based
on their interests – communicate with guidance and child study team. More than just having
an IEP.
Appropriate accommodations for special education children
Used highly qualified English teacher to work with CTE teacher to infuse methods into CTE
class
Multiply disabled students have separate course for CTE elective and use this course to as a
building block for them to mainstream into CTE programs.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•

Yes, more career and academic counseling should be a part of Perkins V
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•
•
•
•
•

Programs from the state that districts can use and implement like google citizenship did
More career education in every level of school is important.
Can be delivered through various means – counselor, teacher,
Lower grades – exposure - should be readers – foundational skills need to be the focus

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Pd, train counselors, what are programs of study,
Expose counselors on programs – take them through rotation of classes
Use performance report – show number of participants/concentrators/participants
Application of core curriculum – why are they learning? How can the learning be applied to
career?
Career guidance can happen in all classrooms – Math for the Trades for example

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Transportation – money for transporting students to work sites
Gateway – enhanced SLE program 40 internships per year for students. Use combination of
student provided and public transportation
Don’t have enough Cte programs to quantify a dedicated SLE coordinator therefore must only
rely on stipends for teachers. Use FFA – structured ag experience. Afraid of teacher burnout.

•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most secondary so thinking is to keep the same.
If take from secondary it would hurt them in the end because secondary is building the
pipeline to postsecondary.
Do you need a split? Is there another basis to determine who uses the funding
When comparing the numbers of postsecondary schools vs secondary districts, more
secondary districts are being served so should get more
If postsecondary has an alternative source of funds, that should be taken into consideration
Community colleges are partnering with bigger universities, so that should also be considered
75% secondary to 25% postsecondary 70%/30% phase in gradually. Comes to data
postsecondary must demonstrate use and success.
How are they partnering with secondary? Are they articulating with secondary?
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Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Changing graduation requirements – PARCC you have to pass but can also graduate by
passing other random areas
Need to put teeth behind CTE
Innovative partnerships – comprehensive/vocational/postsecondary build upon other models
like Morris County. Reciprocity agreements
How can this be used in middle school? They could get their CTE graduation requirement
credit in middle school, that would be incentive and help free-up schedule
CTE endorsement on transcript
Employability skills – measurement and adding emphasis – workplace readiness
skills/essential skills
Regions/counties organization and efficiency of resources
Structured Learning experience – innovative and current practices
Credit for schools for students that warn industry certifications
Look to middle skill occupations as a driver for possible new programs/opportunities

Additional comment: NJSLA for science will be problematic – students know it does not count and they
do not perform well on it
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

06/11/19
10:45
Kari Wudarski
Maria Casale and Marianne Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 minutes)
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• Indicators in the future assessment, math English science non-trad and placement, postsec
cred, industry valued credential and workplace learning.
• More opportunities for college (dual) credit at the secondary level;
• More exposure to higher ed; More outreach to parents is needed, not communicated to
parents; More articulation agreements with secondary; Faculty aren’t getting the word out;
• Working early college program at CCC; More high school districts are requesting a
relationship; The voc schools are more involved than the comprehensive schools; need more
emphasis on community college;
• Need to involve guidance counselors;
• Cost benefit of the community college, need to take the sigma away; Afraid of funds being
taken away, want to spend funds on outreach; What can they do extra with Perkins funds for
CTE
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• Look at performance to improve performance measures;
• Flexible in spending (afraid of supplanting rules);
• Looking at new program development;
• How can the funds provide the best outcomes for students; Are there different career trends;
Can they create a program for job shadowing; give kids more experience earlier on;
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Look at legal constraints of show shadowing; Tend to focus on the student who knows what
they want; Want help students who don’t know yet;
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• Barriers are math coming into college, lacking math skills; Grammar and communicating skills
are missing for students;
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• Vertical alignment with secondary schools, concepts don’t match up; Both secondary and
post-secondary are to blame; Colleges aren’t adjusting course to secondary high schools; the
college decides cut off for Accuplacer; Gap year in math is a problem before college;

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•

No minimum program number of programs; Programs with small class sizes are very costly to
run; If you don’t get funds then you can’t grow anything; Limit could create equity issues;

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pipeline situation, what are doing after;
Should be minimal alignment with industry;
Certain companies can’t replace their skilled workers;
Equity for students who never heard anything past secondary school;
Trades are now being pushed, but there is still stigma to them; Exposure to careers to get a
job; Learning life skills;
Industry doesn’t speak the language of education, they need to be on the same playing field;
Internships of interest are very helpful (Drexel University); Union sponsorship & planning is
very important in high schools;

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•

Hard to have all three for quality; High demand for child care and CMA; Program completion
and graduation rates; Industry needs communicate needs for employment;
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Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•

Open to receiving funding for innovation; Most concerned about equity

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

Outreach and program development;
Mentoring (hand holding);
Needs such as child care; book money; opportunity for training is childcare is offered;
More flexibility with funds; Stipends for students; Vouchers for credential tests are helpful;
Online connections are an issue; Some need the one on support; International students can’t
take online classes;

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

Yes, opportunities are available; Need accredited programs which can take a while;

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

Look at placement data at employers; How many students are going on to two year colleges;
Bump it up to 50/50. Bump up to 60/40 because colleges are bumping up their programs

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

Develop a CTE Awareness Campaign
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

6/11
LaShona
David & Craig: Kathy (1), Eileen (2), Lauren (3), Joe (4), Catherine (5), Kerri (6),
Tom (7), Mellisa (8), and Cheryl (9)

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•

3 – We have a pretty active collaboration
with the community to ensure access and
opportunity.
7&8– We developed a pipeline with Las
Vegas. We shorten the school time and
have more work force development. We
have a program with Sisters in the
Brotherhood for carpentry to help with
non-trad.

•
•

2- I excited to push for middle grades. I
think we have to educate the counselors
8 – I think we also have to educate the
parents

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
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•
•

7 -Transportation, kids don’t want to get
a license, because they would have to
go on their parents’ insurance
3 – Expectation, kids want the career
tomorrow. Sometimes, it is the parents.
We had a parent who made their older
child wait until the younger child was
ready for the program.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 – No, because we are a small school and the only school around.
4 – A high demand program may only fit a few number of students
1- It should be equitable.
8&9 Tat is the purpose of innovation,.. especially if it is a pilot program
6 – How do you justify resources to pay teachers (question)
8 – Show growth on the local needs assessment. (answer)
3 – Or the ability to partner with a neighborhood school. Kids may want access to a program
(answer)
8 – It is very hard to do, … they are serving different Gods. (response)

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•

3- If the goal is to create a pipeline, then it would be necessary. There is an opportunity for
vocs to encourage students to pursue post-secondary.
8 – What about the students that we train and immediately get hired and the company
continues to pay for training. The low incomed students are phased out if they have to pay for
college.
6 – I think it is important to identify key skills
4 – We should identify them, but it shouldn’t be a hindrance
9- Education should meet the need of local labor
7 – We don’t have the man power, so we are seeking student within the schools. We have
students go to training center and have instructors go to the schools.
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•
•

8 – It is great to connect the teachers with the businesses
6 – They should help cowrite the curriculum

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 New Jersey is an expensive state.
6 Wouldn’t define high wage as “sustaining a household”
2 There was research that also included the cost of child care and insurance,…
8 When we try to partner, labor didn’t want to pay those salaries
6 You need to consider paying for clothes, food,…
4 Look at the medium wage in the state. If a salary is above, then it is considered high wage.
8 But many high demand jobs are low wage
7 Accountability for students to know the core curriculum and know the skills. The curriculum
needs to align.
3 – Recertification comes around every four years, but we may need to assess the program
within the 4 years.
9 – I struggle, because you want all three
4 – I’m channeling Meatloaf “2 out of 3 ain’t bad”
9 – All three will be kinda hard
9 – I want students to receive the credential
9 – Credential Engine is like Yelp. They keep taking the temperature of industry.
6 – A good program is meeting the standards that companies need
8 – Sometimes companies feed us their skills wishlists that are low demand skills. They hire
many students. More traditional schools are reaching out to our school for advise.
4 – If post-secondary and secondary allows for career placement

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8- Funds go to the county vocs, which are application bases. Our students can’t get in!
7- ACIT received a lot of money, but turned away a lot of students
9 – Considering equality, I also think about geography.
8 – School choice opens up availability and accessibility.
3 – If access is an issue, then equity is an issue (no seats for students).
4 – It sounds like they are double dipping, a portion should go to traditional schools that have
CTE programs.
6 – We need to determine if they use all their funds.
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Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•

7 – Awareness
8 – Exposure and we provide free lunch.
3 – Schools are required to have staff that work with homeless.
9 - Work with statewide agencies.
8 - There are barriers against the transient population, because they have attendance issues

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•

8 - We had a parent bus kids around in the summer and visit different jobs, but they had to
shut it down, because there was lack of funding.
4 - There is virtual reality training
7 - We have virtual reality OSHA training

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Feedback on this question was addressed in earlier questions

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•

8 - The Path grant internship program was a very long application process. You had to put out
some of the money in advance. It was more then it appeared to be to apply. And if companies
owed back taxes, then they couldn’t participate.
8 - On the job shadowing is great, but some companies will not take high school students at
all.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•

8 - I would love to know how much of the 55% is going to the 19 vocational schools and how
much is going to other secondary schools?
9 - Does the governor’s free community college impact the decision?
8 - Put the money earlier on
9 – Where are the apprenticeships
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•
•

8 - How much of the money is going to community college and how much is going to other
post-secondary programs?
8 - I don’t want to be hypocritical. We say college isn’t for everyone, but we put the money
into colleges

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 - Allow them to join the local union
3 – When I engage with young people, they want tomorrow. They want a speedy path
8 – Explain the timeline and the salary benefits for pursuing a career path
3 – Kids want “comas”, meaning comas in their pay check.
7 – Create pipeline, because we train students on skill that are not being taught, but they are
still very needed.
5 - Teacher pipeline and virtual classrooms. Offer online courses.
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

Camden County College

T. Bacola
S. Bhalerao

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.
Shubha asked what they thought of the morning session.
•

Surprised that TSA was the number one choice in survey.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1
What does your community do well to support students to prepare for college and career?
• Advisory Committee includes alumni.
• Career Fairs.

Delta Question 1
What can your community do better to prepare students for college and career?
• Most develop alternative career skills(soft) to go between different jobs.
•

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from participating in career pathways that lead to college and
career?
•
•

Guidance Counselors don’t have an understanding of career pathways,,,they feel all students
should go to college.
Parents also want students to go to college.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LA is an obstacle for students that must take additional courses interfering with completing a
3-course sequence.
Competition with other course demand.
Marketing with Parents.
B&I and faith-based organization collaboration.
Must include Gang Members and Ex-Cons and exposing them to career opportunities.
BOE had CTE day – students came and spoke which was important.
BOTTOM LINE – Unacceptable perception of CTE.
Camden county – view that it is for the old VOC Model.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Shouldn’t be a requirement. – CONSENSUS
Having a minimum number of students would result in fewer programs.
If the district is willing to run a program with one student, that is there problem.
Survey of students should be used to determine programs to be offered.
NEED TO LOOK AT GROWTH OF ENROLLMENT OVER YEARS to allow for development of the
program.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dual enrollment is not practical for all programs.
Cost and transportation may make secondary/postsecondary linkages inequitable to some
students.
When possible secondary and postsecondary should be linked but not forced by state
requirements.
Must listen to industry at advisory committee meetings.
Industry want schools to teach programs for specific jobs but then offer too few jobs in that
area.
Need industry participation to keep programs current.
Some programs more then others have/need industry involvement.
RED TAPE TO GET APPROVAL TO GET Industry in to speak – Board approval, scheduling, weeks
before to schedule…
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•
•

Transportation is always an issue for field trips to industry.
Philadelphia field trips should be allowed.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define by TSA aligned with program.
High wage would exclude some populations.
DEFINITIONS ARE UNCLEAR.
Possibly look at earning a living wage.
Within clusters there is a broad range of potential earnings.
Requirements may stifle pathways.
Progression of wages with experience must be considered. Start with a low wage but high
future potential.
Guidance people view certain jobs as the student being a failure.
A handyman may make big money, but counselors wouldn’t ever consider it.
One school district only 25% of students applied for college – counseling must be towards
careers.
SOFT SKILLS ARE IMPORTANT! !!
When asked if High Skill, High wage, or in demand – the answer is DEPENDS.
DEFINITIONS ARE UNCLEAR.
Good Measure of quality is success of returning students.
NOCTI is not a good indication of quality.
WBL is going to be an important part.
Some students are skilled workers but test poorly.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rural district says – leave the formula as is.
(OFF SUBJECT) – Supervision of SLE’s is an issue. Students get jobs on their own.
Use funds for competitive grants for innovation? Rural district – NO.
Clearly, opposed from taking funds away from rural for any reason.
Should take funds from other sources to use for rural.
County Voc funds for innovation? CONSENSUS IS NO!

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

Non-trad is difficult. Girls don’t want Auto!
Special needs students – difficult to get 3-year progression but shouldn’t be denied exposure.
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•
•
•

Only two-year programs will minimize problem.
Special needs student need more concentrated training in soft skills.
Life skills for socialization need to mix populations.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•
•

The more information counselors have, the better including for middle grades.
What should career exploration look like – Industry bringing in Hands-on activities.
EXPOSURE, EXPOSURE, EXPOSURE ! ! ! (to different careers)
Have to put something in their head early (concerning careers).
CONSENSUS 7 & 8th for career exploration.
STUDENTS DON’T HAVE A CONCEPTULIZATION OF WAGES Example $20K WOW! !

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•

CONSENSUS – YES
College – HS students don’t understand credit requirements and how they will get them.
Prevent 3-4 year plan for AA degree and 5-6 year plan for BA degree.

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•

Goal for SLE is to grow.
Teachers need resources to help them access industry. Teachers don’t have time or
knowledge to reach out to industry.
Need education on how to contact industry. Development of guide.

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

Colleges have endowments and tuition. Funding shouldn’t go to cash rich colleges.

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•

Marketing must happen.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaboration between different CTE Programs within a district.
Education others in the school district about CTE.
Pathway development diagrams that parents/students can visualize career/college potential.
Tap Community Leaders and Community Organizations that can get parents out to different
programs for marketing.
PD for teachers to increase their vision of CTE.
If you can’t get students to industry then get the teachers on field trips and then present trip
to students.
Orientation for incoming HS students to see what career options are utilizing industry and
alumni.
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Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Symposium
County College of Morris – Student Community Center
214 Center Grove Road, Randolph, NJ
June 12, 2019
9:00 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Agenda

Welcome
Opportunities to Innovate in Perkins V
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

9:00 a.m. to 9:10 a.m.
9:10 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.

Presentation: Where the Jobs Are
Jason Timian, Labor Market Analyst
Office of Research and Information
NJ Department of Labor and Workforce Development

9:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

Presentation: The Landscape of CTE in the Region and the State
Jane Griesinger, Director
Office of Career Readiness
NJ Department of Education

10:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m.

Breakout Focus Groups

10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.

Focus Group

Location

School Administrators

Davidson Room A

Counselors/Community Leaders

Davidson Room D

Teachers & Faculty/College

Davidson Room D

Business & Industry

Room 221
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

County college of Morris
June 12, 2019
10:37
Kathy paquette
Kathy Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select good teachers and with the help of the Office of Career Readiness will be able to have
more qualified teachers
Passion of the career and technical education students and the commitment to the students
Career and tech education teachers and dedicated and committed to the students
Staying current with trends in the industry and technology and aware with advisory with
postsecondary
Equipment and larger dollar purchases through Perkins makes a difference
Exposure to different technologies such as hydroponics is huge – thinking outside the box.
The help of Perkins funs is great
Helping students find their passion and just as important, helping them not finding their
passion

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Limit to the number of students that are allowed into programs
• Programs for elite students only – have varying levels of classes – well rounded classes for
all students while maintaining academic rigor
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•
•
•
•
•

Taking vocational out of comprehensives have hurt comprehensives – they need access to
funding for these specialized programs and specialized teachers
Access to all need to rethink where the money is going
Need to have parents on board – struggle for comprehensive schools need to advocate
programs
AP mentality – junior and senior year – students and parents feel they have to take AP
courses
Barrier is middle school requirements in district – academic such as foreign language etc

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Put events together for parents- assemblies to showcase programs – need to do this at the
middle school level especially
• College and career supervisor at high school is now working with the middle school feeding
programs from middle school as electives to high schools CTE programs
• Phillipsburg -Partner CTSO with club organizations in the middle school especially with special
populations groups. Students are organizing and running this themselves (TSA) Reach
program
• Funding for CTSOs – will funding allow for this under Perkins V? *possibly an idea for
innovation
• Bridge program in the summer to expose to CTE programs (grades 6,7,8) focus on low
economic students from two schools * possibly an idea for innovation grant
•

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Motivation for a district that receives a minimum amount of funding is not there – a lot of
hoops to jump through for small amount of money.
Must think about the students and do what is best for them.
Push for equity – must start small. Therefore, incentives have to be there, and number of
students has to be flexible.
Districts handle this on their own, if there are not enough students, the district will not offer
the course anymore.
Need to give districts room to grow a program. At the district level, things change – need to
write new curriculum, identify changes and give time for them to work. Sometimes the
students don’t find their passion until junior year.
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Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Keep linkages between secondary and postsecondary
Should be broader than just college – should include apprenticeship
The more flexible and open-ended the better – can have more creative opportunities
At least one program of study is good. Takes time and a lot of work to get the articulation
agreements. A lot of back and forth. Is there any room to extend the one-year MOA from the
college so don’t have to go back every year?
Colleges are being more agreeable - Farleigh Dickinson and NJIT for example
More outreach to more colleges for particular programs would be a benefit to the districts
Very important to parents as well due to the cost of college
AP problem – college credits is a big selling point
Need to do better educating parents and middle school counselors/students about the
benefits of CTE and making informed decisions about CTE.
The key is broadening to other credentials or credits. Some parents don’t want the dual credit
because Sussex county credit is not accepted at other institutions. Certifications on the other
hand, will go with you. The AP will go anywhere in the country.
In Sparta, labor trends do not matter because the students are leaving the area. They are
looking at student interests. Although they want to keep them in the area, they want to be
aware of the student needs. Using the data to inform decisions but want to do what is best
for the students.
People who live in the communities in this region are leaving here to go to work. The labor
market data is a little skewed. What need do you fill? The needs of the people who are
traveling elsewhere to work.
Will this dynamic change with more awareness about local industry? Answer: not so much
because opportunity is not available for students in the Sussex area. Morris slightly different.
South jersey is different where the population is less transient.
A lot of residents in this area commute to NYC and Pennsylvania
Should there be a mechanism to facilitate (SLE) or funding for the students to learn where the
jobs are and find the real-life experiences within their area. If you can’t flood the area in
Sparta, then you will need outside the box thinking to take them elsewhere. Option II,
perhaps?? Every high school senior should graduate with a certification or work experience –
how to make that happen?
Any thought to separate the state regionally? CTE looks different across the state but there is
only one definition of CTE – rural, urban, suburban. Etc. need to be more flexible because it
looks different no matter where you are.
Need to have more of a global tri-state areal look of the labor market data. Could then
receive more buy-in from parents and students.
Ease of access of opportunities for students- sometimes put too many restrictions on.
Example number of students.
Supervision aspect of a student working in NYC would be problematic.
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•
•

•
•
•

From CTSO perspective, B& I to inform curriculum and assessment opportunities – credible
input is important.
Perkins requires CTSO and all the benefits that go along with it, receives calls routinely about
starting a CTSO from comprehensive schools. For some schools, they are chapters in name
only. Legitimate participation is lacking – Perkins chapters. Not fulfilling the spirit of Perkins as
far as that is concerned. Significant opportunities the students are missing. Mandatory
training is requested and used to be implemented. CTSOs need the support from the schools
– to send the students to competitions. Making this commitment more formal – chapter
advisors should have minimum requirements and be involved for the student benefit. Lessens
the credibility of the CTSOs.
Mandatory training in the past was a one semester course. Now can be a six-hour boot camp
over the summer to go over recruiting, officers and etc. help the new advisors understand the
meaning behind the CTSO.
If doe is serious about building districts in CTE, must put funding behind it. A lot of
requirements and not much funding to help pay for the challenges.
CTSO is lifechanging for the students and the training has to be there for new advisors and
the organization has to come in and work with the students regionally.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are we pigeonholing students by incorporating all three? Do we go by student
interest/passion?
Very subjective – what is high?
Focus on the areas and should be somewhere in-between also look at colleges.
Need to talk more to business and labor to find out what certifications are in-demand and
offer those opportunities.
dilemma – how to find the teacher that is in demand in industry. The more in demand in
industry, the harder to find a teacher
Exit interviews by senior students
Need to do a better job collecting data on student outcomes
General increased awareness on CTE – storytelling – who got jobs and how they can influence
others
Retention – valued indicator – completion rate (outcomes can be influenced by economy but,
keeping them in the program is a better measure)
Depends on program

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
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•
•
•

Take a little from each and use for innovation for all to share
What is innovative? Depending on your experience with CTE, innovative can have different
meanings – seed money.
Partnerships and application process can be cumbersome

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•

Communication that CTE is available to all students
Some CTE teachers are experts in their content, skilled, technical area but, need extra training
for working with students with special needs
The content can be very technical and would need supports for the material
It is our purpose and our duty to provide opportunity to all students. We must do all we can
training for all staff and support for students, case managers (on advisory commities) funding
to make accommodations to facilities and technical. Support is the expectation. Perkins
should help with this via pd etc

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•
•

Start before middle school, career awareness can start at a very young level.
Training program for counselors can build career counselors state-wide
Can resolve gender equity issues by catching them early
Career awareness – at a young level
Career day

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•

Counselors don’t have time to meet with all students individually – meet with students 4-5 at
a roundtable to set schedules. Therefore, course selection can be problematic.
Training for school counselors – labor demand, career pathways, school level program, what’s
in demand,
Exploratory so students know what their interests and skills are, surveys
Want to put in cycle/survey courses but requirements make it hard to offer exploratory
courses – middle school financial literacy, mandatory recess, etc
NJCAN/Naviance to understand career path and courses that align

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•

Staffing to coordinate – marketing teacher is the SLE coordinator. Hard to have a stand alone
teacher when losing state aid
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•
•

Regional SLE for hazardous – this would be ideal
CIE – hard to find a person for this

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•

Budgets are very tight in comprehensive – don’t have revenue sources like colleges do
Colleges may be able to have business partners work with them
If open the door to spend money to younger grades, may want to give more money to
secondary so not spread too thin 70/30

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Communication between districts and vocational is a barrier and when this happens, all lose.
Need to communicate better for all students to have opportunity.
Be smarter where the money goes, and the programs are offered – better articulation on
where the students are taking the programs
Push the envelope with literacy in CTE, problem-based learning with CTE, cohort for
nontraditional students only, would love to be a part of that. Pilot programs in this area. For
all students not necessarily college bound
Partnerships with business to work with students in different ways – enhanced
partnerships/SLE programs – Cycle students through SLE programs.
Pete Carey - Create a seamless articulation with vocational schools and community colleges
2+2 model. Redefine the whole concept of CTE and make it a secondary/postsecondary
hybrid. Would help with access and equity and connection and labor market. Rather than an
either or, it could be both. Complete high school and college within four years. Similar to an
early college model.
What if the vocational was the hub for CTE and work within the local districts then move
them into the community college.
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Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

County College of Morris
Wednesday, June 12, 2019
10:45 am – 1:15 pm
David Gehrke
Kathy Paquette

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion of CTE and commitment
CTE teachers are dedicated to the programs
Staying current with trends in the industry to prepare the students
Staying current with the equipment as well
Exposure to different technologies is crucial via Perkins funding
Aids in supporting students to find their passion and don’t

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Do the parents know what career fields are possible?
• What is best for the kids to prepare them for a career?
• Having enough of the class levels for the careers that are available/up coming
• Comprehensive have hurt by not having the CTE programs
• CHS have lost money that could provide these programs (high expenses to operate a program
at a CHS) for all students
• Having parents on board (the stigma of vocational)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Advocate the programs to parents and students in order to showcase what is available (more
can be done in this direction)
AP mentality has hurt CTE program development
Changing the director of guidance into college and career positions
Influence at an earlier age
Competition with other courses that may not be CTE

Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways?
• Reaching out to parents and middle school level
• Reducing the stigma
• College and career counselor working with middle school
• Partner CTSOs with afterschool clubs (putting a face with a potential opportunity with CTE)
• Transportation that could be assisted with perkins funding
• Branch programs
• Summer bridge programs
• Using innovation funds for enhancing opportunities for students to understand CTE
• Communication lacking that hurts county voc and comprehensive (at the program level)
• Needs to be an articulation between county vocs and comprehensive at the program level,
how could we share the programs for the better use of the $ (more expensive programs that
run), this could be good for CTE certification as well (tough to find the educator)

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hard for a CHS to get everything together for funding based on capacity of staff and
availability of students to participate. Hard for them to jump through the hoops.
CHS have to start small so this is counterintuitive
Hard for CHS to meet all of the requirements to become approved
Should be a district decision for the amount of students that are considered completers some
times.
Discovery of passion later in HS experience could cause difficulties with this
MS is an important aspect of this new legislation for exposure of CTE

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
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➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep the status quo
More flexibility and open ended that this could be
This may create more creative opportunities
At least 1 program of study (take time and a lot of work for the articulation to be developed)
Would multiple years for an articulation be accepted? Much easier for a district
Colleges are being more agreeable (not all) struggle for other schools to understand what it is
and are looking at the $ signs that they will lose
Making the connection to the parents with why this is important
The AP problem, articulation could better option for students
Educating parents on what the options are and what may be best depending on the career
pathway so they can make a better informed decision
Better PR
Transferable credits is not easy (dual enrollment is not seen as a flexible thing)
A certification is more desirable and students what credits that will go with them anywhere
not just a specific/only postsecondeary
More universal options
Since the students end up leaving the area it is hard to align to the key industries that
surround the district
Not the reality for all distircts (students leave the state)
Should inform the decisions that are made in developing CTE programs
Not working in the commumity that they are living (hard to align key industry with this)
Especially for the northern region of NJ
What are we preparing them for if they are leaving the community after graduation
(especially if the industry is not there for them
Should there be SLE opportunities that meet the needs of students that may occur out of the
district (students learning about where the jobs are and how to get there.
Hard for students to go to areas if there are no industries that want the students or available
Transportatino funding
Every student should grad with a certification or WBL experience
Different funding based on where you live (rural, urban, suburban)
Opportunities and need is different in all areas of NJ (CTE programs look different)
Crossing state lines for WBL experiences (ease of access to opportunities for students)
B/I informs the curriculum and what the trends are (especially essential to the CTE programs
and CTSOs
Getting the CTSO involved with the CTE program does not always happen (at the approved
district level) usually just on paper and there is not legitimate participation of the district in
these CTSOs. Where is the push?
Not fulfilling the purpose of CTE if the districts are not participating in the CTSOs (could there
be a CTSO training that would increase the participation of students that are operating an
approved CTE program
CHS don’t get the support that county vocs do.
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•

Making the commitment to CTSO by a school greater than what the status quo is (especially
for CHS with approved programs.

•

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If DOE is serious about increasing CTE programs in CHS, split funding needs to have a serious
look so the smaller districts can participate with quality and career paths for students
Advocate for less funding with postsecondary and more for secondary.
The more that a district is pigeon held, the difficult will be
Is this definition per district?
High is a subjective term
Not all three work together for each career
Focus on these areas should be done, but at the district/program level
Programs close because teachers can’t be found (CAD example), hard for students to get
certifications for this if they don’t make it available.
Talking to the businesses of certifications that are falling through the cracks
Certifications for CTE vs standard
Exit interviews
How do we assess the awareness strategies that have taken place to increase CTE programs
Retention is a valuable indicator
There must be a place that they are taking the experience of the program

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take a little from each and offer some ideas for innovation
State could use the funds to offer new ideas
Would hurt the rural district because they need this funding
Seed money to start a program
If access for all is the mantra, funding needs to support this for CHS districts
Could the county voc funds be used to assit CHS to develop programs rather than directly
going to their programs
Cumbersome the application process for CHS (capacity issues)
Ongoing attention would be needed and some districts don’t have the capacity

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication of the availableility of the programs
How does the development of the CTE program look with the special populations
How do those studnts get access to the higher level programs
Some of the products that are developed are at such a high level that would need certain
supports or may not be appropriate for that population
IEP is a stigma for certain students that very well could excel in these programs
Training a support is definitely needed in order to iimplement this (funding potential)
Open mind and different lense that would be used for this
Can perkins assist in providing this support

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•

Yes
Start at a very young level (grade 5 career awareness)

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training/PD for counselors
Training on labor, career pathways, what the school offers and how to provide that
information to the students
Exploratory for the students so they know what interests them
Cycle course that would expose students to the opportunities that would promote CTE and
career pathways (will doe allow this?)
Introduction to vocations? (exposure to career awareness, could this be done at the county
level?
Training on Naviance or NJCAN (or other career platforms that could boost interest and
course understanding. Could this become mandatory?

•
•

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•

Staffing for coordination
Flexibility
A dedicated position for this role is not always easy for the District BOE to understand
A regional SLE coordinator for hazardous
Difficulty for getting certification for hazardous CEC
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•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•

Budget has been a concern for most districts, so funding is key
Tuition is already at the postsecondary
Could business partners provide fundning to the postsecondary
Since we are focusing on MS students, funding should increase for secondary

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Push the envelope for PBL (via a cohort), regionally
Districts can work with each other through these cohorts
PD piece for districts to utilize (for CTE schools)
Partnership with business liaison (getting everyone involved)
Enhance SLE partnership that would be done within the community
Create a seamless articulation with all county vocs and community colleges
This would allow for training to continue (especially for special pops)
Redefining how CTE is a secondary and postsecondary hybrid
This could take away concern of districts to connect with postsecondary opportunities and
enhance the transition plan for students on a career pathway
Could the PTECH model work for more schools
Vocational schools are the hub and provide their expertise to the CHS.
Vocational schools that could oversee the CHS
County voc could teach students enrolled in certain CTE programs at the CHS (next level of
skills could then move up)

•
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Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus 1
What does your school/district do well to support students in career pathways?
•
•
•
•

Select good teachers; Teachers have a lot of passion and commitment to the students;
CTE teachers are very committed;
Stay current with industry trends and technology better prepare the student;
The equipment through Perkins helps students stay current and think outside the box; helps
students find passion;

Delta 1
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your district/community (or, for your
district to offer CTE programming)?
• Parents aren’t informed about all opportunities; too much focus on only certain programs;
• Have enough classes to meet industry demands; Don’t position kids in watered down
curriculum;
• Taking vocational programs out of comp high schools has hurt them; rethink were the money
is going and making money more available;
• Need parent buy in for vocational programs;
• Advocate programs in eighth grade (middle school) to parents; The AP mentality is hard to
break; A lot of parents aren’t supportive; missing alignment with middle school; Sparta has a
guidance liaison for the middle school to high school pathway; middle school requirements are
a barrier;
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Delta 2
What could your school/district do better to support students in career pathways? Develop CTSOS
with middle school clubs (Philipsburg), student high school TSA runs a programs to get students
involved; funding for these clubs is needed can Perkins Fund this; Summer Bridge programs for 6,7,8
grades for low economic students (reserve funds for innovation); lack of communication hurts all
districts (voc schools need more students for plumbing & comp hs aren’t communicating with student
needs w/vocs); Need more articulation between comps and vocs (better use the funding and helps
pull resources); Need to leverage facilities with the funding; regular county level meetings may help
bridge the gap;
•

Support students at younger ages such as elementary schools

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

No minimum requirement; need to start small and grow;
Incentives are needed to be a program of study; want to provide opportunity for all; should
give programs time to grow, but what happens after five years?; things change at the district
level and impact kids;
Sometimes students don’t discover their passion until junior year;
Kids need to be familiar at a younger ages (school counselor are very important);
Need opportunities for schools counselors; training program for counselors state wide for
middle school;

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, if any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•

Students should have an idea of what’s after high school; should be more than just a postsec
institution such as an apprentice ship; The more flexible the better because of different
program needs;
At least one POS is good; articulations are hard to get because they are time consuming;
Extended agreements would be great & some colleges would be more agreeable; need to sell
programs to colleges;
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

AP courses are a battle during senior year; college credit are a big selling point; Going into a
career path is smart because of the knowledge base and make an informed decision; CTE
needs more PR;
Increase universal dual enrollment and some schools don’t want them; AP can go anywhere in
the country for college; Not a lot of industry in Sussex County; SLE models should be more
broad nationwide, is there funding for transportation, kids need real life experiences;
workplaces have a hard time taking students and need funding and transportation; every high
school student should graduate with a cert or work experience; separate state differently by
suburban, rural, etc…, More opportunities in urban areas; walls need to be broken down; need
a more global prospective to get more buy in; easy of access to opportunities;
Sparta kids are moving out of state, student interests should dictate careers, not just industry;
Sometimes people don’t work where they live, so what happens?; needs of people going
elsewhere; Work with other states on child labor laws
Roles – B&I should be informing the curriculum and providing assent opportunities;
Comprehensive schools are asking how to start a CTSO, but things don’t materialize and they
don’t show up to important events; No push, unless admn believe it and push for it;
Mandatory training session for CTSO advisors (should be required for cert) & teacher learned
how to implement curriculum;
Training or boot camp for CTSO advisors (get advisors to understand life changing
opportunities). Funding for CTSO transportation was very helpful and has been eliminated;

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•

•
•

Skill, Wage, In Demand – Certification, college credit,; Don’t want to pigeon hole students;
“High” too is subjective; For community buy in should in demand career areas; Need to talk
more to business and find out where to get certain certifications; Certifications are hard when
careers are in-demand; retirees are more motivated to teach;
Quality – Students finding jobs means quality; need data about employment after graduation;
need to assess awareness strategies and how they affect out comes;
Retention is a reflection of quality for admissions and screening process and other milestones;
keeping student interested and having a good experience; having the connection to the next
step of the process and be flexible; How do you build the flexibility; accountability and return
on investment

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
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•

Need funding for innovative programs or seed money; Vocs can help out the smaller districts;
Innovative has a lot of different meanings; a cumbersome application process can a barrier
with all the work involved;

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•
•
•

Outreach to special populations and middle schools-Communication of program availability to
ESL learners;
Access is difficult for IEP students (supports aren’t always appropriate); Issues with IEP
limitations;
Need help to include students who need resources and are very bright;
Training, case managers, guidance counselors;
Open mind and look at students the supports to succeed; Can Perkins help with this?;

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
state plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•

Yes to start at younger grades;

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V state plan?
Please give strategies or examples.
•
•

Yes, more career counseling PD, training them on in demand labor and career pathways and
how to provide that information to students;
Match student skill set to careers (survey); CTE county coordinators may be helpful to career
awareness for intro course to CTE (use to be popular in the 70s); NJCAN and Naviance;

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors? If not, what supports would be needed?
•

Hard to high someone or teacher to help with this; maybe a regional SLE can help with this;
Hazardous experience is hard to come by;

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

More funding for secondary would help build programs; county college partnering with all
districts in the county (70% Sec/30% postsec);
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Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•

Literacy and CTE and problem based learning; non-trad cohort; Work together on non-trad;
great benefits for problem based learning;
Partnership with business liaison and SLEs to work with student in different ways such as an
enhanced partnership or job shadowing;
Create a seamless articulation with all voc and colleges can advance to community college
free tuition;
Redefine CTE as being a secondary and postsecondary entity; Retreat to create something
from scratch; Vocational could be the hub, to help serve the comprehensive high schools
(share resources);
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Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

We have a great Advisory Council.
Morris Voc – They consider career
readiness their business.
Increased WBL opportunities
Solid Articulation agreements.
Shared Time Programs.
LWD provides industry perspective to
advisory boards.
25 -35 hour per week summer jobs
program.

•
•

•
•
•
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Offer more industry recognized
certificates for entry level jobs.
LWD Grants – More preapprenticeships.
Get kids out of the classroom to see
industry. Transportation is the biggest
obstacle. Why is transportation never a
problem for sports teams.
Get more companies involved. Stay in
touch to keep programs current.
Be forward looking at technologies
such as off-shore wind tech,
autonomous vehicles, etc.
Instead of just industry participating in
advisory committee, ask for field trips,
SLE’s, etc.
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•
•
•
•

Get industry involvement in CTSO
competitions.
Career awareness for trades (such as
brick layers).
Most students learn best by hands-on
programs.
Students are not aware of many career
opportunities.

Delta Question 2
What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•
•
•

Transportation, transportation,
transportation.
Time to get up to a living wage in some
trades.
Teachers don’t have time/ability to
manage the introduction of students to
industry. Overwhelmed. Too much
standardized test.

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Quality should dictate program size. Fewer programs, higher quality.
Districts must have vision of how programs will grow.
Student population must be considered.
Should there be a minimum number of students? Size justifies the continuation or
cancellation for programs. It should be left to the district to decide whether or not a program
is worth running.
Running a program with four students is a waste.

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
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➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•
•
•
•

CONSENSUS = postsecondary linkage is important.
Any requirement must be flexible to the district and program.
Alignment with industry – CONSENSUS yes. Programs be aligned with a career pathways.
Industry participants should review curriculum for current relevance, determine equipment
needs, and approve budgets. Businesses have more experience purchasing equipment and
might be able to save money by scrutinizing budgets.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There must be a return on investment for the cost of education in relation to potential wages.
One of three EITHER high skill or high-wage or in-demand.
LWD Document should be used to define demand and wage levels.
High Skill means a technically challenging trade.
Opposing view – every job needs HIGH SKILL.
SOFT SKIILS should be considered high skills ! ! !
SKILLS ARE CHANGING QUICKLY. Defining high skills today will not be the same for the future.
High skill – is job specific. Soft skills are transferable to any job.
In-demand should be the primary requirement!
Measure of CTE program Quality should be number of students who actually transition to
employment.
Certifications
WBL experience should be measured.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•
•

CC respondent – Don’t touch their funding.
Discord between Comprehensive and County Voc’s – Comprehensive schools need money to
develop programs so students don’t have to go to VOCs.
Rural Reserve – smaller populations-need more money to offer programs. Encourage them to
partner with Vocs.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

PD for teachers to teach special populations.
In-School SLE’s for special populations.
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Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•
•
•
•

Counseling should be part of the Perkins V plan.
Website introduction to careers for fifth graders. Take NJCAN one step further- requiring online career exploration for 5th grade up.
6th grade up – Field Trips and visitors. Field trips can’t be one and done.
Students need introduction to clusters in middle school to decide what program they want to
pursue. A progressive program which builds through middle school.

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•

Engaging CTE Teachers to be connected to SLE’s. SLC’s don’t necessarily have subject matter
expertise. SLC’s setup, teachers must assist more.

•

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•

TOO MUCH TO COLLEGES. Bulk of work should be in secondary 70% to secondary and vocs.
Use money from colleges to fund out reach to 5th-8th.
How much funds are unspent???

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•

Program aligned with B&I. Changing and innovation’
START THEM YOUNGER (5 -8) is already planned but necessary.
Funding for socioeconomically disadvantaged students to expose them to careers.
USE PERKINS FUNDING FOR AWARENESS (Marketing).
CTE Summer Camps for awareness,
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

CCM
6/12/19
10:30am
Kim Buxenbaum, Maria Casale and Lisa Haberl
Sharon Fleming and Marianne Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity (10 Minutes)
Plus Question 1

Delta Question 1

What does your community do well to support
students to prepare for college and career?

What can your community do better to prepare
students for college and career?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vast number of courses and CTE
programs
Focus on high school students with goal
to have students continue with program
year to year
Middle school - expose students to career
readiness through Naviance and career
fairs; parent education
Transition class at 8th grade – 6 weeks,
interest inventory
Naviance – interest inventory specific for
middle school
Increase awareness of alternate postsecondary pathways to a living wage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase awareness about non-college
pathways
Increase awareness about careers that
do not need BA and will provide a living
wage
Include trade unions in career fairs
Hands on work experiences
Exposure and access to businesses,
especially those outside of the local
community
Provide transportation assistance to
increase access
Employer engagement

Delta Question 2
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What obstacles prevent students from
participating in career pathways that lead to
college and career?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buy in from employers in local
community and across NJ
Transportation – HUGE issue: distance,
access and cost
Parent – lack of resource, knowledge or
experience
Local politician agendas
Funds to support school/district CTE
programs
Institutional challenges: Pre-conceived
ideas, openness to change

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality to bring about improvement in the quality of
career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•
•
•
•

1 per school
More than 1 program has financial impacts, may give too many options, i.e. sustainability due
to too many options
# of students – less than 10 students per class can’t run due to cost effectiveness
Not enough for a class to run, create an Independent Study for a student based on interest
SLE – keeping the number of students low so staff is available to conduct on-site support;
management and budget concerns increase as number of students increase

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ What requirements, in any, should be in place for linkages between secondary and
postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to key industries and business needs?
➢ What role should business and industries have in program development and program?
•

Requirements are enough. Any more would reduce efficiency. Something would have to be
dropped because it would be too much. Even the meetings, 2 meetings each year per
program, we are meeting more often. Excellent meetings, gives different perspectives, but
becomes a lot. One school counselor was assigned to CTE, but it became too much because of
all the meetings. Now there are a bunch of counselors assigned to CTE so they can support
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•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

programs. Meetings run during school day because it is convenient for us, not always
convenient for business partner, but better for all of us in the school
Do you allow a call-in option for employers and parents? Yes, we do?
Making sure there isn’t too much duplication between programs, neighboring schools
shouldn’t be offering same programs, etc. Making sure that people making the decisions
understand if it’s actually helping people in the long run. Are the programs actually valuable?
Are people in the one stop getting certificates in something they can actually use? Can the
same smell test be used? Are they getting at the labor market data and statistics? I only
started in February, and I keep thinking I should have made better data-based decisions.
Make sure businesses aren’t bored, education trying to do business in a different way; voice
that we are doing this for a reason, trying to change the paradigm.
Lots of willing employers, but they aren’t teachers. See students as “another helper” like
filing, etc. They don’t always following SLE agreements. A lot of employers are willing to work
with students, but aren’t trained to be teachers.
Employers sign an agreement, which is very specific and defines what the expectation is.
People need to understand what they are getting into, and expectations change.
Example, a student working with interior designer, and student became a specialist in fabrics,
but student became disengaged, became absent from SLE because he was bored. Employer
had a fashion teacher, so he worked with her…ended up designing something that he wore to
prom. Really clear project that made sense, became part of his exit project. Wish there was
some sort of employer training, and outreach to help SLE to businesses up front, can have a
resource or toolkit to share about SLE. My whole summer is spent explaining that.
Whole summers spent by CTE advisor *unpaid* trying to develop relationships with
employers to connect students with. A toolkit would be enormously helpful. Our person goes
above and beyond her job to get these connections.
Need a cheerleader to do the work. I go to Chamber of Commerce meetings to talk about
programs myself.
We wouldn’t be nearly as successful if she didn’t go outside the scope of her job.
Business needs to be at the table to say “this is what we need now” and business leaders to
say this is what we will need in 5-10 years. Can’t do it in a vacuum.
WIBs need to be on board and be on advisory committee. They have access to data that can
help inform decisions made about programs. We should be a partner to say this is what we
are seeing. Even though we are told to work together, it doesn’t happen.
There are community colleges and vocational schools on our WIB board, but no
comprehensive high schools. The CHSs at the table didn’t know who or what the WIBs do
Counselors don’t know what a WIB is. Only knew because someone in school is related.

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•

Use the data to define these things. Have everyone start talking about what data is available.
Have common definitions based on the data, even if it isn’t what we want to hear. I know
what the highest wages and hottest openings are, there is so much data available, it should
be used by everyone.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

High wage hasn’t been defined in terms of numbers, as it differs by each region.
Patterns. People aren’t living where they are working. Live in cheaper areas and commute up
to two areas
Create programs based on perception, use general DOL data, not regional data. Need to
consider data from region to develop programs better aligned to area.
In-demand by employers? Not students? What about the class? If they aren’t interested, you
don’t have a class.
All three needed for eligible program? Would existing programs be eliminated?
High skills differ between secondary and post-secondary
High skill for all CTE programs (agreed for all constituents)
High wage required? No. Not in-demand. Especially the special education programs like
floriculture that teach kids to work in flower shops.
Lots of kids want to become CEOs, right away. Is high-pay a mean of salary? Career pathway
that would lead to that, but not right away.
Need to look at whether or not people progress along a career pathway, or if the data
indicates that it is one of a few jobs they have.
Work based learning is a measure of quality
Sustainability of a program could be a part of it (program completers), although there are
different factors, then come up with creative ways to make it happen
All programs at WIB are looking at data from the case managers…did someone complete
program, 6 months later, did they receive employment, etc. Can’t do that once kids graduate.
Guidance counselors call parents, but how valid is that information. Sometimes reaching out
to kids after HS isn’t always easy. Application requires us to tell DOE where we think kids go.
We don’t really verify after that. WIBs deal with smaller population, 6 case managers for 900
people who check in on employment, that’s what our legislation requires
Ultimate goal is to see about employment status, but is it possible?
What about CTE standards? Have they met certain goals? Productivity…what they can
produce, like a performance assessment. Exit exams or projects should be required, show
examples of student work.
Exit exams or certifications
DOL reviewing TPL list…goal to be secondary-friendly
Microcredentialing Can go to Rutgers to get something small, but stackable
Age is sometimes a difficult factor

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•

What’s the data on breakdown of funding?
WIB funding added an innovation piece. 10% goes to dislocated people, and now try to go to
innovative programs. WDBs haven’t done that, because there are so many regs to use money
in that new way, so it becomes cumbersome. Do all that for 40K? If you are going to allow
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

that, it can’t be too prescriptive. It disincentivizes it. Don’t make it so difficult that people
don’t want to take a risk.
Yes, comprehensives need more money. Will we be able to meet requirements? How can it
be effective, and not wasteful.
Innovation money could be used on partnering. Issue that exist, students have opportunity to
team up in the work experience. Is it possible to use funding for transportation to get kids to
SLE? Sometime employers are reluctant to have kids come for liability purposes. Can it be
used for SLE insurance to bridge that gap?
Issues are getting kids to site, outside of immediate school vicinity
Technology is the #1 technology they need, we have a CISCO program, but couldn’t get kids to
a site that needed kids with certs. Our school doesn’t have money for transportation. Either
busing or UBER, and not all drivers take kids, putting kids at risk
INSURANCE AND TRANSPORTATION
Need help on designated job coordinator…because it is not a requirement for graduation, it
doesn’t get funded.
Where do we want to go in later years, need data on past.

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Going back to exposure…how can we better expose all of the individuals to all opportunities
Encouragement to do it. Have partners come to school to meet in schools. Examples,
workforce partners only want to do things to promote themselves. Some private workforce
training centers only want to help themselves. They won’t come if they can’t promote
themselves, if they have to promote the careers
College and career fair. Tried to align the different careers with the colleges. Match the career
with the possibility of college. We make the connection in the actual spaces in our career
fairs, put booths next to each other.
Private career schools are very excited to attend, as they have services they want to promote.
Want to do apprenticeships, but that’s still new. Want to promote non-college stuff
Used to have just the college fair. In my 8 years, I wanted to have kids that aren’t going to
college right away. What about them? Especially the special populations. Now we integrate
the new ideas.
Each cluster…how will we organize the fair? My goal is to get everyone in each of the clusters
represented at the fair. I got all 16 clusters in. Opportunities for all types of kids, private
career schools, unions, industry, etc.
We asked each teacher in each program to do a poster and promote their program with a
hands on activity. Kids loved coming and doing. We able to use funding to pay teachers to
present their area.
When everyone is all together, we didn’t separate kids at all, so they wouldn’t be
embarrassed to which tables they visited
Information about DOL skills needed. Was that interesting, would schools use that? Does
curriculum consider those different skills and integrate them by design. Do students
understand the importance of each of those skills? Not just about skill set, there is more
beyond skills, and different skills, basis to educate students families.
So often employers tell WIB that we aren’t educating our kids in these skills
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•

•
•
•
•
•

Social emotional learning are the soft skills we are discussing. Where are they integrated? We
think it’s being done, but students aren’t coming out with those skills. Is it the parents? Are
they allowing the kids to experience and think? Often times college or employers don’t care
what parents “think” or “feel” Parents need to let go and allow kids to do things on their own
No curriculum to allow kids to develop skills, none exists in NJ. I use one from California
because NJ doesn’t have one.
Most content teachers focus on content and not soft skills or CRP. I teach the soft skills
outside of content so it is explicit
I integrate the soft skills into the content, so it isn’t obvious
I have done work delving into all curriculum to consider if SEL and soft skills are integrated
into curriculum. Often the focus is only on the content skills, but the other part is being done,
and not making the connection.
STEM Ecosystem grant, Flemington-Raritan ecosystem in middle grades, presentation Chief
Science Officers (students)…the students do all of the work for STEM programs in schools,
they issue invitations, make calls, get permission slips signs, funded by SEIMANS, launching
into states.

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Spending funds below 7th grade is allowed to provide career exploration and career development
activities in the “middle grades” (defined as grades 5-8)
➢ Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V
plan?
➢ What should career exploration/career development look like?
➢ What grade level should career exploration/career development begin?
•

•
•

Coming from 5-6th grade counseling experience, so much SE development going on at that
age. How much can be solidified? They can explore at that age, but not much more. Kids that
age love the interest inventory. Did a 5/6th grade career fair. The students loved it, but not
everyone is mature enough and need to be developed
I used to do career fairs for 3rd and 4th grade, and it was meaningless, career fairs in 5th grade,
you might get some questions. What is the value at that age level? Gets more interesting in
middle school level. Some kids are more emotionally mature earlier, so maybe it would work.
Intro to career exploration would work, maybe put them in a room with a professional, do an
activity…

Question 5 (10 Minutes)
Should more comprehensive career and academic counseling be a part of the Perkins V plan? Please
give strategies or examples.
•
•
•

It is currently part of our job, but time is such a challenge. We are competing with content,
and counselors have to ask teachers for time. They don’t want to offer that time freely. Needs
to be built in to classroom schedule, year, etc.
Created a scope and sequence to see what other high schools are doing. What is the state’s
expectation? Should we all be doing the same thing? We need more counseling resources. I
know NJCAN, but that is not enough
DOL is creating a “job developer” position, business reps and other partners and one stops
have pipeline of jobs, people, respectively. Try to start matching them while they are in the
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•
•
•

program, make them job ready and place them right in the job. “We have all of these job
leads, but they are not being acted upon..” Not matching up, etc.
JOB DEVELOPER
Mandate position in schools too, or pair them. WDB will have two in each two-county region.
Trying to get those people in place, immediate need.
Try to have job developer help in high school. Harvest job positions, and schools have
students in pipeline. Match the students with employers. Have someone completely
dedicated to that work

Question 6 (10 Minutes)
Do your district’s/college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences
sponsored by industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class on Mondays for OSHA training, marketing and soft skills, social security, etc.
Can’t find curriculum to support career program to send them into workforce
NJCAN and cohesiveness of high school. College and career resources not cohesive and off
and a bunch of directions. Some people are doing a combination
Need more people to match students in SLEs
Transportation
Other local schools don’t have SLEs or CTE, so I can’t share resources
Most companies do not allow unpaid internships
Phased our old workplace program into an SLE
Job developer position to connect with high schools, if you have ready to work students, send
them to work…help with apprenticeships

Question 7 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•

•
•

When my students apply to community college, I don’t know how many of them actually take
on a CTE program at the college level. Many use it as a bridge to go on to other college. The
connection to CTE doesn’t happen at high school program. RVCC has a dual role, counseling
for both, so our kids just apply to community college, but who knows what program they go
into.
Look at enrollment in each program to consider
If we could follow students to determine how many go into CC from schools into CTE
programs

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•

De-emphasis on college and an emphasis on careers
Focus on programs that actually train kids, promote certifications and careers that make them
employable
Endorsement/ weight CTE classes like AP. Make it more valuable and attractive to students
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CTE endorsement on high school diploma, teacher/employer signs off on skills or certificate
attached to diploma
Still early and have learning to do
Job Devleoper
The CTE Coordinator and Teachers don’t have training and support
Need to know how to coordinate program to ensure it is a success
Dave G was a great trainer, in great depth, but I feel like I need more preparation
Blue-sky “how do you break down the walls between DOL and DOE?” How do we do it in a
meaningful way, and start the conversation so it’s not more of the same
How do you start communicating this to your consumers?
Some parents ask specific questions about labor market trends
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Location:
Date:
Time:
Note-taker:
Facilitator:

County College of Morris
June 12, 2019
Maria Casale
Marianne Cappello

Guidelines:
•

While taking notes:
o Clearly separate each piece of feedback so it is easy to export into an Excel spreadsheet.
Bullet different pieces of feedback.
o Example:
▪ District and charter schools need to better collaborate and share best practices
▪ Charter Schools should be more transparent with their data

•

After you take notes:
o Clean up misspellings, awkward phrasing, and formatting
o Combine answers that are the same feedback from your table
o Ensure that all answers match the corresponding questions and buckets of responses

Remember: we will be exporting your notes directly into excel. These rules are to streamline the
process. Please do your best to follow them.

Plus/Delta Activity
How can Perkins V be used to improve the preparation of students entering college?
• Needs assessment is a great idea and will be helpful.
• Looking at data
• Each county is so different from the others.
• Placement data looks like students aren’t getting jobs, but they are—in Pennsylvania
(question for Shinlan)
• Maybe local needs assessment could have option of being regional
How can Perkins V be used to improve CTE programs in colleges?
• Perkins provides a lot of much-needed equipment to the colleges
• Use funds for clinical faculty at the hospitals to get additional degrees/certifications
• Be able to use Perkins funds for non-credit programs, multiple on and off ramps for students
What obstacles prevent students from taking CTE courses in your college?
• Workforce development side is completely separate from credit side
• Perception, especially in Morris County, student/parent/secondary school focus is on 4 year
degrees
• More applicants than they can take, especially in Nursing (limited by accrediting body)
• Schools aren’t educating students to complete sequences--for secondary
• Would be better if program names were aligned between colleges and with DOE and LWD
• For secondary Rutgers SHP, Rutgers doesn’t accept their own credit!!
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• Secondary—scheduling
• Rapid changes in technology/emerging technologies
What could your college do better to support students in career pathways?
• Better counseling and advising about programs and pathways
• Marketing—would be good if they could market outside their counties
• Council of County Colleges could do marketing for all of the NJ colleges
• Continue to increase CTE offerings
• Keep improving graduation rates
• Keep improving partnerships with business and industry
• Shifts in thinking about jobs that are moving to technology (like store shelf stocking, which is
being done by robots)
• Secondary—need to have more programs for kids who aren’t going to 4 year colleges

Question 1 (30 Minutes – 10 per section)
Local Plans shall provide assurances that the eligible recipient will provide a career and technical
education program that is of such size, scope, and quality AS to bring about improvement in the
quality of career and technical education programs (Sec. 134. (b) (6))
Question 1a

Should there be changes to requirements about size?
➢ Should there be a minimum number of programs to be eligible for Perkins funding?
➢ Should each program have a minimum number of students enrolled for it to be eligible?
➢ Other requirements
•
•

No required minimum # of programs because of different demographics
Maybe a minimum number of students per cluster? But not by program or CIP

Question 1b
Should there be changes to requirements about scope?
➢ Are the right criteria in place for linkages between secondary and postsecondary?
➢ How closely aligned should approved programs be to the key industries and business
needs?
•
•
•

Linkages are getting better and on the right track in this county, but need to keep improving
Would be good if colleges could spend money on dual enrollment
Need to look at scale—not just the county

Question 1c
Should there be changes to requirements about quality?
➢ How should we define high-skill, high-wage, and/or in-demand?
➢ Should one, two or all three be required for a program to be funded?
➢ What do you consider a good measure of CTE program quality?
•
•
•

Definitions are pretty subjective except for in demand
Wage is an interesting question because some are programs for SWD, high wage may be
relative
Should consider, Is there a potential of high wage eventually?
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•
•
•
•
•

Beware statistics! High need according to employers, but LWD shows decline for this area.
Competition that drives wages may be with PA, or with Manhattan. Hard to set the
threshold.
Shouldn’t be high demand only
Should be at least 2 of the 3
High quality CTE program: Look at outcomes—employment, credentials, attrition rates,
courses. TSA? Credentials and grades.

Question 2 (5 Minutes)
A portion of Perkins funding is held in reserve and is provided by formula to county vocational schools
and rural districts.
➢ Do we want to continue with this process as it is being done currently?
➢ Should we use some or all of the rural funds to fund competitive grants for innovation?
➢ Should we use some or all of the County Vocational school funds to fund competitive
grants for innovation?
•
•

Definitely keep the rural—this is an equity issue.
Could use $$ from county vocs for innovation

Question 3 (10 Minutes)
How can K-12 and community colleges better engage special populations in CTE programs?
•
•
•

Starting outreach programs for younger students, targeting those communities, running
programs there.
K-12 counselors need more information about the special pops CTE programs
Colleges have noncredit programs for SWD, but these are not currently Perkins eligible

Question 4 (10 Minutes)
Do your college’s CTE programs provide high-quality structured learning experiences sponsored by
industry partners/mentors and if not, what supports would be needed?
•
•

Some do.
Harder depending on where you’re located

Question 5 (5 Minutes)
This morning, we discussed how Perkins funding is split (after reserve) 45% colleges and 55%
secondary and vocational schools:
➢ Should we reconsider the split of funds?
➢ What data or information should drive this decision?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Depends if you want them to go to work from High School or do you want them to go to
college
Data on what skills are required for jobs
Look at cohorts of students moving from secondary to college or to the workforce
Secondary funds are more diluted because there are more grantees
Seems like a fair split—almost 50/50
Don’t want to have to raise tuition, but the demand is high enough to have increases in
capacity
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Perkins V Stakeholder Engagement Symposium
Breakout Questions Colleges

Ideas for Innovation
Perkins V provides states and local districts with the opportunity to “Rethink School” and innovate
CTE programs with the use of Perkins funding. How can Perkins funding be used to creatively and
innovatively to “rethink” CTE?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove some of the restrictions
Hybrid and online courses
Preapprenticeships
Summer programs for students who are transitioning
Paid apprenticeships
Stipends for paid workbased experiences
Centralized opprtunities for workplace exposure
Pay for CTSO stuff with Perkins funds
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Purpose of the Stakeholder Engagement Regional Symposia
In the Spring of 2019, the Office of Career Readiness held six regional meetings throughout
New Jersey to gather public input for our Perkins V state planning process. Almost 300
stakeholders, including representatives from business and industry, community organizations,
workforce and economic development agencies, and education (secondary and postsecondary)
attended. This document presents the key findings from those sessions.

Perkins V Stakeholder Outreach Findings: Goal Setting
The New Jersey Department of Education's Office of Career Readiness is developing a state
strategic plan for Career and Technical Education (GTE) that considers our unique landscape
and opportunities over the next five years. The plan will help ensure we provide students access
to high-quality GTE programs that align with industry demand and lead to high wage, high
demand, and high skilled employment. The plan will also identify barriers and opportunities in
our current system. The strategic planning process is required for compliance in developing our
State Plan with the Strengthening Career and Technical Education in the 21st Century Act
(Perkins V).
The strategic and state planning processes will:
•
•
•

Engage a wide variety of internal and external stakeholder groups;
Help build consensus toward the statewide vision for CTE; and
Identify goals, key strategies and indicators for tracking progress towards the vision for
GTE in New Jersey.

The first part of our process included a landscape analysis of the current state of GTE in New
Jersey schools. During this Discovery phase, the Office of Career Readiness evaluated the
current status of GTE programs throughout the state. The analysis determined where CTE is
offered throughout the state and identified trends in the types and numbers of programs in every
region and county. In addition, the analysis considered the types of programs that have the
highest numbers of student enrollment and determined if subpopulations of students are
represented more or less frequently in certain programs. This final step of the landscape
analysis was completed with the support and data provided by our Labor Market Analyst
partners at the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development. This analysis
identified potential gaps or misalignments between labor market needs and GTE program
offerings throughout the state and, more specifically, within each region.
All of the key findings from the landscape analysis were compiled and shared in series of
regional presentations to our stakeholders during the next phase of the planning process. This
second stage of our process, the Dialogue phase, included the presentation of our findings and
careful gathering reactions and documenting input from our stakeholders. During the dialogue
phase, we held six regional meetings throughout New Jersey in May and June of 2019. 282
stakeholders, including representatives from business and industry, community organizations,
workforce and economic development agencies, and education (secondary and postsecondary)
attended. The meeting objectives included sharing information on the strategic planning
process, considering findings from our NJDOE/LWD landscape analysis, collecting feedback on
how to improve the state GTE system, and establishing mutually beneficial relationships with
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stakeholders for feedback on the strategic plan. The information gathered from these sessions
was used to focus the goals and identify the priorities of the state plan.
Office of Career Readiness, New Jersey Department of Education
Mission: The Office of Career Readiness supports schools and districts to ensure all New
Jersey students have equitable access to high-quality career and technical education to achieve
academic and career success.
Vision: All students are college and career ready and become productive members in a global
society.

Stages of Work in the Development of the Perkins V State Plan for New Jersey
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The information gathered from stakeholders during the Dialogue phase was used to develop the
goals and identify the priorities of New Jersey's Perkins V state plan. The findings reported were
synthesized into a series of clear and coherent goals to be addressed in the state plan, with key
strategies and indicators of progress aligned to each goal.
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Proposed Goals from Stakeholder Sessions:
I.

Quality Programs: Elevate the quality of CTE programs to support each student's skill
development and meet industry needs.

,
\

Quality CTE programs are a vital component of the education, workforce, and economic
system in New Jersey and are essential in preparing the workforce needed for New
. Jersey's growing economy.
Components of a quality CTE program include quality instruction that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aligns to local and state workforce needs and economic priorities
Otters opportunities for students to earn post-secondary credit
Offers opportunities for students to earn an industry-recognized and valued
credential
Integrates Work-Based Learning
Integrates with Career and Technical Student Organizations
Regularly reviews and reflects on program data to make informed decisions

Key Strategies:
•

•
•
•

Perkins-funded GTE programs are aligned to only those eligible CIP codes identified
as high-demand, high-skill and/or high-wage by the NJDOE/NJLWD
o CTE programs use data related to in-demand occupations to create and
sustain GTE programs of study
Perkins-funded CTE programs provide students with technical training aligned to
industry and academic standards and culminate in the opportunity to obtain either an
industry-recognized credential or post-secondary credits
Perkins-funded CTE programs include opportunities for work-based learning
experiences
Districts receive targeted professional development to implement quality programs
o Model curricula for key CIP codes are commissioned by the NJDOE from
postsecondary and industry partners, readily available for training and use by
districts
o New Jersey Student Learning Standard 9.3 is revisited and revised to reflect
our state's specific needs
o GTE programs include intentional integration and instruction of Career Ready
Practices

Indicators:
•

•

Perkins funding and spending will reflect key priorities and advanced opportunities
for students
o All GTE students will have the opportunity to take CTE credentialing
examinations
o All CTE students will have the opportunity to take courses for college credit
and/or earn college credit through industry examinations
Increased number of CTE programs will align to key industries in New Jersey
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•
•
II.

Districts will have access to high-quality GTE curricula reflective of the state and
local industry needs
Improved GTE student outcomes based on Perkins performance measures

Work-Based Learning: Ensure access to meaningful work-based learning opportunities
tor each GTE student.
Work-based Learning (WBL) is an opportunity to bridge classroom learning with the
world of work. WBL experiences and programs should help meet the workforce needs of
business and industry while providing opportunities for students to gain real and relevant
experiences within an industry or occupation.
Key Strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GTE programs use workforce data related to wages, in-demand occupations,
growing industries, and other information to help identify opportunities for WBL
activities
Expand access to WBL through the support of Pre-Apprenticeship in Career
Education Expand grant and other key initiatives
Support the development of appropriately trained and certified coordinators to
expand the number of students in WBL
Local areas and state partners collaborate and provide clearly defined and
readily available resources for students, employer worksites, and educational
institutions
Local areas determine the key stakeholders required to engage business and
industry in order to increase the number of WBL experiences
Districts and colleges use creative approaches to deliver WBL opportunities in
underserved locations, including transportation and access
GTE programs intentionally connect classroom instruction and activities with
workplace skllls, duties, and responsibilities using the Career Ready Practices

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
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Increase the share of secondary students in GTE programs who have
participated in an in-depth WBL experience by graduation
Increase the number of teachers trained and certified to oversee students in WBL
experiences
Support the development of regional consortia designed to support students'
WBL experiences
Identify and propose model documentation (e.g., work plans, reporting, etc.) that
can capture a student's ability to demonstrate proficiency and application of
Career Ready Practices through their WBL experience
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UI.

Partnerships: Prepare New Jersey's future workforce through transformational
partnerships.

Partnerships between CTE programs and industries, agencies, post-secondary
institutions and organizations are critical in order to align with industry needs and the
skills required for success. Partnerships also provide opportunities to leverage resources
and minimize duplication of efforts to reach and engage students and other stakeholders
in the CTE system.
Key Strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business and industry partners actively advise on the development of CTE
programs, standards, course sequencing and credentials earned
Business and industry partners provide input and opportunities for real world
application of Career Ready Practices through direct workplace experiences,
guest speakers, and career exploration opportunities
Secondary and postsecondary partners seek incentivized opportunities to align
programs of study
Expand access to community college coursework and post•secondary credit
attainment for high school students
Districts develop local resources and methods to better engage industry and
college partners, and integrate their input meaningfully
Partners align their individual efforts with priorities for the CTE system
Partners ensure relevant stakeholders are included and agree on shared
priorities and action items

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
•
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Local workforce development boards interact more frequently with schools and
regional coordinators
Increase in the number of school partnerships with industry associations,
advisory committees, and sector partnerships
Community college Perkins funding tied to the demonstrable support of
secondary partners in some way (articulation agreements, advisory roles)
An increased number of articulation agreements and dual enrollment
opportunities are created for CTE students
The majority of GTE program advisory committee members are business and
industry representatives
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IV.

Equity & Access: Create opportunities for each student to access quality CTE
programs, ensuring the equitable distribution of CTE programs throughout the state and
the ability of all students to actively participate in those programs.
Target populations are another focus area for Equity & Access. The intent is to identify
opportunities to reach, engage, and serve these target populations by tailoring outreach
efforts to their needs. Target populations include, but are not limited to, gender, race,
ethnicity, individuals with disabilities, foster youth, active military/veterans, and English
Language Students (ELL). Rural service delivery is also an area of focus for Equity &
Access in order to provide CTE opportunities to each student throughout the state.
Key Strategies:
•
•
•
•

(

•

Use data from the landscape analysis to identify and support programs that
attract special populations; determine reasons tor the high interest and replicate
in other programs
Use data from the landscape analysis to identify those programs which lack
representation by special populations and support initiatives that aim to increase
access for those students
Identify any admission or entry barriers into CTE programs and eliminate them;
reduce or eliminate funding to programs that engage in practices that limit access
Support the dual certification of appropriately qualified teachers in CTE; offer
incentives for Teachers of Students Classified with Disabilities or Bilingual
Teachers to consider CTE (or CTE teachers to consider obtaining either TOSO
or BT)
Support the inclusion of paraprofessionals in CTE classrooms

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
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CTE programs reflect the diversity of the school
Increase in the both the enrollment and performance of special populations in
CTE programs
Increase the number of dual certified teachers that can support diverse learners
Increase the number of paraprofessionals supporting diverse learners in CTE
classrooms
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V.

Career Advisement and Development: Ensure each New Jersey student has access
to ongoing career advisement and development.

Each New Jersey student deserves the opportunity to explore career options and
receive guidance in planning for their future careers. Career advisement and
development should be a systemic process that starts with a broad understanding of
what work is and what is required to be successful in a career. It should narrow as
students move through middle school, secondary, and postsecondary education. A
systems approach that brings together counselors, CTE teachers, and community
members is most effective and allows for the alignment of activities that can build
throughout a student's education experience.
Key Strategies:
•
•
•
•

School counselors and teachers are better equipped with training, resources and
support to have meaningful career conversations with students about their career
choices
Teachers, staff, and counselors have access to current and relevant workforce
data to guide students to careers that provide a quality standard of living and
future opportunities
School counselors, student services, and teachers align efforts in order to have
meaningful career conversations with students
Districts are provided with curricular toolkits, training and supports for teachers to
better integrate Career Ready Practices

Indicators:
•
•
•
•
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School counselors receive increased support, training, resources and guidance
to support student career exploration
An increased number of educators are trained as career coaches and in the
meaningful integration of Career Ready Practices into their curricula
Cross-training occurs between programs, partners, and initiatives to develop and
maintain an informed system for partners
Students are provided opportunities to develop Career Ready Practices in an of
their coursework
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VI.

CTE Teacher Recruitment & Retention: Develop and ensure a viable pipeline of CTE
instructors to fill the educator positions, including those that oversee WBL.
CTE can help meet the talent development needs of New Jersey's workforce and
economic priorities with a viable pipeline of CTE teachers/faculty. This requires local
actions that address the needs of GTE students and instructors. System partners at the
state and local levels can also provide insights on recruitment and retention efforts.
Key Strategies:
•

•
•
•

•

(

•

NJDOE collaborates with and funds the development of teacher preparation
institutions and alternative licensure programs to ensure teachers are prepared
to provide instruction aligned to New Jersey GTE program standards, curriculum
course standards, and CTSO advisement
NJDOE supports the certification of new GTE teachers from industry in identified
shortage areas
NJDOE supports the certification of new GTE teachers from traditional academic
content areas into identified shortage areas
NJDOE supports the dual certification of appropriately qualified teachers in GTE;
offer incentives for Teachers of Students Classified with Disabilities or Bilingual
Teachers to consider GTE (or CTE teachers to consider obtaining either TOSD
or BT)
Districts partner with external organizations/NJDOE to provide ongoing personal
and mentoring support for new teachers
Districts review and develop policies and practices that address GTE
teacher/faculty recruitment and retention

Indicators:
•
•
•
•

A GTE teaching marketing campaign is developed to promote the increase in
GTE teachers
Alternative licensing methods are developed and refined to allow industry
professionals to leverage their experience as a GTE teacher
An increased number of academic area educators participate in teacher
externships in key industries to obtain additional GTE certification
Projection of GTE instructor retirements is used to inform and guide the future
needs for recruitment and retention efforts

(
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New Jersey Perkins V
Student Engagement
Summary of Findings
New Jersey Department of Education
Office of Career Readiness

September 2019
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Purpose of the Survey
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) created an online survey to solicit the input,
ideas and perspectives from current middle, high school and community college students on key
decision points to shape New Jersey’s State Plan for the Strengthening Career and Technical
Education for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V). In addition to the online survey, in-person focus
groups were held with diverse groups of Career and Technical Education (CTE) and pre-CTE
students from three comprehensive high schools to gather information regarding their
involvement and participation in CTE programs.
The questions were formulated to gather valued feedback relating to awareness of CTE and
career pathway programs, program delivery, value of program outcomes, barriers that may exist
for students in CTE programs, supports that students would benefit from in CTE programs,
career advisement, middle school career awareness programs, and work-based learning.

Summary of Findings
Through various methods of communication, which included in-person focus groups, a NJDOE
social media campaign, outreach through the New Jersey Parent and Teacher Association,
Career and Technical Student Organizations, and school districts, 8,833 online student surveys
were submitted to the NJDOE and approximately 100 students were interviewed in-person
focus groups. The variety of students that were reached through the online survey and inperson focus groups incorporated students from all Perkins V special population groups.
Similar the Parent and Family survey findings and consistent with Advance CTE’s The Value
and Promise of Career Technical Education: Results from a National Survey of Parents and
Students, New Jersey found that there is an awareness challenge related to CTE. Almost a
quarter of the students who completed the survey did not know if they were enrolled in a CTE or
career pathway program at their school. When asked why they were not enrolled or unsure if
they were enrolled, overwhelmingly, they responded that they were “unaware” of what CTE is,
or their school does not have CTE or career pathway programs. By way of the survey, students
were leaning about CTE for the first time. They responded that they were extremely interested
in learning more about the benefits of CTE and enrolling in a program, “This is the first-time
hearing of CTE. Me and others I know would be extremely interested in free/affordable,
challenging, and career-related STEM programs.”
Students who are currently enrolled in CTE programs are extremely satisfied with their CTE
experience and believe the programming is aligned to their future goals (44%). They
commented that participating in CTE is interesting and allows them to try something new. One
respondent said, “I take classes to help me in the future with college and my career based on
what is required to be a nurse.”
Aligning a pathway to college and career is an important goal for students (as well as parents).
When asked, “While in high school, it is important for me to:” The majority of the students
selected, “take high school classes that offer college credits” (54%). They also value the
importance of being provided with the opportunity to find a career interest that they are
passionate about (52%). In addition, they believe when choosing which courses or programs to
take, they focus on something they are interested in learning (62%). Therefore, students are
seeing the value of not only preparing for college, but also for a career that they are interested
in and passionate about.
Scheduling conflicts, awareness, lack of CTE opportunities at “home” high schools and
recommendations to participate in other courses by family, friends or counselors were the
biggest barriers preventing students from participating in CTE programs in high school. Other
comments relating to barriers were, low GPA, participating in sports, family obligations, not able
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to meet entrance criteria, not enough room in the CTE program (they fill up quickly), CTE
programs offered do not match interests, losing passion or interest in the program and being
unable to change CTE program after enrolling. These examples exemplify the demand for
career counseling in middle and high school, CTE awareness campaigns, capacity building and
program expansion, and the need for multiple entry and exit points in CTE through secondary,
postsecondary and career.
When asked what would help students participate in CTE programs, the majority of respondents
selected, “school counseling about how to set and reach future career goals” (48%). Other
suggestions were an awareness campaign (marketing CTE), tutoring, offering CTE at their
school, partnerships with local business and the school, and free and affordable access to
career and technical student organizations (CTSO’s).
Similar to the parent and family survey, in middle school, students are interested in participating
in a general career exploration course consisting of self-awareness, learning about careers, and
developing a plan for reaching future goals (44%). This was followed up by a rotation through
various career courses (such as, business, woodworking, STEM, IT).
Work-based learning is also an area that is in need of champions and messengers. 44% of
students who responded to the survey were not aware of work-based learning opportunities. In
addition to an awareness challenge, students are prevented from participating in work-based
learning experiences because of sports, academic rigor of coursework and homework, family
activities, clubs, volunteerism, babysitting, age restrictions, L2 visa status, and general
scheduling issues.
Since awareness of CTE and career pathway programs is a challenge, students would like to
stay informed about CTE through email, school district/NJDOE website, social media and
in-school assemblies. It is clear that there should be a comprehensive approach to the benefits,
awareness, and opportunities to participate in CTE.
Students who took the survey shared some lasting comments that signals the importance of
CTE programming. This comment, in particular, exemplifies the benefits CTE cam provide to
secondary students and how CTE prepares students for college and career, “I just want to share
that I’m currently a college student at FIT pursuing Fashion design. If it were not for my
experiences in CTE as a high schooler, through financial literacy, sewing classes, FCCA, and
leadership programs, I would not be as successful a worker nor student. CTE has changed my
life in making my work ethic more aligned to the contemporary workforce, preparing me in
situations that will advance my career, and overall making me feel much more prepared for my
adulthood in comparison to my peers. I cannot stress enough how much I value and appreciate
my teachers and supervisors for pushing me to do more and be more in high school before I left
for college. CTE and CTSO’s are so important and deserve much more emphasis in the
curricula and in after/ort of school activities.”
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Student Online Survey - Data Charts and Comments
What county do you live in?
Answer Choices
Atlantic County
Bergen County
Burlington County
Camden County
Cape May County
Cumberland County
Essex County
Gloucester County
Hudson County
Hunterdon County
Mercer County
Middlesex County
Monmouth County
Morris County
Ocean County
Passaic County
Salem County
Somerset County
Sussex County
Union County
Warren County
Answered
Skipped

Response Response
Percentage Number
18.21%
1594
5.76%
504
0.15%
13
1.33%
116
0.30%
26
5.28%
462
13.31%
1165
0.15%
13
15.77%
1380
0.07%
6
0.02%
2
0.23%
20
1.45%
127
1.63%
143
0.39%
34
13.58%
1189
0.02%
2
0.10%
9
1.21%
106
19.68%
1723
1.36%
119

8753
80
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What grade are you currently enrolled?
Answer
Choices
7
8
9
10
11
12
college
Answered
Skipped

Percentage
Response
9.12%
7.64%
17.14%
23.70%
19.49%
22.76%
0.16%

Number
Response
787
659
1479
2045
1682
1964
14

8630
203
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Are you currently enrolled in a CTE or career pathway program in your school?
Answer
Choices
Yes
No
I am unsure
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
44.57%
34.57%
20.85%

Response
Number
3922
3042
1835

8799
34
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If you answered yes, choose up to two responses why you enrolled in a CTE
program:
Answer Choices
The programming is aligned to my future goals
I can earn an industry recognized certificate
I can earn college credit for CTE coursework while in high school
I can develop professional workplace skills and competencies
through work-based learning
I am taught by industry professionals in the career field
The coursework is aligned to industry needs and informed by
industry professionals
I can participate in a Career and Technical Student Organization
(CTSO) such as DECA, FBLA, FFA, SkillsUSA, TSA, FCCLA,
HOSA
Other (please specify 50 words or less)
Answered
Skipped

8832
1

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like to cook and that is the class I’m taking
I can learn what I need to take care of myself in life.
Culinary Arts
It's a fun class.
I enjoy this program
Specific class needed to graduate
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Response
Percentage
43.99%
10.34%
22.43%
25.77%

Response
Number
3885
913
1981
2276

9.70%
5.33%

857
471

6.14%

542

28.01%

2474

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It could help me out in the future.
I wanted to
police academy or nursing
The class seemed interesting for me to pick.
This is interesting, and I like to do computer work and deal with technology.
Also, to make thumbnails for YouTube
I didn't want to go to my other school building, so I had my classes switched.
They can help me save/ make money in the future
I want to learn skills that will be useful for a future career and just for fun.
The class looked fun and I need it to graduate high school
I enjoy woodworking and would like to obtain the basic knowledge needed for future
projects I may work on.
I was interested in Personal Finance
Get insight into what the career entails.
can help me get a scholarship for college and to get in shape (ROTC)
I enrolled to gain credits for college. I'm still figuring out what I want to major in.
We are required to select a CTE program.
It just seemed like an interesting course to take. I also needed a science class on my
schedule, so I thought it would be a great class for me to take
Learn Photoshop and other programs now to help me learn digital art on my own
The title of the class peaked my interest.
I take photography
"I can participate in a career so i can do good for myself and not bad"
The class seemed interesting for me
"to fulfill environmental studies program"
Besides developing professional workplace skills and competencies through work-based
learning, I'm learning something new. This specific class may not be what I'm looking for
in a future career, but the little things throughout the year may come in handy.
I enjoy learning about the law and justice aspects of our society and personally feel the
need to be more educated in this field.
I just wanted to try something new and different
HVAC
Development of skills.
I never wanted to go to a normal public school. I have always wanted to stray from the
conformity of the masses.
I found the CTE course to be interesting
It gives me ideas of what I would need to know.
carpentry
I was interested in studying engineering
Automotive
back up career in the future, overall good knowledge to have
I would like to learn how to photoshop
I would have liked to learn the important things that go into a successful business and I
can learn some of these skills through this.
Also, I did this class, so I can learn something new and experience something new.
I thought it would be an interesting class to take.
To learn more in that industry.
It is what I love doing and I'm still considering whether or not I might pursue it for college.
It will guide me as I go through high school. It helps me get a better understanding of
what I want to do in life as far as college.
And I’d like to major in one of the courses
Mom made me do it and it can help me in the future.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I think it sounds like fun and I am interested in the topic.
Even if I don't go into the field I will still have some knowledge, and to go into the field I
will have some expectations
They put me in a CTE program but now it’s an elective for me
Engineering classes
I have a general interest in the course.
I like this program and am doing it out or personal preference.
I thought it was a good opportunity to take while I can.
Construction trades and plumbing
I thought welding would be fun and a good back up if aerospace engineering doesn't
work out. Is a welding elective even a CTE?
I take Medical terminology which helps me learn medical terms. This helps with my
career because I want to be a doctor in the medical field.
I take classes to help me in the future with college and my career based on what is
required to be a nurse.
Because In the future this will all be worth It & will develop my Career massively like a
lot!!
My Parents made me enter CTE
I’m learning this in my related arts to become more familiar with what I want to do when I
get older and the requirements I would have to do in order to get the job and I guess it
aligned with my shop
It is a part of my classes to help me figure out what i want in life.
I chose this school because I didn't expect to get into the Magnet school, but I still
wanted to be with my friends so Allied was the next best option. I regret my choice
though because I have absolutely no interest in the healthcare industry.
"I enrolled in a CTE program because I was interested in it. I don't know yet about my
future goals, but I know that the CTE program I'm currently in I like (Photography)"
I'm enrolled in a CTE program because it's something new that I was interested in trying.
I liked it
I enjoy photography
My son is in TEAL program by the time he graduates high school he should also get an
associate degree in liberal arts
it helps you experience it to see if you're going to like it
The field of Interactive Media is interesting to me.
I wanted to meet new people, so I attended a different school (one that happened to
offer a CTE program in engineering).
To be in the police force
The program is helping me get better at the skill I would like to improve upon.
This is the only decent school near my main town
I like doing hair
"Junior police academy "
I did not ask to be in Music Tech but is has helped me throughout Freshmen year with
several projects.
I can have a license by the end of high school to work while in college following other
degrees.
Dance1&2
Because it’s a good way to learn
It is my passion to be an engineer and I enjoy the coursework we are provided with.
I wanted to see if this would be something I would like to do as a career after high
school.
I put auto mechanics only to know more about it because In case something ever
happens I would want to know more of how to fix cars If I would have to do it myself, but
the path in life I want is to be a sergeant for brains.
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It’s more beneficial
I was interested in the cosmetology field
I wanted to be in a school where other kids actually wanted to be at school and there
would be less issues with other kids.
I like this topic
It seems very fun to do
I want to make video games for a career
I take homeland security, so it helps me get a taste of what I want to do in the future, to
be a lawyer.
There are many real-life application opportunities available to experience what it is really
like to pursue a career in my program’s pathway.
At my school all programs are considered as CTE.
Career Cafe - to learn about careers
Multimedia to learn digital applied skills"
the certification comes in handy
I am also in an early college program.
Want to learn more about engineering because I see me doing something along those
lines as a career
I want to learn this course as a backup career for the future, and to help a family
member run a restaurant.
I was put in this class by my guidance counselor.
I want to learn for about the food industry.
I can create stuff from movies, video games, etc. for my own will.
Because my parents wanted me to, and it is better for my future.
CADD 2
I wanted experience in my future career.
I take the child learning class and absolutely love it since I can work with children
I would like to learn more about cars and what I need to know to get working from
nothing
I am in the academy for design, but I went into it thinking it would be less career based.
It is actually almost completely career based.
In the future goals that I want for myself, I can develop skills and socials skills that I want
to able to achieve.
My mom said I would like it
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If you answered no, choose up to two responses why you didn’t enroll in a CTE
program:
Answer Choices
I did not have space in my schedule
The CTE programs at my school do not match my career
interests
I was unaware of CTE programs available at my school
I did not have the opportunity or access to CTE programs
CTE programs are for students entering skilled occupations
CTE programs are not focused on college bound students
I would rather take AP or IB courses
I prefer to attend my local high school
Other (please specify 50 words or less)
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
23.45%
9.54%

Response
Number
2071
843

28.16%
13.01%
4.86%
2.92%
7.37%
16.46%
33.11%

2487
1149
429
258
651
1454
2925

8833
0

Comments:
• I chose yes because it helps teach you things that you can't learn on your own.
• I was enrolled when I was in high school. I am currently a freshman in college and taking
my CTE course has helped me greatly in college.
• My school does not have CTE programs.
• I don’t feel that it’s the right education I need.
• I take AP courses, but nothing really specifically related to career choices.
• I will not understand the English. if I don't know it.
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I was unaware about CTE programs in general
I haven’t enrolled in the CTE program because I am going to college
I know what I want to do with my career. I prefer not to use this program
I rather take AP classes.
my mom said we couldn't because we didn't have time.
I want to focus on the basics but also want to advance my career in sports with my work
also.
In 9th grade, CTE programs are not offered. However, I am aware that in sophomore,
junior, and senior year, students are required to take CTE programs.
I don’t know what a CTE program is
Freshmen can't get into these classes’ b/c there's no room. I tried to get into votech but I
didn't pass the academic exam.
I have lots of activities to do in and out of school
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While in high school, it is important for me to:
(select up to three responses)
Answer Choices

Response
Percentage

Response
Number

Take high school classes that offer college credits

54.00%

4770

Earn a marketable industry valued credential (such as EMT,
CISCO, Certified Nursing Assistant) to add to my resume

8.94%

790

Take advanced placement (AP) courses

24.36%

2152

Take courses in innovative areas aligned to industry need such
as STEM, Health Care and Technology

17.86%

1578

Participate in real-world learning through projects, internships
and mentoring activities

30.20%

2668

Be provided with the opportunity to find a career interest that I
am passionate about

52.32%

4621

Develop my leadership, critical thinking, communication and
problem-solving skills

45.99%

4062

Participate in after-school activities such as athletics, band,
clubs, and theater

34.01%

3004

Answeree
Skipped

8833
0
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What is most important when you decide which courses or programs to take?
Answer Choices
Something I am Interested in learning
Aligns with or prepares me for college
Aligns with or prepares me for career
Recommendation from my school counselor
Course offers industry credentials such as Java, CISCO,
Certified Nursing Assistant, Red Cross Certification
Course offers work-based learning opportunities (internships,
apprenticeships, job shadowing)
I prefer to take courses with my friends
Recommendation from my parent/guardian

Answered
Skipped

8812
21
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Response
Percentage
62.24%
13.33%
13.72%
1.83%
1.80%

Response
Number
5485
1175
1209
161
159

3.10%

273

2.21%
1.76%

195
155

What may prevent you from participating in CTE programs in high school?
(select up to three responses)
Response
Percentage

Response
Number

Recommended to participate in other courses by family,
friends or counselors

22.06%

1949

CTE programs do not appeal to me

23.63%

2087

Scheduling conflicts because of wanting to take advanced
placement (AP) courses

15.49%

1368

Not enough room in my schedule

30.83%

2723

Scheduling conflicts because of the need to take extra classes
in math and English

12.00%

1060

Conflicts with other in-school or out-of-school activities

21.90%

1934

Program admission requirements are too competitive

11.59%

1024

There are not students in the CTE program who look like me
(gender, race, etc.)

3.95%

349

I participate in CTE, this question does not apply to me

31.86%

2814

Other (please specify 50 words or less)

9.49%

838

Answer Choices

Answered
Skipped

8833
0

Comments (condensed):
• I never really knew about it or even got an email about it.
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My GPA
Graduating
"being distracted"
Things at home need to be done help around the house.
I just found out what CTE means.
I don't know of any CTE programs in my school.
Does not interest me
I may not fully enjoy the CTE classes and I’m not interested in them for my career, I
appreciate the thugs I have been taught because I know they will be used in my future
CTE programs were not suggested by counselors - rather honors/AP courses were what
was recommended.
Paid or unpaid volunteering is not allowed by my Visa(L2).
I am a self-directed learner and CTE programs and requirements are too structured for
me to be successful
The class may be too hard.
Has nothing to do with what I want to be
"CTE is up to my parents"
My parents would because they always need me for things around the house
"Our school doesn't have a CTE program I don't think."
Some classes don’t work with me
Did not know what they are or that they even existed.
There is no career pathway program at our school
I didn’t know there was such a program like CTE
"I know that I dream of being an actress so probably VPA. also known as visual
performing art or theater "
"Have to watch over my little brother"
There isn’t enough space for me in the classes.
I would take more of these classes
I didn't know what CTE programs were, I didn't know they were in this school and I don't
know what I'd choose to be in.
"Not getting bad grades in high school so if I can’t go to college and get a job and be a
good person"
If there is no room in the shop you get put in a different shop which you may have no
interest in.
I would want to join if it's an option when I get to high school
Lack of friends maybe
We just do not have any information about these programs. We never received any
communication about them, but it sounds interesting.
In high school what prevents me from joining CTE is not knowing which ones are
available that interest me or that there is not enough space.
I'm doing a decent amount of other school activities (4 to be exact), and it’ll be hard to
squeeze in a 5th.
Soccer
I can’t do CTE programs in high school because I am a freshmen and my career starts
sophomore year
"CTE classes don't benefit me in my future career"
The stress in losing passion or interest in the program and being unable to change it
They aren't necessarily for college bound people, as they giver certificates for work
straight out of high school.
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Sometimes it feels competitive that to work in other classes that I'm not interested in,
besides chosen electives as my interests depending on what I choose.
I would rather take advanced placement classes because I don't really consider CTE
programs to be that essential, maybe due to the fact that I do not really know what it is.
(I's rather learn various subjects then just solely focus on one career path).
Attending CTE programs prevents me from schoolwork, homework, and other activities
with my family.
Basketball and other sports
Nothing will prevent me from participating in a CTE program
There is much stress in taking all honors classes. You have to stay on top of things and
even if you are sick for a day or out for a day, you've missed like a whole lesson. I
myself, have so much stress with so much homework because they continue to assign
homework thinking we can get it done all in one night whereas some people, like myself,
can't even get a good 3 hours of sleep trying to get my homework done.
Just in general I don't feel like joining CTE sounds hard and stressful. and I’m still
undecided on what I’ll be when I grow up
"I don’t have enough space in my schedule"
Time wise in school
Not any friends that are like me
With all due respect, my school decided to move all the fun and interesting courses to
my senior year which is a bummer. All our CTE program's like (CNA) were moved to
senior year which I wish I was told when applying.
Guidance counselors try to stop you from going to tech and they should have an
admissions test
Nothing can stop me. I like to do it
Because when I come home I have to watch my brothers and friends ask too much if I
can play or see my cat.
I might not be interested in it.
I don't really see it as necessary since I'm already good with numbers and its nothing I
can’t teach myself.
I probably might have a family emergency
I personally was told I could no longer take the AP classes I was enrolled in due to being
in a CTE program
I may not have enough time in my schedule
Having to get to school earlier when going to nursing home.
Lack of transportation
If it has nothing to do with helping me with my future goals.
My dad would not want me to do that
My family such as my mother not having time to help me participate in such programs
within her job’s schedules.
Not enough room for students in CTE programs they are all filled up quickly or there is
not enough of them and they all are needed to take the first program they do not let
seniors in a freshman CTE which is unfair
cost
not being able to get in.
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What would help you or other students participate in a CTE program?
(select up to three responses)
Answer Choices
Access to tutoring services in math, writing and/or reading
School counseling about how to set and reach future career goals
Access to free and reliable transportation to and from school
activities and the workplace
Free and affordable access to career and technical student
organizations (CTSOs)
Partnerships between local business and the school to develop
mentoring programs, facility tours, internships and guest speakers
Classroom modifications for physical disability/impairment
Participation in clubs and associations such as Girls who Code,
First Robotics, National Society of Black Engineers, Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers
Other (please specify 50 words or less)

Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
34.10%
48.27%
33.27%

Response
Number
3012
4264
2939

37.61%

3322

37.86%

3344

9.74%
22.72%

860
2007

6.41%

566

8833
0

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Funding for equipment and tools necessary to prepare for future career paths
Appeal to others
If some of the student’s knows what it means
Just letting people know
I was influenced by my parents to take classes like this or information technology
because this is something that will always be needed no matter what.
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An achievement maybe an award for your work and dedication to the program.
College Scholarships
Pay attention and work together and help each other
More space in schedule
Nothing to be honest unless I’m with my friends or doing some fun
"More information about what is happening and more support"
If someone has a friend who is taking the class
Get better equipment and hardware so that students can work to their best ability.
Broad range of fields for CTE, not just ones in the work industry. Fields such as poli. sci
focused ones that may allow work in organizations.
I would help others by giving them a bit of information about CTE and see if they would
participate and it would be their choice.
there is no CTE program in this school.
Programs tuned to my interests
Possibly do a reward system
Iplementing a career pathway program at our school in the first place
More knowledge/ advertising of these programs!
My high school isn’t a CTE school
Access to Technology as computer, tablet, phone, and more.
The removal of elective limitation. For example, if I have a passion for fashion but I have
to take a Visual/Performing Art Elective, it would prevent me from taking what could be
my potential career.
Have more time in my schedule.
Being able to go to school
Field trips to other engineer companies to see what they do and how we could succeed.
Make it fun and appealing ask kids what they like.
More help and attention towards certain students.
What would help with students participating in CTE is sending emails about the options
of programs to join and give details on what the course teaches.
What would help man and other students want to participate in a CTE program is how
interesting the course is. Not to mention, how much it would benefit the student taking
the course.
Having an interest in the topic
I participate but would love a full day program
The ability to change the program you are in so that you don't decide your future in 8th
grade
Access to tutoring services in math in math wring and /or reading
Interesting career choices. I would like to partake in
For the word to spread about the classes that are offered.
Better equipment
What helped me and could help other students is having diverse CTE programs
Tell me what it is, that it exists, etc.
Me and many more will participate if there were more field trips.
Being able to participate in an activity that you are most passionate or interested in.
Tutoring that focuses on STEM or programming.
Have students select the right interests and not to competitive with other classes they
may not want.
It would help if the schedule wasn't so packed.
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To be honest I'd like to participate in more of these school related things if they didn't
take up so much of my day. Homework, after school activities take up my free/leisure
time
Get an introduction about it and get to know what it is and how it works and get more
information on it to know if it is something I would want to do or not.
A less amount of homework each night is what'll really help most kids get their sleep and
be more focused in class.
"By offering it at my school"
Actually, being told about the program would help
Working with real world jobs in technology
Pushing information so I know it exists
Tell us about it
Have a semester in which a student can choose another CTE program and see how it is
if they are in doubt with their current CTE program
Better chrome books for students in IT
Days that let students visit tech
I still do not have any room in my schedule.
If we had more rooms in our school and stopped sharing the school with the elementary
kids.
If the guidance counselors had a better understanding of the courses
If I need and or wanted to participate in a CTE program I would not need any rewards for
taking the class
Guidance doesn't know enough about program
Provide more description of the classes to students and parents/make it more appealing
More availability to CTE-exclusive programs; a student who is unsure about choosing
business or medical may choose business simply because DECA is exclusive and
HOSA is not
Better qualified teachers for non CTE classes so more time can be spent with real
professionals in CTE. I find that 75% of the teachers I have had are there solely on their
graduate degree and not their ability to teach.
More resources for in-class and hands on learning
I still can’t because of my schedule, its already filled up with after school activities.
CTE programs being managed by someone to standardize what should be taught in the
class. Too much time is wasted due to an inefficient curriculum for EVERY CTE program
in my school.
Being given more information about the programs offered by school and what they can
offer me, as well as having more competent administrators and teachers to make CTEs
more functional and more interesting
Classes about career paths and college majors
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In middle school, what learning experiences would help you determine a career
interest and choose courses of study in high school?
(select up to two responses)
Answer Choices
A general career exploration course
A rotation through various career courses (such as, business,
woodworking, STEM, IT)
Guest speakers from business/industry
Tours of local businesses
More career guidance and counseling (small group meetings
with school counselors, interest inventories, personalized
learning plan)
Answered
Skipped

8833
0
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Response
Percentage
44.04%
37.16%

Response
Number
3890
3282

26.04%
16.61%
36.79%

2300
1467
3250

What is the main reason that may prevent you or other students from
participating in work-based learning (job shadowing, paid/unpaid internships,
service learning/volunteering, school-based enterprise, apprenticeship)?
Answer Choices
Not aware of CTE work-based learning
Not enough work-based learning experiences available for all
students
No access to transportation to and from a work site
Not realizing businesses in my career interest area would hire
students
Other (please specify 50 words or less)
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
43.45%
17.70%

Response
Number
3838
1563

15.91%
17.65%

1405
1559

5.30%

468

8833
0

Comments:
•
•
•
•

No time
"Have a job"
Too much people want to apply for the same thing.
Participation in SLE and CTE programs often require a classroom component that
includes assignments and projects. I would want to focus on job, not school
assignments.
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Unwillingness to
No access to it.
Not enough time with other course load
Don't have time due to family and other things like school.
People have other kind of classes they rather have like AP
Babysitting
Paid/unpaid internships
Family activities, and/or different clubs and scholarships.
Not getting paid
Not being aware of what I would be learning and how my parents would feel about it
"They don’t give me money for the work I do"
I'm already doing extracurricular activities
Lack of time outside of schoolwork and current hobbies
Not having the right material or not able to cooperate or work efficiently.
Conflicts between activities such as marching band and time spent on mental health
issues
"I am in a CTE program in high school, in which we are offered opportunities to work
inside of the school."
Not enough time due to the massive pressure and workload put on students at JPS HS.
"School Homework"
For my specific shop, it is better to learn in the classroom rather than going out and
learning too early because you wouldn't know a lot about the field.
Sports. I've been focusing on sports recently because I want to get a football
scholarship.
Not enough time in schedule, busy.
Activities that they do outside of school.
I am busy with after school activities and homework
Not having enough time prevent me from participating in work
Teachers give too much homework and tests.
Not enough work-based learning experiences available for all students.
I always have work, so my schedule gets really busy and I have to make a lot of time.
Work schedule that doesn't work with student's school schedule and if a student has no
job or work experience for hire
I have a job and I work from 5pm to 9:45pm so I usually don't have time for anything
else.
None of us are made aware that trade schools are a good option there for we all think
it’s bad to go to a tech school
We have no local internships for things like engineering and steam. Also, even if there
are internships they are only offered during the summer.
The main reason is because they try to help us to get better to study to separate and in a
future we can be a better person with more opportunities and we can progress ourselves
they try to make a future for all of us in high school
Home issues
The complexity of their schedules
School work leaves me with almost no time
Lack of time due to athletics
There may not be any classes that they like or find interest in. They also might just not
have room in their schedule
"They are not flexible enough to work around my schedule."
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My school offers the opportunity to internship, but it must be STEM related. Those who
attend thinking they might be interested in engineering, but realize they are not, do not
have the opportunity to intern in other fields.
My parents don't let me work
Scheduling conflicts and disability accessibility
"Our school doesn't have those kinds of stuff."
People aren't aware of the CTE work-based learning and there’s no access to
transportation to and from work site
Home school schedule or counselors don’t allow
I am focused on my schoolwork and athletics at school, and so I simply do not have the
time for it, nor have I been presented any opportunities ever.
Some places require you to be of a certain age to volunteer and shadow.
I would rather focus on taking AP classes
I don't want a career in business. I want to be a talk-show host, an actor, a comedian.
CTE courses are too mainstream and focus on jobs that one really wants.
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Agree or Disagree with the following statements:
Question Choices

Agree
Percentage

Agree
Number

Disagree
Percentage

Disagree
Number

CTE programs are only for
students who are not going to
college
CTE programs are exclusively for
students that are going to college
CTE programs only lead to
careers in the trades such as
electrician, construction,
plumbing and etc.
CTE programs provide
leadership opportunities for
students
CTE programs are not important
if I don't know what career I'm
interested in yet
CTE classes are less challenging
than traditional academic classes
CTE programs have open access
and opportunity for all students
(college bound, and non-college
bound)

11.69%

1020

88.31%

7706

Total
Number of
Responses
8726

22.92%

1995

77.08%

6709

8704

26.93%

2346

73.07%

6364

8710

89.92%

7821

10.08%

877

8698

26.44%

2296

73.56%

6387

8683

31.54%

2732

68.46%

5929

8661

85.00%

7403

15.00%

1306

8709

Answered
Skipped

8788
45
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How would you like to be informed about CTE programs from the state and/or
your local district?
Answer Choices

Response
Percentage

Response
Number

School district/NJDOE website 40.09%

3513

Flyers backpacked/mailed
home

27.56%

2415

Electronic newsletter

9.65%

846

Social media

31.26%

2739

Email

47.87%

4195

Text messaging

26.55%

2327

Assemblies

28.29%

2479

CTE Information nights

8.99%

788

Answered
Skipped 70

8763
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I identify my ethnicity as:
(optional, select all that apply)

Answer Choices
White or Caucasian
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian or Asian American
American Indian or Alaska Native
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
Other
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
25.00%
22.81%
46.98%
11.95%
2.68%
1.76%
6.73%

8684
149

462

Response
Number
2171
1981
4080
1038
233
153
584

I identify with the following:
(optional, select all that apply)

Answer Choices

Response
Percentage

Response
Number

English language learner

50.29%

3032

Homeless

3.05%

184

Youth in Foster Care

2.70%

163

Individual with a disability

4.54%

274

Affiliated with a Tribal Organization

2.50%

151

Active duty military parents

3.42%

206

Economically disadvantaged family, including low-income youth
and adults

23.09%

1392

Individual preparing for a non-traditional field that is predominantly
staffed by one gender (example, male in nursing, female in
construction)

13.34%

804

Single parent, including single pregnant women

11.98%

722

out-of-workforce individual (adult learner)

6.02%

363

Answered
Skipped

6029
2804
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Please share additional comments (condensed):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I wish I had known about the CTE program
CTE should be for anyone
I would like to participate this CTE
Put out more advertisement
I want to know more about this program
CTE classes are needed.
who should I go to, to get in touch with a Cte program
CTE classes are a good opportunity but I think not enough people know of them and if
more were informed about it, more I think would join if they knew the possibilities.
I am in the nursing CTE and I enjoy it
I believe that there should be more diversity in CTE classes for more schools, such as
culinary and even performing arts.
Opportunities provided at Technical School prepare me better for real world careers and
college.
I would like if we had more internships and ways to get to explore our CTE
This survey gave me an insight on the opportunities in high school and the courses to
take, therefore this was really helpful.
I think CTE courses give us a head start for those who know what they want to do.
Introduce these programs into more schools.
I want programs that. get college experience
I hope that our CTE programs can offer more than just certification later on in our life.
Meaning to be able to have higher credentials when we graduate high school
I'm sure students would really appreciate a more in-depth option for CTE jobs, such as
doing accounting work for a local business as an actual grade for class. The incentive of
doing well in class mixed with actual field work experience would better show interested
students how the work field is like in real life.
CTE courses allow a person to find their dream career through hands-on activities.
For the CTE program to be known about in the schools worldwide, it needs to be
properly advertised via social media, email and etc.
Before taking the survey, I was unaware of the CTE programs, but now, thanks to the
survey, I have a better grasp of it now and would like to look into it as well.
CTE programs would benefit lower income students more if they offered things like free
transportation.
I feel like being in a CTE program aids you for your future career, even if you are not
100% sure on what field you are interested in at the moment.
I have no clue what CTE was and that it was provided in the school. This survey opened
my eyes and made me consider it
I hope to see the availability of CTE programs being more advertised and opening to
more people.
I feel that we should be more informed that are provided to us. This is my second year of
high school and I still know VERY little, about this topic. I just hope in the future, I can be
more informed, so that way I can use the resources I am provided with.
I was unaware that there was a program like CTE. I also want to inquire if this program is
only for students in the middle and high school and does it extend to college students
also.
CTE courses to me are something that more kids my age and younger should be aware
because it gives them an opportunity to seek a path that can involve their passions and
provide experience for their career. It would help perceive school to kids, not a forced
assignment by their parents or state but a choice in which they get to follow their hearts
and just learn.
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This is my first-time hearing of CTE. Me and others I know would be extremely
interested in free/affordable, challenging, and career-related STEM programs outside of
school.
CTE is very important and it's not about learning, but the experience you get from it that
can be used even if not attending/applying to college.
The implementation of CTE is extremely important in schools. It allows students to
explore different career pathways and then find one they want to pursue further. CTEs
give HS students an advantage in the highly competitive work force. Family and
Consumer Sciences and FCCLA (CTSO) has allowed me to develop leadership and
learn so much about the Fashion Industry and Hospitality and Tourism. It would be
amazing if more opportunities for students to take CTE and FCS classes were provided
in schools.
This survey helped me realize high school is more important than I thought.
I hope that CTE classes will be considered as an important class for students to take no
matter the circumstances.
CTE programs are for every kind of people, no matter if in school or out of school
If my schedule wasn't so tight, CTE would be a good option for me.
Exposure to different types of careers and actually being able to see what the work
entails is critical for deciding what you want to do. Hands on work experience is
invaluable.
Make Ocean County CTE full day! This 1/2 day is horrible!
You should be able to change your course so that if you don’t like something you don’t
have to stick with something for 4 years of your life.
You should have a program dealing with game programming, a good way to get a wider
audience in participating.
I just hope we can mentor jobs or shadow them by the time we are seniors to get more
experience.
It would be better if teachers would explain the CTE classes and give an explanation of
what that class consists of, instead of just making us pick a CTE class without knowing
what it really is about.
The student’s guidance counselor should inform us about these information and what
should be required for the future because I am always not aware and didn’t know about
some requirements until the end of school year just because they are lazy
I love participating in the Biomedical Program at me school. It may give me the tools
and experience I need for college, to make me a stronger student to pursue my career in
the medical field.
I believe CTE courses are important because they expose students to the many career
options that exist within the real world. Often times, students feel disorientated and lost
because they have no idea as to what they would like to pursue in their life. For this
reason, CTE courses should be given to all students.
I just want to share that I’m currently a college student at FIT pursuing Fashion Design. If
it were not for my experiences in CTE as a high schooler, through Financial literacy,
sewing classes, FCCLA, and leadership programs, I would not be as successful a
worker nor student. CTE has changed my life in making my work ethic more aligned to
the contemporary workforce, preparing me in situations that will advance my career, and
overall making me feel much more prepared for my adulthood in comparison to my
peers. I cannot stress enough how much I value and appreciate my teachers and
supervisors for pushing me to do more and be more in high school before I left for
college. CTE and CTSOs are SO important and deserve much more emphasis in the
curricula and in after/out of school activities.
I think that more work to make fields less gender dominated (like IT or nursing) needs to
be done. It is very intimidating to be the only person of your gender in a room, and it is
more so when you know that this will be the rest of your life as you pursue it as a career.
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If a student does not like their CTE program, they should be able to change it even if it's
second year
I see the purpose and benefits with the is program and can become further successful
with helping students find their purpose. However, you have to keep in mind that many
students from this generation are now on a thin line between not/going to college. Just
hopefully you can help with this.
CTE program can help you a lot and may give you a better chance in anything towards
college
I feel like programs and internships help people grow as a person in life and help guide
them to their career.
I think the CTE program should be available in all schools which brings opportunity for
people who are not able to attend college a great way to find a job that pays well.
This was survey that taught me new interested things because not only is it giving me or
anyone else an inside look on what the program is about it shows me that you don't
always have to have certain intelligence.
CTE has changed my entire high school experience because it has allowed me to
explore the career that I might pursue in the future and given me various opportunities to
explore at such an important age.
I hope that space and amount of people enrolling in the CTE program won't matter and
anyone that wants to be in it can be enrolled.
It's hard to decide which CTE class to take. I'm always super indecisive and I keep
wondering what the other classes would be like had I chose them instead. Lack of
transportation is also a big problem for me, unable to have a job or do most clubs. And I
didn't even know that there were entire programs for CTE but even then, I wouldn't have
any transportation, nor do I even know where they may be
CTE courses are not only important because they add something extra to your resume,
but they give you an advantage in knowing and understanding more about something
then someone else
in general, there needs to be less of people being taught that they HAVE TO go to
college and HAVE TO get a college diploma and go into a career with that degree. They
need to be taught that CTE programs and trade schools are a great idea and they can
do what they want to do and follow their heart and dreams and not someone else's.
As someone who has taken the highest level of courses possible for as long as I could, I
have never been introduced to this program, and so I find it hard to comment on them.
Many of the questions relate to the CTE classes being meant for college-bound students
as well, but I don't think that is necessarily true because it seems that it is never
introduced or advertised to honors or AP students.
CTE programs have successfully helped me find a career path and college major I am
interested in. I also believe there should me more of a focus on separate career and
technical education high schools. These high schools offer an immersive experience for
students who have a good idea of what they want to pursue farther down the road. By
offering more funding to CTE-specific high schools, these schools can expand their
career path offerings and can offer more programs and amenities for their students.
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Student In-Person Focus Group Sessions
Session Information
In small group settings, students from three comprehensive school districts were asked a series
of questions related to their knowledge and perception of Career and Technical Education, why
they chose CTE, barriers to students enrolling in CTE programs, school counseling, work-based
learning and summer bridge programs.

Questions and Answer Summaries
Why did you enroll in the CTE program and participate in the summer bridge program?
• Like tech, coding
• Personal, family does not have tech background, came from country without tech (would
like to take knowledge back)
• Dad is electrical engineer
• Didn’t get into high tech
• Interested in what they will learn
• Help with future business
• Business is a part of everything (singer stills needs to know business)
• Family is accountants and business men and women
• Good to know how business works
• Chance to work in technology, hands-on, not available at regular high school
• Two free years of college get an AA out of high school
• Partnership with IBM didn’t know what IBM was, but parents did
• Had to read it to her mom in Spanish and Arabic
• Students wanted to better their future
• Great opportunity; chance of a lifetime
• Dad wanted me to come here. He said she has to go so she gets opportunities
• Looked like it would be good for me in the future and give me a better education than the
other high schools
• Don’t want to have to worry about four years of college
• Want my Associates Degree
• The education you get here is different
• Get internship with IBM, families and friends said it would be a good idea
• I knew who IBM was, and that made me join
• Parents tried to push me for better, and said if it seems good
• Hard to explain to my parents because of language barrier, but I could translate, and
they understood how important
• Meet new people
• Great opportunity; chance of a lifetime
• make family proud
• You don’t get opportunities like this…it’s once in a lifetime experience
• Make my family proud
• I heard we were going to get an AA, so I decided to come
• I get to get college credit and my AA, and get to work for IBM and get paid at 18
• Once in a lifetime opportunity
• Didn’t know what IBM was
• Graduate and college
• Opportunities
• Better Learning experience
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Associates degree
Work toward a bachelor’s degree and thought this would be a good experience to get
good grades and to play sports for sending district
Good grades
Wants to go to college to get experience in STEM field
Experience STEM and engineering
Not worrying about college cost because it is free
Liked the idea of being part of something new
Associates degree for free
Interested in engineering
Two years of free college
Opportunities to better yourself
Opportunities do not come every day – Unique program

What kinds of things are important to you when you decide which high school courses to
take?
• Interested in the class
• Want to try it
• Teacher told them how it can help with college
• Want to go to college for tech
• Older siblings
• Upper classmen
• Was in game design, programming and java, ap computer science (previous classes)
• Friends
• I was accepted into my dream school (international) but a nice lady came to our school
and talked about the AA and the internships, and I thought it was better
• Dad encouraged student to come for free education leading to a degree
• Student made the decision to come and parents and friends said it was a good idea to
come
• IBM internship influenced decision to come
• Parents pushed student for better
• I didn’t know about IBM, some knew a little
• Friends are an influence
• Curriculum
• Future plans, career
• Challenging classes
• Partnerships, opportunity, associate degree they will be leaving with
• Good career makes parents proud
• Parents said it was a great opportunity.
• Meet new people
• Friends, but they are excited that they met a lot of people
What kinds of things might prevent all students from accessing and participating in CTE
programs?
• No Middle School Career Interest Survey
• Think it’s too challenging, don’t know what to expect
• Judgement not knowing what the class is about
• Friends not doing it
• Thinking that they do not need to take it
• Do not want extra classes
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Do know that it will help them
Afraid to try
They didn’t wait to join because it was too hard to get in…write a whole essay, guidance
counselor made is sounds way more complicated than it really was and scared everyone
away
Students didn’t think they were smart enough
Students heard from guidance counselor, but students didn’t know what a great
opportunity what this was and didn’t take it seriously
Some kids didn’t think they were smart enough, not going to get in
Students thought the program might be too hard
Students didn’t want to write an essay
Counselor made it sound more complicated
Not a lot of information online, I didn’t know what to expect, no website (first year of
program)
Uniform
Lots of kids were scared that they wouldn’t get in, so many kids, so little spots, I won’t
get in, not worth trying
Wanted to go to different opportunities (HARP has medical focus)
Parents may want kids not to go to a new school
We didn’t really know what we were getting into
Didn’t know it would be beneficial to my future
It was a job that my friends didn’t know about
Low confidence and afraid to try out
Not interested in what school had to offer
Lack of technology/benefits of what would be obtained from the program
Some of my friends would have applied, but thought it was a boring old science school
What if the scholarship was promised and then taken away after all of our hard work?
Everyone who applied from my school got accepted. I cried.
Tech is a competitive school; academics and rigor, 100% graduation rate at TECH
school (not PTECH), a competitor. Other friends went there and preferred it over
reputation
One of my friends said “don’t go there, it sounds boring”
People know what they want to do, and this isn’t it. Can go somewhere else and play
sports or do cooking
Friends got in their head
I speak Spanish at home, and I had to translate for my parents
College credit stood out for me, I wanted that and international didn’t offer that
Internships were more important for me, not offered at other HSs
put in a lot of work during the summer
limited career path
want to be with friends
Thought regular high school was better
The idea of taking high school and college classes at the same time
Stay with friends
Challenging
Planning on moving, but didn’t
Already had a school in mind
Didn’t want to come to summer program
Just engineering not their preferred career
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What kinds of things could limit help more students participate in CTE programs?
• Sports
• Homework
• Teaching time management
Were you encouraged to take any CTE classes in high school by your intermediate
school teachers or guidance counselors?
• Maker space experience trip piqued interest
• Mr. Colon from the high school visited and spoke about the program
• No encouragement from middle school teachers or guidance counselors
• My guidance counselor didn’t know about it
• No encouragement
• My guidance counselor said you can try it, but I don’t know
• My guidance counselor didn’t know anything about it
• GC made an announcement to get the papers on the way to lunch, just handed it out.
They didn’t know much about the program when we asked, but got better
• My guidance counselors knew what this was about
• My parents understood and communicated with my GC
• Rutgers future scholar
How did the intermediate school prepare to think about careers you may be interested
in?
• Not encouraged to take career classes in MS
• Had a career day. Dress like what you want to be.
• Guest speakers came in one day to talk about their jobs, kids said not enough people
and not the type of jobs they want, didn’t influence anything
• Had a career day; introduced to jobs and income, different kinds of jobs
• Could have given more information to me about the world of work
• Once or twice we thought about careers on career day
• Bunch a people came into class and told us about their jobs, and talked about their jobs
• Other schools didn’t have career days
• Student said she wished her school had more solid work and information about careers
• Some other careers were represented but were interested
• Career day had someone come in with an interesting career (air traffic controller)
• Career fair – people came in to speak
• At the beginning of the school year, students talked about what they want to be when
they grow up
• Had career day in elementary school, where people came in to speak
• motivational speaker in middle school
What do you think are the most important experiences you can participate in to prepare
for the world of work?
• Trips, internships, volunteering (hospital, red cross)
• Experiences
• Guest speakers talking about career - People do not know what they want to do and end
up where they are
• Internship go and work for free
• Internships considered like interviews,
• PTECH would prepare them for it
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Work with people you dislike and also like…people skills
Had to do team work, did a team-building experience, trust projects
Internship like a partial job, get to do that in 11th grade
Go to school, and internships can help
Sponsorship by industry partner, job experience, technical experience, hands on
Volunteer hours
Get a job
Research what career you want to pursue
Internships

What might prevent participation in work-based learning experiences like internships or
apprenticeships?
• Time
• Other job
• Sports
• Parents forced kid to take the program
• Don’t know what it is or how to get one
• Most think of unpaid internships
• Get an idea of the kind of job they want
• Excited for internships coming up
• Bad grades
• Bad behavior
• transportation
• lack of knowledge
• shy
• lack of opportunities
• lack of encouragement
What are your thoughts on CTE programs, now that you have completed the summer
bridge?
• Fun
• Good experience
• Now that they know people that are going to be in it
• Good way to get to start to know people
• Know where your classes are, get oriented to the school
• Not bad for the summer
• Teachers are more helpful than middle school teachers
• High school teachers help with mistakes and fixing things, not like middle school
• Still getting kind of used to it, but know we are getting the better deal than our friends
• Want more people to join
• Worth it to give up in summer for our goals
• Find PTECH helpful
• Small class sizes are good
• Made some new friends, loved the teambuilding and sense of community
• Like paperless format and like that I have a Chromebook…don’t like writing
• Very excited
• Great opportunity
• Overcome language barriers
• Positive about program
• Excited about classes
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Improved teamwork skills, way of talking and academics
New experience
Good connection with teacher – trusted teacher
Smaller environment feels more comfortable
Liked the teachers more than in middle school
Good connection with teacher – trusted teacher
Student thought she wasn’t good at graphic design, but the teacher really liked her work,
which made her feel good
Program helped student get ready for September (start of the school year)

Any other comments about CTE? Anything else you would like to share?
• Going to companies and see what they have to offer
• Enjoy volunteering such as Soup kitchen
• New skills and learning
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New Jersey Perkins V
Business and Industry
Online Survey Summary of
Findings
New Jersey Department of Education
Office of Career Readiness

September 2019
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Purpose of the Survey
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) created an online survey to solicit the input,
ideas and perspectives from Business and Industry on key decision points that will help build
stronger business and education partnerships, develop a pipeline of educated and skilled
workers, and shape New Jersey's State Plan for the newly authorized Strengthening Career and
Technical Education for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V). NJDOE is working to develop a
well-qualified workforce that will lead NJ's businesses in the innovation economy and career
pathways of the future.
The questions were formulated to gather valued feedback relating to awareness of Career and
Technical Education (CTE) and career pathway programs, partnership and collaboration with
secondary and postsecondary institutions, value of program outcomes, barriers that may exist
for students in CTE programs, supports that students would benefit from in CTE programs, and
work-based learning.

Summary of Findings
Through various methods of outreach which included direct email to NJDOE business partners,
New Jersey Business and Industry Association, New Jersey Chamber of Commerce
Foundation, New Jersey Junior Achievement, and Career and Technical Student Organization
business partners and judges, the NJDOE collected quality data from the survey.
Most respondents were from throughout the state in various industries but, overwhelmingly they
represented small business (75%). Contrary to the parent and student surveys, most of the
respondents were familiar with CTE (58.33%). Therefore, business is knowledgeable of CTE as
it was described in the survey.
When asked to select the top two work-readiness experiences that best prepares young adults
for the world of work, the majority of the respondents selected paid/unpaid internships (83%)
over job shadowing, guest speakers, project-based learning, pre-apprenticeships, Jr ROTC, and
mentoring. The employers see the value in students gaining experience working an entry-level
job at the workplace related to the curriculum to gain experience.
Business and Industry was also asked to select the three most important “professional
workplace skills: students should develop in preparation for a career”. The number one
workplace skill they selected was “work ethic” (75%) followed by verbal communication (67%)
and problem solving (67%). A strong work ethic is consistent with the respondents selecting
paid/unpaid internships as the indicator that would best prepare current high school students for
career. Work ethic is a practice that is begins in school through participation classwork, clubs,
athletics and various other school and non-school activities and then transferred into the
workplace setting.
In order to facilitate future collaboration, through open-ended questions, business and industry
had the opportunity to describe what prevents or impedes partnerships between
business/industry and public high schools. Two main themes developed, lack of time
(scheduling students in the workplace and for business representatives to devote to the high
school initiatives) and transportation challenges teachers and students have to participate in
work-based learning experiences. Other challenges mentioned were liability, capacity at the
school level, the need for individualized/personalized career plans.
The survey also asked how local business participation in work-based learning experiences
could be encouraged. Business and industry cited awareness specifically from the business
perspective as the main way to encourage grater participation in this area. They mentioned
strategies such as making presentations to business organizations about the program, show
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business how their participation would benefit their company, and encourage businesses to visit
the schools and view the programs and students demonstrating their skill sets.
Business and industry believe that by having more collaborative conversations about CTE
programs, student opportunities for growth, funding and teacher development would build a
stronger pipeline of future workers. One respondent said, “All stakeholders; Industry/Business,
CTE High School Administration, School to Careers, Department of Education Administration,
Department of Labor and Workforce Development to understand what is needed and required to
create relationships and develop an unencumbered streamlined process to support a pipeline of
students direct access to employment and the workforce opportunities.” This is the main theme
of Perkins V in NJ, “Collaboration, Innovation and Equity.” All stakeholders must work together
to develop a comprehensive plan that connects learning throughout the continuum, school to
career.
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Data Charts and Comments
What industry area best represents your organization?
Percentage
Response
33.33%
16.67%
0.00%
8.33%
16.67%
0.00%
8.33%
8.33%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
8.33%
0.00%

Answer Choices
Agriculture
Architecture & Construction
Arts, A/V Technology & Communications
Business Management & Administration
Education & Training
Finance
Government & Public Administration
Health Science
Hospitality & Tourism
Human Services
Information Technology
Law, Public Safety, Corrections & Security
Manufacturing
Marketing
Science, Technology, Engineering &
Mathematics
Transportation, Distribution & Logistics

0.00%
0.00%
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My business/organization is located in the following county:
Answer
Choices
Atlantic
Bergen
Burlington
Camden
Cape May
Cumberland
Essex
Gloucester
Hudson
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris
Ocean
Passaic
Salem
Somerset
Sussex
Union
Warren

Responses
0.00%
0.00%
16.67%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
25.00%
16.67%
25.00%
8.33%
0.00%
8.33%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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My business/organization employs:
Answer Choices
1-100 people
101-200 people
201-500 people
More than 500
people

Responses
75.00%
8.33%
8.33%
8.33%
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After reading the description of CTE in the Survey Introduction, how familiar are
you with CTE?
Answer Choices
I am familiar with CTE as described
The description of CTE is different from what I understand it to be
CTE is new to me
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Percent
Response
58.33%
16.67%
25.00%

In your experience, please select the top two work-readiness experiences that
best prepares young adults for the world of work:
Response
Percentage

Answer Choices
Job Shadowing: visiting the workplace and shadowing the
employer(s) at various jobs
Paid/unpaid Internships: working an entry-level job at the workplace
related to curriculum to gain experience
Guest Speakers from business and industry in the
classroom
Classroom projects based on work-based situations, partnered with
business
Pre-apprenticeship: preparatory program for students who
eventually enroll in full-time apprenticeships in certain industries
Jr. ROTC programs: Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps
Mentoring: business representative works with a small group or
individual student to develop technical and employability skills
Other (please specify in 50 words or less)
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8.33%
83.33%
8.33%
25.00%
25.00%
0.00%
33.33%
0.00%

What are the three most important “professional workplace skills” students
should develop in preparation for a career?
Response
Percentage
25.00%
66.67%
66.67%
25.00%
41.67%
8.33%
25.00%
8.33%
16.67%
8.33%
75.00%
8.33%
0.00%

Answer Choices
Written Communication
Verbal Communication
Problem Solving
Decision Making
Teamwork
Flexibility
Leadership
Perseverance
Organization
Salesmanship
Work Ethic
Interpersonal Skills
Other (please specify in five words or less)
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Which two indicators would best prepare current high school students for
career? (choose up to two responses)
Answer Choices
Students participating in Work-based Learning opportunities (internships,
apprenticeships, job shadowing)
Students earning an Industry Valued Credential such as CISCO, EMT,
CNA
Students earning College Credit while in high school with two- or four-year
college
Teachers with industry experience
Students earning a passing score on a CTE Technical Skill Assessment
Student participation in a Career and Technical Student Organization such
as FBLA, DECA, SkillsUSA, TSA, FFA, HOSA and FCCLA
Other (please specify in 50 words or less)
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Response
Response
Percentage Number
75.00%
9
25.00%

3

0.00%

0

33.33%
0.00%
66.67%

4
0
8

0.00%

0

What prevents or impedes partnerships between business/industry and public
high schools?
Comments:
• The understanding of the need to reach student prior to them entering college to discuss
career preparation.
• Lack of opportunity
• Good teachers who reach out to business or guidance offices that can connect with
business.
• Fitting the student’s availability to actual work hours.
• Teachers don't have money for transportation, cannot take time out of the day for
experiences other than what's required
• The children are only being taught to be "Book Smart" and they are cutting funding for
shops needed to learn about certain businesses/industries.
• Unresponsiveness of school personnel when businesses reach out to partner
• There needs to be formalized collaborations between high schools and local business
and industry
• Transportation and hours of employment
• Liability
• It seems the organization effort required by the school is more than they can handle at
this time. In our experience there is little outreach by the school with local industry
businesses to establish a working internship.
• Time from work day to meet
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How can we encourage more local business participation in work-based learning
experiences (paid/unpaid internships, aprenticeships, job shadowing, service
learning/volunteering, and school-based enterprises)?
Comments:
• Educating them on the benefits to participating in any of these programs.
• I am confident if it is made available to people within our industry the local business will
participate.
• Set up visits with local businesses
• getting out and making presentations to business organizations and letting them know
about the program
• by helping them make connections to schools
• Businesses need to be more aware of what this program is and how beneficial it can be
to them guiding a child into the workforce to stand on their own.
• Show them how their participating would benefit their company
• Establish broader range of collaborative relationships with industry.
• Provide increased communication and outreach between School to Careers
Coordinators and Business/Industry support form Department of Education and
Department of Workforce and Development.
• Show business that students have "industry standard" skills needed for the field.
• First, it should be a paid internship. there is nothing more discouraging to a young
person than working for free. To encourage local business participation the school must
have a business plan and make sure it is accomplished.
• School visitations to see courses and student skill sets
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How can education and the workforce more effectively collaborate to improve
opportunities for CTE students and build a stronger pipeline of future workers?
Comments:
• By having more collaborative conversation and addressing the challenges. Looking at
different ways to fund these programs. Create opportunities to support teacher
development.
• If the educational system can provide accredited programs and/or internship
opportunities, business within the industry will definitely hire students directly from high
school.
• I don't like group meetings - I rather meet one on one with teachers and students
together. I feel once you put together a group dinner or lunch trying to reach a lot of
people at once you lose me. I rather either come meet or have teacher and student
come meet us.
• develop a comprehensive plan with goals established for the Students to meet for both
the educational component and job-related knowledge
• They should have a better understanding of the other's needs.
• Children need to learn more basic skills, communication, how to accept criticism,
understand following directions, working together as a team, punctuality, things along
these lines. The workforce needs to understand these young children are just learning
how to be in the workforce and don't really know what to expect or what is expected of
them.
• There is a disconnect between what employs need and what is being taught in the
classroom. Perhaps the DOE could work closer with Talent Networks and NJDOL to
have industry sector experts provide input into CTE curriculum
• Identify industry leaders that will serve as advocates for student programs within
companies
• All stakeholders; Industry/Business, CTE High School Administration, School to Careers,
Department of Education Administration, Department of Labor and Workforce
Development to understand what is needed and required to create relationships and
develop an unencumbered streamlined process to support a pipeline of students direct
access to employment and the workforce opportunities.
• Use industry people on Advisory Committees, Contest Coordinators, Speakers, etc. to
work directly with students.
• Put a constructive program together and then take the necessary steps to implement it.
• Having classes with students that are genuinely interested in specific classes and have
the opportunity for more self-exploration
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I would like to learn more about participating and/or partnering with the NJDOE or
local districts to support CTE programs in NJ:
Response
Percentage
100.00%
0.00%

Answer Choices
Yes
No
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In what ways would your business like to support CTE programs in NJ?
(select all that apply)
Response
Percentage

Answer Choices
Advise, advocate and assist with business and technical expertise on a
state level
Advise, advocate and assist with program-related expertise on a district
level
Provide Work-based Learning Opportunities (mentorships, internships,
apprenticeships, job shadow)
Volunteer to be a guest speaker at a local school district
Provide teacher externships
Support a Career and Technical Student Organization (CTSO) by
judging a competitive event
Provide advice related to CTE program curriculum, classroom
equipment and supplies
Other (please specify in 50 words or less)

Comments:
• Provide teacher education programs on subject matter.
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45.45%
45.45%
45.45%
54.55%
9.09%
18.18%
45.45%
9.09%

New Jersey Perkins V
Parent/Family Online Survey
Summary of Findings
New Jersey Department of Education
Office of Career Readiness

September 2019
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Purpose of the Survey
The New Jersey Department of Education (NJDOE) created an online survey to solicit the input,
ideas and perspectives from Parents and Families on key decision points will shape New
Jersey’s State Plan for the Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century
Act (Perkins V).
The questions were formulated to gather valued feedback relating to awareness of Career and
Technical Education (CTE) and career pathway programs, program delivery, value of program
outcomes, barriers that may exist for students in CTE programs, supports that students would
benefit from in CTE programs, career advisement, middle school career awareness programs,
and work-based learning.

Summary of Findings
Through various methods of communication, which included a NJDOE social media campaign,
outreach through the New Jersey Parent and Teacher Association, Career and Technical
Student Organizations, and school districts, 6,052 parent and family surveys were submitted to
NJDOE. The survey results included a diverse group of parents and family members who
support children included in all Perkins V special populations groups.
The data collected regarding awareness of CTE is consistent with Advance CTE’s The Value
and Promise of CTE. After analyzing the data, it is evident that CTE in New Jersey has an
awareness problem; only 34% of the respondents were familiar with CTE. When asked why
their child was not enrolled in CTE, most of the respondents replied that CTE was new to them
(55%) or, they did not know if their child was in CTE (30%). When asked about the barriers to
participate in CTE and career pathway programs, some parents commented that their child has
developmental disabilities, or their child is classified as special education and would need to be
tested and wait for an available slot to gain access to CTE. The main barrier that arose from the
survey was awareness, 65% of the respondents replied, “lack of information about CTE and the
programs available at my district or county”.
Overwhelmingly, the respondents who have child(ren) in CTE programs recognized the value of
CTE programs. They commented extremely favorably about the quality of the education their
child(ren) were receiving, “My daughter was able to receive her NJ state cosmetology license
and my 10th grader is learning to weld which is so amazing for a young woman.”
Other themes that arose from the parent and family survey were the strong need for career
counseling while in middle and high school, a strong focus on college preparedness, and
opportunities for work-based learning. There were over 1400 comments relating to the need for
quality career counseling. All of the comments had a similar theme which involved, providing
advice, opportunity, and awareness of CTE, internships, apprenticeships, and college guidance
to their child(ren).
Regardless of parent educational background, survey respondents place the highest value for
their child(ren) receiving college credit for course work completed while in high school and
stressed their future ambitions for their child(ren) to attend a four-year college after completing
high school (80%). This was evident by comments submitted by parents related to the question,
“what is most important for their child to graduate high school with.” Comments were mostly
focused on college preparedness rather than on the value of participating in work-based
learning experiences, earning industry-valued credentials and gaining employability skills.
The most important learning experience that would prepare middle school students for the world
of work was, “a career exploration course consisting of self-awareness, learning about potential
careers and developing a plan for reaching future goals” (65%). This selection was second to a
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rotation through various exploratory “career” focused courses such as business, technology,
family and consumer sciences and STEM. Parents recognized that preparation for college and
career pathways must begin before high school.
Work-based learning, specifically, paid/unpaid internships: working an entry-level job at the
workplace related to curriculum to gain experience, was identified as the most important
experience for students in grades 9-12 to prepare them for the world of work (62%). Again,
awareness of opportunities is hindering participation. Parents and families believe the main
barrier to participate in work-based experiences is, awareness of work-based learning (33%).
They commented that other barriers include participation in sports, safety, scheduling conflicts
with extracurricular activities, and academic requirements.
Recognizing that the NJDOE and school districts may need to develop a marketing and/or
communication campaign to increase awareness of CTE and career pathways, a question was
asked regarding communication methods parents and families prefer for outreach. Most
respondents choose to receive communication from their school districts and/or the state about
CTE programs and career pathways through email (50%). Second, was information on the
school district website (13%) followed by information backpacked/mailed home (11%).

Data Charts and Comments
How familiar are you with CTE?
Answer Choices
I am familiar with CTE
The description of CTE is different from what I understand it to be
I am unfamiliar with CTE, it is new to me
Answered
Skipped

6010
42
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Response
Percentage
34.34%
3.46%
62.20%

Response
Number
2064
208
3738

What county do you live in?
Answer
Choices
Atlantic
Bergen
Burlington
Camden
Cape May
Cumberland
Essex
Gloucester
Hudson
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris
Ocean
Passaic
Salem
Somerset
Sussex
Union
Warren
Answered
Skipped

Response Response
Percentage Number
7.06%
423
21.29%
1275
0.52%
31
2.34%
140
1.49%
89
0.32%
19
6.33%
379
2.05%
123
20.26%
1213
0.42%
25
0.10%
6
0.60%
36
5.39%
323
4.88%
292
2.66%
159
5.16%
309
0.12%
7
3.12%
187
1.95%
117
13.13%
786
0.82%
49
5988
64
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I am a parent or guardian of child(ren) in the following grade(s).
Please select all that apply:
Answer
Choices
K-3
4-6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12+
Answered
Skipped

Response
Response
Percentage
Number
22.80%
1361
25.52%
1523
12.55%
749
12.10%
722
27.18%
1622
20.76%
1239
17.74%
1059
14.96%
893
14.18%
846
5968
84
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My child(ren) is or has been enrolled in a CTE or career pathways program:
Answer
Choices
Yes
No
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
35.59%
64.41%

Response
Number
2154
3898

6052
0
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My child(ren) is not enrolled in a CTE program because:
Answer Choices
CTE is new to me
My child is not in high school yet
My high school does not offer CTE programs
My child cannot fit CTE courses into their schedule
CTE programs only lead to careers in the trades such as electrician,
construction, plumbing and etc.
I would rather my child enroll in AP or IB courses
I prefer that my child attends their local high school
I don't know if my child's high school offers CTE programs
Other (please specify 50 words or less)
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
55.38%
12.80%
4.47%
2.50%

Response
Number
731
169
59
33

1.29%
8.03%
4.85%
30.00%
11.36%

17
106
64
396
150

1320
4732

Comments:
• Although my children have graduated NJ HS, I do believe there should be tech
opportunities for students.
• Don’t know what CTE is
• The school has CTE courses; However, none of those courses leads to a nationally
recognized certification. The only place to obtain those are in the Technical schools.
• I would love my child's high school to offer CTE programs
• I really don't know if she is or not
• Please give me more information on this program. I would like to enroll my son.
• Our country vocational school is using way too many of our local tax dollars to grow in
size and that is not fair to the other high schools.
• I have no children enrolled in the district
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Would this program be for boys and girls?
My children are out of high school.
I have an exchange student and does not participate in this.
This is the first year I am hearing of CTE.
Was not aware of any program
My child isn’t interested in CTE
My child already attends UCVTS
A CTE education is not what my child sees as a path they want to follow at the moment
The CTE program wasn't in school previous years
My child is in special ed classes, and will need to be tested and wait for an available slot
What he is interested in is not covered in his school.
This is my first time being informed of it.
My child graduated from college.
My son chose to stay at his local high school
My child is not at the grade level for AP courses, but is on track for it.
Don’t know what CTE is. Please provide more information
My child is taking Information Technology. I guess that is a CTE program. I don't think
that I have ever heard it given these initials before. First time hearing of this acronym.
My Son is in Theater
Not sure why she has not been enrolled i was under the impression the guidance
counselor enrolls the child??
My child is undecided for a career path. I would rather he enroll in high school classes
than take the CTE path.
I didn't think it was available for 9th graders, so we are waiting until his sophomore year.
My children are unsure of their career path; however, I love the CTE idea. I am a little
familiar with it. Hope to know more such as what qualifies a student to be accepted?
Not interested
My oldest child was not interested in the program offered at the school
Not enough CTE courses offered.
Enrolled in Environmental Science magnet program.
Kid only interested in automobile.
My older child went to private high school
I don’t know anything about CTE. But I am inclined to lean toward AP courses instead.
not every child is college material remember that, we need some hands on or no one will
be there to fix our cars, air conditioner,
My high school child is not leaning in the direction of the CTE curriculum. He is leaning
towards music and is focusing electives toward music.
My child is in special education.
My son is enrolled in the country charter school for engineering.
I believe my child's H.S. does have CTE programs.
Child decided not to apply
They are primarily offered to seniors and the program is somewhat new to their school.
Not knowing what CTE is, I do not know if my child is involved nor if our schools offer
this.
My child has since graduated from high school (2010) but did not finish college. He did
not have the same opportunities and/or preparation required to make decisions that
have such an impact on a young person's future, especially financially.
Haven't really looked into the program
I am not aware of this, but I think that is because my children were both in college track
courses
I hear bits and pieces, for example it is not offered in all high schools. My child attends
XXX High School but only offered in his junior year. My friend’s child who attends XXX
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High School has been enrolled in a program since exiting 8th grade where she attends
classes in the summer and will be able to graduate with an associate degree but
because she is enrolled in one of the lower performing cools they qualify for that.
Students who choose to attend a better performing are not eligible for these programs
which makes no sense to me. This is very unfair to the students who take their
academics seriously.
It hasn’t been offered to my children as of yet
I didn't even know it was available
Developmental disabilities
My child is studying the music and the arts
I don’t know what CTE is
There are dual enrollment courses at our HS but not on topics that match my student's
interests
Never heard about this program please describe I am very interested
I am not aware of the program or the eligibility criteria
Beside informing us that the school has AP, Dual Enrollment and a new program for
students that could attend both high school and college at the same time; we were
asked if we would be interested in a high school/college program but I believe that at this
point, 9th grade, my student in on the correct path to selecting any of these options or
hope so. I hope the guidance counselor will be discussing this with my student this year.
We only recently learned about CTE.
She is in Law and Justice program.
I don't know if they are in such a program or not
My children preferred other career paths
The careers my child is interested in are not part of the CTE program unless the
academies at MCST (Vet, Multimedia, etc.) qualify at CTE? Might be worth giving
examples of a CTE program.
My son just started high school this year
Child had LD
CTE is an elective(s) class my child has participated in but not with CTE Completer
Status
Child is in a therapeutic school and would like to see her attend voc. tech next
I never heard of it
My son wants to go the college
CTE classes are a good idea IF students are also tracked by ability.
Know nothing about this program.
Not really sure what CTE is exactly. My son is in the Computer Programming specialty
at XXX H.S., not sure if this is part of the CTE program.
My son got college credit for a course he took but we didn't choose the course for that
reason. We simply took advantage of an inexpensive way to earn college credits.
This would be a perfect program for my daughter if it exits at XXX HS. I Wil be able to
extremely upset if it does since her guidance counselor, his boss is in constant contact
with myself and of course my child and they know her future plans and goals. They
should be fired if it does exist. My niece received a full scholarship from that same
school when she was pregnant which doesn't really matter. They knew her goals and
helped her achieve them, so I expect the same for my daughter.
This is the first time the school ever notified me about this.
I would enroll my children if someone were to provide a link / instructions.
My child has taken college courses while in high school, but we found the schedule to be
too taxing and stressful to handle both.
I’m not sure
My child will be starting 9th grade and it wasn’t offered in middle school.
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Think maybe CTE courses but not entire program would be appropriate for my child
I don’t know anything about it
This is not the direction for my HS children.
Don’t even know what c t e is. Program not marketed well
I’m not sure when my child can sign up for CTE or if she qualifies
High school did not previously offer this that I am aware of.
Just started High School. Has to get the list for CTE courses.
Just started high school
They were not interested in applying to the XXX County Vo-Tech School.
No children enrolled
Still trying to understand the program!!!
Is CTE considered only trades. Example: the ones listed above?
Can this program offer students to work as an intern in NY...?
Would a 4-year college look at a student in CTE.
I want to know what is CTE for kids, it’s good for the kid’s future/ in school academic?
provide more information publicly!
Not sure if it’s something my child is interested in
Our school counselors don’t promote the program equally to all students
I would love to have my child experience all the trades since at this time they are not
exposed at all. This makes me feel like they may be missing opportunities that they may
not know exist.
CTE programs leave no room for the arts in my children's schedule.
My district offers many 21st Century Life and Career electives.
My child is in college, but the program was not available to her when she was in high
school.
CTE is seen as “lesser” in my community, so it is hard to get information and support for
using it
Unfortunately, Votech requires an academic exam to get in, and he did not score high
enough - they screen out the kids that need votech most.
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Select the barriers that may prevent your child from accessing and participating
in CTE programs? (Select up to three responses)
Answer Choices
Lack of information about CTE and the programs available at my
district or county
Limited access to a computer with the same functions and internet that
is used in school
Financial hardship such as access to affordable child
care, homelessness, or needs to work an after-school job
Scheduling conflicts that may be caused by in-school support services
(speech therapy, occupational/physical therapy, English as a second
language, emotional/behavioral counseling)
Scheduling conflicts that may be caused by taking extra classes
because of struggles with math, writing, or reading
Suffers from poor health, a chronic health condition, or mental health
issues
There are no students in the CTE programs who look like my child
(male, female, race, etc.)
Discouraged from participating in a CTE program by friends, family or
school staff
CTE programs do not appeal to my child
Scheduling conflicts that may be caused by taking advanced
placement courses
Access to free and reliable transportation to and from school activities
and/or work place
Program admission requirements are too competitive
There are no barriers
Other (please specify)
Answered
Skipped

1330
4722
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Response
Response
Percentage Number
64.96%
864
2.63%

35

2.33%

31

2.11%

28

4.06%

54

0.53%

7

0.60%

8

1.58%

21

7.74%
7.14%

103
95

7.97%

106

1.73%
22.56%
7.67%

23
300
102

Comments:
• Parents are divorced and live in different towns
• The local public schools do not have proper facilities for the trades.
• I would prefer to be in the town we live.
• No programs available
• His high school does not offer CTE programs
• Conflicts with activities that will contribute to college admissions
• I haven't check with the high school to see if classes are offered.
• Impossible to explore since XXX only really promotes their magnates. Plus, it uses
academic criteria to screen out many kids. How can a county vo-tech do that? XXXX is
a good school but if kids want to remain with social peer group, that's less of an option.
Transportation with either is a problem.
• There is only choice for vocational school in my country and it uses way too many
resources.
• I don’t know much about this; therefore, I have no idea what will prevent him. Right now,
I am concerned about his grades. Will it prevent him. He really needs to be a part of a
program such as CTE.
• Wrong specialization.
• his disability precludes him in participating in many CTE programs
• Not knowing what CTE is, I do not know if there are any accessibility issues.
• We want our child to graduate from high school and go to a 4-yr. college
• Not available at Newgrange
• The program at XXX is too intense and causes too much stress at a young age. XXX
has taught my family that high stakes academics aren't worth the effort.
• I don’t know anything about the CTE program
• May not be able to fit core classes as well as electives that are not part of the CTE
program or sports and extracurricular activities. Maybe because of lack of information, I
feel that this type of education starts to eliminate any "fun/interesting" electives and lead
to an education that is not well rounded. They only learn "what they need to".
• cost
• Do not have all the details where my child will be participating, or timing involved
• Conflicts for most students due to class not weighting the grades like AP courses. This is
common in most HS's.
• over scheduled extra circulars
• In a school where the norm is 4-year college, there is a social stigma to take CTE
• Intern and Work schedule
• I wish CTE program were presented to kids entering High School in such ways as
assemblies and meeting with counselors.
• My kid can't seem to take AP due to "major" schedule?
• Not sure if there are barriers never looked into it
• After school sports
• Would a CTE program set up these type of secondary career paths?
• Never fully explained to parents to ensure participation.
• CTE is not a priority in XXX Township school district
• Limited “state recognized” CTE programs
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What supports would your child(ren) need to participate in a CTE program?
(Select up to three responses)
Answer Choices
Access to a free or affordable computer with the same functions as the
computers at school
Access to tutoring services in math, writing and/or reading
Online courses with flexible enrollment for credit recovery
School counseling about how to reach future goals including financial aid
activities and development of a personalized career plan
Counseling on school policies related to absenteeism, homebound
instruction, make-up work and credit recovery due to health-related issues,
pregnant and parenting teens
Access to free and reliable transportation to and from school activities and
the workplace
Free and affordable access to career and technical student organizations
Partnerships between local business and the school district to develop
mentoring programs, facility tours, internships, and guest speakers (publicprivate partnerships)
Classroom accommodations for physical disability/impairment
Instructional modifications for disability/impairment
No supports are needed
Other (please specify)
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Response
Response
Percentage Number
12.33%
164
17.82%
15.49%
28.72%

237
206
382

2.56%

34

22.41%

298

15.79%
22.86%

210
304

1.28%
3.53%
26.39%
6.47%
Answered
Skipped

17
47
351
86
1330
4722

Comments:
• The high schools in NJ do not have the proper facilities for training in the trades.
• All kids should have more guidance and awareness of careers
• Better transport options -better admissions policies /practices at XXX. -Career options
which are not violations of state EPA!
• Ocean County is one of two counties that has 1/2-day CTE. Make it full day!
• Music curriculum
• I would like to know what support is available now, what was presented to my children,
and at what levels of schooling it was presented.
• online courses for original credit (not credit recovery)
• I think it is a good idea, but I don't think my kids would be interested as they are set on
college.
• Course weighting similar to AP and Honors Classes with higher course value toward
GPA and class rank.
• A general level track for nonacademic students
• I have no idea what this program entails.
• More college preparation
• Help her with scholarships, mom does not work and does not receive any money for her
disability, father is no financial help at all. Her college fund consists of $0 but she's 95%
A student In AP or Honors
• Partnerships between local business and school district for guest speakers are not
limited to only those students in G&T or AP/Honors classes - should be for all students.
• SAFE TRANSPORTATION
• Talk to speech
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The main reasons my child(ren) are enrolled in CTE programs are:
(select up to three responses)
Answer Choices
The programs match my child(ren) future career goals
My child is able to earn a certificate that is recognized by an industry
such as Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Certified Networking
Technician (CISCO) or Certified Medical Assistant
My child can earn college credit for CTE coursework while in high
school
My child will develop professional workplace skills and competencies
My child is taught by industry professionals in their career field
The coursework is based on industry driven skils and competencies
The opportunity to participate in a Career and Technical Student
Organization (CTSO) such as DECA, FFA, or SkillsUSA
Other (please specify)
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
59.75%
12.86%

Response
Number
1036
223

41.87%

726

46.71%
20.99%
17.70%
8.82%

810
364
307
153

11.82%

205

1734
4318

Comments:
• choice school
• She is just interested in culinary arts
• My daughter was able to receive her NJ state cosmetology license and my 10th grader
is learning to weld which is so amazing for a young woman
• My child may not be a good fit for college but I'm hoping that a CTE education might be
a motivator.
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It allows my son to attend a different High School than our local High School and to
expand his musical knowledge and skill. He is enrolled in a Music and Performing Arts
program
personal interest
My child is interested in music and the music CTE program is the only concentration in
music available to children in public school in Essex County NJ.
Fit into their schedules as electives
Advancement of medical related skills and possible guide for future medical school.
Provides out-of-district entry into a better school district and provides a strong arts-based
program.
He is provided with the opportunity to gain work experience through co-op.
I don't care for the programs, they have hurt my community because the students are
allowed to pick high schools that are not in their community. I believe the students
should go to school where they live, it creates strong community bonding which society
lacks. Take college prep courses if you want to go to college or students can attend a
Tech high school.
Hands-on, real-world focus is much more appealing to my student.
My child will find better education
Strong ROTC program
The criminal justice program at PCTI prepares my son for college or a job in law
enforcement.
Much smaller school than our home high school.
I chose the school based on its reputation and because I also did not want my children
to attend their local high school.
My child wanted a small, honors level High School
My child is not currently enrolled in CTE. But, we would consider it
I'm unclear where the programs my child is involved in falls under the official CTE
umbrella. My senior does receive college credits for courses he takes through MATES
(OCVTS academy: Marine Academy of Technology and Environmental Science.) My
daughter is part of the Toms River Regional Schools Art Academy
It was an area of interest, wasn’t sure if it would be a career path.
My daughter is in the VPA Academy bc she likes photography.
"The coursework engages my son in topics of his interest."
Is where my child wanted to go.
This is my child's interest, and this gives her the opportunity to with other kids with
similar interests and kids with more interest in being at school
we are a union family, and this allows our granddaughter to further her career in the
electrical field
My child can test out a career field by taking classes, and that will help them decide if
they want to continue that career path after high school.
The experiences offered are amazing and the standards she is held to are exceptional
We live in a district which sends students to a high school we did not want our children
to attend. XXX is a public-school choice which offers an alternative to families like ours.
We chose an academy that will teach skills that are applicable in many career paths
(Information Technology.) If there had been an academy option for a student who
excels in English/Language Arts, both of my children would have chosen that path
instead of IT.
My son is in JROTC because he is interested in doing ROTC in college.
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My young adult will receive an associate degree upon graduation from High School
Give opportunity to my son to explore and study careers or fields that he may or may not
like it as future career.
The public high school is too crowded and focused on meeting standards for funding.
Passion for certain field
My son is a music major in the VPA program at XXX. He loves to sing but is also
interested in the music business. This program is ideal for him and meets his needs. It’s
been a great experience.
At the time he was enrolling, the Computer Science Academy seemed like a good idea,
but now that he's in his final year, he's decided programming is not for him.
Initially we searched for a school that would be a good fit for our computer/tech minded
child. We looked for an academically challenging (but not cut throat) tech environment
with great faculty and diverse student body. What we found checked off all your boxes
and then some. Couldn’t pick just three above. All of the above attracted us to the
school. Still does.
My child is a VPA major and is able to pursue their interest in further honing their craft.
My children wanted this type of education
Gives my child exposure to different careers in the medical fields, which could help her
make her decision on what direction in the medical fields she wants to pursue later.
My children wanted to explore the possibilities in engineering
Performance Arts
Because technology is also fun!
This program needs to expand to special needs students at all votech schools.
The program allows my child to explore an area that may not be her career choice but
has always been personal interest. The program also gave her an "identity “as a student
when she entered high school. She wears the label of being a student in this program
proudly.
His grandmother made him
My child showed an interest in her academy which allowed her to attend a better HS
then her sending
My children are highly adept at the arts. One graduated with creative writing as her
major from hs, and my son is currently a percussion major. Music informs his studies in
other subjects; just as creative writing helped my daughter to succeed in her other
academic subjects.
Learning and teaching style matches better (hands on/experiential)
The school is highly thought of a superb alternative to the local high school.
My child can experience and learn about the field that she wants to major in college and
possibly work in.
It matches my child interest but not necessarily future career goals.
Not very familiar with CTE, but children are in Skills USA and taking college level
courses and getting job experience.
Child’s interest (Engineering) and passion (dance)
Better option than public school in our district
The quality of education is better than our sending district.
these schools are much higher rated and more challenging than our home district
Classmates are focused on educational goals.
interested in learning
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She was very interested in the performing arts and wanted to have more education in it
than her regular HS would provide
Only 4 classes a semester
"My daughter was enrolled in a vo-tech so she would not be threatened at her local
school."
Due to my daughter’s disability, she was placed in a CTE program that does not interest
her
My child thought by attending such school it would provide a better education therefore
opportunities to further education
Our regional High School option is so bad, we aimed very early for XXX and our boys
love it. So glad we found it.
Because XXX is offering my child everything and more academically and prepare her for
college and also her getting credits
XXX High School in Hudson County seemed like a higher quality option than home
district High School. After 4 years, I think this was a poor choice. XXX is low quality in
both its CTE and its college preparation.
One of best schools in nj.
My town’s school system is inadequate so the CTE program was a better option for my
children.
I was concerned/hesitant about sending my child to our home district high school
because its academic reputation is weak, and (2) my child showed interest in the CTE
coursework that she is now enrolled in.
College Preparedness
My child has an IEP and will benefit from some vocational teaching
She is enrolled in a school that offers CTE and she is in a different program.
Shops allow for hands-on, multi-sensory learning and goal setting. My kid looks forward
to his shop as it breaks up the day from traditional lectures and subjects. He is motivated
to succeed in other areas to help him excel in his shop work.
More competitive school and students to better prepare for college and life; better
teachers.
The internship allows my child to see if this truly the area he wished to study in college.
I like the student teacher ratio more than our in-district HS
My child has autism and this program provides a vehicle for vocational training with
modifications that is invaluable for his future development.
My twins were in the program and it helped them with college credits and real-life
experiences
My child was looking for an alternative educational experience to the one offered by her
essentially college preparatory high school.
She is involved in hands-on skills that are meaningful rather than simply rote
memorization of core classes.
Two of my children attended Morris County School of Technology and they had a course
program like this even though one was in the dance program and one was in the
veterinary science program.
My child was accepted to BCA and chose to enroll against my wishes.
My child got accepted into Bergen County Academies, where all courses are CTE
To be in a small classes
My child attend Bergen County Technical HS, which has a rigorous curriculum and offers
courses and opportunities that do not exist in our local high school (Garfield).
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This school will be intellectually challenging and better prepare my child for college and
beyond.
Bergen County Academies requires seniors to participate in a one-day per week
internship.
Educational excellence. An educational experience full of information that is up to date,
taught by experts in small classes with an eye to real-world applicability.
Too new to determine
It is a great school, so he applied and got accepted. If he didn’t get accepted, he would
have attended our local HS.
This was one of the best schools in the state, and we wanted our kids to have a more
rigorous education as well as an advantage in applying to college.
Both my children attend Bergen County Academies. We feel this gives them better
college opportunities. Quality of education is paramount.
Looks good on a college application and our school is much better than our town high
school
The students enrolled in this program/school share similar advanced abilities to those of
my child. He is surrounded by excellent teachers and piers who take education as
seriously as he does, which allows him to thrive and be happy about it. The faculty is
supportive, and I am thrilled with my good fortune to have my child enrolled in this
program.
Excellent academic standards
Top flight academic program
The program is part of an excellent high school.
Great technology program he can’t get in our local high school
"Wanted to learn trades and not have college debt"
offers curriculum/course of study unavailable at our district high school
My daughter is bright curious and a bit emotionally mature for her age. So, the ability to
be with a pool of likeminded and intelligent peers who have goals was very attractive to
her. She is passionate about animal science and was so excited for the curriculum!
MCST also offers experiential learning, internships and college courses senior year. My
daughter feels this prepares her more for college and independence than teaching to the
test in an AP class, as she was slotted for all honors and AP in Randolph, her home
district.
The school has a good reputation and also the students are more mature and academic
than average.
High school program for college prep with career focus education
Early college is CTE?
She's surrounded by other bright, driven students
my children are in an environment with other goal driven students and educators
We applied to Performing Arts and we were contacted a few weeks ago for this program.
We don't know much about it and there is no info online for it.
The magnet school my child attends is one of the most competitive programs in the area
and offers her the best chance of attending an exemplary university. It also offers her the
best chance of long-term professional success.
My son went to MCVTS academy and it has helped him tremendously in college
Future internship in engineering.
Neither high school he attended offered CTE. Needed to get out of the distress &
exclusion of public school
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There were limited special ed CTE programs where I lived, and my son has Autism. So,
we picked the only one that was appropriate. The teacher was not special ed certified
and the program was poor.
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It is most important for my child(ren) to graduate high school with:
(select one response)
Answer Choices
Work experience by participating in a work-based learning (job
shadowing, internship, etc.) program
College credits earned in high school
An industry valued credential (recognized by an industry such as
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Certified Networking
Technician (CISCO) or Certified Medical Assistant)
Employability skills ready for the workplace
Other (please specify 50 words or less)
Answered
Skipped

Response
Percentage
31.16%

Response
Number
860

37.39%
5.98%

1032
165

15.33%
10.14%

423
280

2760
3292

Comments:
• College readiness and content knowledge of field of study
• As not all students are college bound, all should be prepared to enter the workforce,
college or a trade school.
• Preparedness to attend a US service academy
• sense of direction with diversified options
• on the job training AND an industry valued credential
• They obtain both work place skills and college ready skills before graduation.
• Firsthand knowledge and hands on experience for the field my child aspires to further
their education in
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Knowledge of different careers but also ready for college
The knowledge to continue her/his education, to figure out their future.
A good foundation for college
college preparedness
general education experience
A better understanding of what they want to do in the future. Narrow down the path he
wants to take.
A better idea of what to study in college.
Taken classes related to their career interests.
Have a path to their interest in college
I have two kids in the CTE programs with different future goals. College credits are
valuable for one and work experience for the other.
Be able to fit their interests into their schedules, difficult to have that done
College credit in addition to preparation for possible medical school attendance as well
as strong academics w/in the medical field.
proficiency for STEM career in college
With exposure and experiences that catapult him as a world changer
Feasible options to achieve all of the above. Kids are different and have different needs.
A degree that has meaning for whatever comes next in life
Skills geared toward their future plans in life
A solid college ready base.
Knowledge to do well in college.
Private high schools do not have these programs, why do these schools have people
lined up to pay the tuition?
Courses completed that prepared them for college
The classes that he would need to go to college or become an electrician.
Excellent rated high school
a love for and keen interest in STEM fields
A well-rounded education which prepares her for college and her chosen field
(something medicine related based on her current interests.)
A diploma and a desire to further education either in college or on the job training.
Lifelong learning is key.
I feel that both college credits and industrial credits are important
I support my children if they want to go to college or enter a trade
Skills necessary to attend college
Acceptance and financial aid to an accredited college
Coursework that prepares them well for college and gives them a taste of potential
majors.
sound education, employability and skill set in his field
whatever he chooses that makes him happy if its college credits than that will be fine
the skills to navigate college
functionality
To gain a solid foundation for continuing his education in the field of Law.
a solid foundation to build a career any career technical or college oriented
Basic skills and study habits required for higher education. Exposure information about
career opportunities in the global economy that match my child's aptitude and interests
and a plan to achieve those career goals
A high school diploma and prepared for college.
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Taking AP / IB classes in high school is no guarantee that all colleges will recognize
those credits, however, having challenging coursework that is current and interesting is
important to me and my family.
Exposure to all career avenues
Readiness for College and work.
being exposed to the field of work that he or she is interested in instead of waiting for
college and realize that the field is not what they anticipated.
Respect and Motivation to pursue her interests
to graduate high school with an idea of what career she wants to do, and it would be
nice if she had credits from high school to transfer to college
A readiness for college
Graduated college
college preparatory
Ready for college
Practical technical job skills as well as a good quality academic education.
Education, knowledge and skills in the course field of study.
A desire to learn and knowledge of his skill level and how he learns.
A high school diploma from a nationally recognized high school
Exposure to various fields which will help guide her college and future professional
choices.
An opportunity to pursue something he loves and may pursue further in his career.
The ability to think and learn independently and to be prepared for college.
Having exposure to the different engineering fields so they can choice which field to
pursue in college.
A clear sense of what he would like to do with his life, based on what he's experienced
and studied thus far
We are pleased he will graduate with a trade and college credits and industry
credentials. What’s most important are critical thinking skills, openness to new ideas and
an eagerness and drive to continue to grow
appealing qualification to college; sound basis to continue into college
My child needs to graduate from high school with knowledge necessary for college. An
education is never wasted. If he decides to pursue a trade, he can do so at a later time.
I want him to be well-versed and have a great high school experience. I don't feel that I
need to prepare him for a career beginning at age 14.
Confidence, eagerness and passion needed to accomplish his goals.
Employability skills and nothing beats a practical experience. I just want him to be ready
for the workforce to contribute to society.
It’s important to have the college credits and obtain and industry valued credential
A joy of learning
self-confidence from practical experiences
Feeling confident in her educational skills, making her a stronger candidate to apply to
medical programs in college.
Exposure to skills to build on in college
A better idea of the career path they want to take
My child will be prepared to enter a BFA program at the college level
Getting into a good college
To develop skills that will help her get ahead in college, gain exposure to different jobs in
the field as well as high level core classes.
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The best possible preparation for college, work and life-long learning.
Have the opportunity to take AP classes even if they don't earn the college credit for the
University of their choice.
An education that is not focused on taking a test. They need more real-world classes.
A good education that will prepare her for college
A tough curriculum that colleges will approve of
exposure to possible career paths
a well-rounded education that helps them identify career goals
It was most important for their high school experience to be fulfilling and enriching.
Frankly, the only way for them to survive academically, was to be able to have the
creative outlet.
These classes help the kids decide if they like certain careers or which classes within the
academy they like. For ex my son is in finance and now definitely wants to do business
and either finance or accounting
strong foundation of knowledge for college/university
A well rounded, college ready education.
With various experiences that he/she enjoys and confidence in his/her abilities.
Music development in multiple instruments.
An idea if the has program was something they want to continue and pursue as a career.
Rigorous academics and career focus. Not just electives.
better understanding of field to guide college choice/study
a passion for learning
He will graduate as a certified welder with OSHA training
Help her to decide what to study next.
Prepared for college.
self-motivation and ability to educate herself for whatever her future goals are
I want him to have an idea of what he wants to do in college and in life. I like that he can
take courses that he is interested in.
Students should be encouraged to be good citizens first.
A broad understanding of business. Using that knowledge to peruse a college education.
A career idea to steer towards in college.
The CTE program provided all the necessary skills to begin the college level education
my kids pursued or will pursue. When applying to colleges my kids new what to look for
regarding the major they wanted.
a HS education to have an opportunity to advance to a 2 or 4 yr. college
College readiness with the option to attend a competitive college if she chooses.
My Child already graduated. But college credits are important along with having the
necessary skills for the workplace
College credits and also work experience
Best education possible
Passion for the areas he is most interested in
Very high level of academics in the field of interest
A high school diploma and the education and or skills needed for college or a career
Direction on what she may want to pursue
College ready
Courses aligned with college path
Properly prepared for their next step - college, trade school, career
A better understanding of the types of careers he would like to pursue.
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credentials of the CTE school
Competitive HS with College credits or AP to prepare for rigors of technical workplace
and college
knowledge of job possibilities whether or not he attends college
The ability to have tried their desired career path as to not waste time in college
Engineering focused education to prepare for college
Alternate future learning path.
Direction. He's not sure what he wants to do yet.
We want him to have a chance to experience all options including classes on electrical,
heating or carpentry. This would give the kids an idea if they like the field.
College prep
Time management skills; Work/Life balance; Verbally communicating more efficiently
Prepared for college
I think practical, vocational skills are essential life skills, although they are no longer
viewed that way by my child's college preparatory high school.
some exposure to career she is thinking about to identify and confirm the path she wants
to pursue in college
With an idea of what he would like to do for a living and prepare him for college and the
independence that comes along with college.
A high school diploma and
My child is autistic
the knowledge and skills to attend college
College preparedness.
Course work to get them into college
A general idea of career options
Computer science, programming and laboratory skills
A broad-based educational experience including challenging course in his area of study
with practical research and internship opportunities.
Prepared to be successful in college and career
Their sanity and self-esteem intact.
preparedness for college
Excitement for her future
AN EXCELLENT, WELL ROUNDED COLLEGE PREP PROGRAM EMPHASIZING
MATH AND LANGUAGE ABILITY
have taken AP courses to increase their success in college
skills to succeed in college
A well-rounded education that makes my student appealing to colleges and of course
well educated.
Skills to enable her to successfully compete and succeed in college and the workplace.
The ability to enter into and succeed in college
Both academic development as well as exposure to professional settings in internship
programs, etc.
knowledge of real career options and what skills are involved
The best possible education that challenges and pushes them to their potential.
A solid education that will give them options in terms of college and/or employment
Prepared for college and an idea of a career path
AP and IB credits to be used to place out on lower level courses in college
An all-around, good high school education.
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That my child chooses what path makes him happy, and path that makes him
independent and proud of what he is doing.
Critical thinking skills based on real-world circumstances.
Good college preparation
confidence, skills for the 21st century, and an exemplary education
Critics thinking, innovation, independence, creativity, self-reliance, resiliency, focus,
understanding of available opportunities
College-ready academics.
good education
A rigorous education, from end to end. That it includes things like dual enrollment and an
internship is simply icing on the cake. We assumed all high schools granted those
opportunities.
A well-rounded background in several courses of study
a good college transcript from a nationally recognized high school
It's important to me, for my child to be prepared to enter college, understanding that his
engagement with "his educational choices" is what will help him to succeed. It is also
important to open his mind to other ideas and well-rounded education.
High level and in-depth learning of subject that interest him
Readiness for college and adulthood
The ability to succeed in college.
college readiness
Ready to enter college
well-rounded education
Great education
A solid understanding of all of the opportunities available to them as they move into
college
Good study habits, curiosity, knowledge of how to find answers and think critically
The skills necessary to succeed in college
A great education and readiness for college
interest and excellent preparation in academics so she can continue to 4-year college
I would like my child to be ready for college, to manage her time well and be a good
person.
College ready
I would like my child to graduate with some employable skills and have the option to
attend college with a scholarship
Skills for entering college
A good foundation of all basic skills to go to college or directly to work
Having the opportunity to gain an expertise in an area of interest to support career goals
and setting her up for success!
College ready.
Strong academic foundation that focus on content and executive functioning skills, so
they can function in college
A solid base in a field he wants to study in college
the confidence and skills to move forward in life
some idea of what he wants to do with his life. He doesn't yet know if he wants to go to
college, trade school, straight to work. There's been no guidance or opportunities for
experience in trades.
A full scholarship to Rutgers
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Either being ready for college, or have career direction that doesn't require college
A good education and high school experience.
Good Grades, Experience in the program of choice and exposure to various
opportunities that will help shape her future career choices
A combination of job skills and credits
More competitive overall, build up solid foundation. Knowledge and skills learned can be
used in other careers, as many students will change career later
A well-rounded education that prepares them for college and later the workforce
Prepared for college, whether she earns credits or not
A combination of CTE and traditional high school experiences to prepare for college
Prepared for college
Strong Academic program with language, art and music
Training and experience in Performing Arts as well as internships
I don't know yet. I don't know about CTE or if it would be good for my son. Right now,
focused on college but this could be an option if I knew more about it
combo. of college track courses + practical skills (e.g. AP science, but also computer
coding skills))
Having experience learning something she loves and wants to study in college.
College prep courses
I would love to have my son enrolled
We are very college focused, but work experience and chances to try different kinds of
work would be good! work is good!
High academic skills for university education.
A good HS foundation and skills to succeed in college.
Show my child the way to plan to make it to college, and get college scholarships
Skills ready for college
College prep
Joy, confidence
Prepared for a college education
An indicated future goal/career path; whether or not that includes post-secondary
education.
Employability yes, but beyond that the ability to build upon that knowledge & have the
ability to be selected by good colleges & universities should the student wish to pursue
more knowledge instead of going directly into the work force
college ready
Military Options
Support from all teachers, coaches, counselors and administration, not to those with
connections to the school district.
a combination of college credit and industry credentials
College readiness
Be as well rounded as possible and to be able to function in the current and future
workplace to support herself.
Skills for employability as well as readiness for postsecondary ed
A well-rounded education that includes visual and performing arts
Exposure to variety of career skills and pathways to make better choices in future
training and education
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After graduating high school, I anticipate that my child will:
Answer Choices
Enter the Military
Attend a Technical School
Attend a 2-year college
Attend a 4-year college
Enter the workforce
Other
Answered
Skipped

Response Response
Percentage Number
1.38%
35
4.53%
115
7.73%
196
79.77%
2023
3.27%
83
3.31%
84

2536
3516
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Select the two most important learning experiences for students in grades 5-8
that will better prepare them for the world of work:
Answer Choices
A career exploration course: self-awareness, learning about
potential careers and developing a plan for reaching future goals
A rotation through various career and technical courses (e.g.,
business, family and consumer sciences, STEM, IT)
Guest speakers from business/industry
Tours of local business
Enhanced career guidance, counseling and career awareness
Answered
Skipped

2536
3516
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Response
Percentage

Response
Number

65.02%

1649

47.20%
12.26%
8.83%
34.50%

1197
311
224
875

Select the two most important experiences for students in grades 9-12 that will
prepare them for the world of work:
Response
Response
Percentage Number

Answer Choices
Job shadowing: visiting the workplace and shadowing employer(s) at
various jobs
Paid/unpaid Internships: working an entry-level job at the workplace
related to curriculum to gain experience
Guest speakers from business/industry in their classroom
Classroom projects based on real-life, work-based situations
School-based enterprise: production of goods and services by students
for sale to or use by others
Pre-Apprenticeship: preparatory program for students who eventually
enroll in full-time apprenticeships in certain industries
Jr. ROTC programs: Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps
Mentoring by a person in the field of interest
Answered
Skipped

2536
3516
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44.99%

1141

62.62%
8.56%
20.70%

1588
217
525

5.44%

138

17.11%
2.25%
23.82%

434
57
604

What is the main barrier that may prevent your child(ren) or other students from
participating in work-based learning experiences?
Answer Choices

Response
Response
Percentage Number

Students are not aware of CTE work-based learning experiences

33.20%

842

There are not enough work-based learning experiences available for
students

18.14%

460

Scheduling conflicts with academic classes and CTE program classes

14.20%

360

Free and reliable transportation to and from a work site

10.69%

271

I am not aware of any barriers

19.36%

491

Other (please specify 50 words or less)

4.42%

112

Answered
Skipped

2536
3516

Comments:
•
•
•
•
•

Parents live in different towns with different work schedules
NJ has no flexibility with all of the mandates and testing. 4 English, 3 Science, etc etc.
Every classroom is a cookie cutter test factory designed by the DOE.
"There is too much pressure for kids to go to college. Everyone feels without a college
degree you won't find a job."
safety of the students outside of the school
It is not treated with respect that college prep students get. All talk about “where are you
going to college”.
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All of the above. Plus, conflicts with extra curriculars which may be the only appeal for
school. Plus, how is all this going to magically appear without funding? Taxes are
already suffocating here in south Jersey.
IEP
Scheduling conflicts associated with extracurricular activities and academic
requirements.
The stigma associated with technical schools
More awareness of CTE programs plus...We live out of district and pay for our child’s
education. We also provide needed transportation. We are very fortunate to be able to
do so. There are a number of county academies that accept 2 qualifying students per
town. Not enough slots for interested students. More academies/programs necessary.
Or more aid. Or both
Transportation challenges
Have internships available for students to select from, either during the school year or
during the summer.
My child is overwhelmed with school alone, I would love for her to be involved to be able
to socialize outside and see what the work environment is like.
Are you talking about SLE's?
Most people do not realize that a majority of the Votech schools are not the same as the
80’s and earlier
Not all CTE programs offer apprenticeship
Sports
school set limits on distance student can travel for internship - the internship department
is difficult to work with and is a bit of a joke
Balancing it with the requirements needed for graduation.
NOT ENOUGH SEATS IN A GIVEN PROGRAM
My oldest child (who is currently enrolled) has a medical condition that people are afraid
to deal with.
parents do not value these programs as much as AP classes.
My community does not value vocational education. Essentially all students are
prepared to go to a four-year college whether that is where the student's
abilities/interests rest or not.
CTE should not replace college.
Available for special needs
The work-based experiences vary widely in their quality. My older daughter had an
internship where she literally just watched the doctor perform the same surgeries for the
entire year. She was not allowed to do ANYTHING but watch. It became incredibly
boring for her half way through the year.
Difficulty in finding CTE work-based experiences in desired areas of interest.
School doesn’t provide enough help in getting work-based learning experiences. They
rely mainly on the students to get them on their own.
Attainable internships for hs students— many workplaces deny minors the opportunity
because of liability and insurance issues.
Students educated on CTE program, transportation, paid internships,
her schedule
Sports conflict
Time needed on top of all other commitments
After school sports conflicts
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focus on academics, clubs and sports. get to be a kid
These barriers are specific to each child. While my child is in a science-based program
and will attend and likely grad school, many students benefit from a more direct career
path. Unfortunately, the least well-informed parents are often unaware of the best path
for their child. These parents will push for a college career path, not understanding they
are setting their child up for failure. Parents desperately need to be educated regarding
some of the excellent career paths available through technical training programs.
My child is visually impaired and I'm wondering if CTE programs are flexible enough to
be inclusive.
Sports-students are unwilling to risk their “spot” on a team by appearing uncommitted by
choosing a work experience
The academic constraints put on most votech and CTE experiences - the kids that need
work-based experiences are being screened out due to academic constraints
Public high schools failing to offer such opportunities. Or worse public county vocational
skills only offering “intro” classes to struggling learners
The availability of 21st century skill programs for students with autism within a
reasonable distance. Programs are retail and food mostly and those are not even
appropriate. There should be programs that teach skills needed for hands on jobs in a
technical society, for example...how to fix an iPhone, there need also to be summer
programs/ESY that focus on this from middle school onward to help with the exploration
and problem-solving skills.
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In what ways can your child's school counselor help inform and support them
towards their career pathway?
Comment only (responses condensed):
• Provide more information and see if this will be online with their future goals.
• My experience with HS counselors has been that they aren’t very knowledgeable about
programs that exist, or they don’t share that info with students/ parents.
• Give them as much information as possible about the CTE programs.
• Have more counselors for the children so they can have more hands on with the
students
• Offer mandated "Getting to Know Your Counselor and how they can help you" workshop
every year during the school day.
• internships
• stop assuming all students are college bound
• To make students more aware of opportunities and guide them through the process
whether work force or college bound.
• Establishing one on one relationships between students and guidance counselors
• The counselor can inform my child of all steps that need to be taken in order to achieve
her career goal.
• Making the children aware of multiple career paths/jobs so they have ideas of what to
major in when they go to college.
• Mentoring
• By not pushing them and every other student to enter college.
• guide them on how to do internet research and making real connections (letter-writing,
email, phone calls) with potential employment, volunteer, or school programs; show
them what’s available for summer volunteer or employment and then guide them as they
seek opportunities themselves
• 1 on 1 meetings
• Open communication between career opportunities and preparatory programs as well as
helping set up internships.
• Encourage and initiate open communication between the counselor and the student.
• Provide information about technical programs and college degrees for their career goals.
• Keep following up with students at least once every month or quarterly to check on
students' progress
• They can keep my children informed on any changes that might be of great help to them.
• By giving them real world information and real-life scenarios. They should also give them
information on real life financial situations
• Help him with an apprenticeship
• Have an open-door policy for alumni to be able to come back for advice about career
counseling or to further their education.
• Assist them when they run into academic and barriers
• School hosted career fair.
• Have better knowledge of the college process and to be able to have one counselor who
can just do that instead of splitting themselves between problems and schedule changes
also thereby not being readily available to guide the children
• By allowing them the ability to explore the various fields covered in the programs offered
while in school, speaking with them to help them decide the best path towards their
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goals, and perhaps putting them in contact with possible mentors and/or
employers/university staff so that they can continue to move forward with guidance.
Really get to know them, not just a couple visits junior year.
Educating them on the various opportunities available for exposure to the field before
entering college courses.
Speak to them about what is needed to be certified and job placement ready. Whether
that be 4 years of college or to simply take an exam at the end of senior year.
by actively listening using open-ended questions
Provide them opportunity to understand and experience the careers.
One on one meetings
More direct Counselor / Parent communication
By helping them locate the field their studying and how to apply for employment in that
field.
My child in CTE program (cosmetology) has a clear path laid out by the teacher so that
we are aware of exactly what is needed outside of the actual school program to ensure
licensing by graduation. I feel that information about job fairs, paid internships, & in class
speakers would be very helpful to set her up for success outside of high school.
Providing information and possible plans beginning in 8th grade.
More information to parents about the CTE opportunities
Disperse the information about the program. Suggest students to the program. Connect
with parents about the program.
The school counselor should have regular meetings with the students to make sure they
are on track with their CTE. The counselor should also regularly inform the students of
options and opportunities in their respective CTE and college.
Exposure: career/interests surveys, guest speakers, field trips
Prepare them how to interview and maybe apply to tech schools to attain certification
needed to advance in their career.
By providing students with resources and access to/information about viable network
(places and people).
Business contacts for those entering the workforce directly.
Actively work to connect my son to work based learning experiences.
To begin with, by actually meeting with them in grade 6. Have a prelim sit down with the
student, where they're free to speak and dream. Send a letter home to the parents
speaking specifically to them about they're specific child and elicit feedback and
conversation. Have a follow up meeting with the student, presenting ideas, and
particularly, information pertaining to that student's interests. This can be done with or
without parents there, but it is about engagement. Counselors need to drive the
endeavor.
Direct evaluations and assessments with student and involve parents.
Getting to know my child and his passions. Allowing him to visit jobs, colleges of his
interest.
provide opportunities for job shadowing, internships, and scholarships opportunities
We wish the students would be able to give the kids more aptitude testing - to see what
specific abilities they possess, and careers are options.
Provide additional resources such as workshops, meetings and field trips, not just
lectures and pamphlets.
Form a mentoring program connecting students with a person working in their field of
interest.
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School counselors should help children prepare and support the children in whatever
career goals they are wishing to achieve. They should also explain to them that they
should always have a backup plan. This way they will never fall short of achieving any
goal, they may just have to redirect the path of the goal they are trying to achieve.
School Counselors can assist students with secondary planning by creating
opportunities of exploration of student interest. Planning and exposure should begin
early on.
Provide ample opportunities for awareness. Motivate as a positive program. When
speaking of the program, talk to my child as though he will participate it in and not as
though it is an option.
help recommend future training and apprenticeship choices in the vocational field they
are interested in.
Career counseling based on student interest and matching the student to college
program that is appropriate for them
they could give them opportunity with networks for finding jobs
One to one conferences, getting to know student's likes and dislikes and then hands on
assistance in obtaining internships.
Make sure staff and parents are aware of what opportunities the CTE will provide
Additional one on one guidance and counseling specific to one's area (i.e. Law, Medical,
Engineering, Performing Arts etc.). Guidance on future testing, scholarships etc.
Work with all students individually. Especially those struggling with grades or
uncertainty. Those are students who need the extra attention from counselors to help
lead and develop their paths whether it be college, technical school or trade specificright out to work force.
Show students how to connect with the people in the field/industry the student is
interested in
Find their strengths/interests to direct them toward career.
Do a workshop for post high school students that will involve both the students and their
parents. This is because some high school students who have finished high school and
could not attend four-year college because of their academic ability, they have no idea
what next to do. Some of them don't think about that until after graduation. We need to fit
them into one of these trade schools.
Provide statistical information on various careers and recommend resources that will
help them in their decision.
Explain college costs and the advantage of community college and also the career
opportunities of technical school and careers that do not require a college degree
Meet with the child and talk with them and see if they can help identify their strengths
and recommend certain careers that may match up with the strengths and interests.
By guiding him on his appropriate career pathway and providing various choice of career
and school
The counselor should get to know the child, understand the child's goals, discuss with
child different opportunities available after HS, and have guide child to explore their
career pathway prior to exiting high school.
Offer a symposium where professionals from various fields can talk to the children the
pros and cons of their professions
The counselor can make them aware of all the possible choices available in their chosen
career and how to achieve their goal e.g. what type of college they should attend, what
options are available, what requirements they must meet to get into the desired college,
all financial aid programs available, find out cost of different colleges to achieve goal
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Show them the salary range after completing college vs their college debt.
Regular short meetings to track students’ progress
My child will have more supporting on his career
Sending emails of the programs relating to my child's career pathway.
Compare and contrast careers with things like salaries, work schedules, the potential for
future employment.
1-on-1 session to discuss the students thought about their aspirations, goals and ideas
on how or where they see themselves in 5 years.
Email
Our counselors do an excellent job
They can tell them what to expect in that career and be completely honest about it. Tell
them the advantages and disadvantages of the jobs, the potential for growth and how
they will be compensated.
make an assembly and show them all the options
There should be parent/student information sessions or evenings.
Speak one-to-one (and maybe groups) with students at different points in time (within
their school year/years) to find out how they feel about/like their program of choice.
Especially, within the first two years to reassure they are still comfortable with their
decision.
I'm not clear on what counselor's do for kids now. I would think helping kids understand
the opportunities available to them or helping to provide a road map for the kids that
know what they want to do. Encouraging kids to have a goal and mapping out a plan to
complete that goal
Providing opportunities to field work exploration, exposing students to business owners
eager to invest in students graduating, and relaying the different areas of careers they
are able to pursue.
Mentorships, Guest Speakers, tour a Business, Tour a College.
"Maybe set up a program where graduates can come back and visit with their guidance
counselors to discuss progress, obstacles and help develop and work out a career plan."
Begin aggressive support and guidance from 9th grade. speaking with both parent and
students this will avoid trying to cram need work in the last two years.
Help them evaluate their personality and lead them into fields that are based on their
strengths.
Maybe not push the college experience. Not all children want to go to college or will
have the ability to go. Workforce experiences should be a push as well as college.
Prepare the child for ways to obtain scholarships, Grant's, and other funding for college
in the career they have chosen. They can also help guide in specific ways to pick a
college/job.
Discussions about colleges, SAT prep offered after school and summers, mentoring
opportunities. Would be good for guidance to offer pairing work/internship program with
school alums and families.
Help with military plans and also have a backup plan.
Actually, pay attention to them and not have an enormous roster of students so that the
counselor has to be reminded of who the student is even when it's 4 years at the school.
They can start by defining CTE, because the meaning most associate with it is trade
school of a certificate with no meaning to it. If it is a program that outlines college
success and acquiring job skills, Students are more likely to be involved.
Not all students are college-bound. We need to recognize that technical schools are also
necessary to create professionals in a variety of specialties. Real-world skills are
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imperative in the job market and for thinking and problem solving. We do a huge
disservice to our students when we don't provide opportunities for them to take classes
in technical fields. They should not be in competition with other "electives," but rather
should be included as core requirements.
fee waiver for college applications
The school counselors need to be more informed of post graduate opportunities. Too
often the student and their families are left to try to find information and may not be
aware of processes and/or where to begin a search for opportunities or what schools
offer certain programs. Access to internet and other pathways may not be accessible.
They can send emails/make social media posts concerning opportunities that can help
them towards their career pathway, and help them with such things. Like if they email
students about a job or internship, they should help a student build a resume to apply.
They can also be available throughout the day, so that they can he there even for a busy
student and seem approachable for even the most timid of students.
Follow up with each student and parents on what goals they have for college. This way
will make parents well informed of programs are out there for they children their interest
for education. Also, programs and strategies for financial preparation towards college.
Middle school counselors should not actively discourage students when they express
interest in CTE for high school
My child’s school counselor is doing a great job of proving college prep information
Help them understand how many options there are for career choices and let the child
know what types and levels of education are necessary to achieve those goals.
Video. Kids watch videos all the time these days.
Interest inventories
Counselors need to be informed!! Many are only thinking of the college track kids
Discuss career possibilities with my child.
Stop pushing college and focus on career counseling to prepare them for the workplace
Mentoring, encouraging, and proving real people and life examples.
Start in middle school. Encourage CTE high schools as a really great option even if it
means leaving your district high school
In high school, flood kids and parents with info about shop-related opportunities for high
school students.
In high school, flood kids and parents with information regarding academic and other
requirements for certain careers so they can get goals in high school and choose well
when applying for college.
I think that the counselor can help guide him by getting his feet wet in different
extracurricular activities.
Start discussing career options with students AND parents early (e.g., middle school)
then make sure that the student AND parents are aware of the different educational
options in high school.
She has already worked closely with her counselor who has told her about different
types of careers.
COUNSELOR CAN CREATE A DATA BASE OR ALUMNI PORTAL WHEREBY THE
STUDENTS WILL ALWAYS HAVE ACCESS TO THE INFORMATION AS NEEDED
Book- What Color is Your Parachute
all school districts should have a transition specialist that works with the case manager
and guidance counselor and parent and dvrs and community businesses/partners. There
is too much checking of boxes on forms instead of really working together to create
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creative solutions to person centered planning. For example, often parents don’t know
about CTE or dvrs until very late in the game.
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What form of communication do you prefer to receive from the state and/or
school district about CTE programs and career pathways?
Answer Choices
School district website
Information backpacked/mailed home
Electronic newsletter
Social media
Email
Text messaging
CTE information nights
In-school general assemblies and presentations
Other (please specify)
Answered
Skipped

2496
3556
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Response Response
Percentage Number
12.82%
320
11.06%
276
8.33%
208
1.72%
43
49.56%
1237
5.17%
129
4.77%
119
4.77%
119
1.80%
45

Education level of parent/guardian completing the survey: (optional)
Answer Choices
High School Diploma/GED
College Certificate
Associates Degree
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Post Masters Degree
N/A
Answered
Skipped

Response Response
Percentage Number
16.19%
394
6.04%
147
9.54%
232
32.92%
801
22.19%
540
9.08%
221
4.03%
98

2433
3619
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My child(ren) identifies their ethnicity as: (optional, select all that apply)
Response Response
Percentage Number
51.84%
1242
24.12%
578
11.44%
274
0.92%
22
11.56%
277
0.79%
19
9.14%
219

Answer Choices
White or Caucasian
Hispanic or Latino
Black or African American
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian or Asian American
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
Other/Choose not to identify
Answered
Skipped

2396
3656
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Select all that your child(ren) may identify with:
Answer Choices
English language learners
Homeless
Individual with a disability
Affiliated with Tribal Organization
Active duty military parents
In or aged out of the Foster Care system
Economically, disadvantaged families, including lowincome youth and adults
Individuals preparing for non-traditional fields that are
predominantly staffed by one gender
Single parents, including single pregnant women
Out-of-workforce individuals
None of the above
Answered
Skipped

2387
3665
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Response Response
Percentage
Number
19.86%
474
1.05%
25
8.17%
195
0.59%
14
0.75%
18
0.71%
17
6.45%

154

2.89%
10.93%
3.52%
60.87%

69
261
84
1453

Appendix F
As a Superintendent in Salem County, I am writing to respond to the call for public comment on
Perkins V regulations.
In Salem County, we operate very collaboratively and already oversee the vocational partnership
model through our long history of County Academy Programs. As a Superintendent who hosts
an academy program, I have grave concerns about the 10 student minimum requirement at each
level (participant, concentrator, completer) for CTE programs. Our current program enrollment
does not meet this requirement, yet based on our program outcomes, students are succeeding and
excelling in CTE.
Salem County is a unique county due to the rural area and farmland. The overall population of
Salem County is declining which leads to a decline in student enrollment within the school
districts. This means that there are fewer students available to fill the seats of the CTE
programs. If the minimum student enrollment remains a requirement in Perkins V, the majority
of the most popular programs and needed programs for Salem County industry growth will not
have the necessary enrollment to receive funding. In essence, if the proposed student enrollment
minimum stands, my students would not have the opportunity to participate in CTE, seriously
jeopardizing the access to career and technical education in Salem County.
Please reconsider the minimum program enrollment criteria for Perkins V, especially in our
Salem County.
Sincerely,
Dr. Cobian
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I am with the BOE for the Tabernacle Township School district. I am a strong supporter for introducing
career opportunities at the middle school level. We recently received a $6500 grant to bring
woodworking back to the district. At this time the program is only on the 6th grade level and has been
integrated into the STEM currriculum. Our students are enjoying the program and the hands-on
experience they are receiving. Our intent is to expand the program into grades 7 and 8 as well as grade
4.
I am unable to attend any of the upcoming public comment meetings, so have listed, below, links
addressing the advantages of introducing CTE at the middle grade level.
Thank you very much for presenting the Perkins V and CTE initiative.
Gail Corey
Research has identified middle school as a time when students can benefit the most from career
exploration.
https://www.acteonline.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/ACTE_CC_Paper_FINAL.pdf
The middle grades are a crucial time to engage, or reengage, students and put them on a path to college
and career success. Research has demonstrated that grades, attendance, and engagement in middle
school are strong predictors of high school graduation and postsecondary success. The Everyone
Graduates Center at Johns Hopkins University found that “sixth graders who failed math or
English/reading, or attended school less than 80% of the time, or received an unsatisfactory behavior
grade in a core course had only a 10% to 20% chance of graduating [high school] on time.”
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/edcentral/step-right-direction-career-explorationmiddle-school/
The middle grades, broadly defined as fifth through eighth grade, need to be seen as the launching pad
for a secondary and post-secondary education system that enables all students to obtain the schooling
and/or career training they will need to fully
experience the opportunities of 21st century America.
https://www.amle.org/portals/0/pdf/articles/Policy_Brief_Balfanz.pdf
Maine and Indiana have already budgeted monies from Perkins Grants towards middle schools
https://hechingerreport.org/what-does-career-readiness-look-like-in-middle-school/
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Dear NJ Officials:
Please see enclosed the following:
1. Letter to Lt Gov, AG, Interagency and Perkins V in response to EO 78
2. Campaign release for the 2019 “See America In Color" (SAIC) Essay Contest
3. Flyer of ‘Starting 5’ Schools contest finalists.

From the Perkins V public hearing, it seems SAIC might align with the theme of
Innovation and the Funding focus of non-traditional programs/leadership. Happy to
share more detail or to discuss how CTE2 might address the bias stats and support
your goals & objectives. Also welcome the chance to explore working together on
celebrating the essay contest winners in January 2020.

Cheers,
Doc
Douette ‘Doc’ Cunningham
President
“Da Island Guy”
908-391-1655
@SeeUSAinColor
www.SeeAmericaInColor.com
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SOUNDING OFF SOCIAL
“CONTENT - CULTURE - ENTERTAINMENT”

November 26, 2019

Dear Lt Governor Oliver, Attorney General Grewal, Commissioner Repollet, Secretary Ellis:
Had a chance to review the NJ Governor’s and Attorney General’s Offices Press Release here
https://www.nj.gov/oag/newsreleases19/pr20190807b.html on the spike of bias incidents in NJ. In
addition, recently spent time reviewing the draft Perkins V Plan and attending a public session.
More specifics on how we might impact those stats can be forthcoming. But here’re a couple
suggestions. With the current challenges of violence, vaping, bias, bullying and hate it seems there’s
one additional area to consider. We should explore Empowerment as a key system-wide component in
two areas of concentration:
1. Purpose Learning
2. Civics Education
The focus on Purpose Learning is so students have a better sense for living their best life. It’s more than
just job skills but also about on-point living. With civics education, it would enhance how students connect
the dots between history, family, culture, country & social issues.
A way forward is having CTE as a two-fold option of Career, Technical and Empowerment Education
(CTE or CTE2). This includes the ‘Aspire & Go’ smart module, giving students directions (like GPS in
cars) as they follow their dreams, calling, purpose and passion for 21st century life, careers & skillset.
The www.SeeAmericaInColor.com civic engagement initiative offers this with social, educational and
developmental programs. In one sense it’s how we celebrate smarts schools and elevate social tools.
It’s also about a format for how we upgrade our civics for strong citizens nationwide.
SAIC is more than just PR optics in responding with public relations. It’s also about HR civics in
addressing matters of ‘head & heart’ with personal development. So, the enclosed might shed some
light on how CTE2 could bring more traction/exposure for students, parents & citizens.
Appreciate your consideration of SAIC!
Regards,

Doc
Douette ‘Doc’ Cunningham
President
“Da Island Guy”
908-391-1655
@SeeUSAinColor www.SeeAmericaInColor.com

See America In Color: A Better Picture of Civic & Social Issues for a Higher Level of Citizenship
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SOUNDING OFF SOCIAL
“CONTENT - CULTURE - ENTERTAINMENT”

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Ms Tracy Munford 973-801-7536, tracymunford1@aol.com

November 25, 2019

Meet the ‘Starting 5’ of the See America In Color Essay Contest
"No matter what people tell you, words and ideas can change the world."
- Robin Williams, Comedian

Hometown Huddle ‘High 5’ – “Let’s Blaze a Trail in Roots & Culture”

The civic engagement campaign to See America In Color (SAIC) moves closer to announcing the big
winners. This started in August when word went out to 600+ NJ public school districts and 70+
Independent Schools at the middle/high school levels. After weeks of teachers recruiting students and
sharing the contest guidelines, we engaged 14 school districts in the initial group. We’ve selected the
‘Starting 5’ finalists vying for scholarship awards and statewide recognition.
Essays will be reviewed and winner/runner-up in each category cheered at an upcoming event with
public officials. Educators who’ve been lending support continue to share positive feedback as part of
our #CultureChallenge on social media. Some have suggested features in the future of Arts, Science
and Health focus areas. This project is seven years in the making and founder Douette ‘Doc’
Cunningham feels it spotlights students as role models and civic-minded leaders. It's also a way to offset
news reports of bias/bullying, hate or tragedy in schools and community.
Since launching, the campaign also reached out to public/private colleges as well as Independent High Schools
and hopes to re-visit those areas of the contest soon. Cunningham adds “It’s good to have a project where
students are inspired by their peers. In addition, it’s great when middle school students see high school
students who see college students who see young adults talking/learning about roots & culture.” That’s how
things play-out in the sports world so why not in civics education too. This rollout has been supported by friends
and family. Plans are to recognize the SAIC ‘Top 5’ members from among the project advisors, media/press,
businesses, public sector, Hometown MVPs (Most Valuable Parents/Professionals/People) that have helped to
inform and energize our work.
You can contact us for more on how we arrived at the ‘Starting 5’. Socially-engaged companies and
everyday citizens can visit our website to support the campaign’s efforts to honor teachers/staff/students
with a Campus Block Party celebration for the winning school in each category. General info on
programs/events & public relations is available during normal hours. Learn more at
www.SeeAmericaInColor.com or send your ideas, thoughts and comments to @SeeUSAinColor on
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Twitter or email doc2comm@gmail.com. Donations and financial grants/awards will go a long way with
#CitizenShining moments in the years ahead.

See America In Color: A Better Picture of Civic & Social Issues for a Higher Level of Citizenship
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Brenda Callaghan,District Supervisor of Special Projects
Greater Egg Harbor Regional High School District - Atlantic County

I'd like to thank the department for their thoughtful consideration of stakeholders throughout this
process.
The plan reflects some significant changes to our current definitions, most dramatically to "program of
studies". I like the specificity of the course progression and also the plans for expansion of IndustryValued credentials.
I appreciate that the plan recognizes the vast differences amongst the counties in New Jersey, but also
the significant challenges facing all districts in recruitment and retention of CTE teachers.
Some concerns that I hope are addressed in the final plan are:
● The definition of high skill as it is not defined as clearly or transparently as high wage and high
demand. In Atlantic county this becomes particularly important as there are a number of
occupations that are high demand but not high wage so that definition becomes critical. Will the
list mentioned be available for use as we conduct our needs assessments?
● There is a need to expand significantly the list of approved industry valued credentials for all
CIP codes.
● Specifically, on page 11, the plan provides models for transition from middle school to high
school and focuses on K through 8 partnerships with county vocational schools. I want to be
sure that comprehensive HS continue to be part of the transition planning. In Atlantic County we
have no shared time vocational programs so it has fallen to the comprehensive high schools to
provide students with career pathway options after 9th grade.
● CTSOs are barely mentioned but in the technical session it was suggested that they would
become mandatory for all CTE students no longer just offered and available. This change could
have significant budget implications for districts so important to know as we plan for next year.

It is my sincere hope that the department is going to provide meaningful County level support and
frameworks for collaboration to enhance and coordinate our programs and resources to ensure that we
are not overburdening our common resources, post-secondary and industry partners. Also to consider
equity of access for transient populations such as McKinney Vento and pregnant and parenting teens.
Lastly, I ask that the department continue to consider utilizing the Math in CTE and Literacy in CTE
models to promote student engagement. Thank you for your time.
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PITTSGROVE
TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS
Administration Building
1076 Almond Road, Pittsgrove,
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DARREN HARRIS
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DR. SCOTT HOOPES
Superintendent of
Schools, Ext. 4016
P.R.I.D.E.

To Whom It May Concern:
As a Superintendent in Salem County, I am writing to respond to the call for public comment on
Perkins V regulations. In Salem County, we operate very collaboratively and already oversee the
vocational partnership model through our long history of County Academy Programs. As a
Superintendent who hosts an academy program, I have grave concerns about the 1O student
minimum requirement at each level (participant, concentrator, completer) for CTE programs. Our
current program enrollment does not meet this requirement, yet based on our program outcomes,
students are succeeding and excelling in CTE.
The overall population of Salem County is declining which leads to a decline in student enrollment
within the school districts. This means that there are fewer students available to fill the seats of
the CTE programs. If the minimum student enrollment remains a requirement in Perkins V, the
majority of the most popular programs and needed programs for Salem County industry growth
will not have the necessary enrollment to receive funding. In essence, if the proposed student
enrollment minimum stands, my students would not have the opportunity to parti cipate in CTE,
seriously jeopardizing the access to career and technical education in Salem County.
Please reconsider the minimum program enrollment criteria for Perkins V.

Dr. Scott
pes
Superintendent of Schools
SH:dk
C:

John Swain, Superintendent, Salem County Vocational-Technical School District/ Salem County Special
Services School District
Jennifer Bates, Ed. D., Asst. Superintendent, Salem County Vocational-Technical School District/Sa/em
County Special Services School District
Darren Harris , Business Administrator, Pittsgrove Township School District

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer - F/M
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New Jersey Council of County Vocational-Technical Schools
i
CAREERTECHN
West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey 08608 I (609) 39 2-6222 I www.careertechnJ. org

Testimony on the Department of Educatlonts Proposed Perkins V Plan Presented by Jackie Burke
Assistant Executive Director, NJ Council of County Vocational-Technical Schools
December 4, 2019
My name is Jackie Burke and I am the Assistant Executive Director of the NJ Council of County
Vocational-Technical Schools. Thank you for the opportunity to testify on behalf of the 21 county
vocational technical school districts about the Department of Education's draft plan for Perkins V
implementation. I would like to begin my testimony by acknowledging the hard work the staff at the
Department put into drafting this plan, and their continued efforts to listen to and incorporate feedback
from our districts.
The Department of Educationput forward a broad vision throughout the draft plan to expand access to
career and technical education and support innovative practices. The Council shares and endorses that
vision and looks forward to partnering with the Department to advance this goal wherever possible.
One of the most significant objectives of the draft plan ls encouraging countywide coordination and
planning to identify areas of need and avoid expensive duplication. The Council applauds this laudable
goal and several of our districts are currently collaborating with the Department of Educationto lead a
countywide coordination effort in their respective counties. This pilot model will provide an opportunity
to identify best practices to facilitate coordination as well as identify challenges that need to be
addressed.
However, it is important to recognize that every county is unique, and organization and cooperation are
more challenging in some counties than others. There is no one size fits all model that can work for all
21 counties, and collaboration and coordination is something that needs to develop locally over time.
Conducting a Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment is a new federal requirement. and we appreciate
the Department's efforts to draft an instrument that will guide thoughtful planning for CTE, and their
solicitation of feedback from the Council.
However, school districts continue to have significant concerns about the scope of the CLNA. Although
the final CLNA instrument is not available yet, the draft requirements released to the districts require
extensive data collection and analysis, engagement of multiple stakeholders and detailed selfassessment of all programs - all of which will demand a hefty time commitment that is federally required
every two years. This investment may lead smaller local districts to decide it is not worth the effort.
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The federal Perkins law introduced the concept of "programs of study" more than a decade ago,
encouraging states and school districts to build postsecondary linkages into more CTE program s. This
has been a positive step forward for county vocational- technical schools and the state.
The Council shares the goal of continuing this progress and transitioning more CTE programs to
programs of study that include an industry credential and/or postsecondary linkage as a valuable way to
ensure quality career and technical education. However, our schools are concerned that the proposed
three-year timeline for transition is overly ambitious and we recommend that all districts be given at
least five years to revise their existing CTE programs to meet the credential and postsecondary
articulation requirements for a program of study.
The proposed plan adds other new requirements for approved CTE programs that while well-intended,
do raise concerns for county vocational-technical schools.
Requiring every program to have 1O students per program level per year poses a significant hurdle for
rural districts that simply do not have the population to support this level of enrollment. Multiple
counties have commented that this would force them to eliminate or combine many programs that
offer career pathways that meet employer needs in their area. Additionally, new programs might not be
able to reach that threshold for the first few years. Further, programs that serve predominantly special
education students may require smaller class sizes.
In order to qualify as a program of study, the Department's proposed plan requires a program to meet
two of the following three criteria: high-wage, high-skill and in- demand. While this is an appropriate
goal for New Jersey, districts have concerns about how these benchmarks will be defined, as well as the
ability of some valuable programs to meet them.
For example, the proposed definition for high-wage sets a median income and hourly rate that may be
unrealistically high for certain regions of the state, as well as for entry level jobs that are part of a career
pathway. Districts would like additional language that specifies that the median income threshold and
hourly wage identified as "high wage" refers to future earning potential for students in the career
pathway, not the median job salary immediately following graduation. Apprenticeships and entry level
jobs often start lower than the proposed threshold for high wage with the ability to move up with
successful employment. In some regions of the state this wage requirement is not an attainable
objective, but a lower starting compensation is enough to provide a strong quality of life.
The definition for in-demand jobs in the plan relies on a calculation of replacement plus growth rate.
Some occupations, including manufacturing, are experiencing a high

retirement rate and replacement rates alone are sufficient to classify the occupation as in-demand.
While keeping the focus on preparing students for high-skill opportunities is certainly appropriate, the
Department must define this carefully so that opportunities for students with disabilities are not limited
in the quest to align GTE with high-skill, high- wage and in-demand careers.
We recommend that the plan consider GTE programs and career areas that serve an important local or
regional need, but may only meet one of the required state indicators. While we agree that new
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programs should be required to meet the proposed benchmark, existing programs with a strong track
record for student success should be permitted to continue. One option to address this concern would
be to create a waiver or approval process similar to one used by the Department of Labor that considers
additional documentation from the labor market. Clarification is also needed regarding the
consequences of failure to meet the required indicators. If a program does not meet two of the three
definitions, will it be ineligible for Perkins funds?
County vocational-technical school districts continuously try to engage in outreach to students at the
middle school level and appreciate the Department's inclusion of Perkins funding tor career counseling
and other activities that will increase students' career awareness and encourage them to consider a
career focused education. As the Department further defines allowable expenses in this area, we would
urge the Department to ensure that county vocational-technical schools are engaged in policy decisions
and involved in funded activities at the middle school level. In some instances, middle schools do not
allow or provide limited ability for our districts to educate students about CTE opportunities in the
county vocational-technical school district. Our schools would also appreciate further clarification on
allowable expenses and suggest that the split of funds between postsecondary and secondary
institutions be adjusted to reflect the increased expenditures middle school funding will incur.
The Council appreciates the Department's selection of work-based learning as the additional
accountability indicator required under Perkins V. This selection will increase the focus on expanding
work-based learning opportunities for students.
However, the plan does not address the qualifications necessary to qualify as work based learning or
how the data will be collected. Further, our schools would ask the Department to clearly address
concerns on the part of employers to clarify questions of liability for students engaged in work based
learning, especially in a hazardous setting like a manufacturing facility. We look forward to working with
the Department to address these concerns going forward.

Finally, our districts provided overwhelming feedback that it is essential that they continue to be able to
use Perkins funds to purchase expensive equipment that would not otherwise be possible. Up-to-date
equipment aligned with industry standards is essential to provide the education and training needed to
prepare students for employment or post-secondary education.
In closing, I want to again express our appreciation for the Department's efforts in the draft plan and
outreach to stakeholders. There is a lot that is new in Perkins V and this will be an evolving process with
unforeseen circumstances along the way. As the process rolls out, the districts would greatly appreciate
the willingness of the Department to build into the plan an opportunity for a reassessment with
stakeholders a year after submission to address any issues that need to be addressed.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak today.
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New Jersey Department of Education - State Board of Education Meeting Perkins V State Plan Testimony
December 4, 2019
Aaron R. Fichtner, Ph.D., President New Jersey Council of County Colleges
Good afternoon, Chair and Members of the State Board of Education. My name is Aaron Fichtner,
President of the New Jersey Council of County Colleges, a nonprofit organization enshrined in state law
that works to strengthen and support the state's 18 community colleges. I want to thank Department of
Education Commissioner Dr. Lamont Repollet, Assistant Commissioner Linda Eno and staff of the
Department for their leadership, collaboration, and support for New Jersey ' s community colleges by
recognizing the vital role that they play in statewide career education and talent development.
New Jersey's community colleges annually receive over $9 million in funding from the Carl D. Perkins
Career and Technical Education Grant Program, funding that is critical to our colleges' ability to provide
high quality programs that prepare students for high-skill, high-wage occupations that are in demand in
the economy. This investment has a broad and significant impact. This investment allows the state's
community colleges to build educational programs that respond to the needs of local employers and
their local economy, and to build strong partnerships with county vocational technical school districts
and with comprehenseive high schools that offer career and technical education programs. These
investments have a significant and positive impact on students across the state. Currently, more than
106,000 students in community colleges participate in career and technical education programs - 42% of
these students are from economically disadvantaged households.
Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V) and the New Jersey
State Deparment of Education Perkins V plan are a critical opportunity to build on this strong
foundation and to truly build career and technical education pathways and partnerships that will
strengthen our state's already innovative, productive and competitive workforce while opening the
doors of economic opportunity to more New Jerseyans. The state's Perkins V Plan offers an important
vision and direction for the future of this important investment.
New Jersey's community colleges are excited for the opportunity to work closely with the Department,
other state departments, high schools, employers, and other partners to realize the vision and promise
of Perkins V. New Jersey's community colleges are uniquely positioned to help the economy grow,
industries thrive, and people succeed in an era of rapid economic, social, and technological change. The
Perkins program is a critical Investment in the future of our state.
The New Jersey Council of County Colleges and the state's 18 community colleges have joined together
to develop Vision 2028- a framework for the future of NJ's communitv colleges. We are committed to an
ever-expansive vision of the future of higher education; a future that is agile, collaborative, and
innovative, and that prepares individuals, at varying stages of their lives and careers, for success in an
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increasingly diverse society and global economy. Responding to this rapidly chang ing world will require
innovative
330 \',;rest State Sl:l'cct • T renton, NJ 08618 • (609) 392-3434 • Fa11: (C.09) 392-8158 • e-mail: in
fo@n1ccc.org • wu'W.niccc.org • @NJCommCollcgcs
public policy and strategic investments in the future. Five imperatives will be central to a broader
strategy to ensure that more New Jerseyans are prepared to thrive and adapt and to ensure that the
state has a skilled workforce to propel economic growth:
I)
Increase the Number of Individuals who have Earned Post-Secondary Credentials and Degrees,
II) Prepare Residents for Change, Ill) Ensure Access ta Life Long Learning IV) Focus on Equity, and V) Build
Broad Partnerships.
With state support and collaboration, New Jersey's community colleges will work together in the years
ahead, developing new models of collaboration and cooperation and leading partnerships with state
and local government agencies, employers and industry associations, high schools, four-year colleges
and universities, libraries, social services organizations, labor unions, community and faith-based
organizations, foundations, and others to focus on four priorities:
I)
Increase access to post-secondary education for mare New Jerseyans; II) Support student
success, Ill) Ensure access to valuable and relevant learning, and IV) Serve as community engines.
In support of Vision 2028, the Council is launching statewide Pathway and Skills Collaboratives focused
on building employer-driven stackable credential pathways in the state's key industries, beginning with
health care, advanced manufacturing and technology. These pathways will lead from high school to
community colleges and to four-year colleges and universities, with multiple on-ramps and off-ramps for
students. This effort in particular, and the other efforts of Vision 2028, will further strengthen the
delivery of the Perkins program in the state.
The Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA) effort of Perkins V is in many ways the most
important, significant change to the Perkins program. If implemented in a thoughtful and strategic
manner, the CLNA's can have a wide-ranging impact. We believe that the CLNA effort can be most
effective if:
1.
CLNA's are conducted in a coordinated manner among stakeholders and partners by county;
11.
CLNA's are connected to, and do not duplicate, other local planning efforts, such as those of the
local Workforce Development Boards;
111.
Resources are provided to support these efforts; and
IV.
Technical assistance and support, including targeted labor market information and information
otqi industry-valued credentials, is provided by the state.
We request the opportunity to work closely with the New Jersey Department of Education to promote a
county-wide approach to CLNA efforts and to partner with the New Jersey Department of Labor and
Workforce Development, the Office of the Secretary of Higher Education and the New Jersey Economic
Development Authority on a broader coordinated effort that can meet the needs of the Perkins program
but be a catalyst for true collaboration.
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The New Jersey Council of County Colleges and the state's 18 community colleges can truly build a
collaborative set of career pathways by working together with high schools, employers, and with the
New Jersey Department of Education. We look forward to working with the Department to ensure that
Perkins V is a catalyst for collaboration and Innovation.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION ON THE PERKINS V PLAN
December 4. 2019
The New Jersey School Board Association (NJSBA) is a federation of the state' s
local boards of education and includes the majority of New Jersey’s charter schools as
associate members. NJSBA provides training, advocacy and support to advance public
education and promote the achievement of all students through effective governance.
The NJSBA has several beliefs about career and technical education. NJSBA believes
that:
•

Local boards of education should place emphasis on career awareness
and supports integrating career education throughout the curriculum.

•

Collaborative initiative s at the local and state level by business, labor
and educational agencies will enhance career counseling and benefit
youth.

•

Students should have access to a wide array of programs that promote
career awareness and develop workplace readiness skills as well as trade
and technical skills for specific career paths. Local boards of education,
county vocational school boards of education and representatives from
business and industry should work collaboratively to plan and develop and
deliver programs that meet the needs of students in the most effective and
efficient manner.

Among its goals, the draft Perkins V plan seeks to: 1) Provide local communities with a
stronger voice in education policy decisions; 2) Increase access to STEM and Computer
Science Curricula; 3) Expand career readiness through New Jersey Apprenticeship
Network and career pathways; and 4) Expanding access to community colleges for high
school students.
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NJTESOL/NJBE, Inc.
NJ Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages/NJ Bilingual Educators
TO:
Members of the New Jersey State Board of Education
FROM: NJ Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages/ NJ Bilingual Educators
(NJTESOL/NJBE)
RE:
Perkins Grant and Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment
RE:
December 4, 2019
________________________________________________________________________
On behalf of NJTESOL/NJBE, a professional organization for those concerned with the needs of Emerging
Bilingual students, better known as English Learners, we want to comment on the current iteration of the
Perkins V grant and the accompanying Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment (CLNA). Our membership
is comprised of educators and administrators dedicated to the instruction of English learners (ELs) at all
levels of public and private education. Our interests include classroom practices, research, curriculum
development, funding, employment and socio-political concerns.
The Perkins V grant and the CLNA provide a unique opportunity for New Jersey to be in the forefront of
developing bilingual candidates across career and technical fields in addition to addressing the special
needs of our growing population of Students with Interrupted Education (SIFE). This grant and the CLNA
can “marry” the CTE programs and career academies to the existing opportunity to earn a Seal of Biliteracy
which ultimately increases the marketability of our students in this global economy. This grant also builds
the capacity to level the playing field and add more equitable opportunities for a vulnerable population
who heretofore have been almost exclusively closed out of these specialized programs.
New Jersey is positioned to capitalize on the connection between CTE programs and the Seal of Biliteracy.
The Seal of Biliteracy is achieved by demonstrating proficiency in English and one or more other languages.
Over 100 districts are now participating with over 5,000 students who received this Seal in 2018-2019.
However, the link to the Career and Technical programs has not been constructed. We urge districts to
include World Language and ESL/bilingual staff in the needs assessment so they can build this pathway
for all students in career and technical programs. The health, law enforcement and teacher education
fields are a few careers in dire need of bilingual candidates, evidenced in these latest headlines:
•
•
•

“Latest career high school in San Antonio is medical – and has a dual language program.”
(San Antonio Express News, Dec. 2019)
“It took a legal fight, but bilingual Milwaukee cops now appreciated for communication
role.” (Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Nov. 2019)
“Bilingual Teachers Are in Short Supply. How Can Schools Cultivate Their Own?” (Ed

Week blog, March, 2019).
The last question is one that the career academies can help to answer. NJTESOL/NJBE also
encourages districts to ensure that English Learners are provided a pathway to earn the Seal of
Biliteracy. For districts implementing teacher academies, the need for bilingual teachers is critical and
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this is an avenue to “cultivate our own.” Our teacher education programs need to build partnerships
with these academies and actively recruit these candidates.
At the same time county academies and district programs need to examine the “gatekeeping”
admissions process that ultimately excludes these students. Requiring a certain standardized test score
and an admissions test that does not allow accommodations permitted on NJSLA forecloses English
Learners from the opportunity to benefit from a career academy. The following graphs from the NJ
School Performance Reports are an example of the demographics in many county academies. We are
missing an opportunity of building on linguistic capital of these students.
Allied Health Academy
Student Group

Academy of Law and Public Safety
2015- 2016- 201716
17
18

Student Group

2015- 2016- 201716
17
18

Female

63.3% 62.2% 62.0%

Female

46.4% 46.3% 38.0%

Male

36.7% 37.8% 38.0%

Male

53.6% 53.7% 62.0%

Economically
Disadvantaged Students

5.4%

4.3%

2.4%

Economically Disadvantaged
13.1% 15.9% 20.3%
Students

Students with Disabilities

0.0%

0.0%

0.2%

Students with Disabilities

13.1% 2.4% 17.7%

English Learners

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

English Learners

0.0%

Homeless Students

0.0%

0.0%

Students in Foster Care

0.0%

0.0%

Military-Connected Students

0.0%

Migrant Students

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Homeless Students

0.0%

0.0%

Students in Foster Care

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Military-Connected Students

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Migrant Students

0.0%

0.0%

Moreover, New Jersey has experienced a tremendous influx of Students with Interrupted Education (SIFE).
Since October 2014, 12,650 students have been placed in New Jersey schools (Office of Refugee
Settlement, 2019). These students’ education has been disrupted. As a result, they are often lacking in
foundational math and literacy skills in their first language and need specialized support to improve their
chances for a successful future. Simultaneously, they would definitely benefit from a trade or technical
program. Many students work in restaurants yet cannot be enrolled in a culinary arts program. They may
be working with relatives in one of the trades but cannot attend a vocational program. These students are
flying under the radar and as a state, we need to address their needs. By including the stakeholders who
work with this population in the CLNA, the district or county program can better craft a quality program
for this underserved and often invisible group.
Executive Mercer County Superintendent Yasmin Hernandez-Manno is developing a pilot program in
conjunction with the Mercer County Vocational School. This is a model which needs to be replicated
throughout the 21 counties. Many local districts have a handful of SIFE so they do not have the requisite
capacity to provide a viable program for these students. However, a county response would benefit all
districts within the county and these students would be better prepared for college or the workforce.
Perkins V Grant and the CLNA offer the perfect opportunity for the New Jersey Department of Education
to advocate for this specialized population. All districts should be mandated to include the English Learner
and Seal of Biliteracy stakeholders to participate in the creation of the CTE programs offered at the district
and county levels. All programs should examine the entrance criteria to ascertain how to better afford
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access to these awesome career gateways. All programs should create pathways to achieve a career or
technical certificate plus a Seal of Biliteracy. In this way, we are including all students and ensuring that
all our children are College and Career Ready.

References
San Antonio Express News https://www.expressnews.com/news/education/article/Latest-career-highschool-in-San-Antonio-is-14867847.php
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/local/2019/11/27/milwaukee-policeembrace-bilingual-skills-but-took-legal-fight/2214498001/
Ed Week http://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/learning-thelanguage/2019/03/bilingual_teachers_shortage.html
New Jersey Department of Education School Performance Reports
https://rc.doe.state.nj.us/SearchForSchool.aspx
Office of Refugee Settlement https://www.acf.hhs.gov/orr/resource/unaccompanied-alien-childrenreleased-to-sponsors-by-state
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Dear Sir/Madam,
As the Perkins coordinator for our District, I am writing to provide feedback on keys areas related to
Districts who receive only a modest amount of Perkins funding and do not have personnel specifically
designated to deal solely with Perkins, but rather who administer the Perkins requirements along with
other job duties. While our colleagues from county technical schools and universities have staff
specifically designated to focus on areas of Perkins, many public schools receive only modest funding
and consequently the duties associated with Perkins are assigned to a supervisor or principal. The
added compliance requirements for Perkins over the past few years, and now the addition of Local
Needs Assessments, creates a burden for individuals with other duties in order to ensure compliance.
In terms of budgeting and spending, greater flexibility in requirements would be helpful. Keeping in
mind the mandate to supplement, not supplant, it would be helpful to designate funds toward supplies
or equipment without the requirement to define exact and specific items which would allow the
flexibility to respond to needs as they arise.
Thank you for allowing the opportunity for stakeholders to provide feedback.

James Riley, Ed.D.
District Coordinator, Fine, Practical, and Performing Arts
District 504 Coordinator
Nutley Public School District
t: 973-320-8412
@NutleyArts
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Warren County Technical School District
1500 Route 57, Washington, NJ 07882-3538
www.wctech.org
908-835-2815

December 11, 2019
Perkins NJ
Office of Career Readiness
New Jersey Department of Education
Email: PerkinsV@doe.nj.gov

Dear Perkins V review committee:
As your review of Perkins V continues I would like to express a concern that I have as the
Superintendent of the Warren County Technical School. As a small Vocational-Technical
School, we rely heavily on Perkins funding to support our budget and supply students with
appropriate experiences. One of the major challenges that the District faces is the Highlands
Legislation that limits the number of new homes that can be built within the county. The
legislation has led to a decrease in the number of students and employers within the county
which has a direct impact on our enrollment and program counts. The requirement of a minimum
of ten students per grade in each program is difficult to achieve. If the enrollment requirements
are put into effect, we will be forced to close programs so that we can meet the requirements to
continue to receive the Perkins funding.
I request that the requirement of ten students per class is re-evaluated for small districts like
mine. I appreciate the opportunity to be able to provide input, and if you have any questions
please feel free to reach out to me.
Sincerely,

Edmund Zalewski
Superintendent
zalewskie@wctech.org
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To Whom It May Concern,
I am writing to provide feedback on the Perkin's V State Plan. Below is a summary of concerns.
1) If the plan is going to require each student to earn an industry-valued credential or college credit prior
to completion of the program, then the list of industry-valued credentials needs to be updated to
include more options. For example, we currently provide our students the opportunity to be certified in
ProTools and Adobe Photoshop as an Avid Associate. However, neither of these are on the list of
approved career credentials despite being important credentials for the students to have in their
industry.
2) It is unrealistic for all programs to be programs of study in which the students earn college credits
while in the program. For instance, some programs are designed to feed kids directly into the work
force with career credentials. This is especially important for students who have no interest in pursuing
a college degree, but need to be ready to enter the work force. Instead, we should continue to require
at least one program of study but not require for all programs to be programs of study.
3) Many of our programs are in the Arts Cluster. I am concerned whether the Arts Cluster will meet the
requirements demonstrating at least 2 of the following in order to be funded: high-skill occupations,
high-wage occupations, in-demand occupations. Is Perkins planning to eliminate some of the clusters if
they don't match 2 out of three of these categories?
4) For the size of a program, the 10 student requirement per program level can be unrealistic for small
schools. For instance, we are a school with only 374 kids and although we have at least 30 kids in each
CTE program, there are not necessarily 10 kids in each program level.
5) The requirement for all students to have internships, apprenticeships, and/or work -based experiences
in the industry before the end of program completion creates issues with limited opportunities available
in the area. It also needs to be clearer as to what exactly classifies to meet this requirement.
Thank you,
Jennifer Kaplan
--

Vice Principal of Curriculum, Instruction, and Data
District Testing Coordinator
ESEA Project Coordinator
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Rutgers University
TESTIMONY OF THE BOGGS CENTER ON DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITES TO THE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUATION PERKINS V PLAN
DECEMBER 20, 2019
The Boggs Center, New Jersey’s federally designated University Center for Excellence in Developmental
Disabilities Education, Research, and Service, appreciates the opportunity to provide testimony in
response to the Department of Education Perkins V Plan. We commend the ongoing commitment to
seeking input from a wide range of stakeholders to ensure New Jersey meets its goal of increasing postsecondary education and career pathways for all citizens of New Jersey. In the sections that follow,
please find our feedback regarding access to employment, vocational credentials, and post-secondary
education for individuals with developmental disabilities, one of the key groups outlined in the report
regarding, “special populations.”
As stated in the Perkins V state plan, dual-enrollment initiatives are designed to expand access to
community colleges for high school students, “whether they choose to enter college or join the
workforce directly from high school.” Increasing dual enrollment is an exceptional opportunity for
students with disabilities in NJ who are between the ages of 18-21, and are still attending high school.
The dual enrollment model, if provided in a manner consistent with best practices and expanded to
support and prioritize students with disabilities, will lead to increased post-secondary enrollment,
workforce readiness, and vocational credentialing for this population. A 2001 study from the Institute
for Community Inclusion1 concluded that, “Young adults with intellectual disabilities who took
advantage of both (vocational rehabilitation [VR] and post-secondary programs) were 26% more likely
to exit with paid jobs than those who used only VR services as their post-secondary experience, with an
average 73% higher income than those who only received VR services. Additionally, “dual enrollment
not only facilitates high school graduation to post-secondary education settings, but also has the
potential to encourage collaboration among various service systems, such as Vocational Rehabilitation,
One-Stop Career Centers, the Social Security Administration and other human services agencies.”2
In New Jersey, post-secondary education is often not considered an option for students with
developmental disabilities. The following charts3 are from a recent study conducted by The Institute for
Community Inclusion at the University of Massachusetts Boston, that compared different states’
performance in terms of supporting individuals with intellectual disabilities in post-secondary programs.
This study interviewed individuals who were exiting VR supports to see what pathways were offered to
the student as they prepared for their careers. The first chart indicates how many students eligible for
college supports did, in fact, receive those supports. The second chart indicates whether a particular
1 Gilmore, D., Bose J., & Hart, D., (2001). Research to Practice: Postsecondary Education as a Critical Step
Towards Meaningful Employment: Vocational Rehabilitation’s Role. Research to Practice Series, Institute
for Community Inclusion. Paper 24
2 Hart, D., Pasternack, R., Mele-McCarthy, J., Zimbrich, K., and Parker, D., (2004). Community College: A
Pathway to Success for Youth with Learning, Cognitive, and Intellectual Disabilities in Secondary
Settings. Education and Training In Developmental Disabilities, 2004, 39(1), 54-66
3 Grigal, M. (2016). Comparing State Vocational Rehabilitation Agency Support of Higher Education
Access for People with Intellectual and Other Disabilities. Think College Fast Facts, Issue No. 6. Boston,
MA: University of Massachusetts Boston, Institute for Community Inclusion
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state is making progress in providing these supports to the eligible students who can benefit from their
access. As the charts demonstrate, New Jersey is not only behind most states in postsecondary
education participation, we are moving in the wrong direction. Working with colleges and schools to
create partnerships for dual-enrollment possibilities for students with disabilities ages 18-21 would be a
powerful tool in reversing this trend.

A September 17th memo4 from the United States Department of Education clarified that vocational
rehabilitation (VR) and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) funds can be used to support

4 Collett, J., King, R., (2019). Increasing Postsecondary Opportunities and Success for Students and Youth
with Disabilities. United States Department of Education.
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dual enrollment in high school and community colleges, comprehensive transition, and other
postsecondary education programs for students with disabilities. This memo states that a dual
enrollment approach provides opportunities for students with disabilities to continue working towards
their high school diploma while also seeking an industry approved vocational credential. The guidance
memo further clarifies that students with disabilities are not made ineligible for dual enrollment
programs if courses are not explicitly detailed in a student’s IEP. Rather, their inclusion in the IEP only
impacts whether Federal funds may be used to defray the costs of such programs or services.
The Higher Education Opportunity Act (HEOA) of 2008 defined a type of higher education program for
students with intellectual disabilities entitled a Comprehensive Transition Program, or CTP. CTPs are
provided on college campuses, and provide “inclusive academic, social, and career and technical
education programs for individuals with intellectual disabilities seeking a postsecondary or college
experience and career path. Participation in a CTP may generate academic credit leading to a
postsecondary credential or degree.”4 Imbedded in the act is a provision that states that students can
dually enroll in CTPs while still attending high school.
Additionally, HEOA authorized what is called, “Transition and Postsecondary Programs for Students with
Intellectual Disability” (TPSIDs) to create or expand high quality model programs. In addition to meeting
the requirements of a CTP program, TPSIDs have additional grant requirements that include reporting
outcome data. According to a 2018 report from the Inclusive Higher Education Committee5, the
outcome data thus far points to very heartening and impressive outcomes of CTP/TPSID model
programs that are in lockstep with the goals of DOE Perkins V plan. Most notably:
•
The percentage of students with a paid job while participating in the TPSID from 2010- 2016
began at 27% (2010-11) and increased to 50% (2016-17). The percentage of employment while in
college is now higher than the percentage of full-time undergraduate students without disabilities who
are employed.
•
Data from 2016-17 indicate that 50% of TPSID students had a paid job, and 52% of these
students had never held a paid job prior to enrolling in the TPSID program.
•
Nearly two thirds of individuals who completed a TPSID program in 2015-2016 (61%) had a paid
job 1 year after exit from that program. In comparison, 17% of all other working-age adults with
intellectual/ developmental disability were employed competitively.
Here in New Jersey, a highly successful TPSID program called the Turning Point Program has been
enjoying success on the campus of Bergen Community College. Turning Point boasts some of the highest
employment outcomes of any TPSID program in the country. The accumulative outcome data from
students who graduated from 2016-2019 follows:6

5 Lee, S., Rozell, D., Will, M., (2018). Addressing the Policy tangle: Students with Intellectual Disability
and the path to Postsecondary Education, Employment and Community Living. Inclusive Higher
Education Committee. DOI: 10.1302/jipe.2019.2457
6 Mecia, E., (2019). Turning Point at Bergen Community College Employment Statistics and Program
Developments. Bergen Community College.
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•
Employment Rate for Graduates (ranging from 10 hours per week to full time): 77%
•
Employed full time with benefits: 25%
•
Jobs yielding more than 15 hours per week: 61%
•
Jobs yielding more than 20 hours per week: 47%
The faculty of the Turning Point Program attribute its success to several key components. The first is that
while the program is laser-focused on preparing students for employment, the experience that students
have as members of a campus community enhances that goal and contributes to student success.
They also attribute their employment outcomes to an effective collaboration between the Department
of Education and the Department of Labor. For example, while working with NJ DVRS, “Turning Point
was able to align its programming to meet the requirements for Pre-ETS per WIOA legislation and
developed programming that offers individuals with ID/DD the opportunity to earn industry-recognized
credentials. Input from each the DVRS counselors ensured that Turning Point was supporting IPEs,
tracking student vocational goals and their progress towards those goals. The guidance and
collaboration from DVRS during the pilot until the present was instrumental in fostering student success
and allowing the program to maintain an employment rate of 77%.”6 This successful program would
serve well as a model program for replication statewide.
It is critical to consider the vital role of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services in postsecondary education. In New Jersey, as in other states, it is difficult for students and families to gain
clarity about the role that DVRS can play in the post-secondary process. Under the Workforce Innovation
and Opportunity Act (WIOA), all students and their career goals are evaluated on an individualized basis.
While of course an individualized approach providing services is appropriate, responses from counselors
about the options for college support can vary from office to office, and counselor to counselor. Given
the importance of DVRS as a resource to graduating students, particularly in light of the array of services
available as a result of the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, a better understanding of the
scope of DVRS’s role in supporting and promoting post-secondary education should be prioritized by
policymakers in New Jersey.
The Boggs Center affirms the DOE’s recognition that students with disabilities are a special population
that require additional supports, and that this population is deserving of the resources required to
maintain their place in New Jersey’s institutes of higher learning. We thank you for your consideration
and collaboration. If you have further questions please contact Margaret Gilbride, JD, CT, Director of
Transition, Employment, and Aging and Disability.
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Good Afternoon,
Please see my public comments below in response to the NJ Perkins V plan. Thank you for your
consideration.
1. Consider updating NOCTI assessment requirement to a relevant industry relevant
certification for each CTE area.
2. Allow funding for middle school career pathway programs that have a direct correlation to
high school CTE programs.
3. Consider making exceptions to the requirement of hi-wage, high earning, and in-demand
programs for counties that have programs that reflect careers that are in demand for the
demographic region that they service.
4. Consider allowing the spending of Perkins dollars on innovative CTE programs in the area of
aviation that are hi-earning and in-demand in the area, but are just getting started and do not
yet have a three course sequence.
5. Consider allowing Perkins funding to pay for the seal of bi-literacy test for Child
Development/Education and Training students who are also dual Language learners to expand
the number of bilingual educators that are available in our state.
6. Consider recognizing the Praxis Core Academic Skills for Educators to be an industry valued
credential test for child development and education and training clusters. Also consider the
payment of this test for students to be an allowable cost.
7. Consider allowing spending on CTSO events for CTE students and teachers.
Dr. Carmelita Graham
K-12 Supervisor of CTE and Instructional Technology
Egg Harbor Township School District
24 High School Drive
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234
grahamc@eht.k12.nj.us
609-653-0100 X1681
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Hello:
Please consider the following in state allocated Perkins Funding:
---Cover industry recognised certifications (Like ServSafe) for CTE students
These certifications are in demand by employers
---Coordinate with NJDOT for improved work transportation from areas in need, to tourist areas and city
centers with high labor demand
---Create standardised curriculum for emerging programs (like my high school imbedded
Culinary/Hospitality program) using Pro-start or similar from National Restaurant Assoc.
---Adopt more specific end of program testing (following standardised curriculum) and dis-qualify
vague testing as is found in NOCTI tests. ie-Pro-start curriculum and their own final testing.
Please reach out with questions,
Thank you,
James
James Conroy
Teacher-Culinary and Hospitality Management
Lakewood High School
Lakewood NJ
Cell-908-601-7944
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To Whom It May Concern:

Due to difficulty locating the public comment link for the 2020 State CTE Plan (Perkins V) on the
NJ DOE website, please accept this email version of our public comments or provide the
appropriate link for submission. Thank you.
At our December 19, 2019 meeting, the State Special Education Advisory Council (SSEAC)
members, were fortunate to receive a wonderful presentation by Linda Carmona-Bell entitled The
Overview of Career Technical Education (CTE) 2020. The many questions and spirited discussion
that followed led to a motion for the SSEAC present this letter as part of the public comment on
the New Jersey State Department of Education Perkins V Plan, (NJDOEPV).
As the SSEAC, our comments are primarily related to NJDOEPV foundational element one, equity
of opportunity and access to CTE experiences, especially for students and young adults with
disabilities and other special needs identified as special populations in the Perkins V.
We express our gratitude to all who participated in creating NJDOEPV. The vision for inclusivity,
level of effort, stakeholder input, data review and commitment to getting it right for all students is
evident throughout. Yet, acknowledging the many existing barriers to inclusive education,
effective pre-vocational training and transition services, and meaningful, competitive employment
facing students with disabilities and their families, we question the extent to which NJDOE, its
partners and our districts can successfully deliver on this promise to provide CTE to all students.
We believe the goal should be meaningful participation, not just “access” to exposure and entry
with no supports to ensure success and completion.
We pose two questions; how are we definining” all students” and is it truly possible to meet the
needs and different abilities of every student in New Jersey through the CTE programs defined in
NJDOEPV. Our concern is that we will be creating yet another program where students and
families with higher and more complex needs will be left behind.
Reviewing the Plan, districts are required to assess the needs of special populations, including in
the mandatory Comprehensive Local Needs Assessment, to identify gaps and adaptations. But it
is presented often in bullet points and not prioritized. There is also no mention of the NJ
Administrative code regarding equity of meeting the needs of “all” children pertaining to vocational
county schools, transition plans and supports in CTE/Community College programs.
Special Populations
The NJDOE establishes that Governor Murphy’s economic development strategic plan, “The
State of Innovation: Building a Stronger and Fairer New Jersey” lays the foundation for NJDOEPV.
In that plan there is a notable omission of references to people with disabilities. Although Governor
Murphy rightly stressed that the “success of the plan will hinge on inclusivity and a renewal of the
state’s leadership in innovation, he addressed the need for increased opportunities for women,
people of color and immigrants, yet failed to identify people with disabilities in the plan or in his
five key goals.
It is problematic from the start that such a wide range of individual students with different abilities,
learning needs and backgrounds is being lumped together in a special populations category.
Combining individuals with 9 differing needs attributes (sub-groups) into one diminishes their
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individuality and leads to stereotyping and a one size fits all, check off the box solution that will
lack meaningful participation and successful outcomes for these sub-groups.
”DEFINITION (Sec. 3) SPECIAL POPULATIONS - individuals with disabilities; individuals from
economically disadvantaged families, including low- income youth and adults; individuals
preparing for non-traditional fields; single parents, including single pregnant women; out-ofworkforce individuals; English learners; homeless individuals described in section 725 of the
McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 11434a); youth who are in, or have aged
out of, the foster care system; and youth with a parent who is a member of the armed forces and
is on active duty.
A truly equitable CTE program must not only include stakeholders from EACH special population
sub-group but address the potential needs and supports of each student within that sub-group,
and require the development of a plan and identification of appropriate adaptations, modifications
and resources to ensure equity and access to opportunity for each student. Students with higher
and more complex support needs, will absolutely require intentionally planned and expertly
implemented adaptations and modifications every step of the way, from middle school, through
the secondary and post-secondary and on into employment.
Unfortunately, the funding allocated through the reserve to address 9 special populations will fall
short. Rather than spend funding on “promoting” CTE through brochures, working with parent
groups, child study team members, school counselors and transition coordinators, and ensuring
a cadre of bi-lingual staff and guidance counselors will go much further.
Equity in Admissions Policies
NJDOEPV and the Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st Century (Perkins
V) Act speak directly to the requirement for equity and access in admissions processes, yet we
continue to see a trend toward more rigorous and competitive admissions criteria that rely on test
scores and prioritize academics. The vocational county schools should have an admissions policy
that is representative of special populations for equitable entrance opportunities. We suggest
providing a system of accountability to the public through a collection of data in the enrollment
and retention process of vocational programs. In addition, we believe offering a plethora of tracks
available for special needs students that could be worked into the transition plan goals and
objectives in their Individual Education Plans (IEPs), and that the funding for CTE aligns with
IDEA, ESSA, and Perkins V to provide remediation to meet the prerequisite skills that ensures
successful outcomes for participating students with disabilities.
Postsecondary Credential
Currently, most of the post-secondary programs of study geared toward students with more
significant support needs provide a certificate, not a recognized credential. A major goal for this
program might be to ensure that students that any ability that complete an approved course of
study that teaches specific career skills, even if adapted to their individual needs will leave school
with a recognized postsecondary credential that is valued by employers.
District Resources and Priorities
NJDOEPV is far-reaching in it’s requirements for districts to provide the highest quality CTE
course work, in collaboration with numerous partners, while at the same time assuring this same
type of program and preparation can be accessible to some 9 “special populations, each one
deserving of its own individualized plan, resources, supports and advocacy.
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NJDOEPV can offer support to districts to ensure that they will continue to grow opportunities for
all students in special populations and not focus on one group at the expense of another due to
smaller size or representation. The existing lack of qualified CTE instructors, quality transition
programs, paraprofessionals, transportation and job sampling and CBI experiences all will impact
the success of the CTE program. Structural and systemic changes will be required along with
shifts in mindset and priorities for many districts, how will this be addressed?
NJDOEPV should stress the need to integrate new CTE experiences with existing pre-vocational,
vocational, transition, community based instruction, and other services, such as evidence-based
interventions and the essential components of reading instruction, provided to students with
disabilities through age 21. Districts and Vocational Schools should ensure all supports,
modifications, adaptations and related services are provided as required by New Jersey Special
Education Administrative Code, Title 6A; Chapter 14. Modifications to DVRS Pre-ETS should be
considered to support this effort. Providing roadmap or template to help districts integrate and
coordinate all of these programs and requirements would be beneficial.
If we are serious about serving students with intellectual and other more complex disabilities we
must align this program with their transition from eligibility to entitlement at 21 and ensure that
students do in fact have a pathway to postsecondary education and employment that includes
the transition of services and supports from the school district to DDD/DVRS and SSI.
County Colleges and Vocational Technical Schools have the potential to make post-secondary
education and life-long meaningful employment a real achievable dream for students isolated and
held back by the situations described in the sub-populations definition. We are all prepared to
play our role in ensuring the success of Perkins V in the state of New Jersey.
Thank you for providing an opportunity for public comment and we plan to submit a formal letter
to Commissioner Repollet, Commissioner of Education on behalf of SSEAC.
Drafted by the SSEAC working group on transition and respectfully submitted by,
Deborah Lynam, Chair
New Jersey State Special Education Advisory Council
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Appendix G

New Jersey Department of Education
Career and Technical Education
Data Management System Guide
(CTE DMS)

3/22/18
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Part I: Introducing the CTE Data Management System
The new CTE Data Management System (CTE DMS) is designed to allow both the NJDOE and districts to view,
manage, and edit CTE program information, apply for new programs and submit reapproval applications all in
one place. The CTE DMS provides schools with a mechanism to submit CTE program and programs of study to
the Office of Career Readiness for approval to obtain Perkins funding in accordance with federal and state laws
and regulations.
web browser to
For the best user experience, it is recommended that you use the
access the CTE Data Management System. The system is also viewable in other browsers such as
Internet Explorer and FireFox.

Setting Up an Account for the CTE Data Management System
Every district must have a Homeroom Administrator. This designated person at the district/college is the person
who can assign applicant names and passwords for various data collection systems within the New Jersey
Homeroom system. If you do not know who the Homeroom Administrator is at your district/college, you can
find a complete list of names on the Homeroom Administrator List. For Chief School Administrators, it is
important to check with your homeroom administrator to make sure that your CDS record is accurate and
contains the correct spelling of your name and a Chief School Administrator designation. Multiple CDS records
and inaccuracies in the CDS will prevent you from being able to submit an application through the CTE DMS.

Logging in to the CTE Data Management System
1. Go to the NJ Homeroom
2. Click on the link to CTE Data Management System
3. Use your 4 digit school district code, user name, and password to login
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Panels
After logging in, there are 2 panels that appear.

Applications Panel
This is a list of all the current programs in process or remediation. The list includes status of application (see
below), Program ID, District ID, CIP Code, Program Name, Create Date, and Change Date.

Application Status
In Progress
Complete
Submitted
Review In Progress
Remediation Required
Cluster Approved
Manager Approved
Approved

Meaning
One or more of the application sections have been saved by the school
district
All application sections have been finished by the school district and the
application is ready for submission by the chief school administrator.
A chief school administrator has submitted the application to the NJDOE.
CTE staff has saved or finished one or more sections.
CTE staff has marked one or more sections as requires remediation
CTE Staff (Career Cluster lead) has approved all sections and the
application is now awaiting manager review.
CTE Manager has approved all sections of the application and the
application is awaiting final review by Director.
CTE Director has provided final approval, at which point your will be able
to download, print and save the letter of approval
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Programs Panel
This is a list of all of the district’s current programs and information regarding those programs including
Program ID, District ID, Career Cluster ID, Career Cluster Pathway, CIP Code, Program Name, POS, Approved
Date, and Actions. If a program is eligible to be reapproved, the “Re-approve” button will appear in the Actions
column.

Sorting
Users can sort each column by clicking on the up or down arrow next to the title for that
column.

Viewing Program Information
To view individual program information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to the Home tab and locate the Programs Panel
Click on the Program ID number to see the program details of that program
If a Performance Report is available, there will be a link next to the title Performance Report
Click the link to open and view the performance report
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Viewing Performance Reports
To view individual Performance Reports:
1. Go to the Home tab and locate the Programs Panel
2. Click on the Program ID number to see the program details of that program
3. Click the link* next to Performance Report to open the report
*If there is no link, a performance report is not yet available for that program

Viewing/Editing School Locations for
Each Program
Each CTE program/program of study can operate
at one or more schools within one school district.
The list in this section is pre-populated with
locations where this program is operating.
To view Program Location for CTE
program/program of study:
1. Go to the Programs Panel
2. Click on the Program ID number
3. Information regarding the program will
appear
4. Go to the bottom of the page and click
Program Locations

To Add School Locations:
1. Use the drop-down list to select the school
where the program/program of study is
operating
2. Select the Add button to add a school
location
3. Repeat to add additional school locations
where this program/program of study is
operation
4. Click Save when finished

To Delete Program Locations:
1. Click the Delete button next to the location you want to delete
2. Click Save when finished
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Part II: Creating and Completing a Reapproval Application
Starting a Reapproval Application
From the home screen:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to the Program Panel and identify the program name you want to submit for reapproval.
Click the Re-approve button
The application will open and show 6 rectangular bars
Click anywhere in the Section 1 bar to open this part of the application
Follow the remaining instructions to complete each section

Application Functionality

Section Bars
Click anywhere on any of the section bars and it will drop down to show the fields contained in that section. It is
recommended to close each section as you are done and then open the next section. However, you are able to
work with multiple sections open.
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Status
Each Section Bar will have the status of the application listed next to the section title. Each section must be
completed before the application can be submitted. The status Does Not Refresh Automatically. Click the
Home button on the left to exit out of the application. When the application is opened again, the status will be
updated. Please Do Not Use the Refresh button in the browser.
Save and Finish
Each section in the application has a Save and Finish button. As the user is working, they will be able to save
their work along the way. Once they have finished a section, they can click Finish. All sections must be
“finished” in order to submit the application.
Button Function Description
Saves data that has been entered. Allows the user to return to the document and
complete it at another time.
Allows the document to be saved and a consistency check to be run in the current
section to ensure all fields are filled out properly.
*Users can edit the section after clicking Finish. They would then need to save any additional
information and click finish again to run the consistency check again.

Uploading Files
Each section of the application has a tab for Supporting
Documents, where a district can choose to upload
documents that will assist in the review of their application.
When uploading a file, make sure to choose file names that
indicate what the file contains. Also, do not use special
characters or symbols in the file name such as ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) ` ; < > ? , [ ] { } ' " or you will receive an error
when you try to upload documents.
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Review Tab
The review tab will be completed by the NJDOE Office of Career Readiness. It is an evaluation of each section of
the application, with a place for the NJDOE to provide notes or comments related to the application. Users
cannot type on this field.

Section 1 – Program Information
**To complete Section 1, the district must complete both the Info Tab and the Program Location Tab.
Info Tab
District Information
1.

Complete the required information in
this section

2. Type a “0” if there is no extension

CIP Information
1.

Current CIP: This is the CIP Code the
program is currently operating under.
This field cannot be edited.
2. Proposed CIP Code: At the time of
reapproval, a district can opt to change
their CIP code if their program has
changed and will align better with a
different CIP Code within that existing
Career Cluster.
a. If there is no change to the CIP
Code, select No Change from
the Proposed CIP drop down
b. If changing CIP Codes, select one from the Proposed CIP Code drop down menu.
*If you do not see the CIP Code you wish to use:
A) It may be aligned to a different Career Cluster. If it is aligned with a different Career Cluster,
you must fill out a New Program application. Or
B) It may not be an NJDOE approved CIP Code for this Career Cluster.
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3. Academy Format:
a. Career academies are designed to prepare students for both college and careers. They are schools
within schools that link students with peers, teachers, and community partners in a structured
environment that fosters academic success. Often, the strongest career academies have a career
and technical (CTE) program as their core. The career academy concept has four key elements
central to the development and implementation:
i. A small learning community (SLC)
ii. A college-prep sequential curriculum with a career theme
iii. An advisory board that forges partnerships with employers, higher education institutions,
and the broader community
iv. A sequenced, comprehensive work-based learning component
v. More information can be found at the National Career Academy Coalition
b. In the application: If the program is delivered as an academy format select Yes. If not, select No.
4. Status: Select the status of the program by choosing one of the following:
a. Shared-Time (For County Vocational School Districts only)–Students attend a CTE program at a
county vocational school part-time and a sending school part-time.
b. Full-Time – Students attend this district location only.
c. Both (For County Vocational School Districts only–This program operates both as a shared-time
and full-time program.
5. Click Save while editing and Finish when the section is complete

Program Location Tab
The second tab in Section 1 includes the location(s) in which this
program is operating. Please indicate one or all of the locations
where this program operates:
1. Click the Program Location tab at the top of section 1
2. Select the location where the program will be operating
from the drop-down list
3. Click Add after each selection
4. Click Save when finished
*To delete program locations, click Delete next to each
location you want to delete. Click Save.
Both The Info Tab And Location Tab Must Be Filled Out To Complete This Section. When both the
Info Tab and Program Location Tab are complete, click Save while editing and Finish when the entire
section is complete.
Supporting Documents
Section 1: There are no required documents for this section.
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Section 2 – CTE Program Data Analysis
For this section, applicants must retrieve the Program Performance Report for their individual program to
answer the questions for this section.
Download and View the Program Performance Report
1.

Click on the link below the instructions next to Performance Reports

2. Click Open to view the file
3. Save the file for your records by clicking File then Save As
Complete Section 2
Info Tab
As you complete this section, you can save at any time and continue working on the section at another time.
Number 1 (a, b, c) - Using the Performance Report, locate the Third Party Technical Skill Assessment TSA section
on the report to complete a-c.
a. If the technical skill assessment (TSA) data does not reflect that the program meets or exceeds state
target data, please give a brief explanation of why the program did not meet these expectations and
include what strategies will be implemented to address growth in subsequent years.
i. If the TSA performance did not meet the target, include an explanation in the box.
ii. If TSA did meet the target, type NA in the box
b. If more than one test is listed in the Third Party Technical Skill Assessment section, please explain what
the differences are and how they are being implemented.
i. If more than one Technical Skills Assessment was included, type the explanation in the
box.
ii. If one or no Technical Skills Assessments was listed, type NA in the box
c. If there is not a DOE Recognized Third Party Technical Skill Assessment (identified by code and name)
or Other (Code: 99) is identified, please specify what test is being implemented and why.
i. If no assessment or Other (Code 99) was listed, include an explanation in the box.
ii. If an assessment was listed, type NA in the box
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Number 2:

Locate and review the Enrollment section of the performance report. Please elaborate on the
enrollment data reported for the three years of Participants, Concentrators, and Completers.
(Definitions can be located in the Data Analysis Section of the Career and Technical Education
Program Guide or on the Performance Report Key located in NJHomeroom)

Compare, contrast, and analyze the information in this section. Included below are some examples of
data analysis:
1. Compare the number of participants compared to the number of concentrators and
completers. Is there a large or small number of students moving from participant to
concentrator over a two-year period? Explain the answer.
Example:
Fact:
There are 50 participants in 2013 and 10 concentrators in 2014.
Analysis:
Only 20% of the students are going from the first course and continuing
to the next course in the sequence.
Explanation: Explain in the box why 80% of the students are not continuing on in the
program.
2. Compare the number of participants in the first year to the number of completers in the
third year. Four-course programs may use the number of concentrators in one or two
years and compare it to the number of completers in the last year.
Example:
Fact:
There are 50 participants in 2013 and 10 concentrators in 2014.
Analysis:
Only 20% of the students are going from the first course and continuing
to the next course in the sequence.
Explanation: Explain in the box why 80% of the students are not continuing on in the
program.
3. Compare the number of completers across all three years.
Example:
Fact:
There are 10 completers in 2013, 5 in 2014 and 1 in 2015.
Analysis:
The number of completers is diminishing each year for 3 years.
Explanation: Explain in the box why the program is diminishing. Explain if this
program is currently being phased out or if there are plans to revitalize
this program or any efforts to increase enrollment.
4. Look for any type of irregularities in the data.
Example:
Fact:
There are 0 participants for 2013 and 20 completers for 2015.
Analysis:
If 0 participants started in year 1, then how could 20 students finish in
year 3? Has the data been reported correctly?
Explanation: Explain in the box why 1) there is a reason why there are no participants
or 2) there was a problem when the district reported the data.
Number 3: Review the Academic Attainment section which includes Language Arts and Math performance data
and their respective state targets. Please identify the LAL and/or Math intervention/enrichment
strategies or professional development this program is utilizing to improve the students’ academic
readiness.
For the current application year, All Applicants Will Type “NA” in this box.
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Number 4:

Is there any additional information that you would like to provide regarding the Program Performance
Report for this program?
This area is for the applicant to include any additional information which they feel is relevant to
the review of this section of the application. If there is no additional information, this box can be
left blank.

After finishing this section click Save while editing and Finish when the section is complete.
Supporting Documents
Section 2: There are no required documents for this section. If the district would like to upload files relevant to
one or more of their explanations, they can do so in the supporting documents tab.

Section 3 – CTE Course Details, Sequence and Curriculum
Section 3 has several tabs at the top that the applicant is required to complete. See the chart below to determine
which tabs are required based on the number of courses in the program.

List of Required Tabs for Section 3

Program
Variations
Tabs to Complete
Program Overview
Course 1 Tab
Course 2 Tab
Course 3 Tab
Course 4 Tab
Supporting
Documents

Complete the Required Tabs Based on the
Number of Courses in the Sequence
Shared-Time County
Required for all
Optional
Vocational Programs
CTE Programs
4 Course Sequence
2 Course Sequence
3 Course Sequence
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
NA
Required
Required
NA
NA
Required
Required if program Required if program
Required if
has a college
has a college
program has a
articulation
articulation
college articulation
agreement
agreement
agreement

Optional
5 Course Sequence
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required*
Required if
program has a
college articulation
agreement

* Schools operating with a 5 course sequence must combine course 4 & 5 in the Course 4 tab. Indicate in the description
which description is for course 4 and which is for course 5.
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Program Overview Tab
Postsecondary Partnerships:
If this program has opportunities for students to earn postsecondary credit, answer Yes to the question. If
it does not, click No.
College Agreement Information:
If yes to the above question, the applicant must type in the postsecondary partner name and type of
credit students earn.
Postsecondary Partner Name
There are 2 boxes provided to allow up to 2 partners to be listed separately. If more than two partners are
included, please combine additional partners in either the first or second box.
Type of Credit
Articulated Credit - College credits students earn for successfully completing an articulated course are
“banked” at the community college until the student enrolls in a program at that college.
Concurrent/Transcripted/Dual Credit - Students simultaneously earn both credits towards high school
graduation requirements, and college credits for successfully completing a program of study course.
Apprenticeship:
If the program includes an opportunity
for students to participate in a
registered apprenticeship program,
select yes for the first question. If yes,
type the name of the apprenticeship
program in the box.
Program Level Technical Skill Assessment & Industry Valued Credentials:
If there is a Program Level Assessment or Industry Valued Credential incorporated at the end of the
course sequence, it should be included in this section. If there is an assessment which is not
cumulative, it should be entered on the Individual Course tabs (Course 1, Course 2, Course 3, or
Course 4).
•
•
•

If there is a NJDOE Recognized assessment given in this course, select it from the drop down
menu, Or
If the third-party assessment is included on the New Jersey Industry Valued Credentials List,
select it from the drop down list, Or
If the third-party assessment is not on the NJDOE Recognized Assessment list, type the following
information in the Other third party text box:
o Assessment Name
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Provider Name
Website address of provider
Justification for selecting this assessment
Or
If no third-party assessment is available, describe the district created and Advisory approved
assessment in the corresponding box.
o
o
o

•
Course 1 Tab

The Course 1 tab is required for all programs/programs of study. Follow the instructions below to complete this
tab. The instructions below will be the same for the Course 2, Course 3, and Course 4 tabs.
Course Information:
1.

Course title: Type the name of the course used by the school (the name that is listed in the district’s
Course Selection Guide and advertising materials)
2. Grade Level: Click to check the box next to any/all grade levels which apply

3. SCED Information (more information can be found at the National Center for Educational Statistics
a. Subject Area: Select the Subject Area from the drop down. This will populate the SCED Course
Number list.
b. SCED Course Number: Select the SCED Course Number that best aligns with the description of
this course.
c. SCED Course Name: This field is read only and displays the SCED Course Name based on the
previous 2 selections.
4. Delivery Format:
a. Type in the number of weeks (numeric) and the average minutes per weeks (numeric)
Course Description:
Type in a description for this course only. More detailed information should be included in the course
syllabus which is a required upload for this section. The course syllabus must include the New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and other resources as applicable (such
as industry standards).
Structured Learning Experiences (SLE):
*At least one Structured Learning Experience (SLE) is required within a CTE program/program of study
sequence of courses. Applicants must include a description of At Least One SLE on at least one of the
Course Tabs. If there is a SLE in This Course, then include the description on this course page. If it is
incorporated in another course, describe it on that course tab.
An SLE description must:
Be listed under the appropriate type of SLE (Job Shadowing, Cooperative Education Experience,
Volunteer, Apprenticeship, Internship (Paid or Unpaid), or School-based Enterprise)
2. Include the place the student will be attending the SLE (name of local business, school store located
in the school, restaurant, etc.)
3. Include the length of time the student will be attending the SLE (example: 3 days, 1 week, 1 day per
week for 10 weeks, etc.)

1.
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4. Include the brief description of the specific tasks and duties the student will be expected to perform
for every SLE included in this section.
Individual Course Technical Skill Assessment & Industry Valued Credentials For This Course Only
If there is an individual course assessment or industry credential incorporated into this course, which is
not the cumulative assessment for the program, include that information in this section.
If the assessment is cumulative and given at the end of the sequence of courses, please include that information
on the Program Overview tab under the Program Level Technical Skill Assessment Section

•
•
•

•

If there is a NJDOE Recognized assessment given in this course, select it from the drop down
menu, Or
If the third-party assessment is included on the New Jersey Industry-Valued Credentials List,
select it from the drop down list, Or
If the third-party assessment is not on the NJDOE Recognized Assessment list, type the following
information in the Other third party text box:
o Assessment Name
o Provider Name
o Website address of provider
o Justification for selecting this assessment
Or
If no third-party assessment is available, describe the district created and Advisory approved
assessment in the corresponding box.

Course 2 Tab
Course 2 is required for all programs/programs of study. This tab should be completed using the same
instructions contained in Course 1.
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Course 3 Tab
Course 3 is required for all programs/programs of study that operate a 3-course sequence. This tab should be
completed using the same instructions contained in Course 1.
Course 4 Tab
Course 4 is required for all programs/programs of study that operate a 4 or more course sequence. This tab
should be completed using the same instructions contained in Course 1.
Supporting Documents
Section 3: There are required documents for this section.
Required:
Document 1: Syllabus for course 1 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 2: Syllabus for course 2 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 3: Syllabus for course 3 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
If applicable:
Document 4: Syllabus for course 4 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 5: Articulation Agreement(s) signed by the college president and secondary chief school
administrator if the program has postsecondary credit incorporated.
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Section 4 – Advisory and Business Labor Partnerships
The primary purpose of the CTE program Advisory Committee is to strengthen CTE Programs. The committee
exists to advise, assist, and advocate for the CTE programs which serve the needs of students, business and
industry, and to provide expertise pertaining to technological change. In this section, upload documents
pertaining to the school’s work and partnership with the program advisory committee. Program advisory
committees are required for each CTE program/program of study and must have met at least twice in the last
year. In addition to the required advisors, CTE Programs can have additional business labor partners who
contribute in various ways. These individuals can be documented in the “Additional Business Labor Partner
Section.”
Info Tab
Advisory Committee Meetings
Dates: Enter the 2 most recent meeting dates of your advisory board meetings by clicking the date dropdown menu. Advisory committee meetings must have occurred within the past year.
Required Members
1. Enter the Name, Business/Employer/Organization and Title of each advisory committee member in the
appropriate category role.
2. Click the check box next to all applicable contributions made by this advisory committee member
Additional Business Labor Partners
Repeat the same process as the Required Members Section for all of the required Advisory Members.
Additional Business Labor Partners are not Required. If there are additional Business Labor Partners,
please follow the same instructions for completing this section for each additional member.
Supporting Documents
Section 4: There are 2 required documents for this section.
Document 1: Meeting Minutes for Meeting 1
Document 2: Meeting Minutes for Meeting 2
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Section 5 – Career and Technical Student Organization
Every CTE program or program of study must incorporate a Career and Technical Student Organization
(CTSO). Please select the CTSO that is affiliated with this program.
1. Locate the appropriate CTSO
2. Click the corresponding circle for that CTSO
3. Click Save when editing and Finish when complete
Supporting Documents
Section 5: There are no required documents for this section.

Section 6 – Statement of Assurances
District Authorized Official Tab
Once all sections have been completed and all corresponding files have been uploaded, the district
authorized official must “Sign” the application. To sign the application:
1. Type in the name of the District Authorized Official
2. Click the checkbox
3. Click Save when editing and Finish when complete
Once the district authorized official has “signed” the application by checking the box, the Chief School
Administrator (CSA) must then log-in under their account to do the same. Only the CSA account has the
authorization to submit the application to the Department of Education.
Chief School Administrator Tab
1. Type in the name of the Chief School Administrator
2. Click the checkbox
3. Click Submit
Upon final submission, you will receive a pop-up message that says “Application submitted successfully.” In
addition, if you return to the home screen, “Submitted” will also appear in the status column for the
application. Please note: It is important to check with your homeroom administrator to make sure that
your CDS record is accurate and contains the correct spelling of your name and a Chief School Administrator
designation. Multiple CDS records and inaccuracies in the CDS system will prevent you from being able to
submit an application through the CTE DMS.

Supporting Documents
Section 6: There are no required documents for this section.
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File Upload Summary List

Section

File

Required/
Applicable

Detail

3

Course 1 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 1 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 2 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 2 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 3 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 3 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 4 Syllabus

If Applicable

Syllabus for Course 4 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Articulation
Agreement

If Applicable

Articulation Agreement signed by the College President
and Chief School Administrator or designee

4

Advisory Meeting
Minutes Meeting 1

Required

Advisory Committee Meeting minutes/attendance for
Meeting 1

4

Advisory Meeting
Minutes Meeting 1

Required

Advisory Committee Meeting minutes/attendance for
Meeting 2

Tips
When uploading a file, make sure to choose file names that indicate what the file contains. Also, do not use
special characters or symbols in the file name such as ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) ` ; < > ? , [ ] { } ' " or you will receive an
error when you try to upload documents.
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Part III: Creating and Completing a New Program Application
Starting a New Program Application
From the home screen:
1.

Click the New Program button

2. The application will open and show 6 rectangular bars
3. Click anywhere in the Section 1 bar to open this part of the application
4. Follow the remaining instructions to complete each section

Application Functionality
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Section Bars
Click anywhere on any of the section bars and it will drop down to show the fields contained in that section. It is
recommended to close each section as you are done and then open the next section. However, you are able to
work with multiple sections open.
Status
Each Section Bar will have the status of the application listed next to the section title. Each section must be
completed before the application can be submitted. The status Does Not Refresh Automatically. Click the
Home button on the left to exit out of the application. When the application is opened again, the status will be
updated. Please Do Not Use the Refresh button in the browser.
Save and Finish
Each section in the application has a Save and Finish button. As the user is working, they will be able to save
their work along the way. Once they have finished a section, they can click Finish. All sections must be
“finished” in order to submit the application.
Button Button Function
Saves data that has been entered. Allows the user to return to the document and
complete it at another time.
Allows the document to be saved and a consistency check to be run in the current
section to ensure all fields are filled out properly.
*Users can edit the section after clicking Finish. They would then need to save any additional
information and click finish again to run the consistency check again.

Uploading Files
Each section of the application has a tab for Supporting
Documents, where a district can choose to upload
documents that will assist in the review of their application.
Sections 3 and 4 require document uploads, while the other
sections do not.
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Review Tab
The review tab will be completed by the NJDOE Office of Career Readiness. It
is an evaluation of each section of the application, with a place for the NJDOE
to provide notes or comments related to the application. Users cannot type in
this field.

Section 1 – Program Information
**To complete Section 1, the district must complete Both the Info Tab and the Program Location Tab.
Info Tab
District Information
1.

Complete the required information in
this section

2. Type a “0” if there is no extension

CIP Information
1.
Cluster: Based on the
proposed program, select a cluster
name from the drop down list.
2.
Proposed CIP Code: Select a
CIP code from the drop down menu.
*If you do not see the CIP Code
you wish to use:
A) It may be aligned to a different
Career Cluster. Or
B) It may not be an NJDOE approved
CIP Code for this Career Cluster.

3. Academy Format:
a. Career academies are designed to prepare students for both college and careers. They are schools
within schools that link students with peers, teachers, and community partners in a structured
environment that fosters academic success. Often, the strongest career academies have a career
and technical (CTE) program as their core. The career academy concept has four key elements
central to the development and implementation:
i. A small learning community (SLC)
ii. A college-prep sequential curriculum with a career theme
iii. An advisory board that forges partnerships with employers, higher education institutions,
and the broader community
iv. A sequenced, comprehensive work-based learning component
v. More information can be found at the National Career Academy Coalition
b. In the application: If the program is delivered as an academy format select Yes. If not, select No.
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4. Status: Select the status of the program by choosing one of the following:
c. Shared-Time (For County Vocational School Districts only)–Students attend a CTE program at a
county vocational school part-time and a sending school part-time.
d. Full-Time – Students attend this district location only.
e. Both (For County Vocational School Districts only)–This program operates both as a shared-time
and full-time program
5. Click Save while editing and Finish when the section is complete

Program Location Tab
The second tab in Section 1 includes the location(s) in which this
program is operating. Please indicate one or all of the locations
where this program operates:
1. Click the Program Location tab at the top of section 1
2. Select the location where the program will be operating
from the drop-down list
3. Click Add after each selection
4. Click Save when finished
*To delete program locations, click Delete next to each
location you want to delete. Click Save.
Both The Info Tab And Location Tab Must Be Filled Out To Complete This Section. When both the
Info Tab and Program Location Tab are complete, click Save while editing and Finish when the entire
section is complete.
Supporting Documents
Section 1: There are no required documents for this section.

Section 2 – Enrollment Information
For each school year, enter the number of projected enrollees.
After finishing this section click Save while editing and Finish when the section is complete.
Supporting Documents
Section 2: There are no required documents for this section. If the district would like to upload files relevant to
one or more of their explanations, they can do so in the supporting documents tab.
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Section 3 – CTE Course Details, Sequence and Curriculum
Section 3 has several tabs at the top that the applicant is required to complete. See the chart below to determine
which tabs are required based on the number of courses in the program.

List of Required Tabs for Section 3

Program
Variations
Tabs to Complete
Program Overview
Course 1 Tab
Course 2 Tab
Course 3 Tab
Course 4 Tab
Supporting
Documents

Complete the Required Tabs Based on the
Number of Courses in the Sequence
Shared-Time County
Required for All
Optional
Vocational Programs
CTE Programs
4 Course Sequence
2 Course Sequence
3 Course Sequence
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required
NA
Required
Required
NA
NA
Required
Required if program
Required if program Required if program
has a college
has a college
has a college
articulation
articulation
articulation
agreement
agreement
agreement

Optional
5 Course
Sequence
Required
Required
Required
Required
Required*
Required if
program has a
college
articulation
agreement

* Schools operating with a 5 course sequence must combine course 4 & 5 in the Course 4 tab. Indicate in the description
which description is for course 4 and which is for course 5.

Program Overview Tab
Postsecondary Partnerships:
If this program has opportunities for students to earn postsecondary credit, answer Yes to the question. If
it does not, click No.
College Agreement Information:
If yes to the above question, the applicant must type in the postsecondary partner name and type of
credit students earn.
Postsecondary Partner Name
There are 2 boxes provided to allow up to 2 partners to be listed separately. If more than two partners are
included, please combine additional partners in either the first or second box.
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Type of Credit
Articulated Credit - College credits students earn for successfully completing an articulated course are
“banked” at the community college until the student enrolls in a program at that college.
Concurrent/Transcripted/Dual Credit - Students simultaneously earn both credits towards high school
graduation requirements, and college credits for successfully completing a program of study course.
Apprenticeship:
If the program includes an opportunity
for students to participate in a
registered apprenticeship program,
select Yes for the first question. If yes,
type the name of the apprenticeship
program in the box.
Program Level Technical Skill Assessment & Industry Valued Credentials:
If there is a Program Level Assessment Or Industry Valued Credential incorporated at the end of the
course sequence, it should be included in this section. If there is an assessment which is not
cumulative, it should be entered on the Individual Course tabs (Course 1, Course 2, Course 3, or
Course 4).
•
•
•

•

If there is a NJDOE Recognized assessment given in this course, select it from the drop down
menu, Or
If the third-party assessment is included on the New Jersey Industry Valued Credentials List,
select it from the drop down list, Or
If the third-party assessment is not on the NJDOE Recognized Assessment list, type the following
information in the Other third party text box:
o Assessment Name
o Provider Name
o Website address of provider
o Justification for selecting this assessment
Or
If no third-party assessment is available, describe the district created and Advisory approved
assessment in the corresponding box.

Course 1 Tab
The Course 1 tab is required for all programs/programs of study. Follow the instructions below to complete this
tab. The instructions below will be the same for the Course 2, Course 3, and Course 4 tabs.
Course Information:
1.

Course title: Type the name of the course used by the school (the name that is listed in the district’s
Course Selection Guide and advertising materials)

2. Grade Level: Click to check the box next to any/all grade levels which apply
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3. SCED Information (more information can be found at National Center for Educational Statistics
a. Subject Area: Select the Subject Area from the drop down. This will populate the SCED Course
Number list.
b. SCED Course Number: Select the SCED Course Number that best aligns with the description of
this course.
c. SCED Course Name: This field is read only and displays the SCED Course Name based on the
previous 2 selections.
4. Delivery Format:
a. Type in the number of weeks (numeric) and the average minutes per weeks (numeric)
Course Description:
Type in a description for this course only. More detailed information should be included in the course
syllabus which is a required upload for this section. The course syllabus must include the New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and other resources as applicable (such
as industry standards).
Structured Learning Experiences (SLE):
*At least One Structured Learning Experience is required within a CTE program/program of study
sequence of courses. Applicants must include a description of At Least One SLE on at least one of the
Course Tabs. If there is a Structured Learning Experience (SLE) in this course, then include the
description on this course page. If it is incorporated in another course, describe it on that course tab.
An SLE description must:
1.

Be listed under the appropriate type of SLE (Job Shadowing, Cooperative Education Experience,
Volunteer, Apprenticeship, Internship (Paid or Unpaid), or School-based Enterprise)
2. Include the place the student will be attending the SLE (name of local business, school store located
in the school, restaurant, etc.)
3. Include the length of time the student will be attending the SLE (example: 3 days, 1 week, 1 day per
week for 10 weeks, etc.)
4. Include a brief detailed description of the specific tasks and duties the student will be expected to
perform for every SLE included in this section.

Individual Course Technical Skill Assessment & Industry Valued Credentials For This Course Only
If there is an individual course assessment or industry credential incorporated into this course, which is
not the cumulative assessment for the program, include that information in this section.
If the assessment is cumulative and given at the end of the sequence of courses, please include that information
on the Program Overview tab under the Program Level Technical Skill Assessment Section
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•
•
•

•

If there is a NJDOE Recognized assessment given in this course, select it from the drop down menu,
Or
If the third-party assessment is included on the New Jersey Industry-Valued Credentials List, select it
from the drop down list, Or
If the third-party assessment is not on the NJDOE Recognized Assessment list, type the following
information in the Other third party text box:
o Assessment Name
o Provider Name
o Website address of provider
o Justification for selecting this assessment
Or
If no third-party assessment is available, describe the district created and Advisory approved
assessment in the corresponding box.

Course 2 Tab
Course 2 is required for all programs/programs of study. This tab should be completed using the same
instructions contained in Course 1.
Course 3 Tab
Course 3 is required for all programs/programs of study that operate a 3-course sequence. This tab should be
completed using the same instructions contained in Course 1.
Course 4 Tab
Course 4 is required for all programs/programs of study that operate a 4 or more course sequence. This tab
should be completed using the same instructions contained in Course 1.
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Supporting Documents
Section 3: There are required documents for this section.
Required:
Document 1: Syllabus for course 1 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 2: Syllabus for course 2 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 3: Syllabus for course 3 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
If applicable:
Document 4: Syllabus for course 4 that includes New Jersey Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready
Practices and other resources as applicable
Document 5: Articulation Agreement(s) signed by the college president and secondary chief school
administrator if the program has postsecondary credit incorporated.

Section 4 – Advisory and Business Labor Partnerships
The primary purpose of the CTE program Advisory Committee is to strengthen CTE Programs. The committee
exists to advise, assist, and advocate for the CTE programs which serve the needs of students, business and
industry, and to provide expertise pertaining to technological change. In this section, upload documents
pertaining to the school’s work and partnership with the program advisory committee. Program advisory
committees are required for each CTE program/program of study and must have met at least twice in the last
year. In addition to the required advisors, CTE Programs can have additional business labor partners who
contribute in various ways. These individuals can be documented in the “Additional Business Labor Partner
Section.”
Info Tab
Advisory Committee Meetings
Dates: Enter the 2 most recent meeting dates of your advisory board meetings by clicking the date dropdown menu. Advisory committee meetings must have occurred within the past year.
Required Members:
1.

Enter the Name, Business/Employer/Organization and Title of each advisory committee member in the
appropriate category role.
2. Click the check box next to all applicable contributions made by this advisory committee member
Additional Business Labor Partners
Repeat the same process as the Required Members Section for all of the required Advisory Members.
Additional Business Labor Partners are not required. If there are additional Business Labor Partners,
please follow the same instructions for completing this section for each additional member.
Supporting Documents
Section 4: There are 2 required documents for this section.
Document 1: Meeting Minutes for Meeting 1
Document 2: Meeting Minutes for Meeting 2
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Section 5 – Career and Technical Student Organization
Every CTE program or program of study must incorporate a Career and Technical Student Organization
(CTSO). Please select the CTSO that is affiliated with this program.
1. Locate the appropriate CTSO
2. Click the corresponding circle for that CTSO
3. Click Save when editing and Finish when complete
Supporting Documents
Section 5: There are no required documents for this section.

Section 6 – Statement of Assurances
District Authorized Official Tab
Once all sections have been completed and all corresponding files have been uploaded, the district
authorized official must “Sign” the application. To sign the application:
1. Type in the name of the District Authorized Official
2. Click the checkbox
3. Click Save when editing and Finish when complete
Once the district authorized official has “signed” the application by checking the box, the Chief School
Administrator (CSA) must then log-in under their account to do the same. Only the CSA account has the
authorization to submit the application to the Department of Education.
Chief School Administrator Tab
1. Type in the name of the Chief School Administrator
2. Click the checkbox
3. Click Submit

The CIP Code #
and CIP Name
may be blank,
however you are
still able to “finish”
the application

Upon final submission, you will receive a pop-up message that says “Application
submitted successfully.” In addition, if you return to the home screen,
“Submitted” will also appear in the status column for the application. Please
note: It is important to check with your homeroom administrator to make sure
that your CDS record is accurate and contains the correct spelling of your name and a
Chief School Administrator designation. Multiple CDS records and inaccuracies in the CDS system will
prevent you from being able to submit an application through the CTE DMS.
Supporting Documents
Section 6: There are no required documents for this section.
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File Upload Summary List

Section

File

Required/
Applicable

Detail

3

Course 1 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 1 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 2 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 2 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 3 Syllabus

Required

Syllabus for Course 3 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Course 4 Syllabus

If Applicable

Syllabus for Course 4 (Document must include New Jersey
Student Learning Standards 9.3, Career Ready Practices and
other resources as applicable).

3

Articulation
Agreement

If Applicable

Articulation Agreement signed by the College President
and Chief School Administrator or designee

4

Advisory Meeting
Minutes Meeting 1

Required

Advisory Committee Meeting minutes/attendance for
Meeting 1

4

Advisory Meeting
Minutes Meeting 1

Required

Advisory Committee Meeting minutes/attendance for
Meeting 2

Tips
When uploading a file, make sure to choose file names that indicate what the file contains. Also, do not use
special characters or symbols in the file name such as ~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) ` ; < > ? , [ ] { } ' " or you will receive an
error when you try to upload documents.

When Remediation is Required
Remediation Steps
After your application has been reviewed, you will either receive a notice of approval or a notice that remediation
is required. If remediation is required, you will need to do the following:
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1.

Locate the application that requires remediation and click Edit

2. Read the status of each section to determine which sections require remediation

3. Open each section that requires remediation and click the Review Status Tab (You can view and print a
PDF of all required remediations by clicking the Remediation PDF link at the bottom of any section’s
Review Status tab).
4. For each section that requires remediation, use the information in the comment box to update the
application.
5. Once all remediation steps have been completed, click finish in every section that required remediation
(Please note, for Section 3, you will need to click finish on the Program Overview Tab and the Course
Tabs).
6. Click on Section 6- Statement of Assurance and finish the application.
7. Once the district authorized official has finished the application, the CSA will also need to log-in, sign
and submit the application.
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Deleting a Program
Deletion Steps
If at any time a school no longer wishes to offer an approved CTE program, they can “delete” the program from
their list of approved programs. In order to start a program deletion application, the district authorized official
must:
1. Log in to the CTE DMS.
2. Locate the program you want to delete in the Program Panel.
3. Click the delete button.

4. Once the program application opens, click on Section 6, type in your name and Finish the application
5. Once the district authorized official has finished the application, the CSA will also need to log-in, sign
and submit the application.
Upon final submission, you will receive a pop-up message that says “Application submitted successfully.” In
addition, if you return to the home screen, “Submitted” will also appear in the status column for the application.
Once the application for deletion has been approved by the Office of Career Readiness, you will receive an e-mail
alerting you that the program has been deleted and that the deletion letter is available in the CTE-DMS.
If you have started this application in error, please contact the CTEDMS Helpdesk.
Please Note:
Section 6 is the only section that will require completion.
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Changing from a Program to a Program of Study
Program Changes
In order to changes the status of a program to a program of study:
1. Log in to the CTE DMS.
2. Locate the program you want to change in the Program Panel.
3. Click the “change” button

4. Click on Section 3. Complete Section 3 in accordance with instructions on pages 14 – 18 in this manual
and upload a signed copy of the articulation agreement.
5. Click on Section 6. The district authorized official, followed by the Chief School Administrator must
“sign” the application in accordance with the instruction on page 20.
Upon final submission, you will receive a pop-up message that says “Application submitted successfully.” In
addition, if you return to the home screen, “Submitted” will also appear in the status column for the application.
Once the application for change has been approved by the Office of Career Readiness, you will receive an e-mail
alerting you that the program change has been approved and that the approval letter is available in the CTEDMS.
If you have started this application in error, please contact the CTEDMS Helpdesk.
Please Note:
Section 3 and 6 are the only sections that will require completion.
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Contact Information
Program Assistance for CTE Programs and Programs of Study
If you have specific questions related to CTE Programs or program requirements, please contact the Career
Cluster Lead of the program in question.

Technical Assistance for Carl D. Perkins
If you have specific questions related to Perkins, please contact your Perkins Program Officer.

IT Technical Support for the CTE Data Management System
For help troubleshooting and fixing CTE Data Management System issues, please contact the CTEDMS Helpdesk
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Appendix H

Structured Learning Experience Required Trainings

Federal Wage and Hour and Child Labor Laws, Regulations, and Hazardous Orders Course
This online course meets part of the New Jersey Department of Education requirements for structured
learning experience supervision. The online course is hosted on the Rutgers Canvas learning
management system and takes about 4-6 hours to complete. The content of this course covers various
federal wage and hour and child labor laws, regulations, and hazardous orders governing minors in the
workplace under the Fair Labor Standards Act that are not addressed by New Jersey state laws or
regulations. Included are federal exemptions for special needs/disabled workers. The course is designed
to assist districts and teachers to ensure that student placements into worksites are in compliance with
federal laws, regulations, and hazardous orders.

New Jersey Wage and Hour and Wage Payment and Child Labor Laws, Regulations, and Hazardous
Orders Course
This one day in person course meets part of the New Jersey Department of Education requirements for
structured learning experience supervision. The content of this course covers various NJ wage and hour
and child labor laws.

OSHA 10 Plus
This two day in person course meets part of the New Jersey Department of Education requirements for
structured learning experience supervision. This course has a mandatory online introduction. After you
register online, an email will be sent approximately two weeks prior to the start of the course with
additional information about the online portion. The online portion is the NJDOE 2-hour Safety and
Health overview for 2.0 PDUs. This should be completed the week before the in-person class and no
later than the week after the in-person course.

Designing & Implementing Student Training Plans
This three day in person course meets part of the New Jersey Department of Education requirements for
structured learning experience supervision. This course includes two in-person meeting days with a site
visit day in-between. The 1st and 3rd days are at the location you register for and the 2nd day is off-site
to allow flexibility in conducting required field visit(s) and preparing for group discussion.
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BERGEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

Appendix I
OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

464,200

$64,000

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.5%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Health Care
Construction & Energy
Finance
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Leisure & Hospitality

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

3,530
3,440
3,250
2,540
2,040
1,400
1,190
190
ND †
0

1,300

2,600

70,430
52,680
47,510
31,750
19,740
17,470
16,410
7,590
ND †
0

3,900

25,000

50,000

75,000

COMMUTER DATA ††

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Life Sciences
Finance
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Construction & Energy
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality

Health Care
Retail Trade
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Finance
Construction & Energy
Technology
Life Sciences
Leisure & Hospitality

Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
340,820
New York
92,990
Connecticut
980
Pennsylvania
550
Maryland
70
Delaware
0
All Other
1,730

$119,100
$117,480
$106,000
$78,310
$75,210
$73,820
$60,140
$35,480
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

437,140

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
437,140
Worked in New Jersey
340,820
Percent Worked in State
78%
Worked out of New Jersey
96,320
Percent Worked Out of State
22%
Live and Work in Same County
242,410
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
71%
Percent Work Outside County
29%

Bergen Community
Felician University
College
Fairleigh Dickinson
Eastwick College
University
Ramapo College of New Jersey
* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
501,950 558,850 56,900
11%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Transportation and Warehousing
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Finance and Insurance
Information

79,650
54,600
31,800
38,000
16,800
8,000
13,150
32,250
37,600
1,200
15,300
9,300

95,550
63,450
38,000
41,750
19,550
10,700
15,750
34,500
38,700
1,300
15,000
8,950

15,900
8,850
6,200
3,750
2,750
2,700
2,600
2,250
1,100
100
-300
-350

20%
16%
19%
10%
16%
34%
20%
7%
3%
7%
-2%
-4%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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BERGEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

ESSEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

352,200

$66,720

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.9%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
TDL ***

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

2,460
1,880
1,780
1,380
1,070
690
640
80
ND †
0

900

1800

40,830

27,530
26,830
23,930
16,600
10,710
7,980
2,130
ND †
0

2700

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Finance
Technology
Construction & Energy
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***

Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
Retail Trade
Finance
Manufacturing
Construction & Energy
Technology
Life Sciences
TDL ***

16000

32000

48000

COMMUTER DATA ††

$138,660
$102,530
$77,390
$73,590
$60,790
$56,040
$32,770
$28,320
ND †

Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
302,900
New York
42,150
Pennsylvania
450
Connecticut
400
Maryland
90
Delaware
20
All Other
1,510
Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Essex County College

Montclair State
University
Bloomfield College
Rutgers University –
Newark
Caldwell University
Seton Hall
University
New Jersey Institute of Technology

347,520

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
347,520
Worked in New Jersey
302,900
Percent Worked in State
87%
Worked out of New Jersey
44,620
Percent Worked Out of State
13%
Live and Work in Same
County
184,640
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
61%
Percent Work Outside
County
39%

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
382,950 404,100 21,150
6%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Transportation and Warehousing
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Manufacturing
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Retail Trade
Finance and Insurance
Information

54,700
31,900
22,700
23,100
17,150
9,750
4,400
15,600
650
26,900
19,800
4,800

61,600
37,100
24,700
24,600
18,550
10,850
5,500
16,100
700
26,950
19,750
3,700

6,900
5,200
2,000
1,500
1,400
1,100
1,100
500
50
50
-50
-1,100

13%
16%
9%
7%
8%
11%
25%
3%
8%
0%
0%
-23%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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ESSEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

HUDSON COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

350,300

$76,400

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.9%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Health Care
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Finance
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

1,970
1,550
1,460

1,000
610
400
50
ND †
ND †

0

600

1,200

1,800

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Construction & Energy

33,870
27,920
20,800
19,290
9,860
9,130
670
ND †
ND †
0

12,000 24,000 36,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
225,510
New York
86,300
Connecticut
470
Pennsylvania
290
Maryland
110
Delaware
0
All Other
1,020

$193,860
$135,220
$64,490
$59,800
$51,920
$40,320
$26,360
ND †
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Hudson County
Community College
New Jersey City
University

TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy
Finance

313,700

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
313,700
Worked in New Jersey
225,510
Percent Worked in State
72%
Worked out of New Jersey
88,190
Percent Worked Out of State
28%
Live and Work in Same
County
142,400
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
63%
Percent Work Outside County
37%

Stevens Institute of
Technology
Saint Peter’s
University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
285,500 316,550 31,050
11%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Finance and Insurance
Transportation and Warehousing
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Retail Trade
Construction
Manufacturing
Information
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Utilities
Wholesale Trade

26,950
36,600
21,800
17,300
16,350
28,100
5,400
8,950
8,200
2,650
900
13,450

31,950
40,550
24,850
20,100
19,100
30,150
6,500
9,950
9,000
3,400
950
13,000

5,000
3,950
3,050
2,800
2,750
2,050
1,100
1,000
800
750
50
-450

18%
11%
14%
16%
17%
7%
21%
11%
10%
29%
2%
-3%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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HUDSON COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

HUNTERDON COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

62,300

$68,170

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.3%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Technology
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy
Finance

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
460

360
300
220
210
130
20
ND †
ND †
0

180

360

6,770
5,160
4,940
2,620
2,540
2,330
920
ND †
ND †
0

540

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Construction & Energy

Retail Trade
Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy
Finance

2,500

5,000

7,500

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
58,050
Pennsylvania
2,660
New York
2,040
Connecticut
50
Maryland
50
Delaware
0
All Other
420

$165,430
$128,680
$85,620
$60,840
$60,290
$35,520
$18,870
ND †
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

63,270

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
63,270
Worked in New Jersey
58,050
Percent Worked in State
92%
Worked out of New Jersey
5,220
Percent Worked Out of State
8%
Live and Work in Same
County
27,220
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
47%
Percent Work Outside County
53%

None

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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2016
Jobs
52,050

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Construction
Accommodation and Food Services
Finance and Insurance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Transportation and Warehousing
Retail Trade
Manufacturing
Information
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services

6,500
3,050
3,800
2,850
1,350
2,200
100
500
6,950
2,450
750
4,300

Change 2016-2026
2026
Jobs
Number Percent
54,150
2,100
4%
7,350
3,400
4,150
3,050
1,550
2,250
100
500
6,900
2,350
650
4,050

850
350
350
200
200
50
0
0
-50
-100
-100
-250

14%
11%
9%
8%
17%
1%
3%
5%
-1%
-5%
-10%
-5%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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HUNTERDON COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

MORRIS COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

249,500

$83,740

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.4%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Technology

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

1,730
1,380
1,250

590
120
ND †
ND †
ND †
ND †
0

600

1,200

1,800

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Finance
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Technology
Construction & Energy
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care

Retail Trade
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Technology

28,860
23,580
21,880
18,370

9,560
ND †
ND †
ND †
ND †
0

9,000 18,000 27,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
227,030
New York
15,790
Pennsylvania
830
Connecticut
260
Maryland
120
Delaware
30
All Other
1,130

$198,170
$133,320
$102,710
$89,620
$37,920
ND †
ND †
ND †
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

245,190

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
County College of
Morris
College of Saint
Elizabeth

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
245,190
Worked in New Jersey
227,030
Percent Worked in State
93%
Worked out of New Jersey
18,160
Percent Worked Out of State
7%
Live and Work in Same
County
139,600
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
61%
Percent Work Outside
County
38%

Drew University
Fairleigh Dickinson
University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
325,450 353,250 27,800
8.6%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Transportation and Warehousing
Finance and Insurance
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Utilities
Information
Manufacturing

37,050
39,400
20,550
11,900
5,700
9,000
17,000
17,750
29,600
550
5,700
19,300

42,400
44,500
24,300
14,350
8,000
10,000
17,900
18,300
30,000
550
4,700
18,050

5,350
5,100
3,750
2,450
2,300
1,000
900
550
400
0
-1,000
-1,250

14%
13%
18%
21%
41%
11%
5%
3%
1%
5%
-17%
-7%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based
on unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is
an employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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MORRIS COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

PASSAIC COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

231,400

$50,270

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.6%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Health Care
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
1,770

1,150
1,070
1,060
700
620
300
50
ND †
0

600

1,200

24,330
21,200
17,960
12,480
11,520
5,430
2,970
2,100
ND †
0

1,800

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy

Retail Trade
Health Care
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

7,500 15,000 22,500

COMMUTER DATA ††

$100,670
$80,460
$80,270
$64,850
$60,300
$54,410
$32,310
$20,080
ND †

Place of Work
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Maryland
Delaware
All Other

Country Residents
207,870
15,060
310
190
140
0
580

Total Resident
Workers

224,150

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
224,150
Worked in New Jersey
207,870
Percent Worked in State
93%
Worked out of New Jersey
16,280
Percent Worked Out of State
7%
Live and Work in Same
County
101,350
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
49%
Percent Work Outside County
51%

Passaic County Community College
William Paterson University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
186,750 194,050
7,300
4%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Manufacturing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade

26,500
6,950
10,200
8,100
1,250
4,300
650
17,850
1,400
4,750
9,450
24,800

31,800
7,800
11,050
8,750
1,450
4,350
650
17,600
1,100
4,000
8,550
23,750

5,300
850
850
650
200
50
0
-250
-300
-750
-900
-1,050

20%
12%
9%
8%
18%
0%
2%
-2%
-21%
-15%
-10%
-4%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is
an employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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PASSAIC COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

SOMERSET COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

166,600

$86,080

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.6%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Technology
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

1,010
910
800
710
630
330
120
ND †
ND †
0

400

800

20,260
17,250
15,520
15,480
15,050
9,230
8,640
ND †
ND †
0

1,200

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
Finance
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Health Care

Retail Trade
Technology
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Life Sciences
Finance
Construction & Energy
Health Care

8000

16000

24000

COMMUTER DATA ††

$145,920
$143,560
$132,150
$117,430
$94,210
$41,530
$24,030
ND †
ND †

Place of Work
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Delaware
Maryland
All Other
Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

County Residents
146,730
10,240
1,410
70
40
30
790
159,310

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
159,310
Worked in New Jersey
146,730
Percent Worked in State
92%
Worked out of New Jersey
12,580
Percent Worked Out of State
8%
Live and Work in Same
County
70,680
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
48%
Percent Work Outside County
52%

Raritan Valley Community College

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
208,600 224,550 15,950
8%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Wholesale Trade
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Retail Trade
Information
Utilities
Transportation and Warehousing
Finance and Insurance
Manufacturing

21,700
21,450
14,100
12,100
6,750
2,850
20,600
6,900
300
3,800
9,000
15,000

25,850
24,200
15,500
13,450
7,250
3,250
20,950
7,100
300
3,750
8,650
14,350

4,150
2,750
1,400
1,350
500
400
350
200
0
-50
-350
-650

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based
on unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is
an employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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19%
13%
10%
11%
7%
14%
2%
3%
-3%
-1%
-4%
-4%

SOMERSET COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

SUSSEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

71,100

$43,090

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.8%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Finance
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
400

330
230
160
130
120
10
ND †
ND †
0

150

300

450

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Health Care

Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care
Construction & Energy

5,820
5,160
2,200
1,540
940
540
80
ND †
ND †
0

2,000

4,000

6,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
71,300
New York
3,740
Pennsylvania
490
Connecticut
30
Delaware
20
Maryland
0
All Other
280
Total Resident
Workers
75,860

$85,290
$63,320
$62,350
$61,510
$59,100
$29,700
$18,680
ND †
ND †

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
75,860
Worked in New Jersey
71,300
Percent Worked in State
94%
Worked out of New Jersey
4,560
Percent Worked Out of State
6%
Live and Work in Same
County
32,820
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
46%
Percent Work Outside County
54%

Sussex County Community College

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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2016
Jobs
43,100

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Construction
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Wholesale Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Finance and Insurance
Utilities
Accommodation and Food Services
Information

6,900
2,150
2,150
6,150
1,750
1,600
1,100
700
850
200
3,650
250

Change 2016-2026
2026
Jobs
Number Percent
46,700
3,600
8%
8,350
2,500
2,400
6,400
1,950
1,750
1,200
800
900
200
3,650
200

1,450
350
250
250
200
150
100
100
50
0
0
-50

21%
16%
12%
5%
13%
12%
12%
15%
10%
4%
0%
-15%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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SUSSEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

UNION COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

266,100

$70,320

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.1%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
TDL ***
Construction & Energy
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

1,860
1,500
1,310
1,270
1,200
880
610
440
80
0

700

1,400

2,100

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
Manufacturing
Finance
TDL ***
Construction & Energy
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality

Retail Trade
TDL ***
Health Care
Manufacturing
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Life Sciences
Technology
Finance

27,350
27,290
24,690
18,280
16,600
11,340
9,210
8,460
8,340
0

10,000

20,000

30,000

COMMUTER DATA †
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
225,550
New York
23,950
Pennsylvania
460
Connecticut
160
Delaware
60
Maryland
30
All Other
650
Total Resident
Workers
250,860

$300,250
$249,930
$109,070
$103,980
$80,910
$79,580
$58,840
$31,330
$22,500

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
250,860
Worked in New Jersey
225,550
Percent Worked in State
90%
Worked out of New Jersey
25,310
Percent Worked Out of State
10%
Live and Work in Same
County
121,810
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
54%
Percent Work Outside
County
46%

Union County College
Kean University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
2026
Jobs
Jobs
Number Percent
246,850 262,550 15,700
6%

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Transportation and Warehousing
Construction
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Utilities
Finance and Insurance
Information
Wholesale Trade

31,600
14,100
10,450
14,000
14,950
2,400
18,700
27,350
1,350
7,450
4,200
13,550

36,700
16,950
12,150
15,100
15,850
2,900
19,100
27,750
1,300
7,400
3,850
12,750

5,100
2,850
1,700
1,100
900
500
400
400
-50
-50
-350
-800

16%
20%
16%
8%
6%
20%
2%
2%
-5%
-1%
-8%
-6%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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UNION COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

WARREN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

54,300

$48,530

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.8%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Construction & Energy
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

360
320
280
190
130
110
90
10
ND †
0

125

250

375

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Technology
TDL ***
Construction & Energy
Finance
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care

Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Construction & Energy
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care

6,010
3,400
3,050
1,850
1,410
610
450
190
ND †
0

2,000 4,000 6,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
49,180
Pennsylvania
2,790
New York
870
Maryland
20
Connecticut
10
Delaware
0
All Other
190

$77,630
$73,970
$72,890
$68,440
$65,970
$62,800
$29,240
$16,690
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Centenary University

53,060

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
53,060
Worked in New Jersey
49,180
Percent Worked in State
93%
Worked out of New Jersey
38,880
Percent Worked Out of State
7%
Live and Work in Same
County
22,150
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
45%
Percent Work Outside County
55%

Warren County Community College

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
36,900

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Accommodation and Food Services
Construction
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Retail Trade
Finance and Insurance
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Manufacturing

5,800
2,950
1,250
1,200
550
850
200
6,100
600
1,200
200
3,150

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
38,400
1,500
4%
6,750
3,200
1,450
1,350
700
950
200
6,100
600
1,150
150
2,850

950
250
200
150
150
100
0
0
0
-50
-50
-300

16%
10%
16%
14%
25%
8%
-3%
0%
4%
-3%
-16%
-10%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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WARREN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

MERCER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

196,000

$70,010

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.7%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Health Care
Leisure & Hospitality
Technology
Finance
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
1,210

980
960
890
730
560
300
120
ND †
0

400

800

1,200

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
Finance
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy

Health Care
Retail Trade
TDL ***
Finance
Technology
Leisure & Hospitality
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

21,250
19,980
16,950
16,240
16,130
15,620
8,320
7,330
ND †
0

8,000

16,000 24,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
154,770
Pennsylvania
7,820
New York
7,360
Delaware
170
Maryland
110
Connecticut
0
All Other
740
Total Resident
Workers
170,970

$188,400
$132,480
$108,070
$98,390
$61,430
$57,130
$30,630
$20,820
ND †

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Mercer County
Community College
Rider University

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
170,970
Worked in New Jersey
154,770
Percent Worked in State
90%
Worked out of New Jersey
16,200
Percent Worked Out of State
9%
Live and Work in Same
County
116,510
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
75%
Percent Work Outside
County
25%

Princeton University

The College of New
Jersey
Thomas Edison State University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
271,000

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Transportation and Warehousing
Accommodation and Food Services
Retail Trade
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Finance and Insurance
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Utilities
Information

31,250
9,600
13,000
20,750
23,700
15,850
8,600
5,250
7,300
2,750
550
4,750

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
289,750 18,750
7%
35,900
11,900
14,600
22,300
24,950
16,550
9,250
5,850
7,850
3,250
550
4,550

4,650
2,300
1,600
1,550
1,250
700
650
600
550
500
0
-200

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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15%
24%
12%
7%
5%
4%
7%
11%
7%
18%
-5%
-5%

MERCER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

MIDDLESEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

431,000

$63,220

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.6%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Technology
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Construction & Energy
Finance
Manufacturing
Life Sciences

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

2,430
2,410
2,230
1,820
1,760
1,470
1,190
810
ND †
0

750

1,500

2,250

66,850
43,080
41,610
30,580
30,270
27,850
17,150
15,190
ND †
0

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Finance
Technology
Manufacturing
Construction & Energy
TDL ***
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Life Sciences

TDL ***
Retail Trade
Health Care
Technology
Manufacturing
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Construction & Energy
Life Sciences

20,000 40,000 60,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work
County Residents
New Jersey
342,310
New York
39,250
Pennsylvania
1,790
Connecticut
260
Delaware
120
Maryland
100
All Other
1,370
Total Resident Workers
385,200

$121,800
$109,440
$81,350
$78,630
$60,600
$56,370
$35,540
$20,330
ND †

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
385,200
Worked in New Jersey
342,310
Percent Worked in State
89%
Worked out of New Jersey
42,890
Percent Worked Out of State
11%
Live and Work in Same
County
211,320
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
62%
Percent Work Outside
County
38%

Middlesex County College
Rutgers University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
474,000

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Transportation and Warehousing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Wholesale Trade
Construction
Manufacturing
Finance and Insurance
Accommodation and Food Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Utilities
Information
Retail Trade

50,400
30,750
41,950
34,450
14,750
30,900
14,700
23,250
4,150
900
9,300
42,850

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
518,250 44,250
9%
60,900
37,000
47,350
36,900
16,700
32,700
15,900
24,050
4,800
1,000
9,400
42,050

10,500
6,250
5,400
2,450
1,950
1,800
1,200
800
650
100
100
-800

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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21%
20%
13%
7%
13%
6%
8%
4%
16%
11%
1%
-2%

MIDDLESEX COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

MONMOUTH COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

319,500

$52,550

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

2.6%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Finance
TDL ***
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

2,480
2,170
1,980
1,360
1,290
930
490
70
ND †
0

800

1,600

2,400

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Life Sciences
Finance
Construction & Energy
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care

Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Technology
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care

38,070
35,680
15,590
13,500
12,280
11,410
9,650
4,910
ND †
0

12,000 24,000 36,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
266,720
New York
33,290
Pennsylvania
1,070
Connecticut
180
Delaware
110
Maryland
100
All Other
1,510
Total Resident
Workers
302,980

$121,880
$111,250
$93,980
$73,440
$66,070
$64,570
$30,900
$20,070
ND †

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
302,980
Worked in New Jersey
266,720
Percent Worked in State
88%
Worked out of New Jersey
36,260
Percent Worked Out of State
12%
Live and Work in Same
County
184,820
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
69%
Percent Work Outside County
31%

Brookdale Community College
Monmouth University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
289,650

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Accommodation and Food Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Construction
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Wholesale Trade
Manufacturing
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Retail Trade
Information
Finance and Insurance

44,900
26,400
8,900
14,500
20,500
8,900
9,550
4,700
1,450
38,750
6,300
10,500

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
316,300 26,650
9%
53,400
30,300
11,750
17,200
22,000
10,100
10,400
5,500
1,550
38,550
6,100
10,100

8,500
3,900
2,850
2,700
1,500
1,200
850
800
100
-200
-200
-400

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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19%
15%
32%
19%
7%
13%
9%
17%
5%
-1%
-3%
-4%

MONMOUTH COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

OCEAN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

262,100

$40,170

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.0%
ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **

NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Construction & Energy
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Finance
TDL ***
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences

1,730
1,690
1,400
1,260
700
690
320
320
30
0

650

1,300

1,950

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy
Manufacturing
Health Care
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality

Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences

29,230
27,710
21,010
10,150
6,390
5,240
5,120
2,870
1,190
0

10,000 20,000 30,000

COMMUTER DATA †
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
227,810
New York
6,650
Pennsylvania
1,780
Maryland
150
Connecticut
80
Delaware
40
All Other
740

$71,600
$65,220
$62,780
$61,440
$56,090
$49,730
$48,680
$28,640
$20,110

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

237,250

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
237,250
Worked in New Jersey
227,810
Percent Worked in State
96%
Worked out of New Jersey
9,440
Percent Worked Out of State
4%
Live and Work in Same
County
140,570
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
62%
Percent Work Outside County
38%

Ocean County College
Georgian Court University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS),
2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages
*** Transportation, Distribution & Logistics
† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010 American
Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
181,950

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Construction
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Transportation and Warehousing
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Utilities
Information
Finance and Insurance
Retail Trade

33,750
9,500
15,600
7,800
5,500
2,850
5,150
3,850
1,100
1,350
4,000
27,550

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
198,100 16,150
8.9%
41,050
11,350
17,300
8,550
6,200
3,300
5,200
3,900
1,000
1,250
3,900
27,300

7,300
1,850
1,700
750
700
450
50
50
-100
-100
-100
-250

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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22%
19%
11%
9%
13%
15%
1%
1%
-9%
-8%
-3%
-1%

OCEAN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

ATLANTIC COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

118,100

$41,680

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

4.0%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Finance
TDL ***
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
Leisure & Hospitality
Retail Trade
Construction & Energy
TDL ***
Finance
Technology
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
Health Care

980
930
680
310
280
180
110
10
ND †

0

400

800

1,200

5,880
4,700
2,700
2,230
2,130
300
ND †
0

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy
Finance
Manufacturing
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Retail Trade
Health Care

35,510
15,860

12,000 24,000 36,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
121,810
Pennsylvania
2,960
New York
330
Delaware
220
Maryland
110
Connecticut
50
All Other
420

$94,320
$86,950
$70,150
$67,990
$49,830
$48,320
$30,310
$27,920
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

125,900

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
125,900
Worked in New Jersey
121,810
Percent Worked in State
97%
Worked out of New Jersey
4,090
Percent Worked Out of State
3%
Live and Work in Same
County
105,130
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
86%
Percent Work Outside County
14%

Atlantic Cape Community College
Stockton University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages
*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
136,600

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Accommodation and Food Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Retail Trade
Construction
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Wholesale Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Manufacturing
Information
Finance and Insurance

35,650
19,450
16,050
5,550
4,400
1,900
2,850
2,250
750
2,200
800
2,550

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
155,500 18,900
14%
45,600
22,500
17,150
6,450
5,000
2,500
2,950
2,350
800
2,150
750
2,350

9,950
3,050
1,100
900
600
600
100
100
50
-50
-50
-200

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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28%
16%
7%
16%
14%
30%
3%
5%
5%
-2%
-4%
-8%

ATLANTIC COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
226,150

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Accommodation and Food Services
Finance and Insurance
Transportation and Warehousing
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Utilities
Information

31,700
14,250
15,800
7,850
7,650
12,950
3,050
13,400
14,650
25,000
600
3,300

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
238,350 12,200
5%
35,650
15,550
17,050
8,650
8,250
13,550
3,650
13,950
14,850
25,000
550
2,800

3,950
1,300
1,250
800
600
600
600
550
200
0
-50
-500

12%
9%
8%
10%
8%
4%
19%
4%
1%
0%
-8%
-15%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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BURLINGTON COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

CAMDEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

242,700

$51,160

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.4%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
1,550

1,110
1,080
840
670
450
380
50
ND †
0

600

1,200

1,800

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
Health Care
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy

Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

34,190
24,190
19,570
15,180
14,300
6,070
4,450
2,160
ND †
0

12,000

24,000

36,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
195,650
Pennsylvania
40,640
Delaware
1,140
New York
1,030
Maryland
190
Connecticut
60
All Other
940

$85,900
$85,250
$76,540
$62,040
$60,100
$56,120
$31,310
$28,020
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

239,650

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
239,650
Worked in New Jersey
195,650
Percent Worked in State
82%
Worked out of New Jersey
44,000
Percent Worked Out of State
18%
Live and Work in Same
County
126,630
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
65%
Percent Work Outside County
35%

Camden County College
Rutgers University – Camden

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages
*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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2016
Jobs
227,200

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Construction
Accommodation and Food Services
Manufacturing
Transportation and Warehousing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Utilities
Retail Trade
Finance and Insurance
Information
Wholesale Trade

41,900
8,850
15,550
14,300
8,000
12,600
3,350
400
24,450
5,050
2,500
8,050

Change 2016-2026
2026
Jobs
Number Percent
244,150 16,950
7%
49,850
10,300
16,900
15,500
9,150
13,600
3,900
450
24,450
5,000
2,200
7,400

7,950
1,450
1,350
1,200
1,150
1,000
550
50
0
-50
-300
-650

19%
16%
8%
8%
14%
8%
16%
7%
0%
-1%
-11%
-8%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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CAMDEN COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

CAPE MAY COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

52,100

$33,360

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.8%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Leisure & Hospitality
Retail Trade
Construction & Energy
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care
TDL ***

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
1,030

600
440
150
90
60
10
ND †
ND †
0

400

800

1,200

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Construction & Energy
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Health Care

Leisure & Hospitality
Retail Trade
Construction & Energy
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care
TDL ***

11,680
6,640

2,330
1,040
920
390
60
ND †
ND †
0

4,000

8,000 12,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
41,180
Pennsylvania
1,950
New York
170
Connecticut
50
Maryland
40
Delaware
40
All Other
260

$68,070
$60,610
$51,050
$40,720
$34,410
$27,000
$24,080
ND †
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

43,690

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
43,690
Worked in New Jersey
41,180
Percent Worked in State
94%
Worked out of New Jersey
2,510
Percent Worked Out of State
6%
Live and Work in Same
County
32,320
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
79%
Percent Work Outside County
22%

Atlantic Cape Community College

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages
*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
45,000

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Accommodation and Food Services
Health Care and Social Assistance
Construction
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Wholesale Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Utilities
Information
Finance and Insurance

9,650
4,650
2,250
1,800
850
6,700
1,050
700
300
150
200
950

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
47,650
2,650
6%
10,450
5,250
2,600
2,000
1,000
6,850
1,150
750
350
150
200
950

800
600
350
200
150
150
100
50
50
0
0
0

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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9%
13%
16%
11%
16%
2%
8%
8%
14%
1%
-7%
-3%

CAPE MAY COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

62,400

$41,780

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

4.3%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
TDL ***
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
490

270
250
230
180
130
50
10
ND †

0

200

400

9,210
8,120
7,320
5,400
3,690
1,050
490
30
ND †
0

600

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Technology
Finance
Health Care
Manufacturing
Life Sciences
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy

Manufacturing
Health Care
Retail Trade
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

4,000

8,000

12,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
60,230
Pennsylvania
1,050
Delaware
360
New York
90
Connecticut
30
Maryland
20
All Other
230

$67,940
$57,880
$53,200
$51,530
$51,250
$45,790
$27,010
$15,610
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

62,010

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
62,010
Worked in New Jersey
60,230
Percent Worked in State
97%
Worked out of New Jersey
1,780
Percent Worked Out of State
3%

Rowan College of South Jersey

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages

Live and Work in Same
County

*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution

Percent Live and Work in
Same County
Percent Work Outside County

† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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45,430
75%
25%

Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
62,300

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Accommodation and Food Services
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Utilities
Retail Trade
Information
Finance and Insurance

9,950
8,850
2,700
3,250
2,150
3,250
1,050
500
100
7,550
500
1,000

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
65,900
3,600
6%
11,000
9,850
3,150
3,600
2,400
3,350
1,100
550
100
7,550
450
950

1,050
1,000
450
350
250
100
50
50
0
0
-50
-50

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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11%
12%
16%
11%
11%
3%
6%
14%
2%
0%
-5%
-4%

CUMBERLAND COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

GLOUCESTER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

143,600

$43,660

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

3.1%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
880

580
550
520
300
250
160

20
ND †
0

300

600

900

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Technology
Manufacturing
Finance
TDL ***
Health Care
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy

Retail Trade
TDL ***
Leisure & Hospitality
Health Care
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
Life Sciences
Construction & Energy

18,220
12,670
11,070
10,900
8,010
2,190
1,270
470
ND †
0

6,000 12,000 18,000

COMMUTER DATA ††
Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
110,310
Pennsylvania
24,140
Delaware
2,490
New York
330
Maryland
120
Connecticut
20
All Other
460

$128,880
$89,490
$64,560
$54,230
$53,690
$48,890
$32,220
$17,270
ND †

Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

137,870

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
137,870
Worked in New Jersey
110,310
Percent Worked in State
80%
Worked out of New Jersey
27,560
Percent Worked Out of State
20%
Live and Work in Same
County
63,700
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
58%
Percent Work Outside County
42%

Rowan College of South Jersey
Rowan University

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages
*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
117,050

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Health Care and Social Assistance
Manufacturing
Construction
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Wholesale Trade
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Utilities
Finance and Insurance
Information

13,450
7,950
5,900
18,850
4,450
3,300
8,600
1,550
8,750
250
1,950
900

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
127,000
9,950
8%
16,000
9,350
6,800
19,650
5,150
3,700
8,900
1,850
8,900
250
1,900
800

2,550
1,400
900
800
700
400
300
300
150
0
-50
-100

19%
18%
16%
4%
16%
13%
3%
19%
2%
3%
-3%
-10%

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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GLOUCESTER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

SALEM COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

OVERVIEW

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS *

AVERAGE WAGE **

27,900

$56,310

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE *

4.0%
NUMBER OF ESTABLISHMENTS **
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
TDL ***
Finance
Manufacturing
Technology
Life Sciences
Health Care
Construction & Energy

ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT **
160

110

90
60
40
30

ND †
ND †
ND †
0

60

120

180

ANNUAL AVERAGE WAGES **
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
Finance
Technology
TDL ***
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Construction & Energy
Health Care

TDL ***
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Leisure & Hospitality
Finance
Life Sciences
Technology
Health Care
Construction & Energy

2,310
2,140
2,140
1,430
880
160
120
ND †
ND †
0

750

1,500 2,250

COMMUTER DATA ††

$96,450
$82,730
$72,760
$71,190
$47,000
$26,020
$15,710
ND †
ND †

Place of Work County Residents
New Jersey
24,590
Delaware
2,640
Pennsylvania
1,680
Maryland
60
New York
50
Connecticut
0
All Other
190
Total Resident
Workers

HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

29,210

Place of Work
County Residents
Total Resident Workers
29,210
Worked in New Jersey
24,590
Percent Worked in State
84%
Worked out of New Jersey
4,620
Percent Worked Out of State
16%
Live and Work in Same
County
14,000
Percent Live and Work in
Same County
57%
Percent Work Outside County
43%

Salem Community College

* Source: Local Area Unemployment Statistics
(LAUS), 2018 Benchmark, June 2019
** Source: Quarterly Census of Employment and
Wages
*** Transportation, Logistics & Distribution
† Industry information not disclosed
†† Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2006-2010
American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates
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Change 2016-2026
2016
Jobs
22,400

Industry Title (two digit NAICS)
Total All Industries (beyond below list)
Transportation and Warehousing
Health Care and Social Assistance
Wholesale Trade
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Information
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Utilities
Finance and Insurance
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Construction

1,600
2,900
600
2,250
2,000
50
200
1,200
1,950
450
800
1,100

2026
Jobs
Number Percent
22,800
400
2%
1,950
3,150
650
2,250
2,000
50
200
1,200
1,900
400
750
1,000

350
250
50
0
0
0
0
0
-50
-50
-50
-100

Note: Total nonfarm employment excludes self-employed and unpaid workers. Percent Changes are based on
unrounded data.
Source: NJLWD, Industry and Occupational Employment Projections 2016 -2026. The industry employment
projections use the nonfarm wage salary employment definition of employment. The primary data input is an
employment time series, by industry, which goes back to 1990.
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23%
8%
12%
1%
-1%
-3%
7%
-4%
-3%
-9%
-1%
-9%

SALEM COUNTY, NEW JERSEY

PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT CHANGE

Appendix J: Perkins Secondary and Postsecondary Allocations
New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
01
01
01
01
01
01
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
03
05
05
05
05

County
Name
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Atlantic
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Bergen
Burlington
Burlington
Burlington
Burlington

District
Code
0110
0120
1310
1790
1960
4180
0290
0300
1370
1450
1550
1860
2620
2740
3710
4370
4380
5160
0600
0610
2610
3690

District Name
Atlantic City
Atlantic Co Vocational
Egg Harbor Twp
Greater Egg Harbor Reg
Hammonton Town
Pleasantville City
Bergen County Vocational
Bergenfield Boro
Englewood City
Fair Lawn Boro
Fort Lee Boro
Hackensack City
Leonia Boro
Lodi Borough
Northern Valley Regional
Ridgefield Boro
Ridgefield Park Twp
Tenafly Boro
Burlington City
Burlington Co Vocational
Lenape Regional
Northern Burlington Reg

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$168,336
($86,025)
$82,311
$0
$0
$162,214
$162,214
$57,336
$72,698
($13,978)
$58,720
$0
$36,246
($11,534)
$24,712
$0
$34,738
($5,221)
$29,517
$0
$72,282
($51,335)
$20,947
$0
$0
$695,849
$695,849
$88,411
$33,600
($4,292)
$29,308
$0
$47,029
($8,372)
$38,657
$0
$28,456
($13,058)
$15,398
$0
$32,723
($19,733)
$12,990
$0
$78,395
($38,156)
$40,239
$0
$18,989
($7,213)
$11,776
$0
$38,564
($11,334)
$27,230
$0
$14,208
($4,751)
$9,457
$0
$18,523
($5,971)
$12,552
$0
$33,252
($13,431)
$19,821
$0
$22,021
($5,439)
$16,582
$0
$29,788
($19,237)
$10,551
$0
$0
$241,324
$241,324
$74,661
$35,580
($3,947)
$31,633
$0
$9,541
($798)
$8,743
$0

Rural
Perkins
Reserve
Total
$0 $82,311
$0 $219,550
$0 $58,720
$0 $24,712
$0 $29,517
$0 $20,947
$0 $784,260
$0 $29,308
$0 $38,657
$0 $15,398
$0 $12,990
$0 $40,239
$0 $11,776
$0 $27,230
$0
$9,457
$0 $12,552
$0 $19,821
$0 $16,582
$0 $10,551
$0 $315,985
$0 $31,633
$28,761 $37,504

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
05
05
07
07
07
07
07
07
09
09
09
11
11
11
11
11
13
13
13
13
13
13

County
District
Name
Code
District Name
Burlington
4050 Pemberton Twp
Burlington
5805 Willingboro Twp
Camden
0390 Black Horse Pike Regional
Camden
0680 Camden City
Camden
0700 Camden County Vocational
Camden
1770 Gloucester City
Camden
4060 Pennsauken Twp
Camden
5820 Winslow Twp
Cape May
0720 Cape May Co Vocational
Cape May
2820 Lower Cape May Regional
Cape May
5790 Wildwood City
Cumberland 0540 Bridgeton City
Cumberland 0995 Cumberland Co Vocational
Cumberland 0997 Cumberland Regional
Cumberland 3230 Millville City
Cumberland 5390 Vineland City
Essex
0250 Belleville Town
Essex
0410 Bloomfield Twp
Essex
1210 East Orange
Essex
1390 Essex Co Voc-Tech
Essex
2330 Irvington Township
Essex
3570 Newark City

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$44,059
($13,840)
$30,219
$0
$53,296
($35,139)
$18,157
$0
$38,102
($15,559)
$22,543
$0
$347,963
($259,990)
$87,973
$0
$0
$622,002
$622,002
$74,697
$35,176
($11,857)
$23,319
$0
$81,509
($42,926)
$38,583
$0
$70,564
($39,551)
$31,013
$0
$0
$74,931
$74,931
$14,152
$15,419
($2,257)
$13,162
$0
$23,180
($7,727)
$15,453
$0
$83,904
($19,349)
$64,555
$0
$0
$98,018
$98,018
$24,583
$13,397
($1,934)
$11,463
$0
$100,734
($30,895)
$69,839
$0
$131,679
($53,816)
$77,863
$0
$60,263
($6,463)
$53,800
$0
$61,599
($11,795)
$49,804
$0
$182,779
($86,331)
$96,448
$0
$0
$840,853
$840,853
$83,597
$159,234
($105,583)
$53,651
$0
$922,601
($540,019) $382,582
$0

Rural
Reserve
$62,543
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$26,935
$0
$43,940
$0
$0
$0
$73,043
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Perkins
Total
$92,762
$18,157
$22,543
$87,973
$696,699
$23,319
$38,583
$57,948
$89,083
$57,102
$15,453
$64,555
$122,601
$84,506
$69,839
$77,863
$53,800
$49,804
$96,448
$924,450
$53,651
$382,582

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
13
13
13
13
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
19
19

County
Name
Essex
Essex
Essex
Essex
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Gloucester
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson
Hudson
Hunterdon
Hunterdon

District
Code
3750
3880
4900
5680
0870
1100
1715
1730
1775
3280
4940
5500
5620
2060
2295
2390
2410
3610
5240
5670
1050
1376

District Name
Nutley Town
City Of Orange Twp
South Orange-Maplewood
West Orange Town
Clearview Regional
Deptford Twp
Gateway Regional
Glassboro
Gloucester Co Vocational
Monroe Twp
Delsea Regional H0S Dist0
Washington Twp
West Deptford Twp
Harrison Town
Hudson County Vocational
Jersey City
Kearny Town
North Bergen Twp
Union City
West New York Town
Delaware Valley Regional
South-Hunterdon

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$24,642
$0
$24,642
$0
$94,990
($33,679)
$61,311
$0
$41,487
($2,289)
$39,198
$0
$61,529
($963)
$60,566
$0
$13,099
($2,315)
$10,784
$0
$31,942
($17,754)
$14,188
$0
$6,376
($3,893)
$2,483
$0
$26,145
($7,883)
$18,262
$0
$0
$157,389
$157,389
$52,485
$43,914
($11,455)
$32,459
$0
$11,908
($1,583)
$10,325
$0
$49,267
($8,475)
$40,792
$0
$20,692
($15,686)
$5,006
$0
$35,562
($14,784)
$20,778
$0
$0
$670,819
$670,819
$95,487
$535,894
($237,431) $298,463
$0
$70,228
($8,743)
$61,485
$0
$167,892
($159,200)
$8,692
$0
$193,341
($41,204) $152,137
$0
$119,526
($19,702)
$99,824
$0
$4,051
($2,581)
$1,470
$0
$4,093
($2,729)
$1,364
$0

Rural
Reserve
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$52,842
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$9,815
$913

Perkins
Total
$24,642
$61,311
$39,198
$60,566
$10,784
$14,188
$2,483
$18,262
$209,874
$32,459
$63,167
$40,792
$5,006
$20,778
$766,306
$298,463
$61,485
$8,692
$152,138
$99,824
$11,285
$2,277

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
19
19
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
25
25
25

County
Name
Hunterdon
Hunterdon
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Mercer
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Middlesex
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth

District
Code
2300
2308
1245
1430
1431
1950
2280
2580
3105
5210
5510
3150
3530
3620
3845
4130
4660
4920
5850
0100
1650
2400

District Name
Hunterdon Central Reg
Hunterdon Co Vocational
East Windsor Regional
Ewing Twp
Katzenbach
Hamilton Twp
Hopewell Valley Regional
Lawrence Twp
Mercer County Vocational
Trenton City
Robbinsville Twp
Middlesex Co Vocational
New Brunswick City
North Brunswick Twp
Old Bridge Twp
Piscataway Twp
Sayreville Boro
South River Boro
Woodbridge Twp
Asbury Park City
Freehold Regional
Keansburg Boro

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$11,846
($9,214)
$2,632
$0
$0
$31,616
$31,616
$21,738
$39,753
($9,516)
$30,237
$0
$34,311
($7,377)
$26,934
$0
$0
$14,429
$14,429
$0
$108,616
($42,151)
$66,465
$0
$19,831
($1,305)
$18,526
$0
$28,130
($18,602)
$9,528
$0
$0
$207,244
$207,244
$26,954
$268,338
($64,090) $204,248
$0
$11,680
($1,611)
$10,069
$0
$0
$746,349
$746,349
$73,676
$129,148
($81,442)
$47,706
$0
$54,962
($12,606)
$42,356
$0
$67,982
($5,196)
$62,786
$0
$52,983
($5,689)
$47,294
$0
$52,192
($47,483)
$4,709
$0
$26,926
($4,172)
$22,754
$0
$115,565
($52,108)
$63,457
$0
$47,823
($13,176)
$34,647
$0
$66,954
($37,772)
$29,182
$0
$26,310
($7,542)
$18,768
$0

Rural
Perkins
Reserve
Total
$0
$2,632
$0 $53,354
$0 $30,237
$0 $26,934
$0 $14,429
$0 $66,465
$0 $18,526
$0
$9,528
$0 $234,198
$0 $204,248
$0 $10,069
$0 $820,025
$0 $47,706
$0 $42,356
$0 $62,786
$0 $47,294
$0
$4,709
$0 $22,754
$0 $63,457
$0 $34,647
$0 $29,182
$0 $18,768

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
27
27
27
27
27
29
29
29
29
31
31
31
31
31
31

County
Name
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth
Monmouth
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Morris
Ocean
Ocean
Ocean
Ocean
Passaic
Passaic
Passaic
Passaic
Passaic
Passaic

District
Code
2430
2770
2930
3260
3810
4365
5310
3365
3370
3385
3450
4330
2360
2520
3790
5190
0900
3970
3990
3995
4010
5570

District Name
Keyport Boro
Long Branch City
Manasquan Boro
Monmouth Co Vocational
Ocean Twp
Red Bank Regional
Upper Freehold Regional
Morris County Vocational
Morris Hills Regional
Morris School District
Mount Olive Twp
Randolph Twp
Jackson Twp
Lakewood Twp
Ocean County Vocational
Toms River Regional
Clifton City
Passaic City
Passaic Valley Regional
Passaic County Vocational
Paterson City
Wayne Twp

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$19,825
($16,775)
$3,050
$0
$64,076
($12,544)
$51,532
$0
$29,657
($8,098)
$21,559
$0
$0
$347,956
$347,956
$94,539
$32,644
($15,787)
$16,857
$0
$8,619
($982)
$7,637
$0
$19,450
($5,420)
$14,030
$0
$0
$291,690
$291,690
$49,421
$15,501
($5,724)
$9,777
$0
$42,947
($7,181)
$35,766
$0
$26,629
($2,365)
$24,264
$0
$22,124
($17,555)
$4,569
$0
$81,185
($10,932)
$70,253
$0
$468,235
($52,658) $415,577
$0
$0
$441,758
$441,758
$69,153
$151,882
($61,840)
$90,042
$0
$140,943
($126,933)
$14,010
$0
$248,776
($89,673) $159,103
$0
$11,485
($10,562)
$923
$0
$0
$635,621
$635,621
$134,367
$543,840
($312,178) $231,662
$0
$48,888
($8,838)
$40,050
$0

Rural
Reserve
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Perkins
Total
$3,050
$51,532
$21,559
$442,495
$16,857
$7,637
$14,030
$341,111
$9,777
$35,766
$24,264
$4,569
$70,253
$415,578
$510,911
$90,042
$14,010
$159,103
$923
$769,988
$231,662
$40,050

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
33
33
33
33
33
35
35
35
35
37
37
37
37
37
37
37
39
39
39
39
39
39

County
Name
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Somerset
Somerset
Somerset
Somerset
Sussex
Sussex
Sussex
Sussex
Sussex
Sussex
Sussex
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

District
Code
4070
4150
4630
4640
5910
1610
3670
4810
4820
2165
2240
3590
4960
5110
5360
5435
1320
4160
4540
5000
5260
5290

District Name
Penns Grv-Carney'S Pt Reg
Pittsgrove Twp
Salem City
Salem County Vocational
Woodstown-Pilesgrove Reg
Franklin Twp
North Plainfield Boro
Somerset Co Vocational
Somerville Boro
High Point Regional
Hopatcong
Newton Town
Sparta Twp
Sussex County Vocational
Vernon Twp
Wallkill Valley Regional
Elizabeth City
Plainfield City
Roselle Boro
Springfield Twp
Union County Vocational
Union Twp

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$30,918
($26,978)
$3,940
$0
$13,620
($10,337)
$3,283
$0
$28,200
($13,150)
$15,050
$0
$0
$83,927
$83,927
$27,610
$18,835
($8,902)
$9,933
$0
$57,921
($37,716)
$20,205
$0
$32,436
($5,406)
$27,030
$0
$0
$234,231
$234,231
$20,316
$24,734
($21,290)
$3,444
$0
$9,790
($5,034)
$4,756
$0
$11,502
($5,653)
$5,849
$0
$16,866
($6,368)
$10,498
$0
$14,997
($3,333)
$11,664
$0
$0
$35,677
$35,677
$27,756
$18,982
($2,088)
$16,894
$0
$4,673
($3,517)
$1,156
$0
$284,878
($8,364) $276,514
$0
$104,372
($48,038)
$56,334
$0
$32,850
($24,241)
$8,609
$0
$11,464
($4,162)
$7,302
$0
$0
$408,064
$408,064
$78,162
$54,509
($8,484)
$46,025
$0

Rural
Reserve
$0
$3,082
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$21,571
$0
$0
$20,772
$0
$84,000
$5,478
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Perkins
Total
$3,940
$6,365
$15,050
$111,537
$9,933
$20,205
$27,030
$254,547
$3,444
$26,327
$5,849
$10,498
$32,436
$63,433
$100,894
$6,634
$276,514
$56,334
$8,609
$7,302
$486,226
$46,025

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Perkins Secondary Allocations
As of April 28, 2020
County
Code
41
41
41
41
41
80
80

County
Name
Warren
Warren
Warren
Warren
Warren
Essex
Atlantic

District
Code
0280
1870
3675
4100
5460
7210
7410

District Name
Belvidere Town
Hackettstown
North Warren Regional
Phillipsburg Town
Warren County Vocational
Marion P0 Thomas Cs
Charter~Tech High School

Gross
Transferred
Net
Vocational
Allocation Allocation Allocation
Reserve
$9,719
($6,223)
$3,496
$0
$17,689
($2,803)
$14,886
$0
$5,779
($2,499)
$3,280
$0
$50,119
($9,632)
$40,487
$0
$0
$33,321
$33,321
$16,741
$0
$76,831
$76,831
$0
$0
$47,539
$47,539
$0

Rural
Reserve
$0
$0
$4,793
$0
$0
$0
$0

Perkins
Total
$3,496
$14,886
$8,073
$40,487
$50,062
$76,831
$47,539

New Jersey Department of Education
FY21 Perkins Postsecondary Vocational Allocations
As of April 17, 2020
CO

1
3
5
9
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
37
39
41

District
Code
120
290
610
720
1390
1775
2295
2308
3105
3150
3260
3365
3790
3995
4640
5110
5260
5460

District Name
Atlantic Co Voc Sch Dist
Bergen Co Voc Sch Dist
Burlington Co Voc Sch Dist
Cape May Co Voc Sch Dist
Essex Co Voc Sch Dist
Gloucester Co Voc Sch Dist
Hudson Co Voc Sch Dist
Hunterdon Co Voc Sch Dist
Mercer Co Voc Sch Dist
Middlesex Co Voc Sch Dist
Monmouth Co Voc Sch Dist
Morris Co Voc Sch Dist
Ocean Co Voc Sch Dist
Passaic Co Voc Sch Dist
Salem Co Voc Sch Dist
Sussex Co Voc Sch Dist
Union Co Voc Sch Dist
Warren Co Voc Sch Dist

Federal
Allocation
5,747
24,423
5,388
3,233
718
359
6,465
38,429
6,824
39,506
19,394
718
-

State
Allocation
93,488
143,707
109,603
80,871
84,869
95,862
116,100
93,738
116,100
129,341
119,098
125,594
148,330
89,741
91,615
80,247
106,356
76,874

New Jersey Department of Education
Preliminary FY21 Postsecondary Perkins Allocations to County Colleges
As of April 17, 2020
Co
1
3
5
7
11
13
15
17
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41

CDS
Code
7101
7105
7116
7120
7125
7130
7135
7140
7145
7150
7111
7155
7160
7165
7170
7175
7180
7185
7190

College Name
Atlantic Cape Community College
Bergen Community College
Rowan College at Burlington
Camden County College
Cumberland County College
Essex County College
Rowan College at Gloucester County
Hudson County Community College
Mercer County Community College
Middlesex County College
Brookdale Community College
County College of Morris
Ocean County College
Passaic County Community College
Salem Community College
Raritan Valley Community College
Sussex County Community College
Union County College
Warren County Community College

Federal
Allocation
623,484
658,680
437,085
809,164
365,973
752,059
285,165
1,013,879
499,577
510,711
573,921
440,677
401,888
745,595
59,978
339,396
109,181
726,560
35,915

Rural
Reserve
115,787
72,407
165,525
149,217
45,173

Perkins
Total
739,271
658,680
437,085
809,164
365,973
752,059
285,165
1,013,879
499,577
510,711
573,921
440,677
401,888
745,595
132,385
504,921
258,398
726,560
81,088

State Plan, Program Year 2020–2021
New Jersey
Statutory Assurances
The eligible agency assures that:
1. It made the State plan publicly available for public comment for a period of not less than 30 days, by electronic means
and in an easily accessible format, prior to submission to the Secretary for approval and such public comments were
taken into account in the development of this State plan. (Section 122(a)(4) of Perkins V)
2. It will use the funds to promote preparation for high-skill, high-wage, or in-demand industry sectors or occupations and
non-traditional fields, as identified by the State. (Section 122(d)(13)(C) of Perkins V)
3. It will provide local educational agencies, area career and technical education schools, and eligible institutions in the
State with technical assistance, including technical assistance on how to close gaps in student participation and
performance in career and technical education programs. (Section 122(d)(13)(E) of Perkins V)
4. It will comply with the requirements of this Act and the provisions of the State plan, including the provision of a financial
audit of funds received under this Act, which may be included as part of an audit of other Federal or State programs.
(Section 122(d)(13)(A) of Perkins V)
5. None of the funds expended under this Act will be used to acquire equipment (including computer software) in any
instance in which such acquisition results in a direct financial benefit to any organization representing the interestes of the
acquiring entity or the employees of the acquiring entity, or any affiliate of such an organization. (Section 122(d)(13)(B) of
Perkins V)
6. It will use the funds provided under this Act to implement career and technical education programs and programs of study
for individuals in State correctional institutions, including juvenile justice facilities. (Section 122(d)(13)(D) of Perkins V)
I understand that the use of the Personal Identification Number (PIN) supplied to me by the Department to certify and submit
these assurances is the same as certifying and signing the document with a hand-written signature.

Signature of Authorized Individual (PIN):

****

Title/Agency:

State Director/New Jersey Department of Education

Date:

04/14/2020

State Plan, Program Year 2020–2021
New Jersey
EDGAR Certifications
By submitting a Perkins V State Plan, consistent with 34 CFR 76.104, the eligible agency certifies that:
1. It is eligible to submit the Perkins State plan.
2. It has authority under State law to perform the functions of the State under the Perkins program(s).
3. It legally may carry out each provision of the plan.
4. All provisions of the plan are consistent with State law.
5. A State officer, specified by title in Item C on the Cover Page, has authority under State law to receive, hold, and
disburse Federal funds made available under the plan.
6. The State officer who submits the plan, specified by title in Item C on the Cover Page, has authority to submit the plan.
7. The entity has adopted or otherwise formally approved the plan.
8. The plan is the basis for State operation and administration of the Perkins program.
I understand that the use of the Personal Identification Number (PIN) supplied to me by the Department to certify and submit
these assurances is the same as certifying and signing the document with a hand-written signature.

Signature of Authorized Individual (PIN):

****

Title/Agency:

State Director/New Jersey Department of Education

Date:

04/14/2020

OMB Approval No. 0348-0040

ASSURANCES - NON-CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMS
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 15 minutes per response, including time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of
information. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for
reducing this burden, to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Project (0348-0040), Washington, DC 20503.

PLEASE DO NOT RETURN YOUR COMPLETED FORM TO THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET.
SEND IT TO THE ADDRESS PROVIDED BY THE SPONSORING AGENCY.
NOTE: Certain of these assurances may not be applicable to your project or program. If you have questions, please contact the
awarding agency. Further, certain Federal awarding agencies may require applicants to certify to additional assurances. If such
is the case, you will be notified.
As the duly authorized representative of the applicant, I certify that the applicant:
1.

Has the legal authority to apply for Federal assistance
and the institutional, managerial and financial capability
(including funds sufficient to pay the non-Federal share
of project cost) to ensure proper planning, management
and completion of the project described in this
application.

2.

Will give the awarding agency, the Comptroller General
of the United States and, if appropriate, the State,
through any authorized representative, access to and
the right to examine all records, books, papers, or
documents related to the award; and will establish a
proper accounting system in accordance with generally
accepted accounting standards or agency directives.

3.

Will establish safeguards to prohibit employees from
using their positions for a purpose that constitutes or
presents the appearance of personal or organizational
conflict of interest, or personal gain.

4.

Will initiate and complete the work within the applicable
time frame after receipt of approval of the awarding
agency.

5.

Will comply with the Intergovernmental Personnel Act of
1970 (42 U.S.C. §§4728-4763) relating to prescribed
standards for merit systems for programs funded under
one of the 19 statutes or regulations specified in
Appendix A of OPM's Standards for a Merit System of
Personnel Administration (5 C.F.R. 900, Subpart F).

6.

Will comply with all Federal statutes relating to
nondiscrimination. These include but are not limited to:
(a) Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (P.L. 88-352)
which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color
or national origin; (b) Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972, as amended (20 U.S.C. §§16811683, and 1685-1686), which prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex; (c) Section 504 of the Rehabilitation

Act of 1973, as amended (29 U.S.C. §794), which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of handicaps; (d)
the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, as amended (42
U.S.C. §§6101-6107), which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of age; (e) the Drug Abuse Office and
Treatment Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-255), as amended,
relating to nondiscrimination on the basis of drug
abuse; (f) the Comprehensive Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation
Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-616), as amended, relating to
nondiscrimination on the basis of alcohol abuse or
alcoholism; (g) §§523 and 527 of the Public Health
Service Act of 1912 (42 U.S.C. §§290 dd-3 and 290 ee3), as amended, relating to confidentiality of alcohol
and drug abuse patient records; (h) Title VIII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 (42 U.S.C. §§3601 et seq.), as
amended, relating to nondiscrimination in the sale,
rental or financing of housing; (i) any other
nondiscrimination provisions in the specific statute(s)
under which application for Federal assistance is being
made; and, (j) the requirements of any other
nondiscrimination statute(s) which may apply to the
application.
7.

Will comply, or has already complied, with the
requirements of Titles II and III of the Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition
Policies Act of 1970 (P.L. 91-646) which provide for
fair and equitable treatment of persons displaced or
whose property is acquired as a result of Federal or
federally-assisted programs. These requirements apply
to all interests in real property acquired for project
purposes regardless of Federal participation in
purchases.

8.

Will comply, as applicable, with provisions of the
Hatch Act (5 U.S.C. §§1501-1508 and 7324-7328)
which limit the political activities of employees whose
principal employment activities are funded in whole or
in part with Federal funds.
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9.

10.

11.

Will comply, as applicable, with the provisions of the DavisBacon Act (40 U.S.C. §§276a to 276a-7), the Copeland Act
(40 U.S.C. §276c and 18 U.S.C. §874), and the Contract
Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. §§327333), regarding labor standards for federally-assisted
construction subagreements.
Will comply, if applicable, with flood insurance purchase
requirements of Section 102(a) of the Flood Disaster
Protection Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-234) which requires
recipients in a special flood hazard area to participate in the
program and to purchase flood insurance if the total cost of
insurable construction and acquisition is $10,000 or more.
Will comply with environmental standards which may be
prescribed pursuant to the following: (a) institution of
environmental quality control measures under the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190) and
Executive Order (EO) 11514; (b) notification of violating
facilities pursuant to EO 11738; (c) protection of wetlands
pursuant to EO 11990; (d) evaluation of flood hazards in
floodplains in accordance with EO 11988; (e) assurance of
project consistency with the approved State management
program developed under the Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972 (16 U.S.C. §§1451 et seq.); (f) conformity of
Federal actions to State (Clean Air) Implementation Plans
under Section 176(c) of the Clean Air Act of 1955, as
amended (42 U.S.C. §§7401 et seq.); (g) protection of
underground sources of drinking water under the Safe
Drinking Water Act of 1974, as amended (P.L. 93-523);
and, (h) protection of endangered species under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (P.L. 93205).

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED CERTIFYING OFFICIAL

12.

Will comply with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of
1968 (16 U.S.C. §§1271 et seq.) related to protecting
components or potential components of the national
wild and scenic rivers system.

13.

Will assist the awarding agency in assuring compliance
with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, as amended (16 U.S.C. §470), EO 11593
(identification and protection of historic properties), and
the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of
1974 (16 U.S.C. §§469a-1 et seq.).

14.

Will comply with P.L. 93-348 regarding the protection of
human subjects involved in research, development, and
related activities supported by this award of assistance.

15.

Will comply with the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act of
1966 (P.L. 89-544, as amended, 7 U.S.C. §§2131 et
seq.) pertaining to the care, handling, and treatment of
warm blooded animals held for research, teaching, or
other activities supported by this award of assistance.

16.

Will comply with the Lead-Based Paint Poisoning
Prevention Act (42 U.S.C. §§4801 et seq.) which
prohibits the use of lead-based paint in construction or
rehabilitation of residence structures.

17.

Will cause to be performed the required financial and
compliance audits in accordance with the Single Audit
Act Amendments of 1996 and OMB Circular No. A-133,
"Audits of States, Local Governments, and Non-Profit
Organizations."

18.

Will comply with all applicable requirements of all other
Federal laws, executive orders, regulations, and policies
governing this program.

TITLE

State Director of Career Readiness
APPLICANT ORGANIZATION

New Jersey Department of Education

DATE SUBMITTED

April 13, 2020
Standard Form 424B (Rev. 7-97) Back

CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING
Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements
The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:
(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any
person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of an agency, a Member of
Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with
the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the
entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or
modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an
officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal
contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard
Form-LLL, ''Disclosure of Lobbying Activities,'' in accordance with its instructions.
(3) The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award documents
for all subawards at all tiers (including subcontracts, subgrants, and contracts under grants, loans, and
cooperative agreements) and that all subrecipients shall certify and disclose accordingly. This certification
is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or
entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction
imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be
subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,00 0 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.
Statement for Loan Guarantees and Loan Insurance
The undersigned states, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:
If any funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer
or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of
a Member of Congress in connection with this commitment providing for the United States to insure or
guarantee a loan, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, ''Disclosure of Lobbying
Activities,'' in accordance with its instructions. Submission of this statement is a prerequisite for making or
entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the
required statement shall be subjec t to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000
for each such failure.

* APPLICANT'S ORGANIZATION

New Jersey Department of Education
* PRINTED NAME AND TITLE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
Prefix:
* Last Name:
* Title:
* SIGNATURE:

* First Name:

Erskine

Middle Name:

Glover

Suffix:

State Director of Career Readiness
* DATE:

April 13, 2020

New Jersey Budget

Budget
Line PERKINS V: CAREER AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO STATES
1

Total Perkins V Allocation

$ 25793385.00

2

State Administration

$ 1289669.00

3

State Leadership

$ 2579338.00

4

Individuals in State Institutions

$ 257934.00

4a

Correctional Institutions

$ 202160.00

4b

Juvenile Justice Facilities

$ 25842.00

4c

Institutions that Serve Individuals with Disabilities

$ 29932.00

5

Non-Traditional Training and Employment

$ 85000.00

6

Special Populations Recruitment

$ 2579.00

7

Local Formula Distribution

$ 21924378.00

8

Reserve

$ 3288656.00

9

Secondary Recipients

$

10

Postsecondary Recipients

$

11

Allocation to Eligible Recipients

$ 18635720.00

12

Secondary Recipients

$ 10249646.00

13

Postsecondary Recipients

$ 8386074.00

14

State Match (from non-federal funds)

$ 1289669.00

Date Printed: 07/01/2020

1

New Jersey State Determined Performance Levels - Secondary
Indicators

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

Format

Level
1S1: Four-Year Graduation Rate

96.2

96.4

96.6

96.8

97

Percentage

2S1: Academic Proficiency in Reading Language Arts

64.06

65.5

67

68.5

70

Percentage

2S2: Academic Proficiency in Mathematics

33.04

34.5

36

37.5

39

Percentage

2S3: Academic Proficiency in Science

27.42

27.45

27.65

27.85

28

Percentage

3S1: Post-Program Placement

92.25

92.5

92.75

93

93.25

Percentage

4S1: Non-traditional Program Concentration

28.33

28.35

28.4

28.45

28.5

Percentage

8.95

9

10

11

12

Percentage

5S3: Program Quality – Participated in Work-Based Learning

Date Printed: 07/01/2020

1

New Jersey State Determined Performance Levels - Postsecondary
Indicators

Baseline

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

Format

Level
1P1: Post-Program Placement

82.45

83.25

83.3

83.35

83.4

Percentage

2P1: Earned Recognized Postsecondary Credential

42.28

42.3

42.8

43

43.25

Percentage

3P1: Non-Traditional Program Concentration

23.42

23.45

23.47

23.49

23.51

Percentage

Date Printed: 07/01/2020
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State Plan, Program Year 2020–2021
New Jersey
State Plan Certification
I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, all information and data included in this State plan submission are true and
correct.
I understand that the use of the Personal Identification Number (PIN) supplied to me by the Department to certify and submit
these assurances is the same as certifying and signing the document with a hand-written signature.

Signature of Authorized Individual (PIN):

****

Title/Agency:

New Jersey Department of Education

Date:

04/15/2020

OMB Control No. 1894-0005 (Exp. 04/30/2020)

NOTICE TO ALL APPLICANTS
The purpose of this enclosure is to inform you about
the following provision in the Department of
Education's General Education Provisions Act
(GEPA) that applies to applicants for new grant
awards under Department programs. This provision
is Section 427 of GEPA, enacted as part of the
Improving America's Schools Act of 1994 (Public
Law (P.L.) 103-382).
To Whom Does This Provision Apply?
Section 427 of GEPA affects applicants for new grant
awards under this program. ALL APPLICANTS
FOR NEW AWARDS MUST INCLUDE
INFORMATION IN THEIR APPLICATIONS
TO ADDRESS THIS NEW PROVISION IN
ORDER TO RECEIVE FUNDING UNDER THIS
PROGRAM.
(If this program is a State-formula grant program, a
State needs to provide this description only for
projects or activities that it carries out with funds
reserved for State-level uses. In addition, local
school districts or other eligible applicants that apply
to the State for funding need to provide this
description in their applications to the State for
funding. The State would be responsible for ensuring
that the school district or other local entity has
submitted a sufficient section 427 statement as
described below.)
What Does This Provision Require?
Section 427 requires each applicant for funds (other
than an individual person) to include in its
application a description of the steps the applicant
proposes to take to ensure equitable access to, and
participation in, its Federally-assisted program for
students, teachers, and other program beneficiaries
with special needs. This provision allows applicants
discretion in developing the required description.
The statute highlights six types of barriers that can
impede equitable access or participation: gender,
race, national origin, color, disability, or age. Based
on local circumstances, you should determine
whether these or other barriers may prevent your
students, teachers, etc. from such access or
participation in, the Federally-funded project or
activity. The description in your application of steps
to be taken to overcome these barriers need not be
lengthy; you may provide a clear and succinct
description of how you plan to address those barriers
that are applicable to your circumstances.
In
addition, the information may be provided in a single

narrative, or, if appropriate, may be discussed in
connection with related topics in the application.
Section 427 is not intended to duplicate the
requirements of civil rights statutes, but rather to
ensure that, in designing their projects, applicants for
Federal funds address equity concerns that may affect
the ability of certain potential beneficiaries to fully
participate in the project and to achieve to high
standards. Consistent with program requirements and
its approved application, an applicant may use the
Federal funds awarded to it to eliminate barriers it
identifies.
What are Examples of How an Applicant Might
Satisfy the Requirement of This Provision?
The following examples may help illustrate how an
applicant may comply with Section 427.
1) An applicant that proposes to carry out an
adult literacy project serving, among others,
adults with limited English proficiency, might
describe in its application how it intends to
distribute a brochure about the proposed project
to such potential participants in their native
language.
2) An applicant that proposes to develop
instructional materials for classroom use might
describe how it will make the materials available
on audio tape or in braille for students who are
blind.
3) An applicant that proposes to carry out a
model science program for secondary students
and is concerned that girls may be less likely
than boys to enroll in the course, might indicate
how it intends to conduct "outreach" efforts to
girls, to encourage their enrollment.
4) An applicant that proposes a project to
increase school safety might describe the special
efforts it will take to address concern of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, and transgender students, and
efforts to reach out to and involve the families of
LGBT students
We recognize that many applicants may already be
implementing effective steps to ensure equity of
access and participation in their grant programs, and
we appreciate your cooperation in responding to the
requirements of this provision.

Estimated Burden Statement for GEPA Requirements
According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless such collection displays a valid
OMB control number. Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 1.5 hours per response, including time for reviewing
instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. The
obligation to respond to this collection is required to obtain or retain benefit (Public Law 103-382. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other
aspect of this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Ave., SW,
Washington, DC 20210-4537 or email ICDocketMgr@ed.gov and reference the OMB Control Number 1894-0005.

